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PREFACE

The purpose o£ this book has been stated in the introductory and
the final chapters. Therefore this preface can be brief. I conceived

the plan of writing a book on gestalt psychology when after five

years of pure research work I had to resume the work of teaching.

It seemed to me to be the best way of systematizing my own knowl-

edge if I presented it in book form. The final result has not been

quite the book I had in my mind when I began to write the first

pages. I hoped that I could produce a work which would appeal to

a wider circle of readers than that of the trained psychologists, and
which would at the same time contain enough concrete material to

interest the more technical reader. To myself, and to some of my
friends, I formulated this idea by saying that I planned a book

which would have a position intermediate between Kohler’s “Ge-

stalt Psychology” and an ordinary text-book. I am afraid that all

that has survived of this conception is that the book is neither the

one nor the other.

In my original plan I intended to give as systematic a presenta-

tion of psychology as I was capable of doing. And to this part of my
programme I have clung with a determination which to some
readers may at times appear pedantic. By this I mean not complete-

ness but consistency, I wanted to bring order into the great mass of

facts discovered by modern psychology, by formulating clear-cut

problems, showing their interrelationships, offering possible solu-

tions, and exposing the gaps which these solutions leave unfilled.

If I wanted to present a system of psychology, it was not a dead

or finished system, but a system in the making, a system in the state

of growth. From this point of view I divided the field and selected

my material. My treatment, long as it has become, leaves out a

great number of facts, many of them surely of great significance.

But some selection there had to be, and although every selection is

to some extent arbitrary and depending upon the person who selects,

I have tried to choose my material with regard to the contribution

it could make to my general plan. That I have drawn largely from

gestalt literature is justified by the title which indicates my concept

of systematization.^ In rereading the book I found some parts much
^ The greater part of this literature is in German and for this reason not easily

accessible to English and American readers. In order to lift this barrier to their

becoming familiar with the original literature Dr. W. D. Ellis is preparing a book

in which he has assembled the condensed translations of some forty German books

ix



X PREFACE

more difficult than others. This is especially true of the treatment of

the perceptual constancies contained in the sixth chapter. These

constancies contain some of the major problems of today’s experi-

mental research and reveal in my opinion the power of the leading

concepts of this book. But their discussion is not absolutely essential

to the development of the system as a whole. The reader who is not

sufficiently interested in them may therefore skip the sixth chapter

without losing the thread of the general argument.

After saying what I intended the book to be I may add a few

words in explanation of what it is not meant to be. In the first place

it has no wish to be dogmatic. It lays before the reader a theory in

a great number of applications, but it is for the reader to judge how
effective this theory is. It would also be wrong to look at this book

as the “authentic presentation of gestalt theory,” for there is no

such thing. I have done nothing that any psychologist could not

have done equally well or better, had he wished to do so. The gen-

eral theoretical equipment and all the facts were available to every-

body. There exists no “secret of the guild” which would give me or

other members of the so-called “gestalt school” a special standing.

And therefore the book has to be judged not only as a “gestalt psy-

chology,” but also as a psychology.

Furthermore, the book does not want to be polemical except in

an entirely impersonal way which should appear throughout its

pages and is explicitly mentioned in the concluding chapter. Nat-

urally, in order to establish a certain explanation of phenomena
other explanations had to be ruled out. In many places such explana-

tions have been presented in a form made up by myself in such a

way as to give them the greatest plausibility. At times, however, it

was expedient to quote from individual authors.^ In these cases per-

sonal polemics were as far from my mind as in the others. I have

chosen my opponents because of the value of their contributions; it

would have seemed unfair to me to disregard their arguments, and
often enough the criticism of their opinions has helped me in the

development of my own hypotheses.

In conclusion it is meet to express my obligation to those without

whose direct or indirect help this book could not have been written.

Everybody knows, and my text reveals it in every chapter, what I

owe to the two friends to whom I have dedicated it. Ever since the

winter semester of 1910-11, when we three worked together at

and articles on gestalt psychology covering the period from 1915-1929. This col-

lection, to be published in the near future, will be of great help to the student of

gestalt psychology.

2 All references in the text refer to the bibliography appended at the end.
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Frankfort on the Main, I have been guided by their creative ideas.

I was sorely tempted to add to my dedication the quotation from

Faust which Hermann Ebbinghaus inscribed on the page on which

he dedicated his Grundzuge to Gustav Theodor Fechner, and only

my reluctance to plagiarizing has prevented me from doing so. I owe
a great debt of gratitude to President W. A. Neilsoh and to Smith

College, first for appointing me Research Professor and thus grant-

ing me five full years in which supported by president and faculty

I could devote all my efforts to pure research, and then making my
load of teaching so easy that I could within little over two years

write this book, thus utilizing the result of my five years’ experi-

menting and thinking. I thank my students who patiently listened

to these chapters as they were composed, and contributed by a

number of well chosen criticisms, and my colleagues with whom
some of the problems were discussed in seminar talks. Another

colleague of mine, though not a psychologist, Professor W. A.

Orton, has read a good third of the book, suggesting several valu-

able changes; he has also been of inestimable help in revising the

final galleys. Dr. Julian Blackburn of the University of Cambridge,

who spent six months with me as a Rockefeller Fellow, read the

whole typescript and drew my attention to many places where the

argument was not clear or lacked consistency. To my colleague

at the Massachusetts State College, Dr. W. D. Ellis, I am indebted

for his painstaking work in revising the proofs. But of all I have

received the most active help from my former student, Dr. M. R.

Harrower. To her not only the author, but also the reader, is greatly

indebted. In scanning every line of the typescript and the proofs

with the greatest care she thought constantly both of the content

and of the reader. In many hours of discussion she made me re-

formulate a number of passages so that they carried meaning not

only to myself but also to those who might take the trouble of

studying the book. It is also due to her skill that the English of the

text is as correct as it is.

I believe that psychology has entered a period of rapid and healthy

progress so that this work will soon be antiquated in many parts.

If it contributes even a small share to such progress, I shall feel

rewarded for the labour it cost me to write it.

K. KOFFKA

Smith College

Northampton, Mass,

February, 1935
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CHAPTER I

WHY PSYCHOLOGY?

An Introductory Question. Facts and Theories. Science and the Sciences. Science and
Conduct. The Danger of Science. Science as Discipline. Function of Science. Special

Function of Psychology. Nature, Life, Mind. Integration of Quantity, Order, and
Meaning. The Common Principle in the Preceding Discussion. Generality of the

Gestalt Category. Why Psychology?

AN INIHODUCTORY QUESTION

When I first conceived the plan o£ writing this book I guessed,

though I did not know, how much effort it would cost to carry

it out, and what demands it would put on a potential reader. And I

doubted, not rhetorically but very honestly and sincerely, whether

such labour on the part of the author and the reader was justified.

I was not so much troubled by the idea of writing another book on
psychology in addition to the many books which have appeared

during the last ten years, as by the idea of writing a book on
psychology. Writing a book for publication is a social act. Is one

justified in demanding co-operation of society for such an enter-

prise ? What good can society, or a small fraction of it, at best derive

from it.f^ I tried to give an answer to this question, and when now,

after having completed the book, I return to this first chapter, I find

that the answer which then gave me sufficient courage to start on
my long journey, has stayed with me to the end. I believed I had

found a reason why a book on psychology might do some good.

Psychology has split up into so many branches and schools, either

ignoring or fighting each other, that even an outsider may have the

impression—surely strengthened by the publications “Psychologies

of 1925” and “Psychologies of 1930”—that the plural “psychologies”

should be substituted for the singular.

Psychology has been pampered in the United States, where for

many years it has enjoyed great popularity, though it seems to me
that its fortunes have somewhat ebbed and may be ebbing more; in

England, the land of conservative change, it found for a long time

as cold a welcome as any other loud and startling innovation, but

has gradually gained ground and is, in my belief, still gaining; in

Germany, where experimental psychology was born and had at

3
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first a period of rapid expansion, a strong reaction set in soon after-

wards which very definitely kept psychology “in its place.”

I confess that today I feel much less animosity towards the active

enemies of psychology—or those of them who are serious and hon-

est—than when I was younger.

The comparison of psychology as it is today with other branches

of human knowledge has raised the question in my mind what

contribution psychology has made through the very extensive and

intensive effort of the men and women who devote their life’s

work to it.

No student of philosophy need fail to get some inkling of the

great and deep problems which have beset the minds of our pro-

foundest thinkers from ancient to modern times; no student of his-

tory need remain unaware of the terrific human forces that have

been consumed in the making and unmaking of empires and

have combined to create the world in which we are living at

this moment; no student of physics need pass his final examina-

tion without some insight into the increasing rationalization of our

knowledge of nature nor into the inexorable exactness of experi-

mental methods; and no student of mathematics should leave his

courses without having learned what generalized thinking is and
what beautiful and powerful results it can achieve. But what can

we say of the student of psychology? Must he have learned to un-

derstand human nature and human actions better at the end of

his course? I am not ready to answer this question in the affirma-

tive. But before I had an answer to the question, what it is that

a student of psychology should be able to gain from his general

course, what it is, more generally expressed, that psychology can con-

tribute to the imperishable possessions of our race, I did not feel

justified in writing a general book on the subject.

FACTS AND THEORIES

Nobody can reproach psychology with having discovered too few
facts. A psychologist who knew all the facts that have been brought

to light by experimental methods would indeed know much, very

much. And such knowledge is today regarded as an aim in its

own right. “Find facts, facts, and again facts; when you are sure

of your facts try to build theories. But your facts are more im-

portant.” This slogan expresses the creed of a philosophy which is

widely accepted today. And indeed it seems very plausible. On the

one side are the objective facts, independent of the scientist who
investigates them; on the other are his hypotheses, his theories, pure
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products of his mind. Naturally we should attribute more value

to the former than to the latter. In psychology such a view can

claim a particular justification. For this science consisted of a num-
ber of simple and comprehensive theories and few scientifically

established facts before the beginning of the new era. With the

advent of experiment more and more facts were discovered which
played havoc with the old theories. Only when psychology deter-

mined to become a fact-finding science did it begin to become a

real science. From the state in which it knew little and fancied

a great deal it has progressed to a state where it knows a lot and
fancies little—at least consciously and with a purpose, though un-

awares it contains more fancy than many psychologists are aware

of. To evaluate this progress we have to examine what it means to

know much. The Latin adage multum non multa distinguishes be-

tween two meanings of the word “much.” The one which it dis-

cards in favour of the other is purely quantitative. According to

the latter a person who knows twenty items knows ten times as

much as the person who knows only two items. But in another

sense the latter person, if he knows those two items in their intrinsic

relation, so that they are no longer two but one with two parts,

knows a great deal more than the former, if he knows just twenty

items in pure aggregation. Although from the point of multa this

person would be superior, he would be inferior from the point of

multum.

Now as I look upon the growth of science it seems to me that

it began to find itself and thereby entered a new epoch when at

the time of the Renaissance it changed from a chase for the multa

to a search for the multum. Since that time science has continually

striven to reduce the number of propositions from which all known
facts can be derived. In this enterprise it has been more and more

successful, and has by its new method also discovered more and

more facts which otherwise would never have become known; it

has simultaneously discarded as fancy many a piece of knowledge

which was taken as fact, and has changed the systematic status of

many other facts. It is a “fact” that heavy bodies fall more quickly

than light ones, as anyone can test by dropping a pencil and a

sheet of paper. But it is a complex, not a simple fact, whereas the

simple fact is that all bodies fall with the same velocity in a

vacuum. From this scientific fact the everyday fact can be derived

but not vice versa. The very concept of fact, therefore, becomes

problematical.
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One can look at the progress of science as a steady increase in the

number of facts known. Then one arrives at a position where

much knowledge means knowledge of multa. But a very differ-

ent aspect of scientific progress is also possible: the increasing sim-

plicity—not of course in the sense that it is more and more easy

to learn, but in the sense that to him who has mastered it the

system of science becomes a more and more cohesive and unitary

whole. Or otherwise expressed, science is not comparable to a

catalogue in which all facts are listed according to an arbitrary

principle, like the books in a library in the alphabetical order of

their authors; science is rational; the facts and their order are one

and the same; facts without order do not exist; therefore if we
know one fact thoroughly we know ever so many more facts from

the knowledge of this one fact. From this point of view, much
knowledge is knowledge of multum, knowledge of the rational

system, the interdependence of all facts.

SCIENCE AND THE SCIENCES

Of course science never succeeds in reaching its goal. At any one

moment in its history there is a wide gap between its ideal and its

accomplishment. The system is never complete, there are always

facts, old and newly discovered, which defy the unity of the system.

Apparent as this is within the compass of any individual science, it

becomes even more manifest when we consider the variety of dif-

ferent sciences. They have all arisen from one common matrix.

The first scientific impulse was not directed towards different spe-

cial groups of topics but was universal. In our present terminology

we can say that philosophy is the mother of all sciences.

Progressive specialization has marked scientific progress, and our
science, psychology, was the last to gain her independence. This

separation and specialization was necessary, but it has of necessity

worked against the aim of unification of knowledge. If a number of

separately established sciences have developed, then, coherent as

each one may be in itself, what is their mutual relation? How can

a multum arise from that multa? That this task must be accom-
plished follows from the very function of science. I am the last to

see the value of science in its practical applications. The explanation

of the shift of spectral lines coming from stars millions of light

years distant, is in my eyes a much greater triumph of science than

the construction of a new bridge with a record span or the trans-

mission of photographs across the ocean. But for all that I do not

believe that science can be legitimately regarded as the game of a
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relatively small number of people who enjoy it and get their live-

lihood from it. In some sense science cannot be wholly divorced

from conduct.

SCIENCE AND CONDUCT

Conduct, of course, is possible without science. Humans carried

on in their daily affairs long before the first spark of science had
been struck. And today there are millions of people living whose
actions are not determined by anything we call science. Science,

however, could not but gain an increasing influence on human be-

haviour. To describe this influence roughly and briefly will throw
a new light on science. Exaggerating and schematizing the differ-

ences, we can say : in the prescientific stage man behaves in a situa-

tion as the situation tells him to behave. To primitive man each

thing says what it is and what he ought to do with it: a fruit says,

“Eat me”; water says, “Drink me”; thunder says, “Fear me,” and
woman says, “Love me.”

This world is limited, but, up to a point, manageable, knowledge
is direct and quite unscientific, in many cases perfectly true, but in

many others hopelessly wrong. And man slowly discovered the

errors in his original world. He learned to distrust what things

told him, and gradually he forgot the language of birds and stones.

Instead he developed a new activity which he called thinking. And
this new activity brought him great advantages. He could think out

the consequences of events and actions and thereby make himself

free of past and present. By thinking he created knowledge in the

sense of scientific knowledge, knowledge which was no longer a

knowledge of individual things, but of universals. Knowledge
thereby becomes more and more indirect, and action, to the extent

that it loses its direct guidance by the world of things, more and

more intellectualized. Moreover, the process of thinking had de-

stroyed the unity of the primitive world. Thought had developed

categories or classes, and each class had its own characteristics,

modes of behaviour, or laws. Concrete situations which demand
decisions and prompt actions do not, however, fall into only one

such class. And so action, if it were to be directed by scientific

knowledge, had to be subjected to a complex thought process, and

often enough such a process failed to give a clear decision. In other

words, whereas the world of primitive man had directly determined

his conduct, had told him what was good, what bad, the scientific

world proved all too often a failure when it came to answering such

questions. Reason seemed to reveal truth, but a truth that would
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give no guidance to conduct; but the demand for such guidance

remained and had to be filled. Thus arose eventually the dualism

of science and religion, with its various phases of double-truth

theory, bitter enmity, and sentimentalization of science, one as

unsatisfactory as the other.

THE DANGER OF SCIENCE

Is it the tragedy of the human race that for every gain it makes
it has to pay a price which often seems greater than the gain?

Must we pay for science by a disintegration of our life? Must we
deny on week-days what we profess on Sundays? As a personal

article of faith I believe that there is no such inexorable must.

Science, in building rational systems of knowledge, had to select

such facts as would most readily submit to such systematization.

This process of selection, in itself of the greatest significance, in-

volves the neglecting or rejecting of a number of facts or aspects.

As long as scientists know what they are doing, such procedure

is fraught with little danger. But in the triumph over its success

science is apt to forget that it has not absorbed all aspects of

reality, and to deny the existence of those which it has neglected.

Thus, instead of keeping in mind the question which gave rise to

all science, ‘‘what God is, what we are . . it holds up such ques-

tions to ridicule, and considers the men and women who persist

in asking them as atavistic survivals.

This attitude, whose historical necessity and merit I plainly dis-

cern, must be rejected, not because it is inimical to religion, but

because it would, if consistently maintained, block the progress of

science itself by closing to its advance the gates that lead to the

most essential of all questions. In my opinion no gate should be

closed to science; by this I do not mean that today’s or yesterday’s

science is capable of answering the fundamental questions, as so

many radicals, men of the best motives, seem to think. Instead I

believe that science, aware of its incompleteness, should gradually

attempt to broaden its base, to include more and more of the facts

which it found at first necessary to exclude, and thereby become
better and better equipped to answer those questions which man-
kind will not be denied. As long as science misunderstands its task

it will always be in danger of losing its position of independence

and integrity. The illegal usurper of a throne will always find

illegal pretenders. The denunciation of the intellect which has

assumed such tremendous proportions in some parts of our world
with such far-reaching consequences, seems to me the outcome of
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the wrong scientific attitude, although for that reason it is no less

wrong itself. I shall revert to this theme in a later chapter (Chap-

ter IX), and shall point out only that science if it follows the path

which I have brie% indicated will assume a different ^ace. But I

hope that such a science will, slowly but surely, help to re-create

that original unity which it had to destroy in order to develop.

A science, therefore, gains in value and significance not by the

number of individual facts it collects but by the generality and

power of its theories, a conclusion which is the very opposite of

the statement from which our discussion started. Such a view, how-
ever, does not look down upon facts, for theories are theories of

facts and can be tested only by facts, they are not idle speculations

of what might be, but i.e., surveys, intuitions, of what is.

Therefore in my presentation of psychology I shall emphasize the

theoretical aspect; many facts will be reported, but not as a mere
collection, or an exhibition of curious phenomena to be compared

to Mme. Tussaud’s waxworks, but as facts in a system—as far as

it is humanly possible not a pet system of my own, but the system

to which they intrinsically belong—i.e., as rationally understandable

facts.

SCIENCE AS DISCIPLINE

Such a procedure would, however, be without value if it neglected

another aspect of science, so far omitted from our discussion, viz.,

the greatest possible exactness in the establishment of facts. By its

demand for exactness science frees itself from the personal wishes

of the scientist. A theory must be demanded by facts; in its turn

it demands facts, and if they fail to conform exactly to it, then the

theory is either wrong or incomplete. In this sense science is disci-

pline. We cannot do what we want, but must do what the facts

demand. The success of science has tended to make us proud and
conceited. But such conceit is out of place. He is the greatest master

who is the greatest servant. Again and again we experience in the

progress of knowledge how apt we are to halt and stumble, again

and again we find how little we can ma\e knowledge, how we
must give our thoughts time to grow. Therefore the pursuit of

knowledge, instead of making us proud and boastful, should make
us modest and humble.

FUNCTION OF SCIENCE

To summarize: the acquisition of true knowledge should help us

to reintegrate our world which has fallen to pieces; it should teach

us the cogency of objective relations, independent of our wishes and
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prejudicesj and it should indicate to us our true position in our

world and give us respect and reverence for the things animate and

inanimate around us.

SPECIAL FUNCTION OF PSYCHOLOGY

This is true of all sciences. What special claim can psychology

make.f^ To teach us humility, what science can do that better than

astronomy and astrophysics which deal with times and distances

far beyond the scope of our imagination? And what science can

discipline us better than pure mathematics with its demands for

absolute proofs? Could we then claim that psychology is particu-

larly fitted for the task of integration, and give this as an answer

to the question from which we started? I think we can, for in

psychology we are at the point where the three great provinces

of our world intersect, the provinces which we call inanimate na-

ture, life, and mind.

NATURE, LIFE, MIND

Psychology deals with the behavior of living beings. Therefore,

as every biological science, it is faced with the problem of the rela-

tion between animate and inanimate nature whether it is aware

of and concerned with this problem or not. But to the psychologist,

one special aspect of behaviour, in ordinary parlance called the

mental, assumes paramount importance. This is not the place to

discuss consciousness and mind as such. Later chapters will show
the use we make of these concepts. But we will not reject at the

outset a distinction which permeates our idiomatic speech as much
as our scientific terminology. We all understand what is meant by
the proposition that a prizefighter was knocked out and did not

recover consciousness for six minutes. We know that during these

fatal six minutes the pugilist did not cease to live, but that he lost

one particular aspect of behaviour. Furthermore we know that con-

sciousness in general and each specific conscious function in partic-

ular, is closely bound up with processes in our central nervous

system. Thus the central nervous system becomes, as it were, the

nodal point where mind, life, and inanimate nature converge. We
can investigate the chemical constitution of the nervous tissue and
will find no component that we have not found in inorganic na-

ture; we can study the function of this tissue and will find that it

has all the characteristics of living tissue; and finally there is this

relation between the life function of the nervous system and con-

sciousness.
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Two Types of Solutions of the Problems Involved in This Rela-

tion Rejected. Anybody who would claim to have found a complete

and true solution of our problems would expose himself to the just

suspicion of being either an ass or a quack. These problems have

occupied the best human minds for thousands of years, and there-

fore it is more than unlikely that a solution can be found by any

other way than a slow and gradual approach. What I think about

the mode of this approach I shall again defer to a later part of the

book.

Materialism. But here I shall reject two types of solutions that

have been offered. The first is the solution of crude materialism,

which gained great momentum about the middle of the last century

and found its most popular expression in a book that around 1900

was a best seller and is now practically forgotten. I mean Haeckel’s

“Riddle of the Universe.” I am not sure that the United States are

not even now feeling the last ebbing wave of this flood which
reached the shores of the New World long after its crest had passed

from the Old. This materialistic solution is astonishingly simple.

It says : The whole problem is illusory. There are no three kinds of

substance or modes of existence, matter, life, and mind; there is

only one, and that is matter, composed of blindly whirling atoms

which, because of their great numbers and the long time at their

disposal, form all sorts of combinations, and among them those we
call animals and human beings. Thinking and feeling, why, they

are just movements of atoms. Interfere with the matter of the brain

and see what remains of consciousness. Although I have expressed

this view very crudely, I believe that I have expressed it adequately,

particularly when I add that this view is not only a scientific con-

viction, but as well, or even more so, a creed and a wish. It is the

revolt of a generation that saw a strongly entrenched church hold

on to dogmas which science, growing up like a young giant, had

crushed—a generation that, by the successful applications of science

to technical problems, had become vainglorious and had lost that

feeling of awe which should accompany all true knowledge. Just

as the victorious barbarians, be they vandals or Calvinists, de-

stroyed thoroughly and passionately the creations most dear to their

vanquished enemies, so our materialists developed a hatred of those

parts of human philosophy that pointed beyond the pale of their

narrow conceptions. To be called a philosopher was an insult, and

to be a believer was to belong among the untouchables.

Now I bear no grudge against these men, much as I see their

narrow-mindedness and their smallness of stature. For I believe that
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malgre tout they have served a good purpose. They have helped to

build up an intelligentsia strong enough to stand out against the

unwarranted interference of a reactionary church and pursue their

own way, bringing up a new generation which was unhampered
by theological restrictions and therefore had no axe to grind.

As to materialism itself, it is not necessary today to refute it. I

will add only this: the materialist’s claim that the problems of rela-

tionship or interaction between matter, life, and mind were falsely

put may turn out to be perfectly valid. The hopeless error which

the materialists committed was to make an arbitrary discrimination

between these three concepts with regard to their scientific dignity.

They accepted one and rejected the two others—their excuse being

the intrinsic and extrinsic success of science and the absurdities of

the contemporary speculative philosophy—whereas each of them
may, as a conception, contain as much of the ultimate truth as the

others, quite apart from the stage of development which each of

them may have reached at a given time.

Vitalism, Spiritualism. The other type of solution which I want
to reject here does not deny the validity of our problems; rather it

attempts to solve them by establishing two or three separate realms

of existence, each sharply distinguished from the other by the

presence or absence of a specific factor. One can discriminate three

such attempts; the first draws the dividing line between life and
mind, life and inanimate nature belonging together (Descartes),

and mind, a new and divine substance, separating man from the

rest of creation. The second, on the other hand, throws life and
mind together as directed by a power not found in inorganic nature

and therefore essentially different from it (vitalism). The third

sticks to the threefold division and looks for special active principles

in each of the three realms (Scheler). Of these three, vitalism has

gained by far the greatest importance because many thorough and
highly ingenious attempts have been made to establish it as a truly

scientific theory. The problem of vitalism will therefore occupy us

repeatedly in the following pages. Here I only explain why I must
reject this whole type of explanation at the outset. The answer is

simple enough, but will, without a wider context, appear somewhat
unsatisfactory. The vitalistic type of solution is no solution, but a

mere renaming of the problem. By renaming it, it emphasizes the

problem, and is, in that respect, much superior to crude materialism.

But by pretending that a hew name is a solution, it might do a

great deal of harm to science were it widely accepted. Characteris-

tically, however, vitalism, not to mention the two other forms of
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our type, has never been popular among scientists, particularly not

among those nearest concerned, the biologists. It required always

a full share of personal courage to profess oneself a vitalist, and
therefore let us honour the men who were willing to sacrifice their

reputations and their careers in the service of a cause which they

considered to be a true one.

Integration of Quantity, Order, and Meaning. By rejecting these

types of solution I have implied the kind of solution our psychology

will have to offer. It cannot ignore the mind-body and the life-

nature problem, neither can it accept these three realms of being

as separated from each other by impassable chasms. It is here that

the integrative quality of our psychology will become manifest.

Materialism tried to achieve a simple system by using for its in-

terpretation of the whole the contribution of one part. To be truly

integrative, we must try to use the contributions of every part for

the building of our system. Looking at the sciences of Nature, Life,

and Mind, we may extract from each one specific and particularly

important concept, viz., from the first: quantity, from the second:

order, and from the third: meaning or significance (in German:
Sinn), Our psychology, then, must have a place for all of these.

Let us discuss them one by one.

Quantity and Quality. Modern scientific psychology was started

by quantification. Mental functions were shown to be expressible

in purely quantitative terms (Weber’s Law), and ever since then

the quantitative interest has done as much harm as good to the

further development of our science. On the one side, we find those

who want to measure everything, sensations, emotions, intelligence;

and on the other, those who deny that true psychological pro-

blems are amenable to quantitative treatment; to them, psychology

is the domain of quality, excluding quantity. In my opinion this

famous antithesis of quantity and quality is not a true antithesis at

all. It owes its popularity largely to a regrettable ignorance of the

essence of quantity as used in physical science.

Modern science, it is true, begins with quantitative measurement.

The present-day physicist devotes the greatest efforts to making
his measurements finer and finer; but he will not measure anything

and everything, but only such effects as in some way or other

contribute to his theory. It is impossible to discuss here all the funC'

tions of quantitative measurement in physics. But it is fair to say

that a mere collection of numbers is never what the physicist wants.

What he is frequently interested in is the distribution of measurable

characteristics in a given volume and the changes which such dis-
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tributions undergo. Both types of facts he describes by means of

mathematical equations which may contain a few concrete num-

bers but in which abstract numbers are by far the most important

constituents. And the mathematical formula establishes primarily

a definite relationship between these abstract numbers. Measure-

ment has then the role to test the validity of the equation for the

process which it is meant to describe, i.e., of the relationship es-

tablished. Such a relationship, however, is no longer quantitative

in the simple sense in which any one concrete number is; its quan-

tity is no longer opposed to quality. The misunderstanding arises

when one considers only the individual facts with their measured

quantities, overlooking the manner of their distribution. But the

latter is no less factual than the former, and it indicates a property

or quality of the condition or process under discussion. A simple

example should clarify this point: In a soap bubble the forces of

cohesion between the soap particles pull them as close together as

possible. They are held in equilibrium by the air enclosed by the

soap membrane, whose pressure would increase if the bubble con-

tracted. The soap, therefore, must remain distributed over the out-

side boundary of an air volume, and the distribution will be such

that it will occupy as little space as possible. Since of all solids the

sphere is the one which has the greatest volume for a given surface

or the smallest surface for a given volume, the soap will distribute

itself on a spherical surface. A statement like this seems to me to

be as much qualitative as quantitative; the latter, because it says

of each particle that it is here and not somewhere else; the former,

because it assigns a definite shape with all its peculiarities to our

distribution. Once our attention has been drawn to this point we
shall find it difficult in a great many cases to decide whether a state-

ment is quantitative or qualitative. A body moves with constant

velocity; truly quantitative, but equally truly qualitative, and the

same is true whatever kind of velocity we attribute to the body.

Thus when the velocity varies with the sine or cosine of time, the

body executes a periodic movement which is qualitatively quite

different from a mere translatory movement.
* We conclude from these examples: the quantitative, mathematical

description of physical science, far from being opposed to quality,

is but a particularly accurate way of representing quality. I will,

without proof, add that a description may be quantitative without
being at the same time the most adequate one. Of the two analytic

equations of the circle : and r = constant, the second
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expresses the specific quality of the circle more directly and hence

more adequately than the first.

And we can now draw a lesson for our psychology: it may be

perfectly quantitative without losing its character as a qualitative

science, and on the other hand, and at the present moment even

more important, it may be unblushingly qualitative, knowing that

if its qualitative descriptions are correct, it will some time be pos-

sible to translate them into quantitative terms.^

Order. Let us now turn to “order,” the concept derived from the

sciences of life. Can we give a satisfactory definition of this con-

cept? We speak of an orderly arrangement of objects when every

object is in a place which is determined by its relation to all others.

Thus the arrangement of objects thrown at random into a lumber

room is not orderly, while that of our drawing room furniture is.

Similarly we speak of an orderly march of events (Head) when
each part event occurs at its particular time, in its particular place,

and in its particular way, because all the other part events occur

at their particular times, in their particular places, and in their par-

ticular ways. An orderly march of events is, e.g., the movement of

the piano keys when a practised player plays a tune; a mere sequence

of events without any order takes place when the keys are pressed

down by a dog running over the keyboard.

“order not an objective category.” Both examples may give rise

to a particular objection or may lead to a special theory of order. Let

us take up the objection first: “Why,” so an opponent, whom for the

sake of convenience we shall call Mr. P, might ask, “do you call

the motions of the piano keys in the second case less orderly than

the first? I can,” so he continues, “find only one reason, and that is

that you like the first better than the second. But this subjective

feeling of preference is surely not a sufficient reason for intro-

ducing a distinction allegedly fundamental, and for deriving from

this distinction a new scientific category. And the same is true of

your first example. You happen to like your drawing room, but I

can well imagine a person, say a stranger from another planet, who
would feel happier in your storeroom. Look at your two cases

without any personal bias; then you will find that each object,

whether in the drawing room or in the loft, is where it is because,

according to mechanical laws, it could not be anywhere else; and
just so is each key set into motion according to the stern laws of

mechanics whether it be Paderewski’s fingers or a frightened dog

^ Wertheimer expressed a similar idea in an unpublished lecture from which
Scheerer quotes (p. 272, fn. i).
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which run over the keyboard. But if the ordinary old mechanical

laws explain these events, why introduce a new concept, order,

which confuses the issue by creating an artificial difference between

processes which from the point of view of mechanics are essentially

similar.?'*

REFUTATION OF THIS VIEW BY VITALISM. To this argument another

person (we will call him Mr. V) might reply as follows: “My
dear fellow, it is very generous of you to disregard your own feel-

ings in the matter, for I know how sensitive you are to badly fur-

nished rooms and how fastidious your taste is with regard to piano

music. I shall therefore exclude from my answer the person who is

merely supposed to look at or live in one of our two rooms and to

listen to the two sequences of tones, just as you said one should.

But even so there remains a difference between the two alternatives

in each of the two examples, and this difference is decisive, since it

refers to the way in which the arrangement and the sequence have

been brought about. In my ideal lumber room, each piece has been

deposited as it happened to come without regard to any other. And
since, as you pointed out yourself, every object in this loft is where

it is according to strict mechanical laws, this lumber room is an

excellent example of what mechanical forces will do if left to them-

selves. Compare this with our drawing room. Here, careful plan-

ning has preceded the actual moving of the furniture, and each piece

receives a place that makes it subservient to the impression of the

whole. What does it matter whether a table has at first been pushed

too far to the left? Somebody who knows the plan, or who has a

direct feeling for the intended effect, will push it back into its proper

place: just so a picture hung awry will be straightened out; vases

with proper flowers will be well distributed, all of course with the

help of mechanical forces, but nothing by these mechanical forces

alone. I need not repeat my argument for the two tone sequences,

the application is too obvious. But my conclusion is this: in inor-

ganic nature you find nothing but the interplay of blind mechanical

forces, but when you come to life you find order, and that means a

new agency that directs the workings of inorganic nature, giving

aim and direction and thereby order to its blind impulses.” And so

Mr. V, in trying to answer Mr. P’s argument, has developed the

theory which I referred to at the beginning of this discussion. Re-

membering our previous discussion of nature and life, one will

recognize this theory as a vitalistic one. As a matter of fact the

strongest arguments for vitalism have been based on the distinction

of orderly processes and blind sequences.
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. SOLUTION OF THE POSITIVIST-VITALIST DILEMMA. But let US rctum tO

the argument between Messrs. P and V. We have already pledged

our psychology to a rejection o£ vitalism. But can we disregard V’s

answer to P s argument, his defence of the distinction between

orderly and orderless arrangements and events? We can not. And
that lands us in a quandary: we accept order but we reject a spe-

cial factor that produces it. For the first we shall be despised by
Mr. P and his followers; for the second we shall incur the wrath

of Mr. V. Both reactions would be justified if our attitude were

truly eclectic; we should then appear to accept two propositions

that are incompatible with each other. Therefore the task of our

system is clearly defined: we must attempt to reconcile our ac-

ceptance and our rejection, we must develop a category of order

which is free from vitalism. The concept of order in its modern
form is derived from the observation of living beings. But that does

not mean that its application is restricted to life. Should it be pos-

sible to demonstrate order as a: characteristic of natural events and
therefore within the domain of physics, then we could accept it in

the science of life without introducing a special vital force re-

sponsible for the creation of order. And that is exactly the solution

which gestalt theory has offered and tried to elaborate. How that

has been done we shall learn in the course of this book. But it is

meet to point out the integrative function of the gestalt solution.

Life and nature are brought together not by a denial of one of the

most outstanding characteristics of the former but by the proof

that this feature belongs to the latter also. And by this kind of

integration gestalt theory contributes to that value of knowledge

which we have called reverence for things animate and inanimate.

Materialism accomplished the integration by robbing life of its

order and thereby making us look down on life as just a curious

combination of orderless events; if life is as blind as inorganic

nature we must have as little respect for the one as for the other.

But if inanimate nature shares with life the aspect of order, then

the respect which we feel directly and unreflectively for life will

spread over to inanimate nature also.

Significance, Value. We turn to the last of our categories: sig-

nificance. What we mean by that is harder to explain than the two

previous concepts, and yet here lies one of the deepest roots of

gestalt theory, one which has been least openly brought before the

English-speaking public. The reason for this is easy to understand.

There is such a thing as an intellectual climate, and the intellectual

climate, just as the meteorological, varies from country to country.
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And just as the growth of a plant depends upon the physical climate,

so does the growth of an idea depend upon the intellectual climate.

There can be no doubt that the intellectual climates of Germany
and the United States are widely different. The idealistic tradition

of Germany is more than an affair of philosophic schools; it per-

vades the German mind and appears most openly in the writings

and teachings of the representatives of “Geisteswissenschaften,” the

moral sciences. The meaning of a personality prominent in history,

art, or literature seems to the German mind more important than

the pure historical facts which make up his life and works; the

historian is often more interested in the relation of a great man to

the plan of the universe than in his relations to the events on the

planet. Contrariwise, in America the climate is chiefly practical;

the here and now, the immediate present with its needs, holds the

centre of the stage, thereby relegating the problems essential to Ger-

man mentality to the realm of the useless and non-existing. In

science this attitude makes for positivism, an overvaluation of mere

facts and an undervaluation of very abstract speculations, a high

regard for science, accurate and earthbound, and an aversion, some-

times bordering on contempt, for metaphysics that tries to escape

from the welter of mere facts into a loftier realm of ideas and ideals.

Therefore when the first attempts were made to introduce gestalt

theory to the American public, that side which would most readily

appeal to the type of German mentality which I have tried to

sketch was kept in the background, and those aspects which had

a direct bearing on science were emphasized. Had the procedure

been different, we might have incurred the danger of biassing our

readers against our ideas. Living in a different intellectual climate

they might have taken this aspect of gestalt theory for pure mys-

ticism and decided not to have anything to do with the whole
theory before they had had a chance of becoming acquainted with

its scientific relevance.

At the present moment, however, when gestalt theory has been

taken up as a main topic of discussion, it seems only fair to lift the

old restriction and expose all its aspects.

THE DILEMMA OF GERMAN PSYCHOLOGY OUT OF WHICH GESTALT

THEORY AROSE. To do this I shall revert for a moment to the origins

of our theory and to the leading ideas of its first founder. Max
Wertheimer. What I said about the German intellectual climate

does not apply to German experimental psychology. Rather, experi-

mental psychology had carried on a feud with speculative psy-

chologists and philosophers who, not without reason, belittled its
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achievements and claimed that mind in its truest aspects could

never be investigated by scientific methods, i.e., by methods derived

from the natural sciences.^ How could, so the argument would run,

the laws of sensation and association, which then composed the

bulk of scientific psychology, ever explain the creation or enjoyment

of a work of art, the discovery of truth, or the development of a

great cultural movement like that of the Reformation? Tlie facts to

which these opponents of scientific psychology pointed and the facts

which the experimental psychologists investigated were indeed so

far apart that they seemed to belong to different universes, and no
attempt was made by experimental psychology to incorporate the

larger facts in their system which was erected on the smaller ones,

at least no attempt which did justice to the larger.

Weighing this situation in retrospect we are forced to take an

attitude similar to that which we took with regard to the material-

ism-vitalism controversy. We must admit that the criticism of the

philosophers was well founded. Not only did psychology exhaust

its efforts in trivial investigations, not only had it become stagnant

with regard to the problems it actually worked on, but it insisted

on its claim that it held the only key to those problems which the

philosophers emphasized. Thus the historian was right when he

insisted that no laws of sensation, association or feeling—pleasure

and displeasure—could explain a decision like that of Caesar’s to

cross the Rubicon with its momentous consequences; that, generally

speaking, it would be impossible to incorporate the data of culture

within current psychological systems without destroying the true

meaning of culture. For, so they would say, culture has not only

existence but also meaning or significance, and it has value. A psy-

chology which has no place for the concepts of meaning and value

cannot be a complete psychology. At best it can give a sort of under-

structure, treating of the animal side of man, on which the main
building, harbouring his cultural side, must be erected.

On the other hand we cannot disregard the attitude of experi-

mental psychology. Its position was this: for ages psychology had

been treated in the way which philosophers and historians claimed

to be the only true one, with the result that it had never become a

true science. Clever, even profound, things might have been said

about men’s higher activities by speculative philosophers and “un-

derstanding” historians, but all these dicta bore the stamp of their

authors’ personalities; they could not be verified and could not

produce a scientific system. Science wants an explanation in terms

2 A good account of this side of German psychology is given by Kliiver.
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of cause and effect, but the kind of psychology they opposed gave

explanations in terms of motives and values. This, the experimental

psychologists averred, was no explanation at all, whereas their work

was concerned with true causal theories. If it failed at the moment
to include the cultural aspects, it did so only because it was so very

young. But a building had to be erected from the bottom and not

from the roof. ^'Psychologic von unten* was their slogan. And there

is much to be said for this attitude. If we believe that the sciences,

natural and moral, are not merely a collection of independent human
activities, some players playing one kind of game, others another,

but that they are branches of one all-embracing science, then we
must demand that the fundamental explanatory principles be the

same in all.

The dilemma of psychology, then, was this: on the one hand it

was in possession of explanatory principles in the scientific sense,

but these principles did not solve the most important problems of

psychology, which therefore remained outside its scope; on the other

hand, it dealt with these very problems, but without scientific ex-

planatory principles; to understand took the place of to explain,

Wertheimer’s solution of the dilemma. This dilemma must
have been prominent in Wertheimer’s mind even when he was a

student. Perceiving the merits and faults of both sides, he could

not join either, but he had to try to find a solution of this acute

crisis. In this solution two principles could not be sacrificed: the

principles of science and of meaning. And yet these very two were

the origin of the whole difficulty. Scientific progress occurs very

often by a re-examination of the fundamental scientific concepts.

And to such a re-examination Wertheimer devoted his efforts. And
his conclusions can be stated in a few simple words, although they

demand a radical change of our habits of thought, a change in our

most ultimate philosophy. To explain and to understand are not

different forms of dealing with knowledge but fundamentally iden-

tical. And that means: a causal connection is not a mere factual

sequence to be memorized like the connection between a name and
a telephone number, but is intelligible. I shall borrow a simile from
Wertheimer (1925). Suppose we entered Heaven with all our sci-

entific curiosity and found myriads of angels engaged in making
music, each playing on his own instrument. Our scientific training

would tempt us to discover some law in this celestial din. We might

then set out to look for regularities of such a kind that, when angel

A has played do, angel C would play re, then angel M ]a, and so on.

And if we were persistent enough and had sufficient time at our
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disposal, we might discover a formula which would make it pos-

sible for us to determine the note played by each angel at each

moment of time. Many philosophers and scientists would say that

then we had explained the music of the heavens, that we had dis-

covered its law. This law, however, would be nothing ^more than

a factual statement; it would be practical, making prediction pos-

sible, but it would be without meaning. On the other hand, we
might try to hear the music as one great symphony; then if we
had mastered one part, we should know a great deal about the

whole, even if the part which we had mastered never recurred again

in the symphony; and if eventually we knew the whole we should

also be able to solve the problem which was resolved by our first

attempt. But then it would be of minor significance and derivative.

Provided, now, that the angels really played a symphony, our second

mode of approach would be the more adequate one; it would not

only tell us what each angel did at any particular moment but why
he did it. The whole performance would be meaningful and so

would be our knowledge of it.

Substitute the universe for Heaven and the occurrences in the

universe for the playing of the angels and you have the application

to our problem.

The positivistic interpretation of the world and our knowledge

of it is but one possibility; there is another one. The question is:

Which is really true? Meaning, significance, value, as data of our

total experience give us a hint that the latter has at least as good a

chance of being the true one as the former. And that means: far

from being compelled to banish concepts like meaning and value

from psychology and science in general, we must use these con-

cepts for a full understanding of the mind and the world, which is

at the same time a full explanation.

THE COMMON PRINCIPLE IN THE PRECEDING DISCUSSION

We have discussed quantity, order and meaning with regard to

their contributions to science in general and to psychology in par-

ticular. We extracted each of our categories from a different science,

but we claimed that despite their different origins, they are all uni-

versally applicable. And as a matter of fact, in our treatment of the

issues involved in each of our three categories we have found the

same general principle: to integrate quantity and quality, mechan-

ism and vitalism, explanation and comprehension or understanding,

we had to abandon the treatment of a number of separate facts for

the consideration of a group of facts in their jgggific form of con-
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nection. Only thus could quantity be qualitative, and order and

meaning be saved from being either introduced into the system of

science as new entities, the privileges of life and mind, or discarded

as mere figments.

GENERALITY OF THE GESTALT CATEGORY

Do we then claim that all facts are contained in such intercon-

nected groups or units that each quantification is a description of

true quality, each complex and sequence of events orderly and
meaningful? In short, do we claim that the universe and all events

in it form one big gestalt?

If we did we should be as dogmatic as the positivists who claim

that no event is orderly or meaningful, and as those who assert that

quality is essentially different from quantity. But just as the category

of causality does not mean that any event is causally connected with

any other, so the gestalt category does not mean that any two states

or events belong together in one gestalt. “To apply the category of

cause and effect means to find out which parts of nature stand in

this relation. Similarly, to apply the gestalt category means to find

out which parts of nature belong as parts to functional wholes, to

discover their position in these wholes, their degree of relative inde-

pendence, and the articulation of larger wholes into sub-wholes.”

(Koffka, 1931 b.)

Science will find gestalten of different rank in different realms,

but we claim that every gestalt has order and meaning, of however

low or high a degree, and that for a gestalt quantity and quality

are the same. Now nobody would deny that of all gestalten which
we know those of the human mind are the richest; therefore it is

most difficult, and in most cases still impossible, to express its quality

in quantitative terms, but at the same time the aspect of meaning
becomes more manifest here than in any other part of the universe.

WHY PSYCHOLOGY?

Psychology is a very unsatisfactory science. Comparing the vast

body of systematized and recognized facts in physics with those in

psychology one will doubt the advisability of teaching the latter

to anybody who does not intend to become a professional psy-

chologist, one might even doubt the advisability of training pro-

fessional psychologists. But when one considers the potential con-

tribution which psychology can make to our understanding of the

universe, one’s attitude may be changed. Science becomes easily

divorced from life. The mathematician needs an escape from the
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thin air of his abstractions, beautiful as they are; the physicist wants

to revel in sounds that are soft, mellow, and melodious, that seem

to reveal mysteries which are hidden under the curtain of waves

and atoms and mathematical equations; and even the biologist likes

to enjoy the antics of his dog on Sundays unhampered by his week-

day conviction that in reality they are but chains of machine-like

reflexes. Life becomes a flight from science, science a game. And
thus science abandons its purpose of treating the whole of existence.

If psychology can point the way where science and life will meet,

if it can lay the foundations of a system of knowledge that will

contain the behaviour of a single atom as well as that of an amoeba,

a white rat, a chimpanzee, and a human being, with all the latter’s

curious activities which we call social conduct, music and art, litera-

ture and drama, then an acquaintance with such a psychology

should be worth while and repay the time and effort spent in its

acquisition.
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THE STARTING POINT

We have developed a very ambitious programme and must now
begin to carry it out. But where are we to begin, what is our start-

ing point to be.^ Everybody knows the kind of facts in psychology

which he wants to learn something about; there are all too many,

and that makes it so difficult to choose one for a beginning. Why
do we love our families, why can one person enjoy music while

it is boring to another, why is it so difficult to understand mathe-

matics, how does a great scientist hit upon his new ideas, why
are some people extremely conservative, others extremely radical,

how do children differ from adults, animals from humans? How-
ever, all of these questions presuppose a whole theoretical system

which we have not yet developed. No such question can therefore

stand at the beginning of a treatise on psychology. Should we then

start by selecting fundamental facts? The difficulty remains the

same, for which facts are fundamental, and how would the stu-

dent to whom such an allegedly fundamental fact was presented

know it to be fundamental? This is a very real difficulty which I

remember all too well from my student days. When in the first

lectures of my first course in psychology the professor talked about

colour mixture, colour contrast, and the colour pyramid, I began

to be very deeply disappointed with psychology, for I could not for

the life of me see why these were fundamental psychological facts.

24
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Before a fact can become a fundamental fact, a setting must have

been prepared in which all facts take their more or less prominent

places, be it on the ringside or in the gallery.

DEFINITIONS OF PSYCHOLOGY

Such a setting is usually given by a definition of psychology,

what its subject matter is, what its methods are. Since the methods
depend upon the subject matter we shall concentrate on a definition

or, better, on a delineation of our science first. Three different defini-

tions of our subject matter can be discriminated: Psychology as the

science of consciousness, of mind, and of behaviour. Although psy-

chology was reared as the science of consciousness or mind, we shall

choose behaviour as our keystone. That does not mean that I regard

the old definitions as completely wrong—it would be strange indeed

if a science had developed on entirely wrong assumptions—^but it

means that if we start with behaviour it is easier to find a place for

consciousness and mind than it is to find a place for behaviour if

we start with mind or consciousness.

The swing from consciousness to behaviour is largely due to the

work of American psychology, although, as far as I know, William
McDougall was actually the first to define psychology in terms of

behaviour. But what he meant by behaviour was something differ-

ent from and much more inclusive than what is meant by the Amer-
ican school which takes its name from this term. Since their usage

of the term is restricted and implies a theory of behaviour we must
return to McDougall’s usage, which is purely descriptive and there-

fore does not prejudge in favour of any theory.

MOLAR AND MOLECULAR BEHAVIOUR

The difference between McDougall’s and the behaviourists’ mean-

ing of behaviour has been very appropriately described by Tolman
as the difference between behaviour as a molar and a molecular

phenomenon. Without going into a detailed exposition at this mo-

ment I will give a few examples to bring this difference home. A
molar behaviour is: the student’s attendance at class, the lecturer’s

delivery, the pilot’s navigation, the excitement of the spectators at

a football game, Mr. Babbitt’s flirtation, Galileo’s work which revo-

lutionized science, the hunting of the hound and the running of

the hare, the biting of the fish and the stalking of the tiger, in

short, all those countless occurrences in our everyday world which

the layman calls behaviour. Molecular behaviour, on the other hand,

is something very different: the process which starts with an ex-
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citation on the sensory surface of an animal, is conducted by nerve

fibres to nerve centres, switched over to new, efferent nerves, and

ends in a muscle contraction or a gland secretion. Now the ordinary

man, probably more than 99% of the population of the earth, knows

nothing about the latter, whereas everyone knows the former; on

the other hand, those who know anything about physiology will

have to admit that molar behaviour always implies muscle contrac-

tions which in their turn set our limbs into motion and are activated

by nervous impulses. It is very easy to pass from a statement like this

to another: molar behaviour is a secondary phenomenon; it is but

the last outwardly observable result of a great number of physio-

logical processes; these are the primary events; these form con-

tinuous causal sequences; and, therefore, these alone can form the

subject matter of a science. Therefore, for behaviourism molar be-

haviour supplies no more than the problems, the solutions must
always be given in terms of molecular behaviour, so that the finished

system of psychology will contain only molecular data, the molar

ones having been completely eliminated. We are not yet concerned

with the particular mode in which behaviourism tried to carry

through its programme, but we may emphasize two aspects of its

doctrine: (i) It attributes reality to parts, denying it to the wholes

which these parts compose: the molar has to be resolved into the

molecular; (2) as a result of this, psychology would forever re-

main exposed to the criticism of the Moral Sciences which we have

discussed at the end of the first chapter. Meaning and significance

could have no possible place in such a molecular system; Caesar’s

crossing the Rubicon: certain stimulus-response situations; Luther at

Worms: so many others; Shakespeare writing “Hamlet”; Beethoven
composing the Ninth Symphony; an Egyptian sculptor carving the

bust of Nephretete, would all be reduced to the stimulus-response

schema. What then holds our interest in these occurrences? If they

are nothing but combinations of one type of events, stimulus-

response sequences, why do we not take as much interest in the

sequence of numbers that come out as winners on the roulette table,

why do we not pore over a list of all the bridge hands that have
ever been dealt? The behaviourist will explain this by saying that

the sequence of stimulus-response situations in most of us has been

such that now we react positively to Shakespeare and Beethoven,

and negatively to statistics of rouge et noir. At this the historian

would throw up his hands in despair, and would continue his work
confirmed in the conviction that psychology, whatever else it might
be, is perfectly useless for his purposes, and the behaviourist would
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let the historian continue writing his fiction, equally convinced that

his was the only truth.

Clearly such a state of affairs is highly unsatisfactory to anyone
who is not a sceptic by nature or profession. What can he do to

satisfy the just claims of the two opposing factions, to -prevent the

disruption of knowledge into a number of incoherent sciences? If

psychology is to be the science of behaviour, must it not have a real

place for Caesar, Shakespeare, Beethoven, a place which gives to

the behaviour of these men the same outstanding and distinctive

position in his system which they enjoy in the estimation of the

ordinary educated person and the historian? It is clear that such

an aim cannot be achieved if psychology begins and ends with

molecular behaviour. Let us try molar behaviour instead. Perhaps

it will be possible to find a place for molecular behaviour in a

system that begins and ends with molar.

MOLAR BEHAVIOUR AND ITS ENVIRONMENT

What is the most general statement we can make about molar

behaviour? That it takes place in an environment, whereas molec-

ular behaviour takes place within the organism and is only initiated

by environmental factors, called the stimuli. Molar behaviour of

the type we have chosen for our examples occurs in an external

setting: the student’s class performance occurs in the classroom in

which the lecturer holds forth; conversely, the lecturer behaves in

a room filled with students who at least understand his language,

if nothing else; Mr. Babbitt flirts in a very definite social environ-

ment, to say nothing about the partner necessary for this accom-

plishment; the hound and the hare both run through the field, and
for each of them the other is the outstanding object of the environ-

ment. All this sounds obvious and banal. But it is not quite as

trivial as it appears at first sight. For in reality there are, in all of

the cases just mentioned, two very different environments to be

distinguished from each other, and the question has to be raised:

In which of them has molar behaviour taken place? Let us illus-

trate our proposition by an example taken from a German legend.

The Geographical and the Behavioural Environment. On a win-

ter evening amidst a driving snowstorm a man on horseback

arrived at an inn, happy to have reached a shelter after hours of

riding over the wind-swept plain on which the blanket of snow

had covered all paths and landmarks. The landlord who came to

the door viewed the stranger with surprise and asked him whence

he came. The man pointed in the direction straight away from the
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inn, whereupon the landlord, in a tone of awe and wonder, said:

“Do you know that you have ridden across the Lake of Constance?”

At which the rider dropped stone dead at his feet.

In what environment, then, did the behaviour of the stranger take

place? The Lake of Constance. Certainly, because it is a true

proposition that he rode across it. And yet, this is not the whole

truth, for the fact that there was a frozen lake and not ordinary

solid ground did not affect his behaviour in the slightest. It is in-

teresting for the geographer that this behaviour took place in this

particular locality, but not for the psychologist as the student of

behaviour; because the behaviour would have been just the same
had the man ridden across a barren plain. But the psychologist

knows something more: since the man died from sheer fright after

having learned what he had “really” done, the psychologist must
conclude that had the stranger known before, his riding behaviour

would have been very different from what it actually was. There-

fore the psychologist will have to say: There is a second sense to

the word environment according to which our horseman did not

ride across the lake at all, but across an ordinary snow-swept plain.

His behaviour was a riding-over-a-plain, but not a riding-over-a-lake.

What is true of the man who rode across the Lake of Constance

is true of every behaviour. Does the rat run in the maze the experi-

menter has set up? According to the meaning of the word “in,”

yes and no. Let us therefore distinguish between a geographical

and a behavioural environment. Do we all live in the same town?
Yes, when we mean the geographical, no, when we mean the be-

havioural “in.”^

In Which Environment Does Behaviour Take Place? After hav-

ing distinguished two kinds of environment we have to discuss the

question more fully in which of them behaviour occurs. It will

help to elaborate this latter concept if we raise the question: How
does behaviour occur in an environment, what are the general

characteristic relations between behaviour and environment? Take
the example of the hound and the hare: the hare starts from a bush

and runs across an open field in a straight line; the hound will

follow him; when he comes to a ditch, the dog will change its

running movement into a jumping movement and clear the creek.

Now the hare changes his direction; at once the dog will do the

same. I need not continue; what I have said will suffice to draw
the inference that the behaviour is regulated by the environment.

Which of the two environments does the regulating, the geograph-

* 1 This point is lucidly developed in the beginning of Eddington’s beautiful book.
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ical or the behavioural? From our last example one might be in-

clined to ansv^er: The geographical. But suppose now that the ditch

were covered by a thin layer of snow, sufficient to bear the weight

of the hare but not that of the hound. What would happen? The
dog would fall into the ditch, i.e., he would not jump when he

came to the ditch but would continue to run. He would, before his

fall, behave in a ditchless environment. Since, however, the geo-

graphical environment contained the ditch, his behaviour must have
taken place in another one, namely, the behavioural. But what is

true of the few short moments in which the dog stepped on the

treacherous layer of snow, must be true of his entire behaviour;

he has been in that behavioural environment all along.

The Stimuli as a Substitute for the Behavioural Environment.
Against this argument one might raise the following objection.

Nobody in his senses could expect that the dog would jump over a

snow-covered ditch, or claim that any animal behaved with regard

to the geographical environment per se. Obviously, two different

geographical environments which are equal with regard to the

manner in which they affect the animal’s sense organs, are also

equivalent for its behaviour. If, therefore, one substitutes the term

stimuli for the term geographical environment, the whole difficulty

disappears, and there is no need to distinguish a behavioural from

a geographical environment.

Justified as this reasoning appears with regard to our example,

it can easily be shown to be wrong. We choose a new type of be-

haviour. Two chimpanzees are separately brought into a cage from

the ceiling of which an enticing banana is suspended. The cage is

absolutely empty save for a box in a place ten feet removed from

the spot over which the lure dangles. One of the animals will, after

a longer or shorter delay, run to the box, carry it under the fruit,

and using it as a stool, take possession of the banana. The other,

less intelligent, after various unsuccessful jumps will resign himself

and eventually ascend the box to sit there sunk in gloom. Both

apes have behaved in a geographical environment that contained

a box; for both, the stimulus situation was identical. And yet they

have behaved differently, and the behaviour of each was regulated

by the environment.{^he geographical environment, or the stimulus

situation, cannot be the cause of the different behaviours. But this

difference is explicable as soon as we consider the behavioural en-

vironments of our two animals^We could describe or explain the

activities of either of them very well if we assumed that the be-

havioural environment of the one contained a “stool” and that of
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the other a “seat,” or in more general terms, the behavioural cage

of the one contained an object functionally alive with regard to the

ape’s present trend of action; that of the other an object functionally

dead.

Individual Differences. My discussion of this example will meet

with no less fierce opposition than that of the first. Far from ad-

mitting the validity of my inference about the behavioural environ-

ment of the two chimpanzees, the critics will say that I try to re-

introduce the old anthropomorphic explanations which fortunately

psychology had discarded for good, and that in addition I had over-

looked a much simpler explanation. If two animals behave differ-

ently under similar stimulus conditions, then the explanation must

be in the animals themselves; they are either by innate endowment
or by their previous experience so different from each other that

the one behaves in one way, the other in another. I shall not de-

fend myself here against the first part of this attack and accept the

proposition of the other. Certainly, if the geographical environment

is the same for two animals and the animals behave differently in

it, then the cause of this difference must be found in the (“geo-

graphical”) animals. But I want to go beyond this conclusion, for it

is incapable of explaining any actual example, just because it ap-

plies to any and every kind of behaviour. And clearly, when I view

the molar behaviour of these two apes, I find that one uses the box

as a stool; the other uses it as a seat. This description is as adequate

as possible, for neither does the intelligent ape fumble about the

box until after many vicissitudes he finds himself incidentally

standing upon it, nor does the other behave similarly with the only

difference that in the end the box is still in its old place and the

ape drowsing upon it. No, their molar behaviour is truly described

by saying that the one uses a stool, the other a seat. Certainly the

two animals must be different animals, but we can now see that

this difference must be such as to make of the geographical box two
different manipulanda, to borrow another term from Tolman.

What more do we say when we call these two manipulanda parts

of the behavioural environments of our two apes? We started our

whole discussion of molar behaviour with the proposition that it

takes place in an environment. Since the geographical environment

or the “stimulus-providing geographical environment” cannot be

the immediate cause of the two behaviours, we must either deny our

proposition and establish behaviour without environment—rand then

our manipulanda would have no place at all—or we must accept

these manipulanda as realities, stick to our proposition, and then
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retain the behavioural environment as that kind of reality which
contains the manipulanda and possibly other things as well. In other

words, we maintain that the relation between behaviour and the

geographical environment must remain obscure without the media-
tion of the behavioural environment.

Behaviour and Geographical Environment. Let us summarize
what we have gained so far: behaviour takes place in a behavioural

environment by which it is regulated. The behavioural environment
depends upon two sets of conditions, one inherent in the geo-

graphical environment, one in the organism. But it is also meaning-
ful to say that behaviour takes place in a geographical environment.

What does this signify? (i) Since the behavioural environment de-

pends upon the geographical, our proposition connects behaviour

with a remote instead of an immediate cause. This may be useful

in itself, and it will help to set our problem, for (2) the results of

the animal’s behaviour depend not only on his behavioural but also

on his geographical environment, quite apart from the dependence

of the former upon the latter. The geographical environment, not

only the behavioural, is changed through all behaviour: the fruit is

eaten and thereby ceases to exist as a fruit; the snow bridge is

broken and gives place to a hole; the box is actually transported

when the ape uses his “stool.” As a matter of fact, in all our ex-

amples, and in a great many others, the behavioural result depends

upon a geographical result. The type of behaviour which we have

so far exclusively considered cannot occur in a behavioural world

alone, although there are other types where this is more or less the

case, as, for instance, when a man in delirium tremens catches non-

existent fish in his tub and shows them with great pride to the

attendants. We gather from this that the relation between the two

environments will present us with a fundamental problem in our

future theories.

Behaviour Defined, (3) One particular aspect of the second point

may be given a special mention: certain properties of the geograph-

ical environment will produce movements of the organism which

^Ve have not yet considered. Think of a mountaineer who breaks

through a snow bridge, and not being roped to a companion, falls

hundreds of feet into the icy chasm. Here we have a movement of

an organism that is exclusively determined by the geographical

environment. Before the victim loses consciousness he may make
frantic efforts to stop his fall. These movements are still behaviour

occurring in a behavioural environment, but at the same time the

body drops whether there exists a behavioural environment or not
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and whether the man has retained or lost consciousness^^ This is

again perfectly banal, and yet it gives us a means of defining

behaviour’^ (only such movements of organisms are to be called be-

haviour as occur in a behavioural environment.^Movements which

occur only in a geographical environment are* not behaviour} It

should be noticed that this definition does not claim that all be-

haviour is movement.

The Locus of Behavioural Environment. Let us now go one step

further. So far the behavioural environment has been introduced as

a mediating link between geographical environment and behaviour,

between stimulus and response. These two terms denote objects

which seem to have a very definite place

in our system of knowledge; they both be-

long to the external world. But what is

the locus of behavioural environment? To
prepare for our answer we may discuss a

new example, a series of experiments by

Rev&z. Revesz trained chicks to peck from

the smaller of two simultaneously pre-

sented figures. Beginning with circles he

then substituted rectangles, squares and
triangles, taking good care that the rela-

tive positions of the two figures were con-

tinually changed; this is necessary, of course, in order to obviate the

possibility that the animals, instead of learning to choose the smaller,

might have learned to choose the “right’’ or the “left,” the “upper”

or the “lower.” After this training was completed, he introduced as

new figures two segments of a circle of different sizes presented in

different positions; he then interspersed his critical experiments: two
equal segments were presented so as to cause for us the well-known
optical illusion called the Jastrow illusion. (See Fig. i.) And in the

vast majority of cases the hens pecked from the one which to us

appears smaller. The whole course of this experiment is a demon-

stration of behavioural environment, for in terms of geographical

environment it is meaningless to say that the birds learned to choose

the smaller of two figures. “Of squares, parallelograms and tri-

angles, the animal in the majority of cases chose the smaller figure

without any introductory training* (p. 44). But for our present

purposes the critical experiments are of particular interest. Why do

the animals choose one of the two equal figures, when they have

been trained to choose the smaller one? Described in these geograph-
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teal terms their behaviour seems quite unintelligible, and neither

stimulus properties nor experience can supply even the semblance
of a satisfactory answrer. But everything becomes perfectly plain and
simple if we answer our question as every unbiassed layman would
answer it, by saying : The animals chose one of the two equal figures

because it looked to them smaller, just as it looks smaller to us.

Or, in our terminology, the behavioural environment in the critical

experiments was similar to the behavioural environment in the

training experiments inasmuch as it too contained a larger and a

smaller figure, although the critical geographical environment con-

tained two figures of equal size. The behaviour of the hens- cannot

be explained in any way without the assumption that they were
directed in their choice by a relation. Since this relation certainly

does not obtain in the geographical environment, it must have
been present somewhere else, and this somewhere else is what we
call the behavioural environment. When now we remember what
the layman had to say about this experiment, we see that our dif-

ference between the geographical and the behavioural environment

coincides with the difference between things as they “really” are and

things as they look to us, between reality and appearance. And we
see also that appearances may deceive, that behaviour well adapted

to the behavioural environment may be unsuited to. the geograph-

ical. If, for instance, we were as naive with regard to the Jastrow

illusion as Revesz’s hens and happened to need two objects of

equal shape and size we would not choose these two figures. I can

illustrate the truth of this proposition by an experiment which I

made in the summer of 1932 in a small village in Uzbekistan in

Central Asia. I had shown the Jastrow illusion, using the pattern

of the “Pseudoptics,” to a young native who was the host of the tea

house, the one meeting place of the male populace of the village.

The man behaved as the hens did, apart from the fact that his

reactions consisted not in pecking but in pointing to the larger

of the two pieces of cardboard. I then put one on top of the other

and gave them to him to handle. I wanted to see what explanation

he would give to the curious discrepancy between their previous in-

equality and their now manifest equality. He said something like

illusion, but without much conviction; and when I asked, “So you

think they do not really change when you take them apart,” he

answered, “Oh, yes, I believe they will change a little.”

Function of Behavioural Environment. Our argument, based

on the Revesz experiments, proved that the relation between the

geographical environment, or the stimulus pattern, and behaviour
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is tremendously simplified by the introduction of the behavioural

environment as a mediating link. This relationship is thus broken

up into two different relationships, that between the geographical

and the behavioural environment and that between the latter and

behaviour. That this second relationship is, at least in many cases,

intelligible, appeared from our example; if the upper of the two
geographically equal ring sectors was behaviourally smaller, then

the fact that the animals trained to choose the smaller of two
figures selected the upper one offered no new problem.

We might have demonstrated the same fact in precisely the op-

posite way. It happens again and again that different stimuli pro-

duce the same reaction: this becomes perfectly intelligible if we
know that under the given conditions of the case these different

stimulations produce the same behavioural object. We shall discuss

such cases later (Chapter VI) when we treat perceptual constancies,

like those of size and colour, from the point of view of the relation

between the geographical and the behavioural environments. At the

moment we will only point out that, e.g., two surfaces may both

look black, although one may reflect a thousand times as much light

as the other; or expressed in terms of behaviour: two stimuli as

different as those which we have just mentioned may lead to the

same behaviour, for instance, if the task is to pick up a black object.

To account in terms of stimulus response for this uniformity of

behaviour in the face of the tremendous diversity of stimulation

is impossible, particularly if one remembers that under other condi-

tions a difference in stimulation of only 2% will lead to different

behaviour.

In terms of the behavioural environment the difficulty disappears;

behaviour with regard to two stimuli is identical when they pro-

duce two identical behavioural objects; it is different when the two
corresponding behavioural objects are different. The problem which

remains is no longer that of the relation between stimulus and

behaviour, but that of the relation between the geographical and

the behavioural environment. This problem can be solved sys-

tematically, but the problem of the pure stimulus-response relation

can find no systematic solution as proved by the facts of constancy

—identical behaviour with respect to different stimuli—and those

of the Revesz experiment—different behaviour with respect to iden-

tical stimuli.^

2 This criticism applies with equal force to Tolman’s definition of discriminanda
and discriminanda capacities. (Pp. 86 f. and 91 f. See also Koffka, 1933, p. 448.)
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Consciousness. In the beginning of this chapter I proposed to

use behaviour as the primary subject matter of psychology. But in

my distinction of geographical and behavioural environment, ad-

mittedly equivalent to that of reality and appearance, have I not

smuggled in consciousness through a back door? I must deny this

accusation. If we are forced to introduce the concept of conscious-

ness, we have to accept it, whether we like it or not. But it is im-

portant to note that the word consciousness does not change the

meaning of our owm term behavioural environment. If anyone
wants to speak of the animal’s consciousness instead, he must apply

this word to those objects which we call behavioural environment.

Thus the dog’s consciousness in chasing a hare would be “a hare

running through a field,” the ape’s consciousness in trying to ob-

tain the suspended fruit would be “a stool standing in that corner,”

and so forth. The field and the hare, the stool and the fruit, by being

called conscious, or objects of consciousness, must not therefore be

considered as something within the animal, if this has the meaning
of a behavioural, or experienced, within. The behaviourists’ aversion

to consciousness seems to me to be largely founded on this misinter-

pretation. And their claim that they can write a psychology without

consciousness can now be shown to be false. The animals they ob-

serve, the mazes and discrimination boxes they use in their ex-

periments, the books in which they record their results, all these

are first of all parts of their behavioural environments, ^rgetting

this fact, and believing that they are speaking of geographical en-

vironments only, they think that they can build a purely “geo-

graphical” theory without behavioural data But every datum is a

behavioural datum; (physical reality is not^a datum but a con-

structurrflN This confusion is obscured, and the general obscurity is

increasedoy the use of the word stimulus, the vicissitudes of whkh
we shall deal with later/iHere I want merely to point out that it is

easy to write a psychology without consciousness if one fails to

recognize that one’s own environment is a behavioural (conscious)

and not a geographical (physical) one. I will add that there is some

excuse for the behaviourists’ error in the traditional treatment of

consciousness about which we shall learn later. In consideration,

however, of the possible misinterpretations, I shall use the term

consciousness as little as possible. Our term behavioural environ-

ment, though it includes only a part of what is meant by conscious-

ness, should escape misinterpretations; as fully equivalent with con-

sciousness Kohler (1929) has used the term “direct experience”

which we shall also adopt for occasional use. Our term has the ad-
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vantage that it signifies the exact place which it has in the system,

viz., the mediation between geographical environment and be-

haviour.

Behavioural Environment Only a Part of Direct Experience,

But, as I said, it is incomplete; consciousness means more than be-

havioural environment. And it seems appropriate to indicate now
at least the direction in which it is to be completed, although for a

long time we shall be concerned only with the behavioural environ-

ment. This direction will be seen if we subject our term behaviour

to the same analysis which we performed with regard to the term

environment. We can, indeed, describe behaviour with reference

to either of our two environments, and such descriptions may often

be contradictory to each other. But whether they agree or not, be-

haviour itself must have a different meaning in these two descrip-

tions: since behavioural and geographical environment belong to

two different universes of discourse, the behaviours which occur

within them must belong to the two different universes also. The
man who rode across the Lake of Constance is a good example: his

geographical environment was this big lake, his behavioural an

ordinary snow-covered plain; accordingly, as we have pointed out

before, although with regard to his geographical environment his

behaviour was riding across the lake, his behaviour in regard to his

behavioural environment was riding across a plain. Or in the terms

of the layman: he thought he was riding over terra firma; he had
no notion he was riding on thin ice.

Thus at first sight it seems as though the distinction between

our two behaviours was completely analogous to that between our

two types of environment: here the things as they look and as they

really are, there the activity as the actor things it is and as it really

is. But the similarity is not quite as great as it appears|T-,et us take

another example : we observe three rats in the same maze, each start-

ing at one end and finally emerging at the other^Then in a way
we could say the three rats have run through the maze, a geograph-

ical statement^' But our observation has convinced us that there

w^ere obvious differences in their behaviour: one ran for food, one
to explore, the third for exercise or from general restlessness. These
characteristics refer to the behaviour within the behavioural environ-

ment/A rat running for food does not do so only from the moment
when it is near enough to see or smell it, but from the very be-

ginning. Tolman’s book gives ample experimental evidence for

this statement. But the first part of the geographical maze does not

contain the food, nor any stimulation emanating from the food.
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If, nevertheless, the behaviour is directed towards the food, it must
be so in its behavioural environment. The same is true of ex-

ploratory behaviour. We can explore directly only our behavioural

environment, and indirectly merely, through the behavioural, the

geographical one. And even in the last case, the behaviour for exer-

cise or from restlessness is a behaviour in a behavioural environment
since it is regulated by it. Now in all these cases it is no longer a

true description of the two kinds of behaviour to say: behaviour

in the geographical environment is the activity as it really is, in the

behavioural as the animal thinks it is. For an excited behaviour is

really an excited behaviour, an exploratory one really exploratory,

and even a food-directed activity is really food-directed even if the

experimenter has removed the food from the food box. In this last

case, indeed, it is also true that the animal does not run towards

the food, because geographically there is no food, and in some sense

our distinction applies here as it did in the case of the Lake of Con-
stance. But this is no longer a description of behaviour, I shall try

to explain this by an example: a ball runs down an incline and
finally falls into a hole. Now there may be water in the hole or not,

and therefore I can say the ball falls into a hole with water or with-

out water. But this difference does not affect the motions of the

ball until it has reached that position in space where the water

begins in the one case and not in the other. For the rest of the

motion the presence or absence of water is wholly irrelevant; sim-

ilarly, the statement that the rat does not run towards food when
the experimenter has just removed it, is quite irrelevant to the run

of the rat until it is near enough to notice the absence of food.

Behaviour and Accomplishment. If the description of behaviour

with reference to the geographical environment is not truly a de-

scription of behaviour, what then is it.^ In order to simplify our

terminology we shall from now on call behaviour with regard to

geographical environment “accomplishment,” and behaviour with

regard to behavioural environment just behaviour. The name “ac-

complishment” indicates directly the reason for describing behaviour

with reference to the geographical environment, because results of

behaviour issue, as we have pointed out, in changes of the geo-

graphical environment. We are often interested in these results,

which are the accomplishments of an animal. But we have learned

just now that the knowledge of an animal’s accomplishment is not

knowledge of its behaviour. I will give a striking example where

accomplishment and behaviour are in a sense opposed to each other.

Suppose I see a person standing on a rock which I know is to be
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blasted away at this very minute. He is too far away for me to

explain his danger to him, so I shout as loud and urgently as I can:

“Come here, quick!” The person, if sufficiently impressed by my
command, will begin to run towards me behaviourally, but geo-

graphically, in running towards me, he runs away from the danger

spot; geographically speaking, these two descriptions are absolutely

equivalent. If I, however, afterwards relate this incident, I will say

that he got away before the explosion occurred. I describe his ac-

complishment and not his behaviour; the latter was a motion to-

wards something, the former a motion away from something. If the

connection between behaviour and accomplishment were always of

this kind, this world would be a strange place indeed, and it would
certainly not be a world in which we would develop the concept

of meaning. It might be a world of fairy tales; think of Aladdin

who rubbed the lamp and accomplished thereby the appearance of

the djinn. We shall see that experimenters have frequently put

animals in situations where the behaviour and accomplishment were

connected in a manner similar to the rubbing of the lamp and the

appearance of the djinn. But even though as a rule behaviour and
accomplishment do not hang together in this Wonderland way, the

relation between accomplishment and behaviour is in one respect

similar to that between the geographical and the behavioural en-

vironment: if we know one member of either pair we do not yet

know the other. But whereas the first relation is one of the most
important straightforward problems of psychology, the second has

no such simple standing. As a general question, as may be de-

duced from our last examples, it does not, strictly speaking, enter

psychology at all. Still it is a question of some interest which we
shall take up again; furthermore, since the relation between accom-

plishment and behaviour is not, as a rule, of the fairy tale type, we
may often be able to draw inferences from accomplishment to be-

haviour and its environment. The whole objective method makes
use of this possibility; the time a rat takes to run a maze, the num-
ber of errors it commits, which blind alleys it will enter and which
not, all such facts give us clues for an interpretation of behaviour

and behavioural environment, but they are not in themselves state-

ments about behaviour.

For we have seen that the only system of reference for describing

behaviour proper is the behavioural environment. And thus we
have so far failed to solve the problem that was set at the beginning

of this long discussion, viz., to supplement our concept of be-

havioural environment so as to make it as comprehensive as the con-
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cepts of direct experience or consciousness. We shall now return

to this question.

Our Sources of Knowledge of Behaviour. How do we acquire

knowledge of behaviour? Behaviour of an animal is part of our
behavioural environment, and we know it as such, together with
all the other objects and events in our behavioural environment. The
question, how we can know real behaviour, is, therefore, no different

in principle from the question of how we know any non-behavioural

reality. It will not occupy us now; we could not answer it before

we had learned something of the general relation between our geo-

graphical and our behavioural environment. At the moment, two
remarks must suffice: (i) That we must assume the existence of

real behaviour just as we must assume the existence of real tables

and books and houses and animals. (2) Since we have shown that

behaviour is always behaviour in a behavioural environment, not

ours but the animal’s which behaves, we can now settle one of the

objections formerly raised against our procedure, viz., that it is

anthropomorphic. We observe an animal’s behaviour in our be-

havioural environment. If we assumed, without further evidence,

that our behavioural environment and that of the animal were iden-

tical, then we should certainly be open to the criticism of anthropo-

morphism. The assumption, on the other hand, that the animal be-

haves in a behavioural environment, viz., its own, is not anthropo-

morphic at all. How far this environment is identical with ours, in

what characteristic aspects it differs, are very important questions

indeed, and in their solution we must be careful to avoid anthro-

pomorphism. But let us return to our main argument: on the

ground of an animal’s behaviour in our behavioural environment,

and by more indirect methods, we infer the nature of the animal’s

real behaviour. But we are behaving ourselves. And of this behaviour

also we have knowledge. We find it happening in our behavioural

environment, but the word “in” has now a different meaning from

the one it had when we spoke of another animal’s behaviour occur-

ing in our own behavioural environment. The animal is a part of

our behavioural environment, we ourselves are the centre of our en-

vironment, although not “of it.” The environment is always an

environment of something, so my behavioural environment is the

environmjent of me and my behaviour. Just as I know my be-

havioural environment, so I know myself and my behaviour in this

environment. Only if we include this knowledge with the be-

havioural environment have we gained a complete equivalent of

what Kohler calls direct experience, or what is called consciousness.
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This knowledge includes, to enumerate a few items, my desires and

intentions, my successes and disappointments, my joys and sorrows,

loves and hatreds, but also my doing this rather than that. An ex-

ample of the last: my friend asks me, “Who is the lady you raised

your hat to?” I answer, “I did not raise my hat to any lady; I just

raised it because it was too tight on my head.”

Real, Phenomenal, and Apparent Behaviour. We can now in-

troduce a new terminology. We have seen that we must distinguish

two classes of behaviour from real behaviour, my behaviour in

somebody else’s behavioural environment from my behaviour in

my own behavioural environment; or, with an interchange of sub-

jects, somebody else’s behaviour in my behavioural environment

from his behaviour in his own behavioural environment. We shall

call the first of each pair apparent behaviour, the second phe^

nomenal or experienced behaviour. The apparent behaviour may,

as our hat-raising example shows, be misleading with regard to

real behaviour, but it might also have been a true guide, e.g., if I

had really bowed to a lady. The phenomenal behaviour, on the other

hand, was a true index. No doubt phenomenal behaviour is a very

valuable clue for our knowledge of real behaviour. Whereas the

relation of apparent to real behaviour is of the same kind as that

between behavioural and geographical environment, that between

phenomenal and real behaviour is of a different nature. To some
extent real behaviour reveals itself in phenomenal behaviour. But
only to some extent. For phenomenal behaviour never reveals more
than a fraction of real behaviour, and this fraction may not always

be the most important one. We shall take up this point later. Now
we draw the conclusion that it would be just as wrong to discard

phenomenal behaviour for our knowledge of real behaviour as to

use it exclusively and blindly.

Behaviour and Environment Summarized. We may, in conclud-

ing, schematize our discoveries about behaviour and environment.

(See Fig. 2.) G is the geographical envi-

ronment. It produces BE, the behavioural

environment; in this and regulated by it,

RB, real behaviour, takes place, and parts of

it are revealed in PH B, phenomenal be-

haviour. In some sense BE, RB, and PH B
occur within the real organism RO, but not

in the phenomenal Ego, which belongs with PH B. RO is directly

affected by G and acts back upon it through RB. Our schema does

not indicate the dependence of BE and PH B upon the organism.

Fig. 2
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1

neither does it contain the results of behaviour. But by RB affecting

G two further changes occur: BE is changed and the phenomenal

Ego is changed. When the ape has eaten the fruit, his behavioural

environment has become “fruitless” and the animal itself “satisfied.”

THE FIELD CONCEPT

So far we have clarified the concept of molar behaviour; we have

seen that it takes place in a behavioural environment and that we
have knowledge of it in two ways, the one revealing apparent molar

behaviour, that of others, the other phenomenal molar behaviour,

that of ourselves. Both types of knowledge are to be used for an

understanding or explanation of real molar behaviour. Further-

more, we have gained some insight into the dynamical aspect of

real molar behaviour. In this way we have laid the foundation for

psychology as the science of molar behaviour. We must now
elaborate this point. Which are to be the most fundamental con-

cepts of our system? One of the postulates of our psychology was

that it be scientific. Therefore let us try to discover one of the funda-

mental concepts of science which we can apply to our task. A short

excursion into the history of science will lead us to our discovery.

How did Newton explain the motion of bodies? According to him

every change of motion is due to a force which arises either through

impact—two billiard balls—or by an attraction exercised mutually

by the bodies upon each other, according to his law of gravitation

which gives a quantitative formula of this force. This force Newton

assumed to act without time; it produced an action at a distance.

There is the sun, here is the earth, nothing between them but

empty space, nothing to mediate the attractive force of the sun upon

the earth and vice versa. When, much later, the laws of magnetic

and electric attraction and repulsion were discovered and proved to

be quantitatively identical with Newton’s law of gravitation, the

same interpretation was given to them; they were interpreted as

actions at a distance. This conception of a timeless action had been

very uncongenial to Newton; he made it because he saw no other

possibility, but by the time the first laws of electricity were dis-

covered it had become a well-established concept and held a vested

interest in the system of science. Therefore a young man whose

brilliant experiments in the field of electricity and magnetism were

duly recognized met with much contempt when he tried to explain

his results in different terms, which excluded all action at a distaiKe

and explained electric attraction and repulsion of two bodies by

processes occurring in the medium between them, the dielectric,
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propagated in time from place to place. But Michael Faraday’s

ideas werQ taken up, elaborated, and given mathematical form by

Clerk Maxwell, who introduced the more general terms: electric

and magnetic field, as the carriers of the forces, and who was able

to deduce the velocity of the propagation of electric and magnetic

forces, which in empty space proved to be identical with the velocity

of light. The believers in the action at a distance put up a strong

fight but were driven from their positions in the fields of electricity

and magnetism, and the attack came to a temporary halt. One
fortress remained in the hands of the enemy, Newton’s gravitation.

And not until the beginning of this century was this citadel forced

to surrender. In Einstein’s theory of gravitation the actions at a dis-

tance disappeared just as they had disappeared before from elec-

tromagnetism, and the gravitational field took their place. Empty
space as mere geometrical nothingness vanished from physics, being

replaced by a definitely distributed system of strains and stresses,

gravitational and electromagnetic, which determines the very geo-

metry of space. And the distribution of strains and stresses in a given

environment will determine what a body of a given constitution will

do in that environment. Conversely, when we know the body and
observe what it does in a certain environment we can deduce the

properties of the field in that environment. Thus we discover the

magnetic field of the earth by observing the behaviour of magnetic

needles in different places, their declination and their inclination;

similarly we find out the gravitational field of the earth by measur-

ing the period of a pendulum of given length in different places.

Thus the field and the behaviour of a body are correlative. Be-

cause the field determines the behaviour of bodies, this behaviour

can be used as an indicator of the field properties. Behaviour of the

body, to complete the argument, means not only its motion with

regard to the field, it refers equally to the changes which the body
will undergo; e.g., a piece of iron will become magnetized in a

magnetic field.

THE FIELD IN PSYCHOLOGY

Let us return to our own problem. Can we introduce the field

concept into psychology, meaning by it a system of stresses and
strains which will determine real behaviour? If we can, we have

at once a general and scientific category for all our explanations and
we should have the same two kinds of problems which the physicist

encounters: viz., (i) what is the field at a given time, (2) what
behaviour must result from a given field?
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Behavioural Environment as the Psychological Field. But where
shall we find a field that plays the role in psychology ^which the

physical fields play in physics? That it must be a different field is

evident from our previous discussion.Qfhe physical field is the field

of the geographical environment;) and we have showp that be-

haviour must be explained by benavioural environment Is this,

then, to be our psychological field? Let us try how this assumption
works. It means that our behavioural environment, qua determinant
and regulator of behaviour, must be endowed with forces. For we
shall stick to the axiom: no change of movement without a force.

Does this determination rule out the behavioural environment as

our required field? By no means. When we describe our behavioural

environment adequately we have to indicate not merely the ob-

jects which are in it but their dynamic properties as well. We shall

discuss a number of examples,
i
Think of yourselves as basking in

the sun on a mountain meadow or on a beach, completely relaxed

and at peace with the world. You are doing nothing, and your

environment is not much more than a soft cloak that envelops you
and gives you rest and shelter./ And now suddenly you hear a

scream, “Help! Help!” How different you feel and how different

your environment becomes.^ Let us describe the two situations in

field terms. At first your field was, to all intents and purposes,

homogeneous, and you were in equilibrium with it. No action, no

tension. As a matter of fact, in such a condition even the differentia-

tion of the Ego and its environment tends to become blurred; I am
part of the landscape, the landscape is part of me. And then, when
the shrill and pregnant sound pierces the lulling stillness, every-

thing is changed. Whereas all directions were dynamically equal

before, now there is one direction that stands out, one direction into

which you are being pulled. This direction is charged with force,

the environment seems to contract, it is as though a groove had

formed in a plane surface and you were being forced down that

groove. At the same time there takes place a sharp differentiation

between your Ego and the voice, and a high degree of tension

arises in the whole field.

If we take from this example chiefly the description of fields

with regard to their homogeneity or inhomogeneity, we see that the

former are much rarer than the latter, particularly for us over-active

human beings of Western civilization. For action presupposes in-

homogeneous fields, fields with lines of force, with change of po-

tential. An exceedingly good and instructive description of a field
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with a very simple kind of inhomogeneity has been given by Lewin

in his essay on the war landscape (1917). Here is a field which,

apart from all details, has a polar structure in one direction: the

enemy’s land on the one side and home and safety on the other.

This vectorial property is a primary characteristic and determines

the entire field, no other characteristic being entirely free from it.

A number of other very instructive examples are contained in an

article by H. G. Hartgenbusch on the psychology of sport. The
author describes his own experience, or behavioural field, during

several different sports. I select some instances from socker and one

from weight lifting. “As they [the socker players] move towards

the enemy goal, they will see the playing ground as a field of chang-

ing lines whose principal direction leads towards the goal.” (1927,

p. 50.) These lines are true lines of force in a behavioural field,

changing continually with the changing configuration of the players

and directing their actions. “All the motor performances of the

players (as shiftings about on the field) are connected with the

visual shifting. Certainly this is not a case of logical thinking, since

thoughts, in the ordinary sense, are alien to a player. He knows
nothing of them; in his tense state the visual situation produces the

motor performance directly.”

We must preface the next example with a more general observa-

tion. Our behavioural environments contain things and the holes

between them. As a rule, the forces which regulate our behaviour

originate in the former and not in the latter. Whether this is due

to experience or not is a question we may leave open, although an

affirmative answer seems to fit ill with the fact that the novice at

cycling is attracted by all sorts of objects, although experience must
have taught him the injurious effects of a collision. And yet, every

prominent object in his behavioural environment will attract him,

whether it be a woman pushing a perambulator or a heavy motor

lorry. The mere fact that we speak of “prominent” objects in the

environment indicates an inhomogeneity: where the object is, there

is more than where the hole is. Of course the hole may become the

most prominent part, and then there is more in the hole than in

the objects around it, i.e., the hole is now the attracting mass. An-
other quotation from Hartgenbusch may elucidate this point: “The
enemy’s goal as seen by the attacking side was apparently walled-up

except for a small hole at the left. From my position behind the

threatened goal I saw how the attacking left halfback got hold of
^

® Changed in conformity with the original. The English term would fit a rugger

but not a socker game.
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the ball, fixed his eyes on the hole, and with all his might kicked
the ball through the one open spot. When I asked him afterwards

what he had felt at that moment, the lucky player replied, T only

saw a hole.’ ” However, football also gives us evidence for our first

proposition that objects rather than holes are dominant points,

centres of force. For the players have to harn to emphasize the

hole and disregard the goal keeper: “When an expert . . . follows

a football game attentively he will always notice that the goal
keeper, standing before the comparatively large goal, is more often

hit than can be accounted for by the mere adventitious kicking of

the contestants” (p. 49), even when one takes account of the fact

that the goal keeper whenever he can will try to intercept the ball.

Our author then continues, “The goal keeper furnishes a prominent
point in space which attracts the eyes of the opposing kickers. If

the motor activity takes place while the kicker’s eye is fixed on the

goal keeper, then the ball will generally land near him. But when
the kicker learns to reconstruct his field, to change the phenomenal
‘centre of gravity’ from the goal keeper to another point in space,

the new ‘centre of gravity’ will have the same attraction as the goal

keeper had before.”

The next example from Hartgenbusch adds a new point, besides

giving a very pretty illustration of the fact that behaviour takes

place in a behavioural environment. It needs again a short intro-

duction. If we exert muscular force, say, by lifting a weight, we
must keep our body in balance; this presupposes a certain state of

the general tonus of our musculature which will be determined by

our task and the mechanical conditions under which it takes place.

The neat point made by Hartgenbusch is that this poise, this fixa-

tion of our body on the ground, does not depend upon the geo-

graphical environment only, but also on the behavioural one and

even on such aspects of it as have no direct mechanical or gravita-

tional effect. He tells of a competition of “heavy athletes” where

the performances, against all expectations, failed to reach even the

earlier records. “One of the contestants found the solution of the

puzzle. The place where the competition took place was a hall so

brightly illuminated that there was no conspicuous fixation point

on which the weight lifters could rivet their eyes. . . . The stability

accompanying a fixed spatial orientation which is necessary for the

lifting of heavy weights could not be attained under the conditions

existing in the brightly lighted hall; the expected records did not

appear” (p. 49). Thus we see that behavioural objects are dynamic,

not only in the sense that they pull and push behaviour in various
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directions, but also that they can give purchase, stability, equilibriunci.

My examples should have demonstrated the meaning of the term

behavioural field with its dynamic properties and the usefulness of

this concept. There are many branches of psychology where ex-

planation need not go beyond it, others where it will need only

little supplementation. Thus the description of a mentality different

from our own, be it that of children, be it that of primitive peoples,

will be complete if the behavioural fields of these beings, together

with the behaviour which these fields demand, are adequately de-

scribed. Such work as that done by Levy-Bruhl on primitives and
Piaget on children is truly such description. The question whether

the descriptions of Levy-Bruhl and Piaget are right or not does

not enter here, for even if, or inasmuch as, they are wrong, a true

description would be a description of the same kind; it would be a

field description of the behavioural environment and the Egos

within it. And Lewin’s theory of behaviour, of action and emotion,

contains this behavioural field as a nucleus, even though he has to

go beyond its limits. Finally, when we or the novelists or the his-

torians describe behaviour, we do it in terms of forces in the be-

havioural environment, although we, as well as they, use an entirely

different terminology.

Inadequacy of Behavioural Environment as Psychological Field.

However, there are imperative reasons why we cannot accept the be-

havioural environment as that psychological field which is to be

our fundamental explanatory category. They derive from three

sources: (i) the ontological status of the behavioural environment,

(2) the relation of behavioural and geographical environment, (3)
the insufficiency of the behavioural field. Let us discuss them one

by one.

(i) Ontological Status of Behavioural Environment. I feel

sure that in reading the description of the dynamic properties of

the behavioural environment there will have been a certain reluc-

tance felt with regard to accepting the behavioural environment as

a truly explanatory concept. It may have been said that I was
using a word with a well-defined meaning in a context where it

cannot have this meaning. I am referring to the word force. “Force,”

it could be argued, “has a definite meaning in the physical world,

but what can it mean in a behavioural environment Force be-

longs definitely in the physical world, is a construct and not a

datum; and yet has been treated as a property of the behavioural

world also. It is introduced from its own universe of discourse into

another where it has no place. Even if the descriptions are ade-
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quate, even if it is admitted that one can speak of the attractive

force exerted by a lure, the repulsive force exerted by a danger,

this can be no more than a description; whereas force in physics is

an explanatory term, the cause of change. But the explanatory

meaning together with the descriptive meaning has beei) smuggled
into the behavioural world. And a behavioural force has even been
used in order to explain real behaviour, i.e., physical motion,
whereas physical motion clearly can be produced by physical forces

only. Furthermore, there has been no statement of where the be-

havioural world exists, what its ontological locus and status is. Are
there two substances, a physical and a mental, the behavioural world
consisting of the latter If so, does this dualism imply an interac-

tionism between mind and body; in this system, does a mental force

interfere with the physical order of events ? That the interactionism

cannot be of the traditional kind where the soul as the Ego or the

Self, a mental entity, controls the actions of the body, a physical

entity, is clear; for in this system the body is also controlled by

mental objects which are not the Self. But even though the inter-

actionism would be of a new kind, it would still be a dualism,

whereas in the introduction a system that contained separate realms

of existence, like vitalism, was repudiated.’’ I admit every word of

this argument, although I must mention that there seems to be a

possible way of escape from it which Lewin has indicated. One
might argue that terms like force, field, and many others have a

much wider significance than the one assigned to them in physics,

that the latter is only one possible specification of the former. Sim-

ple examples will make this clear: if two containers are filled with

water to different levels and then connected at the bottom, water

will flow from the one vessel into the other because of a difference

in pressure which gives rise to a force. This is a purely physical

motion; but now consider the example: America had a great surplus

of gold, Europe a great scarcity; what happened? Gold went across

the ocean. Is not this example in its formal aspects quite similar

to our hydrodynamic one? A motion takes place because of a dif-

ference in something which we call pressure in the physical case, a

term which would fit the economic case equally well. Or another

example: in Soviet Russia there has arisen an enormous new de-

mand for all kinds of goods; the result is that factories are work-

ing day and night, and that more and more factories are being

built; in the rest of the world supply exceeds demand, with the re-

sults that more and more factories decrease their output or shut

down completely—this is not meant to be a description of our
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economic crisis but merely a simplified example. Thus we might

raise the question: What produces the goods? The machines in

the factory; yes, but also the demand for the goods; that is, a

force in a meaning different from that in physics and yet identical

in its application. To summarize: just as we have introduced a

behavioural field, we might introduce an economic field, and that

field too would have its lines of force. And therefore no objection

should be raised against forces in the behavioural environment and
not even against their producing actual bodily movements. For the

demand makes the wheels turn and the ships carry gold and goods

from coast to coast. Economic forces, then, which produce economic

results, achieve this by producing mediating physical motions. At
the same time the economist does not assume a special substance,

say Trade with a capital T; therefore the psychologist treating of

behavioural fields need not introduce a special substance, the Mind.

This is all excellent argument which may lead to consequences of

great bearing on the philosophy of science. But personally I do not

feel satisfied with it because, as it stands, it leaves the relation be-

tween the one kind of effect, the physical, and the other, the be-

havioural or economic, totally in the dark. I want one and the same

universe of discourse in which all events can take place, since action

is defined within a universe of discourse and not from one to the

other. The argumentation which I have borrowed from Lewin may
lead to a definition of such a general universe of discourse and may
thereby radically affect our conception of reality. But before the

development of his argument into a consistent, epistemological and
metaphysical system, I prefer to meet the argument which I sug-

gested might be raised against my use of behavioural forces in a

different manner.

As I said before, I admit the cogency of the argument, i.e., I

admit that in our ultimate explanations, we can have but one uni-

verse of discourse and that it must be the one about which physics

has taught us so much. Not only is the energy which is consumed

in our behaviour of chemical origin, the forces which are responsi-

ble for each individual motion must be considered as physico-

chemical forces also. The organism is a physico-chemical system by

itself, although depending for its existence upon a geographical en-

vironment, and its actions must be ultimately explained in terms of

processes within this system. If an action is reducible to a causal

sequence of organic processes, it becomes intelligible because it is

then reduced to one universe of discourse which is the same as

that in which its actual movements take place.
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It would be misunderstanding the trend of this argument if it

were thought that it had excluded the use of the field concept.

The opposite is true; if the locus of behaviour is the physical world,
then the field concept which is so powerful a tool in physics must
be applied to behaviour. Our argument denies merely that this field

concept can be identical with the concept of the behavioural en-

vironment.

(2) The Relation of Behavioural and Geographical Environ-
ment. Our second reason against this identification is based on the

relation between the behavioural and the geographical environment.
That the former depends upon the latter is a truism, although the

manner of this dependency is by no means simple or unambiguous.
But whereas this problem will occupy us in the next chapter, one as-

pect of it is relevant in this connection: we assume that this connec-

tion is a causal one, the geographical environment being a cause of

the behavioural. But then the difficulty appears again that both be-

long to different universes of discourse. For how can a cause in one

universe of discourse produce an effect in another? All our causal

laws refer to events within the same universe of discourse, and
therefore, since the geographical environment belongs to the uni-

verse of physics, we require its effects to belong to it also. So we are

again forced away from the behavioural environment; we are

compelled to substitute for it some occurrences in the real physical

organism. Of course this question does not always interest us. We
may take its answer for granted or leave it in abeyance and deal

with other problems. Science always works at different levels, and

the work at higher levels may proceed for a long time without ref-

erence to the work at the lower ones. Thus chemistry became a very

advanced science before it became connected with physics, and even

today it is by no means possible to reduce all chemical action con-

cretely to the action of protons and electrons, although every scien-

tist is convinced that in principle such a reduction is possible.

Our present argument, therefore, means only that as a funda-

mental concept at the lowest level, the psychological field cannot be

identical with behavioural environment, because as a fundamental

concept the field cannot be taken for granted but must be causally

connected with the geographical environment. At the same time we

have pointed out that psychology works at different levels, and that

on some of them the behavioural environment may be, if not the

whole field, yet a part of it.

(3) The Insufficiency of the Behavioural Environment. The

totality of our behaviour is not explainable in terms of the be-
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havioural environment. There are at least three different types o£

behaviour for which no proper behavioural environment can be

found. We shall discuss them one by one.

(a) SO-CALLED REFLEXES. At every moment of our life the tonus

of our musculature is regulated. Were it not, we could neither sit

nor Stand nor walk. But all these adjustments take place without

our knowing about them; there is no behavioural environment for

them. What is true of the tonic reflexes holds also for the so-called

phasic ones: I send a strong beam of light into a person’s eyes,

and his pupils contract; I remove the light, and they expand again.

Now it might be said that here a behavioural environment exists

inasmuch as the person will see the light coming and going. But

even so, his behaviour is quite unknown to him; he is entirely

ignorant of the movements of his pupil before he has learned about

them, and even then he remains unaware of them. Thus even

though a behavioural environment may be present in these cases,

phenomenal behaviour would be missing. Moreover whether one has

a behavioural environment or not does not make any difference.

The pupils of a boxer knocked unconscious will still react.

It is clear then that if the field concept is to be applied to such

reflexes, it cannot be the same as that of behavioural environment.

One might, of course, be tempted to exclude the field concept from

the explanation of reflexes; that is what has been done. The reflexes

were the prototypes of pure stimulus-response connections; they

seemed clear cases of behaviour in a purely geographical environ-

ment. We shall see later (in Chapter VIII) why it is impossible to

accept such an interpretation. It would mean that there were two
sharply distinguishable types of behaviour, such as are field-condi-

tioned and such as are not, just as there are behaviours that de-

pend upon a behavioural environment and those that do not. How-
ever, there is no such absolute break. An action may be more or less

determined by a behavioural environment, and there is no sharp

dividing line. Correspondingly, we must feel reluctant to accept be-

haviour which is not in some way field-conditioned. But then, its

field cannot be the behavioural environment.

(b) FORCES THAT DETERMINE BEHAVIOUR OUTSIDE OF BEHAVIOURAL

ENVIRONMENT. The forces which determine our behaviour may not

always be those we believe to be the determinants. We may do

something in order to please X as we think, when in reality we
do it to spite Y, when Y need neither be present nor in our thoughts.

Psychoanalysis in its various forms has brought to light many
such facts, and perhaps its general tendency may be said to be the
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proof that all our actions are of that type, reducible to a very few
subterranean forces totally absent from our behavioural field. How-
ever far the psychoanalysts may overshoot the mark, it remains true

that this type of action exists, that it cannot be explained in terms
of behavioural environment, and that it is so similar to the rest of be-

haviour that it needs a common explanatory concept. Since the field

concept is applicable to all behaviour, it appears again that the

psychological field cannot be identical with the behavioural environ-

ment.

(c) MEMORY. There is memory. Now memory determines to a

great extent our behavioural field, and in so far cannot serve as an
argument against its universality. That I speak to A whom I met
yesterday and not to B whom I never saw before is due to the fact

that A is, in my behavioural environment, a familiar person, B a

stranger. But there are other ways in which memory determines

behaviour without the mediation of a behavioural field. The rapid

and accurate activities of a trained typist are not explainable in

terms of the actually present behavioural environment, as little as

the playing of Kreisler or the tennis game of a Tilden or a Cochet.

All their training goes into their present performances, but this

training does not belong to the present behavioural environment.

But skills are not the only memory effects that fall outside the

scope of behavioural environment. I think of a person, a city, a

mountain, but cannot recall its name. I want to very badly, but no

effort seems to help. So I give up and do something else, when sud-

denly the name will appear. Again a type of behaviour which takes

place without a behavioural environment but must, nevertheless, be

the result of operative forces, a field process.

“unconscious.” To call the facts adduced sub (b) and (c) uncon-

scious or subconscious does not help us. Here we see the advantage

of our terminology, for whereas the word conscious allows the

formation of new words by the addition of prefixes like “un” and

“sub,” behavioural environment cannot become an “un”- or “sub”-

behavioural environment without losing its meaning completely.

And since we agreed that the word consciousness should be used

only as an equivalent to direct experience, containing the behavioural

environment and the phenomenal behaviour of the Ego, we must

renounce the use of the terms un- and sub-conscious. However,

there must be a reason why these words were coined and so widely

accepted; why did not all psydiologists simply distinguish between

conscious and merely physiological processes.^ I believe the answer

lies in the fact that the physiological processes were not treated as
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field processes, whereas the processes called un- or sub-conscious

had very definite properties which in our terminology we call field

properties. If, then, we retain the field properties in the physiological

processes, we shall no longer be tempted to speak of unconscious

processes. And if we survey in review the facts presented under the

heading “the insufficiency of the behavioural field” we seem again to

be forced to turn to physiological facts.

The Balance Sheet. What, then, is the balance of this discussion ?

We have gained and we have lost. Our gain consists in the estab-

lishment of a unitary universe of discourse. The physical field of the

geographical environment acts on a physical object, the organism,

and influences the physiological field within this organism; physio-

logical field events take place which change the geographical field

and thereby the physiological field. We have a pure problem of

physics complicated by the relation of the two interacting fields, the

physical and the physiological, and by the enormous complexity of

the latter. But though complex, the problem is no longer obscure;

we understand its terms, and as a matter of principle, we can follow

each event from its beginning to its end over its whole course

without jumping from one universe to another.

But our loss is equally obvious. We have, if we stop here, given

up all the advantages which the behavioural environment brought

to our system. We are no longer dealing with psychological facts

at all but with pure physiology. As a matter of fact, this conse-

quence will appear not as a loss but as a gain to many psychologists

who will probably now be tempted to make the comment: “If you

want to explain all behaviour in physiological terms, why did you

ever introduce the behavioural environment?” We had set great

hopes on our behavioural environment. With the help of this con-

cept we thought we could build up a psychology which would be

acceptable to the historian, the artist, and the philosopher as in-

cluding motivation and beauty and rationality. And now we had to

turn back and take refuge in mere physiology. Is that not equiva-

lent to renouncing molar behaviour and putting molecular be-

haviour in its place? Are we not stultifying our own purpose? And
lastly how can we hope to build a system of psychology in pure

physiological terms when our knowledge of the central nervous

system is almost a blank? Would not a new kind of speculative

psychology supersede the experimental phase? Behavioural environ-

ment is something we know, but our physiological field is a totally

unknown quantity.

So runs our balance sheet. And if we look at the assets and lia-
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bilities which have appeared on it through our commitment to the
physiological field we see that they are the reason for the war waged
between the different schools of psychology. Those who regarded
the assets as the items that counted became behaviourists, thinking
as lightly of their liabilities as debtors are ready to do. Those, on
the other hand, who were conscientious debtors on Whom the

weight of the liabilities rested like an insupportable load, thought
nothing of the assets and became “understanding” psychologists.

Between these extremes we find all sorts of compromises. But all

compromises were unsatisfactory because they failed to find a way
of using the assets to meet the liabilities. That is what we must do
if we want to be honest and pursue our business with a plan that

carries us over a long period and saves us from the everlasting

threat of an imminent bankruptcy. Or, to choose another metaphor,

we must know where we are going and be convinced that the road

on which we tread leads to our goal. I remember an episode in my
student days. A colleague of mine with, whom I was going home
asked me the question: “Have you any idea where the psychology

we are learning is leading us?” I had no answer to that question,

and my colleague, after taking his doctor’s degree, gave up psy-

chology as a profession and is today a well-known author. But I

was less honest and less capable, and so I stuck to my job. But be-

cause his question never ceased to trouble me, I was ready to grasp

the first chance that offered to find an answer.

Relation Between Behavioural and Physiological Field Crucial.

Therefore, if I have not forgotten that rather casual conversation,

another conversation with another colleague remains in my memory
as one of the crucial moments of my life. It happened at Frankfort

on the Main early in 1911. Wertheimer had just completed his ex-

periments on the perception of motion in which Kohler and I had

served as the chief observers. Now he proposed to tell me the pur-

pose of his experiments, of which, as a good subject, I had been

entirely ignorant. Of course I had had many discussions with those

two men before. One could not live in constant contact with Wert-

heimer without learning some aspects of gestalt theory, even in

those old times. But on that afternoon he said something which im-

pressed me more than anything else, and that was his idea about

the function of a physiological theory in psychology, the relation be-

tween consciousness and the underlying physiological processes,

or in our new terminology, between the behavioural and the physio-

logical field. To state it in these new terms, however, is not quite

fair, because this very statement was only made possible by Wert-
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heimer’s idea; before, nobody thought of a physiological or, for that

matter, of a behavioural field.

Traditional Physiological Theories of Behaviour and Con-
sciousness. For what were the current physiological assumptions at

that time? Nervous processes were pictured as events of one \ind

only, excitations, starting somewhere, travelling along a nerve, being

transmitted to another nerve, from that to a third, until finally they

gave rise to a muscle contraction or a gland secretion. The enormous
complexity of behaviour was not explained by an equal complexity

of the processes as such, but only by the combination of a host of

separate processes, all of the same general kind but occurring in dif-

ferent places. The locus of an excitation became the most important

aspect of it; diversity of process was introduced merely to account

for the different sense modalities and qualities, the first coupled with

a local difference, the second not. Sound stimuli would produce ex-

citations of fibres in the acoustic nerve which would be transmitted

to the temporal part of the cortex and excite the ganglion cells

there to their specific forms of response, corresponding to the attri-

butes of tone sensations; and light stimuli would similarly produce

excitations which would be propagated to the occipital cortex and

would there produce cell excitations, which, because of the differ-

ent nature of these cells, would be different from the processes in

the temporal cortex. But one and the same occipital cell must be

capable of different kinds of excitation. Since there is, in this system

of physiological hypotheses, a fixed connection between a cortical

cell and a cell in the sense surface, e.g., between a cell in the visual

cortex and a cone in the retina, the same cortical cell will always

be excited when the same cone is excited. Now the same cone can

be excited by light of different wave length with the result that the

organism sees different colours. Consequently the same nerve fibers

and ganglion cells from cone to cortex must be able to react in

different ways.

This, however, was the only qualitative variety granted to nervous

processes; apart from that all complexity was explained by the

combination of differently localized cell-excitations. No wonder that

the question of brain localization loomed so large on the psycho-

logical horizon.

I have said that this form of physiological theory was prevalent

in 1911; I must add that ten years before the great physiologist J. von

Kries had given ample proof that it was utterly wrong. But he had

not been able to put an adequate theory in its place, and so the

old theory survived as though nothing had happened; indeed this
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theory has an iron constitution; it was still so vigorous in 1929 that

Lashley, in his presidential address to the American Psychological
Association, read before the 9th International Congress of Psy-

chology at Yale, attempted to deal it a new death blow. The material

against the theory had enormously accumulated since von Kries’s

famous speech; Lashley’s onslaught looked deadly indeed, but the

theory seems to have a charmed life; it seems to persist to this

present day.

PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES MOLECULAR, TOTALLY DIFFERENT FROM BE-

HAVIOURAL ONES. Therefore it is worth while to single out some of

its salient aspects. In the first place it is what Tolman calls molec-

ular. No molar characteristics can be found in the nerve excitations,

the sum of which constitutes the nervous activity. In the second

place, this theory of the physiological processes underlying behaviour

with its behavioural environment, or, as it was formerly termed,

underlying conscious phenomena, was constructed almost in com-
plete independence of molar behaviour or conscious phenomena.
The latter influenced it only by introducing the qualitative sensory

differences we mentioned above. The facts of anatomy, interpreted

in a particular way, seemed to reveal a number of separate struc-

tures, the neurones; and indeed anatomical facts are the main foun-

dation of the theory. But not only is this theory independent of be-

havioural or psychological observation, it has exerted a decisive

influence upon such observation. The description of behaviour as a

combination of a multitude of reflexes, original or conditioned, and

the description of the behavioural environment in terms of sensa-

tions as mental elements are both similar in form. When modern
experimental psychology was created, the sensation theory was not

created with it, but taken over from the older speculative systems.

That it remained unquestioned for such a long time, that it became

part and parcel of modern psychology, is without a doubt due to

the physiological theory which originated in anatomical discoveries.

Thus we see how facts are dependent on theories, how false, there-

fore, the claim is that a theory is nothing but a concise formulation

of independent facts.

THEIR RELATION MERELY FACTUAL. In the third place, in this theory,

as a consequence of the two characteristics just demonstrated, the

relation between molar behaviour and behavioural environment on

the one hand and the underlying physiological processes on the

other, is merely factual. In essence they are totally different; did

not Wundt emphasize the point that the sensation blue and the

corresponding neural event had nothing, absolutely nothing, in
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common? Or could anything be more emphatic than the assertion:

“Thought and feeling must be recognized, on any view, as funda-

mentally different from any material process, and the motion of the

atoms and molecules of the brain as fundamentally different from

thoughts and feelings” (Stout, 1913, p. 16). And does not Tolman
write in his book published in 1932: “It will be contended by us . . .

that ‘behaviour-acts,’ though no doubt in complete one-to-one cor-

respondence with the underlying molecular facts of physics and
physiology, have as ‘molar’ wholes, certain emergent properties of

their own?” (p. 7). If we interpret this statement to mean that

qua molar, behaviour is fundamentally different from the underly-

ing molecular physiological processes, we link up this third point

with our first.

On all three counts the theory has to be condemned. The assump-

tion of merely molecular physiological processes is erected on much
too slender an empirical basis; it results either in a molecular in-

terpretation of behaviour and consciousness, which is contradicted

by the facts, or it severs completely the two series of processes,

physiological and behavioural or conscious, whereas at the same
time it establishes the closest possible relation between them by con-

sidering the one as the correlate of the other, the nature of this

correlation being left entirely in the dark.

Wertheimer’s Solution. Isomorphism. And now the reader can

understand Wertheimer’s contribution; now he will see why his

physiological hypothesis impressed me more than anything else.

In two words, what he said amounted to this: let us think of the

physiological processes not as molecular, but as molar phenomena.

If we do that, all the difficulties of the old theory disappear. For if

they are molar, their molar properties will be the same as those of

the conscious processes which they are supposed to underlie. And if

that is so, our two realms, instead of being separated by an impas-

sable gulf, are brought as closely together as possible with the con-

sequence that we can use our observations of the behavioural en-

vironment and of behaviour as data for the concrete elaboration of

physiological hypotheses. Then, instead of having one kind of such

processes only, we must deal with as many as there are different

psychological processes, the variety of the two classes must be the

same.

MOLAR PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES. However, this theory may appear

merely verbal as long as one does not know what molar physiologi-

cal processes are. Are we not introducing new entities into physiol-

ogy, and thereby into science, which arc incompatible with the
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principles of science? Is not physics a molecular science par excel-

lence? Wertheimer saw that it is not; he knew the falsity of this

objection. But it was left to Kohler (1920) to demonstrate the fallacy

of this argument by showing that physics is a molar science. The
name “atomic theory” seems to prove the opposite, but^only to a
superficial observer. Let us take the simplest example we can find:

water is explained by the atomic theory as a compound of two
elements, hydrogen and oxygen, in such a way that it consists of

molecules, each of which is composed of three atoms, two of hydro-
gen and one of oxygen. Moreover, hydrogen occurs in nature in

a form in which it is not composed of hydrogen atoms but of

hydrogen molecules, each composed of two hydrogen atoms. Thus
we have H, H2, H2O. This sounds like a straight molecular theory,

but it is not anything of the kind. For H, H2, and H2O have all dif-

ferent properties which cannot be derived by adding properties of

H’s and O’s. And in accordance with that, physics endeavours to

construct models of atoms and molecules which are just as dif-

ferent from each other as the actually observed substances. The
simple hydrogen atom consists of one proton and one electron in

very definite dynamic relationship, expressed in terms of the Ruther-

ford-Bohr theory by the orbits in which the electron moves around

the proton.^ In H2 two hydrogen atoms have been combined. But

what has happened? A completely new system has been formed

with two protons and two electrons. And the motions of this new
system, the forces which are active at every moment, are totally dif-

ferent from the motions in the H system. In the simple water

molecule, what a complexity and what a difference of structure from

the H and the O atoms! It is wrong to say that this system consists

of two hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom. For where are they

to be found in it? Looked at in this way, chemical analysis which

dissolves water into hydrogen and oxygen means only that one

kind of system has been transformed into other kinds of systems and

that in this transformation certain characters like total mass have

remained constant. But it does not mean that water is just hydro-

gen plus oxygen combined in a certain proportion.

Molecular Theory and the Category of Substance, The fallacy

contained in a statement like the last derives from a deep source.

Man the builder assembles his bricks and erects his house. He knows

that just as he made it he can destroy it, that he handled bricks

4 Although the Rutherford-Bohr theory has been abandoned, the consequences

which we draw from it are the same in the different forms of more modern

theory. Therefore we use this simplest and most easily intelligible form of atomic

theory in our text. See Eddington.
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and that after all his house is just bricks. He forgets that he has piled

these bricks in a gravitational field and that without this gravita-

tional field he can build a house as little as without bricks. But the

bricks are so much more palpable than gravitation that he thinks

of them alone, and thus he models his concept of reality. Substance

assumes for human thought the role of being the embodiment of

the real. Molecular theory is nothing but an application of this

idea. Fundamentally it derives from a selective principle applied to

our appreciation of reality. In what does the reality of a house con-

sist, or that of molar behaviour.? The question becomes unanswer-

able when we attempt to solve it in terms of mere substance. Just

so a molecule loses its reality if we describe it in terms of atoms

only. We are left with the protons and electrons just as we were

left with bricks in the case of the house and with our reflexes in

the case of molar behaviour.

But this difficulty arises for the philosopher only, and not for the

architect or the physicist. The physicist is far from such crude

realism. As a matter of fact he finds it harder and harder to lay

his hands on “substances.” Organized fields of force assume for

him the chief reality. The proposition: the world consists of

protons and electrons, is as meaningless to him as the statement that

Europe is inhabited by human beings is to the historian or poli-

tician. The second statement is incontestably true, but does it help

to explain the history of Europe or the present political crisis.?

Europe is inhabited by British, French, Germans, and a vast num-
ber of other nations. Set a Frenchman on a deserted island, an Eng-

lishman on another, a German on a third, and so forth, then they

will behave more or less alike; at least the fact that they are all

human beings will be the main factor in the explanation of their

behaviour. But the Frenchman in France, the Englishman in Eng-

land, the German in Germany will be very different people. Why?
Because not only human beings are realities, but also human socie-

ties with their institutions, forms of government, mores and cus-

toms, language and literature, art and music, social stratification and

so forth. If we deny the reality of these we can neither be historians

nor politicians, but as little can we be physicists if we deny the

reality of the field forces in their distribution, or physiologists if we
deny the reality of molar characters of physiological processes.

''Physiological Patterns” Perhaps one might object that nobody

has done so, that the word “physiological pattern” is used in every

book and treatise on the subject. True enough, but this word “pat-

tern” obscures the issue. In what sense is this pattern considered
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to be real? Only in what I shall call a geometrical or combina-
torial sense, a sense in which it applies equally well to the throw-
ing of dice. You shake six dice; each result can be called a pattern:

536224, 15 1434, 625251, etc., etc. Pattern means nothing here but
combination of independent events. Such patterns may have very
real results. I dial on my telephone the pattern 234 ancT the bell in

the president’s office rings; had I dialled 479 the psychology depart-

ment would have been summoned, and so forth. This is the kind
of reality which is attributed to the physiological patterns, quite dif-

ferent from the kind of reality I claimed for molar aspects of be-

haviour, physiological or physical events. An example which I

have used in a previous discussion will contrast the two kinds of

reality: “two insulated condensers of equal capacity are placed at a

great distance from each other in a homogeneous dielectric. I con-

vey to each of them the same amount of electricity E. Then they

have an equal charge. But this equality is a purely logical equality.

Nothing in the world compels me to compare just these two charges

with each other. Physically, there is in this case no dynamic reality

of equality. Indeed I can alter the amount of the charge in either

of the condensers without thereby affecting the amount on the other.

When, however, I join the two condensers by a piece of wire, the

equality of their charges has become a physical, dynamical reality.

Now this equality is no longer a relation which I can at will state

or neglect, but has become a systematic property of the aggregate

of conductors which can no longer be altered by changing the

charge of one of the condensers” (1927 a, pp. 178 f.).

The equality in the second case is a true reality—but not in the

first. “Physiological pattern,” however, has been used in this first

and not in the second sense, and therefore this term has nothing to

do with the reality of molar properties.

Now we know what molar physiological processes are. They are

not a sum or combination of independent local nerve processes, but

nervous processes in extension such that each local process depends

on all the other local processes within the molar distribution.

Wertheimer’s solution and the facts of anatomy and physi-

ology. The next criticism of Wertheimer’s theory will challenge it

with regard to its consistency with anatomical and physiological

facts. These facts, at least, were duly preserved in the old physio-

logical theory; do they not for that very reason invalidate the new

one? Even the most cursory examination of these facts, however,

will show this criticism to be nugatory. W^ might raise the question:

What are the conditions under which a mere combination of local
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events takes place and what are those in which processes in exten-

sion are formed? The answer must run like this: when and only

when the processes are totally insulated from each other so that they

can run their course in absolute independence, only then is the first

case realized. Thus the different connections that are made in a

telephone exchange are a pattern of purely local events. A talks to

B, C to D, etc., etc., but the fact that A and B talk together has

no influence on the second fact that C and D exchange compliments

or that E and F make a theatre appointment.

On the other hand, where the local processes are not completely

insulated they will no longer be completely independent, and there-

fore what happens in one place will depend upon what happens in

all the others. The degree of insulation will determine the degree

of interdependence, so that we are now dealing not with one case

as opposed to another, but with an infinite variety of cases. The
question which any physiological theory of nervous processes ought

to raise is, therefore: Are the individual nervous structures which
anatomy has revealed, completely insulated from each other or

not? Only if the answer were affirmative would the traditional

theory of a mere additive pattern be possible. As soon as the insula-

tion is found to be incomplete, a theory of molar distribution must
take its place. Therefore the anatomical evidence so far adduced

is insufficient to support the old theory. What, then, is the added

evidence? If we look for an answer in the writings of the founders

and supporters of the old theory we search in vain. For they never

saw the dilemma; they never chose consciously between the two
alternatives, but seduced by the gross anatomical facts, jumped at

the one horn without being aware of the other. Although this is

no true scientific procedure, it might have been the right guess.

But as a matter of mere fact it was not. It is true that the nerve

fibres are insulated from each other over long distances, but there

are innumerable cross connections which probably connect every

nerve cell with every other, a fact of which the old theory has

made full use in order to explain the enormous variety of possible

'‘combinations.” But if it is so, then the events in this network of

nervous tissue can no longer form a merely geometrical pattern; if

they are interconnected, then the processes that take place within

them can no longer be independent and we must consider them as

molar distributions with a degree of interdependence varying in-

versely with the actually operative resistances. Physiological processes

in extension, then, have not been invented in order to support

a particular theory. They are demanded by the anatomical facts
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themselves. Two recent investigations from the psychological lab-

oratory of the University of Kansas give direct experimental sup-
port to this view. They show that the action currents of the dog’s

cortex which result from localized stimulation are not restricted

to small areas of the cortex but form a pattern pervading the whole
cortex with areas of highest activity varying with the kfnd of stim-

ulation. Perkins (1933) used sound stimuli; Bartley pain, motor
and visual stimuli. Moreover “the records lead to the conclusion that

the so-called passive animal exhibits a pattern of cortical activity

of essentially the same order as exhibited by the active animal. In

other words, there seems to be a basic pattern operating under all

conditions of behaviour and that any experimental stimulation of

the animal under controlled conditions does no more than modify
this pattern” (Bartley, p. 47). The same author concludes that “in

accordance with the facts and suggestions that have preceded, a field

theory of the nervous system is demanded if its activities are to

become intelligible” (p. 54).

BEHAVIOURAL DATA FOR PHYSIOLOGICAL HYPOTHESES. There remains

one point in Wertheimer’s theory which will meet with scepticism.

I claimed as an advantage of this theory that it would use psycho-

logical observation, i.e., observation of the behavioural field and of

phenomenal behaviour, as material for a physiological theory,

thereby greatly augmenting its empirical data. This will seem an

unwarranted and highly speculative assumption. The data for a

physiological theory must, so it seems, be physiological. Only data

from the physical world can be used for a theory about the nature

of a part of the physical world, viz., the physiological processes. But

this objection overlooks a fact which Kohler (1929) has emphasized,

namely, that all observation is observation of behavioural facts of

direct experience. Through a careful selection of such facts it has

become possible to develop the science of physics, although the rela-

tion between the behavioural and the geographical environment is

an indirect one. Between these two worlds and mediating between

them are the physiological processes within the organism. If, then,

we can use the behavioural world in order to obtain insight into

the geographical, why should it not be possible also to derive insight

into the physiological processes from such study The way is

shorter in the latter case than in the former; in the former, we jump

across the mediating link, in the latter we take only one step. More-

over the connection between the behavioural world and the physio-

logical processes is much closer than that between the latter and the

physical world; do we not speak of “underlying” physiological
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processes or of the physiological “correlates” of conscious phe-

nomena ? Then, to quote from Kohler, “there is no reason at all why
the construction of physiological processes directly underlying ex-

perience should be impossible, if experience allows us the con-

struction of a physical world outside which is related to it much
less intimately” (1929, pp. 6of.). Furthermore, if B stands for the

behavioural world, G for the geographical, and P for the physio-

logical processes, BP <— G shows the relationship. Now P is in

causal connection with G and in a more direct connection with B;

the usual assumption, which we shall prove to be erroneous, was
that P and G were in close geometrical correspondence, whereas

B and P were totally different. Does not such an assumption make
it totally unintelligible that B can give us information about G?
For if B is totally unlike P, and P is very much like G, how can B
lead to G? If, however, B and P are essentially alike, then it only

depends upon the G-P relation when and how we can gain knowl-

edge about G from P. And if it is so, then surely observation of

B reveals to us properties of P. This theory, first pronounced by

Wertheimer, was carefully elaborated by Kohler. In his book on the

“Physische Gestalten” (1920) he has gone deeply into physics and

physiology to prove the compatibility of the theory with physical

and physiological facts; in his “Gestalt Psychology” he has formulated

this theory of isomorphism in a number of special axioms. In his

book (1920) he had formulated the general principle in these words:

“Any actual consciousness is in every case not only blindly coupled

to its corresponding psychophysical processes, but is akin to it in es-

sential structural properties” (p. 193). Thus, isomorphism, a term

implying equality of form, makes the bold assumption that the

“motion of the atoms and molecules of the brain” are not “funda-

mentally different from thoughts and feelings” but in their molar

aspects, considered as processes in extension, identical. Moreover
the physiologist von Frey draws the following conclusion from his

famous investigations on the sense of touch: “The progress achieved

by the recent investigations lies, in my opinion, less in improved defi-

nition of concepts than in the conviction that the somatic processes

which are co-ordinated to mental gestalten must have a structure

similar to them” (p. 217).

OLDER FORMS OF ISOMORPHISM. That some isomorphism was neces-

sary has been held by most psychologists since the times of Hering
and Mach. Hering constructed his theory of colour vision in strict

accordance with direct colour experience. The axioms underlying

his system have been formulated as psychophysical axioms by G. E.
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Muller (1896), but this isomorphism was almost casual though de-

manded by the scientific problem; it concerned the geometrical, or

systematic, order of sensation and not the real dynamic order of

living experience. For that reason it remained an isolated part, un-
recognized as a fundamental psychological principle. Mach (1865)
indicated a more far-reaching isomorphism, one that looTcs identical

with that of Wertheimer and Kohler. Yet it played no role in the

development of our science; it was so little known that Kohler, who
refers to Hering and Muller, fails to mention Mach in this connec-

tion. I found the passage in Mach to my great surprise by mere acci-

dent. Again w'e need not look far to find the reason for this

apparent injustice of history. Mach was an excellent psychologist,

who saw many of the most fundamental problems of psychology

which, a whole generation later, many psychologists failed even to

understand; at the same time he had a philosophy which made it

impossible to give fruitful solutions to these problems. And so his

dynamic isomorphism had no effect on psychology because of his

interpretation of dynamics in general.

ISOMORPHISM AND OUR BALANCE SHEET. And nOW, with the tOol

of a thoroughgoing isomorphism in our hands, we return to our

balance sheet which we drew up after stating the reasons why,

when we come to fundamentals, we must choose a physiological

field rather than the behavioural environment as our fundamental

category. We find, then, that we have lost none of our assets, but

have succeeded in turning them to such use that they will meet

our liabilities. We are no longer losing the advantages gained by

the introduction of the behavioural environment, for we construct

our physiological field in accordance with, and directed by, the

observed properties of it. Thus we have a good reason for intro-

ducing and keeping the behavioural environment, even though we
look ultimately for physiological explanations. Therefore, all the

hopes raised by the introduction of our behavioural environment

survive in our new system. If physiological processes are processes

in extension, if they are molar instead of being molecular, then we
have escaped the danger of abandoning molar behaviour in favour

of molecular behaviour. And lastly, we are not advocating pure

speculation. The opposite is true; we want to use more facts for

our physiological theory than the traditional theory did, not less.

The brain processes are terra incognita, no doubt about it. Shall

we as workers in a young science resign ourselves to this state of

affairs or shall we not rather try our utmost to improve it? Physio-

logical theory, as we envisage it, will indeed be much more diflScult
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than the old conception of telephone wires or railway tracks, but

it will be just as much more interesting.

''Brain Mythology” In a very striking passage Kohler has de-

fended his hypotheses against the criticism that they were purely

speculative, mere brain mythology. I translate only a short but

incisive passage: “In the third place it has to be said that the argu-

ment betrays a strange misconception of the actual procedure of

empirical science. Natural sciences continually advance explanatory

hypotheses, which cannot be verified by direct observation at the

time when they are formed nor for a long time thereafter. Of such

a kind were Ampere’s theory of magnetism, the kinetic theory of

gases, the electronic theory, the hypothesis of atomic disintegration

in the theory of radioactivity. Some of these assumptions have since

been verified by direct observation, or have at least come close to

such direct verification; others are still far removed from it. But

physics and chemistry would have been condemned to a permanent

embryonic state had they abstained from such hypotheses; their

development seems rather like a continuous effort steadily to

shorten the rest of the way to the verification of hypotheses which

survive this process” (1923, pp. 140 f.).

ADDED ADVANTAGE OF ISOMORPHISM. Thus we have met point by

point the arguments which appeared on the liability side of our

ledger. But we can add three more items to our assets, (i) We have

gained an insight into the relation of molar and molecular facts.

When we saw that a psychology built upon molecular facts could

never hope to solve the most important psychological problems,

those of the historian or the artist, we suggested that a science built

on molar facts might find a place for the molecular ones. And our

expectation has been fulfilled; for no real molecular fact disappears

from our system; molecular facts merely cease to be independent

events, the true elements of all facts. Instead they appear as local

events within and determined by larger field events.

(2) Granted, then, that our theory will be a molar theory, never-

theless it is a purely physiological theory, even though mental facts,

facts of direct experience, are used in its construction. Does that not

reveal a materialistic bias, does it not imply a valuation with regard

to reality in which the physical ranks higher than the mental? Is

this theory not, after all, a posthumous child of materialism ? Let me
quote a very impressive paragraph from Wertheimer: “When one

goes to the root of one’s aversion to materialism and mechanism,

does one then find the material properties of the elements which
these systems combine? Frankly speaking, there are psychological
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theories and many psychological textbooks which treat consistently

of elements of consciousness and are nevertheless more materialis-

tic, barren, lacking in meaning and significance than a living tree

which possibly possesses nothing of consciousness. It cannot matter

of what material the particles of the universe consist, what mat-
ters is the kind of whole, the significance of the whole” (1925,

p. 20).

Thus the alleged materialistic bias of our theory disappears. A
physiological theory which allows to physiological processes more
than mere summative combination of excitations is less materialistic

than a psychological theory which allows only sensations and blind

associative bonds between them. But we can say even a little more.

Is our theory really purely physiological? Would it not mean an
abandonment of fact if it were? For the physiological processes

which we construct as the correlates of consciousness are known to

us in the first place through their conscious aspect. To treat them
as though they were purely physiological, without this conscious

aspect, would be to neglect one of their outstanding characteristics.

True enough, this conscious side of the processes does not enter

into our causal explanations, but it has to be recognized as a fact

nevertheless. And that leads to the conclusion that it is of the warp
and woof of certain events in nature that they “reveal themselves,”

that they are accompanied by consciousness. Why they are so, and

what special characteristics a process must have in order to be so,

these are questions that cannot now be answered, and perhaps may
never be. But if we accept our conclusion, consciousness can no

longer be regarded as a mere epiphenomenon, a mere luxury,

which might just as well be absent. For in an aspect which we do not

know, these processes would be different, were they not accom-

panied by consciousness.

(3) And this leads us to our last point. What about the conscious-

ness of animals? That the behaviour of animals is molar and not

molecular is a fact. Animal and human behaviour belong together;

they are not totally different. On the other hand, we can never ob-

serve their behavioural environment, their consciousness. But the

same is true with regard to any behavioural environment except our

own. Directly, I can only know my own consciousness, you yours,

yet nobody thinks of claiming a unique position for himself in

the universe. Therefore the assumption of animal consciousness is

nothing essentially new. However, if we do assume it, we are still

faced with the problem, when shall w'e attribute consciousness to

animals, when not? Is there, e.g., a definite point in the phylo-
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genetic series where consciousness emerges ? If so, where is it ? Is an
amoeba conscious? If not, a crab, a spider, a fish, a chick, a cat, a

monkey, an anthropoid ape? Let us frankly admit that there is

no answer to this question. Since we do not know what properties

make a physiological process the correlate of a conscious one, we
have absolutely no criterion by which we can decide with certainty

whether any behaviour is conscious behaviour or not. All attempts

to establish such criteria have begged the question by assuming
a necessary relation between certain types of behaviour and con-

sciousness.® But in our system this whole problem is of no im-
portance. Have we not learned from Wertheimer that there are

much more essential characteristics of behaviour than whether it is

conscious or merely physiological? Molar behaviour will be a field

process; by studying the behaviour we can draw conclusions with
regard to the field in which it occurs; we can make molar physio-

logical theories. Because of our isomorphism we can even go a step

further; we can describe this field in behavioural rather than physio-

logical terms. This is very useful, because we have a behavioural
terminology for such field descriptions, but not a physiological one.

When I said previously that a chimpanzee used a “stool,” I em-
ployed behavioural terminology. How could I, at the present state

of science, have used a physiological one? And yet I need not
mean more by this terminology than a description of the physio-

logical field, leaving it entirely outside the scope of science, whether
a behavioural field corresponded to it or not. Thus we are even
less anthropomorphic than we appeared in our last discussion of

the problem. There we claimed that the assumption of a behavioural
environment was not anthropomorphism; now we are willing to

give up even the behavioural environment, substituting for it a

physiological field, the properties of which can best be described
in behavioural terms. Thus the issue between us and the behaviour-
ists with regard to animal psychology is not conscious behaviour vs.

purely physiological behaviour, but physiological behaviour of the

field type vs. physiological behaviour of the mechanical connection
type. This issue can and must be decided on the plane of pure
science, and the decision cannot fail to affect the wider issues which
distinguish gestalt theory and behaviourism.

One last remark in this connection: we said that physiological

processes that are accompanied by consciousness must in some un-
known aspect differ from physiological processes which have no
such accompaniment. We must add that in other relevant aspects

® Compare my discussion of this problem (1928), pp. 13 f.
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they must be alike. For they are all field processes. Our whole solu-

tion of the mind-body problem would help us nought if we re-

stricted the field concept to conscious physiological processes. But
we do not. We view these as part events in a much wider field

event and thereby avoid the argument against the behavioural field

as a fundamental category which we have termed the insufficiency of

the behavioural field. Let us introduce for future use the term
“psychophysical field/’ indicating by this term both its physiological

nature and its relation to direct experience.

THE TASK OF OUR PSYCHOLOGY

And now we can formulate the task of our psychology: it is

the study of behaviour in its causal connection with the psycho-

physical field. This general programme must be made more con-

crete. Anticipating, we can say that the psychophysical field is or-

ganized. First of all it shows the polarity of the Ego and the en-

vironment, and secondly each of these two polar parts has its own
structure. Thus the environment is neither a mosaic of sensations

nor a “blooming, buzzing confusion,” nor a blurred and vague total

unit; rather does it consist of a definite number of separate objects

and events, which, as separate objects and events, are products of

organization. Likewise, the Ego is neither a point nor a sum or

mosaic of drives or instincts. To describe it adequately we shall

have to introduce the concept of personality with all its enormous

complexity. Therefore if we want to study behaviour as an event

in the psychophysical field, we must take the following steps:

(1) We must study the organization of the environmental field,

and that means (a) we must find out the forces which organize it

into separate objects and events, (b) the forces which exist between

these different objects and events; and (c) how these forces produce

the environmental field as we know it in our behavioural environ-

ment.

(2) We must investigate how such forces can influence move-

ments of the body.

(3) We must study the Ego as one of the main field parts.

(4) We must show that the forces which connect the Ego with

the other field parts are of the same nature as those between differ-

ent parts of the environmental field, and how they produce be-

haviour in all its forms.

(5) We must not forget that our psychophysical field exists within

a real organism which in its turn exists in a geographical environ-
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merit. In this way the questions of true cognition and adequate or

adapted behaviour will also enter our programme.
Points (3) and (4) are the nucleus of a theory of behaviour; (i)

and (2) are necessary for their solution. And therefore one cannot

wonder that the two problems (3) and (4) have been much less

studied than others; moreover, experimentation was started within

the province of our first point, both in psychology in general and in

gestalt psychology in particular. Therefore the reader must not be

surprised when we devote more space to our first point than seems

proportionate in consideration of its importance in the whole
scheme. The value of theoretical concepts is tested by their applica-

tion in actual research. The concepts which we have so far devel-

oped cannot be understood without a good knowledge of the con-

crete experimental research work in which they have played the

leading role. But there is another point to remember. In our fifth

item we have touched upon a fundamental philosophical problem.

The studies in perception to which my last remarks referred will

give us valuable clues for the solution of this philosophical prob-

lem. This must be kept in mind if perspective is not to be lost.

There will be many experiments, which, though they appear neat

‘axvi ervougja, will seem trivial when, seen by themselves.

"Why suc\i experiments? What can they contribute to a rea\ hnowV
edge of behaviour ? The answer is that they serve as demonstrations

of general principles; they are not meant to be of great significance

in their own right.
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As the first step which our field psychology had to take we an-

nounced an investigation of the environmental field. The organiza-

tion of this field depends evidently upon the geographical environ-

ment which can affect the sense organs of the animal. Therefore in

discussing this problem we shall have to investigate the relationship

between the geographical environment and the environmental Held.

But before we attack this problem we must become better ac-

quainted with this field in order to understand the full scope of our

investigation.

THE ENVIRONMENTAL FIELD

It is clear that at the outset, at least, we cannot describe this Held

in physiological terms, for the physiological field is a construct neces-

sitated by our demands for an explanatory theory; but it is not an

observed fact. If we want to start with facts we must fall back on

our behavioural environment, fully aware that the behavioural en-

vironment is at best the counterpart of only a fraction of the total

active environmental field.

What, then, do we find in our behavioural surrounding.?^ It

presents us with a motley of data, the systematization of which

would prove a difficult problem indeed. We shall not attempt it,

confining ourselves to an enumeration of a variety of different kinds

of objects in our behavioural environment. There are things like

stones and sticks and man-made things, like tables and dishes, houses

and churches, books and pictures; there are people, animals, plants

and ghosts; there are mountains, rivers, and oceans, but also clouds
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and fog, air, light and darkness, the sun, the moon and the stars,

heat and cold, noises, tones and words, motions, forces and waves.

This is hardly less heterogeneous than the cabbages and kings in

Alice’s world, and it cannot claim to be a complete list. But it seems

enough for a beginning.

Things and Not-things. If one tried to bring some order into this

medley, one would probably begin by distinguishing things and not-

things, and among the former the living and the dead; among the

dead, things made by man and things natural. Of course one must

not forget that in making this order one should stay within the con-

fines of the behavioural environment as one finds it, and that one

must not use any indirect knowledge about it. Thus I have included

ghosts as part of the behavioural world, although I know quite as

well as anyone that ghosts do not exist, the spiritualists’ contention

to the contrary notwithstanding. And when we approach our ma-

terial in this naive way we shall find our classification much less

satisfactory. For quite frequently we shall be in doubt whether one

of our data is to be counted as a thing or not, or as a live or a dead

thing. Are clouds things ? If yes, is fog, air, light, cold ? If clouds are

things, they are surely things different in kind from stones and
sticks, and the twinkling stars are again different. Air? The breath,

the “pneuma,” the ‘‘spirit” has thing-like qualities; did not God
create Adam by imparting the breath of life to the dust of the

ground! And does not the meaning of the word spirit indicate

that it referred originally to a substance, a thing of finer texture?

A fog which we see creeping up a mountain valley has a thing-like

quality similar to that of clouds, but a fog which makes our ocean

liner reduce speed and sound its piercing horn is not thing-like at

all, as little as the mist from which we emerge when we climb a

mountain. Light when it travels through the night as in the beam
from a lighthouse is thing-like, or when it spreads across the sky

at dawn. But the light here in this room is in no way a thing

by itself; here is the same difference as between the air that sur-

rounds us as opposed to the breath. Darkness may be a thing when
storm-swept clouds cast a gloom over the land, or when we pause

before entering a dark cavern. The same is true of heat and cold.

We feel the cold drifting into our rooms—even though we know
that it is cold air that is coming.

The river is a thing and yet old Heraclitus already said that we
cannot bathe twice in the same river, only to be outdone by his

pupil Cratylus, who denied that we can do it even once, for while

we enter the water the water has already passed and is passing all
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the time. And yet we call a river a thing, or i£ we do not do it

explicitly, we treat it as a thing.

Are words things? They seem completely un-thing-like, and yet,

why do we write d—d, why do we speak of the dickens when we
mean the devil? And the peal of thunder, has it not the character

of a thing, threatening and awe-inspiring as it is? So noises and
words may be things, but they need not. There remain the waves,

the motions, and the forces. A wave certainly may have thing-

character; the waves that send us sprawling on the beach or toss our

ship about are mighty things indeed, and yet the argument of

Heraclitus applies to the wave as much as to the river. Lastly, what
about motions and forces? Even they may assume thing-like quali-

ties: when two billiard balls cannon, do we not see the motion
of the one pass into the other; does not motion in such examples

have a character akin to the thing-quality of fluids? And even force

may be experienced as something thing-like, to be sure not the

force of the physicists, but something in our behavioural environ-

ment which we can name no better than force. The “potency” of a

drug appears to the naive person as something within the drug; we
feel the force of the wind, a perfectly good description, not a meta-

phor, and what we feel is of the essence of things.

Now it cannot be the purpose of this argument to claim that

every part of our behavioural environment is a thing. The very

opposite is true: we must distinguish between things and not-

things, but this distinction is not permanent in the sense that

the same real objects will always appear either as things or as not-

things. On the contrary, we have shown many objects which may
be thing-like or not according to circumstances. But the fact that

almost anything may at one time or another assume the thing-

character reveals a significant feature of our behavioural environ-

ment: the parts of this environment must possess a strong tendenc)

towards thing-ness, or, expressed without the precarious word

tendency, qua part of our environmental field almost anything may
acquire the character of thing-ness.

However, the term “thing” seems to have lost its meaning. To
find it again, let us try to discover significant properties of non-

thing parts of our environment. A dense fog which surrounds us

is a good example. Comparing it with a fog drifting up a valley it

has two distinct characteristics: it has no boundary or shape, and

it is absolutely static, whereas the drifting fog has shape and motion.

And when we compare our fog with a stone we discover still an-
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other characteristic: the stone is constant, i.e., tomorrow it will be

the same as it is today; not so the fog.

Thus we may single out three characteristics of things which

will severally and jointly be constitutive of things: shaped bounded-

ness, dynamic properties, and constancy. Jointly these properties are

manifest in living things before all others. And thus a thing in

which these properties are blended will appear as a living thing,

even when in reality it is dead, e.g., a corpse. One must be an anato-

mist or an undertaker to regard a human corpse as a thing of the

same kind as a table or the fallen trunk of a tree.

One more word about the dynamic characters of things. It would

be, descriptively and genetically, a grave mistake to assign to them

a secondary role. The terrifying character of the thunder is its

outstanding characteristic, its description as a noise of a certain

intensity and quality, quite secondary; similarly, a snake is uncanny

before it is brown or spotted, a human face happy before it is of a

certain hue and chroma. All these descriptions imply something

like a force, something that goes beyond the mere static thing and

affects ourselves. Thus force, which may have the character of a

thing, is also a property of things, or, otherwise expressed, thing

and force, substance and causality, are, as parts of our behavioural

environment, often not two separate objects but closely interrelated

aspects of one and the same object. Discursive thought has separated

what to naive experience is in many cases a unity.

It is tempting to pursue this argument and to investigate different

combinations of our three thing-characters, to see how far they

would exhaust the richness of our behavioural field. But this would
lead us too far away from our main problem. Therefore we sum-

marize:

The thing category allows us to bring some order into the data

of our behavioural environment. We have discovered three aspects

of this category and have seen that things of different \inds exist

according to the combination of these aspects, and we have also

seen that the environment contains not only things, even if we
use the term in the broadest sense, but also not-things. Particularly

we find the things within something that is not itself a thing. The
things do not fill our environment either spatially or temporally;

there is something between them and around them. In order to

have a convenient term for this we shall call it the framework, so

that, disregarding the great variety of things, we can divide the

behavioural environment into things and framework.
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On the Phenomenological Method. Before we continue, a meth-

odological remark may be in place. One can read many American
books and articles on psychology without finding any such or sim-
ilar description, whereas in German works one will meet with them
quite frequently. This difference is not superficial, but reveals a
thoroughgoing difference in the character of American and German
work. Americans will call the German psychology speculative and
hairsplitting; Germans will call the American branch superficial.

The Americans are justified, when they find an author introducing
such descriptions, refining them, playing with them, without really

doing anything to them. The Germans are right, because American
psychology all too often makes no attempt to look naively, without
bias, at the facts of direct experience, with the result that American
experiments quite often are futile. In reality experimenting and
observing must go hand in hand. A good description of a phe-

nomenon may by itself rule out a number of theories and indicate

definite features which a true theory must possess. We call this

kind of observation “phenomenology,” a word which has several

other meanings which must not be confused with ours. For us phe-

nomenology means as naive and full a description of direct experi-

ence as possible. In America the word “introspection” is the only

one used for what we mean, but this word has also a very different

meaning in that it refers to a special kind of such description,

namely, the one which analyzes direct experience into sensations or

attributes, or some other systematic, but not experiential, ultimates.

I can save myself and my readers the trouble of discussing this

kind of introspection, since Kohler has done that admirably well in

the third chapter of his “Gestalt Psychology.” This kind of introspec-

tion became unpopular in America because American psychologists

saw its barrenness. But in their justified criticism they threw out

the baby with the bath, substituting pure achievement experiments

and tending to leave out phenomenology altogether. That phe-

nomenology is important, however, should appear from the pre-

ceding discussion. Without describing the environmental field we

should not know what we had to explain.

There remains the question how this description is possible,

what phenomenology as a part of behaviour is. The difficulties in-

herent in this problem have been frequently discussed; I may refer

the reader to two articles of mine in which they are fully treated

and in which a solution of these difficulties is attempted (19^3^ ^9^4)*
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CAUSAL RELATION BETWEEN GEOGRAPHICAL

AND BEHAVIOURAL ENVIRONMENT

The R6le of Light Waves in Vision. And now let us go one step

further. We have described the environmental field as it is given;

now we must ask for the causes that bring it into existence. Then
it is quite clear that primarily the environmental field owes its ex-

istence to the affection of our sense organs. Since most of the de-

scriptions we gave referred to aspects which were wholly or par-

tially visual we shall begin with the organ of sight, our two eyes.

Our eyes are stimulated by light waves which either come direcdy

from the light sources or, more frequently, from physical bodies

which reflect light emanating from one or several sources. This

stimulation passes through a medium existing between our eyes on

the one hand and the bodies and light sources on the other, and

is modified in a certain way by a part of our eyes, the lenses, which

assume such a curvature as to project what we call a sharp image of

the objects on our retinae. Since we must take nothing for granted,

we meet here with a first problem: Why do the lenses react in

this strange way? What is it that makes them change their cur-

vature in accordance with the real distance of the objects which are

to be seen? Deferring the answer to this question to Chapter VIII

(p. 31 1 ) we point out merely that if the lenses did not behave

in this way, the objects would not be seen. As F. Heider has pointed

out (p. 146) : hold a photographic plate opposite an object, and ex-

pose it for the time necessary for the photochemical effect to take

place, then the plate, when developed, will be virtually a uniform

grey; there will be in no sense a picture of the object on the plate.

If you want a picture you must have the plate in a camera that is

well focussed. But even if you have taken a regular picture, what is

on your developed plate? A picture? Yes and no; yes, when you

include the person who looks at the plate in the situation, but no, if

you consider the plate by itself. On this plate you have a great

number of particles which, before the plate was developed and

fixed, were sensitive to light and were affected according to the

intensity of the light which struck them. The weaker the light,

the more easily will they be removed by the developer, so that on
the developed plate you have a layer of material of a thickness

varying from point to point and depending on the amount of

light which fell on each point at the time of exposure. Since this

layer is composed of a finite number of separate particles, each of

which is affected as a whole, the fineness of detail which your
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plate shows will depend on the fineness of its grain, i.e., the num-
ber of particles per unit area. But, however fine its grain, the de-

veloped plate can be adequately described if you divide it up into

small areas and measure the thickness of the layer in each of these

areas. A complete table of these thicknesses would be a complete
description of the developed plate. There is no picture on it, if we
mean by picture more than this complete table. Break off a corner

of your plate, rub off a part of the photographic layer, the rest will

remain as it was before, each point having its characteristics inde-

pendently of all the others.

The “Picture’’ on the Retina. And now let us go back to our

eyes. When they have focussed on an object, a snake, a cloud, a

smiling infant, a book, what is on the retinae? Pictures of these

objects? Yes, only when we mean by a picture just such a table as

we have described in the case of the photographic plate; only in-

stead of the individual particles we have to list the sensitive ele-

ments of the retinae, the cones and rods, and instead of the

thickness of the layer the l{ind and amount of stimulation which

each of these elementary receptors receives. But apart from this

difference the immediate cause of our vision of any object is just

such a mosaic of stimulation as that of the photographic plate.

And that raises at once the problem: how the enormous richness

and variety of our visual behavioural environment can be aroused

by such a mere mosaic of light and shade and colour. I think, when
formulated in these terms, the problem must appear thrilling by

the very paradox which it seems to involve. How can such rich

effects arise out of such poor causes, for clearly the “dimensions”

of our environmental field are far more numerous than those of the

mosaic of the stimulation?

Other Senses. The situation remains essentially the same if we
include the other sense organs in our survey. Vibratory processes dis-

tributed in time affect our ears; we hear the rattling of an old Ford

in the trafiic noise, the song of a nightingale, the lecture of a pro-

fessor, and the intertwined voices of a fugue played on the piano.

In touch we have spatially and temporally distributed contacts be-

tween objects and our skin, and we “feel” hard and soft, dry and

clammy, round and pointed objects.

WHY DO THINGS LOOK AS THEY DO ?

And now we can take up the functional problem as to the rela-

tionship between the geographical and the behavioural environ-
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ment. Concentrating on the world of sight we can formulate our

problem thus: Why do things loo\ as they do?
Two Aspects of This Question. This question has two aspects.

Taken literally it refers to the things in our behavioural environ-

ment quite regardless of their being “veridical,” i.e., leading us to

reasonable actions, to adapted behaviour. In this first sense, then, the

problem would apply to a world of pure illusion as well as to a

realistic world. Illusory perceptions fall under it in the same way
as non-illusory ones. If our world were such that all appearances

were deceptive, the solution of this problem would have to be the

same as it is now. If a pencil which we picked up for taking notes

behaved like a snake, a bar of iron which we grasped turned out

to be a ball of wax, a stone on which we stepped jumped at us like

a wolf, and so on, still we would have to ask the question: Why
does the pencil look like a pencil, the iron bar like a bar, the stone

like a stone? But in reality our world is, fortunately, not such a

burlesque nightmare; as a rule, things are what they look like, or

otherwise expressed, their looks tell us what to do with them, al-

though as a previous discussion of an optical illusion has shown,

perception may be deceptive (see p. 33). And thus arises the second

aspect of our question: Why is it that our behaviour, directed as

it is by the objects in the behavioural environment, is, as a rule, also

adapted to the objects in the geographical environment? This is a

new question, falling under the fifth point of our programme (see p.

67-8). It is important not to confuse these two aspects of our general

question, not to introduce facts which belong to the second aspect

into our solution of the first. An example will make clear what I

mean by this last warning. We shall later on raise the question:

Why to the spectator does this actor on the stage loo\ furious or

embarrassed or giief-stricken ? and in answering this question we
must not introduce our knowledge of what he feels, whether he

actually experiences the emotions of his part or whether he re-

mains detached or full of glee. Only when we have answered our

question can we turn to this second fact and try to explain why
in this case our perception was possibly illusory. That means the

second, the cognitive, aspect of perception can only be treated after

we have exhausted the first, the qualitative aspect.

THE FIRST ANSWER

Why, then, do things look as they do? We shall systematically

take up various answers that may be given to this question, al-

though they have been implicitly refuted in our previous discussion.
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A first answer would be: things look as they look because they are

what they are.

Although this answer seems banal, it is not only utterly inade-

quate, but in many cases literally wrong. Let us single ^out a few
aspects of behavioural things and compare them with the real ones.

The pen with which I am writing is a unit in my behavioural en-

vironment and so is the real pen in the geographical. So far, so

good. But if our proposition were true, to be a real unit would be a

necessary and sufficient condition for a thing to be also a behavioural

unit. But it is easy to show that it is neither necessary nor sufficient.

If it Were a necessary condition, it would mean: to every unit in

my behavioural field there corresponds a unit in the geographical

environment; for if behavioural units could exist without

corresponding geographical ones, then the existence of the •

latter would no longer be necessary for the existence of the
•

•
;

• •

former. Nothing, however, is easier to point out than be- •

havioural units to which no geographical units correspond. Fig. 3
Look at Fig. 3. In your behavioural field it is a unit, a cross;

in reality, in the geographical environment, there is no cross, there

are just eleven dots in a certain geometrical arrangement, but there

is no connection between them that could make them a unit. This

is, of course, true of all pictures, equally true of the stellar constel-

lations like Charles’s Wain, a case which Kohler has chosen as an

illustration of this point.

If the visible existence of real units were the sufficient condition

for the appearance of a behavioural unit it would mean that when-

ever our eyes were directed on a physical unit we should perceive

a behavioural one. But this is not true either. Certainly, in most

cases, this correspondence exists, but there are exceptions. As a

matter of fact, it is possible to interfere with the teal units in such

a way that they will no longer look like units, an effect which we

try to produce when we want to conceal certain well-known objects.

If a gun is covered with paint in such a way that one part of it

will “fuse” with the bole of a tree, another with the leaves, a third

with the ground, then the beholder will no longer see a unit, the

gun, but a multiplicity of much less important objects. Camouflage

was an art well developed during the war, when even big ships

were destroyed as real units in the behavioural world of the scout-

ing enemy. Thus existence of a real unity is neither the necessary

nor the sufficient cause of behavioural unity.

If we choose size as the aspect in which we should find corre-

spondence we see at once that no direct relation between real and
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apparent size can exist, for the moon looks large on the horizon

and small on the zenith.

And even for the aspect of motion it is easy to prove that the

existence, within the field of vision, of real motion is neither a

necessary nor a sufficient condition for the perception of motion.

It is not a necessary condition, for we can see motion when no real

motion occurs, as on the cinematographic screen, but neither is it

sufficient, for apart from the fact that too slow and too fast real

motions produce no perception of motion, there are many cases

where the apparently moving object is really at rest, as the moon
that seems to float through the clouds.

We forbear discussing other aspects because our material is suffi-

cient to prove the first answer to our question wrong. That things

are what they are does not explain why they look as they look.

Consequences Implied in the First Answer. Before we discuss an-

other answer to our question we may for a moment consider what
it would mean if the first answer were right. If things looked as

they do because they are what they are, then the relation between

the behavioural and the geographical environment would be simple

indeed. Then for all practical purposes we could substitute the

latter for the former. Conversely, since we know that the answer

is wrong, we must guard against this confusion, which is not as

easily avoided as one might think. To show how a disregard of

our warning has influenced psychological theory, we will formulate

our conclusion in still another manner. If things looked as they

do because they are what they are, then perception would not con-

tain in its very make-up a cognitive problem. Perception would,

barring certain unusual conditions, be cognitive of the geographical

environment. A cognitive problem might arise in the field of gen-

eralized thought, but as long as we remained in the field of direct

perception we ought to be face to face with objective reality. The
proposition, included in many philosophical systems, that the senses

cannot lie, is a special form of this more general idea. To be sure,

the existence of special cases where perception was deceptive was
generally admitted. But these cases were treated as exceptions to the

general rule, and for this reason the so-called geometric optical

illusions received so much attention in the development of psy-

chology. And when one reads the older literature on the subject, and

some of the recent too, one will find explanations of this kind: if

of two equal lines, one looks longer than the other, then we must

look for special conditions which mislead our judgment about the

relative length of these lines. Remove these distracting cifcum-
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stances and the judgment will be correct, the normal state of affairs,

in which the behavioural world corresponds to the geographical one,
will be re-established. That is to say, illusory perceptions were not
accorded the same rank as non-illusory ones; they presented a spe-

cial problem, whereas the normal appearance presented no problem
at all. This distinction between two kinds of perception, normal
and illusory, disappears as a psychological distinction as soon as one
becomes thoroughly aware of the fallacy which it implies, much
as it may remain as an epistemological distinction. For each thing
we have to ask the same question, “Why does it look as it docs?''

whether it looks “right” or “wrong.”

Two Meanings of the Term Stimulus. These last considerations

ought to have shown that our refutation of the first answer is not so

banal as might have been thought. At the start it might well have
been argued. How can the first answer be right, when the geograph-

ical things are not in direct contact with the organism? When I see

a table, this table qua table does not affect my senses at all; they

are affected by processes which have their origin in the sun or an

artificial source of light, and which are only modified by the table

before they excite the rods and cones in our retinae. Therefore, these

processes, the light waves, and not the geographical objects, are the

direct causes of our perceptions, and consequently we cannot expect

a very close relationship between behavioural and geographical

things. For the light waves do not depend only upon the things

qua things, but also upon the nature of the source of light (which

only in the case of self-luminous bodies belongs to them as their

own property) and on the position of the things with regard to

our own bodies. This last relation is regulated by the laws of per-

spective, the first by laws of light absorption and reflection. But per-

spective, light absorption, and reflection remain outside our organ-

isms. The retinae receive a pattern of excitations, and it can make

no difference to the retinae how these excitations have been pro-

duced. If, without a table and even without light (for instance, by

electrical stimulation of the rods and cones), we could produce the

same pattern of excitation with the same curvature of the lenses

which is ordinarily produced on our retinae when we fixate a table,

then the person on whose retinae these excitations were produced

should and would see a table. This leads us to introduce a new ter-

minological distinction. The causes of the excitations of our sense

organs are called stimuli. We see now that this word has two dif-

ferent meanings which must be clearly distinguished from each

other: on the one hand the table in the geographical environment
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can be called a stimulus for our perception of a table; on the other

hand the excitations to which the light rays coming from the table

give rise are called the stimuli for our perception. Let us call the

first the distant stimulus, the second the proximal stimuli. Then we
can say that our question why things look as they do must find its

answer not in terms of the distant, but of the proximal, stimuli.

By a neglect of this difference real problems have been overlooked,

and explanations proffered which are no explanations at all. We
shall see this presently in detail, but we can point out here how the

confusion of distant and proximal stimuli can have such a fatal

effect on psychological theory. The danger of this confusion lies

in the fact that for each distant stimulus there exists a practically

infinite number of proximal stimuli; thus, the “same stimulus” in

the distant sense may not be the same stimulus in the proximal

sense; as a matter of fact it very seldom is. Thus the sameness of the

former conceals a difference of the latter, and all arguments based

on identical stimulation are spurious if they refer to identity of

the distant stimulus only.

THE SECOND ANSWER

The introduction of our term proximal stimulus has, however,

given us a clue to the second answer to our question: things look

as they do because the proximal stimuli are what they are. Now in

its broadest interpretation this proposition is certainly true, but the

interpretation usually given to it is distinctly limited and therefore

false. In the widest interpretation our proposition means no more
than this: any change in the proximal stimulation will, provided

it be not too small, produce some change in the look of things, but

what hind of change in the behavioural world will follow upon a

change in the proximal stimulation cannot be derived from our

proposition; whereas in the narrower interpretation the proposition

also contains implicitly a statement about the kind of this change.

Two objects project retinal images of different size on our retinae

and appear to be at the same distance. Then the one which corre-

sponds to the larger retinal image will look larger. We see two
adjacent surfaces at an equal distance in front of us, the one looks a

lighter, the other a darker, grey; then the retinal image correspond-

ing to the former will contain more light than that of the latter.

From these examples two conclusions might be drawn: the larger

the retinal image, the larger the perceived object, and the greater

the intensity of the image the more white will the object look; con-

sequently when I change the stimulus corresponding to one object
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by making it smaller, the object should look smaller too, and if I

reduce the intensity of stimulation the object should look blacker.
These conclusions which have been actually accepted as axioms of
sense psychology will seem very plausible. But neither do they
follow from our examples, nor are they true. They do not follow
from our examples because they only take in a part of the condi-
tions of these examples and they are continually contradicted by the
facts. Look at a white surface and then reduce the illumination of

this surface; for a long time the surface will remain white, and only
when you have reduced your illumination to a very low point will

it become greyish. As a matter of fact a surface which still looks

white under a low illumination may send much less light into our
eyes than a black surface in good illumination. Disregard for the

moment such plausible explanations as that when the light is de-

creased the pupil dilates so as to allow more of the incoming light

to fall on our retinae, and that simultaneously the sensitivity of our
retinae increases so as to make the effect of light greater. As we shall

see later, both these factors, which are admittedly real, have been

ruled out as suf&cient explanations of our effect, so for simplicity’s

sake we neglect them altogether in our present discussion. Have we
then shown that a change in the stimulus, in our case a diminution

of light, has no effect at all on the look of things? If we had, we
should have contradicted our general interpretation of the proposi-

tion: things look as they do because the proximal stimuli are what
they are, an interpretation which we have accepted. But we have

shown no such thing; we have only shown that the particular effect

which would follow from the narrower interpretation of our proposi-

tion has failed to materialize. But there is an effect notwithstanding.

For when the illumination is reduced, we become aware of a darl^-

ening of the room. Comparing this case with our former example

we see that a change in the intensity of the retinal image may have

at least two different effects: it may make the particular object

look whiter or blacker, or it may make the whole room appear

brighter or darker.

And the same is true of our other example. Look at the moon,

particularly when it is at the horizon, and compare its size with

that of a shilling held at arm’s length. You will find the moon
looking very much larger, whereas the retinal image of the shilling

is larger than that of the moon. At the same time you see the moon
at a much greater distance. Therefore decrease in size of a retinal

image may either produce a shrinking or a receding of the corre-

sponding object in the behavioural environment.
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Two old experiments confirm this conclusion. In both, the ob-

server looks monocularly at a screen with a circular hole in it. At
some distance behind the screen there is a well illuminated homo-
geneous white wall part of which is visible through the hole. In

the first experiment (Wundt, II) a taut vertical black thread be-

tween the screen and the wall passes through the centre of the

circle exposed by the hole. This thread is attached to stands which
can be moved backwards and forwards in a sagittal line from the

observer in such a way that the thread, whatever its distance from
the hole, divides the circle into equal halves, the stands being in-

visible behind the screen. A movement of the thread has then no
other effect than an increase or decrease of the width of its retinal

image, apart from a possible blurring due to insufficient accommoda-
tion. Under these conditions the observer sees, as a rule, a sagittal

motion of a thread with constant thickness, and not an increase or

decrease of the thickness of an immovable thread. In the second

experiment there is no thread at all, and the room is totally dark

so that the light . circular hole is the only visible object in it. The
variable is this time the opening of the hole itself which is made
by an iris diaphragm which can be opened or closed. The retinal

conditions are still simpler than in the first case, the retinal area on
which the light falls increasing or decreasing. Accompanying these

retinal changes the observers see either a forward or backward move-
ment of the light circle, or its expansion or contraction, or finally

a joint effect in which expansion and approach, contraction and
recession, are combined.

We can now present our argument in a more generalized form. If

the answer: things look as they do because the proximal stimuli are

what they are, were true in the narrower sense, two propositions

should hold, (i) Changes in the proximal stimulation unaccom-
panied by changes of the distant stimulus-object should produce

corresponding changes in the loo\s of the behavioural object, and

(2) any change in the distant object which produces no effect in

the proximal stimulation should leave the looks of the behavioural

object unchanged.

That (i) is not true follows from the example we have discussed.

A white surface continues to look white, a black one black even

when the proximal stimulation to which they give rise varies over

a very wide range; my pencil looks no bigger when I hold it in my
hand than when it is at the other end of my desk, when its retinal

image may be less than half the size of the image of the pencil in

my hand; the seat of a chaif looks rectangular, although its retinal

image will be rectangular in a negligibly small number of occasions
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only. In other words the behavioural things are conservative; they
do not change with every change of the proximal stimulation by
which they are produced. The constancy of real things is to a great
extent preserved in the constancy of the phenomenal things despite
variations in ,their proximal stimuli.

Relation of the Two Answers. When we compare this argument
with the one given in our discussion of the first answer which ex-
plained the look of behavioural things by the nature of the real
things, we are struck with a somewhat curious relation between
the two answers: According to the first the correspondence between
real and behavioural things should have been much better than it

really is, and according to the second it should be much worse.
Refutation of Second Answer Continued. Let us now turn to

the second point. It is quite true that changes of the distant stimuli
unaccompanied by any change in the proximal stimulation can have
no effect on the look of things. Thus a third variant of the experi-

ment just described has been introduced (Hillebrand). The hole in
the screen is constant, and behind it is a movable black surface

with a very sharp and smooth straight edge which cuts through the

centre of the visible circle just as the thread did in4;he first modifica-
tion. Howsoever this surface is moved backwards and forwards, the

observer will see a semicircle bounded by a sharp coiitour, and in

this case, much more frequently, motion of the surface will remain
entirely unnoticed, in accordance with the fact that, again apart

from possible blurring of the edge due to inaccurate accommoda-
tion, the proximal stimulation remains unaltered by the process of

moving the surface.

And yet the proposition of our point (2) does not tell us the

whole truth, because its conversion is no longer true. The conversion

of our proposition (2) would be: no change can

occur in the looks of things without correspond-

ing changes in the proximal stimuli. But this is

not true. Fig. 4 will not preserve its appearance

when you continue to look at it; if you see at

first a black cross on white, you will later see a

white cross on black, and these two phases will

alternate. Puzzle pictures, reversible perspectives,

demonstrate the same fact, and so does the experi-

ment with the iris diaphragm described above in which the ob-

server may at one time see a displacement, at another time a change
of the size of the hole. From this we must draw the conclusion that

the looks of things cannot alone depend upon the proximal stimu-

lation, even if this dependence is considered in the broadest sense,

Fig* 4
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but also upon sets of other conditions which must lie within the

real organism.

Finally, many of the arguments used to disprove the first answer

apply equally well to the second. Since the mosaic of proximal

stimulation possesses no unity, the unity within our behavioural

world cannot be explained by a corresponding unity in the proximal

stimulation. And the argument derived from the cinema applies to

proximal stimulation as well as to distant, so that, in this respect,

the second answer is in the same boat with the first.

Reasons for the Survival of the Second Answer. It may seem
strange that the view according to which there is a point-to-point

correspondence between proximal stimulation and the look of things

should have survived the evidence which we have presented and
which is not at all new. But it is not difficult to explain the tenacity

of this view which has by no means disappeared from present-day

psychology. Two general features of traditional psychological

thought mutually supported each other to keep it alive. The first

is connected with the old physiological hypotheses about conscious

phenomena which were discussed in the second chapter. It may be

presented like thiy. the simplest experiments reveal that under stand-

ard conditions whiteness depends upon intensity of light, and ap-

parent size on the size of the retinal image. If under other less

simple conditions other correlations seem to obtain, these cannot be

true correlations in the same sense in which our first are. For how
should it be possible that one and the same nerve fibre should react

once in one way, the next time in another way, when it receives the

same stimulation in the two cases.?* The physiological hypotheses

had no place for such a change (Stumpf, 1890, p. 10).

Current Theory a Combination of the Two First Answers; Sen-

sation and Perception. Strongly entrenched as the physiological hy-

potheses were, this theory could hardly have survived the damning
evidence of the facts without the second general feature mentioned

above. The damning evidence consists in the fact that the things

do not look as they ought to on the ground of pure proximal stim-

ulation, and they differ from such an expectation by looking more
like the distant stimuli, like the things with which we have real

dealings. Therefore it was assumed that the real properties of things,

that the distant stimuli, have something to do with the looks of

things after all. The answer, that things look as they do because

the proximal stimulation is what it is, had to be supplemented by

the first answer, viz., that the fact that things are what they are

must be included also in a final explanation. Current theory was.
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in this way, a sort of combination of our two answers, in which
the second answer accounted for the immediate effect, the first for

a secondary one. For according to this way of thinking, in dealing
with things v/e acquire experience about them, and this ^experience
enters our whole perception. Thus, according to this view, we must
really distinguish between two kinds of behavioural fields, a primary
and a secondary one, the field of sensations and the field of percep-
tions. The original primary field, the field of sensations, corre-

sponded completely to the proximal stimuli—there was only one
notable exception which we shall discuss later—for this primary
field the answer that it looked as it did because the proximal stimuli

were what they were, was true in a very narrow sense. But expe-

rience has changed this primary field and has substituted for it the

secondary by virtue of the numberless experiences which we have
had.

The Network of Traditional Hypotheses. Let us see how this

theory worked. Not so very long ago, in 1920, Jaensch explained

Wundt’s experiment of the approaching and receding thread whose
motion we perceive, in the following manner: “In the case of the

thread, judgment can rest only upon a change in the magnitude of

the retinal dimensions which accompanies the alter'ttion of the

thread’s distance, and although this change is too small to be di-

rectly noticed as a change of magnitude, still it must determine the

judgment of distance.” Several features of this explanation are

worth noting. First it distinguishes between effects which can be

directly noticed—even if they are not noticed at the time—viz., the

change of the apparent thickness of the thread corresponding to a

change of breadth in the retinal image—and judgments determined

by such directly noticeable effects—viz., the greater or smaller dis-

tance of the thread. If we express this distinction by saying: the

increasing thickness of the behavioural thread means, is interpreted

as, approach, its decreasing thickness as recession, then we see that

this is a clear-cut example of the “meaning theory” which Kohler

has discussed with great brilliance in his book. What, so any un-

biassed person ought to ask, is the reason for distinguishing in

Wundt’s experiment between a sensory, though unnoticed, breadth

and a judgmental distance? Admittedly, experience presents us only

with one fact, the change of distance; admittedly, because the change

of breadth is called unnoticed, i.ec, unexperienced; neither do we

experience this movement as a judgment, but as a change of the

same palpability as a change of width which we may experience at

another time. That this particular change of distance is interpreted
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by Jaensch as a judgment is due to the fact that the proximal stim-

ulation changed in breadth, and therefore implies the relation be-

tween proximal stimulation and the behavioural field assumed in

the second answer. Thus we see the circular nature of this inter-

pretation: in order to call the experienced change of distance a

judgment, Jaensch must assume that a change of breadth in the

retinal image produces primarily a change of breadth in the per-

ceived object; but in order to reconcile this assumption with the

observed facts he must interpret the actual experience of changed

distance as a judgment.

Constancy and Interpretation Hypothesis. The general name
for this assumption is “constancy hypothesis”—to be explained pres-

ently; we shall call the other the interpretation hypothesis—^pre-

ferring this term to Kohler s “meaning theory” for no intrinsic

reasons but merely for the practical one that we use the word
“meaning,” just as Kohler, in a very different sense and do not

want to confuse the reader by an avoidable ambiguity. Then we can

say: the interpretation hypothesis presupposes the constancy hypoth-

esis, but also the latter the former. At the risk of appearing frivolous

I will tell a joke which seems to me to give a perfect picture of the

relation between the two hypotheses. A man and his small son are

viewing with great interest an acrobat walking on the tight rope

and balancing himself with a long pole. The boy suddenly turns to

his father and asks: “Father, why doesn’t that man fall?” The
father replies: “Don’t you see that he is holding on to the pole?”

The boy accepts the authority of his parent, but after a while he

bursts out with a new question: “Father, why doesn’t the pole fall?”

Whereupon the father replies: “But don’t you see that the man
holds it!”

Non-Noticed Sensations. Kohler, who has shown up this same
vicious circle (1913), has emphasized what pernicious consequences

it had for research, a conclusion which is also illustrated by our

anecdote. But there is another point in Jaensch’s explanation that

deserves a special comment; the direct sensory experience is, accord-

ing to him, too small to be noticed! And yet it is supposed to deter-

mine a judgment. This removes the last vestige of plausibility from

this theory. We could at least understand what is meant by a judg-

ment based on a perceived sensory experience. In the particular case

under discussion the process would then be like this: the observer

experiences a change in the thickness of the thread; he has learned,

we do not know how, that often such a change is not a real change

of the thread but merely due to a change of its position with regard
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to himself. Therefore he judges that in the present case too the
thread has moved without changing its volume. I say that such a

description would at least have a meaning, even though it must
appear as a pure construction unsupported by facts which contain
nothing of such an inferential judgment. But no^^ the change of

thickness is assumed to be unnoticed. Since I cannot judge about
something I am not aware of, the term judgment must have a

meaning different from the ordinary one; in fact it can have no
definite meaning any more over and above the very general one:
non-sensory process. But then it will not explain anything. For
though we can understand how a judgment based upon a sensory

experience may lead to a certain interpretation of this experience

—

we see smoke and we judge there must be a fire—we do not under-

stand how a non-sensory process produces out of an unnoticed

sensory process a noticed datum which has all the direct character-

istics of a sensory process and is different from the non-noticed one.

Furthermore, the assumption of the non-noticed sensory experi-

ence is necessary only because of the constancy hypothesis which
derives the looks of things from a universal point-to-point relation

with the proximal stimulation. We have again the man on the tight

rope and the pole. Without the constancy hypothesis we would not

assume unnoticed experiences, and without unnoticed experiences

we could not preserve the constancy hypothesis.

Why, you may ask, such a long discussion of so palpably bad a

theory My answer is that this theory has more importance than

one would think. The fathers of our psychology incorporated it con-

sciously into their systems, and the more systematic ones among
them were at great pains to prove it (Stumpf, 1883). True enough

it received its death blow in an article by Kohler (1913), but the

passage which I have chosen for my discussion appeared seven years

later, a sign of the tenacity of this way of thinking. I doubt whether

at the present moment one would find a psychologist who would

defend it explicitly, but that is not equivalent to saying that it has

disappeared. The contrary is true. All applications of the interpreta-

tion theory contain it in some form or other. Therefore it will be

advisable to eliminate it from our future discussion by disproving

the interpretation theory with its distinction of original sensations

and centrally modified perceptions. Our evidence will be experi-

mental, for experiments have shown that the experience or interpre-

tation theory explains in some cases too little, in others too much.

Special Refutation of the Interpretation Theory. It Explains

Too Little. Let us return to the constancy of size. We saw that
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diminution of the retinal image instead of producing a shrinkage

of the seen object may arouse the perception of its recession with

conservation of its apparent size. If this effect is to be explained as a

matter of perception and not of sensation, then the assumption must
be that originally any diminution of the retinal image would pro-

duce a shrinkage of the seen object and that experience only can

teach the organism that an object that seems to grow smaller need

not really be shrinking. Or otherwise expressed: if of two objects the

larger is so much further away from the animal that its retinal

image is smaller, then, according to this view, originally the animal

would see the larger as smaller and would only learn that it is

bigger. We should then expect that it ought to be quite easy to

find animals who would mistake large objects at a greater distance

for small objects; we need only select animals which have not had
much time to learn and have no great intelligence; for the acquisi-

tion of such knowledge as is implied in the theory is surely a

high grade achievement. But this expectation has not been fulfilled.

Thus human infants show a remarkable constancy of size. An infant

of eleven months, e.g., who had been trained to select the larger

of two boxes standing side by side, continued in her choice when
the larger box had been removed to a distance at which its retinal

image was less than Ms of the area of the retinal image of the

smaller, nearer box, which corresponds to a proportion of 4:1 in

linear dimension in favour of the smaller box (Helene Frank,

1926). I doubt whether this result would have been foreseen by

the defenders of the meaning theory. Once it has been obtained

they are of course prepared to say that it proves the intelligence of

the infant sufficiently great and the time he has lived sufficiently

long to gain the necessary experience. Perhaps the faith of these

psychologists will not be shaken either by Kohler’s experiments

published in 1915, which yielded the same results with chimpanzees.

Although the species of animal used was sub-human the animals

were older than the infants, and the greater time might compensate

for the lower intelligence—an explanation tenable only as long as

experiments with much younger chimpanzees have not disproved it.

But such an experiment is hardly necessary, since Gotz has proved

that chicks only three months old show constancy of size in their

behaviour. Since chicks choose spontaneously the larger grains first,

it was not difficult to train them consistently to peck first at the

larger of two simultaneously presented grains. For the purpose of

the experiment it was necessary to go beyond this and train them

to peck at the bigger grains only, a result that was safely though
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not quite so easily accomplished. Then in critical experiments the

two grains were so deposited that the smaller was 15 cm. distant

from the chick emerging from the door of an antechamber to the

food box, whereas the bigger grain was at a greater distance. The
chicks chose consistently the bigger one up to a distance of 73 cm.

between the two grains; only at greater distances did they peck at

the smaller one. Now objectively the proportion of the visible areas

of the grains were 4:5, the proportion of their linear dimensions

therefore 2:2.24; the fact that the chicks were so easily trained to

select the bigger ones first, proves therefore a high degree of dis-

crimination. But the results of the critical experiments are truly

astounding, for in them the animals selected as the bigger a grain

whose retinal image was but about of the area of the smaller,

corresponding to a linear proportion of 1:5.5! It may be mentioned

that when, in control experiments, the larger grain was nearer, the

smaller farther away, the chicks always selected the larger.

Such results are utterly incompatible with a meaning theory.

Chicks must be geniuses if they can discover in the first three

months of their lives that something that looks smaller is really

bigger. Since we do not believe that they are endowed with such

miraculous gifts we must conclude that they select the bigger be-

cause it looks bigger, even when, within wide but definite limits,

its retinal image is smaller.

These experiments jointly, and the last one particularly, should

prove beyond a reasonable doubt that the interpretation theory based

on the constancy hypothesis is wrong. They have failed to prove

the assumption of original sensations under conditions where every-

body would have expected them who believed in this theory. And

thereby they have positively proved that the relation between prox-

imal stimulation and the look of things must be of a different

nature, such that constancy of size follows as a natural and original

result.

Our conviction is strengthened when we learn, without going

into details, that so-called brightness-constancy has been prove

to exist in infants, chimpanzees and chickens; i.e., trained to select

the whiter or blacker of two objects, they will continue to do so

when the blacker object reflects more light than the whiter. Suffice

it to say that when Kohler published his results about the chim-

panzees and chickens in 1915? they met with mere u ity, an e

had to make special new experiments (19x7) jn order to relute

possible sources of error which had been thoug t out in or er o

preserve the old sensation-perception theory. e are apt to orge
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that certain experiments meant real theoretical decisions at the time

they were made. Their results seem so evident today that we are

apt to forget their theoietical implications.

The constancy phenomena, then, defy an explanation in terms of

the sensation-perception or interpretation theory. But we might

have used another experiment previously described to prove our

point. I mean Revesz’s experiment which proved that chicks are

subject to the Jastrow illusion just as we are. Here, experience

which could account for meaning is excluded altogether. When
the animals were presented with two equal segments one above the

other for the first time, they had never seen this arrangement or a

similar one before, and yet they selected the one which to us ap-

pears smaller, in accordance with their training to peck only from

the smaller of two simultaneously presented figures. Here there is

absolutely no reason why sensory equality should mean perceptual

inequality.

Probably a diehard of the old school would give a different ex-

planation for this case. He would say that the chicks failed to com-

pare the areas and compared two proximate lines instead, viz., the

lower line of the upper with the upper

line of the lower figure. Since the former

is shorter than the latter, they chose the

upper figure. But this explanation, im-

probable as it is, does not explain other

correct choices such as those between the

figures represented in Fig. 5. For here, the

upper contour of the lower and objectively

smaller figure is still longer than the lower

contour of the upper and larger one. In

this case, then, the animals cannot have

compared the length of lines but the size of areas. Why then should

this training break down all of a sudden and give place to an

entirely different behaviour when the animal is confronted with

the critical figures? Surely, the animal did not know that these

figures were critical!

In all the cases so far discussed, the interpretation theory explains

too little. The observed facts cannot be derived from the theory

even if it is burdened with a load of new hypotheses invented ad hoc.

It Explains Too Much. But we can choose the same kind of facts

to prove that it explains too much. For constancy of size is not an

a\l-or-none affair W a relative matter wliicli can \ie meamred
quantitatively. A simple experimental procedure would be like

Kg-

5
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this: an object o£ constant size is presented at a constant distance

from the observer to serve as the standard. In a different direction

and at different distances objects of varying sizes are presented, and
the observer has to judge whether they seem larger or smaller than
the standard or equal to it. The precaution to ha^e standard and
comparison objects in different directions, though it has not always
been taken, is necessary because if the two objects are too close to

each other in the visual field they will influence each other and so

distort the piaure of uninfluenced constancy. From these judgments
one calculates for each distance the size of the object which is

judged to be, on the ground of its looks, equal to the standard

object. Although the first experiments of this kind were made in

1889 by Gotz Martius, we have to the present day no complete

knowledge of the quantitative relations, the range of distances over

which the investigations have been carried out being rather limited.

If we plot the distances at which the comparison objects are pre-

sented on the abscissa and the size of the objects which at these

distances appear equal to the standard object on the ordinate, we
obtain curves which under favourable circumstances, up to distances

of as much as 16 m., are practically straight lines parallel to the

abscissa. Somewhere after that distance the curves must rise at first

slowly and then more quickly until finally they will approach the

curve which illustrates the size of objects which at various distances

project the same size of retinal image. To give a few figures: Martius

found that a rod of no cm. at 6 m. distance appeared equal to a

rod of I m. at 50 cm. distance, but there was no consistent change

in the size of the stick between 4 and 10 m. The following table

has been computed from Schur’s experiments (1926), averaging

the values of three observers. Both standard and comparison objects

were circles projected by a lantern on screens, the rest of the room

being dark, and only one circle being visible at a time, successive

rather than simultaneous comparison being used.

TABLE 1

Distance in m.

Straight

ahead cm. Above cm.
If constant

angle

4.80 18.3 19.7 21

6.00 20.2 23.4 26.25

7.20 22.4 27.7 31*5

16.00 324 41.6 70.

Standard circle diameter 17.5 cm. at 4 m. distance.
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The figures in the second column show a slow though steady

rise which would be much smaller i£ the room had not been totally

dark, as test experiments at the distance of 16 m. have shown. The
lower full line in the diagram of Fig. 6 shows how little the appar-

ent size follows the retinal size, the upper full line representing the

sizes which would produce a constant retinal image.

Our second diagram (Fig. 7) is taken from the extensive paper

by Beyrl. These experiments were carried out in daylight and under

Fig. 6

conditions where the standard and comparison objects were close

to each other in the field of vision. Two kinds of objects were used,

cubic boxes 7 cm. high and circular disks of 10 cm. diameter; the

subjects varied in age from two years to adulthood. Our curves

refer to the results with boxes. The lowest is taken from the adults

and shows absolute constancy from i to ii m. The next shows the

results of the two-year-olds, which still reveal an amazing degree

of constancy if compared to the upper line which again represents

the sizes of the boxes which would have produced a constant

retinal image. But the curve for the two-year-old children does not

do full justice to their achievements, as they were more strongly

influenced by the close proximity of the two objects than the adults,

as was proved by Mrs. Frank (1928). Beyrl’s data contain another

significant result, viz., the dependency of constancy upon the kind
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of object employed; it was more pronounced for the boxes than for

the disks, the difference between disks and boxes being greater for

the children than for the adults. I see no way of explaining this

superiority of tri-dimensional objects over two-dimensional ones on

the basis of the interpretation theory.

One more measurement before we continue our argument. Brown

(1928) asked his subjects to equate an Aubert diaphragm at i m.
distance with another one of 16 cm. diagonal at 6 m. The average

diagonal chosen by four subjects was exactly 16 cm.

The new fact which must be introduced now is that the constancy

curve is a function of the direction in which the objects are removed

from us. In all the experiments so far related, this direction was the

sagittal one, the two objects to be compared were in the same

horizontal plane. Now, to a theory based on experience the direc-

tion should make no difference, whereas actually it does. The third

column in Table i and the middle curve on Fig. 6 refer to cases

where the two objects were at different distances above the observer.

The constancy is distinctly worse, and that despite the fact that it

was not possible to darken those high rooms in which these experi-

ments were undertaken as thoroughly as the room in which the

horizontal measurements were made. Since, as we have previously

indicated, the constancy is greater in a lighter room than in a darker,

the constancy in the upward direction was favoured relatively to

that in the horizontal one; the true curve would rise at a steeper

angle than the one in our diagram. Here, then, the meaning theory

would predict too much.
If now the defender of this theory retorts that he cannot admit

our imputation: naturally we should make less adequate judgments

about vertical than about horizontal distances since we have so

much less experience about them, I must mention some other facts:

within the first four metres or so the difference between the vertical

and the horizontal is very small and independent of the distance,

while it increases very rapidly between 4^ and 14 m. and probably

does not reach its maximum till somewhere beyond 70 m.
These data are taken from Schur’s investigation of the moon

illusion, for this illusion is but a special case of the general proposi-

tion that the constancy of size is a function of the direction. In our

ordinary experiments we find that the smaller the retinal image of

a distant object, which looks equally large as a near one, the better

the constancy. Or, the constancy is the better, the greater the ap-

parent size corresponding to a given retinal image. Now the retinal

image of the moon is the same at the horizon and the zenith, there-
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fore the fact that the moon looks larger on the first than on the
second shows that, expressed in terms of constancy, the horizontal

direction is favoured as against the vertical. In Schur’s experiment
artificial moons, usually circles projected by a lantern, were used,

and it was found that between the distances of y and 33 m. the
illusion increased from about 13% to about 50%, i.e., the circle

straight ahead had to be decreased by 13% and 50% respectively in

order to appear equal to the circle above. Of course in all these cases

the angle of vision of the remote disk was kept constant at i*" 18',

corresponding to a diameter of 6.8 cm. at a distance of 3 m. And
lastly, the illusion is a direct function of the elevation of the object,

as appears from Table 2 summarizing experiments made at a dis-

tance of 4.80 m. with a circle 22 cm. in diameter, the figures indi-

cating the average percentage of illusion of six subjects.

TABLE 2

(from Schur)00000
25 35 55 70 90
o 1. 1 5.4 8.2 15.2

That 25° of elevation yielded no illusion is due to the smallness of

the distance. For at 25° of elevation the illusion was at different

distances:

TABLE 3

(from Schur)

4.8 m. 5.6 m. 9 m. 16.5 m.

o 2.7 4.7 9-6

We find, then, very definite quantitative dependencies of the con-

stancy upon the distance and angle of elevation. To account for these

dependencies in terms of the interpretation theory would be

equivalent to ascribing to any combination of distance and elevation

which gives a lower degree of constancy than another a smaller

number of experiences. This would impose upon the interpretation

theory the task of proving that number of experiences at such

combinations were exactly concomitant with the amount of con-

stancy as illustrated in our tables—a task never undertaken and in

my opinion more than unlikely to succeed.

We have adduced these various experiments which show the in^

adequacy of the interpretation theory, and thereby also of the con-

stancy hypothesis, in order to give substance to our radical rejection
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of it. We might have taken a simpler course by showing directly

how meaning does not account for constancy of size. I look at the

bare hills that rise from the valley and on one of them I perceive a

tiny object moving about. I know that it is a man: this tiny object

in my field of vision means a man. Or I stand on the Chrysler

Building in New York and look down into the street. I see hurry-

ing ant-like creatures and tiny cars, but I do not doubt for a mo-
ment that these ants are men and women and the toys real auto-

mobiles and tramway cars. The meaning is as clear as it can be,

but it does not affect in the slightest the size of the objects which
carry this meaning. And that is what I had in mind when I said the

interpretation theory explains too much: since the meaning is there,

the interpretation theory implies that the sizes should be there also,

but they are not!

We can summarize our discussion in this way: if “meaning” as

employed by the interpretation theory has any assignable meaning,

then it is neither the necessary nor the sufficient condition of dis-

crepancies between the pattern of the proximal local stimuli and

the perceived objects—not necessary because these discrepancies

appear under conditions where we can exclude meaning, not suffi-

cient because they fail to appear where meaning is clearly present.

Thus the interpretation theory and the constancy hypothesis with

which it is inextricably connected have to disappear from our system

for good.

Constancy Hypothesis and Traditional Physiological Theory.

Local Stimulation. In the beginning of this discussion we have

claimed that the interpretation hypothesis is closely bound up with

the traditional physiological hypotheses about brain processes. We
can now make this claim more explicit. The interpretation hypo-

thesis was demanded by the constancy hypothesis which we shall

now formulate in a somewhat different manner. Recalling the argu-

ments on which it was based we see that it correlated behavioural

characteristics not with the total proximal stimulation but only

with such parts of it as corresponded to the distant stimulus objects

under discussion. In other words, it derived the characteristics of

behavioural objects from the properties of local stimulations. In its

consistent form the constancy hypothesis treats of sensations, each

aroused by the local stimulation of one retinal point. Thus the con-

stancy hypothesis maintains that the result of a local stimulation is

constant, provided that the physiological condition of the stimu-

lated receptor is constant (e.g., adaptation). This implies that all
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locally stimulated excitations run their course without regard to

other excitations, in full accord with the traditional physiological
hypotheses. When now we see that the constancy hypothesis has to

be abandoned we know already what has to take its place, for we
have demonstrated in our second chapter that physiological processes

must be considered as processes in extension. But that means that no
local stimulation can determine the corresponding excitation by
itself, as the constancy hypothesis implied, but only in connection
with the totality of stimulation. The form of the process in extension

must depend upon the whole extended mosaic of stimulation, and
all its parts become what they are as a result of the organization

of the extended process. Only when we know the kind of organiza-

tion in which a local process occurs can we predict what it will be

like, and therefore the same change in local stimulation can produce

different changes in the behavioural world according to the total

organization which is produced by the total stimulation. Thus we
can say: only when the total conditions are such that two visible

objects will appear in one frontal vertical plane will the one whose
retinal image is larger also look larger. The abandonment of the

constancy hypothesis does not mean that we put in its place an arbi-

trary connection between proximal stimulation and the looks of

things. All we intend to do is to replace laws of local correspond-

ence, laws of machine effects, by laws of a much more comprehen-

sive correspondence between the total perceptual field and the total

stimulation, and we shall, in the search for these laws, find at least

indications of some more specific constancies, though never one of

the type expressed by the constancy hypothesis.

The Experience Error. There is one last aspect of the constancy

hypothesis which must be specially emphasized, although we have

discussed it already. Strictly speaking, the constancy hypothesis

should refer to points only. In reality it has been used much less

precisely; as a rule the local stimulus considered was the proximal

stimulus coming from a definite distant stimulus object, the table,

the thread in Wundt’s experiments and so forth. But this looser use

of the hypothesis implies a serious logical fallacy. Because the dis-

tant object is a thing by itself, the assumption is tacitly made that

the retinal image corresponding to it is also. But as we have seen

this assumption is by no means true. The stimuli at two adjacent

points on the retina contain nothing qua stimuli that will make the

two corresponding points in behavioural space belong to two dif-

ferent objects or to one and the same object. If an object in the

behavioural field is a thing by itself, it must be an integrated whole
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of it. We might have taken a simpler course by showing directly

how meaning does not account for constancy of size. I look at the

bare hills that rise from the valley and on one of them I perceive a

tiny object moving about. I know that it is a man: this tiny object

in my field of vision means a man. Or I stand on the Chrysler

Building in New York and look down into the street. I see hurry-

ing ant-like creatures and tiny cars, but I do not doubt for a mo-
ment that these ants are men and women and the toys real auto-

mobiles and tramway cars. The meaning is as clear as it can be,

but it does not affect in the slightest the size of the objects which
carry this meaning. And that is what I had in mind when I said the

interpretation theory explains too much: since the meaning is there,

the interpretation theory implies that the sizes should be there also,

but they are not!

We can summarize our discussion in this way: if “meaning” as

employed by the interpretation theory has any assignable meaning,

then it is neither the necessary nor the sufficient condition of dis-

crepancies between the pattern of the proximal local stimuli and

the perceived objects—not necessary because these discrepancies

appear under conditions where we can exclude meaning, not suffi-

cient because they fail to appear where meaning is clearly present.

Thus the interpretation theory and the constancy hypothesis with

which it is inextricably connected have to disappear from our system

for good.

Constancy Hypothesis and Traditional Physiological Theory.

Local Stimulation. In the beginning of this discussion we have

claimed that the interpretation hypothesis is closely bound up with

the traditional physiological hypotheses about brain processes. We
can now make this claim more explicit. The interpretation hypo-

thesis was demanded by the constancy hypothesis which we shall

now formulate in a somewhat different manner. Recalling the argu-

ments on which it was based we see that it correlated behavioural

characteristics not with the total proximal stimulation but only

with such parts of it as corresponded to the distant stimulus objects

under discussion. In other words, it derived the characteristics of

behavioural objects from the properties of local stimulations. In its

consistent form the constancy hypothesis treats of sensations, each

aroused by the local stimulation of one retinal point. Thus the con-

stancy hypothesis maintains that the result of a local stimulation is

constant, provided that the physiological condition of the stimu-

lated receptor is constant (e.g., adaptation). This implies that all
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locally stimulated excitations run their course without regard to

other excitations, in full accord with the traditional physiological

hypotheses. When now we see that the constancy hypothesis has to

be abandoned we know already what has to take its place, for we
have demonstrated in our second chapter that physiological processes

must be considered as processes in extension. But that means that no
local stimulation can determine the corresponding excitation by
itself, as the constancy hypothesis implied, but only in connection

with the totality of stimulation. The form of the process in extension

must depend upon the whole extended mosaic of stimulation, and
all its parts become what they are as a result of the organization

of the extended process. Only when we know the kind of organiza-

tion in which a local process occurs can we predict what it will be

like, and therefore the same change in local stimulation can produce

different changes in the behavioural world according to the total

organization which is produced by the total stimulation. Thus we
can say: only when the total conditions are such that two visible

objects will appear in one frontal vertical plane will the one whose
retinal image is larger also look larger. The abandonment of the

constancy hypothesis does not mean that we put in its place an arbi-

trary connection between proximal stimulation and the looks of

things. All we intend to do is to replace laws of local correspond-

ence, laws of machine effects, by laws of a much more comprehen-

sive correspondence between the total perceptual field and the total

stimulation, and we shall, in the search for these laws, find at least

indications of some more specific constancies, though never one of

the type expressed by the constancy hypothesis.

The Experience Error. There is one last aspect of the constancy

hypothesis which must be specially emphasized, although we have

discussed it already. Strictly speaking, the constancy hypothesis

should refer to points only. In reality it has been used much less

precisely; as a rule the local stimulus considered was the proximal

stimulus coming from a definite distant stimulus object, the table,

the thread in Wundt’s experiments and so forth. But this looser use

of the hypothesis implies a serious logical fallacy. Because the dis-

tant object is a thing by itself, the assumption is tacitly made that

the retinal image corresponding to it is also. But as we have seen

this assumption is by no means true. The stimuli at two adjacent

points on the retina contain nothing qua stimuli that will make the

two corresponding points in behavioural space belong to two dif-

ferent objects or to one and the same object. If an object in the

behavioural field is a thing by itself, it must be an integrated whole
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separated or segregated from the rest of the field. The stimuli as

a pure mosaic possess neither this integration nor this segregation.

And therefore we saw that it is as misleading to speak of pictures

of outside things being on our retinae as on a photographic plate.

If we speak of pictures or images as stimuli wc mistake the result

of organization for the cause of organization, a mistake that is being

committed again and again. Kohler has called it the experience

error (1929). I have formulated the actual state of affairs by saying:

we see, not stimuli—a phrase often used—but on account of, because

of, stimuli (1926, p. 163).

THE TRUE ANSWER

The refutation of the two answers given explicidy or implicitly

to our question has led us to the true answer. Things look as they

do because of the field organization to which the proximal stimulus

distribution gives rise. This answer is final and can be so only be-

cause it contains the whole problem of organization itself. Thus our

answer, instead of closing a chapter in psychology, has opened one,

a fact of which anyone who is acquainted with the psychological

literature must be aware. It means that we have to study the laws

of organization.

Process and Conditions. Now organization is a process and as

such needs forces which set it going, but it also occurs in a medium
and must therefore depend upon the properties of the medium. Let

us clarify this distinction by a few simple examples from physics.

Take, for instance, the sound field produced by a vibrating body, say

a tuning fork. The motions of the prongs act as forces on the sur-

rounding medium in which vibratory processes are set up. If the

medium is entirely homogeneous, air of the same density and tem-

perature all around, then the vibratory field will be quite sym-

metrical. If, on the other hand, the tuning fork is enclosed within

a sound-proof box from which a single pipe starts, then the process

will be confined to that pipe, and instead of spherical expansion

we shall have virtually linear propagation. Again if the tuning fork

is submerged in water, the process will travel much faster, and
much faster still on an iron support on which the tuning fork may
be fastened. The field may take on all sorts of shapes if the medium
is inhomogeneous, varying in density either from point to point

or at least in certain directions. No need to go into detail; the same

force will produce different results according to the medium in

which the process takes place.

The properties of the medium have three kinds of primary effects
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in this example by which they determine the final field organiza-

tion: (i) an effect of constraining the process to a limited part of

the field, (2) determining the velocity of propagation, (3) chang-

ing the process into another kind of process. The first effect is most
clearly exemplified in a simple mechanical instance: a ball, if

its support is removed, will fall straight to the ground following

the vertical pull of the force of gravity. On the inclined plane, how-
ever, the same ball will roll down at an angle prescribed by the in-

clination of the support. Thus we see how the direction of a process

produced by one and the same force may vary over a well-defined

range. The second effect is of especial importance for organization

of a field. If two processes are started in different parts, then their

interdependence will depend upon the velocity with which each of

them enters the sphere of the other. Since the medium between
them may be such as to allow for all possible velocities, we see

how the medium by this property alone can determine all degrees

of interaction and thereby achieve an enormous variety of organiza-

tions. If the medium is totally impermeable, then these processes

will never interfere with each other; the total organization will be

the sum of the two part organizations. The last point is best

illustrated by friction. The velocity of a ball running down an in-

clined plane depends on the roughness or smoothness of the plane

and the ball. The rougher, the slower the motion of the ball will

be, so that its kinetic energy at the end will be the smaller. Since,

however, the potential energy at the beginning is quite independent

of the nature of the plane, depending merely upon the absolute

elevation of the starting point, some energy must have been lost;

as we know, it has been turned into heat; directed motion has

partly been transformed into undirected motion.

Applied to Psychophysical Processes. We have to apply these con-

siderations to psychophysical organization, but in doing so we must

remember that we are dealing with a special case, a case namely in

which minimal energies give play to energies which are enormously

larger. That this is true for all self-determined action is clear. The
energies at work in my decision to climb the Matterhorn are mini-

mal, but the energy expended in the achievement is well over

180,000 kgm. But the same is true of the receptor side of our be-

haviour. The energy of the light which falls on our retinae is not

propagated to the brain as such, but liberates the energy stored in

the nerves, and this energy liberates energy in other nerves and so

forth.

How small energies can liberate and direct large ones is easy to
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understand: we need only think of ourselves driving a motor car.

The slightest pressure on our accelerator increases the disposable

energy and with it the actual forces that drive our car; an effordess

small turn of the wheel changes its direction.

The organization which we are to study takes place between these

nerve energies which are partly liberated by stimulation, partly by

intra-organic processes, and which in their turn direct the much
larger energies of our musculature. With these remarks in our

minds let us apply the distinction of active forces and constraining

conditions, and the more general one between the process and the

conditions which determine it, to the psychophysical organization.

The Conditions of Psychophysical Processes. Let us first envisage

the conditions. It is useful to distinguish between outer and inner,

external and internal conditions, the first being those created on the

sense surfaces by the proximal stimuli; the second being inherent in

the nervous structure itself. Since there are receptor organs within

the organism, in muscles and joints and the intestinal organs, outer

and inner cannot mean outside and inside the organism, although

in many cases, in the majority of those we shall discuss, that

meaning will obtain as well. If we now scrutinize these conditions

we see that all the outer conditions supply actual forces. What
about the inner ones.? Here we can distinguish between more or

less permanent and momentary ones. The permanent ones are the

structure of the nervous system as it has been inherited and as it

has become through experience. As structure these conditions will

be of the constraining and insulating sort; they will favour certain

interdependencies rather than others, confine processes totally or

preponderandy to certain parts of the system, co-determine the

direction which the forces will take and so forth, although, as we
shall see later (Chapter XI), this does not exhaust their function.

Among the momentary ones there are, first, freshness and fatigue.

In order to form a conception of what these conditions are, I shall

mention a few facts adduced by Sir Henry Head to support his

concept of “vigilance.” Referring to the work by Sir Charles Sher-

rington and his pupils, he writes:

“Suppose, for instance, that the spinal cord of a cat has been transected

in the region of the medulla oblongata; twenty minutes later prick the

hind paw with a pin and no general reflex results, but the toes make an

opening movement. Gradually the response becomes more widespread,

until the whole of the limb may be thrown into flexion, and the opposite

one extended by a stimulus of the same nature and intensity. Not only

has the motor response become brisker and more extensive, but the
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skin area from which it can be evoked has gready increased. Pinching

the superficial structures over any part of the limb may now cause

flexion, accompanied by extension of the opposite extremity. The deep

reflexes reappear rapidly and the character of the knee-jerk shows that

the quadriceps has regained tone to a considerable extent. As the spinal

preparation improves in excitability, even the scratch reflex may reap-

pear. . . .

“When the spinal cord has reached this high condition of activity, the

administration of chloroform causes rapid regression. Knee-jerk and

ankle-jerk disappear, and finally the only reflex that can be evoked is a

slight movement of the toes, elicited from the pad of the foot only.

Pricking any other part of the limb no longer produces any effect.”

(1926, I, p. 482.) When the narcosis passes away, the reflexes regain

their previous character. Quite similar are the symptoms in human
beings whose spinal cord has been divided. At first all the muscles are

flaccid and atonic and practically no reflex can be elicited. But with

a young and healthy patient not only do numerous reflexes reappear,

but the reaction assumes the nature of a “mass reflex.” “The plantar

reflex begins to assume a form characterized by an upward movement
of the great toe. The field from which it can be evoked enlarges and
finally, in successful cases, the spinal cord becomes so excitable that stim-

ulation anywhere below the level of the lesion may be followed by a

characteristic upward movement of the toes. But this now forms a small

portion only of the reaction to superficial excitation; ankle, knee and
hip are flexed and the foot is withdrawn from the stimulus applied to

the sole. Not infrequently the abdominal wall is thrown into contrac-

tion, and every flexor muscle below the lesion may participate in an
energetic, spasmodic movement. Stimulation of a small area on the

foot has evoked a widespread response from the whole extent of the

spinal cord below the lesion” (pp. 480, 481). “But if the patient develops

fever ... his condition may fall back to that found shortly after injury.

. . . Even a gastro-intestinal disturbance, unaccompanied by fever, may
produce the same signs of lowered activity” (pp. 481-482).

Two mutually inclusive interpretations are suggested by these

and similar facts. The shock of an injury, narcosis, toxaemia, or

other abnormal states, reduce the nervous activity far below the

level which is attainable by the animal on the basis of its nervous

structure. The fact that circumscribed reflexes take the place of

mass reflexes suggests the possibility that the permeability of the

nervous structure has been reduced so that the interdependence of

its various parts has more or less diminished. Thus, what happens
in one part may remain unconnected with what happens in an-

other part. I find a good confirmation of this interpretation in the

case of one of Head’s patients “who had received a small wound in
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the left frontal region which injured the brain,” and who “appeared

to be in every way normal. In daily intercourse he behaved ration-

ally and showed executive ability in the work of the ward, but he

wrote a long letter asking detailed questions about his family, to his

mother who had been dead for three years. He thought that there

were two towns of Boulogne, one of which, on the homeward
journey from the Front, lay near Newcastle; the other one in France

was reached after you had crossed the sea” (pp. 493-494). This last

observation particularly seems to show that the experience of pass-

ing through Boulogne, after the injury, occurred uninfluenced by
the former experience of passing through that city on the way to

the fighting lines.

And yet, this effect of reduced permeability can be only one side

of the total effect. Head himself summarizes like this: “When
vigilance is high, mind and body are poised in readiness to respond

to any event, external or internal” (p. 496). That means that the

energy at the disposal of the nervous system is variable, a concep-

tion which we shall find useful in later discussions.

We may now return to our concepts of freshness and fatigue as

momentary inner conditions of psychophysical processes. Freshness

might then be considered as a high, fatigue as a low, degree of

vigilance, and therefore the interpretation which we have given

to the different states of vigilance would apply to freshness and
fatigue, which would represent smaller variations in the degree

of vigilance than those on which Head has based his argument.

There is another momentary condition which, superficially at

least, has some similarity with fatigue, but must be clearly dis-

tinguished from it. It may happen that a process results in the

arousal of actual forces which impede and finally block its con-

tinuation. This condition, just as freshness and fatigue, may exert

a decisive influence on perception as well as on action, but at this

part of our exposition we cannot point out why we must assume

it. We may remark, however, that it is not of the constraining kind,

but contributes forces active in the production of processes. The
same is true of other much more important inner conditions. All

our needs, desires, attitudes, interests and attentions must also be

considered as of this kind; the effect of these will be studied later.

What We Have Gained by Our Distinction of Process and Con-

ditions. In our enumeration of the different conditions upon which
psychophysical processes depend we have met with many familiar

psychological concepts—like experience, attention, interest, fatigue,

to name only some. What have we gained by calling them condi-
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tions? The critical and possibly sceptical reader will be inclined to

think that this new term does not introduce a new meaning, and
that therefore, inasmuch as we use the old terminology, we also use
the traditional explanations. But a simple example will show that

such an interpretation would be erroneous.

The Traditional Assimilation Hypothesis. We choose the use

made by traditional psychology of experience in the explanation of

perception. Clearly the adherents of the constancy hypothesis could

not and did not believe that the sum of sensations which according

to their fundamental assumption constituted the result of any stim-

ulation, was equivalent to the actually perceived things. We know
that they did not, and that they attributed this difference to ex-

perience, the difference between sensation and perception often being

defined as that between sensations uninfluenced, and sensations af-

fected, by experience. Besides the interpretation hypothesis which we
have already discussed, traditional psychology contained still an-

other theory to explain the influence of experience on perception, the

assimilation hypothesis of Wundt. This hypothesis, instead of ex-

plaining certain features of perception as illusions of judgment,

acknowledges in many cases the truly perceptive, nonjudgmental

character of the objects in our behavioural environment (however,

it was never held to be incompatible with the interpretation hypo-

thesis, so that both were included in the system, the different cases

being distributed between them). The goal of the assimilation hy-

pothesis determines its content. Since the senses, according to the

constancy hypothesis, furnish only a sum of sensations, and since we
find objects in our perceptual world, experience must have added

something to that sum of sensations. But since we know only the

actually perceived object the assimilation theory has to go further:

not only must the group of sensations aroused by the present

stimulation reproduce images of previous experiences, but these

latter must fuse with the former into a unity in which many prop-

erties of the former are lost, and in which the two kinds of elements,

sensory and imaginal, are indistinguishable. No part of this hypo-

thesis has been verified; three of its constituents are by the very

nature of the hypothesis unverifiable, viz., the primarily aroused

sensations, the reproduced images and the process of fusion.

A fourth point seems to have escaped the notice of the assimila-

tion theorists, although it seems to me to present an unconquerable

difficulty. I will introduce it by starting with a very simple example.

We perceive a snake in the grass; approaching cautiously we dis-

cover that it is no snake at all but a bent twig moved by the wind.
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The assimilation hypothesis would explain the case like this: the

stimuli coming from that stick were sufficiently similar to those

which on former occasions had fallen on our retinae when they

came from a snake. Therefore our present sensations were suffi-

ciently similar to reproduce the image of a snake which we had

formerly seen, and this image would inextricably fuse with those

sensations so as to make us perceive a snake now. This seems very

plausible, and yet it begs the question; for the stimuli coming from

a snake should, according to the constancy hypothesis, produce

nothing but a medley of sensations, of colour, position, and possibly

movement. But the problem, we thought, was. How have these sen-

sations become integrated into the perceptual snake? Of this pro-

blem we get no solution, not for the snake, not for the stick, and not

for any other of the myriad objects in our behavioural environment.

And I do not see how we can get such a solution. Perhaps the

reader will grant that a solution in purely visual terms would be

impossible, but he may object that we have overlooked our other

senses; we may have touched the snake and heard its hiss. But even

if we suppose that such is the case, what does it help? According

to the constancy hypothesis, touching the snake would supply a

number of touch sensations, but a snake as we know it is as little

a number of visual plus a number of touch sensations as it is a num-
ber of visual sensacions alone. In short, the theory presupposes what

it is to explain, by assuming that the perceptions of previous

stimulations are reproduced; for how did these previous percep-

tions arise?

A fifth and integral point, though verifiable, has not been verified;

recent experiments have, to the contrary, shown it to be false. I

mean the part, passed over rather hastily by the proponents of this

theory, which deals with the reproduction of images. The assump-

tion that stimuli which have produced a certain effect a number
of times will under all conditions tend to reproduce the same effect

is spurious, as we shall see later.

The assimilation hypothesis thus becomes untenable. Its main
aspect was the addition of two kinds of mental elements, sensations

and images. Experience was not only a condition but the source of

special elements which were added to other elements supplied by

the sense organs. How different the whole problem looks when we
consider experience as an inner condition. Without experience, the

nervous system has a certain constitution, with experience it has a

different one. Consequendy we can no longer expect that the same

forces, the same proximal stimuli, will produce the same process in
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it. At one stroke we get rid o£ all the unverifiable parts of the as-

similation hypothesis, the original sensations, the added imagery,

and the process of fusion. At the same time we have freed ourselves

from the last two difficulties since we do not assume that a mosaic

of proximal stimulation produces a mosaic of sensations. And finally

we have the advantage that we can now define the problem of ex-

perience in perception in clear terms. Thus it does make a differ-

ence to call experience an inner condition of a process, and what is

true of experience is equally true of our other factors.

SUMMARY
Let us pause to see what we have achieved. We have stated our

problem and have refuted two solutions of it which severally and
jointly have had a firm hold on traditional psychology and have

obstructed its progress. In the process of clearing the way we have

eliminated a whole network of hypotheses, the constancy hypo-

thesis, the hypothesis of non-noticed but effective sensations, the in-

terpretation and the assimilation hypothesis, and we have shown up
the experience error. We have formulated the true solution in gen-

eral terms and have introduced our conceptual equipment for its

concrete elaboration. It has become apparent that the true solution,

without being in the least vitalistic, cannot be a machine theory

based on a sum of independent sensory processes, but must be a

thoroughly dynamic theory in which the processes organize them-

selves under the prevailing dynamic and constraining conditions.
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ORGANIZATION AND THE PROPERTIES OF THE BEHAVIOURAL WORLD

The looks of things are determined by the field organization to

which the proximal stimulus distribution gives rise. To this field

organization we must, then, apply our research. What kind of

organization is responsible for unit formation.? Why is behavioural

space three-dimensional .? How does organization produce constancy

of colour or size.? These are a few of the questions we shall have

to deal with. Historically these questions have been attacked in a

random order, each experimenter choosing a field where he hap-

pened to see a real problem and a method of its solution. Needless

to say, we have as yet no answer to many such questions and no
complete one to any. But we possess now a sufficient stock of ex-

perimental evidence to warrant a more systematic procedure in our

exposition. We shall select our material in such a way as to throw

light on the chief problems in their interdependence.

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF STATIONARY PROCESSES

Such a systematic attempt will succeed the better the more gen-

eral our starting point. And therefore, before taking up any ex-

perimental evidence, we shall ask the question whether we do not

know of any properties of organization which belong to all organiza-

106
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tions. Since psychological organization is our problem, we cannot

take our answer from psychological facts, psychological organization

being the unknown quantity in our equation. And that means we
must turn to physics. Do physical organizations' spontaneous dis-

tributions of process, show general characteristics of the kind we
are looking for.?

Maximum-Minimum Properties. When we turn to stationary

distributions, i.e., such as no longer change in time, we do indeed

find such characteristics. Stationary processes have certain maximum-
minimum properties, i.e., a given parameter of these processes has

not just any magnitude but the smallest or the greatest possible.

A few examples may make this clear: if we have a number of dif-

ferent circuits between the poles of the same electric battery the

currents will distribute themselves so as to produce a minimum
amount of energy within the system. To take the simplest case of

two part circuits only. Then Kirchhoffs law states that ^ ,

where /‘i and /g stand for the intensities of the two part currents,

and ri and r2 for the corresponding resistances in the part circuits.

Now it is quite easy to show mathematically that these currents, /i

in the circuit with resistance ri, and /g in circuit with resistance rg,

produce less heat than if ii were greater or smaller, and consequently

/2 smaller or greater, than is demanded by Kirchhoffs law. (The
sum of the two intensities must be constant, since the total intensity

of the circuit depends only upon its electromotive force and its total

resistance.)

Another example is the soap bubble. Why has it the shape of a

sphere.? Of all solids the sphere is that whose surface is smallest for

a given volume, or whose volume is largest for a given surface. The
soap bubble, therefore, solves a maximum-minimum problem, nor

is it difficult to see why. The soap particles attract each other, they

tend to take up as little space as possible, but the pressure of the

air inside forces them to stay on the outside, forming the surface

membrane of this air volume. So they must form as thick a surface

lamella as they can, and the smaller the surface the greater can its

thickness be, if the amount of mass is constant. At the same time

potential energy of this membrane will be as small as possible.

Maxima and minima are of course always relative with regard

to the prevailing conditions; the absolute maximum is infinite, the

minimum zero. Thus in our last example the conditions were the

amount of mass, i.e., the amount of soap solution, and the air vol-

ume. In the first example it is the total current intensity produced

by the electromotive force with the total resistance.
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Now we can understand a general proposition about all stationary

distributions which I quote from Kohler: “In all processes which
terminate in time-independent states the distribution shifts towards

a minimum of energy” (1920, p. 250). Or the final time-independent

distribution contains a minimum of energy capable of doing work.

This proposition applies to the total system, and under certain con-

ditions, to be discussed later, it demands that a part of the total

system absorb a maximum of energy. (See Kohler, 1924, p. 533.)

Thus in physics we have found a characteristic of stationary distri-

butions such as we have looked for. If nervous processes are physical

processes, they must fulfil this condition whenever they are sta-

tionary or quasi-stationary; we cannot expect to find in our nervous

system any processes which are entirely independent of time because

the conditions never remain absolutely constant. However, within

short periods of time this change of conditions will, in a great

many cases, occur so slowly that the distributions are for all practi-

cal purposes stationary within such short periods; such processes are

called quasi-stationary, and they can be treated as stationary ones.

Thus we have found a general characteristic of all stationary nervous

organizations: we know that they must possess certain properties

merely because they are stationary organizations. This is in itself

a great gain, but it does not give us any concrete insight into the

actual nature of psychological organizations, since we have no means
of measuring the energy of these processes. We might say, sacrificing

indeed a great deal of the precision of the physical proposition,

that in psychological organization either as much or as little will

happen as the prevailing conditions permit.

Qualitative Aspects. But we can go one step further. Our state-

ment is so far quantitative, but our behavioural environment reveals

no such quantification; it is purely qualitative. How, then, can we
bridge the gap between quantity and quality? We have answered

this question in our first chapter: quantity and quality are not two

different properties of events but only different aspects of one and

the same event. Therefore we might ask: What is the qualitative

aspect of stationary physical processes which satisfy the quantita-

tive minimum-maximum condition? No perfectly satisfactory an-

swer is possible; we have no general qualitative concept applicable

in all cases. But there are enough special cases in which the quali-

tative aspect of stationary process becomes manifest (Kohler, 1920,

pp. 257 f.) . Physicists like Curie and Mach have been struck by the

symmetry and regularity of many stable forms in nature, like crys-

tals. Thus Curie formulated the proposition that “it is necessary
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for the occurrence of any physical process that certain elements

of symmetry do not exist”; Kohler formulated the converse of

this proposition that a system left to itself will, in its approach to a

time-independent state, lose asymmetries and bec6me more regular.

The terms of this proposition are clear enough as long as the

conditions under which the process occurs are simple. What will

happen when the conditions are less simple? A very instructive ex-

ample is presented by drops of water. Suspended in a medium of

equal density, they will be perfect spheres; lying on a solid sup-

port to which they have little adhesion the spherical shape is slightly

flattened; falling through air they assume a new shape which,

though less simple than the sphere, is still perfectly symmetrical and

fulfils the condition that it offers the least resistance to the air

through which it is passing, so that it can fall as fast as possible; in

other words, the falling drop of water is perfectly streamlined; its

symmetry corresponds again to a maximum-minimum principle.

We see in this example how the shape of a stationary state becomes

less and less simple the more complex the conditions under which

the equilibrium is established. Therefore, when the medium is com-

plex, varying in its properties from point to point in a complex

manner, then the ensuing stationary distribution will no longer be

regular or symmetrical in the ordinary sense, and we possess no

concept to describe the qualitative aspect of such distributions.

The concept would have to be such that ordinary symmetry would
be a special case, realized under particularly simple conditions.

Although we have not gained very much, we have gained some-

thing. For we can at least select psychological organizations which

occur under simple conditions and can then predict that they must

posses^ regularity, symmetry, simplicity. This conclusion is based

on the principle of isomorphism,^ according to which characteristic

aspects of the physiological processes are also characteristic aspects

of the corresponding conscious processes.

Furthermore we must remember that there exist always two pos-

sibilities, corresponding to the minimum and the maximum; either

as little or as much as possible will happen. Therefore our term

simplicity or regularity will have a different meaning according to

these two possibilities. A simplicity of a minimum event will be

different from a simplicity of a maximum event. Which of these

two will be realized in each concrete case must depend upon the

general conditions of the process.

^Discussed at the end of the second chapter.
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Law of Pragnanz. Thus we have gained a general, though admit-

tedly somewhat vague, principle to guide us in our investigation of

psychophysical organization. In the process of our research we shall

make this principle more concrete; we shall learn more about sim-

plicity and regularity itself. The principle was introduced by Wert-

heimer, who called it the Law of Pragnanz, It can briefly be for-

mulated like this: psychological organization will always be as

“good” as the prevailing conditions allow. In this definition the

term “good” is undefined. It embraces such properties as regularity,

symmetry, simplicity and others which we shall meet in the course

of our discussion.

SIMPLEST condition: stimulus distribution

COMPLETELY HOMOGENEOUS

And now let us begin our study of concrete psychological or-

ganization. We begin with the simplest possible case, a case which

has only of late received the attention of the psychologist. This

simplest case is realized when the distribution of forces on the sense

surface is absolutely homogeneous.

Why This Is the Simplest Condition. The Different Traditional

View. To see this as the simplest case, natural though it may seem,

required the radical change in our answer to the question. Why
things look as they do, which we have discussed in the preceding

chapter. As long as one expected the answer to our question from

an investigation of the effects of local stimulation another case

seemed the simplest, viz., that in which only one point of the retina

was stimulated. Experimental evidence, which we shall discuss

later, has shown the falsity of this assumption. The same conclu-

sion follows direcdy from our third answer. If perception is organi-

zation, i.e., a psychophysical process in extension depending upon
the total stimulus distribution, then homogeneity of this distribution

must be the simplest case and not the traditional one which con-

tains a discontinuity. We can express the two kinds of stimulation

mathematically, by plotting the intensity of stimulation as a func-

tion of the place on the retina. Since the retina is a surface, each of

its points can be represented within a plane with reference to a

Cartesian system of co-ordinates. The intensity at each point would

then have to be represented as a point above this plane, and all

intensities would lie on a surface whose shape would depend on the

distribution of the intensities. Now if the intensity is homogeneous,

this surface would be a plane parallel to the x y plane, the higher

above it, the greater the intensity, and at the distance nought, coin-
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ciding with it, if the intensity is nought. If, on the contrary, we
have only one point of the retina stimulated, then our surface would
no longer be a plane as a whole. The greatest part of it would
still coincide with the x y plane, but at one point it would rise ab-

ruptly to the intensity with which this point is stimulated only to

drop back into the x y plane at the next point. If we do not want
to use perspective we can only reproduce a two-dimensional cross-

section of these distributions. Then we can plot on the abscissa all

the points along one line of the retina, say, the retinal horizon

(roughly speaking a horizontal line passing through the centre of

vision when the eye is in a normal position looking straight ahead),

and the intensity on the ordinate.

Then Fig. 8 a represents a homo-
geneous distribution of the intensity

i, and b the distribution if one point

only is stimulated. In a the upper

line represents the distribution, in b

the whole graph, since the x and i Fig* 8

lines coincide except at the one
point. The first corresponds to a perfectly flat plane, the second to

a plane with a pole projecting from it. What, then, shall we see

when our retinae are stimulated by neutral light according to the

first figure?

Homogeneous Distribution of Neutral Light. I had to modify the

general question by the new condition that the light be neutral, be-

cause the only experiments which have been made with such stim-

ulus distributions have used neutral light. We shall give later on a

hypothetical treatment of the case in which the light is not neutral.

The Different Distant Stimuli Which Produce Such Homo-
geneous Stimulation. The answer to our question is quite simple:

under these conditions the observer will “feel himself swimming
in a mist of light which becomes more condensed at an indefinite

distance” (Metzger, 1930, p. 13). Let us consider how we can pro-

duce such uniform distribution of intensity over the entire area of

our retinae; in other words, what distant stimuli we must use in

order to obtain homogeneous proximal stimulation. Of course we
might put our subject in the midst of an actual fog which would be

perfectly evenly illuminated, and in that case his behavioural field

would be a fairly good representation of the geographical one; the

mist seen would correspond to the real fog. Even so, the increasing

condensation would be a feature belonging to the behavioural, and

not to the real, fog. But we can produce the same proximal stim-
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ulation by quite different means. Any surface in front of the ob-

server, provided each of its points sends the same amount of light

into his eyes, will fulfil our condition. And therefore it cannot

make any difference to the observer whether he is in front of a

plane vertical wall or in the center of a hemisphere or in an actual

fog; he will always see space-filling fog and not a plane. Further-

more it cannot make any difference what the albedo of the surface

is, provided that the light reflected from it remains constant. The
albedo is the coefficient of reflection, the amount of light reflected

from a unit area divided by the amount of light it receives; and the

amount of reflected light is the product of the light falling onto the

unit area and the albedo. If L stands for the albedo, i for the in-

tensity of the reflected light, and / for the intensity of the light fall-

i

ing into the unit area, L — and i— IL, Since no surface reflects

all the light that falls on it, L is always < /. / remains constant if

L changes in inverse ratio with /. /= L/ = (Lp)—,
where p means

P
any positive number.

Whiteness Constancy Under These Conditions. Therefore un-

der conditions of absolutely homogeneous stimulation the appear-

ance of the fog can only depend on i and must be the same if i is

constant, quite independent of L. Otherwise expressed, two sur-

faces, one ten times as bright as the other but receiving only %o
of its light, must produce exactly the same perception. And that

means that there can be no constancy of whiteness under these con-

ditions, for constancy means that, apparently, the actual appearance

is a function of the albedo; under normal conditions a black sur-

face in full light reflecting as much light as a white surface in

shadow does not look equally bright, a point which we have dis-

cussed in the last chapter.

Whiteness and Insistency. The negative statement that with

totally homogeneous stimulation no constancy can occur involves

the positive proposition that all constancy presupposes inhomo-

geneity of stimulation and gives us the first clue for the explanation

of constancy. On the other hand, this negative statement leaves

us with a problem; if two homogeneous surfaces arouse the same

perception when with albedos Li and L2 they receive the amounts

of light /i and 1

2

in such a way that LJx = L2I29 what will this

perception be like.? Will they look white or grey or black.? We
could answer this question only if we knew the dependence of the
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appearance on i, the intensity of the reflected light. But this function

is still more or less unknown. What we can say with certainty is that

the dependent variable of this function, the appearance of the mist,

has several aspects which are to be treated as Separate variables.

We must distinguish at least its “whiteness” and its “impressive-

ness” or “insistency.” ^ By the former we mean its similarity to a
member of the black-white series, by the latter a characteristic which
does not concern the behavioural object alone but also the Ego, a

relation between the Ego and the behavioural object (Metzger, p.

20). As early as 1896, G. E. Muller defined “impressiveness” by “the

power with which sensory impressions attract our attention” (p.

20 f.). If this is meant as a direct description, it seems equivalent to

the statement in our text which we have taken from Metzger, who
also quotes Muller, and Titchener’s three terms bring out the

object-Ego relation still more clearly. We shall discuss characteristics

similar to insistency when we introduce the Ego, but it is signifi-

cant that we cannot even begin our discussion of the environmental

field without being forced to refer to the Ego. It is a characteristic

of the environmental field that it is the field of an Ego, an Ego
which is directly influenced by this field.

Effect of Intensity of Homogeneous Stimulation. However,

we must return to our problem, the relation between the appear-

ance of the fog and the intensity of the stimulation. Since our

knowledge is still very incomplete, we disregard the effect which

adaptation, in the ordinary sense of dark- and light-adaptation,

has on this relation. Then we can conclude from Metzger’s results

under conditions of absolutely homogeneous stimulation that in-

sistency varies much more with intensity than whiteness. Metzger

gives the following description of the events in the field when,

starting from absolute darkness, it is gradually lightened. “At first

it grows lighter to the observer in the sense of less heavy, not in the

sense of less jdark; he feels the disappearance of a pressure, as

though he could again breathe freely; some see at the same time a

clear expansion of space. Only then it grows rather quickly lighter

in the sense of less dark, at the same time the space-filling colour

recedes” (p. 16). As he was not able to produce a perfectly homo-

geneous stimulus distribution at higher intensities, we cannot de-

termine the dependency of the depth of seen foggy space on the

intensity of stimulation, but we see that the onset of stimulation

and its first intensification produces a marked expansion. Again

2 The latter is Titchener’s translation of the German “Eindringlichkeit”; two

other terms which he proposes are “self-assertiveness” and “aggressiveness.”
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this expansion is Ego-related; note the relief from pressure which is

the very first result of stimulation.

Metzger’s Apparatus. It is now time to describe briefly Metzger’s

apparatus. The observer sat in front of a carefully whitewashed wall of

4x4 m. sq. area, at a distance of 1.25m. Had he been seated directly

opposite its centre, this wall would not have filled the entire field of

vision which corresponds to a visual angle of about 200° in the hori-

zontal and 125° in the vertical, whereas the side of the wall would

have filled only an angle of 116°. Since the observer sat on a chair which

stood on the floor of the room, but fixated a point about 1.50 m. above

the floor, the dimensions of the wall were not sufficient in either direc-

tion; therefore wings bent towards the observer had to be added on all

four sides, care being taken that the inhomogeneities thereby introduced

were as small as possible. Actually the edges where wall and wings

joined were either invisible from the start or became so after a very short

while. The illumination was supplied by a projection lantern with a

specially constructed set of lenses.

Stimulation with Microstnicture. The results so far reported were

gained with this apparatus, as long as the intensity of illumination

remained below a certain level. If, however, the illumination was in-

creased, something new happened. The fog became condensed into

a regularly curved surface which surrounded the observer on all

sides; its appearance was filmy like the sky, not surfacy, and similar

to the sky it was slightly flat in the centre. The apparent distance

of the furthest part of this boundary is approximately the same as

that of the wall when seen under normal conditions. If the illumi-

nation is further increased the surface straightens out into a plane

whose apparent distance may increase very definitely beyond the

real one.

Why this change from space-filling fog to a plane surface.? Very
ingenious experiments of Metzger’s, too complicated to be de-

scribed here, give the answer. The cause lies in the “grain” of the

whitewashed surface, or in terms of proximal stimulation, in the

fact that at higher intensities the stimulus distribution was no longer

perfectly homogeneous, but possessed what we will call a microstruc-

ture. Now the microstructure of the distant stimulus object is, of

course, independent of the illumination; why, then, does the proxi-

mal microstructure depend upon it.? The answer is to be found in

accommodation. The inhomogeneity due to microstructure is so

small that it disappears if the eyes are not perfectly focussed, and as

long as the illumination is low, accommodation is no longer per-

fect

—

3. point to which we shall return a little later. For the moment
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we accept the fact that a surface is seen only when the proximal

stimulation is no longer quite homogeneous, and that microstruc-

ture is a sufficient inhomogeneity to produce this effect.

Some Fundamental Principles of Space Organization. (1) Prim-
itive Perception Tri-dimensional. These facts reveal a number of

fundamental principles of psychophysical organization, (i) Under
the simplest possible conditions of stimulation our perception is

three-dimensional; we see space filled with neutral colour stretching

into a more or less indeterminate distance, which may vary with the

intensity of the stimulation, although this point is not yet clearly

settled.

This very simple fact does away with a number of answers to the

question why we see a three-dimensional space, although our retinae

are two-dimensional only. Berkeley, as a matter of fact, gave what
he considered conclusive proof that we could not possibly see depth

and that therefore our perception of depth could not be sensory.

‘Tt is, I think, agreed by all that Distance, of itself and immediately,

cannot be seen. For distance being a line directed endwise to the

eye, it projects only one point in the fund of the eye, which point

remains invariably the same, whether the distance be longer or

shorter” (p. 162).

Two interdependent false assumptions are necessary to make this

argument conclusive. In the first place, it contains the constancy

hypothesis in assuming that we can investigate the whole of per-

ceptual space by examining its individual points separately one by

one. Space is not treated as process in extension, but as a sum of

independent local processes. In the second place the argument corre

lates the dimensions of the stimulus distribution with those of the

effects of stimulation. The retina being two-dimensional, seen space

must be two-dimensional also. But the retina is the boundary sur-

face of the tri-dimensional optical sector of the brain, and the forces

set up in this boundary surface determine a process extended over

the whole tri-dimensional sector. Berkeley’s argument proves only

that under certain conditions two points which are objectively at

different distances may appear at the same distance, but it does not

prove that this distance must be zero, since it contains no indication

whatever about the distance at which the two objects must appear

(cf. Koffka, 1930).

A fallacy similar to the one of Berkeley’s argument has been com-

mitted in other fields of sense psychology also. The argument has

frequently been put forward that if a given stimulus modality had

a certain number of dimensions in which it could vary independ-
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ently, then the corresponding behavioural data should have the

same number of dimensions and no more. Thus, to our statement

about the double effect of intensity of light, whiteness and insistency,

one might have objected that to one stimulus variable there could

correspond only one perceptual variable, although, as far as I know,
the argument has not been applied to this particular case. But this

argument has been used in acoustics where one concluded from
the double variability of pure sinusoidal waves, frequency and ampli-

tude, that the corresponding auditory effects, the pure tones, could

also have only the two attributes. The fallacy of this argument is

obvious. If an electric current is sent through an electrolyte, the

electrolyte is decomposed and heat is generated, both effects de-

pending directly upon the intensity of the current. There is in other

words no logical connection between the dimensions of the cause

and the dimensions of the effect (Kohler, 1923 b, p. 422). And yet,

both in space perception and in acoustics, this false assumption has

decisively influenced experimentation and theorizing. No more need

be said about it after we have eliminated it once and for all from

our principles of explanation.

Primitive Tri-dimensional Space not Articulated. Let us return

to three-dimensional space. In its most primitive form it appears al-

most homogeneous; not quite, since the density of the fog increases

with distance. But apart from that, the whole visible space volume

is filled with the same material, grey fogginess. How different is our

space under normal conditions, and even in Metzger s experiments

with stronger illumination! There one sees a white wall at a cer-

tain distance, the whiteness being restricted to that plane surface,

the space between observer and wall not appearing white but simply

transparent as “pure space.” Thus we see that primitive space lacks

that articulation which normal space possesses. We see at the same

time that articulation of the proximal stimuli, mere microstructure,

may produce a much richer articulation of the perceptual field,

empty space terminated by a coloured surface.® Since articulation

requires inhomogeneity of stimulation, i.e., special forces which are

responsible for the articulation, we must further conclude that

homogeneous tri-dimensionality, the fog, is a simple effect, the

simplest of which our sense of sight is capable. And we are tempted

to say that absolutely homogeneous stimulation causes a minimum

3 It is very convenient to use the word “colour” so as to refer to neutral colours

as well as to the proper or chromatic ones. Where no misunderstanding is possible,

and where this usage helps to make the text simpler, it will from now on be

adhered to.
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event in the nervous system; as little w^ill happen under these

conditions as is possible.

(2) A Surface the Product of Strong Forces of Organization.

To see a surface is, according to the preceding discussion, the effect

of a higher degree of organization, presupposing special forces. That
forces presuppose inhomogeneities is a truism. Nothing will happen
within a system in which all parameters have constant values. How,
more specifically, inhomogeneous stimulation produces forces in the

physiological field has been shown by Kohler (1920), a demonstra-

tion which requires some physico-chemical detail and must, there-

fore, be omitted here.

These forces, due to the microstructure of the proximal stimula-

tion, produce the organization of empty space and bounding plane

surface; i.e., the colour, which before was dispersed over the whole
space, becomes concentrated on a surface where it is held by real

forces, disappearing from the rest of the space. It seems the simplest

thing in the world to see a plane surface; we know nothing of the

forces which bring it into existence, and yet this simple perception

is a highly dynamic affair which changes at once if the forces

which maintain it are interfered with. It is important to emphasize

this point, since the traditional treatment of space perception, even

by the men who have made the most valuable contributions to our

knowledge, is fundamentally undynamic, i.e., purely geometrical,

each point having its own “local sign,” while the appearance of a

surface is held equivalent to the sum of specially distributed local

signs.

Weakening of the Forces Through Brain Lesions. Interference

with the forces which produce the plane surface changes its appear-

ance. We have seen what happens when the forces are lost through

a loss of the inhomogeneity of the stimulation. But we can inrerfere

with the forces in yet another manner. The actual psychophysical

process depends, as we have seen, on the external and the internal

conditions. Let us keep the external ones constant and change the

internal ones; let us interfere with the brain of our observers. Of

course we shall not do it intentionally just to satisfy our scientific

curiosity. But accidental injuries, of which the war produced a

horrifying number, will serve our purpose. It can be said without

exaggeration that all brain injuries affect the organization of the

psychophysical processes, but the symptomatic manifestations of

such effects will depend upon the place and the amount of the lesion

(Head, 1926, Goldstein, 1927). Since with human beings we cannot

make systematic extirpation experiments, we must study the cases
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which chance delivers into our hands. Now it has happened that

Gelb (1920) found two patients whose organization was disturbed
in the very aspect which interests us now. They could not see any
real surfaces at all, i.e., the colour processes which occurred in their

psychophysical field were never concentrated in one plane but
always possessed a certain thickness which varied inversely with
the brightness of the distant stimulus. Thus if a black surface ap-
peared as a layer of black 15 cm. thick, a white surface would be
seen as a layer of 2-3 cm. thickness only. A black circle on a white
background would therefore not appear in the plane of the white;
it would project from it towards the observer and away from him.
Moreover it would appear larger than for us; the patients, if asked
to point to the lateral boundaries of the circle, would point a few
millimetres outside its rim. Therefore the forces which make and
shape the figure are weaker in all directions, not in the third dimen-
sion only. That the spread is so much greater in the third than in

the first two dimensions is, of course, due to the fact that the white
colour prevents the black from spreading far in radial directions,

whereas it does not exert a similar influence in the third dimension.

(3) Different Stages of Organization, To return to Metzger’s ex-

periments: Between the two stages of a fog-filled space and the ap-

pearance of a vertical plane lies a stage in which all the colour

is condensed on one surface, which, however, is not a plane but a

hollow bowl which surrounds the observer on all sides. In agree-

ment with the preceding argument we must conclude that such a

curved surface is easier to produce than a plane, that it corresponds
to weaker forces than the latter. In accordance with this interpreta-

tion is the further fact that this bowl, if the observer remains suffi-

ciently long in it, begins to dissolve into fog (which, however, does
not spread to the observer but leaves a clear transparent layer in

front of him), for continued exposure to one and the same stimula-

tion reduces the forces exerted by the stimulation. Thus we have the

following series of organization produced by stimulations which
imply an increasing strength of the effective forces: (i) Colour
equally distributed over a certain visible volume^ This effect has not

been reported; whether it is realizable or not must be determined
by further experimentation. (2) Colour distributed over the whole
of a certain visible volume, but becoming denser with increasing

distance from the observer. (3) Colour confined to the further end
of the visible volume where it forms a bowl-shaped fog. (4) Colour
condensed on a filmy surface which surrounds the observer like a

bowl. (5) Colour condensed in a vertical frontal parallel plane with
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true surface character (as opposed to filminess). Nos. (3) to (5)
presuppose inhomogeneities of stimulation, microstructure; (2)

and possibly (i) occurs when the stimulation is really homogene-
ous.

(4) The Forces that Produce and Maintain Behavioural Space.

From the three preceding points we conclude: all phenomenal space

is the product of actually effective forces; phenomenal space may be

likened to a balloon whose size depends upon the gas pressure

within, and not to a metal sphere. According to this view, which
is held by Metzger, space becomes as small as possible, particularly

in the third dimension. This view is based on the fact that in

Metzger’s experiments, space expanded with increased illumination,

and that space produced by completely homogeneous stimulation

possesses a very small depth as compared with ordinary space.

Two aspects of this hypothesis have to be distinguished, a general

and a special one. The general is the interpretation of visual space

as a dynamic event instead of a geometrical pattern, and this aspect

will be whole-heartedly accepted into our system. The special aspect

assumes that expansion of space requires force, and that space will

therefore be the smaller the weaker the forces are which support

it at a given moment. This part of the hypothesis seems at least

very probable for the particular kinds of spaces which Metzger

has investigated. But at the present moment I should feel loth to

generalize it beyond these limits. There exists also the other possi-

bility that under other conditions space will be as large as possible

and that therefore it will require special forces to constrain it, an

effect achieved by bringing either the boundary or any part-object

nearer to the observer.

(5) The Role of Accommodation. We draw attention to the role

of accommodation. In Metzger’s experiment the stimulation would

be inhomogeneous, possessing microstructure, only if accommoda-

tion was perfect. With imperfect accommodation the stimulus dis-

tribution would be perfectly homogeneous. The action of the lenses,

therefore, is such as to create conditions for a process of higher

rather than of lower articulation. If it were a general law that the

visual sector will always produce the least possible reaction, then ac-

commodation should work in the opposite way to that in which it

really does; it should not focus the eyes on objects but should throw

them out of focus so as to create the most homogeneous stimulus

distribution possible. But even under the extreme conditions of

Metzger’s experiments it does not; it makes the stimulus distribu-

tion as inhomogeneous as possible, and thereby the actual process
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distribution as articulate as possible. We shall take up this point

when we discuss the relation between field organization and be-

haviour (in Chapter VIII).

(6) Instability of Homogeneous Space. Homogeneous space and

even sufficiently large homogeneous parts of space are not so stable

as well articulated space. Everybody knows the spots and streaks

of light that begin to swirl before his eyes when he stays in a

completely dark room. Similar phenomena occur in homogeneous

light space, although not often spontaneously; when, however, the

observer begins to scrutinize the field to test whether it is really

homogeneous, he may see points of light or cloudlike structures

shifting through his field. The forces which produce these phe-

nomena originate inside the nervous system, but under normal con-

ditions of good articulation the total organization is so stable that

these forces either cannot arise or, if they do, are incapable of

affecting the firmly established structure.

Temporal Inhomogeneity of Stimulation. Before we leave the

discussion of organization under the conditions of homogeneous

stimulation we must lift a restriction which so far has limited our

argument. Homogeneity of stimulation has been understood to

mean spatial homogeneity. We were concerned only with the period

of time during which the spatially homogeneous stimulation lasted.

But each such period has periods which precede and which follow

it, and the period of time which we have singled out must be con-

sidered also in the context of its past and future. Otherwise ex-

pressed, we shall apply our concept of homogeneity to time as well

as to space, and then we see that the onset of a spatially homogene-
ous stimulation introduces an inhomogeneity in the temporal stim-

ulus distribution; the organism must do something new, and this

new organization will, in some of its aspects, depend upon the pre-

ceding organizations. Perfect homogeneity would be both temporal

and spatial. Would it be too bold to say that if all, not only visual,

stimulation were completely homogeneous, there would be no per-

ceptual organization at all.'^ What happens when we are in the

dark and close our eyes? We see a dark grey, little extended, space

at first, but after a while we do not see any more. The world of sight

has ceased to exist for the time being. I am not sure whether the

same effect cannot occur if we are in a totally homogeneous space

that is not entirely dark.

Coloured Homogeneous Space. However, it is not because of this

speculation that I have introduced the topic, but in order to remove

a limitation of our previous discussion. We restricted our problem
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to the case of neutral light. Let us now lift that restriction. What
shall we see when, in a set-up like Metzger’s, the light that is pro-

jected on the wall is passed through coloured filters? The experi-

ment has not been made, so we do not know. But it is possible to

hazard a guess. For simplicity’s sake we assume that the observer

finds himself in a normally illuminated room before the experi-

ment begins. Then the homogeneous coloured illumination breaks

in upon a space which was “normal” and therefore will be seen

with reference to normal neutrality, coloured in correspondence

with the colour of the respective filter. But if the observer stays

sufficiently long within the homogeneously coloured field, will it

continue to look coloured? Most probably not; it will, according

to my expectation, gradually become neutral. Why I expect it to

become so and what the effect, if it occurs, means will be discussed

later (see Chapter VI, p. 256). It is mentioned here only to indicate

at least the possibility that continued homogeneous coloured stimula-

tion will eventually produce the same result as neutral stimulation,

in accordance with our proposition that under homogeneous stim-

ulation as little as possible will happen. For colour is more than

neutral grey; it is an added event, an extra effect. In support of

this view I will only mention that both of Gelb’s patients described

above were colour blind, one totally, the other partially, and that as

a general rule disturbances of spatial organization are accompanied

by disturbances of colour vision.

My hypothesis does not go so far as to claim that the result of

homogeneous coloured stimulation is quite identical with that of

homogeneous neutral stimulation. I expect it to be different in the

object-Ego relation which was touched upon previously. Thus I

expect the subject to feel in a different mood in homogeneous red

and violet fields, even if both appear as grey fog. For the moment
it must suffice to note that colour in all its aspects may appear to

be one side of the total organization.

Behavioural Space Not Purely Visual. One last word to exclude a

misunderstanding. It would be wrong to suppose that in Metzger’s

experiment the seen space depended only upon the visual stimula-

tion. Behavioural space is a much more comprehensive organiza-

tion which is supported by other than visual forces, notably those

which arise in the vestibular organ of our inner ear and those

which derive from so-called deep sensibility. And of course what

we have said about this more comprehensive organization of be-

havioural space holds not only for Metzger’s experiments, for space
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produced by homogeneous retinal stimulation, but for every kind

of visual space. Functionally space is never purely visual.

The choice of our first experiment was easy enough, because the

“simplest” case of stimulation could be deduced from the definition

of our problem. Our next step has to be more arbitrary. Of course

we could follow up the lead which the first experiment has given

us. We saw that organization of space into surfaces at different dis-

tances requires special forces, and we saw further that if these forces

are produced by mere microstructure of an otherwise homogeneous
stimulation we shall see a homogeneous vertical plane bounding

our visual space.

Localization of the Plane Produced by Homogeneous Stimula-

tion with Microstructure. A first question which'we might ask now
is: At what distance will this plane be seen? Unfortunately we have

no sufficient experimental data to answer that question. Metzger’s

experiments proved only that the perceived distance depends to

some degree on the intensity of stimulation, and that it need not

be the same as the “real” distance. This expression is of course a

mere abbreviation. Strictly speaking we cannot compare real and

phenomenal or behavioural data. When, for brevity’s sake, we use

this incorrect terminology we mean that the behavioural quality

which appears in a particular situation is different from the be-

havioural quality under more normal conditions. In the case of the

distance of our homogeneous plane it would mean that the homo-
geneous plane appears at a different distance from a plane which

was objectively at the same distance, but which formed part of a

more richly articulated field. Since our behaviour is determined by

our behavioural field, it will mean also that in such cases our be-

haviour would be badly adapted to the geographical field, or that

there would be discrepancies between behaviour and behavioural

field. More concretely, if we were to touch this plane with a stick,

we should begin by pushing the stick not sufficiently far; but since

“touching” means a very definite experience which would not occur

before we brought the stick into contact with the real wall, we
would then go on moving the stick against the data of our visual

space. Thus the two patients described by Gelb were liable to fall

when they alighted from a tram because, owing to the spread of

colour, the ground seemed too near to them and they innervated

their muscles accordingly. Thus discrepancies between the real and

the behavioural world can always be described in terms of be-

haviour, which, as we have seen in our second chapter, depends on
both the behavioural and the geographical environment.
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But to return to our question at what distance the homogeneous
plane surface will appear. Even though the seen distance was not
entirely constant and would at higher intensities of stimulation be
greater than the real one, it had definite limits. In Metzger’s ex-

periment the distance between the eye and the nearest point of the

wall was about 1.25 m. The maximum distance estimated was not
quite twice that amount. Therefore the range of distances at which
the plane appeared, if not the distance itself, is well determined.

Does it depend upon the real distance? Unfortunately we do not

know, since in Metzger’s experiments this was kept constant. There
exists, then, the possibility that the behavioural will depend on the

real distance. Of course the real distance cannot affect behavioural

distance directly. Something must mediate between them. There
are only three factors which can assume this mediating role. The
first influences the stimulation directly: if the distance is too great,

the grain will become too fine to be effective; the microstructure

will disappear, stimulation will be homogeneous, and we shall see

fog-filled space.

This first factor, therefore, cannot account for a positive correla-

tion between real and perceived distance in the case of a homogene-
ous wail. Thus there remain only the two factors of accommodation

and convergence. Accommodation, as we have seen, is possible

only where there is inhomogeneity. And convergence has no direct

determinant under the conditions of our experiment. We cannot

substantiate this last statement since we are not yet prepared to

state the direct determinants of convergence (see Chapter VIII), but

convergence and accommodation are to some extent coupled to-

gether so that, when there are no opposing forces, a given accom-

modation will insure a certain convergence.

Inasmuch, then, as the apparent distance of the homogeneous

wall will depend upon its real distance, it must do so through the

mediation of accommodation and convergence. Although many ex-

periments have been carried out to determine the influence of these

two factors on the localization of objects in an articulated space, it

would be dangerous to draw inferences from these cases for our

case of a homogeneous plane even if the results of these experi-

ments were univocal. As a matter of fact, such an inference becomes

impossible since the results of these experiments are highly contra-

dictory. We have no adequate knowledge as to the role of our two

factors. But we can say this much: Assuming the apparent distance

of our plane depended upon its real distance and therefore upon

accommodation and convergence, this dependence would be a direct
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and not an indirect one. The early investigators held the opposite

opinion; they thought that accommodation and convergence could

influence perceptual data only if they gave rise to separate sensa-

tions of their own which interfered or fused in some way or other

with the visual sensations. We cannot accept such a view. On the

one hand, we do not normally experience such sensations, on the

other this theory involves a kind of mental chemktry which has

no place in our system built on actual scientific concepts. The direct

influence which we have in mind is the state of the nervous system

itself which corresponds to a given degree of accommodation and
convergence. It requires energy to accommodate and to converge

to a near object, and within limits the nearer the object the greater

the energy. This fact, or other facts of a similar nature, may directly

influence the organization of space, which, as we have seen (cf.

p. 1 19), is itself a dynamic process consuming energy. Later on we
shall see that such an influence, where it exists, is not very con-

siderable, and therefore it is not very probable that the dependence

of the phenomenal distance of the homogeneous plane upon its real

distance can be very extensive.

INHOMOGENEOUS STIMULATION. SIMPLE CASE OF ONLY ONE
INHOMOGENEITY IN OTHERWISE HOMOGENEOUS FIELD

We must now turn to non-homogeneous stimulation; a possible

procedure would be to take the next simple case in which the stim-

ulation varied uniformly from point to point in one or several di-

rections. Leaving this till later, we discuss now the case where,

within a homogeneous stimulus distribution on the retina, there is

a circumscribed area of a different stimulation. Unfortunately, we
cannot treat this case without limitations. No experiment has been

made in which the conditions were fulfilled that both the enclosing

and the enclosed area were absolutely homogeneous. Next to it

comes an experiment by Metzger. The wall was illuminated with

such an intensity that it appeared like a bowl. In the centre of the

wall a small square was left unilluminated which, since the observer

had to raise his eyes, was projected on the retina as a trapezium.

The observer saw a black trapezium on the surface of this bowl,

which in the region where the trapezium appeared was frontal

parallel to the tilted head, that is, inclined towards the vertical.

In this case the enclosing stimulation possessed a microstructure,

while the enclosed was homogeneous. Yet this latter did not give rise

to the perception of a space-filling fog; the part of the field corre-

sponding to it appeared in the same surface as that corresponding
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to the enclosing one. In other words, the surface was constituted as

a whole by the microstructure of the enclosing stimulation and this

determined the effect of the small homogeneous enclosed area.

However, interesting though this result is, it tloes not satisfy our

curiosity about the effect of a discontinuity in an otherwise homo-
geneous stimulation. For in this case the production of the surface

was due not to the discontinuity but to the microstructure of the

enclosing stimulation. We still need to know the minimum dis-

continuity that would destroy the primary effect of fog-filled space.

Conditions Specified: The Field Appears as a Plane. Since this

question has not yet been answered, we must limit our original

problem. We shall consider those cases in which the surrounding

field appears as a plane surface, whether because of microstructure

or because of general field articulation, and we shall centre our in-

terest on the effects produced within this plane surface by the en-

closed discontinuity. Therefore we modify our postulate of a homo-
geneous total field so as to mean a homogeneous field that is rela-

tively large and which contains somewhere within its boundaries a

homogeneous discontinuity. In practice we shall use plane sur-

faces with spots upon them as distant stimuli. Let us look at

any such spot, produced, for instance, by splashing ink on a white

piece of paper. We see the ink blot: no problem seems to be con-

tained in this simple case. There is the ink blot and we see it. But

we have learned that the answer to our first question, why things

look as they do, is wrong. There is a very real problem here which

is only concealed by the fact of the universality of such experiences.

And the appearance of the ink blot in our new example is as much
of a problem as the appearance of the fog-filled space under con-

ditions of perfectly homogeneous stimulation. To see an ink blot

is the result of an organization just as the fog-filled space was.

Of course it is a different kind of organization, and we must first

describe some of its aspects.

The Two Problems Involved in This Case. (1) Unit Formation.

In the first place, then, our blot is seen as a unit, segregated from the

rest of the field, and in the second place it has a shape. Both descrip-

tions have their theoretical implications. Why is the blot a unit; how

does it become segregated from its surroundings ? The answer seems

obvious: because it is differently coloured. Certainly this is the

right answer if one gives the right meaning to the word “because.”

For in and of itself, difference of coloration is not the same as unit

formation.
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First Law of Unit Formation and Segregation. If we ascribe se-

gregation and unification of parts of the field to the fact that each

part is in itself homogeneously coloured and differently coloured

from its environment, we imply a general law of unit formation

and segregation, viz., if the proximal stimulation is such that it

consists of several areas of different homogeneous stimulation, then

the areas which receive the same stimulation will organize unitary

field parts segregated from the others by the difference between

the stimulations. In other words the equality of stimulation produces

forces of cohesion, inequality of stimulation forces of segregation,

provided that the inequality entails an abrupt change. These are

truly dynamic propositions, and our explanation of the unification

and segregation of the blot is no longer banal if interpreted in this

way.

The Forces of Unification and Segregation. The critical reader

will be inclined to ask for some substantiation of our dynamical

proposition. He will argue that it follows directly from the funda-

mental premises of our theory, but that he wants to know facts

on which it is based. Let us satisfy our critic. We claimed no pecu-

liarity for psychophysical organization which would not belong to

physical organizations, and therefore we shall point out that exactly

the same proposition holds in physics. Thus, to use one of Kohler’s

examples (1929, p. 138), if oil is poured into a liquid with which

it does not mix, the surface of the oil will remain sharply determined

in the violent interaction of molecules, and if the liquid has the

same density, then the oil will form a sphere swimming in the

other liquid. But, the critic will say, there are liquids with which
oil does mix, therefore not any kind of difference will produce such

forces of segregation in physics. Have you got anything similar

in psychophysical organization.^ We have, and this fact proves more
than anything else that unification and segregation are really dy-

namic events produced by forces and not mere geometrical patterns.

liebmann effect. I refer to an effect discovered and investigated

by S. Liebmann. A coloured figure (coloured now in the ordinary

sense), say a blue one, on a neutral ground, begins to lose sharp-

ness and definition, and simplifies its shape, if it be intricate, when
its luminosity approaches that of the ground on which it lies. When
the two luminosities are equal the shape is completely lost; a vague

and vacillating blotch is seen, and even that may disappear com-

pletely for short periods of time. Therefore difference of stimu-

lation between an enclosing and an enclosed area, if it is a mere

colour difference, has, to say the least, much less power to produce
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a segregation of these two areas in the psychophysical field than a

very small difference in luminosity. Thus two greys which look very

similar will give a perfectly stable organization if one is used for

the figure and the other for the ground, whereaS a deeply saturated

blue and a grey of the same luminosity which look very different

indeed will produce practically no such organization. This proves

that difference of stimulation is not in itself equivalent to segrega-

tion of area; the latter, far from being a mere geometrical projection

of a retinal distribution, is a dynamic effect which occurs with some
stimulus differences more than with others and may fail to appear

at all with very large stimulus differences when these are not of the

kind to produce the forces necessary for organization.

HARD AND SOFT COLOURS. The physiological processes produced by
two surfaces of different luminosity can then be compared to two
liquids that do not mix, and two surfaces of equal luminosity but

different colour to two liquids that do mix. This discovery by Lieb-

mann has been amplified in an investigation carried out by M. R.

Harrower and myself. We found that not all colours are alike in

this respect, but that a colour will mix the better with an equi-

luminous grey, the shorter the wave-length of the light which pro-

duces it. Thus red is the colour which segregates best and blue

the one that segregates least. We have therefore introduced the dis-

tinction between hard and soft colours, red and yellow belonging to

the former, blue and green to the latter. We also made a quantitative

comparison between the capacity of organization possessed by colour

and brightness differences (I, pp. 159 f.)* The observer sat in front

of two revolving grey disks of the same luminosity. In each of these

disks a ring could be produced by mixing either colour or a grey

of a different brightness with the grey of the ground. On the one

the ring contained a given amount of colour, say 20° of blue, or a

highly saturated blue paper. This gave the appearance of a faint

ring. On the other disk the ring was made either lighter or darker

by the introduction of a lighter or darker grey paper, and the ob-

server had to decide how much of this lighter or darker grey was

necessary to produce a ring equally clear and marked as the col-

oured one on the other disk. In the example indicated the amount

of the lighter grey needed in the neutral ring was such as to add

only one degree of white to the rest of the disk.

Talbofs Law, A few words to explain the procedure. According to

Talbot’s law a spinning colour wheel composed of different sectors, if it

rotates fast enough so as to fuse completely, looks like a non-rotating

colour wheel on which the qualities of the different sectors are spread
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uniformly in amounts proportional to their respective sectors. Otherwise

expressed, a rotating disk of several sectors is equivalent to a stationary

one whose quality is the average of the qualities contained in the

sectors of the different luminosities and 12- Then if a is the angle of

the sector with the grey and p the angle of the sector of the quality

/g, P— 360— a, the rotating disk is equivalent to a stationary disk with

the luminosity / =— Prom this formula
360 360

we can calculate the luminosity of the ring if we know the luminosities

of the disk and the grey paper introduced into the ring. We express

the luminosities with regard to the luminosity of white. Calling the

luminosity of 1° of white unity, a whole white disk has the luminosity

360.

In the example I have just mentioned, the grey, equiluminous with

blue, had the value 47 white. The grey ring, equal in clearness to a ring of

20° blue and 340° of this grey, had the luminosity 48, i.e., it was only

about 2.1% lighter than the rest, whereas the coloured sector in the

other ring was 5.2% of the whole ring.

In another experiment, where green, less saturated and lighter than

our blue, was used, the figures are: the neutral ring, equally clear as a

ring of 8.3% of green (30°), was about 3% lighter than the rest of

the disk. ITie Liebmann effect, i.e., the blurring of the ring, is not as

marked under these conditions as I have described it above. There are at

the boundaries other slight inhomogeneities which produce a better

organization than the mere colour difference would be capable of

bringing about.

DEPENDENCY OF LIEBMANN EFFECT UPON INTENSITY OF STIMULATION.

Another general result of our experiments is relevant in this con-

nection. The set-up was quite different from the one described

last. An irregular coloured figure was seen in a uniform neutral sur-

rounding, the intensities of the figure and surrounding being varied

independently. Under these conditions we found the Liebmann ef-

fect stronger under low than under high illumination or, otherwise

expressed, the greater the intensity of the illumination, the greater

the unifying and segregating forces. Furthermore it was found that

white is a harder colour than black even when it reflects the same
amount of light into the observer’s eyes, a result previously obtained

in experiments carried out by Dr. Mintz and myself (see Chapter

VI). Consequently a saturated red figure on a highly illuminated

white ground would show practically no Liebmann effect at all;

the figure would lose none, or only the faintest trace, of its articu-

lation at the “coincidence point”; that is the point at which figure

and surrounding are of the same luminosity (Koffka-Harrower II)

.
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Now the result that intensity of stimulation increases the forces

of organization may possibly modify our conclusions based on Metz-

ger’s experiments. Although without a doubt in his experiments the

effect of greater intensity was largely due to the effectiveness of the

microstructure, we have to consider the possibility that it has a

direct result as well, so that possibly a very bright and totally homo-

geneous field would look less foggy than a less bright one. Further-

more, these results explain why, for Gelb’s two patients, the thick-

ness of colour in front of a surface varied inversely with the white-

ness of the surface.

(2) The Problem of Shape. After having proved that unit for-

mation and segregation is a dynamical process which presupposes

forces produced by discontinuities in the proxi-

mal stimulation, we must turn to the second

aspect of our problem. Our blot has a shape.

Although it is perfectly true that the shape is

produced by the same process which is respon-

sible for segregating the unit, it would be wrong
to suppose that for this reason no more need

be said about shape. A simple demonstration

will show that shape introduces a new problem.

Look at the accompanying Fig. 9, taken from Biihler (1913). It can

appear in three different shapes, two bi-, one tri-dimensional. It

may look (a) like a sort of square with curved sides, or (b) tri-

dimensional like a sail blown up by the wind, or (c) when the

main axis of symmetry is diagonal from the right bottom to the

left top corner, like a kind of kite. In all three cases unification and

segregation occur along the same boundary lines; consequently uni-

fication and segregation per se does not explain shape.

Reality of Shape Proved. And yet, shape is no less real than the

unit ifSelf. In the preceding section we have proved the reality of

the unit; accordingly we shall now prove the reality of shape. We
shall do this by showing that shape has functional effects, indirect

and direct ones. We owe the first proofs to an experiment by L.

Hartmann, who investigated the influence of shape on the critical

fusion frequency. We have already briefly referred to the fact that

a periodic stimulation, if the period is short enough, has the same

result as a continuous stimulation, the relation between the two
being regulated by Talbot’s law. This law was originally proved

for colour wheels, but it holds, of course, also in the case when
a light figure is projected on a wall and an episcotister rotates in
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front of the lantern’s objective. An episcotister may be either a

disk with holes in it, or an ordinary colour wheel from which one

or more sectors are completely missing, so that the light can pass

unobstructed to the screen when the opening of the colour wheel

passes in front of the lantern. Objectively this produces an alterna-

tion between light and dark on the screen, the proportion of the

light and dark periods being determined by the size of the open

sector or sectors. But if the episcotister rotates fast enough, no such

alternation, not even the trace of a flicker, is visible; fusion has been

attained, and the lowest velocity which produces fusion is the critical

fusion velocity, or, if we count the number of different exposures

per unit of time, we establish the critical fusion frequency. The ex-

periment to be described presently can indeed be made with such

an apparatus. Hartmann’s procedure, however, was different, yield-

ing greater quantitative differences. Instead of a periodic succession

of exposures interrupted by periodic intervals of darkness he used

two exposures only; before the first and after the second exposure

the whole field was totally dark, and between the two exposures

there was a dark interval. He used a Schumann tachistoscope—

a

wheel with a wide rim rotating in front of a telescope. The rim has

two slits, variable in size and at variable distance from each other.

When these slits pass in front of the telescope, the observer sees

an object exposed behind the wheel, and the time of the exposure

is determined by the length of the slit and the velocity of rotation.

If, then, two slits with a black interval pass between the telescope

and a light figure, the experience of the observer will depend upon
the velocity of the rotation. Without going into detail I mention

only the two extreme cases: with very low velocities the observer

sees the figure twice and in between an interval of darkness; with

sufficiently high speed, however, the observer sees one figure only

without the slightest flicker. It is easy to determine the lowest ve-

locity at which this effect occurs, viz., the critical fusion velocity.

Among many other figures Hartmann exposed also our Fig. 9 and
instructed his observers to see it either in shape (a) square, or shape

(c) kite. The result is summarized in Table 4, the figures giving

the duration of one whole rotation of the wheel and of one whole
period, the two exposures plus the interval between them, at which
one complete fusion occurred, in cr— Yiooo sec.
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TABLE 4

(from Hartmann)

period of rotation period of total exposure

“square” 1190 116

“kite” 1080 105

I shall add the figures for another pattern used by Hartmann. Fig.

10 can be seen either as a square with a heavy diagonal line or as

1^
Fig. 10

(In the original experiment the parts printed here in black were white and vice

versa.)

two triangles. The critical fusion periods of this pattern are given

in the next table, which is in all respects similar to the preceding

one.

TABLE 5

(from Hartmann)

period of rotation period of total exposure

“square” 1260 123
“2 triangles” 1170 114

In the first pattern the difference between the critical fusion periods

is a little more than 10% of the total period, in the second, a little

less. And in each case the higher figure corresponds to the phe-

nomenally simpler pattern, a point to be remembered. That these

values reveal significant differences was also proved qualitatively.

If the critical velocity had been reached for the simpler of the two

possible figures so that it was seen without flicker, and the observers

were then asked to change over to the other less simple one, this

shape flickered invariably, until the period was further reduced by

increasing the velocity of the rotating wheel. The second figure

yielded still another qualitative observation, in that before fusion

was reached the black strip looked different if it was a part of the

square or the “dead space” between the two triangles. Objectively

this particular part of the field was black all the time; the passing

of the slits made not the slightest difference. Therefore, in and by

itself, it should show no flicker at all. But this was true only when
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it appeared as the space between the two triangles, whereas it par-

ticipated in the flicker of the whole figure when this was seen as a

square, proving again the reality of the actually perceived units.

In the first example, the Biihler figure, the two patterns differ

from each other in shape only, in the second, in shape and unifica-

tion. Thus the first table proves the reality of shape, and the second

the reality of shape and unification compounded.
But Hartmann discovered also a more direct effect of shape than

the one previously described. Under his conditions of double ex-

posure and with a somewhat more elaborate technique he found

that the brightness at which figures fuse perfectly depends upon
their shape, less articulated figures appearing darker than more
articulated ones.

The Shape-giving Forces. What does it mean to have proved the

reality of shape or form? We have shown that the critical fusion

frequency is not an affair that concerns each nerve fibre separately

but pertains to a whole segregated unit, and that with a given unit

it still depends upon the shape of this unit. Both results prove that

fusion depends upon the dynamic aspects of the fusing part of the

field, upon the forces which keep it together and separate it from

the rest of the field and upon the forces which give it its shape. The
figures which we produced by intermittent stimulation correspond

to physiological areas under stress, and the distribution of these

stresses is a factor that determines the ease with which fusion occurs.

What, then, is the relation between unit formation and shape ? Let

us return to the example from physics which we selected in our

discussion of segregation. We saw that oil, immersed in a liquid with

which it will not mix, will separate itself from it by the forces within

and between the surfaces of the two media, and that the same sur-

face forces will also give shape to the oil, under specially simple

conditions, the shape of a sphere. The forces which segregate the oil

from the other liquid are at the same time forces which hold the

oil particles together, and these forces are not in equilibrium until

the final shape is reached; before, there are pulls along the surface

and in the interior which change the shape of the oil until it is in

equilibrium with the surrounding fluid. If we apply this to our

problem of perceived form we must conclude that the shape of our

ink blot or of any other figure is the result of forces which do not

only segregate the figure from the rest of the field but hold it in

equilibrium with the field. There are then forces within the figures

and along their contours, a conclusion which we had drawn di-
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rectly from our experiments. However, this point is fundamental; in

the last section of our second chapter we formulated the task of

psychology and indicated the steps which we would take in order

to develop a system of psychology. The point vC^hich concerns us

now is the first part of the first step, the discovery of the forces

which organize our environmental field into separate objects.

Experimental Demonstration of These Forces. We have al-

ready discovered some of these forces, and we shall now add some
experimental evidence to prove that the organized objects or units

are really dynamically different from the rest of the field, that each

such unit has its specific distribution of forces. Our first examples

are taken from the field of so-called contrast. It is well known that

a small grey field looks whiter when it is surrounded by a black than

by a white field. This in itself would be a proof of our proposition, if

it were proved that the black and white fields, as units and not as

mere sums of “black-white events,” were responsible for the effect.

For in that case the different appearances of the grey field in the

two different environments would prove that the larger, black and

white, fields exerted forces on the inlying grey fields so as to change

their whiteness. However, according to the traditionally accepted

contrast theories, which all have their origin in Hering’s theory, the

contrast effect has nothing to do with unity or shape of the fields

but merely with the amount and proximity of the brightnesses out-

side the inlying field.

traditional contrast theory. According to this theory a white

process induces black process in its whole surrounding, the strength

of the influence decreasing according to an unknown function with

distance. In the more modern form of this theory there is, except

under special conditions, no similar influence exerted by black, since

there is no local stimulation which produces black. If, therefore, a

grey inlying field appears whiter when it is surrounded by a black

field than when it lies within a field of its own brightness, this is

not explained as the result of a whitening effect of the black environ-

ment, but by a darkening effect of the “equivalent” grey one, the

term “equivalent” meaning “of equal whiteness.” According to this

view two equal excitations .will weaken each other, each inducing

black process in its neighbour and thereby decreasing the intensity

of the white process produced by the incoming light. The fact that

small grey patches on any background look lighter than large ones

is explained by this principle which is called “Binnen-Kontrast” in

German, which can be translated as “internal contrast.” Even if

our grey field were surrounded by a darker grey field it would still
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be dar\ened by it, since the white process, which is still aroused in

the surrounding field by the incidence of light, produces contrast,

i.e., black process in the inlying field.

It is characteristic of this theory that contrast is a summative and

an absolute affair; it depends upon the mere amount and geometrical

distribution of the excitations and upon their absolute intensity, unit

formation and shape being excluded as effective factors as well as

the relation of the stimulations of the two fields.

We shall later show the falsity of the second aspect of this theory,

its character of absoluteness. At the moment we must prove that its

summative aspect is wrong; for that disproof contains the proof of

the forces operative within a unified and shaped field part.

Before doing so I must remind the reader that besides mere
brightness contrast there exists also a colour contrast in the strict

sense. A small grey field within a large red one looks green or

greenish, within a green, red or reddish, etc. I also want to add
that I am using the term contrast merely as a description of the

facts reported and in no way as an explanation. Therefore the

reader should not, in following my argument, connect any theory

with the term contrast, but judge the argument for what it is worth
as a conclusion from facts.

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE AGAINST THIS THEORY. The first experiment

is quite old. Wertheimer told me of it at the beginning of the war
and I published it in 1915 (p.

40). Benussi had discovered the

effect at about the same time

(1916, p. 61 n.), and in his pub-

lication he pointed out that

similar experiments had been

made long ago in Wundt’s lab-

oratory by Meyer, who, how-
ever, drew very different con-

clusions from them. The form
in which it is represented in Fig.

II is a combination of Wert-
heimer’s and Benussi’s patterns.

On a ground half red, half

green, lies a grey ring. Looked
at naively, it will appear more or less homogeneously grey. Now di-

vide the circular ring into two semicircular ones by laying a narrow
strip of paper or a needle on top of the boundary between the red

and the green fields. At once the semicircular ring on the red field

jffreen

++++ reef

Fig. II
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will look distinctly greenish, that on the green field, distinctly red-

dish. We may express the result of this experiment thus: a unified

figure will look uniform under conditions where two segregated

figures produced by the same stimuli will look different from each

other. What is the theoretical relevance of this experiment ? On the

stimulus side we have three uniform areas in definite geometrical

relationships: a red, a green and a grey, so arranged that the one

half of the grey interrupts the red, the other the green. From what

we know, we should expect to see three units, a red, a green, and

a grey one, an expectation that is fulfilled in the first part of the

experiment. We then introduce a new inhomogeneity which di-

vides our ring into two half-rings. And now something new hap-

pens; the hitherto ineffective circumstance that the two halves lie

within different surroundings, interrupt different homogeneities,

changes their own quality; in other words the leap of stimulation

between the ring parts and their environment now becomes effec-

tive. These leaps of stimulation have existed in the first part of the

experiment as well, therefore the forces which in the second part

give to the two half-rings a different colour must have existed all

the time. If, then, the whole ring looked grey, this can only be due

to the fact that the forces of cohesion which hold the ring together

are so strong as totally or partially to resist the influences of the

other forces which would make the ring inhomogeneous. This leads

us to a new principle of organization which is the conversion of

one of our old ones: a strongly unified part of the field will look as

uniform as is possible, i.e., as much as the prevailing conditions

allow. For this proposition there is abundant proof. (Fuchs, 1923,

Koffka, 1923, Tudor-Hart, G. M. Heider.)

To return to our experiment: still differendy expressed, we pro-

duce two kinds of forces, such as will make the ring uniform and

such as will make it look different in its two parts. When the ring

is seen as one, the first forces are stronger, and only when they have

been weakened, the other forces will gain supremacy, effect a change

of colour and with it a change of shape; two figures are seen instead

of one. A slight modification will bring out the role of shape in

this process of organization. A ring is a perfectly balanced figure

with no articulation within it. It is plausible to assume that it is

this property which makes the forces of cohesion so strong that the

forces of articulation remain without effect. If this is the true ex-

planation, then our experiment should yield a different result if we
substituted for the ring a figure which has two clear subdivisions

like an eight. If this new figure is so placed on our red and green
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field that the boundary line of the two colours divides the figure

symmetrically then before the dividing line is introduced these two

parts should look more different from each other than the two

parts of the ring. And this is the case. Indeed, one might derive a

method of measuring the forces of cohesion belonging to a given

shape from such experiments.

That the shape of the inlying field determines the amount of con-

trast colour it takes on from a surrounding field was also shown

in certain experiments of G. M. Heider’s (p. 52). On three large

blue fields of equal size she introduced one small grey figure, a

circle on one, a ring on the second, and 12 very small circles ar-

ranged on the circumference of a larger circle on the third. The
dimensions of the figures were such that the total amount of grey

was the same on all three blue fields. Now according to the summa-
tive theory these three figures should have looked yellowish to a

different degree, the last one most and the first least, because in the

last, the grey parts were in closest contact with the blue, each little

circle being entirely surrounded by it, while in the first figure, a

relatively large mass of grey is relatively far removed from the

blue. The facts belie this expectation, the first figure, the full circle,

looking most, the last figure least, yellow. It is the figure with the

greatest cohesion that becomes most coloured, a new indication of

the close relation between the degree of organization and colora-

tion.

Of course there is no contradiction contained in the fact that

in the Wertheimer-Benussi experiment the most cohesive figure was
the least coloured, while here it is the most coloured, for in that

experiment the uniformity which was enforced by the great cohe-

siveness had to be a neutral uniformity, while in Mrs. Heider’s ex-

periment, no such connection between uniformity and neutrality

exists.

Another experiment, extremely ingenious, devised by Wertheimer
and carried out by Denary, later repeated with modifications by
W. H. Mikesell and M. Bentley and by J. G. Jenkins, reveals the

forces of organization in a new way.^ They show that the forces

within a (behavioural) figure are different from those outside its

boundary. In the two Figs. 12 a and b, a small grey triangle, identical

in both patterns, lies either on a large black triangle {a) or outside

^The two later investigations fully confirm the results of Benary and his theory,

although the authors of the first of them hold a different opinion. The relation in

which these two papers stand to Benary’s has been very ably summarized and dis-

cussed by W. Metzger (1931).
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in a niche between the arms of a black cross {b). Both small tri-

angles border on black and white. Actually the little triangle has

more white in its neighbourhood in a than in b, a being produced

out of b by parts of the black being cut away, ^s indicated in c.

Therefore, according to the Hering theory of contrast, the little

triangle should look darker in a than in b, whereas in reality it

looks darker in b than in a. The reason is obvious. Phenomenally
the triangle lies on the black in a and on the white in b, but this

matter of belonging either to the black or the white is entirely a

matter of organization, and not of the geometrical distribution of

the proximal stimuli. For again, in each of our two patterns, the

a b c

Fig. 12

proximal stimulation corresponding to it consists of three homo-
geneous areas all different from each other; that each of these homo-
geneous areas produces a special unit in the behavioural space we
know already to be a result of organization. A fortiori the mutual

relations of these units are products of the organizing processes.

Therefore to lie on a particular field-part means to be subject to the

forces which hold this field-part together as a unity and to be more
or less shielded against forces from the outlying field. It would be

wrong to assume that this isolation is complete. Benary’s original

experiments and the contributions of the later experimenters prove

that these forces are also operative, but the result, as formulated in

the preceding sentences, has been confirmed with a great variety of

different patterns by Benary and the American investigators.

This experiment proves not only the reality of the forces of uni-

fication and segregation, but also the reality of shape. For what is

it that makes the little triangle lie inside the larger figure in one

case and outside in the other The answer is: because in (a) the

total large triangle, of which the small triangle is a part, is a well-

balanced good form; the form of the black part alone is much less

satisfactory. And conversely, in (b) the cross without the little

triangle has by far the better shape than the figure which includes

the small figure. Otherwise expressed: organization depends upon
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the resulting form. Of several geometrically possible organizations

that one will actually occur which possesses the best, the most stable

shape. This is, of course, nothing but our law of pragnanz.

OTHER DIRECT EFFECTS OF SHAPE. Thus we have established a first

direct effect of shape. We shall now adduce more experimental evi-

dence for this direct effect manifest in the process of organization

itself. In the Wertheimer-Benary experiment the effect occurred

under somewhat more complex conditions than those from which

we started; instead of having two homogeneous fields with a leap

of quality between them, there are three such fields in this experi-

ment. To return to the simpler case we shall revert to our example

of the oil which assumes the shape of a sphere within a liquid of

equal specific density with which it does not mix. Let us ask the

following question: If a spherical distribution of a certain kind of

material within a different material is the most stable, why do we
not see a sphere or at least a circle whenever there appears a spot

of any shape in a homogeneous field? (We can exclude the sphere

because we are assuming that in our experiments the conditions are

such as to concentrate all colour processes in one plane.) But why
do we not see a circle? The answer is very simple, and yet it will

lead us to a new proof of the reality of form. The drop of oil be-

comes a sphere when, owing to the constitution of the surrounding

liquid, there are no forces which prevent it from yielding to the

forces on its own surface and in its own interior. As far as the sur-

rounding liquid is concerned, any shape would be as good as any

other. When, however, we stimulate our eyes by an irregular black

spot on a white surface, the conditions set up on the retina which
start the whole process and keep it going do exert just such an in-

fluence on the shape of the resulting distribution of process as

was absent in the case of our oil sphere. For the stimulation deter-

mines not only the amount of black which is produced within the

white—if it did only that, we should indeed expect to see a circle

whatever the shape of the spot—^but also very definite spatial rela-

tions of the ensuing distribution. The dynamic form of the process

distribution depends upon a geometrical form of stimulus distribu-

tion.

TWO KINDS OF ORGANIZING FORCES, EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL ONES.

In our psychophysical case, then, we have two kinds of forces, those

which exist within the process in distribution itself and which will

tend to impress on this distribution the simplest possible shape, and
those between this distribution and the stimulus pattern, which con-

strain this stress towards simplification. We shall call the latter ex-
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ternal, the former, internal forces of organization, external and in-

ternal referring to that part of the whole process which corresponds

to our perceived form.

If this hypothesis is true we should expect very stable organizations

whenever the two kinds of forces act in the same direction, if, e.g.,

our spot has circular shape. Conversely, if the forces are in strong

conflict, the resulting organization should be less stable. Can we
verify these conclusions.^

EXPERIMENTS BASED ON THIS DISTINCTION. The general principle of

such verification is easy to discern. We must expose irregular figures

which would produce the conflicting forces just described and

watch the result. In our choice of figures and general experimental

condition we can pursue two aims, either to make the forces which
prevent a stable organization very small or to make them very

great. In the first case we would expect the internal forces of organ-

ization to be strong enough to overcome these external forces, in

the second case we should expect unstable end-products, that is,

perceived figures which change while we look at them, or which

are not clearly structured over their entire extent. Experimental pro-

cedure has chosen the first modes of procedure, and chance ob-

servations have been made when the same special conditions were

fulfilled. We shall discuss these results presently.

External Forces Strong. But at first we shall stick as closely as

possible to the case of stimulation with which we started, viz., one

spot in a larger homogeneous field which can be looked at without

time limits. In this case the forces issuing from the retina are par-

ticularly strong. If, then, we bring them into strong conflict with

the internal forces of organization, what will happen.? We expose

for our purpose a blotch with as irregular an outline as we can pro-

duce. The result is somewhat disappointing. Unless our spot is very

large it will look clear and stable enough with all its irregularities.

What conclusions can we draw from this result ? In the first place it

proves the strength of the determining forces, which prevent a large

dislocation in the interest of a better organization. Without any

other evidence we should even apparently be justified to suppose

that these retinal forces were the only operative ones, that our per-

cept were nothing but a geometrical projection of the retinal

stimulus pattern. But even without further knpwledge, such an

assumption would not be quite in harmony with observation. For

when we see such an irregular patch, we do not see its whole

geometrical shape in the same way. We see first of all a general

form, more or less symmetrical in outline, and then dents and
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protuberances which interfere with or modify this general outline;

a distinction which is nowise contained in the geometrical pattern

as such, but is the effect of those very organizing forces which we
set out to find. However, I admit that this evidence alone would
scarcely be sufficient to prove our point. Let us analyze our result

a bit further to see whether we cannot discover why any more
noticeable effect of the internal forces of organization failed to

appear. We accepted it as proven that the external organizing forces

excluded any great dislocation of parts. Let us assume, then, that

smaller ones are possible. Now in many totally irregular patterns,

small dislocations of parts would not make them any more regular,

and therefore there is no reason why under these conditions they

should occur. But this argument guides us to

a new experiment: make our objective patterns

such that small dislocations would make the

figure more regular. When you look uncrit-

ically at Fig. 13 so as to see it as a whole, you
will see a figure which is not quite a circle but

very nearly so. In reality it is a polygon with

12 corners, and not an entirely regular one,

since only four of the central angles are exactly

30°, the others all slightly less or more. Here

slight dislocations of parts in the right direction will produce a

much more regular organization, and here indeed these dislocations

occur; you see a regular figure.

Another way of demonstrating the same effect would be to make
our spot very nearly, but not quite, a square so that, let us say, the

two lower angles are of 89° only, the two upper of 91°. Such a figure

will look like a square as long as one does not scrutinize it very

carefully.

Demonstrations of the effectiveness of the internal organizing

forces like the last one occur at practically every moment of our

lives. We are surrounded by rectangular things which look to us

rectangular. Even when we disregard the fact of perspective dis-

tortion, each one of these cases is a point in hand: for what real

rectangle is a mathematically exact rectangle.'^ The deviations will,

as a rule, be considerably smaller than in our last figure, but they

are there, and yet we see perfect rectangles. Now it will be objected

to this argument that in the cases of everyday life the differences

between the angles are so small as to be subliminal. But what does

this objection prove.? That two angles, say one of 90° and one of

90.5°, are subliminally different means that they will look alike, but

Fig- 13
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it does in no way imply that they must both look like right angles,

as they actually do; as far as the facts of threshold go, they might

both look just the tiniest bit obtuse. Therefore the objection is no
objection at all, and the fact that we see rectangles everywhere is

due to the fact that the true rectangle is a better organized figure

than the slightly inaccurate one would be, and that only a very slight

dislocation is necessary to change the latter into the former.

But we can demonstrate the internal forces of organization under

conditions of strong external forces in still another manner. Instead

of producing actual distortions these forces may be made to produce

completions and in that way interfere with the external forces.

Fig. 14 may be seen as a very irregular form but also as two identical

and symmetrical forms, one partly upon the other.

In the second case, lines appear indicated in the

seen form to which no changes of stimulation

correspond. Therefore the unifying forces which
are produced by the homogeneous stimulation of

the whole dark area are overcome by segregating

forces which arise from the unification of well-

shaped figures, each one of the two figures being Fig. 14

of a better shape than the one irregular figure with

homogeneous colouring. It is easy to shift the relative position of

the two figures so as to make it practically impossible to see them
as two, and that happens when the one figure is simpler than in

our pattern or when the protruding part of one of them is not a

characteristic part of a part-figure.

'External Forces Weal(^, And now let us turn to the evidence which

has been accumulated in experiments in which the external organ-

izing forces were reduced in strength. A number of different meth-

ods were used for this purpose, (i) short time of exposure, (2) low

intensity, (3) small size, (4) after-images. The result has been the

same throughout: simple, well-balanced figures are perceived when
irregular figures are actually exposed. A few words about each of

these methods. Lindemann exposed figures for 20 (T several times in

succession and asked his subjects after each exposure to make a draw-

ing of what they had seen. Fig. 15 shows a series of such drawings,

the last being the one actually exposed, the others successive repro-

ductions. The two next. Figs. 16 and 17, are taken from an article by

Granit (1921), who used a method similar to Lindemann’s except

that he did not ask for consecutive drawings. The first of them

shows the original and a drawing made by an ii-year-old child.
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The second requires a word of comment. Here the original is not a

single figure produced by a single inhomogeneity, a spot, but by a

pattern of dashes. Although we shall discuss the process of organiza-

tion occurring under these conditions a little later, we include this

Qi) CD CrD cD <7ah c d e j

Fig. 15

and similar examples from other investigators in the present dis-

cussion because, from the point of simplification of form, these

examples are identical with the others. Our figure represents the

original and two reproductions by two different adults.

The simplification is as clear in Granit’s as in Lindemann’s cases.

Lindemann employed still another method in order to prove the

greater stability of simple forms

under conditions of short expo-

sure, by exposing a circle and
an ellipse in such a way that

parts of these figures were ex-

posed for different time inter-

vals. Under these conditions

the ellipse was deformed, as-

suming, for instance, the shape

of an acorn, while the circle was either not affected at all, or, when
the difference in exposure times was too great, disintegrated into

two parts.

Lastly we recall Hartmann’s experiment described above in which

a figure was given two exposures separated by a short interval and

the total exposure time measured which just made the figure appear

unitary and without flicker. It was found that a stimulus pattern

which could be perceived in two different shapes fused more readily

when the perceived shape was the simpler of the two possible ones.

In the light of our present knowledge and in conformity with our

previous conclusions we can interpret this by saying that the in-

ternal stresses in the simpler figure were smaller than in the less

simple one, and that this reduced internal stress facilitates the fusion

of two processes into one process.

An experiment in reduced intensity w^as made as early as 1900
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by Hempstead in Titchener’s laboratory: the figures were projected

on a moderately illuminated screen, and an episcotister with a

variable opening rotated between the lantern and the screen. By
gradually increasing the opening of the episcotister^ the figures were
made more and more clear. With the smallest opening no figure at

all was seen; when it began first to appear, it was strongly deformed
compared with the stimulus pattern, being simpler, more sym-
metrical, with rounded instead of pointed corners, gaps closed, and
even lines which were demanded by the

general shape but absent in the stimulus » t t . II
filled in. Wohlfahrt, who worked with ^ / y

/ \ »

figures which were at first reduced in ^ \ y/\V
size almost to invisibility and then

^ o ^ C
gradually made larger, found quite

similar results; he stresses the phe- ^7

nomenal instability which appeared as

a direct observable property of the figures; they appeared charged

with internal forces which ever and anon would lead to actual jerks

and jumps within them.

All these experiments amply confirm our expectations. With weak
external organizing forces the internal ones are strong enough to

produce considerable dislocations which lead to more stable shapes.

These same forces can even produce new material processes if

thereby the figures become more stable; new lines may be added,

a phenomenon which we shall study with some detail a little later.

We turn now to the after-image experiments. The after-image

occurs when the stimulus is removed, and, in the simplest case, a

homogeneous surface is substituted for it. It must be explained by

forces which arise from the effects of the originally occurring

processes in the nervous system. One might think of reversible

chemical processes, material having been decomposed, and the

products of this decomposition now recombining themselves to

form the original substance by a reverse process. At any rate, the

forces are entirely within the organism, their place is no longer im-

pressed by outside agencies, and therefore they are more free to re-

arrange themselves. An old observation described by Goethe, which

everyone can repeat, confirms this conclusion: the after-image of a

square will gradually lose its sharp corners and become more and

more circular.

Still more significant are experiments performed by H. Rothschild

because, in these experiments, the occurrence of an after-image itself
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depended upon the fact whether it made a good shape or not. In-

stead of using surface figures he used contour figures for his pat-

terns. If such contour figures were simple they produced very good

after-images; as a matter of fact, the after-images were improve-

ments on the original, inasmuch as all slight irregularities would

disappear. If, on the other hand, the lines formed no simple shape,

the after-image would either be a better shape or several of the

lines would not appear in the after-image at all. The first is proved

by an experiment with two parallel lines arranged as in Fig. i8.

If both lines appeared in the after-image, their displacement in re-

gard to each other was gready reduced, so that they formed two

X

Fig. i8

sides of an incomplete rhomb. Frequently enough, however, the

two lines did not appear simultaneously, but alternated with each

other; and this brings us to the second possibility of which the next

figures are a still better example. While Fig. i^a gave a clear and

complete after-image. Fig. igb did not. Here either only the line

that lay closest to the fixation point, marked in our figures by x,

appeared, or two lines came in alternation, and yet the four lines of

Fig. b are identical with four lines of Fig. a.

These experiments, then, prove the influence of shape, and thereby

the operation of the internal forces of organization on the total or-

ganization process.

External Forces Reduced to Zero, (i) Experiments on the Blind

Spot, The anatomical structure of our eye permits us to go even a

step further and to reduce the external forces to absolute zero. At a

distance of about 13° from the fovea on the nasal side lies the blind

spot, an area practically, if not entirely,® insensitive to light. This

spot has a somewhat irregular shape, its horizontal extent is about

6°, its greatest vertical extent slightly more. The fact that even in

monocular vision no hole in our phenomenal space appears has

intrigued physiologists and psychologists for a long time, and many
experiments have been made to find out what exactly is seen in the

®For experiments which seem to prove that the blind spot is not absolutely

insensitive, sec A. Stern, N. Fcinberg, and H. Helson (1929).
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region of the blind spot. The theoretical interpretation of the ex-

periments suffers frequently from the implicit assumption, a special

case of the constancy hypothesis, that what happens under a par-

ticular set of conditions must happen under all conditions. Without

this assumption it is not difficult to bring order into the great variety

of experimental data. For our purposes it is suflScient to recall one

experiment which goes back to Volkmann (1853) and Wittich

(1863). A cross is viewed in such a way that its centre falls into

the blind spot while the arms stretch well into the sensitive region

of the retina. Under these conditions the complete cross is seen, and

when the two arms are of different colour the centre appears in the

colour of either of the two arms, preferably in that of the hori-

zontal. A figure in which the blue vertical arm passes over the red

horizontal one is a good example, for the centre here appears red,

although it is objectively blue. If one turns the figure so that the

blue arm is horizontal, the centre will appear blue. The superiority

of the horizontal arm can be overcompensated if one makes the

vertical arm relatively longer.

What is the meaning of these results.'^ The very first experiment

reveals that the area of the psychophysical process is larger than

that of the stimulated area. Therefore, what happens in this part of

the psychophysical field which is not affected by

direct stimulation, cannot depend upon external

forces of organization at all but must be entirely

determined by the internal forces of organization

obtaining between those field events which are

aroused by direct stimulation. Such field events,

then, as are symbolized in Fig. 20, where the blank

centre corresponds to the unexcited area of the

blind spot, are not in equilibrium, but, owing to

the fact that no external forces determine what is to happen in their

centre, they can and will produce a complete “cross-organization”

in which equilibrium is attained. If the two arms are of different

colour, then the horizontal arm will determine the colour of the

centre because this arm, falling in part on retinal areas which are

more central and therefore more functionally efficient, will be better

organized, look clearer, than the vertical one. Possibly there are other

reasons for the dominance of the horizontal; however that may be,

this dominance may be overcome by making the vertical more
impressive in other respects. The organization of the centre is, then,

dependent upon the forces of the parts outside; we have, in this

case, isolated the internal forces of organization.

n
d Zl

u
Fig. 20
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(2) Experiments with Hemianopics. Experiments on the blind

spot have one drawback; its location is so peripheral that objects

seen in its neighbourhood are never very clearly structured. The
familiar inferiority of the periphery of the retina in comparison

with the centre is an inferiority of organization, combined, as any

other inferiority of organization, with inferior colour vision. There-

fore it would offer many advantages if we could perform similar

experiments at the centre of vision where no such lack of clarity

makes exact observation difficult. This possibility is supplied by cer-

tain pathological cases, mostly due to brain injuries, in which one

half of the field of vision becomes totally blind. Many such cases of

hemianopsia have been carefully investigated, but apparently it was

Poppelreuter (1917) who discovered first that such completions of

figures as had been observed in the blind spot could be demonstrated

more easily in the blind half of an hemianoptic field of vision. I shall

report here some experiments of Fuchs’s which corroborated Pop-

pelreuter’s findings, but gave them an interpretation which was

then (1921) entirely new, the interpretation which we have given

above for the effects in the blind spot. Experiments with hemian-

optics, if they are to reveal the effect, must be made with short ex-

posures, because otherwise the patients move their eyes and thereby

destroy the effect. With many, though not with all,® hemianoptic

patients, phenomena such as are brought to light by our blind spot

experiments appear. We choose a patient for whom on both eyes

the left side of the field of vision is invisible, that is, for whom a

test object is visible in no part of the space to the left of his line of

regard, and we expose to him, tachistoscopically, a full circle whose

centre he fixates. Then the patient reports that he has seen a full

circle. Since, however, only the right half of the real circle can have

anything to do with his perception of the circle, we may as well

remove the left half and the effect will remain the same. The same

experiment can be repeated with a few other figures, like square,

ellipse, star. Only with an eight-armed star, however, was it possible

to expose as little as one half; with other figures, more than one half

had to be exposed if the patient was to see the whole; thus of a

square three fourths and even more had to be shown.

Now these figures are both simple and familiar. Therefore, the

completion might be due either to their simplicity or to their

familiarity. Only if the first were true would these experiments

® The reason why not all hemianoptics show completions of the type described

in the text cannot be given here.
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prove the influence of shape on organization; if familiarity were the

decisive factor, our explanation would, at least for these cases, have

^o be abandoned. Fuchs s results, however, decide quite unam-
biguously in favour of the first alternative. Figures ^less simple than

the ones mentioned first, however familiar by previous acquaint-

ance and however much practised in special experiments, were never

completed in the slightest. Letters, words, pictures of a dog, a face,

a butterfly, an inkwell, and similar ones were tried with the same

negative success. The patients recognized every one of these objects

but reported that they had not been complete.

Thus these experiments of Fuchs’s gave a perfect proof for spon-

taneous organization in simple shapes, a proof which at that time

was of enormous value to gestalt theory.

The Generality of Our Conclusions. A Word About Induction.

After having established unit formation and shape as dynamic as-

pects of organization we can now trace them in new conditions of

stimulation. Our present condition of two different homogeneous

areas, one enclosed by the other, is an experimental artifact, as much
almost as our first condition of entirely homogeneous stimulation.

And yet both artifacts have supplied us with very important insights

into the factors effective in organization. The question might here

be raised, how far the results obtained under these artificial condi-

tions can be generalized. We cannot here adequately discuss the uni-

versal problem of induction, the problem how we can ever be justi-

fied in asserting from the knowledge of a limited number of cases

propositions about all possible cases. But a few words with regard

to our own procedure will be in place. From the analysis of a small

number of cases we have concluded that at a boundary line between

two different stimulations forces of segregation and unit formation

arise. In our cases the boundary line divided two homogeneous

areas. Are we then justified in expressing our conclusion as we have

just done without any reference to this special condition? To decide

this question we must first clarify what the difference between the

general and the specified proposition is. It may seem as though they

were one and the same proposition, different only in their claim of

validity, the first general, the second particularized. But in reality

they are two different assertions. The first says: abrupt discontinuity

of stimulation produces segregating and unifying forces. If this is

true, it does not matter what the areas at either side of the discon-

tinuity are otherwise. The second, and modified, on the contrary,

says: homogeneous areas of different quality will at their boundary
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line produce such forces. And that means: the mere abrupt dis-

continuity of stimulation is not the sufficient cause of these forces, as

the first proposition claims; it is discontinuity with something else

that is responsible for their arousal. The question, which originally

seemed to be merely a question of generality, has turned into a ques-

tion of truth. Either the first proposition is true and then it is gen-

eral, or it is not. Induction, i.e., the procedure of producing more
empirical evidence, does not, therefore, consist in increasing the

number of cases in which a certain proposition is true, but in decid-

ing whether an explanation of case a is true by examining case b.

Again, in terms of our experiments: if discontinuities between in-

homogeneous areas do not produce the effects which we have found

in our experiments with homogeneous ones, then our original con-

clusion was wrong; if they do, it is right, and as such universal. It is

hardly necessary to say that the latter is true. An ink blot is by no

means a perfectly homogeneous area, and yet it has its unity and

shape because of the discontinuity at its boundary.

POINTS AND LINES AS STIMULI. (l) POINTS

We shall then apply our principles to some other cases, finally to

such as abound in our normal experience. We begin by modifying

our last condition, one area of uniform stimulation enclosed in an-

other, without alteration of its character, by reducing the size of

the enclosed area, first in one, then in both, dimensions. The first

procedure leads us to lines, straight or curved, the second to mere

points. The last is that condition which older theories have taken

as the simplest case, as we have previously explained (see above, p.

no). It appears now as a special case, a case which would have been

a bad case to start from; for a seen point, though geometrically it

may be a very small circle or square, has phenomenally no shape at

all. It is just a point. Therefore, in using the point as our standard

case we should have overlooked the role of shape in perception, as

traditional psychology has done. In considering the point as a

special case of a more general condition, we do not only, however,

avoid this mistake, we also gain a new positive insight into the

processes of organization. Single points are unstable structures

which tend to disappear.

Attitudes. Moreover, frequently enough their appearance requires

definite attitudes on the part of the observer. One may look at a

white sheet of paper for a long time unaware of a point on it, and
only when one becomes suspicious and examines the paper care-

fully will one discover it. What does this mean.f^ Without a critical
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attitude the inhomogeneity o£ stimulation corresponding to the

point was not sufficient to break the homogeneity of the well-defined

unit in the visual environment. It required a new factor, an attitude,

to bring the point into existence. Had the inhbmogeneity been

greater in size it would have enforced the appearance of a visible

object without a special attitude. Thus we learn two new facts. In

the first place, we find the field organization under certain circum-

stances dependent upon attitudes, i.e., forces which have their

origin not in the surrounding field at all, but in the Ego of the

observer, a new indication that our task of investigating the sur-

rounding field alone is somewhat artificial, and that we shall under-

stand its organization completely only when we study the total field

which includes the Ego within its environment.

Why Points Are Unstable. In the second place we must raise the

question why single points are so unstable, why they may remain

invisible. Formulated in this way, the question can meet only

spurious answers, like those given by an older generation of psy-

chologists who would have explained this fact by the hypothesis of

the non-noticed sensations (see Chapter III). But the inadequacy of

this explanation is quite evident in our case. When we fail to see

the point, we see a homogeneous surface instead, i.e., if it is a black

point on a white surface we see white when we fail to notice the

point. This, the hypothesis of the non-noticed sensations fails to

explain, for not to notice something black is not equivalent to notic-

ing something white. We said just now that our question was badly

formulated. Our last proposition gives us a clue as to how to

formulate it better. Instead of asking why we do not see something,

viz., the point, we should ask why we see something else, viz., the

homogeneous surface, instead. We can fall back for our answer on

the Wertheimer-Benussi contrast experiment described above. There

we saw how a strongly unified whole resists forces which would

make it inhomogeneous as to colour (see pp. 134 f.). In our pres-

ent case there exists a force to break the uniformity of the surface,

and if it does not accomplish this result, this failure must be due to

other and stronger forces, those which make the unified area also

uniform. These latter forces have their origin in the homogeneous
coloration of the entire unitary surface in which the point is the

only inhomogeneity. Around the point homogeneous processes occur

in close proximity, all over the rest of the surface in contiguity. As
we shall see very soon, proximity of equal processes produces the

same kind of forces as contiguity. Therefore the unifying forces

must be very strong in our case, and the single inhomogeneity will
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often not be strong enough to overcome them without an added

force.

One conclusion of our discussion is that to see a point is not a

primitive but a high grade achievement. Only in specially developed

systems will such a slight inhomogeneity be capable of producing

articulation; in others it will give rise to a simple homogeneous
field.

(2) LINES

We turn now to the consideration of lines. Ordinary lines, whether

straight or curved, appear as lines and not as areas. They have shape,

but they lack the difference between an inside and an outside and

are in that respect another special case of our general one. Geomet-

rically, each straight line that we draw is a rectangle; psycholog-

ically, it is not. Shape, on the other hand, is a very important char-

acteristic of lines, an assertion which we shall prove by experimental

evidence a little later.

Closed Contour Figures. The consideration of lines, however, in-

troduces a new point of view. If a line forms a closed, or almost

closed, figure, we see no longer merely a line on a homogeneous

background, but a surface figure bounded by the line. This fact is

so familiar that unfortunately it has, to my knowledge, never been

made the subject of a special investigation. And yet it is a very

startling fact, once we strip it of its familiarity. Therefore, we want

a functional proof for our claim that a figure surrounded by contours

is an entity different from the field outside the contours, which in

all other respects produces the same stimulation. We possess meth-

ods by which a difference between a contour figure and its sur-

roundings could be established, but these methods have not been

applied to our problem. We might measure the threshold of a small

figure produced either inside or outside the contour of our original

figure, e.g., by projecting such a figure on the contoured surface

and having an episcotister between the lantern and the surface, an

apparatus like that employed by Hempstead (see above, p. 143). If

then the little figure required a greater episcotister opening in order

to become visible inside than outside the contour, we should have

proved a greater cohesiveness of the enclosed area as compared with

its surroundings, which would make it more difficult to produce a

new figure on it. Unfortunately this experiment has never been

made, although from two similar experiments, one by Gelb and

Granit and the other by Granit, our assumed result seems pre-

dictable.
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The Dynamic Causes of Contour Figures. But our main problem
appears when we accept this difference as a real one. For we want
to know the causes which separate not only the contour from the

rest of the field, but at the same time the enclosed figure from its

surroundings. Our principle of discontinuity certainly does not ex-

plain it. For the discontinuity between the contour and the surface

on which it is drawn is the same in either direction, towards the in-

side and the outside. From our old principle we can only explain

why we see lines as lines, i.e., as units segregated from the rest,

but not the case which concerns us now, viz., when we see the area

enclosed by a line, or a pattern of lines, segregated from the rest of

the field and not in the same way segregated from the contour.

Although discontinuity of stimulation still has a segregating effect

and in so far is in harmony with our law, this segregation is

asymmetrical. What is the reason of this asymmetry
Factor of Closure. Unfortunately this question has not been

treated. But since a mere profession of ignorance might raise some
doubt in the minds of the readers as to the validity of our general

principle, we shall try to point out some factors which might pos-

sibly explain the phenomenon. The first point we would raise is the

fact that closed, or almost closed, lines or patterns of lines have this

peculiarity, whereas it is lacking in unclosed ones. This seems to

indicate that the process of organization depends upon the prop-

erties of its result, in strict accordance with the general law of

pragnanz. Closed areas seem to be self-sustaining, stable organiza-

tions, a conclusion which will be reached independently later on the

basis of special experiments.

Factor of Good Shape. Secondly, we might try to find out

whether there are closed lines or patterns of lines which will more
readily be seen as mere lines than others. Although no experiments

have been made to decide this point, I am inclined to believe that

such differences exist, and that, e.g., a circle will be more easily

seen as a mere line than a triangle, the latter appearing as a tri-

angular surface rather than as three lines meeting each other at

their terminal points. If this is true, we might attempt to connect

this fact with our law of good shape. The circle is a perfectly good

figure as a line. Each piece of it contains the principle of the whole.

Not so the triangle, where no small piece demands to be continued

in such a way that a triangle results. On the contrary, each part of

each side will by itself demand a continuation in its own direction,

the three corners being breaks in this mode of continuation. As lines,

then, the contours of a triangle are not “simple,” and therefore, we
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may tentatively conclude, not stable. Contrariwise the surface of a

triangle, particularly if it is an isosceles or an equilateral one, is

simple, possesses symmetry, and the reason for the segregation of

the whole area may well be this symmetry, which should be accom-

panied by stability.

Briefly, then, we propose as a tentative hypothesis that the con-

tour bounds a figure rather than segregating itself as a line from the

rest of the surface, because this is the better, the more stable organ-

ization.

With this explanation we do not introduce a new principle. For

we have seen before how factors of shape, as factors of stability, will

organize a field against the mere effects of discontinuity of stimula-

tion. Nevertheless I should be the last to be satisfied with my hypo-

thesis. Not only does it, as yet, lack experimental evidence, but it is

not explicit enough, it contains no statement about the actual forces

along the contour line and their asymmetrical function.

Organizations Produced by Line Patterns. But we must let the

matter rest at that. The fact remains that areas can be unified and

segregated from the rest of a homogeneous field by mere closed

lines. And this fact helps us to study the factor of shape in new ways.

We shall now consider the specific principles according to which

line patterns produce organization, line patterns which are still

special cases of our general one: the field divided up into two dif-

ferent parts, each in itself homogeneous or practically homogeneous.

Any one of the patterns to be discussed now fulfils this condition;

the field consists of a continuous white part, the ground of the page,

and a continuous black part, the lines. All these patterns might be

produced by first making a large black spot and then removing

some of the black.

Our question is: Given a certain line pattern, what figures shall

we see? What are the general principles that govern this relation?

Two papers from the Berlin laboratory contain a wealth of material,

one as an integral part of a study devoted to a different problem by

Gottschaldt (1926), the other, directly concerned with our problem,

by Kopfermann. We shall choose our examples from the latter.

When our line pattern is such that it simply separates one part

of the surface from the rest, no new problem arises. We shall now
consider patterns such in which the separated area itself contains

lines which divide it geometrically into two or more smaller areas.

What shall we see? We have come across this same problem al-

ready under simpler conditions, when we dealt not with line-, but

with surface-figures. If the enclosed homogeneous area had a spe-
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cial shape it would appear not as one figure but as two overlapping

ones (see Fig. 14, p. 141).

Problem of Unum and Duo. Taking this case as a starting point

we can ask the question: When will an outline figure be seen as

one, with lines in its interior, and when as two or more?
Figs. 21 and 22 give examples for either case; in the first,

one sees a rectangle with a line passing through it, in

the second two adjoining hexagons. The reason is clear: Fig. 21

in the first the total figure is a better figure than either

of the two part figures, whereas the opposite is true in

the second. Moreover, in the first figure, the upper and

lower side of the rectangle are continuous straight lines,

while these same straight lines have to be broken up if

the two irregular quadrangles are to be seen.

Good Continuation. The first factor we have already Fig. 22

encountered; the second would mean that, as we have

also pointed out previously, a straight line is a more stable structure

than a broken one, and that therefore organization will, ceteris

paribus, occur in such a way that a straight line will continue as a

straight line. We may generalize thus: any curve will proceed in

its own natural way, a circle as a circle,

an ellipse as an ellipse, and so forth.

This aspect of organization has been

called the law of good continuation by
Fig. 23 Wertheimer (1923). We shall meet with

many examples of it in actual organi-

zations. Here we add another one, in Fig. 23, taken from Biihler

(1913), in which the external forces prevent the good continuation.

The result is an esthetically unpleasant impression, because the

proper continuation of the four semicircles is interrupted.

If in a line pattern the “unum” and the “duo” organization are

equally good with regard to shape of the

areas and continuation of the lines, is

there a preference for either of^ these?

Kopfermann thinks there is, in favour

of the unum, a preference for a single

all-enclosed figure, for an all-enclosing

contour. However, her figures are all

such that the other factors, notably that Fig. 24

of good continuation, enter in favouring

the unum, so that she has not proved her claim. As a matter of

fact it is at least extremely difficult, if not impossible, to produce
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such patterns as will fulfil our conditions (see Fig. 24), and the

result with the best of them is very ambiguous. I am, therefore, not

sure whether such a factor exists or not.

Duo-Organization. Our distinction of unum- and duo-organiza-

tion, even if we include within the latter the cases where more than

two figures are seen, does not do full justice to the variety of actual

Fig. 25 Fig. 26 Fig. 27

organizations. On the one hand, most duo-formations have at the

same time a unum-quality, and on the other the duo-formation may
be of various kinds. The duo-figure of the two adjoining hexagons

(Fig. 22), e.g., has at the same time a definite whole-character; so

has Fig. 25, although it appears as two partially overlapping tri-

angles. The unum and the duo of an organization may be in per-

fect harmony with each other, indeed such a harmony can be

achieved in an indefinite variety of ways. At the one extreme we

a b c

Fig. 28

have dominance of the unum, the duo being perfect parts of the

whole, as in a figure 8. At the other extreme we have strong

dominance of the duo, the unum being the more or less fortuitous

combination of the parts as in Fig. 26, our two preceding examples

(Figs. 22 and 25) lying somewhere between them. The duo itself

can be of various kinds. We distinguish two notable cases, (a)

exemplified by Fig. 22, in which the two parts are co-ordinated,

(b) exemplified by Fig. 27, where one figure lies “on top” of an-

other. This case will be taken up at greater length in the next

chapter. Fig. 28 shows how one and the same outline pattern

can be made by internal lines to appear either as unum (Fig. 28a),
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or as duo (a) (Fig. 28^), or finally as duo (b) (Fig. 28^:). Good
shape and continuation explain all these cases.

The Empiricists Objection. We could consider our experimental

proof of the effectiveness of our organizing fact6rs as amply suffi-

cient, had we not to contend with the vested interests of an old

theory which claims to explain all our facts as well as we do, but

without the assumption of all these different organizing forces. I

mean the empiristic theory which would say : we see in an individual

case such figures as we have frequently seen before; the stimulus

conditions of our present cases are sufficiently similar to the stimulus

conditions of previous and frequently repeated cases to produce the

same results. Perfectly true, if two alternative theories are proposed

for one and the same effect, a decision between them must be

reached by weighing their relative merits against each

other and, if possible, by crucial experiments.

Let us then weigh the claims of the empiristic theory

with regard to our problems of perceptual organization.

Look at the series of three figures. Fig. 28. An empiricist

would have to say: ‘‘We see in a the decagon with two

lines in its interior because we have seen such a figure

more frequently than the four other irregular small figures; in b

we see two oblongs with a hexagon between them because they

have been seen more frequently than the decagon, which was seen

in the first figure, and finally in c both square and oblong have

been seen more frequently than the decagon and are therefore seen

now.” The explanation seems plausible. But in 1923 Wertheimer

met such an objection by constructing figures like Fig. 29, in which

the initials of his name, M W, are concealed, and Kohler has pub-

lished a number of other figures (1925 and 1929).

EXPERIMENTAL DISPROOF OF THE EMPIRISTIC THEORY. More Systematic

proof was furnished by Gottschaldt (1926). In his experiments the

subjects were presented with 5 simple line patterns {a patterns)

which were projected on a screen for i second each, with an in-

terval of 3 seconds between two exposures. They were told to learn

these figures as best they could, so that when tested later they would

remember them and be able to draw them on paper. After a certain

number of presentations, different for two groups of subjects, new

patterns {b patterns) were shown for 2 seconds each; the subjects

were told that the learning experiments were to be continued later,

meanwhile they were being shown a new set of pictures which they

were merely to describe, mentioning if anything particular struck

Fig. 29
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them about these pictures. Now each b picture was so constructed

that geometrically it contained an a picture, but that under normal

circumstances the b picture would not be seen as containing the

shape of the a pattern. Fig. 30 gives one example, the most difficulto
b

Fig* 30

one in the series. To each a figure there corresponded six or seven b

figures; e.g., to the a figure of our last diagram also the much easier

Fig. 31. Now if the empiristic theory were right, practice in seeing

the a figure should make the b figure look like a plus something

else. In order to test this assumption three subjects were shown the

a figure three times only and eight subjects 520 times. Of the 3 sub-

jects in the first group 2 saw the b figures as new
figures on all 30 occasions, and of the 8 subjects

of the second group 5 gave the same result. The
outcome of this experiment is not changed if one

lumps all the subjects of one group together.

To do this one has to distinguish a number of

different possibilities, (i) The a figure would be
rig- 31 seen at once when the b figure was presented. This

happened only once in the 92 experiments of the

first group and 4 times in the 242 experiments of the second. (2) It was
discovered later either at the end of the exposure or afterwards in the

image. 5 such cases occurred in the first and 3 in the second group.

(3) The subjects did not really see the a but they guessed correctly

that it was there, no case in the first group, 5 in the second. There

is a (4) in which the subjects guessed at an a figure but made a wrong
guess, and finally a (5), in which they only saw the b figure.

In Table 6 we give in percentages of the total number of cases the

combined number of cases 1-3 in which some influence of the a

figure can be traced and those of cases (4) and (5) where no such

influence was apparent.
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TABLE 6

(from Gottschaldt)

j repet.

92 cases

a has some influence 6.6

a has no influence 93.4

520 repet.

2^2 cases

5.0

95.0

The assumption has been disproved. There is absolutely no sig-

nificant difference between the two groups. The very few cases,

moreover, in which an influence of the a figure was apparent, can-

not be due to mere experience either; first of all they do not increase

with an increase of experience, and secondly the subjects who
showed that influence were not in an entirely neutral attitude, but
expected to find the old figures again, as is evidenced by the wrong
guesses made by two of the four subjects concerned.

The conclusion is that experience does not explain why we see a

line pattern in the shape in which we see it, but that direct forces

of organization, such as we have analyzed, must be the real cause.

h

Fig. 32

To this conclusion I have heard the following objections made.

The first I owe to one of my students. It says, consistent with the

empiristic principles, that we see the b figures in their b shapes and

not as a shapes because some of their parts are very familiar figures,

more familiar than the a figures. Thus the square in the second and

the “grill” in the first example have a greater experience behind

them than the hexagon of the a figure. The first answer to this

objection is that it does not explain why the difference between 3

and 520 repetitions of the a figure should have made no difference

whatsoever for the result. A second point is that not in all cases

were shapes of b figures more familiar than the shapes of a figures

as demonstrated by Fig. 32. True enough the simple shapes are as
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a rule the familiar shapes, a coincidence which makes the empiristic

theory so plausible, a coincidence which is, moreover, by no means

fortuitous. Naturally if the laws of organization are true laws, we
must expect the products of human activity to be simple, since they

owe their existence to organized processes; and therefore the simple

will be the frequent. Because of this connection between simplicity

and familiarity it was of such fundamental importance when Fuchs

proved that not the familiarity but the simplicity of certain figures

was the cause of their completion (see above, pp. 146 f.). We can add
a third point to our answer: Gottschaldt devised an ingenious

method for measuring the degree of difficulty which each b figure

offered to the finding of its a figure. Now if the objection were

right, those b figures which contained the most familiar parts should

be the most difficult ones. Nothing of the kind is true. Fig. 31 is

much easier than Fig. 30, and yet the square is much more familiar

than the grill. And one of the three easiest of Gottschaldt’s b figures

has the shape of a well-known pattern. This objection, clever as it

is, cannot, therefore, stand the test of the facts.

The other objection runs like this: there was no experience of b

figures, the a figures when experienced were always in a different

setting and one must of course include the “total situation.”

The ''Total Situation This argument has the semblance of

plausibility because of the term “total situation,” which in reality

means nothing. For in each “total” situation there are always parts

that are relevant to the particular effect

we are studying, and some that are not.

And thus the term “total situation” ob-

scures the problem. Turn back to our

series of figures. Fig. 28 on p. 154, to

which we applied the empiristic theory.

In this application there was no men-

tion made of total situation, and indeed

we could not have seen the decagon,

the oblongs, the hexagon and square very often, if at all, in those

particular “total situations.” The argument rested entirely on the

fact that we had seen these figures per se more frequently than the

other figures whose shape did not appear in those patterns. And the

empiristic argument would have to be this, for otherwise it would

beg the question. If, for instance, it claimed that we saw the decagon

with its internal lines in the first pattern of our series because we
had seen this, or similar, patterns before, then we should ask, Why
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have we under these stimulus conditions seen just this shape and
not the others ? In other words, if the empiricist were to argue like

this, he would commit what we have called the experience error.

Finally, it is quite easy to produce total situations

which are entirely new and which will not in the least

interfere with the recognition of the a figure. Kohler has

given a very good demonstration of this fact in his book

(1929, p. 210). Fig. 33 demonstrates the same with a

pattern we have frequently used before. If, then, some
“total situations” do not (or very little) interfere with

the shape of a special part, while others obliterate it

—
completely, there must be some specific factors in those

“total situations” responsible for this difference. These
factors we have singled out in our laws of spontaneous organization.

Tri-dimensional Organization of Line Patterns. These laws ex-

plain even more than the two-dimensional shape we have so far

considered. Of the three patterns of Fig. 34, a, when presented with-

out b and c, is a plane figure, a hexagon with diagonals, or a sort

a b

Fig- 34

of cross or star-like figure; Fig. c, on the other hand, appears tri-

dimensionally as a cube, and h can appear either bi- or tri-dimen-

sional; in the former case one sees the pattern of Fig. 35 lying on

top of a hexagon, in the latter, it is a cube. All three figures are pro-

jections of one and the same wire-edged cube, either of them could

therefore be the retinal image of such a cube. A simple

application of our laws will show why these different

projections have such different effects. On account of

pjg^ 35
good shape and continuation, a as a plane figure is

perfectly simple and symmetrical, whereas as a cube the

long straight lines are broken up. The opposite is true of c where

the plane figure is very irregular, without any simple plan, and there-

fore very hard to see. In b the forces are more balanced, both the

bi- and the tri-dimensional aspect being regular. The greater sym-

metry of the cube is in favour of tri-dimensionality, while the con-

tinuation of the central vertical line favours bi-dimensionality. For
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this reason h is more ambiguous than either a or c. Kopfermann has

developed these ideas with a number o£ other figures; I have tried

to show why an empiristic explanation is false, using arguments

similar to the last employed in the refutation of the

empiristic theory of tri-dimensional shape (1930).

Perhaps the simplest demonstration of all is the fol-

lowing. Fig. 36 will look like a somewhat distorted

oblong. Hold the page against the light ^ and you will

see it as two surfaces, one in the plane of the paper and
the other stretching toward or away from you. Here

\ \ the introduction of one line into a simple enough figure

\ \ produces this difference. Without the line the area was
' A unified, with it, it is divided, and the relationship of

Pig ^5 the parts is better in the tri- than in the bi-dimensional

appearance.

Consequences for the Theory of Space Perception. Nativism- and
Empiricism. These experiments throw a new light on the theory of

depth perception. The tri-dimensional aspect of figures like the cube

and other perspective drawings has always been explained by ex-

perience. Even the nativists who admitted that there was sensory

depth caused by the disparity of retinal stimulation, the binocular

parallax, considered this only as a slender basis on which the struc-

ture of our tri-dimensional space, as we actually perceive it, is cre-

ated by experience. There was no disagreement between nativists

and empiricists about the great contribution which experience made
to our space perception, the only difference being that the latter

denied any original depth perception, while the former accepted it

as a basis for the rest. The functional point of view in American

psychology has accepted this state of affairs, but has added to the

obscurity of its theoretical significance. Thus Woodworth speaks

of “signs of distance” which are “utilized together in the visual

perception of three-dimensional space” (p. 400). While most of

these signs are learned, i.e., the results of experience, our author

holds it to be “quite possible that some sign of distance, probably

the binocular sign, does not have to be learned.” This “functional-

ist” theory of depth is clearly a case of the interpretation theory

which we have rejected in our third chapter. The obscurity which

it adds arises from the “sign” concept. For wc must ask what is the

sign and what is the significate. Are both of them given in direct

experience If so, what is, e.g., the binocular sign.^^ If not, what
right have we to hypostatize one of them, presumably the sign, as

a part of experience and as a sign?

^ I borrow this method from Buhlcr.
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Organization Theory of Tri-dimensional Space. Against all these

theories our hypothesis claims that three-dimensional shapes are

matters of organization in the same way as two-dimensional ones,

depending on the same kind of laws. We are far from denying the

importance of binocular parallax as a cause of tri-dimensionality, but

as we shall show later, we shall prove it to be the cause of forces of

organization which may either co-operate or conflict with other

forces of organization. I should also be very wary in denying that

experience has any influence on depth. Only, before we know what
experience means, the introduction of experience has no explanatory

value, and only when we understand experience as a process of or-

ganization itself will it help us in our present problem.

Organizing Forces and Binocular Parallax. For the moment,
our main claim is that there are other forces of tri-dimensional or-

ganization than binocular parallax, forces that may be stronger

than this last factor. Two proofs for this last claim: the first is con-

tained in all our last experiments in which bi-dimensional figures

look tri-dimensional. For in all these cases the lack of binocular

parallax is a force to organize the visual processes in one plane. For

if any parallax has a positive or negative depth value, then the

parallax nought has the depth value nought; that is, all parts of the

field seen without parallax should appear in one plane. All our

drawings have the value zero of binocular parallax, and therefore

the fact that they are seen as tri-dimensional shows the strength of

the other organizing forces. These forces have to overcome not only

the lack of parallax but also that of the other conditions which tend

toward organization in one plane. The page on which these figures

are drawn is strongly organized as a plane surface, and the lines be-

long in a way to this surface. And yet they produce tri-dimensional

effects. Thus we have in all our examples cases where bi- and

tri-dimensional forces ® conflict. Remove some of the bi-dimensional

ones, and the tri-dimensional effect should be stronger. That this

simple deduction is true is proved by the well-known fact that per-

spective drawings look more tri-dimensional when one closes one

eye. Nevertheless, a fact also frequently referred to, a perspective

drawing, even when viewed monocularly, does not give the same

vivid impression of depth as the same drawing if viewed through

a stereoscope with binocular parallax. Again this must be so, if our

hypothesis is right, for in the stereoscope the tri-dimensional force

of the parallax co-operates with the other tri-dimensional forces of

®This is an abbreviation for “forces which, alone, would produce bi- or tri-

dimensional organization respectively.**
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organization; instead of conflict between forces, stereoscopic vision

introduces mutual reinforcement.

The second proof that binocular parallax can be overcome by

other forces of organization was given in special experiments of

Kopfermann’s. In these experiments different parts of a line pattern

s

1
b

Fig- 37

were objectively presented at different distances by having them
drawn on glass plates which were inserted in a box one behind the

other at a distance of 2 cm. The observer looked into the box and

had to describe what he saw. If each of the plates had a pattern un-

connected with those of the others, figures were always seen in their

correct relative distances. But if the patterns of the different planes

would make one common pattern, this pattern would be dependent

upon the forces of organization which we know. If the forces work

L
1 1

b c

Fig. 38

in the same direction as those due to the parallax, correct depth will

be seen, if not, the effect will depend upon the relative strength

of the respective forces. In Kopfermann’s experiments the patterns

were such that the internal organizing forces were stronger than the

parallax. We give three examples: In Fig. 37, a and b are pictures of

the two slides presented one behind the other, c the figure actually

seen. The simplicity of the figure has destroyed the depth effect. In

Fig. 38, which is geometrically but little different from the preceding

one, the resulting figure is less unified; even as a plane drawing it

would lead to a duo, not to a unum, organization. Correspondingly,
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as a rule, the two parts were seen as one behind the other. Finally

the three patterns, a, b and c of Fig. 39, were always seen as a cube,

d, i.e., as a tri-dimensional object, the base of the cube being com-

a b c d
Fig- 39

posed of the lines 12345, which are distributed over all three

glass plates.®

“Primary” and “Secondary” Criteria of Depth. The theory of tri-

dimensionality as a particular form of organization is consistent in

itself and with experimental facts. It demands that the difference

between primary, “innate,” and secondary,

empirical, criteria be abandoned in favour of

a theory of external and internal forces of

organization. All the traditional secondary 4^

criteria, like overlapping of shapes, shadows,

lack of clearness, and so forth, must be interpreted as factors of or-

ganization, not as items of experience in their own right which carry

a special meaning. Here we will only point out that even in a pat-

tern like that of Fig, 40, which is an example par excellence of the

influence of empirical criteria and which corresponds schematically

to the impressions which we get from a distant range of mountains,

we must find its explanation in terms of direct organization. We
actually see in reality, and to some extent in our figure, the partly

covered mountains behind the nearer ones, although binocular

parallax plays no part, the distance being far too great in the case

of the real mountains for parallax to become effective.

Our discussion makes us turn back to the beginning of the chap-

ter where we discussed Berkeley’s argument against the possibility

of seeing depth. We have now become acquainted with a new set of

facts to support our criticism. Formerly we saw that without con-

straining forces produced by inhomogeneities of stimulation the

colour in the field of vision will distribute itself in all three dimen-

sions; now we have seen that internal forces of organization may
also produce tri- rather than bi-dimensional forms. The second step

®This discussion will be continued in Chapter VII.
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really follows from the first. For it is by no means evident that all

distributions of forces which destroy the homogeneously filled space

should transform it into a plane surface. Some distributions will do

that, while others will transform it into tri-dimensional bodies.

DISCONTINUOUS INHOMOGENEITIES OF STIMULATION, LINES,

AND POINTS

We shall now include in our discussion also such patterns as

are no longer continuous, lines and points. These will give us the

promised proof of two principles of organization which we have

already mentioned, viz., proximity and closure. For a full discus-

sion the reader should turn to Wertheimer’s original article (1923)

and to Kohler’s essays (1925, 1930).

Proximity. The factor of proximity is’ quite easy to demonstrate.

In the patterns of Figs. 41 and 42 the dots and the lines form pairs

Fig. 41

in which spontaneously the nearer ones unite. Indeed one can, par-

ticularly if the difference of the distances is not too great, see at will

also the other pairs, but never more than one or two at the same

time, and the more of such units there are, the more difficult it is

to see the more distant ones together, whereas the other pairs gain

in stability by multiplication. Furthermore, it is clear that proximity

is a relative term; one and the same distance which in one pattern

may be an intramembral distance may in another be an intermem-

bral one. Of course there are limits to this law; when the distances

become too great, no unification will occur, and the shorter the

intramembral distance the more stable will the unit be.

Proximity and Equality. It is not quite so easy, however, to for-

mulate the law of proximity. So far, we have only demonstrated

that when the field contains a number of equal parts, those
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among them which are in greater proximity will be organized into

a higher unit. This organization must be considered as real as the

organization of a homogeneous spot. Just as we explained the latter

by actual forces which hold the uniform area together and segregate

it from the rest of the field, we must think of our group formation

as due to actual forces of attraction between the members of the

group. This is not a mere hypothesis, much less a mere name, for

iUnun
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Fig- 43
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these forces have demonstrable effects, as we shall see later when
we study the reaction of the organism to these forces in the field.

However, our law of proximity is so far dependent upon the

equality of the parts in proximity. Even with this limitation it is

important enough. But we shall try to see how far we can gen-

eralize it beyond this limit. In Fig. 43a the principle still deter-

mines grouping. We see the groups as composed of one blue and

one red line but not of two blue and two red lines respectively.^®

In Fig. 43 however, the result is doubtful. The pattern is more am-

biguous; we can see the groups with near and those with equal parts.

The former seem slightly to predominate, at least I can see all lines

in this grouping rather easily, whereas in the latter I tend to lose

either the straight or the sinuous ones. Although, then, the proximity

Since I had to dispense with coloured reproductions, the reader, if he wants to

verify the text, must draw these figures for himself according to the patterns of

Fig- 43-
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Still seems to dominate over equality, this preponderance has dimin-

ished, owing to the new kind of difference we have introduced,

form vs. colour. We find equality of form a stronger factor of or-

ganization than equality of colour. In Fig. 43r both factors have been

combined, and now equality clearly overcomes proximity, the groups

are now formed by equal and not by proximal lines. In these three

patterns the relative distances have been like i to 3. A measurement

of the relative strength of these factors would be possible, as Wert-

heimer has already suggested, by varying these relative distances. If

we make them all equal, we isolate the factor of equality. This is

done in Fig. 43 and e, where again e, with differences in form, is

more stable and less ambiguous than d with mere difference in

colour.

This discussion seems to demand the following formulation of

the laws of proximity and equality: two parts in the field will

attract each other according to their degree of proximity and
equality. If this statement were true, no attraction, and therefore no

grouping, should take place if either of the two factors, proximity

or equality, had the value zero. For proximity this is easy to prove,

for the degree of proximity, or rather its opposite, distance, can

easily be varied quantitatively. We need only remove two field

parts sufficiently from each other and the force of attraction will,

at least for all practical purposes, vanish. The degree of equality can-

not as yet be measured, and therefore it is not possible to decide ex-

perimentally whether no grouping will take place when the two

field parts are totally different. However, we can limit this last

statement. Never was the particular segregated part grouped to-

gether with the surrounding ground; all grouping occurred between

figures upon the ground. In that respect, then, namely qua figures,

there must be equality, if grouping is to appear. This gives a very

important determination of the term equality. In so far, at least,

equality is on the same footing as proximity; no equality in this

respect, no grouping, just as there was none with no proximity.

The purpose of this argument is the claim that proximity qua
mere proximity, proximity between events of any kind, does not pro-

duce forces of organization, but that their arousal and the strength

of these forces depend upon the processes that are in proximity. The
latter part of this sentence has been proved by our last demonstra-

tions: the organization at constant proximity conditions depended

upon the degree of equality and difference between the processes in

organization. That the first part is true also, that proximity alone

is not a sufficient condition, can be derived from the figure-ground
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articulation which will be discussed at greater length in the next

chapter. If proximity alone were a cause of organization, we should

be at odds with all we know about organization in physics. “Wher-
ever an A and B have anything to do with each' other in physics,

the effect is found to depend upon the properties of A and B in

their relation to each other” (Kohler, 1929, p. 280).^^ Thus tw’o

bodies attract each other according to their masses, and of course the

more, the nearer they are together, but two bodies may be as near

to each other as they like without exerting any electric forces on
each other, if they are electrically neutral. Therefore in our psycho-

Fig. 44

(Solid = red, hatched= blue, see footnote 10, p. 165.)

physical organization, when two heterogeneous parts form a group

because of proximity, there must be some aspect in which they

are equal and therefore able to influence each other.

As a matter of actual fact we can by mere proximity combine

practically any kinds of parts in a group, provided that these parts

are sufficiently removed from others. Our Fig. 44 gives one more

example. But this does not mean that by mere proximity anything

whatever will hang together, but that these parts have qua parts a

common property which accounts for their interaction.

A last word about proximity and equality. In Fig. 43 {a-e) the

alternative groupings were both approximately equal with regard

to the ensuing shapes, and the total patterns resulting from either

kind of grouping were regular and consistent. How proximity and

equality will work when no regular or simple pattern can be the

result has not yet been investigated. In this, as in many other re-

spects, our knowledge is still incomplete.

Closure. Let us now turn to closure. We averred in a previous

discussion (p. 15 1) that closed areas were more stable and therefore

more readily produced than unclosed ones. We shall prove this by

producing closed organization against the factors of proximity and

Kohler’s argument is directed against the traditional concept of association, but

it applies equally well to our problem of spatial organization. It is well to remember

it for our future discussion of association.
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of good continuation. Fig. 45, taken from Kohler (^9^9)

y

exem-

plifies the first. Predominantly not those vertical lines which are in

closer proximity form the groups but those which enclose space,

although in Fig. 45 their distance is three times as great as that of

the nearer ones, the distance be-

^ween the ends of the short oblique

lines being equal to that of the

nI/\11/\11/\II/n1 nearer vertical ones. And in Fig.

Fig. 45 46^ the parts a b c d of Fig. 46a

are contained, but whereas in a, ac-

cording to good continuation, b is the continuation of a, d of c, in

b the two closed areas appear as subwholes, so that a is no longer

continued by b, nor c by d. That closure does not always win out

over good continuation is shown by several patterns in Wertheimer’s

paper which I shall omit here, where I want to demonstrate the

effectiveness of the closure principle.

I take one last example from point-patterns to show that not all

closures are equally good, demonstrating at the same time that unit

formation and shape are two different aspects of organization. Of
the two patterns of Fig. 47, b will be familiar, recalling the con-

stellation of the plough, whereas the former will look entirely new.

And yet both figures have been con-

structed by Hertz by connecting the

seven points of the plough in different

ways. The one, b, is that connection

which we all make when we see it in

the sky, the other is in one respect even

simpler, inasmuch as it produces a single closed figure, and yet

nobody has ever seen it, because the closed figure is so irregular,

while the closed part of the other is very simple.

^2 It has been slightly modified to exclude the factor of good continuation which
in Kohler's pattern works in the same direction as closure.

Fig- 47
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OTHER INHOMOGENEOUS STIMULATIONS

We shall close this discussion by considering some less artificial

stimulus conditions. Normally neither entirely homogeneous distri-

butions occur, nor such that different homogeneous areas constitute

the whole stimulus pattern. As a rule,/ the areas between which
leaps of stimulation occur are not homogeneous in themselves.

We consider two special cases of such inhomogeneities. The simplest

is that kind of inhomogeneity where the stimulation is constant in

one direction, but varies as a linear function of the distance from a

given point in the other dimension, e.g., a graded disk which grows

uniformly lighter or darker fsom the centre to the periphery. As
Mach discovered in 1865 such distributions will look uniform pro-

vided, we must add, that the area over which they occur give rise

to a well-defined unit in our field of vision. In reality two cases

must be distinguished; in the first the uniformity is complete, and

in this case the seen quality of the area is the same as if the average

of the stimulation had been uniformly distributed over it. In the

second case the uniformity is not complete but refers to one aspect

of the colour only, its quality, and not to another, its “brightness”

or “illumination.” A white wall in a large room looks white all over,

but “darker,” “less illuminated,” where it is further away from the

source of light. Deferring the discussion of this second case to a

later chapter, we return to the first. If we divide the area with the

uniformly changing stimulation into two or more areas by intro-

ducing fine contours, then the uniformity of colour disappears in

the whole area and is only retained in the newly formed part areas

which now look different from each other, each according to its

own average stimulation (Koffka, 1923 a). The same may also be

true when the change of stimulation is not uniform; in this case the

rate of change varies from point to point. Whereas in the first case

i= ] (;r), where i stands for the intensity (or any other well-defined

characteristic) of the stimulation, and x for the distance from an

arbitrary origin, and == const,, in the second case, not only is

i= g {x)y but also (x) . If then the absolute value of the

t

second derivative is not too great, the area will still look uni-

form. Under these conditions the average of the stimulation will

again become effective, as I have proved.
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But if the change of the rate of change is too great, something

new happens, and that is the second case I intend to discuss. To
understand it better we shall use the graphic representation of the

stimulus distribution which we have introduced in the beginning of

this chapter (p. iii). Uniform change is then represented by a

straight line inclined towards the :r'axis, as in Fig. whereas dis-

tributions of the second type are exemplified by Figs. 48 b and c. If

we single out a point p its stimulation will be the same as the aver-

age stimulation in its neighbourhood, when the change of stimula-

tion is constant (Fig. 48^2). But when the rate of change varies with

X, this will no longer be true. Thus in Fig. 48^ point p will receive

more stimulation than the average of its surrounding, in Fig. 48 <r

less. Under these conditions, provided that the difference between

the stimulation of p and the average of its neighbourhood is suffi-

ciently great, a curious and significant effect will appear, which

Mach discovered almost 70 years ago. When the stimulation of p
is stronger than the average stimulation of the neighbourhood, a

light line will appear at p, when it is weaker a dar\ line, although

in both cases the stimulation is weaker than the stimulation of p on

the one side, and stronger on the other. When these stimulations are

provided by rotating disks, then these lines are naturally rings.

Thus the Mach rings prove, as Mach himself pointed out very

clearly (1865, 1885), that the local effect is not the result of local

stimulation only, but depends upon the stimulus distribution over a

large area. We have to amplify Mach’s theory in one respect only.

Mach considered this effect as an affair of the pure colour sense, and

his experiments as a final proof of the physiological theory of con-

trast as opposed to Helmholtz’ psychological theory; as such it ap-

peared in a good many of the older textbooks, while the more mod-

ern ones are apt to omit it. But the appearance of a ring, i.e., a new
shape within an area, is a matter of organization. From this point

of view the problem was taken up by M. R. Harrower and myself

(I), and we definitely established the fact that conditions which are
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favourable for organization of a special shape will produce Mach
rings, while these rings will fail to appear or be less marked, when
the general circumstances are less favourable to such organization.

We have learned from the Liebmann effect that luminosity differ-

ences are more powerful in producing segregation than mere colour

differences. Therefore Dr. Harrower and I concluded that, if the

Mach rings are effects of organization, mere colour changes should

not produce them. Thouless had already made a few such experi-

ments which confirmed this conclusion; in a set of rather elaborate

experiments we corroborated Thouless’ findings and established at

the same time the efficacy of the difference between hard and soft

colours for the production of Mach rings.

ORGANIZATION AND THE LAW OF PRAGNANZ. MINIMUM
AND MAXIMUM SIMPLICITY

We have now reached a certain stage in our discussion. Organiza-

tion has been studied under a number of different conditions, and a

number of active principles of such organization have been estab-

lished. It is meet to compare our accomplishments with the intro-

duction of this chapter in which we formulated a guiding principle

for our investigation, the law of pragnanz, which related the result-

ing stationary organizations to certain maximum-minimum prin-

ciples. As a matter of fact this law has pervaded our whole discus-

sion; we have encountered it in various forms, as unity, uniformity,

good continuation, simple shape, and closure. But there remains one

point which was mentioned in the beginning and not followed up

in the later discussion, viz., the difference between what we called

the simplicity of a maximum and a minimum event. We must now
envisage our discussion from this point of view and add some more

evidence in order to give more substance to our distinction.

Roughly speaking, a minimum simplicity will be the simplicity

of uniformity, a maximum simplicity that of perfect articulation.

In our examples both kinds have figured; the first kind in after-

image experiments and in the other effects of reduced external

forces of organization; the second in examples of good shape and

continuation. Can we derive a hint as to the causes or conditions

which make for either of these two effects? Unfortunately we lack a

special systematic investigation of our problem, but we may tenta-

tively derive some conclusions from the facts familiar to us, if we

supplement them by a few others. When we look at a portrait pho-

tograph, we see a face with its form and expression; but if we try
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to develop an after-image of it, all we see is a blurred patch. The
after-image is much less articulated, much more uniform than the

perception, the former shows simplification of the minimum, the

latter of the maximum kind. It is, however, not impossible to pro-

duce an after-image of a face, but then the original mi^st possess

Fig. 49

much stronger contrasts than any ordinary photograph; thus Fig. 49
will yield a very good after-image of President von Hindenburg.

Secondly, look at the pattern of Fig. 50.^® At a casual glance you
will see it as a chaotic jumble of lines. But when you are told that

this pattern is a real picture and make an effort to discover it,

you will find the face of a good-humoured portly gentleman.

For my last example I return to our discussion of accommodation

(p. iipf.), where we learned to understand this function as a motor

The picture has been taken over, in a slightly simplified form, from Hazlitt.
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response in the service of articulation. Now remember an occasion

when you were very tired but had to attend an evening lecture

which bored you more than ordinarily. What happened.? The lec-

turer on whom you would rivet your eyes to keep awake would

lose his shape like the black poodle in Dr. Faust’s study,

would grow in extent, and finally fuse more or less

with the wall of the room. Evidently your accommoda-
tion had given way and had now acted in such a man-
ner as to give you the minimum amount of articulation,

the greatest amount of uniformity.

These examples suggest the following kind of con-

clusion: when the organism is active, at a high degree

of vigilance, to use Sir Henry Head’s term, it will pro-

duce good articulation; when it is passive, in a state Fig. 50

of low vigilance, it will produce uniformity. In our

interpretation of vigilance, given at the end of Chapter III (p. 102),

we suggested that high vigilance means that the organism has much
energy at its disposal. And if we apply this interpretation to our

last cases it means that simplicity of the maximum kind, high artic-

ulation, will occur when the disposable energy of the organism is

great, and simplicity of the minimum kind, uniformity, when it

is small. All our three examples fit into this explanation. That

fatigue, low vigilance, is a condition of lowered energy has been

our starting point. The second case, where the attitude of search-

ing for a meaningful picture produced articulation, is also clearly a

case of greater disposable energy, since here the Ego-system with

its store of energy is brought to bear on the organization. The first

case is the most difficult to understand. But the comparison between

the negative effect of an ordinary portrait and the positive effect

of the Hindenburg pattern clears up the difficulty. The external

organizing forces are much stronger in the second case than in the

first, owing to the greater jumps of stimulation between the differ-

ent field parts, and the greater articulation is due to these greater

forces. Therefore! if greater articulation implies that more energy

is consumed in the process, then these greater forces must have

liberated more energy, just as an electromotor doing work against

forces uses up more energy than an idling motor.

I have stressed this connection between energy and articulation

on what may seem rather insufficient evidence, because it is theoreti-

cally sound. Let us repeat a quotation from Kohler: “The final time-

independent distribution contains a minimum of energy capable of

doing work” (see above, p. 108). This is true in all cases but needs
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a very important corollary in a special one. Suppose the system

whose changes we are considering insists of a relatively small sub-

system and a large reservoir from which it can draw as much energy

as it needs. In applying our proposition to this case we must take

as the system whose final energy becomes a minimum the total sys-

tem, composed of the sub-system and the reservoir. We find that in

this process the small sub-system draws as much energy as possible

from the reservoir, so that after the process its own energy content

is greater than it was before. Kohler (1924) applies this principle to

organic growth and its increasing articulation. It seems equally ap-

plicable to our present problem: if the special reacting system can

draw on much energy, it will do so, and thereby achieve articula-

tion, i.e., simplicity of the maximum kind; if it is cut off from, or

limited in, its supply of energy, the minimum kind of simplicity

will result.

ORGANIZATION FROM THE POINTS OF VIEW OF QUANTITY, ORDER,

AND SIGNIFICANCE

The reader who has not by now forgotten the programme of

this book as it was announced in the first chapter, may well won-
der whether the author has not lost sight of his general point of

view in the amount of detail discussed in this chapter. Let us

therefore halt and see what contributions, if any, we have so far

made to the problems stated in the beginning. We saw the special

value of psychology in its integrative function, our science being

at the nodal point where nature, life, and mind converge. Has our

discussion contributed to this integration.? We had abstracted three

leading concepts from the sciences of the three converging realms,

the concepts of quantity, order, and meaning. What does our dis-

cussion mean in these terms ?

Quantity. I think that as far as quantity goes our discussion has

borne out the inferences which we reached when we first investi-

gated the relation of quantity and quality. Our law of pragnanz
has a quantitative character which is at the same time qualitative.

As a maximum-minimum principle it is the first, and as a sim-

plicity principle it is the second. Clearly, the quantitative and the

qualitative character are not two separate characteristics, but only

two aspects of one and the same principle. In actual experimentation

the qualitative aspect had the lead; not for any real organization

are we as yet able to give the exact quantitative formula. But as

real organizations, units and shapes must have a formula which
will express them quantitatively, just as physical gestalten have
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their formulas. Our qualitative knowledge is different from such

desirable quantitative knowledge in the degree of preciseness, but

not in kind.

Order. The laws of organization which we have found operative

explain why our behavioural environment is orderly in spite of the

bewildering spatial and temporal complexity of stimulation. Units

are being formed and maintained in segregation and relative insula-

tion from other units. Think for a moment what happens to a reti-

nal element while your eyes roam around as they continually do:

in quick succession, and without any order whatsoever, this element

will be stimulated now by white light, now by greenish light; one

moment the stimulation will be strong, the next very weak; green

will be followed by red or blue, a kaleidoscopic change. And what
corresponds to this whirl of stimulation of the retinal points? A
perfectly steady and orderly world; the cigarette box on my desk

remains a cigarette box, the calendar a calendar, while my eyes

move along; I experience no change in my behavioural environ-

ment, though I experience a change within “myself,” feeling my eyes

moving over the stationary objects. True enough, we have not yet

explained this particular effect, but we see that without our prin-

ciples of organization the objects could not be objects, and that

therefore the phenomenal changes produced by these changes of

stimulation would be as disorderly as the changes of stimulation

themselves. Thus we accept order as a real characteristic, but we
need no special agent to produce it, since order is a consequence of

organization, and organization the result of natural forces. In this

way our discussion has made manifest how nature produces order.

Significance. Lastly, our discussion has given us a basis for the

understanding of significance. Good continuation and good shape

were powerful organizing factors, and both were in the true sense

“understandable”: a line carries its own law within itself, and so

does a shaped area or volume. Violations of this law due to external

forces are felt as violations; they conflict with our feeling of the

fit, hurt our sense of beauty. The shapes which we see at any mo-

ment are not adequately described by allotting a local value to each

of their space elements, but only as consistent wholes; they are like

the celestial music heard by Wertheimer’s visitor to heaven, and not

like the table or purely empirical formula of tones which his other

explorer of paradise might be able to elaborate.

Our discussion has dealt with very elementary objects, objects

which as such are far removed from those manifestations of the

mind in which the “understanding” psychologists are justly inter-
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ested. But even these humble objects reveal that our reality is not

a mere collocation of elemental facts, but consists of units in which

no part exists by itself, where each part points beyond itself and
imphes a larger whole. Facts and significance cease to be two con-

cepts belonging to different realms, since a fact is always a fact in

an intrinsically coherent whole. We could solve no problem of or-

ganization by solving it for each point separately, one after the

other; the solution had to come for the whole. Thus we see how
the problem of significance is closely bound up with the problem

of the relation between the whole and its parts. It has been said : The
whole is more than the sum of its parts. It is more correct to say

that the whole is something else than the sum of its parts, because

summing is a meaningless procedure, whereas the whole-part rela-

tionship is meaningful.
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THINGS AND FRAMEWORK

So far our discussion has dealt with relatively simple aspects of

our behavioural environment. We have mostly dwelt in the world

of artifacts well adapted to reveal the laws of organization, to show
the effectiveness of forces. But it is a long way from these simple

shapes to our environments as we know them. It is time to remem-
ber the beginning of the third chapter, our discussion of things,

not-things, and framework. We have, in the meantime, contributed

something to that discussion. We have discussed the nature and

origin of one not-thing, the space-filling fog which arises from

completely homogeneous stimulation, and we have discussed one

attribute which we found characteristic of things, viz., “shaped

boundedness.” Thus in presenting the laws of unit-formation and

segregation and of shape we have made a first contribution to the

thing-problem. But we have to do more, we must take up the other

thing-characteristics and include the framework which we have so

far completely neglected.

Figure-Ground. If things are shaped may we conclude that the

framework is not.f^ And if it be not, whence comes this difference.?

For systematic and historic reasons it is expedient to study our prob-

lem in two dimensions before we include the third. For the same

distinction holds with regard to surfaces, where, since the pioneer

work of Rubin (1915), it is called the distinction between figure

and ground.

177
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Duo Formation: One upon Another. For us the best way of in-

troducing it will be to take up a thread which we dropped in the

last chapter. We discovered there that several kinds of duo-formation

are possible and deferred the discussion of one of them, the forma-

tion of “one figure ‘upon’ or ‘within’ another.” Turn back to Fig.

27, page 154, and the point will be clear. It is this form of duo which
we will investigate now. We see a leaf-like quadrangular figure

within an oblong. This simple description implies a number of im-

portant consequences.

Double Representation. In saying that the small figure lies on
an oblong, we maintain that the larger figure is a unit, and that

means that the larger figure does not cease to be where the smaller

is, that it stretches behind or underneath the smaller. This again

means that a part of the total field, coinciding with the area of the

small figure, is twice represented in our environmental field, once

as the small figure itself, and once as a part of the larger oblong.

A word about this double representation. It always involves, in

however low a degree, a third dimension of space. Two things in

the same direction must be at different distances if they are to be

two. Thus our oblong is behind the small figure. In our example,

however, the depth difference is the smallest possible, and it is clear

that it must be so, since we are dealing with bi-dimensional pat-

terns, i.e., with organizations in which the general dynamic condi-

tions demand plane shapes without depth. As soon as we change our

conditions, we obtain clearer tri-dimensionality. Thus the book on
the table does not destroy the unity of the top of the table, which

is clearly behind it. This leads to another question about the double

representation. My book is red, the top of the table is black. I see

the red book on the table, and yet where I see the book I see no
black colour, although at the same time I do not see the table as

broken.

REPRESENTATION WITHOUT COLOUR. How can we solve this seeming

paradox? Traditional psychology would have given a solution in

contradiction to the observable facts. For traditional psychology had

established the dogma: what we see has colour. Therefore, where

there is no colour, we do not see. And hence the table behind the

book had to be explained as a contribution from some non-sensory

part of the organism. Such an explanation would have seemed so

self-evident to traditional psychology that it never troubled to dis-

cuss this case, not, at least, as far as I know. Traditional psychology

was all too ready to explain what obviously appeared as A as B or C.

Never was a psychologist prouder than when he could say: A is
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not really A but something else. The best-known example is per-

haps the James-Lange theory of emotions, according to which an

emotion is not really an emotion but a set of kinesthetic and or-

ganic sensations aroused by responses to the emotional situations.

All such explanations fail to explain why we think that A is A.
For, even when the psychologists told us that A really was B, we
stubbornly persisted in calling it A and in treating it as A and not

as B. Was it entirely due to our perverseness and lack of willing-

ness to learn from the expert when we continued to speak of the

sad mood of an adagio or the virile hilarity of a Beethoven scherzo,

instead of speaking of our different organic sensations ? Why are we
so hopelessly stupid as to call the colour of our tablecloth on the

candle-lit dinner-table white, when Helmholtz told us that it was
yellow? Helmholtz (Vol. Ill) tried to explain the reason for this

second stupidity, but it remained in his explanation an error which

we constantly committed and persist in committing when we know
that it is an error. We shall discuss this second example in another

place and see that we can describe and explain the facts ever so

much better when we rule out the concept of error altogether. For

in the long run it has proved to be more profitable to accept an A
as an A and explain it as such. And that is what we shall try to

do with our example, the red book on the black table.

Accepting A as A, we admit that we see the red book and the

table behind it, although where we see the book, we see no black.

To accept this proposition is equivalent to rejecting the traditional

dogma that everything we see has colour.^ Positively expressed, this

means: yisual objects that are devoid of colour may appear in our

behavioural environment. And that again implies that visual organi-

zation may take place without participation of those chemical reac-

tions which we correlate with the appearance of colour. There is

nothing impossible in this conclusion. Rather is it probable that in

the brain field the beginning of organization precedes the actual

arousal of the colour processes. It would require too detailed a dis-

cussion of the neural hypotheses and would therefore interrupt our

present argument too much were I to explain this side of organiza-

tion.^ But in the very first paper in which gestalt theory was ex-

pounded, this possibility was clearly envisaged. The “phi-phenome-

non” which Wertheimer described in his famous paper of 1912 is a

striking example; we may see motion without seeing anything that

^ Colour of course in the general sense in which it includes the neutral with the

chromatic.
2 The reader may find the necessary explanations in Kohle^.. 1920 and 1932 a.
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moves, not even a colour. To end with a literary reference : from the

point of view of this theory Alice’s grin without the cat is not sheer

amusing nonsense, but may be a good phenomenal reality, as Lewis

Carroll probably knew perfectly well.

Again we must pause to guard ourselves against a misunderstand-

ing. We claimed that the table was seen behind the book. But what

would a cross-examining counsel make of such a statement? We
can easily imagine the following scene being enacted in court:

Counsel: “Where was the book?” Witness: “On the table, sir.”

Counsel: “And what was underneath the book?” W.: “The table,

sir.” C.: “How do you know?” W.: “But I saw it, sir.” C.: “Are

you willing to testify under oath that under the book there was no
opening in the table through which a revolver might be dropped?”

W.: “Certainly not, sir.” C.: “Why not?” W.: “Because I could not

see it, the book being where it was.” C. : “And yet you say that you

saw that the table was under the book? Thank you.”

The counsel for the prosecution is perfectly right but the truth

of his proposition
—
“you could not see what was under the book”

—

is in no contradiction with our or the witness’s statement, that we
and he see it there. For, obviously, what the counsel means by seeing

is not the same as what we mean by it. Our witness switched dur-

ing his examination quite naturally from our to the counsel’s mean-

ing and thereby gave the appearance of contradicting himself, which

in reality he did not. We mean by seeing a thing that it appears in

some form or other in our visual behavioural environment; counsel

means by seeing the appearance of an object in a visual environment

under such conditions that it could not appear in the behavioural

without having its counterpart in the geographical environment.

The counsel is interested in the latter exclusively, the behavioural

world of the witness is for him only a meansof getting at the geo-

graphical. We on the other hand are interested in the behavioural

environment itself. For us it is an end and not a means, or if it is a

means then a means for finding out something about the brain field,

but not about the geographical environment. And yet the psycholo-

gist who claims today that he sees the table behind the book is apt

to be treated by his critics just as our witness is handled by the ex-

amining counsel. For although the critics are psychologists, and

therefore should know better, they also use the cognitive meaning
of “to see,” based in their case on an implicit use of the constancy

hypothesis, instead of the purely descriptive or phenomenological

meaning.
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Double Representation Continued. After this excursion into the

law courts, let us return to double representation. The case in which
one of the representations is devoid of all colour is only one of the

possible cases. The other extreme is the case of a ^transparent sur-

face in front of an object, a wire screen or a glass, coloured or un-

coloured, through which we see. The problem of transparency will

occupy us later. Here we introduce it only to connect our kind of

double representation with other kinds which descriptively are

much more palpable. One might doubt that cases of transparency

are in the same sense cases of double representation because here

are really two objects, each of which is represented, whereas in our

initial case, the smaller figure within the larger, there is only one.

But then one commits the experience error. On the retina the condi-

tions are essentially alike in this case and in the case of an opaque

object behind a transparent one. For on the retina, we have no more
than differently stimulated areas, to some of which not one but two
objects correspond in the behavioural environment. Double represen-

tation will occur more easily under certain conditions than others,

as Kopfermann has found, and thereby double representation be-

comes also a shape-determining factor, and should be added to the

factors which we discussed in the last sections of the fourth chapter.

One-sided Function of CoNTouR.(^ut double representation of

the kind we are interested in now has still another highly impor-

tant aspect, well illustrated in our figure. One
of the representations is, as we said before, a whole

figure, the other, on the contrary, only a part of

a larger figure. The “same” part of the field which

is segregated from the rest in one of the repre-

sentations is connected with it in the other. The
contour shapes its inside, but not its outside, or, as

Rubin has described it, the contour has a one-sided function.

We came across another asymmetry of the contour in our last

chapter (pp. 150 f.), which though related to the one we are dis-

cussing now, is not identical with it. Then we spoke of contour

figures and considered the fact that a closed contour line, although

separated from the rest of the field on either of its sides by the

same leap of stimulation, belonged to the enclosed figure and segre-

gated it from the surrounding field. The asymmetry we are con-

cerned with now does not refer to contour figures only, it applies

equally well to surface figures, whose contours are their boundaries.

If we modify Fig. 27 so as to obtain Fig. 51, the same kind of duo

organization still occurs, a small leaf-like figure on an uninterrupted

E
Fig. 51
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rectangle. The contour or the boundary is a boundary only to the

smaller, but not the larger, figure, the pentagons at either side of

the central figure are normally not seen.

One-sided function of the boundary or contour and double repre-

sentation are thus only two aspects of one and the same process of

organization; they indicate the establishment of more than one
organized area in the same region of the field. Wherever the con-
tour has a two-sided function, this double organization does not
occur; instead we have the duo of co-ordination, as in our old Fig.

22. Therefore, special forces must be responsible for making the con-
tour one-sided, for doubling part of the field. In our example these

forces are easily discovered. The larger figure, bounded by the rec-

tangular contour, is a simple shape in itself, and this simple shape

Fig. 52 Fig, 53

resists disruption by the introduction of the smaller shape. More-
over, apart from the inset it is uniform in colour, so that the factor

of equality also contributes to its unity. If this equality is de-

stroyed by colouring the right and the left part of the large oblong
differently, as in Fig. 52,^ its unity is destroyed. The main feature

of the new pattern is the central shape, while the rest is much more
difficult to describe. One thing, however, seems clear, viz., that the

disappearance of the double representation has not brought about a
clear double-sided contour function. At least I find it very difficult

to see all three figures, the red, the white, and the blue, at the

same time. This is truer still if the inset figure is less regular, as

in Fig. 53. Systematic experiments in the field are lacking, and
therefore one must practise great caution in drawing inferences

from the scant material here presented. Still it seems safe to say

that just as the one-sided function of the contour needs special

forces to become effective, so does the two-sided. It is not a case of a

simple logical distinction: the function of the contour must be
either one- or two-sided; if it is not the one it must be the other.

Reality defies such handling by primitive logical precepts. We know
of cases where the general conditions of organization produce a

one-sided contour function with double representation, and others

^ Compare the footnote on page 165.
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where the conditions make the contour double-sided and create

a co-ordinated duo. When neither of these conditions is realized, a
much less clear and stable organization results, a fact from which
at the moment we can conclude no more than this': organization in

several parts which have no intrinsic relation to each other, but are

merely one plus one plus one, is extremely difficult and not fre-

quently realized.

COne-sided Function of Contour and Shape. Let us return to the
one-sided contour function. It has, necessarily, the property of giv-

ing shape only to one part of the field which it

bounds and not to the other. Therefore, if there

are other shape-producing factors in these two
fields, their effect will be different according to

the effect of the contour. To prove this, we
make use of a method invented and largely

used by Rubin, viz., of producing patterns

which are ambiguous with regard to their duo-

character. For simplicity’s sake, we will now
introduce Rubin’s terminology, calling the

larger figure, upon or within which the smaller is seen, the ground,

and the latter one the “figure.” How useful this terminology is will

appear later; now it helps us to define the ambiguity of our patterns:

they are so constructed that the same field parts may appear either

as figures or as ground. We have made use of such a figure before

(Fig. 4, p. 83). We now introduce a modification, varying slightly

one of Rubin’s patterns. One can see either the sectors cross-

hatched with arcs as the figure, or those that are cross-hatched with

straight lines. In either case, one will see a cross. The difference

appears in the lines of the hatchings. In the first case, the arcs will

be arcs, in the second, they will be parts of whole circles, and cor-

respondingly the straight lines will be bounded by the arms of the

cross in the second case, and filling without interruption the whole

circle in the first. The double representation is amazingly manifest,

just as the one-sided function of the contour which bounds and

shapes the figure but not the ground. This pattern illustrates a last

point.jit is easier to see the full circles than the uninterrupted

straight lines, a proof that the arcs demand their continuation

more strongly than the straight lines, a fact corroborated by several

other experiments. In the beginning of this chapter we raised the

question, whether, things being shaped, the framework was shape-

less. We have now taken the first step towards answering this ques-

tion. True enough, we are dealing with special cases in which the
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concept of framework has not yet appeared; but it is clear and will

be discussed shortly,^that there is a connection between things and
figures on the one hand, and ground and framework on the otherj

With this in mind, we can now express our last results in this

way:^e contours which shape the figure do not shape its ground;

if the latter has a shape, it owes this to other forces than those

which produce the figure upon it^

The one-sided or asymmetrical function of the contour can also

be described by saying that contours have an “inside” and an “out-

side.” This description is not arbitrary, but compelled by the organi-

zation itself. In ambiguous figures the same side may be either the

inside or the outside, but when it is the one it is not the other; the

inside or outside character belongs in each case to the contour and

not to “us.”

Functional Dependence of Figure and Ground. Ground as

Framework. We have so far described the figure-ground relation

by saying that the figure lies upon the ground. But this description,

though it is complete enough as regards the actual experience, the

product of organization, leaves out a decisive aspect of the process

of organization itself. The figure depends for its characteristics upon

the ground on which it appears. The ground serves as a jramewor\

in which the figure is suspended and thereby determines the figure.

The more we generalize our ground concept, the more application

shall we find of this rule. Here, restricting ourselves to smaller

figures on larger ones, we can demonstrate the framework char-

acter of the ground by its influence on the shape of the figure.

We make use of the fact that a square may have two different

shapes depending upon its spatial position, either the shape of a

square or that of a diamond. That these two shapes are really,

functionally, different has been proved by Hartmann with the help

of his flicker-fusion method (see Chapter IV, pp. 129 f.); the dia-

mond has a greater critical fusion rate than the square. Which of the

two shapes will actually be realized depends to a large extent upon
the orientation of the figure; resting on one side it will appear as a

square, standing on one corner as a diamond; or, the same condi-

tion differently expressed, when one pair of sides is horizontal, the

square will be seen, when one diagonal is horizontal, the diamond.

But this last formulation is not equivalent with the first; indeed, it

is not an adequate formulation at all. In the two accompanying

figures, taken from Kopfermann, we see in the ^-members indeed

the diamond, where one diagonal is horizontal, and the square

where two sides are, but in the a-members, these relations tend to
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be reversed, although these patterns are more ambiguous than the

others. 55^7 appears most decidedly as a square, although its diago-

nal is horizontal, 56^7, at least quite easily, as a diamond, although
two of its sides are horizontal. The reason is easy to understand.

In Fig. 55^7 the sides of the small figure are parallel to the side

of the frame, in Fig. 56^7 the diagonal is. Orientation, as a factor

which determines the shape of our figure, is, then, not an absolute

matter, but relative with regard to the frame. Still, the a figures

are more ambiguous than the b ones. This again is easy to under-
stand, for the larger figure itself is in a frame, the page of the

book, so that there are at least two frames operative. In the b figures

h

Fig. 56

these frames coincide in their main directions, and therefore in their

effects; in the a figures they conflict, the smaller frame being the

nearer to the critical figure, the larger frame farther removed. Be-

cause of this conflict between the frames, the figures are more am-

biguous in these patterns than in the others. Finally, the square

effect seems to be more easily realized against the “absolute” orien-

tation than the diamond effect, 56a is fairly easily seen as a square.

This, in a way, completes our picture, since we know from Hart-

mann’s experiments that the square is simpler than the diamond.

In reality, then, we have to distinguish three operative factors in

our patterns: the two frames^ and the simplicity of the ensuing

figure. The reader may make a chart for himself in which these

three factors are combined for our four patterns.

Figures and Things. The framework appeared in our previous

discussion as the non-thing like part of the behavioural environment.

Has the figure correspondingly thing-character ? Just this has been

^ In reality there are more frames than the two mentioned. We live continually

in a definite “space-level” (see below), which acts as a very large frame.

b

Fig- 55
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claimed by Rubin, when he first introduced our distinction, and has

been confirmed by later authors (see Kohler, 1929, p. 219). In

changing from ground to figure a field part becomes more solid, and

in the reverse change more loose, as observation of any of the pat-

terns here presented will prove. Furthermore, it is the figure we
are “concerned with,” the figure we are remembering, and not the

ground. Thus we find a beginning of the thing-non-thing differ-

ence in the figure-ground articulation of the field. How much more

it can tell us about the thing quality we shall see when we have de-

scribed more properties which distinguish figure and ground from

each other.

Shape of Figure and Ground Compared. When, in the ambigu-

ous figures so far presented and in Fig. 57, we compare the figure

and the ground parts with each

other, we always find the latter ones

to be simpler, in the sense of greater

uniformity, less articulation, than the

former. In the cross patterns, where

in both aspects the figures are crosses,

the grounds are circles (in Fig. 54) or “squares with cut-off edges”

(in Fig. 4). In our last pattern the black and white figures differ

in shape also, T’s vs. leaves, but the respective grounds are much
more similar to each other, both being stripes, the black one on its

lower side bounded by a sinuous line.

Colour of Figure and Ground. This difference in articulation be-

tween figure and ground is universal, and appears not only in their

shapes but also in their colours. We have previously encountered

the connection between high degree of articulation and colouring.

Therefore we should expect the same field to look more coloured

when it is figure than when it is ground. And that is confirmed by

fact. If one makes figures like Fig. 54 with alter-

nate green and equivalent grey sectors, so that

the sectors, instead of differing by their hatch-

ings, differ in colour, then the change from the

one cross to the other is accompanied by clearly

noticeable colour changes. A green cross on a

grey ground changes into a distinctly red cross

on a dull green ground. Thus, the green parts

lose colour in their transition from figure to

ground, and the reddish parts gain colour by the opposite transi-

tion. The red is a contrast red, and therefore this experiment proves
anew the insufficiency of a purely summative contrast theory, which
we have discussed in our last chapter (p. 134). Our results have

Fig. 58

Kg- 57
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been confirmed by a neat experiment by Mrs. Frank (1923). She

cut out of coloured paper a figure corresponding exactly to the cen-

tral cross of Fig. 58 and asked her subjects to develop an after-image

of it, which then was projected on the design oFour figure. If in

this design, the central part appeared as the figure, the after-image

upon it looked much more coloured than when it appeared as the

ground of the oblique propeller-like shape.

Functional Proofs of the Figure-Ground Differences. Clear

and impressive as these differences are in simple observation, it

would greatly improve their status as real could we prove that there

existed functional differences corresponding to them. Such proof

has been given in so many different ways that we select a few out-

standing examples.

Our first idea will be to apply the Hartmann test to our distinc-

tion. Expose a white-black cross twice in quick succession and meas-

ure the critical exposure time at which flicker ceases when either the

white or the black parts appear as figure. Hartmann did this in such

a way that as before (see p. 13 1) only the white parts provided the

objective conditions for flicker, the black being black all the time.

The result was that in the average of four series the critical expo-

sure time had to be 12.3 o' shorter for the white cross than for the

white ground, a difference of about 12% of the shorter of the two

exposures. The difference in readiness to fuse between a field when
it is ground and when it is figure is, therefore, the same as that

between a more or less simple figure.

One of our descriptive differences was that the figure was more

solid (thinglike), the ground more loose (stuff-like) . If this is true,

the figure should be held together by stronger forces

than the ground, i.e., it should offer greater resistance to

the intrusion of another figure. This deduction was veri-

fied in ingenious experiments by Gelb and Granit. The
observers looked through a tube at Fig. 59 which filled

the entire tube opening. The pattern is that of a grey

cross on a grey background, the cross being either darker

or lighter than the ground. By a simple device, using light reflection,

a small coloured spot could be produced either on the lower arm

of the cross or on the ground to the right of it, and the amount of

light necessary to make this spot visible could be measured. Of

course, the darker the field the less the intensity of the coloured

light required, therefore a comparison of two such measurements

would say nothing about the difference between figure and ground,

since the two field parts which would be compared would be of

different luminosity. The procedure was therefore more complex.
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To any figure-ground combination there was always added a second

in which the luminosities of figure and ground had changed their

places. Thus, for each combination of luminosities four thresholds

had to be determined. If d stands for the darker and I for the lighter

grey, / for figure and g for ground, the four thresholds are respec-

tively (i) If, (2) Ig, (3) df, (4) dg, in which the two extremes and
the two middle ones belong to the same pattern respectively. By
comparing (i) with (2) and (3) with (4) we can directly determine

the influence which the organization of the field exerts upon the

arousal of a new figure within it, for in these comparisons the

luminosities are kept constant. The result was unambiguous: the

even combinations consistently gave lower thresholds than the cor-

responding odd ones, which is a verification of our deduction that

a figure field is more strongly organized than a ground field.

As a matter of fact, this conclusion is not quite compulsory, since

the figure field is in this pattern always the smaller of the two
fields, and since previous investigators have found that a threshold

determined within a larger field is lower than that within a smaller,

a result which has been interpreted in a rather complicated manner
as a mere summative contrast effect. However, a second experiment

carried out by Granit (1924), the description of which I will omit,

makes this interpretation virtually impossible, so that these two ex-

periments in conjunction establish sufficient proof for our deduction.

A number of facts brought out by M. R. Harrower and myself

add proof to the specific functional difference of figure and ground.

Our investigation, concerned with the Liebmann effect, led to the

discovery of the difference between functionally hard and soft col-

ours, the latter showing the Liebmann effect more markedly than

the former. This much was reported in the last chapter (p. 127).

But since we investigated the Liebmann effect by making a figure

equiluminous to its ground, the question arose whether it makes

any difference whether the figure or the ground is hard or soft. In

order to answer this question, we first reversed the figure-ground

combination, by using now coloured grounds and neutral fig-

ures, and then proceeding to put colour into both figure and

ground. The results were quite unambiguous: softness and hard-

ness are much more important in the figure than in the ground.

Consequently, if h stands for hard<oloured and s for soft-coloured,

and / and g again for figure and ground, the following combina-

tions represent a rank order of organization, the top giving the

clearest articulation, the bottom the best Liebmann effect:
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f g

(1) h h

(2) h s

(3) s ^

(4) s s

This rank order which was discovered in qualitative experiments,

was confirmed in discrimination and legibility experiments. I shall

briefly describe the latter. On grey papers, 30 centimetres square,

a number of letters 10 millimetres high and one millimetre wide
were produced, letters and ground being equivalent, one of them
coloured, the other neutral. For each colour, red, yellow, green, and
blue, two such papers were used, one grey with coloured letters, the

other coloured with grey letters. A pair of these was attached to the

wall of a long room. The subjects were initially put at a distance of

thirty feet from the wall and asked to describe what they saw. They
then went three feet nearer, gave a new description, and continued

in such stages of three feet until all the letters had been read. The
following table gives the average difference in feet for each of the

pairs, the colours referring to the letters, not to the ground:

red-grey 3.3

yellow-grey 1.2

grey-blue 7.9

grey-green 3.8

This means that the red letters on a grey ground could be seen on
the average at a distance greater by 3.3 feet than the grey letters on
a red ground, etc. One sees: the coloured letters are superior when
they are hard, otherwise they are inferior to the grey letters, which

in their turn become hard on soft and soft on hard ground. Thus
we see that hard figures on soft ground give a better articulation

than soft figures on hard grounds. That the hardness and softness of

the ground is also effective appears from our rank order: the differ-

ences between (i) and (2) and between (3) and (4) respectively are

mere differences in the ground, and in both cases the harder ground

gives the better articulation, as was also proved in the discrimination

experiment just mentioned.

The figure is harder, more strongly structured, and more impres-

sive, the last determination apparently being closely related to the

two former ones, impressiveness depending upon the density of

the energy within the area. This greater impressiveness of the

figure can also be demonstrated functionally, e.g., in binocular
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rivalry. The ground part produced in the tract belonging to one

eye will be more easily disturbed or expelled from the actual field

of vision than a figured part, as I have indicated in a very simple

experiment which I omit here, a fact which appears also from older

experiments of Hering’s (1920).

Dynamics of Figure-Ground Articulation. We must now raise the

question as to the laws which determine the figure-ground organ-

ization, a question which has two sides, (i) why is the field struc-

tured in this particular way, and (2) which parts of the fields will

become figures, which ground.? Very little experimental work has

been done from which we can collect data for the solution of this

problem. And the little that has been done refers to the second

aspect. It is important to have a complete survey of all the condi-

tions obtaining in any one case. Therefore we shall proceed step by

step, starting with special cases and gradually limiting our re-

strictions.

Let us begin with such ambiguous figures as we have used in

the preceding discussion. The simplest are the various forms of

crosses, and for these it is characteristic that, apart from the cross-

hatchings, all the contours of the figure are also contours of the

ground, while the figure has contours which the ground has not.

Are there conditions which, in patterns defined by this last condi-

tion, determine which parts shall belong to the figure, which to the

ground? In the completely symmetrical patterns which we have

so far made use of, there can, evidently, be no such conditions.

Under these circumstances if we neglect the difference in colour
®

no objective factor exists which will favour either of the two or-

ganizations. But we can change these patterns slightly and thereby

favour one organization at the expense of the other.

(i) Orientation as a Determining Factor. We orient them
differently so that one cross lies in a favoured position, with one

pair of arms vertical, the other horizontal, while the arms of the

other are in oblique positions. Then the former is favoured over the

latter. This fact, discovered by Rubin, has never been proved by

statistical experimentation; but from mere inspection, I have no

doubt that it is a true fact. Its importance is considerable, for it

shows that the organization of a small field depends upon factors

far outside, such as general orientation. More correctly it indicates

® Unpublished experiments by M. R, Harrower indicate an influence of relative

brightness. But the completion of these experiments must be awaited before definite

conclusions can be drawn.
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that there are main directions in space, the . horizontal and the

vertical, and that these directions exert an actual influence upon the

processes o£ organization by making figural organization easier in

the main than in the other directions. We can formulate our result

this way, because, whatever cross we see, the ground is always

symmetrically distributed in all directions, forming a complete circle

or square underneath the cross.

(2) Relative Size. We vary the relative width of the arms of our
cross. Then, again, the result is clear: the cross with the narrower
arms will preponderate over that with the

wider, and that the more, the greater the dif-

ference in width, as has been quantitatively

proved by Graham. Fig. 60 may serve as an
illustration;® relatively the white cross is more
easily seen in 60^ than in a. Here we have

a law intrinsic to the organization itself: if

the conditions are such as to produce segregation of a larger and a

smaller unit, the smaller will, ceteris paribus, become the figure; the

larger, the ground.

This formulation, plausible as it sounds, is not really adequate.

On the one hand it omits a necessary condition, on the other it begs,

strictly speaking, the question. We will begin with the last point,

because it will lead us directly to the first. We have seen that the

ground is not interrupted by the figure, that it stretches behind it,

and is therefore always larger than the figure. Thus in our last

pattern, when the cross with the wide arms is seen as the figure,

the ground is still larger, because, owing to double representa-

tion, it comprises not only the narrow arms, but the wide ones as

well. Our law of size could therefore be formulated only thus: if

the conditions are such that a smaller or larger figure can be

seen, then, ceteris paribus, the former will be realized. But such

a statement gives us no insight into the actual dynamics of the

process. We can, however, state our law still differently: if the

conditions are such that two field parts are segregated from each

other and double representation ensues, then, ceteris paribus, the

figure will arise in such a way that the difference between its

area and that of the ground is a maximum, or still simpler: the

figure will be as small as possible. This formulation is more than

® Owing to the fact that these figures are printed on the white page, the black and

white parts have not an equal chance of becoming figure, the black ones being

favoured in this respect.

a b

Fig. 60
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a mere statement of fact, it contains a dynamical reason, as we
shall see when we further investigate double representation. With-

out double representation our law of relative size no

longer holds, as in Fig. 61 where the small black strip no

longer lies upon the white ground of the rectangle.

Fig. 61 Here both the white oblong and the black stripe are

figures, we have duo-formation in co-ordination. Before

we continue this discussion, we shall introduce a new factor.

(3) Enclosing and Enclosed Area. In Fig. 62 the part inside the

angular contour is seen as the figure and not that outside, although

the latter is smaller than the former. Rubin had already stated the

law that if two areas are so segregated that one encloses the other,

the enclosing one will become the ground, the

enclosed one the figure. This law can be under-

stood from the dynamics of organization. We
know that the ground fills the whole area by

virtue of double representation. Ground is seen,

in other words, in places where there is no local

stimulation corresponding to it. Thus the or-

ganization of the ground is a process similar to

that which we studied in the blind-spot experi- Fig. 62

ments and those with hemianopic patients (see

pp. 144 ff.). And thus we understand now the factors of relative size

and of enclosing. The greater, within a given area, the part that

is to become ground, the less “completion” does it require. And the

ground closes more readily from the outside toward the inside than

vice versa. In the former case an area determined on all sides has

to be filled by convergence, in the latter by divergence. Convergence

has its limit defined by the part missing within the ground itself.

The limit of divergence is not so determined; if, as in our Fig. 62,

it should be determined by the circle contour, the segments between

it and the polygon being then the figure, this determination would
arise from the boundary of the figure and not that of the ground.

The ground would have to reach this boundary, but it would not

be drawn towards it, it would be pushed from the core.^

These purely theoretical deductions find a counterpart in descrip-

tion. Von Hornbostel has emphasized as universal the difference

between the concave and the convex, the embracing and the aggres-

7 Encloscdness is not the only factor which accounts for the figure-ground distribu-

tion in Fig. 62. If this distribution were reversed, six unconnected figures would
appear in place of the one coherent figure actually perceived.
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sive, which correspond to the ground-figure difference. It is as

though the dynamics of each field part, the forces to which they

owe their existence, were at least vaguely revealed in consciousness,

i.e., in properties of the behavioural environmentr.

(4) Density of Energy. Whereas our first factor determined the

figure-ground articulation primarily by determining the former, our
third evidently works directly through the latter. What about the

second, the relative size? So far we have treated it also as a “ground
determining factor,” but relative size will also work directly through
the figure. Under certain conditions it is, as Kohler (1920) has

shown, plausible to assume that within a certain area the process

energies of figure and ground are equal. Then if we have a small

figure on a large ground it follows that the density of energy must
be greater in the figure than in the ground, proportional to the

ratio between the ground and the figure area. Therefore the figure

would be defined by the greater density of energy, a definition

which tallies well with experimentally proved figure characteristics

(threshold and binocular rivalry experiments; see above, pp. 187-90).

It is clear that the smaller the area of the figured part in a constant

field, the greater its relative energy density with regard to the

ground part. If the condition that the energy density in the former is

greater than that in the latter is a necessary condition, then the

smaller part must be the figure. This condition can, however, be

taken as necessary only if it applies to the ground both outside and

behind the figure, otherwise it would have been violated by our

last pattern. But then our principle of small figure loses its value

because the figure is always smaller, as we have agreed above. But

if we could state as a law that organization takes place, at least

under certain conditions, in such a way that the figure is as much of

a figure as possible, then of course relative size would have a direct

figure effect by its effect on energy-density. This implies that there

are degrees of figuredness, which we could define by the ratio of

the energy densities, which indeed depends upon the ratio of the

areas. The threshold experiments by Granit are most compatible

with such an interpretation, as also the general dependence of a

figure threshold upon the size of its ground.

It is no use going any further since our theoretical deductions

would lack experimental confirmation. Perhaps some reader will

take up the thread where we are dropping it, and increase our

knowledge of fact.

internal articulation of field parts. We proceed by taking

up the clue derived from relative size: the figure has the greater
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density of energy. This was derived under simple conditions under

which the total energy contained in the figure and the ground

processes could be considered to be equal. But we can introduce

new articulations within certain parts of the field, e.g., every second

sector in our cross patterns, which though they increase the energy

of the figure do not at the same time increase the energy of the

ground. For if they did, its relative energy density and thereby its

degree of figuredness should remain the same, whereas, as we shall

see, we can easily produce patterns where the articulated sectors

preponderate as figure over the homogeneous ones. However, not any

kind of articulation will produce this effect. I can only go by my

Fig* 63 Fig. 64 Fig. 65

own impressions, confirmed by results of class-room experiments;

statistical data, if properly collected, might reveal finer differences

which must escape pure qualitative observation; but I doubt that

they can controvert it. I had thought in constructing Fig. 63 that

the sectors with the hatchings would appear more readily as figures

than the uniformly white ones and remain as figures for a longer

time. As a matter of fact, the reverse seems nearer the truth. If

the arcs form the closed circles of the ground, they are amaz-

ingly stable, at least as much so as the arc-hatched cross on the

white ground. One has, therefore, not only to consider what articu-

lation will do to the figure, but also its effects upon the ground.

Even Fig. 64 shows no strong preponderance either way, but 65

does distinctly. Here one may well see the white cross, but this

cross is never on a clear and well-shaped ground, and it will dis-

appear as soon as one tries to discern the shape of its ground. But

then we have reached a new and very general factor of figure-

ground articulation: those parts which have the greater internal

articulation will, ceteris paribus, become figures. A good example

of this law are the sea charts on which, contrary to ordinary maps,

practically all the detail is on the sea and not on the lands, with
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the result that now the seas become the figures, the lands grounds,

and thereby look perfectly strange to us.

(5) Simplicity of Resulting Organization; Symmetry. A fifth

factor concerns the organization in its totality, being a direct conse-

quence of the law of pragnanz. The figure-ground distribution will,

Fig. 66 Fig. 67

ceteris paribus, be such that the resulting shapes are as simple as

possible. This has been proved for the aspect of symmetry in pretty

experiments by Bahnsen, a student of Rubin’s. He presented pat-

terns like Figs. 66 and 67 to his observers who were instructed to

describe what they saw. Now in Fig. 66 one can see either black

ornamental symmetrical or white asymmetrical stripes, while in

Fig. 67 the white stripes are the symmetrical, the black the asym-

metrical. The grounds, whether black or white, are always per-

fectly plain. 64 subjects observed 4 such patterns, one half having

white, the other black symmetrical stripes. In 57 cases, i.e., 89%, the
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symmetrical stripes were reported, in one case only the asymmetrical,

the remaining 6 (9.4%) being unstable and ambiguous.

What this result means may be best understood when we com-

pare the possible organization of these patterns as determined

merely by the colour difference between their various parts with

each other. Then we find a survey like this:

I. Duo in co-ordination, black and white stripes, the whole field inside

the grey frame composed of highly articulate figures, half of which are

symmetrical, half not.

II. Figure-ground articulation, asymmetrical stripes visible; i.e., uni-

form simple ground, one kind of articulated figures, asymmetrical.

III. Figure-ground articulation, symmetrical stripes.

Ill is the simplest—^in III the forces are in the best balance, and the

fact that III is strongly favoured over all the others, proves that it is

this best balance which determines the result. Moreover, the results

indicate the reason, not only why one figure was seen more fre-

quently than the other, but also why the figure-ground articulation

occurred. No. I not having been reported a single time, and being

at the same time the least simple of the three possibilities. To de-

termine the meaning of simplicity further, it would be useful to

investigate patterns such that in the figure-ground reversal not only

the shape of the figure but also that of the ground was affected.

This is true in our leaf-T pattern (Fig. 57), but the particular com-
bination of changes which I have in mind is not realized in this

pattern, viz., a combination of high uniform simplicity of the

ground with asymmetry of the figure, and of less simplicity of the

ground with symmetry of the figure. Which factor would be

stronger, simplicity of the ground or symmetry of figure.^

EFFECT OF ONE ORGANIZATION UPON ANOTHER. Leaving this question

open till it can be answered on the basis of experimental data, I

return for a moment to Bahnsen’s experiment. Of course in this

experiment only one figure was shown at a time, and the different

presentations were separated by a sufficiently long interval. Looking
at the two figures on the preceding page will be very unconvincing.

Supposing you have looked at Fig. 66 first and have seen the sym-

metrical black stripes and turn then to Fig. 67. As likely as not you
will see again the black stripes although now they are asymmetrical.

Your first organization influences your second. I am convinced

that functionally this influence is very complex, and as such in need

of special investigation. One factor, however, can be analyzed with

certainty: when you saw the black stripes, the black parts of the
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field formed the figure, it was they you were concerned with, and
when you now turn to the second figure you are, or you may be,

still in the attitude of being concerned with the black parts. We
have seen before that the figures become the objects of our interests,

and conversely: where the centre of our interest lies, there, ceteris

paribus, a figure is likely to arise—this interchangeability of cause

and effect is quite general. I recall merely the relation of unity and
uniformity (see Chapter IV, p. 135). An old class-room experiment

of mine illustrates this point well. I divided my class into two
groups, and told the one to watch the screen for something black

to appear on it, and the other to watch for something white. Then I

projected on the screen for a short time the leaf-T pattern. The
result was always the same: the first group saw the T’s, the second

the leaves, and the members of the different groups were much
surprised when they saw each other’s drawings of the pattern that

had appeared on the screen.

Again we had to transcend the behavioural environment and to

include the Ego. Forces starting in the Ego can take effect in the

field and codetermine its articulation.

Why Is the Ground Simpler Than the Figure? We can now try

to answer in a general way the question why the ground is simpler

than the figure for those cases in which the

ground contours are also figure contours. Since

not all figure contours are also ground contours,

the conditions for the ground are simpler and

therefore the result must be simpler too, and

the question only remains why these contours

have their one-sided function. We have dis-

cussed this point in one example, and there it

followed from the law of pragnanz. But a sim-

pler example will lead us a step further. Why
is it so difficult to see the pattern of Fig. 68 without the figure-

ground articulation as eight triangles with a common apex? Why
does the contour have the one-sided function even here, although

geometrically it is surrounded by equal areas on either side? We
shall apply the same method which we used a short while ago, i.e.,

we shall compare any triangle with regard to its properties which it

has either as an arm of a cross, or as a part of the background, or

finally as one of eight equivalent triangles. Since the latter is the

effect in closest correspondence with the geometry of the pattern,

we shall use it as our standard. Then we see that it gains articula-

tion, solidity, definition, by becoming the arm of a cross, while it

Fig. 68
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loses in any of these aspects by becoming a part of the background.

The cross organization, then, differs from the eight-triangle organ-

ization by being more articulated in one half of its parts, and less so

in the other half.

Organization in the After-image. This is still mere description.

A simple experiment will help us to turn this description into an

explanation. Once I constructed a pattern like the last one, except

that the area of the large octagon was blue, and the edges and

diagonals yellow and somewhat wider than the lines of our pat-

tern. I then developed an after-image of it and found, to my great

surprise, that in the after-image the cross pattern failed, as a rule,

to appear, being replaced by the monotonous eight-triangle pattern

—or by a plain yellow circle with four dark blue lines on top of it.

What does this mean? The fixation of the original pattern which

produces the perceptual organization, if continued for a sufficiently

long period, gives rise to new forces. On the one hand, even during

the period necessary for the development of an after-image, one

or two reversals will take place, a proof, as Kohler has pointed out

(1929, p. 185 f.), that the processes of organization produce condi-

tions which interfere with their continued progress and thereby

lead to other organizations. But the effects of fixation responsible

for the arousal of an after-image must, at least in part, be different

in kind. The organization of the after-image in this last experiment

does not seem in the least to depend on the form of the perceptual

organization. This latter depended on processes originally started

in the retina by the incoming light rays. The result of the last ex-

periment, as those of Rothschild’s and Frank’s, seem to me best

explained by the assumption that the after-effect is one primarily

in the conditions of the process rather than in the process itself, i.e.,

in those processes which give rise to organization, and not in the

organization itself. Through continued fixation the peripheral con-

ditions have become so changed that when the pattern is removed

and replaced by a homogeneous surface, peripheral processes will

take place, opposite in direction to the original ones, but in that

respect similar to them that they provide the conditions for the or-

ganization in the psychophysical field.® We may, then, conveniently

speak of the retinal image of an after-image, and correlate the

actually seen after-image with its retinal image just as we correlate

the actual perceived objects with their retinal images. And then the

difference in this relation becomes apparent. Apart from the fact

®It is irrelevant for our argument whether these reversed processes occur actually

in the retina or in some higher centre.
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that the colours are exchanged, the original retinal image and that re-

maining after its removal are identical. And yet as a rule they lead to

different organizations, the one arising from the latter having a sim-

plicity of the minimum kind, that from the former of a maximum
kind. We have found before that after-images will be distinguished

by simplicity of the minimum kind and have ascribed this result

to the smaller amount of energy consumed in the production of an

after-image.® The figure-ground articulation, then, in our example,

is one of higher energy as compared to the mere juxtaposition of

equal parts. It is at the same time more stable. It can be achieved

only by the contours assuming a one-sided function. This latter,

which, as previously noted, entails the greater simplicity of the

ground, finds therefore its explanation in its function of producing

a stable organization whenever the disposable energy suffices.

New Condition: Figure Entirely Within the Ground Area.

As a rule, however, the conditions which we have just discussed

are not realized, figure and ground do not

have common contours, but the contour of

the figure lies completely within that of the

ground, as in our standard pattern for the

organization of the “one-on-top-of-the-other.”

Here our explanation no longer holds. For

here figure and ground have each their own
shape-determining factors, and it may well be

that those of the ground are more complex Fig. 69

than those of the figure. This case has not been

investigated. Fig. 69 is an example, which I constructed more or

less at random in order to see what would happen. Now the amaz-

ing thing in this pattern seems to me that the little circle does not

necessarily, I should even say not spontaneously, appear as a figure

on the ground formed by the larger figure, which in its turn lies

on the plain circular ground. Rather do I see the circle as part of

the larger figure, its concave and not its convex contour perform-

ing the function of segregation, so that the inside of the circle be-

longs together with the rest of the general background. As far as

this one example goes, it shows that the articulation—simple figure

on a less simple ground—is not very easy to achieve. In reality,

many such cases may occur. But in most of them, I should sus-

®That this assumption was not quite arbitrary is proved by the fact, seldom suf-

ficiently appreciated, that in ordinary life we see after-images so rarely, and that it

is not always quite easy to demonstrate after-images to the layman, the explanation

being that these processes of low energy have to give way to processes of higher

energy.
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pect, the less simple figure which serves as ground for the simpler

would be much larger or separated from it by special forces. If it

is much larger, it is by its very size of a relatively low degree of

figuredness, so that the simpler but smaller figure may surpass it in

that character. Of other forms of segregation, I have in mind chiefly

tri-dimensional ones. Put a penny on a star and that penny will not

appear as a hole in the star unless you look at it from a great dis-

tance. Here the penny protrudes from the star, which will, like a

good ground, stretch behind it. How much the fact that a figure is

the ground for another figure affects the degree of its figuredness

we cannot tell. Possibly no such effect exists, possibly, and I should

say probably, such an effect will sometime be proved and measured.

Other Cases. With all this detail, we have not by any means ex-

hausted all the possibilities. There may be lines on the ground which

are not in the figure, such as in our patterns 63 and 64. Their role

in the first of these two has been discussed, their role in the second

and in many similar ones (familiar from wall-papers) must be

omitted. Our theory would have to be too far ahead of empirical

facts to make it worth while to discuss it. Besides this is not a

monograph on the figure-ground articulation. All we wanted to

show is the interplay of forces in this fundamental organization.

But here, as everywhere, where we try to get an adequate concep-

tion of the actual dynamics, we are hampered by the enormous
complexity of the conditions and by the insufficiency of our knowl-

edge. One must not blame psychology for this scarcity, for only

within the last twenty years has dynamics become a psychological

problem*.

General Aspect of Figure-Ground Articulation. Finally we shall

now take up a new functional side of the figure-ground problem.

Does it pertain to our behavioural environment in all its sensory

aspects or is it the domain of vision alone Our answer must needs

be brief, again because of the lack of experimental data. But we
shall have to admit that the distinction holds for all the senses. For

audition, it is clear; we can hear speech on the background of the

patter of the rain, or the roaring of a mountain stream.

Other Senses. Clear enough as this distinction is here, it becomes

more difiicult when we approach the other senses. It is always easy

enough to demonstrate the figures, the hard or soft objects we touch,

the taste of this morsel of well-cooked steak, or the aroma of the

wine of a choice vintage which we have sipped; the smell of this

violet, the hot or cold feel of this piece of metal. All these ex-

periences are figure-like, but what is their ground Here is a pro-
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blem which I do not pretend to solve. Let one indication be suffi-

cient: we spoke of the ground of the roaring stream against which
the words of our friend appeared. But often, though for city dwellers

not often enough, this auditory ground is “stillness.” In favour of

the claim that stillness is not, or need not be, simply nothing, but
will frequently serve as ground I shall only adduce the fact that

stillness may become figure, as when we leave the city and spend
our first nights in the lonely mountains. It seems to me quite likely

that ground qualities of similar kinds exist for the other senses as

well, though it is probable that they are more functional than de-

scriptive. That means the grounds of these senses will functionally

influence what actually appears in our behavioural environment with-

out having any direct counterpart in it comparable to visual ground.

This will ultimately mean that our most general ground is super-

sensory in the sense that it owes its existence to the contributions of

potentially all senses. In saying this we are far from ascribing the

same importance to all senses for our general framework.

Only a few additions, before we return to vision. We had no

difficulty in pointing out figures in different sense modalities. But

some senses will also provide us with grounds that are more than

“emptiness.” I am thinking particularly of smell, which may en-

velop us like a soft cloak or the blue walls of a rotunda in the

castle of a fairy-king. And the ground of these other senses is often

not only, not even chiefly, the ground of the figures of these same

senses, but determines our relation to these figures and to all figures

or things in our given behavioural environment. The “atmosphere”

of a room is as good an example as I can give. Thus these back-

grounds are more comprehensive than the purely visual ones so far

discussed, since they are grounds for the Ego as well as for the

things with which it finds itself confronted. Our conclusion then

is that the figure-ground distinction, though it is applicable to all

senses, offers new problems when we go beyond vision, problems

which are of great significance for the theory of behaviour, but

which as yet are in too embryonic a state to deserve further dis-

cussion.

Peripheral and Central Vision; the Former a “Ground-,” the

Latter a “Figure-Sense.” Let us then return to sight. All modern

theories of vision acknowledge two kinds of receptors, the rods and

the cones, of which the latter alone are found in the fovea cen-

tralis, while the former increase in proportion towards the periphery.

At the same time it is a well-known fact that the centre is function-

ally distinguished from the periphery by its higher articulation both
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in form and colour. Moreover, usually three zones can be distin-

guished on the retina, one totally, one partially colour-blind, be-

sides a central area with its normal colour sense. The articulatory

power measured, e.g., by the two-point limen, decreases rapidly to-

wards the periphery, so that segregated field parts, being produced
exclusively by peripheral stimulation, lack detail of both colour

and shape; in other words, the periphery of the retinae provides

us with such field parts as have distincdy the characteristics of

ground, while the central part of the retina causes our perception of

figures. Thus it seems plausible to say that the periphery is a ground-

sense, the centre a figure-sense.

This Difference Functional and Not Merely Anatomical.

This description of our organ of sight unifies the different parts

by assigning a common cause to them. No doubt there is an

anatomical reason for the distinction, but the anatomical difference

has to be considered as a secondary, not as a primary fact. Let us

elaborate this point, (i) We saw that ceteris paribus the enclosing

part of the field will become the ground, the enclosed the figure.

Should we then consider it as a mere coincidence that the centre of

the retina mediates figure-perception while the surrounding peri-

phery supplies the ground? Is it not a much more plausible hypo-

thesis to assume that the centre is the figure-sense because it is the

centre and that its anatomical properties derive from this function ?

If it were so, then the anatomical centre should no longer be the

region of highest articulation when it is no more the centre. This

deduction is amply confirmed by experiments performed with

hemianopic patients.

confirmation by fuchs’s experiments with hemianopics. The
clearest demonstrations to this effect we owe to W. Fuchs (1920,

1922). In the hemianopic field of vision the anatomical fovea lies at

the right or left margin. This anatomical centre is, for many hemian-

opics, no longer the functional centre with regard either to local-

ization or articulation. Instead they develop a pseudo-fovea, i.e., a

new point on the retina, well within the intact region, becomes the

place of greatest articulation and clearness. “This new place of

clearest vision has no constant position on the retina, but consti-

tutes a functional centre, i.e., a centre determined by the actual

visual data, changing its location with the actual shape or size of

the objects, or the form of the total field which confronts the pa-

tient” (1922, p. 158). Therefore, hemianopic patients, before being

examined, have no idea of the nature of their affliction. They com-
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plain about not seeing so well as they used to, but their phenomenal
field of vision is quite different from their functional field of vision.

Whereas the latter has a quasi-semicircular shape, the bounding
diameter passing through the fovea, the former is^more or less like

our own, i.e., quasi-circular. Furthermore, the extent of their field

of vision varies with the particular task to which they are put. We
shall keep this in mind now when we discuss a few of Fuchs’s re-

sults. Several letters about one inch high were projected on a screen

and at their side a black mark which the patient had to fixate, i.e.,

to regard in such a way that it fell on his fovea. He was then to

indicate which of the letters appeared to him most clear. Now,
when the patient sat at a distance of one metre from the screen, he

chose a letter about six centimetres from the fixation point, and
when his distance was doubled, he chose a letter only slightly further

out, viz., 6.5-6.7 centimetres from the fixation point. At the same
time the limit of his field of vision toward the periphery was ap-

proximately as far away from the clearest letter as that from the

fovea. Two conclusions are obvious: the place of clearest vision lies

in the centre of the actual field of vision, and it does not correspond

to a definite part of the retina, for if it did, from a distance of two

metres the patient should have seen the clearest letter twice as far

from the fixation point as from the distance of one metre.

In the next experiment the distance of the patient was kept con-

stant, and the size of the letters varied. The result was that if one

increased the size of the letter, one had to remove it further from

the fixation point in order to keep it at its highest degree of clear-

ness. The changes are quite considerable, the smallest letter, having

one-twelfth of the size of the largest used in the first experiment,

was clearest at a distance of i.i cm. from the fixation point as com-

pared to the 6 cm. of the largest. The small letters determine a small

field of vision and thereby a centre close to the fovea on the margin.

In a third experiment, both distance of the observer and size of the

letter were varied, but in such a way that the angle of vision re-

mained constant, letters twice as large being observed from a double

distance, and so forth. Again, the objectively larger letters had to

be further away from the fixation point than the smaller, the con-

stancy of the visual angle having no effect at all. Thus we see how

clear articulation appears as a function of the total field and its

properties, not as the result of pre-existing anatomical conditions. Of

the many other highly instructive experiments, I will mention only

one to corroborate the last statement that the actual units, produced
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by organization, determine the structure of the whole field and

thereby the clearness of its parts, and not the arrangement of

stimuli or the factor of attention. If a large broken vertical line

(Fig. 70) was moved so far out from the fixation point

I

that it appeared in full clearness, and the observer was

I

then asked to concentrate his attention on one of the

centre parts of this line, the result was that this part,

•-.

I ; jr instead of gaining in emphasis, shrank and became

I

blurred, and if the dimensions of the whole and its

* pieces were properly chosen, would disappear com-

Fig. 70 pletely, so that the observer saw a gap in the rest of the

still visible line. By isolating a part from its structural

unity, the patient destroys this part, an absolute proof that it was
the large unit as an objective fact which produced its visibility, and
not an attitude of the observer’s.

THE periphery’s CONTRIBUTION: FUNCTIONAL GROUND, AND FIGURES

OF STRONG INTERNAL FORCES OF ORGANIZATION OR CO-OPERATION BY

THE CENTRE. (2) When we say that the periphery is a ground sense,

we do not mean that it can under no condition produce or co-

operate in the production of figures, as little as our claim that the

centre is a figure sense denies that it can co-operate in the production

of ground. But this remains true: the periphery alone can produce

a ground while the centre alone cannot, even when the periphery

has lost all capacity of producing figures by itself. The latter state-

ments are confirmed by two kinds of disturbances of sight. If,

through retinitis, the field of vision has shrunk so much that only

the centre remains functional, the patient is for all practical pur-

poses as good as blind. On the other hand, perimetric tests of cer-

tain hysterical patients, or patients with special functional psychoses,

reveal a field of vision restricted to a minute central area, which
may be smaller than the area which makes a patient with retinitis

practically blind. And yet these patients can orient themselves

visually without too great difficulties.

One short word about the perimetric examination. The pa-

tient fixates a point while the examiner introduces from the

periphery small disks of various shapes and colours. The patient has

to indicate as soon as he sees something, and what shape and what
colour the object he sees in the periphery has. By this method, which

tests the arousal of figures, the three different colour zones of the

retina are discovered.

This examination tests, then, the production of figures in the

periphery by the periphery alone. It is very important to know this.
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For if we keep in mind the kind of performance we are testing we
shall not be surprised to find the results depending upon the kind

of test material we use, rather we should expect better performances

with such objects as give rise to good organizations when looked

at directly than with objects which under these more favourable

conditions produce poorer articulation. Furthermore, we should

not be surprised that field parts which are produced jointly by
centre and periphery, should have, provided they are strongly uni-

fied, the characteristics which they derive from the centre. Both
these expectations are amply confirmed.^^^ Even in the ordinary

examination of visual acuity, in central vision,

the result depends to a large degree on the

test object employed. Thus M. R. Harrower’s

and my discrimination experiments referred

to above proved, e.g., the dependence of

acuity on hardness and softness of figure

and ground. For the periphery Gelb (1921)

has made a neat experiment. A black double

ring, outer diameter 36 cm., width of the

black lines 8 mm., width of the interven-

ing white space 5 mm., is drawn on a large

cardboard. The subject fixates, monocularly, the centre of the ring.

Then another white cardboard with an open ring sector of about

12 degrees is placed on top of the first and the cardboard moved so

near to the observer that the two small arcs fuse into one, com-

pletely obliterating the intervening white space. When then the

masking cardboard is withdrawn the entire double ring with the

white circle between the two black ones becomes clearly visible.

Similarly, if instead of a black double ring one uses a coloured single

ring, and pushes the test object so near to the subject that he sees

under the mask a neutral short line, the subject will see a full

coloured circle when the mask is removed. The opposite effect takes

place when instead of rings and circles one uses double straight

lines. If from a distance ascertained in the preceding experiments,

one end of such a line is fixated, then without the mask the line

will fuse at a distance of about 10 cm. from the fixation point, while

a small bit of it will still appear double at a distance of about 20 cm.

This proves that the degree of organization of a field part depends

upon its \ind of organization, its shape. Good shapes will be better

See C. Berger for a psychological treatment of modern literature on visual acuity.

Fig. 71 represents schematically the double line visible through the opening in

the “mask.”
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figures, i.e., more articulated and coloured than poor shapes. The
fact that the small part of the straight double line is superior to

the whole line is due to the concentration of attention on this small

part. Attention, like attitude, is a force which starts in the Ego, and

must therefore be discussed later. But we should extract from this

experiment the fact that attention, adding energy to the particular

field part, will increase its articulation, if it is not articulated as

well as it might be. Since with the circles the small parts are inferior

to the whole figure, although they must be as much favoured by

increased attention as the small parts of the straight lines, the in-

ternal forces of organization must be stronger than the effect due

to the added attentional energy.

We shall draw from this discussion one more conclusion. Oculists

test visual acuity as a part of their standard examination. This test

is a test of organization under particular conditions, it is not di-

rectly a test of anatomical structures of the retina, a view which still

seems prevalent among oculists (see Berger). The results of the

test may indicate also certain anatomical facts, but only indirectly;

we conclude backwards from the process of organization to its

conditions, of which the anatomical ones are only a fraction. It

seemed wise to add this remark in order to prove that our experi-

mental and theoretical discussions also may have their immediate

practical value.

Centre Co-operating with Periphery, We noted above that the

field parts produced jointly by central and peripheral stimulation

would have properties of purely centrally aroused parts. When we
lie on our backs on the soft grass of a hill and look into the sky,

we see the sky blue over its whole extent although the periphery

of the retina is colour-blind; or when we stand opposite a red or a

green wall, the wall does not become grey at a certain distance from

the fixation point, although a zone between the totally colour blind

area and the centre is red-green blind. That is, we must always dis-

tinguish between the periphery as acting alone and as co-operating

with the centre. The blind-spot experiment previously discussed

with the cross with blue and red arms should be considered from

this angle.

CAUSAL RELATION BETWEEN STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION OF CENTRE AND
PERIPHERY. (3) The gist of our two first points can be summarized
like this: the organization of the visual field was proved to depend

on two sets of factors, the internal forces of organization within

the field and the anatomical differences within the optic sector. For,

even though clearness and articulation can be produced by peri-
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pheral parts, the centre is superior in these respects. Now, when
we claimed the centre to be a figure- and the periphery to be a

ground-sense we established a connection between these two factors,

based on the fact that a central area, surrounded'by another area,

would tend to become the figure on the surrounding ground. We
must now examine what kind of connection this can be. Why
is the centre the figure- and the periphery the ground-sense, why
has the anatomical structure of the retina, and probably the brain,

developed in such a way ? This is distinctly a genetic and biological

question and can find its final answer only when we know very

much more about the actual occurrences of phylogenesis than we
do now. But a general outline may be attempted at the present

moment. We can explain the morphological status of any organism

or of any of its members if we can derive it from a less (or more)
structured state as a consequence of the behaviour in that less (or

more) structured state; briefly, if we can derive the organ from the

function. As a matter of principle this is by no means impossible,

as Kohler (1924) has shown/^ A process will leave traces in the

form of chemical products, and must do it in such a way that it will

facilitate its own recurrence. If, then, the same kind of process occurs

again and again, in the same region, this region will gradually be

changed so as to make the occurrence of similar processes more and

more easy. Apply this general idea to our problem of vision. Since

the enclosed part will tend to become more easily figured than the

enclosing part, the centre of the retina has a greater chance to pro-

duce figure processes than the periphery, even when they are anato-

mically equal. However, there are so many other factors operative in

the figure-ground articulation that possibly the superiority of the

centre due to its central position might not be sufficient to give it a

significant advantage over the periphery.

The Factor of Frequency, But another factor enters. If the field

conditions are such that the resulting organization is one figure

on a ground, and this figure lies at the periphery, the field of vision

is not so well balanced as in the case in which the single figure is in

the centre; being enclosed makes a field-part a figure, this factor

added to others will increase its degree of figuredness, and the field

with its pressure towards highest possible articulation will therefore

be more stably organized when the figure is as much a figure as

possible. We might also say: just as enclosedness makes for figure

organization, thus will figure organization press towards enclosed-

A somewhat different hypothesis to explain this connection betv/een structure

and function was advanced by Maccurdy (p. 2i7£.)*
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ness. This pressure can be relieved. For the relation of the eye to

the stimulating object, and thereby to the distribution of the

proximal stimuli on the retina, is not fixed; eye, head, and body

can move and by such movement shift the stimulus distribution.

Therefore we shall expect such a solitary figure to give rise to eye-,

head-, or body-movements until its proximal stimuli fall into the

centre. We shall take up this fundamental point when we discuss

the theory of behaviour. At the moment we derive from this argu-

ment that the frequency with which a figure-organization is started

from the centre of the retina must be much greater than we orig-

inally had reason to expect. And, therefore, according to the gen-

eral principle just enunciated, we must expect this region to turn

into a region particularly favourable for the arousal of figure-

organization.^^ Of course, this gives us no insight into the actual

details of the process, it does not say how it has come to pass that

the density of receptors is so much greater in the fovea than in the

periphery, nor does it attempt to derive the difference between the

rods and the cones. But, incomplete as our theory is, it is at least a

beginning. And even in this beginning a great number of facts,

hitherto merely coexistent, become unified and intelligible.

Figure-Ground in Normal Behavioural Environments. We now
apply the figure-ground category to the normal behavioural environ-

ment. It is created by retinal stimulation which is in \ind the same

as that operative in the cases discussed so far, but ever so much
more complex in its distribution. Furthermore, new' factors of organ-

ization are usually introduced by binocular parallax. However, since

the main features of the behavioural environment are not essen-

tially different in one-eyed persons from those with binocular vision,

we shall disregard this factor for the moment. All normal fields of

vision have a great amount of depth detail apart from the detail

of form. At the same time in all normal fields the contours have

the one-sided function. We see, to use von Hornbostel’s phrase, the

things and not the holes between them.

Why We See Things and Not the Holes Between Them. We
can now attempt an answer to the question why we do so. Two of

the factors of organization which we have so far discussed seem to

me to be the most important causes of this effect. In the first place,

the segregation and unification which occurs will separate areas of

different degrees of internal articulation, and according to our law,

The idea that phylogenetically the histological structure of the fovea had to be
connected with its psychophysical function was already developed by Fuchs, 1920,

p. 163 fn.
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the more highly articulated ones will become figures, the rest fusing

together to form the ground. Look at any landscape photograph.

You see the shape of the things, the mountains, and trees and build-

ings, but not of the sky. The second factor, equally important, is

that of good continuation and good shape. The things which we
see have a better shape, are bounded by better contours, than the

holes which we might see but do not. Therefore, when in excep-

tional circumstances these conditions are reversed, we see the hole

and not the things, as the shape of a gap between two projecting

rocks with sharp profiles, which may look like a face, an animal, or

some other object, while the shape of the rock disappears.

Refutation of the Empiristic Answer. This explanation is rad-

ically opposed to traditional ways of thinking. Whereas to tradi-

tional psychology the articulation of our field into things, or into

figures and ground, appears as a clear example of experience or

learning, our theory considers this articulation as the direct result

of the stimulus distribution, i.e., as the spontaneous organization

aroused by the stimulus mosaic. Let us, therefore, examine in detail

what the empiristic explanation of this articulation implies, a task

which has been neglected by the empiricists who never thought of

doubting the truth of their theory. The empiristic theory could either

accept or reject our description of the figure-ground difference as a

matter of organization. If it accepted it, but reduced it to experience,

it would have to say that originally the chances were even which

side of the contours would have the segregating function, whether

holes or things would be seen. Experience would continually favour

the one at the cost of the other. The first claim, equal chance for

hole and things, is in strict contradiction to the laws of figure-ground

articulation which we have derived from empirical evidence. Were
it true, then patterns for which we had no experience should be

absolutely ambiguous with regard to the figure-ground articulation.

And this deduction contradicts experimental evidence. And the

second claim of the empiricist, that experience turns the scales in

favour of one of several possible figure-ground organizations, lacks

any kind of substantiation. Neither do we know what kind of ex-

periences are to have this effect, nor how they are to bring it about.

Perhaps the empiricist might here raise the point that the shape

of the things is constant, while that of the holes is changeable, be-

cause of th^e same things being in different places and next to

different other objects. The answer is again very simple, viz., that

this argument commits the experience error. The retinal images of

the things change with every change of position between thing
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and observer; the conditions for the arousal of one and the same

thing are as little constant as those for the arousal of the holes. The
fact that despite this change of proximal stimulation the perceived

things are constant is a problem, not a fact to support an empiristic

theory. Experience with things or figures can be had only after

things or figures have been established as parts of the behavioural

environment.

If the empiricist rejects our claim that the figure-ground articula-

tion is a matter of organization, then he must first explain what it is.

Since the only explicit attempt of this kind I know of is the atten-

tion-hypothesis, the inadequacy of which has been shown a great

number of times, I forbear to discuss this any further (see, e.g.,

Kofika, 1922).

The empiristic reader, even if he feels the strength of these argu-

ments, will not readily abandon his theory. For these arguments

have failed to show why empiricism is such a popular doctrine;

therefore the reader will not yet see explicitly how the new theory

explains those particular facts or aspects of facts which make his

empiricism so dear to him. This gap will be filled in later when we
discuss “constancy” problems (pp. 223 f.), where the advantage of

empiricism seems particularly obvious, and where empiricism is as

false as it is here. To avoid misunderstanding: by rejecting an em-
piristic explanation of the figure-ground articulation as such, I do

not imply that experience may not be one of the several factors

which determine any such given articulation. If under certain con-

ditions, equivalent with regard to two figure-ground articulations,

one of them has occurred once or several times, it may be that the

same kind of articulation will occur under the same conditions.

Rubin thought he had proved such a “figural after-effect”; how-
ever, certain experiments of Gottschaldt’s (1929) throw some doubt

on the validity of this proof. For, as we have seen before, it is not

so easy to prove the influence of experience as the empiristic theories

would lead us to believe. It is, however, my personal opinion that

experience may influence the figure-ground articulation in the sense

that one such actualized articulation may facilitate similar ones.

Future experiments must show whether my belief is justified, and
under what conditions such an influence, if it exists, takes place.
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THE FRAMEWORK

In the last chapter, we proposed to discuss things and frameworks,

and we introduced the figure-ground articulation as a part of that

more general problem. We can now generalize, beginning with

the framework and adding our theory of thingness at the end.

All Perceptual Organization Is Organization Within a Frame-

work. Therefore, we shall now prove that all perceptual oiganiza-

tion is organization within a framework and depending upon it,

and shall then demonstrate some salient aspects of the frameworks.

For our proof we can resume a thread which we dropped in

the last chapter, when we gave some demonstration of the functional

dependence of figures on their grounds. There we saw how the

shape of a small figure would depend upon the ground on which it

appeared. The same fact can be demonstrated with the help of

after-images. If the after-image of a circle is projected on a plane

which is not frontal-parallel, it will appear as an ellipse.

Shape and Size of After-Images. What is true of shape is equally

true of size, the size of an after-image being a direct function of

the distance at which it is projected. That this relation depends also

on the direction of the projection, we have learned in Chapter III,

the size being the smaller the greater the elevation of the line of

regard against the horizontal. But apart from this major factor, there

are also minor factors, depending upon the shape and the articula-

tion of the after-image itself, which interfere with a strict propor-

tionality of size and distance of the after-image, a proportionality

2II
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which had been discovered by Emmert, and has since played a con-

siderable role in the investigation of eidetic images.^

It is much more important for our present purpose that the dis-

tance of the ground upon which the size of the after-image depends

is not the objective or geographical, but the phenomenal or be-

havioural distance. Mrs. Frank (1923), influenced by an old ex-

periment of Volkmann’s, had her subjects project after-images on
a plane surface on which a perspective drawing of a deep tunnel

had been made. Then the size of the after-image varied with the

place on the sheet of paper on which it was projected; if it fell on
a part corresponding to a near part of the tunnel it was consider-

ably smaller than when it was thrown on a part corresponding to

a remote part of the tunnel; the enlargements obtained were of the

order of magnitude of 3:1. This is not surprising, for a well-known

so-called optical illusion shows the ^same effect. Of two objectively

equal objects drawn inside such a tunnel the one appearing nearer

will also appear smaller.

Localization. But the framework will also influence localization.

Indeed, without a stable framework, there is no stable localization,

a fact which is fundamental for the theory of space perception. Let

us briefly describe Hering’s theory of localization in order to de-

velop our point. In this theory, each point of the retina has by itself

a definite pair of space values, a height and a breadth value, cor-

responding to the direction at which any point will appear if with

head erect the eyes are focussed on an infinitely far point in the

centre of a horizontal plane passing through the two eyes. Thus
the centre of the retina will have the space value “straight ahead,’'

i.e., both breadth and height values are nought. Points vertically

above and below will still have the breadth value zero, but nega-

tive and positive height values, if positive means that they appear

below and negative that they appear above the point straight ahead.

Similarly, points horizontally to the left and the right of the centre

have a height value zero, and increasing breadth values towards the

right and left. Finally in this theory, amount of retinal disparity

gives to each point a depth value. We shall discuss the theory of

depth perception later, therefore we restrict ourselves to the two

first dimensions.

How could such a theory of the fixed space values of retinal points

be tested? Witasek (1910), a firm believer in the theory, suggested

1 See for this my review of work done on eidetic imagery (1923 c) and the two

papers by myself (1923 b) and Noll in which exceptions from the Emmert law are

demonstrated.
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the following experiment. Put your subject in a totally dark room
with one point of light in front of his eyes as his fixation point.

Then expose one after the other a number of different points and
have the subject indicate the direction at which these points appear.

The experiment was deemed necessary by Witasek because it does
not at all follow from Hering’s theory that the height and breadth
values of a retinal spot increase proportionally with their distance

from the centre. It may very well be that the relation is less simple,

that in other words the system of the phenomenal space values of

the retinal points is not an adequate map of the geometrical posi-

tion of these points. Thus the well-known over-estimation of a

vertical as compared to a horizontal line was, in this theory, ex-

plained by the assumption that the height values increase more
rapidly than the breadth values.

But let us return to Witasek’s experiment. It has never been per-

formed, and that for a simple reason: it cannot be performed. If you
stay for any length of time in a totally dark room with only one

point of light visible, this point will soon begin to move around in

the most erratic manner, making excursions up to 90 degrees. Dur-

ing the whole time fixation is as perfect as can be, no more than the

minute normal tremor movements of the eyes taking place with an

excursion under i degree as was proved by Guilford and Dallen-

bach. These “auto-kinetic” movements, then, prove that no fixed

retinal values belong to retinal points; they produce localization

within a framework, but do so no longer when this framework is

lost. That this is the true explanation of the auto-kinetic move-

ments is borne out by the fact that after continual observation of

these movements, the rest of the framework which is still preserved

in our experiment begins to lose its stability also; the floor under

one’s feet, the chair one sits on, begin to sway.

GENERAL DEPENDENCE OF LOCALIZATION ON FRAMEWORK. The aUtO-

kinetic movements are the most impressive demonstration of the

existence and functional effectiveness of the general spatial frame-

work, but the operation of this framework pervades our whole ex-

perience. A line may be projected on the vertical meridians of our

eyes by a vertical line, when I stand in front of it and look straight

ahead; or by a horizontal, as when it is on the sheet of paper on my
desk upon which I am looking down, and as well by a line in any

position between these two extremes. And, as a rule, I see the line

vertical, horizontal, oblique, in accordance with reality. Of course

we know that the real position of the line can have no direct effect

upon its phenomenal position; we excluded this “first answer to the
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question why things look as they do in Chapter III (pp. 77-80).

We concentrate, at the moment, on the fact that the same local stim-

ulation may give rise to a very great number of different localiza-

tions, and that, conversely, the same localizations may be produced

by different stimulations; for I need only raise and turn my eyes,

and the line on the paper in front of me will be projected on new
parts of the retina and yet appear in the same location as before.

And if I turn my head out of the vertical, the same objective lines

which before were projected on vertical retinal lines will now be

focussed on oblique retinal lines without ceasing to appear in space

as they did before. Without discussing the manner in which the

classical Hering theory accounted for it,^ we shall use this effect for

our theory of the framework.

At any one moment vertical lines on our retinae will give rise to

phenomenal lines which are partly vertical, partly horizontal, and

often enough partly oblique. Moreover, as we have already pointed

out, quite frequently oblique lines on the retina produce the same

results which under “normal” conditions arise from vertical ones.

On the other hand, when a vertical line on the retina produces a

vertical line in the behavioural environment, then a non-vertical

one will not be seen as vertical, unless special factors are operative

within the field part that contains this non-vertical line. Just so,

and with the same proviso, if an oblique retinal line causes us to see

a vertical one, then a vertical retinal line will cause us to see an

oblique one. Therefore, although the direction of the retinal line

is a factor that codetermines the direction of the behavioural lines,

it is not a factor working by itself.

TWO PROBLEMS. We are now dealing with two problems, closely

related to each other, and yet to be distinguished: (i) retinal lines

of equal direction will simultaneously give rise to behavioural lines

of different directions; (2) the same retinal lines will under dif-

ferent conditions, i.e., at different times, give rise to different be-

havioural lines.

Let us give examples for these two cases. For the first our variety

of choice is so great that it is hard to choose. In front of me on my
desk stand a number of books; their edges are vertical, and are, pro-

vided my head is held straight, projected on vertical retinal lines.

In front of these books and pointing towards me, lies a pencil in

such a position that when the edges of the books are projected on
vertical retinal lines, it is too. For brevity’s sake I omit my calendar

2 Sec Chapter IX.
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pad which might serve as an instance of the objective line neither

horizontal nor vertical projected on a vertical retinal line.

We have already given an example of the second case. As soon
as we tilt our heads, vertical lines are no loriger projected on
vertical retinal lines,^ and yet the objects which looked vertical

before will continue to do so, as long as we are not in a totally

dark room in which a vertical luminous line is the only visible

object.^

Another highly significant example we owe to Wertheimer
(1912). A mirror can easily be tilted in such a way that the images

of real vertical lines will be projected on oblique retinal lines. An
observer looks at such a mirror through a tube which excludes from
his vision all parts of the environment which would be visible be-

yond the mirror, and observes the room and what happens in it

through the mirror. At first this room will be topsy-turvy. People

will walk on a tilted floor, objects will drop to the floor in oblique

lines. But after a short time this “mirror-room” will be all right

again; the floor will be horizontal and the path of falling objects

vertical.

THEORETICAL SIGNIFICANCE. What is the theoretical significance of

these facts? Those of our first problem show clearly that the phe-

nomenal direction to which a vertical line will give rise depends

upon the total organization of the visual field. Our phenomenal

space is filled with tri-dimensional objects and surfaces. Lines, under

normal conditions, are not lines by themselves, but lines belonging

to, or bounding, the surfaces of these things or those that confine

our space. Therefore these lines will be determined in their direc-

tion and other aspects by the things or surfaces to which they be-

long. Otherwise expressed: it is an altogether futile task to build up

perceptual space from points or lines, i.e., “space sensations”; again

we find that visual space can only be understood as the product of

field-organization.

GENERAL PRINCIPLE: THE MAIN DIRECTIONS OF THE FIELD CONSTITUTE

THE FRAMEWORK. The examples given for our second problem lead

us beyond this general statement and bear a direct reference to the

framework. Why is it, so we must ask, that the mirror world rights

itself? In the mirror world after it has righted itself the organiza-

^ Despite the compensatory swivel movements of our eyes which are, as a rule, not

sufficient to compensate the shift completely.

^ This case, which is of particular interest to our theory of the framework, must

be omitted here. The phenomenon occurring under these conditions is referred to as

the Aubert phenomenon. G. E. Muller has devoted an elaborate study to it (1916)

and I have interpreted it from my point of view in my article, 1922 (pp. 57^'’7^)*
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tion is the same as in the real one, the same objects are being seen

in the same relationships. One feature only has been altered, i.e.,

the relation between retinal and phenomenal lines. The principle of

this change can be described thus: although the lines on the retina

which correspond to objects seen as vertical are in the one case

vertical, in the other oblique, yet the main lines of organization are

in both cases seen as the main directions of space. These main di-

rections are the vertical and the horizontal with its two main direc-

tions, which in a “normal position” are frontal parallel and sagittal.

The horizontal ground plane and the vertical upon it, then, deter-

mine our framework. And no definite lines on the retina have the

function of supplying us with this framework
;
rather is this the func-

tion of the main lines of the total organization. Thus the contours,

with their one-sided function of shaping the things but not the

spatial framework, have also a function for this latter by determin-

ing the main directions.

The answer to our question why the mirror world rights itself

is implicit in our last conclusions. When we first look at the mirror

the main lines of organization are not seen in the main directions

of space; the floor is tilted, vertical objects are leaning over. This

must be so, because at -the moment we begin to see the mirror

world we are still in our normal framework, in which vertical

retinal lines produce vertical object-lines. Therefore, according to the

previously derived relation (see p. 214), non-vertical retinal lines,

which correspond to the vertical contours of objects reflected by

the mirror, cannot appear vertical. But this old normal framework
has no support in the mirror world and it cannot maintain itself

without such support. Instead the new main lines of organization

take over the role of creating the framework: the mirror world

rights itself. The effect is in principle the same as that of the

coloured homogeneous field which we discussed in Chapter IV. In

either case the beginning of the new experience must be different

from its later stages, in both cases we must consider the temporal

course of stimulation as well as its spatial distribution.

LOCALIZATION OF THE EGO THROUGH CONSTITUTION OF FRAMEWORK.
Another example, which I can only indicate briefly, will elucidate

a similar point. Let us make two perspective drawings of a room
from the same point. In one, we face one of the walls of the room,

in the other we have turned a bit so that our face is no longer

parallel to the wall and our eyes are directed towards another part

of the wall. These two drawings will not be identical, and corre-

spondingly our retinal images of the room, quite over and above

the different parts visible, will not be identical. Yet we see the same
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room, i.e., our behavioural environment will be the same; but, as a

datum of experience, our own position within this behavioural en-

vironment will be different. Again we have to transcend the environ-

ment and must include the Ego in a complete description. And we
see now, what we had found before for non-visual ground, that the

visual framework is a framework as much for our Egos as for the

objects in the behavioural environment.

But our example deserves a more careful scrutiny. In either case

we have, as the external conditions of our organized field, a certain

distribution of light and colour on our retinae, different in the two
cases. This difference might as well be produced by two rooms of

different shapes both looked at while facing a main wall. The room
that would, under these conditions, give the same projection as our

ordinary room when we look at it from an oblique position would

be a somewhat strange room. The question, then, is : Why do we, in

reality, perceive an ordinary room with ourselves in a lop-sided

position, and not this queer room with ourselves in a normal posi-

tion

Empiristic Explanation Again Excluded, Traditional psychology,

and the layman who has imbibed more of it than he knows, would

answer : Because, through experience, we know our room. Again we
might raise the question how we succeeded in getting to know our

room when our only visual source for attaining this knowledge is

the retinal images.^ I do not want to extend this argument. The

reader might test his own understanding of the anti-empiristic argu-

ment by developing it for himself, keeping in mind the continual

movements of our heads and bodies, and asking himself the question

why, from a purely empiristic point of view, the frontal parallel po-

sition should become the normal. Instead I shall adduce a few ob-

servations which are in strict contradiction to the empiristic explana-

tion. We know that trees, telegraph poles, and houses stand vertical.

If one travels on a mountain railway up a fairly steep slope one

finds to one’s great surprise on looking out of the window that in

these strange parts of the world the trees grow at a fair angle against

the vertical, and that in conformity with the trees, the people

erected their telegraph poles and built their houses in the same

curious fashion. In a recent paper (1932 a) I reported another par-

ticularly striking case: “On the west side of Lake Cayuga, a couple

of hundred feet or so above its level, stands a public building on a

wide lawn that slants slightly towards the lake. To everyone this

building seems to be tilted in a direction away from the lake in a

most striking manner.”
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APPLICATION OF THE GENERAL PRINCIPLE TO OUR VARIOUS EXAMPLES.

The Invariants, Therefore we shall discard the empiristic theory

as an ultimate explanation of our framework, without, however,

raising the claim that experience can have no effect at all upon it.

Such a claim would, in the present state of our

knowledge, be unwarranted. Having rid ourselves

of the empiristic bias we find in our last examples

a very simple principle: such parts of the beha-

vioural environment as become part of our gen-

eral spatial framework assume one of the main

spatial directions. Let us see what this principle

Fig. 72 means in our examples. When we look through

the window of our mountain-railway carriage, this

window becomes our spatial framework and appears, therefore, in

normal, horizontal-vertical orientation. The contours of the objects

seen through the window do not intersect the sash at right angles.

Therefore, if the sash is seen as horizontal, these objects cannot be

seen as vertical, but must appear leaning away from us on the ascent,

and towards us on the descent. If Fig. 72 gives a somewhat exag-

gerated picture of the real positions of the window and a telegraph

pole, then it shows at the same time why the telegraph pole cannot

appear vertical when the window becomes the framework and

thereby horizontally-vertically oriented. All one has to do is to turn

this picture until the lower side of the window is horizontal; then

of course the telegraph pole is tilted to the right as much as in our

drawing the window is tilted to the left. The angle between the pole

and the window sash, then, determines the relative localization of

the two objects with regard to each other, whereas their absolute

localization is determined by those parts of the field which form the

spatial framework. If one sticks one’s head out of the window, the

telegraph pole will soon look vertical; when then, without losing

sight of it, one withdraws the head, the telegraph

pole will still appear vertical and the windows,

the whole carriage, tilted. One factor in these two
situations is invariant, the angle between ground

and object.

It is easy to apply the same principle to the

house on the western shores of Cayuga waters. The big lawn here

provides the base, and therefore looks level. Consequently the house

upon it must appear tilted. Again, one need only turn Fig. 73 until

the ground line, representing the slightly sloping lawn, is horizontal,

to see what happens.

Fig- 73
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We shall find the same principle, involving naturally other in-

variants, operative in the field of colour and of movement as well:

relative properties of the stimulus distribution determining relative

properties of the objects and events in the behsfvioural world, but

the absolute properties of these latter depending upon a new factor,

which in our case of the spatial framework is the stress of this

framework towards the main directions of space.

THE SPECIAL CASE OF EGO LOCALIZATION. Our principle applies as

well to our example of the room viewed when standing parallel or

oblique to a wall. The case is more complicated than our last in-

stances in so far as it involves more than directions. The two varia-

bles in this case are: shape of the room and position of the Ego
with regard to it. When we face the room squarely, we perceive the

proper room with its vertical and horizontal directions and ourselves

in a normal position in it. We might, as far as the retinal stimulation

goes, perceive a queerly shaped room with tilted sides and ourselves

in an oblique position. If F stands for framework, and E for Ego,

the index n for normal, and the index a for abnormal, we can re-

present all the different possibilities by the formula: FnEn — FaE^.
Of course the first alternative is the one always realized: for that

reason it seems to contain no problem. But once we have understood

that there are numerous other possibilities, all described by FaEa>
we see that this normal case needs an explanation as well as the ab-

normal ones. In this case the explanation is particularly simple: the

framework is normal, and we know that a framework tends towards

normality, and the position of the Ego is normal too, i.e., the

“straight ahead” from the point of the Ego is perpendicular to one

of the main planes of the framework. Two systems of direction,

then, coincide in this case, the system imposed by the framework

and the system depending on the Ego. A conflict between these

two systems may greatly interfere with our direction of “straight

ahead,” for not only is this determined by the position of our Ego,

it may as well be determined by the framework, being the sagittal

direction of this framework rather than that of ourselves; as a

matter of fact, even this latter determination is ambiguous, it may

refer to our eye-, our head-, or our trunk-systems. G. E. Muller

(1917) was the first to establish these different systems of local-

ization. I shall adduce a very striking example of the conflict

of the objective and the “egocentric” straight-ahead, an example

which is the more important as it shows at the same time that

the visual framework is not a framework for visual objects alone.

My illustration is taken from acoustical experiments. The subject’s
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task is to make a noise come from straight ahead. In order to un-

derstand this we must know what determines the localization of

sound to the left or right. Since the original discovery by von

Hornbostel and Wertheimer a great literature has grown up about

the subject.® But the facts originally discovered remain unaffected.

The left-right localization of sound depends upon the time dif-

ference with which the sound wave strikes the two ears, localiza-

tion occurring towards the side whose ear is struck first, and
the angle toward the median increasing, at least in a first approxi-

mation, proportionally with the amount of this precession. Conse-

quently, a sound will be heard straight ahead when the time dif-

ference is 0, i.e., when the two ears are struck simultaneously.

Knowing this, one can make a simple experiment. A constant or re-

curring noise is produced, and the sound is conducted to the two
ears separately by a system of pipes, which contain, for each ear,

a variable piece, like a trombone. As long as these two pipe systems

are of equal length, the two ears of the observer will be stimulated

simultaneously, and he will hear the noise straight ahead. If now
the left trombone is pulled out, the sound will reach the left ear

of the observer with a greater and greater delay compared to the

right ear, and consequently the observer will hear the sound travel

towards the right. And now comes our experiment: we set one of

the trombones at a certain position so that our observer hears the

sound at a certain angle; we then ask him to pull out the

other trombone until he hears the sound again in the mid-

dle, i.e., straight ahead. This can be done with great ac-

curacy. After some practice the average error of a good observer

will not be more than one-half centimetre, i.e., he will pull

out his trombone to a position on the average no more than

half a centimetre in either direction from that of the other trom-

bone. Let us pause for a moment to appraise this achievement.

The velocity of sound in air is in round figures 330 = 33000

The average error of % cm. means that when the observer hears the

sound straight ahead the differences between the two paths may be

% cm. What does this mean in terms of time?

c t
6

33000
sec . — .015 <T

This accuracy is amazing, but it depends upon one condition, viz.,

that the observers be seated squarely facing one of the walls of

® Sec von Hornbostel (1923 and 1930) and Banister.
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the room. If they are not, their accuracy will suffer, in many cases

even when they close their eyes during the observation. And the

loss of objective accuracy is accompanied by a loss of subjective

assurance. When, during my war work, I had acquired enormous
practice by several thousands of such measurements, I was still

unable, working with closed eyes, to find a good auditory “straight

ahead” when my position in the room was not normal.

After this excursion let us return to our case F^En. is the

most stable form of F, and therefore most easily produced, and un-

der the conditions of our case F^ entails E^. For the variables F
and E are closely coupled together, in the same way in which the

two directions of base and object were coupled together in the pre-

vious examples. We might say that in all possible organizations due
to the respective stimulus distributions the relation between F and E
is invariant, just as the angle between framework and object lines

is invariant.

The Frameworl(s Tendency Towards Normality. We turn now
to the second case, our perception of the room when we are in a

non-normal position in it. This time we need three formulae to

describe all possible organizations: FnEa— Fa Ea— FaEn , of which

the middle one comprises a great number of cases. Again F and

E are coupled together, but of course, owing to the change of

conditions, in a different manner from what they were before.

Again the first formula is realized, the framework remains normal,

and the Ego is turned. This is exactly comparable to the building

on Lake Cayuga, where the framework became normal and the

object upon it, the house, was tilted. If O stands for object, then this

example would be described by the three formulae:

FnOa-F.Oa-F^j,

the last one being the “true perception,” the house appearing ver-

tical and the ground sloping. Therefore the tendency towards

normality is a tendency of the framework, and both the Ego and

the objects within the framework are determined by the framework

and its invariant connections with its content, viz., objects and Ego.

Normality and Frequency. We have so far used the term normal

orientation in a descriptive and functional but not a statistical sense.

The normal case for us was not the one most frequently realized.

And yet it seems as though our normal orientation were also the

most frequent orientation, since it is the one which we assume spon-

taneously; we have a tendency to put our chairs and couches parallel

to a wall, and when we want to inspect anything we face it di-
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rectly. But this statistical aspect of the normal, far from being the

cause of its functional aspect, is its effect. Using the symbolism intro-

duced above, we may say: FnEnis of all possible organizations the

stablest. And since such organization can generally be realized by

movements of our body, such movements will take place if no

other field forces are present to prevent them. Thus the normal be-

comes the most frequent because of its normality, but it does not

become the normal because of its greatest frequency—an observation

pertinent to many discussions of these two pairs of concepts, and ab-

solutely fatal to the positivistic reduction of the normal, or the type,

to the statistical average.

Constancy of the Framework. Constancy of Direction, Size,

and Shape. We can describe the result of our last discussion in still

another manner which will be elaborated in more detail in our chap-

ter on Action. We found that the movements of our eyes, heads, and

bodies, which change the retinal pattern, leave the framework intact.

Therefore we may say: The framework is as constant as the condi-

tions permit. This explains at the same time the relative constancy

of direction, size, and shape of the objects which we perceive.

The Invariants of Constancy of Size. We have discussed the de-

pendence of the direction of lines and the size of objects and after-

images on the framework to which they belong. We can, to make
the point more clear, introduce again our principle of invariants.

Remember the experiment of the perspective drawing of a tunnel.

Let the after-image projected upon it be that of a line half as long

as that of the near vertical edge of the tunnel. Its apparent size will

then depend on two factors: its relation to the geometrical height

of the tunnel at the point at which it is projected, and on the ap-

parent size of the latter; the invariant being the relation between

the two sizes. Thus, when the after-image is close to the front edge,

it will appear about half that size; if it is near to a vertical line which

appears further back and which is itself only half as long as the

front edge, it will appear equal to it, because the retinal images are

equal, and this equality is now the invariant; but since the latter

vertical line appears to be approximately as long as the front edge,

the after-image will also appear as large, i.e., it will now look twice

as large as in the beginning.

The Invariants of Constancy of Shape. The same point of view

applies to shape. The details of the relation of shape to framework
have not been worked out, but in accordance with the last discus-

sion we can make the following deduction. If a square surface pro-

duces a square retinal image, and is seen as a square in a frontal
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parallel position, then a circular after-image projected upon it will

also appear as a circle. But when now this square is turned, say, by

45 degrees around a vertical axis, it is projected on the retina as a

trapezium, but is seen as a square in a non-normal position. Now
the circular after-image projected upon it can no longer look like

a circle. For if a trapezium looks like a square, a circle can no
longer look like a circle, if we are permitted this somewhat elliptical

formulation. Correspondingly, a real circle on the square will in this

new position produce the retinal image of an ellipse, but will be

seen as a circle, for when a certain trapezium looks like a square, a

certain ellipse will look like a circle.® The principle is exactly the

same as that in the preceding cases. And the invariants here are the

relations between the different shapes. Since these relations may be

much less simple than the size and direction relations, the invari-

ances may be less complete. Many interesting problems await ex-

perimentation in this field. A very ingenious experiment which
demonstrates the above relation beautifully has just been reported by

Thouless. “A subject sits below the objective of a projection lan-

tern. Facing him and normal to the line of vision is a square card-

board screen on which the image from the lantern is cast. If now
the screen is tilted at an angle to the frontal-parallel plane of the

observer, the retinal image of the picture will be unchanged . . .

Phenomenally, however, the picture becomes distorted, being elon-

gated laterally. The screen itself, although its retinal image is com-

pressed laterally, is phenomenally very little different from a square”

(1934). It must suffice at the present to have demonstrated the con-

nection between the constancy of the framework and the constan-

cies of size, direction, and shape. Again our explanation of these

fundamental facts of perception is unempiristic.

Empiristic Explanations of These Constancies, and the Reason

FOR Their Popularity. And yet these constancy phenomena seemed

to cry for empiristic explanations. Here were the constant objects

and the changing retinal images. As long as one did not look beyond

the local retinal images one could not see how it was possible that

different retinal images should give rise to identical shapes as pure

sensory data. And therefore one had recourse to experience: for

what we saw with these varying retinal images corresponded in the

vast majority of cases, more or less, to reality, to reality which could

not directly influence our sense organs so as to be seen correctly.

Therefore the recourse to experience was inevitable. We have learned

® The connection between this trapezium and this ellipse may not be quite simple,

since squares and ellipses show different degrees of constancy. See below.
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that things are constant, have such and such properties, and there-

fore, not being interested in our sensations but in things, we unwit-

tingly interpret our sensations in accordance with what we have

learned about things. But the empiristic theory, which is so plausible

only because of the constancy hypothesis which it silently implies, is

as untenable here as it proved to be in the other fields in which we
encountered it. We have already disproved it for the constancy of

size by animal experiments (see Chapter III, pp. 88 f.); we pro-

duced a still stronger argument against it when we showed cases

where our perception is in accordance with our laws of framework

and invariance but contradicts an explanation in terms of experi-

ence and reality (the tilted telegraph poles and houses); and we
shall give examples of the same kind, possibly still more striking,

when we discuss colour constancy.

The refutation of the empiristic explanation does not prove ours

to be right. But at least we can claim that our theory explains the

cases which apparently fit the empiristic theory—veridical percep-

tions—and those which are in discord with it—illusory perceptions

—

by the same principles. And these principles are of an extreme sim-

plicity: the establishment of a framework in the main directions of

space by the main contours of the field, and an invariant relation be-

tween certain aspects of stimulation, our invariance principle tak-

ing the place of the old constancy hypothesis.

THEORY OF PERCEPTUAL CONSTANCIES

Constancy of Shape. Even so, our hypothesis is incomplete. It says

that an effect a will occur // an effect b occurs, but it does not say

under what conditions this second effect will be realized. More
concretely, we do not yet know when a square retinal image gives

rise to the perception of a square. We avoided this difficulty in our

formulation by adding the second condition that the square retinal

image was produced by a real square. But this was only a postpone-

ment of the real problem. True, under this condition a square reti-

nal image will give rise to the perception of a square, while under

other conditions it will not (a trapezium in a non-frontal-parallel

position); but we want to know why. The case mentioned in this

condition, viz., a square producing a square retinal image, is un-

doubtedly a unique case. It is so in many respects: the figure per-

ceived is the simplest possible (square as opposed to trapezium), it

is so in its orientation (frontal parallel), and besides, the perception

is veridical; that is, one sees a square in agreement with both the

distant and the proximal stimulus. It is natural to connect the cause
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of the uniqueness of this condition with one of these aspects, and
one must in consequence choose between them. Quite naturally the

choice falls upon the last, the veridical aspect. For a square which
projects a much distorted picture on our retinas, even if it is not

perceived in the shape corresponding to the retinal image, is not

seen entirely as a square, but usually as a rectangle approximating

a square more or less closely. Now in this case the form of the

behavioural object coincides neither with the shape of the distant

stimulus (square) nor the proximal (trapezium) but has an inter-

mediate position. What surprised psychologists in this discovery was

the fact that the perceived form was so much closer to the “real”

than to the retinal one, and this fact was expressed in the statement

that shape, like size and colour, shows the phenomenon of relative

constancy, i.e., the different percepts produced by one and the same

distant stimulus will vary much less than the corresponding prox-

imal stimuli, and will stay closer to the percept produced under the

unique condition of stimulation just discussed. Two concepts deter-

mine this interpretation, viz., the distant and the proximal stimulus:

the percept depending upon the proximal stimulus approaches the

properties of the distant one. In the realm of colour, where, as we
know, the same phenomenon obtains, the term “transformation”

has been introduced which implies that a process peripherally like

the proximal stimulus is changed by central factors into a process

more like the distant stimulus. Thouless calls this effect, equally

apparent in the realms of shape, size, and colour, “phenomenal re-

gression to the real object.”

The Danger of the Traditional Formulation of the Problem, This

interpretation of the effect was historically justified,’^ because it raised

a very important problem. But it

has its dangers when an explana-

tion of the effect is attempted. This

appears even in the definitions of

the magnitude of this effect.

To illustrate this we shall choose

the example of ellipses, including

the circle, rather than that of rec-

tangles including the square, be-

cause the perspective is somewhat simpler in the former case. An
observer at O looks at an ellipse with a horizontal axis AB r

i^'reaV*) which is turned round a vertical axis passing through its

centre so that the horizontal axis has the position A'B'. This hori-

^Sec our discussion of colour constancy, p. 241.
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zontal axis, oblique to the observer, will produce the same retinal

image as the frontal parallel line CD == p projection')^ the heavy

line of Fig. 74. The subject has to compare this ellipse with other

ellipses in a frontal plane, all having the same vertical axis as the

oblique one, but different horizontal ones, until he finds one among
them that seems to him to have the same shape as the oblique one.

The horizontal axis a of this frontal parallel ellipse would then also

be the ^'apparent” horizontal axis of the oblique one. As a rule, and

this has been found in many experiments by Thouless, Eissler, and

Klimpfinger, a will be greater than p, but smaller than r, p <, a <,r.

If a were equal to r, constancy would be complete, phenomenal re-

gression to the real object total. If a were equal to p there would be

no constancy or regression. The actual size of a is therefore used

to measure the degree of constancy.

Brunswik’s and Thouless’s Measure of Constancy. Since the

total range of constancy between 0 and totality lies between the

limits ^ = p and a — r, the difference r— p is taken as the whole

range, and the difference a— p as the part of this range which char-

acterizes the constancy achieved in the experiment. Thus the con-

stancy itself is measured by If ci = r, complete con-

stancy, c—i;iia~ p, no constancy, c=^0. All degrees of constancy

must therefore lie between 0 and i, or, if one multiplies the right

side of the equation by 100, so as to avoid decimals, c = 100

the constancy ranges between 0 and 100.®

However convenient and useful for special purposes these meas-

ures may be, theoretically they do not seem to me to have any spe-

cial significance,® because of their assumption of the range of pos-

sible constancies. Let us consider a simple example. Let us suppose

the line A'B' to represent the horizontal axis, 15 cm. in length, of

an ellipse with a vertical axis of 20 cm., viewed from a distance of

450 cm. and at an angle of 45° towards the line of regard. Its retinal

image is approximately equal to that of a frontal parallel ellipse

®This formula has the advantage of simplicity but also several disadvantages

(see Brunswik [1933a] and Thouless). It is nevertheless frequently used by Bruns^
wik’s pupils, whereas Thouless uses exclusively a logarithmic formula, also em-
ployed by Brunswik, which is free of the drawbacks of the other formula, viz.,

c
log a logp J ji f

^= 110 constancy, e = o, and if a= r, complete con-

stancy, r' = I.

®I forbear to discuss the theoretical justification which Brunswik gives of these

measures (pp. 390 f.).
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with an equal vertical axis and a horizontal axis of 10.7 cm., but it

is also approximately equal to that of a circle (20 cm. diameter) at

an angle of 15° 30' to the line of regard. Now the two formulae

consider only cases in which the horizontal axis a of the frontal

parallel ellipse chosen as of equal shape is not shorter than 10.7 and
not longer than 15 cm., i.e., they exclude all shapes which lie between
the latter shape and the circle (horizontal axis = 20 cm.) . A priori

there is no reason why it should not appear equally easily as having

a horizontal axis a between 15 and 20 cm. And as a matter of fact

this happens. Eissler reports two cases for the very conditions which
we have stated and similar ones for other conditions.

A Flaw in This Measure. This seems at first not to impair the

value of the measures, the constancy would simply assume values

greater than 100 in Brunswik’s formula and greater than i in the

logarithmic measure. Thus one of the values Eissler adduces for

our constellation is r = 16^, and to this corresponds the logarithmic

value c' — 1.4^, And yet it comes as something of a shock to find

values which are greater than complete constancy. The main point

however is this: these measures were so useful because, by referring

each result to a well-defined range, they yielded comparable figures

for very diverse constellations, each having its own range defined in

the same way. But the fact of more than complete constancy destroys

this advantage. The range itself becomes a function of the constella-

tion and is no longer r— p for all constellations. Therefore the

comparison of c quotients derived in the fields of form-, size-, and

brightness-constancy, even if it leads to similar curves of develop-

ment (Klimpfinger 1933 a), does not as yet seem to be a fully jus-

tified procedure.

The Problem Reformulated. If now we return to our main pro-

blem we find that the connection between this uniqueness of one set

of conditions and its cognitive value should not be used in any sense

as explanatory of the uniqueness. Rather, the cognitive value should

be derived from uniqueness. More generally: the problem which

has been called the constancy problem should be re-formulated in

this way: What shape, size, brightness, will correspond to a certain

local stimulus pattern under various total external and internal con-

ditions } Once we have answered this question we shall know when
to expect constancy, when not. Indeed some effects of non-constancy

are just as striking as the effects of constancy which have been so

much emphasized, particularly in the field of colour and brightness.

Since Eissler reports only c values, I had to compute the p and a values myself

from his data.
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An Attempt at Its Solution. Let us see how far we can go to-

wards the solution of the general problem with regard to shape.

We begin by analyzing some examples. In the one discussed on

pp. 226 f. a subject judged the shape of an ellipse turned through 45°

from the frontal parallel plane equal to another ellipse which ap-

peared in a frontal parallel plane, when the two axes of the former

were 15 and 20 cm., those of the latter 17.75 and 20 respectively. In

another example the ellipse is turned 60° from the frontal parallel, its

horizontal axis and that of the frontal parallel ellipse judged equal

to it being 40 and 35 cm. respectively (the vertical ones being always

20 cm.). Therefore in each case we find two different stimuli giving

rise to the perception of equal shapes, and not only different distant

but also different proximal stimuli. We called the length of the

horizontal axis, as far as it determines the proximal stimulus, p; the

length of the horizontal axis, measured absolutely, r. Now when the

figure is in “normal” orientation (frontal parallel) p = r, but not

when it is turned from the normal. I omit the formula which con-

nects p with this angle, and shall list instead the p values for the

two examples. The horizontal axis of the normally oriented ellipse

which was judged as of equal shape to the turned one will again be

called a, the angle through which the figure is turned

TABLE 7

case r 8 pa
I 15 45 10.7 17.75

II 40 60 20 35

In both cases the vertical axes were 20 cm. long. Therefore the two
stimulus ellipses with equal vertical axes and horizontal axes 10.7

and 17.75 produced the same shape, and similarly the two stimulus

ellipses with horizontal axes 20 and 35 produced the same perceived

shape (though of course a different one from that produced by the

first pair).

The Two Components: Shape and Orientation. Now we have

stated it as a general rule that two proximal stimuli if more than

liminally different cannot produce exactly the same effect. If this

effect is equal in one respect it must differ in another. This other

respect is easy to discover in our cases: the two ellipses which ap-

peared of equal shape were seen in different orientation. The effect

of the stimulus pattern has therefore at least two different aspects

or components, viz., shape and orientation. This reminds us of the

example of the mountain railway which we discussed some time ago
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(pp. 217 f.). There an angle between two lines, e.g., sash of the win-

dow and telegraph pole, gave rise to a perception in which we also

distinguished two components, viz., the angle and the orientation.

We found the former determined by the stimulus angle, but not the

latter, and we called the former an invariant of the situation.

The Invariant of the Case. Our present case is palpably more
complex, but we might try to look again for an invariant. If there

were one, it would not be of such a simple kind, namely, one as-

pect, independently of the other, being in an invariant relation to

a stimulus property. Rather the two aspects of the percept will be

coupled together so that if one changes, the other changes also. In

this respect shape is much more similar to size, where, normally, a

relation of proportionality exists between perceived size and distance,

so that if two equal retinal lines give rise to the perception of two
behavioural lines of different length, these two lines appear at

correspondingly different distances. Applied to shape this would

mean: if two equal retinal shapes give rise to two different per-

ceived shapes, they will at the same time produce the impression

that these two shapes are differently oriented. The question is

whether shape and orientation are as rigidly connected as size and

distance.

CRITICISM OF THE EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE WHICH SEEMS TO CON-

TRADICT THE ASSUMPTION OF AN INVARIANT. According to Eissler such

a connection does not exist, for he reports several cases where fig-

ures which were actually not normally oriented were seen in nor-

mal orientation and yet at the same time with a fair degree of con-

stancy, and fewer cases of the opposite kind where the perceived

orientation was non-normal and corresponded to the real orienta-

tion, and yet practically no constancy occurred (pp. 538 ff.). The first

would mean that two different retinal figures produced percepts

equal both in shape and orientation, the second that two practically

equal stimuli produced unequal percepts, different namely with

regard to orientation.

Eissler’s results gain some support from Klimpfinger (1933 a, p.

626 f.), who used a very similar procedure, and from Holaday, for

constancy of size. All three authors interpret this paradoxical effect

by saying that “cues” (Umstandsdaten) may be lost in the per-

ception of objects without losing their effects, or that the functionally

effective depth data need not become conscious as such, so that the

If constancy is zero, the retinal image of the frontal parallel ellipse is equal to

the retinal image of the turned ellipse.
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“mediation of perceptual things” takes place on a level lower than

that which carries conscious processes.

It would be dogmatic to deny that such an interpretation is pos-

sible. On the other hand, on the basis of the existing experimental

material I am loth to accept it. It would invalidate one of our main

axioms of perceptual organization, viz., that supraliminally differ-

ent stimuli do not produce entirely equal perceptual effects, and

would thereby make an intelligible theory of perception well-nigh

impossible. Such radical theoretical conclusions seem to me un-

warranted by the adduced evidence. The second case—oblique orien-

tation or difference of distance being perceived without constancy of

shape or size—can be dismissed at the outset, since the authors

themselves call them rare (Eissler) and ambiguous (Holaday). The
other case, viz., constancy of a relatively high degree without per-

ception of non-normal orientation or depth difference, on which the

preceding interpretation is based, is not sufficiently supported either.

Eissler lists nineteen cases, and of these seven belong to a one-eyed

subject, whose results differ in many ways from those of the normal

subjects. Of the remaining twelve only one occurred under normal

conditions, all the others under circumstances which interfered

with clear spatial organization, e.g., monocular observation, regard

fixated on a point between the two objects to be compared so that

they were seen peripherally, looking through semi-closed lids, etc.

The same is true of all examples given by Holaday.

Under these circumstances it seems to me justifiable not to

abandon the fundamental axiom, but to seek the explanation of

the paradoxical cases elsewhere. I can think of two possibilities.

Either the two ellipses judged to be equal with regard to both shape

and orientation differed in a third aspect, or the paradoxical effect

is due to the serial character of presentation, trace aggregates in-

fluencing the results. A decision between the different hypotheses

must await further experimentation. Such experimentation should,

however, fill a gap in our knowledge: matchings of shape (and

size) should be supplemented by matchings of orientation (and

distance). Only when we possess these data shall we be able to see

clearly what the relation of shape and orientation (or size and dis-

tance) is.

The Frontal Parallel Orientation a Unique Case. “Normal
Orientation.” Such knowledge would be a prerequisite for a theory

of the constancy of shape, but it would not in itself supply it. For

a theory would have to answer the question when a circular retinal

image will lead to the perception of a circle, when to that of a non-
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normally oriented ellipse, and why it has the two different effects in

the two different cases. Such a theory might start from the case

where a circular retinal image gives rise to the perception of a nor-

mally oriented circle. That this is a unique case'we have stated be-

fore, and we can now choose among the various factors which con-

tributed to its uniqueness. After having discarded the “veridical-

ness” of the percept as a factor which causes it, there remains the

choice between the greatest simplicity of figure and orientation. Of
these two the first is ruled out easily, for as a rule an ellipse pre-

sented in a frontal parallel position will appear as such and not as a

circle non-normally oriented. This leaves us with the frontal parallel

plane as a special case. Not only is this view accepted by Eissler

(p. 540), it may also be deduced from our findings about the main
directions of space. Dynamically this assumption would mean that

a frontal parallel plane is well balanced within itself, so that special

forces are required to dislocate it. In such a plane stimulus patterns

would produce perceptual patterns according to the most simple

laws, and indeed our study of perceptual forms was carried out

under conditions where the figures appeared in the frontal parallel

(or some other similarly unique) plane.

Shape in Non-normal Orientation the Product of Organiza-

tion IN A Field of Stress. To perceive a non-frontal parallel plane

would then require special forces which would turn the plane from

its normal position and which would be opposed by forces tending

to pull it back into normal. Thus the stimulus pattern of the figure

would lead to an organization in a field of stress, and therefore the

product of this organization would be different from what it is when
the field is free of stress, i.e., the frontal-parallel plane. In this situa-

tion the stimulus pattern introduces new forces which will combine

with the forces of orientation responsible for the stress in ^he field,

and the final organization will be that in which all these forces

are best balanced.

Constancy Facts Deduced from This Hypothesis. Let us apply

these ideas to the concrete case of Eissler s experiments, an ellipse

turned round its vertical axis so that its retinal image is more slender

(horizontal axis relatively shorter) than that of the same ellipse

in a normal position. The result is that the ellipse appears turned

and not as slender as it would if its retinal image were produced by

a frontal parallel ellipse. Otherwise expressed, the forces in the

plane of the ellipse must, owing to its being turned, be such as to

extend it horizontally. These are not the only forces in the field, as

we see when we consider the case of a rectangle turned in the same
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way. Not only does its retinal image become more slender with this

change of orientation, but its shape is transformed from rectangu-

larity to that of a trapezium. (See Fig. 75 a, b, which represent a

normal and a non-normal view of a rectangle.) If, then, this retinal

shape gives rise to the perception of a rectangle, forces must have

been at work which have changed the converging lines into parallel

ones. It would be premature to speculate more about the actual dis-

tribution of forces within the non-normally oriented plane without

more specific data or a more concrete hypothesis about the event in

the brain field which corresponds to the obliquely oriented figure.

Besides these forces in the field there are two other

kinds of forces responsible for the perceived shape, viz.,

internal forces and those external forces which are pro-

duced by the proximal stimulation. We have studied

them in the preceding chapters (pp. 138 ff.), where we
have seen the great power of the latter. The fact that

the stimulus forces are very strong means in our

present context that a retinal shape will most easily

75 produce that behavioural shape which corresponds to

if. i.e., it will resist transformation. In other words,

the forces within the field which tend to “distort” the retinal

shape will have to contend with the forces imposed by that retinal

shape. In our example: a slender retinal ellipse produces a be-

havioural shape in a field of stress which tends to make it less

slender. Owing to the forces produced by the retinal pattern the

perceived figure will not entirely yield to this stress, and therefore

the perceived shape will be somewhere between the retinal and

the “real” shape, unless the internal forces of organization compli-

cate the situation. We consider, for instance, the real shape of a

slender ellipse whose retinal image, owing to the orientation of the

figure, is still more slender. Then, owing to the forces in the field

produced by the non-normal orientation of the figure, the beha-

vioural ellipse will be broadened, and if this broadening is sufficient

it may make its shape sufficiently similar to a circle so that the

internal forces of organization, which are in their most stable equi-

librium in the circular shape, succeed in producing, or at least ap-

proximating, this simplest form.

A last deduction is possible: the final equilibrium will be an equi-

librium for all participating forces. That means: perceived orienta-

tion and shape will depend upon each other: if a retinal shape re-

sists distortion by the field forces it will thereby influence the

apparent angle of orientation. It is therefore probable that the

a

C]
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amount by which the figure appears turned from the normal de-

creases as the “constancy of shape” decreases, i.e., the more similar

the perceived shape is to the retinal, the less similar to the real

shape. That means, of course, that a certain cofhbination of shape
and orientation is invariant for a given retinal shape, as we had
previously supposed.^^

Experimental Verification. A number of our conclusions are

confirmed by the experimental evidence. In the first place “con-

stancy” is, as a rule, not perfect, “phenomenal regression not com-
plete,” as Thouless, Eissler, and Klimpfinger have found. In the

second place, the constancy decreases with the angle of orientation

(Eissler). This result is deducible from our hypothesis, for the

more different the retinal image is from the “real” shape, the greater

will be the forces required to produce a perceived shape equal to

the real. If the stress in the field resulting from non-normal orienta-

tion increased in the same way as the force required to transform the

retinal shape into the real, then constancy could not be a function

of the angle. Now we do not know either of these two functions,

but it is more than unlikely that they are the same. Let us begin

with the latter, the dependency of the force necessary to transform

the retinal shape into the real one upon the angle of orientation.

According to our assumption a retinal shape sets up forces to pro-

duce a similar psychophysical shape. These forces come into con-

flict with the stress in the field when the plane in which the shape

appears is non-normal. Owing to this stress the retinal shape is

changed into another shape more like the real one. Now, the

greater the difference between retinal and real shape, owing to the

turning of the figure, the greater the force necessary to change the

retinal shape into the real. It is, however, most unlikely that this

relation is one of simple proportionality. Dynamically it is much
more probable that this change becomes the more difficult the farther

it has proceeded, just as it requires an increasing force to produce

equal successive contractions of a spiral spring. Turn a figure with

a horizontal axis h round its vertical axis first through a certain

angle which reduces its horizontal axis by a certain amount m,

and then through another angle which reduces its horizontal axis

by another equal amount, so that this axis is now h 2m

.

If it re-

quires the force / to change the figure with the horizontal axis

12 Which combination cannot be deduced, unless one either has the necessary

empirical data or knows the different interacting forces. Furthermore, the invariant

may depend upon total sets of conditions, and need not necessarily be the same under

all circumstances.
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h— tn into one with the horizontal axis h, then, according to our

hypothesis, it will require more than 2/ to transform the figure with

the horizontal axis h— 2m into one with the horizontal axis h.

Now it seems very unlikely that the stress within the field due to

the non-normal orientation should increase as rapidly with the

angle as the force required to achieve perfect constancy. Therefore

constancy should decrease with the angle, as it does.

I have used the term “transformation” without implying that at

first a non-transformed shape is produced by peripheral stimulation

to be later centrally transformed. I used the term to indicate an effect

which would follow from one set of forces abstracted from their

context, against the actual effect due to a combination of different

sets of forces. The term transformation as here used means merely

a double vectorial determination, to borrow a term from Kardos

(p. 170).

Thirdly, the more the real figure is turned from the frontal-parallel

position, the more does it appear to be non-normally oriented.

Therefore the stress in the field toward transformation increases

with the angle of orientation, and therefore the transformation,

measured in absolute terms, should increase also. Such a measure is

given by Eissler as A This value increases indeed with

the angle of orientation, both in Eissler’s and Thouless’s (1931)

experiments.^^ Lastly, the cases of “super-constancy” discussed on

page 227 are perfectly compatible with our theory; they follow from

it under special conditions, whereas I have found no other explana-

tion of them elsewhere. Eissler’s discussion of these cases, which I

shall omit here, is also in perfect accord with our interpretation.

Much work has to be done to raise the rank of our explanation

above that of a mere hypothesis. But that the true explanation will

have to be on lines similar to my hypothesis seems to me certain.

For '"knowledge

'

of the real shape does not account for the effect,

as Thouless (1931 a) has shown by special experiments. If I inter-

pret this author correctly, he too believes that the true theory must
be of the kind here presented. He rejects a “summative or integra-

tive theory” and postulates a “response theory.” On such a theory,

“the ellipse seen with binocular observation of an inclined circle is

One might just as well take Q a measure which Katz used in his investi-

gation of brightness constancy (Q-Quotient) in 1911 (see p. 242).
1^ Thouless does not use this measure, but since he reports the raw figures of his

results, it is easy to calculate it, and this calculation confirms Eissler’s results.
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a fact of perception of the same order as the ellipse seen with

monocular vision and elimination of distance cues” (1931 a, p. 26).

Constancy and Spatial Organization. In our theory the be*

havioural shape produced by a certain retinal image depends upon
the spatial organization to which the retinal image gives rise. Con-

stancy will therefore be the greater the more “adequate” the per-

ceived orientation of the figure is, i.e., the more closely it approxi-

mates to the real orientation. All factors, therefore, which determine

orientation must pari passu influence perceived shape. This con-

clusion, which is not specific to our theory but would be included

in some form or other in any theory of constancy of shape, is amply

confirmed by facts. Eissler has very systematically investigated a

number of conditions which vary in respect to the general space-

organizations which they produce, and has found a clear correlation

between these conditions and shape constancy. Among them bin-

ocular parallax, retinal disparity, was found to be of particular im-

portance, and good articulation of the central figures a§ well as of

the surrounding, hardly less relevant. Furthermore he found that, as

he puts it, different criteria of depth can be substituted for each other

without essentially changing the effect. Schematically this means : of

the three criteria a, b and c, a alone may be as effective as a and b

combined, but b and c not much inferior to a and b, or a and r, in

combination. The theoretical meaning of this result can be devel-

oped only by a discussion of the depth factors per se, a task which

we shall undertake later after we have finished our discussion of the

constancy problems.

Influence of Attitude. Constancy can be tremendously affected

if the subjects’ attitude is directed towards “projection” rather than

towards real shapes, as shown for shape by Klimpfinger (1933), for

size by Holaday. In neither case is the result a complete loss of

constancy; the frontal parallel figure selected to look equal to a

turned figure under “analytical” attitude, though much closer to

the retinal image of the latter than under a normal attitude, still

differed from it in the direction of being more similar to the “real”

shape of the turned figure, and the same is true mutatis mutandis

for size. It is, however, possible to vary the external conditions for

normal observation in such a way that constancy is lower than

under the analytic attitude and normal external conditions.

Constancy of Size. A few words must be added about the con-

stancy of size, which we have already discussed in Chapter III

(pp. 88 f. and 90!.). Holaday, another of Brunswik’s pupils, has
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done for this problem what Eissler and Klimpfinger have done for

the constancy of shape, investigating a number of external and in-

ternal conditions which affect this constancy. These results are sim-

ilar to those of the two other authors, as we have already mentioned

with regard to the internal condition of analytical attitude. As re-

gards the external conditions, constancy varies again directly with

space organization, but disparity has a much weaker influence on

size than on shape, a fact which is explained by both Eissler and

Holaday by the circumstance that depth organization must be much
finer for shape than for size constancy.

The Invariant of This Case. The similarity between the results

of Eissler and Holaday indicates a similarity in the underlying

causes. For size as for shape some effect will be invariant for a

given stimulus, and this effect will be some combination of size and

distance. It has already been mentioned (p. 229) that some of Hola-

day ’s results seem to contradict such an assumption, but I have also

indicated why I cannot consider these contradictory results as de-

cisive. Again the form of this combination has to be worked out in

future experiments, and it will prove to be dependent upon the

direction in which the objects recede from the observer. This fol-

lows from our discussion of the zenith-horizon illusion in Chapter

III(p.94f.)-

No Unique Set of Conditions for Size. In one important respect,

however, the theory of perceived size will have to be different from

that of perceived shape: in the latter we found a unique case, the

normally oriented, i.e., frontal-parallel plane. For size there exists

no such unique case, no “normal” distance comparable to a normal
orientation. On the one hand, the normal distance is different for

different objects, e.g., for a printed page, a person, a house, a moun-
tain, and on the other such normal distance is at best a rather wide
range and not a well-defined point. But it seems likely that some-

thing else plays an analogous role in the field. Lauenstein (1934)
has made an observation according to which constancy is not so

simple a function of distance as has so far been supposed, but holds

for definite unified ranges, so that within two such ranges, which lie

at different distances from the observer, constancy is approximately

equally good, although compared with each other the nearer one

has the greater degree of constancy. From this concept of range,

v^hich, as we shall see later, finds its counterpart in the realms of

Lauenstein’s observation was made from a hilltop: he saw in the surrounding
distance numerous small mounds all approximately of the same size, which he sup-

posed to be bushes. On descending he found them to be hayricks of 3-4 metres.
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colour-constancy (Kardos), he concludes that the “real'’ (normal)

behavioural size may appear within that range which includes the

observer’s behavioural Ego.

A Possible Theory of Perceived Size. A theor/of perceived size

may possibly be derived from the theory of perceived space indi-

cated in the fourth chapter (p. 119). If articulated space tends to be-

come as large as possible it requires forces to make an object appear

near. This theory, which I have learned from a discussion with

Kohler, suggests that the more energy is consumed in bringing

the object near, the less is available for keeping it large. This indi-

cation must suffice with the addition that nearness need not be the

only factor that determines size, other factors being possibly “clear-

ness” articulation, surveyability. The facts of micropsia seem to

support such a more general theory, facts whose importance for

the theory of size were long ago recognized by Jaensch (1909),

whose first publication on the subject was almost epoch-making.

H. Frank’s experiments. A special form of Kohler’s theory has been

tested in his laboratory by H. Frank (1930). In ordinary experiments on
size constancy the two objects to be compared with each other are alter-

nately fixated, i.e., a far fixated object is compared with a near fixated ob-

ject. Within a certain range size constancy is perfect, so that the same geo-

graphical object will look equal at, let us say, a distance of one and two
metres, although the retinal image of the far object is only one fourth of

the area of that of the near one. But in changing fixation from the near

to the far object *‘the tension of the muscalature for accommodation and
convergence is decreased. If, then, one assumes that the visual field would
have to part with some of its energy for the purpose of ‘near-innervation’

and that this loss of energy leads to a relative shrinking of the fixated

object . . . then decrease of the tension of the eye-muscles, accompany-

ing ‘far-innervation,’ i.e., a smaller loss of energy by the visual field,

would result in a relative enlargement of the fixated object which would
more or less compensate (centrally) for the retinal diminution” (Frank,

p. 136). Certain observations by Hering and others seemed to confirm

such a view. Frank, however, performed quantitative experiments to

subject it to a rigid test. A square fixated directly was (successively)

compared with a square at the same objective distance observed while

fixation was either nearer or further. It was found in agreement with

Hering’s observation that a square at a fixed distance appears larger

when it is fixated than when it lies behind the fixation point, and smaller

than when it lies in front of it. Moreover, the size of the non-fixated

square varies with the distance of the fixation point from the observer

more or less as accommodation and convergence do, except for the fact

that this agreement is better for the near than for the far fixation point.

Thus the original assumption seems to be proved apart from the un-
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predictable and unexplained asymmetry of fixation in front of and be-

hind the square. But the effect is far too small to explain constancy of

size. To give an example: a square with a side of 8 cm. at a distance of

200 cm. if observed with a fixation at 90 cm. (from the observer) ap-

peared equal to a fixated square at 200 cm. with a side of 7.5 cm. In this

range constancy is perfect, i.e., a fixated square of 8 cm. at 90 cm. looks

equal to an equal square at 200 cm. Thus constancy is slightly reduced

by change of fixation with changed accommodation and convergence.

But the retinal image of a square at 90 cm. is more than twice as large

linearly as that of an equal square at 200 cm. This means that the

retinal image of an object 8 cm. in diameter at 200 cm. distance, which

gives the same perceived size as that of an equally large object 90 cm.

distant, has a “size effect” greater than the latter. If this were

entirely due to the energy that goes into the greater strain of con-

vergence and accommodation for the near one, then we could make
the following deduction. If we fixate at 90 cm. looking at an ob-

ject (8 cm. long) at 200 cm., the retinal image should, by virtue

of the near accommodation and convergence, have a size effect only

^%oo of that which it would have if it were fixated directly. Therefore

an object at 200 cm., fixated directly, should be only 8 X ^= 3-6 cm.,

whereas in Frank’s experiment it had the size of 7.5 cm. For the as-

sumption is tantamount to assuming that the energy that goes into ac-

commodation and convergence compensates exactly for the gain in retinal

image. Therefore a constant retinal image should produce a perceived

size directly proportional to the fixation distance. In our case the shrink-

age should be from 8 to 3.6 cm., whereas in reality it is only from 8

to 7.5 cm. Therefore, even though the accommodation-fixation energy
may contribute to the constancy effect, it is at best responsible only for a

very small fraction of it.

DEVELOPMENT OF CONSTANCY. A last point befcWc we turn to the dis-

cussion of colour constancy. In Vienna careful and elaborate studies have
been made of the development of constancy during the life of the indi-

vidual, first by Beyrl (see Chapter II, p. 92) in the field of size, then

by Brunswik (1929) in the field of brightness, and lastly by Klimp-
finger (1933) in the field of shape. All three studies seem to reveal the

same progress of development; the curves in which constancy is plotted

against age have a similar shape for all three fields. However, even if

one disregards the criticism levelled in the preceding pages against the

measure of constancy employed in the construction of the curves, one
may doubt whether the similarity of the three curves is due to the fact

that all represent constancies, or to another factor common to all three

investigations. An examination of this possibility might even lead to the

^®Thc change of size of the retinal image due to change of accommodation is

negligibly small for this argument (see Frank, p. 141).
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conviction that there is no development of constancy and that the age

progress which the curves demonstrate must be laid to the account of an

external factor. Katz (1929) was the first to make this point in a review

of recent work done in the field of colour constancy. His student Burzlafl

repeated the experiments of Brunswik and Beyrl, and amplified his in-

vestigation by varying the method by which constancy was tested.

Whereas in all experiments of the Vienna school the method consisted

in comparing one standard object (size, neutral shade, shape) with one

comparison object, both being in the same field of vision, Burzlafl intro-

duced other methods which have in common the feature that they em-
ploy a number of simultaneously presented objects either in place of the

comparison object or in place of both standard and comparison object.

Since the latter method diflered most in its results from the method of

paired comparison and was therefore used by him both for colour and
size, I shall confine myself to it. In the size experiments two equal series

of white cardboard cubes were used, one, the standard, arranged in ran-

dom order as regards size, but in a frontal-parallel plane on a table i m.
from the subject, the second, again in a frontal-parallel plane, but ar-

ranged in order of size on a table 4 m. distant. One of the near cubes was
marked and the subject had to designate the one on the farther table that

looked equal to it. The procedure for brightness constancy was mutatis

mutandis the same, tableaus of diflerent shades of grey taking the

place of the diflerent cubes. Under these conditions children at the

age of four years, the youngest examined, showed complete constancy

already. Katz and Burzlafl conclude from these experiments that con-

stancy undergoes no development and that the results of the Vienna
school are due to the method, which brings into play an extraneous

factor. “One must be aware of the fact that wherever the phenomena
are controlled by comparison, a complicating factor is introduced of

whose eflectiveness one has no adequate conception” (Burzlafl, p. 202).

Brunswik, in a note appended to Klimpfinger (1933 a, pp. 619 f.), dis-

putes the justification of this criticism, although he accepts the results,

which he has partly repeated, and does not doubt that similar results

would be obtained in the field of shape. He argues that the failure to

reveal any development of constancy is the fault of Burzlafl’s method,

which set too easy a task to the observers. One may, so he argues, lower

the difficulty of the task to be accomplished by the subjects so as to

destroy all differences between them. A teacher who wants to grade his

pupils does not set them examination papers which they can all pass

with grade A.

I find that this argument presupposes the existence of constancy as

something absolute which can be submitted to tests of various degrees

of difficulty, but is always the same constancy, just as in Brunswik’s

own analogy I can test the spelling ability of a boy by dictating to him
texts of diflerent degrees of difficulty. But such an analogy is entirely

fictitious. It is the result of considering constancy phenomena as some-
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thing in themselves rather than as heuristically valuable aspects of the

process of perceptual organization. The Viennese experiments prove only

that perceptual organization shows “greater constancy*’ for older chil-

dren than for younger ones under certain conditions; otherwise ex-

pressed that these special conditions have a different effect at different

ages. Nor is it difficult on the basis of the facts to discover these different

effects. Paired comparison of two objects, particularly when they are

spatially close to each other, may easily produce such a communication
between them in the psychophysical field that they influence each other.

If, on the other hand, each of the two objects is a member of a group, as

in Burzlaff’s serial method, then it will be much harder to isolate them
from their proper surroundings and integrate them with a member of

the other group. If, then, young children show a lower degree of con-

stancy by the paired comparison method than older ones, one has to

infer that for these younger children the excitations started by the two
proximal stimulations are more interdependent than for the older ones,

where this interdependence may vanish altogether. This conjecture is

confirmed by experiments of H. Frank (1928). She found in comparing
Beyrl’s method with her own, in which the two objects to be compared
were far wider apart, that the latter yielded far better constancy than the

former, and that this superiority of the one method over the other was
particularly marked* for the younger children.

The similarity of the age curves for size-, colour-, and shape-con-

stancy proves therefore probably no more than that progressively, and
in the rhythm discovered by the Viennese, segregated field parts become
more and more independent of each other. Since, however, constancy of

any kind presupposes dynamic intercourse between the segregated object

and the whole field, constancy itself should under favourable conditions

appear from the start, since progress consists not in creating or increas-

ing but in decreasing the mutual interdependence of field parts.

Whiteness and Colour Constancy. It is now time to take up the

problem of the last constancy, that of colour and brightness.^ ^ The
similarity of all constancy problems had, as we have seen, struck a

number of investigators, notably Thouless and the Viennese. But

the similarity, relevant though it is, must not blind us against the

specific characteristics of each. Thus we saw that even size- and

shape-constancy differ from each other in the dynamical factors

which bring them about. And we shall find entirely new factors in

the realm of colour and brightness. As a matter of fact we shall not

find brightness constancy and colour constancy, in the narrower

sense, entirely identical.

There exist other constancies which we omit from our discussion. I mention
only “intensity” constancy, according to which a soft near sound is not confused

with a loud far one, and weight constancy, which appears, e.g., in the fact that we
become aware of a “specific weight” as much as of an absolute one.
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Brightness- and colour-constancy have been more extensively in-

vestigated than any of the others, although the first specific work in

that field was not published till 1911, while Martius published his

investigation of size constancy as early as 1889. That the problem
emerged at last was due to the psychological insight of Hering, who
discussed it in his last publication on vision (1920) and introduced

the name “memory colour.” But the classical book in the field is

Katz’s (1911, 1930). Its importance at the time of its publication

can hardly be overrated. I shall not go at length into the history of

the various investigations, since Katz and Gelb have both given

excellent surveys. In English there is the introductory chapter of

MacLeod’s monograph to be recommended as a good introduction.

The Dilemma of Older Theories. The theory of brightness- and
colour-constancy found itself suspended between two poles. On the

one hand there were attempts to explain it by factors which in

themselves had nothing to do with constancy, on the other hand,

the result itself, i.e., constancy, entered the explanation. Both poles

were already inherent in Hering’s discussion, the first in his at-

tempt to explain the facts by adaptation, pupillary reaction, and
contrast (in Hering’s sense), the second in his concept of memory
colour. But all these principles were proved to be inessential by

Katz and Jaensch. Constancy remained under conditions when
Hering’s external factors were ruled out, and memory in the ordi-

nary sense could not explain the effect, since the experiments were

performed not with well-known objects, the colour of which might

be remembered by the observer, but with pieces of paper or colour

wheels which as far as the subject knew might have any colour.

A Standard Experiment on Whiteness Constancy. Thus, for in-

stance, a light grey paper would be presented in a dark corner of the

room and a colour wheel with black and white sectors near a win-

dow. The subject had to find a black-white mixture on the colour

wheel which looked the same grey as the paper in the dark corner.

Under such conditions, as Katz was the first to discover, complete

equality is impossible. In one or more respects the disk near the

light and the paper in the shade will always look different. How-
ever, the subjects can fulfil this task with reasonable assurance.

When this is done the black-white mixture on the colour wheel,

though darker than the paper in the corner,^® sends much more light

^®This is the date of the publication of the complete book. The first instalment

which introduces the term “memory colour” appeared in 1908.

^®This means: a paper next to the colour wheel which would look exacdy like

it would be a darker shade than the other paper.
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thing in themselves rather than as heuristically valuable aspects of the

process of perceptual organization. The Viennese experiments prove only

that perceptual organization shows “greater constancy” for older chil-

dren than for younger ones under certain conditions; otherwise ex-

pressed that these special conditions have a different effect at different

ages. Nor is it difi&cult on the basis of the facts to discover these different

effects. Paired comparison of two objects, particularly when they are

spatially close to each other, may easily produce such a communication

between them in the psychophysical field that they influence each other.

If, on the other hand, each of the two objects is a member of a group, as

in BurzlafPs serial method, then it will be much harder to isolate them
from their proper surroundings and integrate them with a member of

the other group. If, then, young children show a lower degree of con-

stancy by the paired comparison method than older ones, one has to

infer that for these younger children the excitations started by the two
proximal stimulations are more interdependent than for the older ones,

where this interdependence may vanish altogether. This conjecture is

confirmed by experiments of H. Frank (1928). She found in comparing

Beyrl’s method with her own, in which the two objects to be compared
were far wider apart, that the latter yielded far better constancy than the

former, and that this superiority of the one method over the other was
particularly marked* for the younger children.

The similarity of the age curves for size-, colour-, and shape-con-

stancy proves therefore probably no more than that progressively, and
in the rhythm discovered by the Viennese, segregated field parts become
more and more independent of each other. Since, however, constancy of

any kind presupposes dynamic intercourse between the segregated object

and the whole field, constancy itself should under favourable conditions

appear from the start, since progress consists not in creating or increas-

ing but in decreasing the mutual interdependence of field parts.

Whiteness and Colour Constancy. It is now time to take up the

problem of the last constancy, that of colour and brightness.^^ The
similarity of all constancy problems had, as we have seen, struck a

number of investigators, notably Thouless and the Viennese. But

the similarity, relevant though it is, must not blind us against the

specific characteristics of each. Thus we saw that even size- and

shape-constancy differ from each other in the dynamical factors

which bring them about. And we shall find entirely new factors in

the realm of colour and brightness. As a matter of fact we shall not

find brightness constancy and colour constancy, in the narrower

sense, entirely identical.

There exist other constancies which we omit from our discussion. I mention
only “intensity” constancy, accordir^ to which a soft near sound is not confused

with a loud far one, and weight constahey, which appears, e.g., in the fact that we
become aware of a “specific weight” as nAich as of an absolute one.
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Brightness- and colour-constancy have been more extensively in-

vestigated than any of the others, although the first specific work in

that field was not published till 1911, while Martius published his

investigation of size constancy as early as 1889. That the problem
emerged at last was due to the psychological insight of Hering, who
discussed it in his last publication on vision (1920) and introduced

the name “memory colour.” But the classical book in the field is

Katz’s (1911, 1930). Its importance at the time of its publication

can hardly be overrated. I shall not go at length into the history of

the various investigations, since Katz and Gelb have both given

excellent surveys. In English there is the introductory chapter of

MacLeod’s monograph to be recommended as a good introduction.

The Dilemma of Older Theories. The theory of brightness- and
colour-constancy found itself suspended between two poles. On the

one hand there were attempts to explain it by factors which in

themselves had nothing to do with constancy, on the other hand,

the result itself, i.e., constancy, entered the explanation. Both poles

were already inherent in Hering’s discussion, the first in his at-

tempt to explain the facts by adaptation, pupillary reaction, and
contrast (in Hering’s sense), the second in his concept of memory
colour. But all these principles were proved to be inessential by

Katz and Jaensch. Constancy remained under conditions when
Hering’s external factors were ruled out, and memory in the ordi-

nary sense could not explain the effect, since the experiments were

performed not with well-known objects, the colour of which might

be remembered by the observer, but with pieces of paper or colour

wheels which as far as the subject knew might have any colour.

A Standard Experiment on Whiteness Constancy. Thus, for in-

stance, a light grey paper would be presented in a dark corner of the

room and a colour wheel with black and white sectors near a win-

dow. The subject had to find a black-white mixture on the colour

wheel which looked the same grey as the paper in the dark corner.

Under such conditions, as Katz was the first to discover, complete

equality is impossible. In one or more respects the disk near the

light and the paper in the shade will always look different. How-
ever, the subjects can fulfil this task with reasonable assurance.

When this is done the black-white mixture on the colour wheel,

though darker than the paper in the corner,^® sends much more light

i®This is the date of the publication of the complete book. The first instalment

which introduces the term “memory colour” appeared in 1908.

i^This means; a paper next to the colour wheel which would look exactly like

it would be a darker shade than the other paper.
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into the observer’s eye. This is easily proved by a method intro-

duced by Katz. A screen with two holes is introduced between the

observer and the two matched greys, so that one hole is filled by

light coming from the paper, the other by light coming from the

disk. If, before the introduction of this “reduction screen,” the two
appeared of equal grey, then through the reduction screen the hole

filled by the colour wheel is much lighter. If one changes the mix-

ture on the wheel so that the two holes look equal, and then re-

moves the screen, the colour wheel will be almost black, much
darker than the grey paper.

SEVERAL MEASURES OF CONSTANCY. By this method we can measure

constancy in various ways. Let us suppose the light grey paper in

the back part of the room was equivalent to a mixture of 300°

white and 60° black, which value we will call r; the disk in front

that looked equal to it without a screen contained a mixture of 200°

white and 160° black, this value we call a; and the disk “reduc-

tion-equal” to the paper 20^" white and 340° black, value /?. We can

say that whereas r characterizes the far paper as a distant stimulus,

p characterizes it as a proximal stimulus, and a its effect under nor-

mal conditions (without reduction screen). Neglecting for sim-

plicity’s sake the black sector altogether^® we can compute two

quotients, Katz’s H- and Q-quotients. In the first we divide value

a by value r, in the second we divide value a by value p. Thus, in

our example H = '
: .67 and Q = 10. These values

have certain drawbacks which Brunswik has pointed out. If con-

stancy were complete, H == i, but “no constancy” has no fixed H
20

value; in oui* example it would be , in other cases a different

300

value. Conversely “no constancy” has a fixed Q value = i, but the

Q of complete constancy depends upon the prevailing conditions. It

a— p
is for this reason that Brunswik introduced his value r = 100

r— p
200— 20 180

(see p. 226). In our example r=ioo =100--— =64.^ ^ ^ 300— 20 280

If a = r, complete constancy, r=ioo; and if a — p, no constancy,

c — o. Useful as the c value is, it is open to the objections which we
have raised against it before (pp. 227 ff.).

reality one has of course to add the white value of the black sector, 360®

of black being equal to about 6® of white.
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Our example, which is typical of many real experiments, reveals

another similarity between brightness constancy on the one hand,

and size- and shape-constancy on the other. As a rule constancy is

not perfect, the apparent whiteness of the comparison disk lies some-

where between the albedo of the standard disk and the amount of

light it sends into our eyes. Returning to a terminology we intro-

duced in Chapter IV we call the light that is reflected by a surface

i, the light that is thrown upon it /, and the albedo of the surface

L; then i LI (see p. 112). Two surfaces under different objective

illumination would show perfect constancy if they look equal when
Li = L2, they would show no constancy if they look equal when

ii — ^2, and therefore
u
L,

(since i= L2 12)* In the ordi-

nary case the relation of the two albedos is neither of these two, but

somewhere between them; to use Thouless’s terminology, regression

is again incomplete.

The Different Components; Whiteness and Brightness. Fur-

thermore, as already mentioned, a disk of a certain whiteness near

the window will not look exactly like a disk of the same apparent

whiteness in the shadow. Again the case is parallel to the two other

constancies. A turned circle, even if it still looks circular, does not

look entirely like a frontal parallel circle, because it will appear as a

circle turned round an axis; nor will a stick of a certain size at dis-

tance a look exactly like a stick of the same apparent size at dis-

tance b; these two sticks, equal with regard to size, will appear dif-

ferent with regard to distance. What then is the aspect in which

two greys which appear equal with regard to whiteness will appear

different under the condition specified? The analogy with the two

other cases indicates that such an aspect must appear. Katz’s experi-

ments long ago confirmed this conclusion. As a matter of fact

there are more aspects of difference than one, in the first place the

aspect which in conformity with Thouless I will call “brightness”

and which Katz had called illumination, and in the second place

an aspect which Katz called “pronouncedness” {Ausgepr’dgtheit).

We shall disregard the latter and confine ourselves in our dis-

cussion to brightness and whiteness, a term which in conformity

with Thouless we apply to that aspect which is a more or less

permanent characteristic of an object, like “white,” “light grey,”

“black.” For the sake of consistency we must speak therefore of

“whiteness constancy” instead of using the traditional term “bright-

ness constancy.”
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The Invariant of Whiteness Constancy. With this terminology

we can derive another result from the standard experiment. If we
have set the colour wheel near the window so as to make it reduc-

tion-equal to the paper at the back of the room, i.e., when we are

dealing with r and p values which correspond to the same amount

of light i, though to different L-/ combinations, then the disk looks

much less white than the paper and at the same time much more

bright. This suggests the possibility that a combination of white-

ness and brightness, possibly their product, is an invariant for a

given local stimulation under a definite set of total conditions. If

two equal proximal stimulations produce two surfaces of different

whiteness, then these surfaces will also have different brightnesses,

the whiter one will be less, the blacker one more bright.^^

An Attempt at a Theory of Whiteness Constancy. How are

whiteness and brightness produced? This is the question which a

theory of vision has to answer. To discover a possible solution we
begin by comparing whiteness constancy with that of size and shape.

Since, however, the two latter are similar with regard to the point

I wish to make, I shall for simplicity’s sake confine myself to size.

Then we can say: two equal proximal stimuli (sizes, light intensi-

ties) can give rise to two different perceived objects (large-small,

white-black)

.

A PECULIARITY OF WHITENESS AS COMPARED TO SIZE AND SHAPE.

The conditions under which this occurs are, however, not identical

in the two fields. The effect in the— field of size requires the produc-

tion of differences of distance, and

these cannot as a rule be produced
' by a mere difference or gradient

I between sizes. As optical illusions

Fig. 76 prove, one can indeed make two

equal lines appear different by sur-

rounding them with other lines, as in Fig. 76, but this effect is

comparatively small when we compare it with analogous effects in

the field of whiteness. For here it is actually possible to change

the effect of a local stimulation from black to white by merely

changing the gradient of intensities on the retina. To give an

example from Hering (1920): in the evening, when our rooms

are illuminated by lamps, the windows look black; but as soon as

A striking example of this is given by one of Kardos’s experiments where the

same field-part becomes simultaneously darker and whiter without any change in

the local proximal stimulation (p. 38).
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we turn out the lights—thereby even diminishing the light that

comes from the panes—they look quite light. The same effect

can be demonstrated with Hering’s hole method. A white screen

with a hole is set in front of a fairly well illuminated white wall.

At first the screen is totally dark, and then the hole looks brilliant

white; thereupon the screen is illuminated by a very strong light

with the result that the hole turns black. The same local radiation,

coming through the hole from the white wall, thus produces either

white or black according to its relation to the rest of the radiation.

It looks white when it is on the top of the gradient, and black

when it is at the bottom; the variation of the conditions is entirely

confined to the intensity of radiation. The phenomena here de-

scribed are, of course, adduced by Hering as instances of contrast.

But since his contrast theory has to be abandoned, as we have

shown before, the term contrast is no more than a name which

we prefer to avoid since it implies an explanation not in terms of

gradient, but in terms of absolute amounts of light (see Chapter

IV, p. 134).=^

Our theory of whiteness constancy will be based on this char-

acteristic of colours, which is only a pronounced example of the

general rule, which we found confirmed in so many passages, that

perceived qualities depend upon stimulus gradients.

TWO OTHER FACTS FUNDAMENTAL FOR THE THEORY. TwO more Well-

known facts must be added before we sketch a theory. The first

is the range of albedos. The best white which we use in our labora-

tories reflects approximately only sixty times as much light as the

best black, a very small ratio when we consider that full sunlight is

many thousand times as strong as an artificial illumination suffi-

cient for comfortable reading. The second fact is already implied in

the first: we can produce all neutral shades from black to white

by a mere change of albedo, i.e., by a change in the light-intensity

from I to 60.

AN EXPERIMENT BY GELB. The theory which I have outlined in two
brief publications (1932 b, 1934) starts from a very ingenious ex-

periment described by Gelb (1930, p. 674). Somewhat simplified,

it is like this: In a dark room a perfectly homogeneous black disk

is rotated; this disk, and nothing else, is strongly illuminated by a

projection lantern. Under these conditions the disk looks white and

the room black. Then the experimenter holds a small piece of white

paper close to and in front of the rotating disk so that it falls within

22 I will only mention that I have given an experimental proof of the fact that

“contrast” depends upon gradients and not upon absolute amounts of light (1923 a).
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the cone of light. At the same moment the disk alters its appearance,

and looks black.

EXPLANATION OF GELb’s EXPERIMENT. APPURTENANCE. HoW is this

effect to be explained? We shall consider the stimulus gradients

produced in these experiments and shall, for simplicity’s sake, divide

the vv^hole field into three parts: the room A, the disk B, and the

strip of paper C. At the beginning of the experiment the field is

composed of two parts only, room and disk, of which the latter

sends much more light into the observer’s eyes than the former.

Supposing the ratio of these intensities to lie around 60:1, the disk

is at the top of the full gradient which leads from black to white,

the room at the bottom. Consequently the room should look black,

the disk white, which is in conformity with the facts. The white-

looking disk is in reality black, but this fact is quite irrelevant for

the explanation. A grey disk in a less strong cone of light would

look exactly like the black disk in the stronger light. There is no

question of constancy here. As soon as the strip of white paper is

introduced a new situation arises; now we have three field parts,

A, B, and C, such that in terms of intensity of stimulation per unit

area A : B = B : C = i : 60. How should we on the basis of our

assumption expect this configuration to look? B had to look white

before the introduction of C, because it was at the top of a 60:1

gradient. After the introduction of C it retains this position, but at

the same time it is at the bottom of the new 60 : i gradient B C, and

should, as such, look black. Therefore we can give no answer to our

question without introducing a new assumption. This assumption

is the following: a field part x is determined in its appearance by

its “appurtenance” to other field parts. The more x belongs to the

field part y, the more will its whiteness be determined by the

gradient xy, and the less it belongs to the part z, the less will its

whiteness depend on the gradient xz. This assumption is not en-

tirely new inasmuch as we have encountered the factor of “appurte-

nance” or “belongingness” before, viz., in our discussion of the

Wertheimer-Benary contrast experiment. Which field parts belong

together, and how strong the degree of this belonging together is,

depends upon factors of space organization. Clearly, two parts at

the same apparent distance will, ceteris paribus, belong more closely

together than field parts organized in different planes. Ultimately

this organization depends of course on the proximal stimulus dis-

tribution on the two retinas.

We can now return to Gelb’s experiment. Here C, the white strip

of paper, belongs more closely to B, the black disk, than to the
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background A; B and C belong together and are set off against the

background. Therefore B will now be primarily determined by the

gradient B C and will therefore look black, as it actually does. A, on
the other hand, is at the absolute bottom of all gradients. That it

looks black is therefore natural. But this is not enough. It looked

black before the introduction of C, the gradient A B being 1:60. By
the introduction of C a new gradient A C, 1:3600, is created and
the effect of this gradient cannot be the same as that of the much
smaller one A B. The difference between A and C therefore cannot

be one of whiteness alone, since the maximum of this difference

was achieved by the gradient AB. Something new must happen:

A must look different from C in a new dimension or aspect, and this

dimension is the dimension of brightness. B and A look both black,

but B looks as bright as the white C, while A looks very much
darker.

This explanation of Gelb’s experiment is also given by Kardos

(p. 84 f.), whose theory seems to me in all essential respects to agree

with the one here propounded. I see the particular importance of

Kardos’s contribution in his systematic formulation of the problem

of appurtenance and in his many experiments, aS striking as they

are simple, to demonstrate the effectiveness of this factor. By chang-

ing conditions of appurtenance he succeeds by a number of different

methods in changing the “effective gradient” and thereby the ap-

pearance of the field parts concerned. His experiments, which can-

not be described here, prove beyond a doubt the functional reality

of appurtenance and thereby the justification of the assumption

which we had to introduce to explain Gelb’s experiment.

APPLICATION OF THE THEORY TO OTHER CASES. We Can now continue

our theory. We consider once more our three surfaces A, B, and C,

but suppose that now A and B belong together, being set off against

C. Then A and B should look black and white as they do in the

absence of C, and C must look white and extremely bright, prob-

ably luminous, a conclusion which is also reached by Kardos. If

the conditions are less simple, so that B does not belong to a very

much higher degree to either A (or C) than to C (or A), then the

two gradients A B and B C will both have effects on C, so that it

appears different from the two other surfaces both in whiteness and

brightness, whereas in the simpler cases so far discussed it shared

its whiteness with one and its brightness with the other (in Gelb’s

experiment B has the same brightness as C and, approximately, the

same whiteness as A).
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WHY THIS THEORY IS STILL INCOMPLETE. I am fully awarc that the

hypothesis developed in the last pages is far from being a complete

theory of the facts usually called facts of brightness constancy. But it

is at least a real theory, i.e., an explanation which deduces the ob-

served effects from the only available causes, the proximal stimula-

tion which gives rise to perceptual organization. A complete theory

would have to answer, among others, the following questions
:
given

two adjoining retinal areas of different stimulation, under what
conditions will the corresponding parts of the behavioural (per-

ceptual) field appear of different whiteness but equal brightness

(or “illumination”), when of different brightness but equal white-

ness? A complete answer to this question would probably supply

the key to the complete theory of colour perception in the broadest

sense.

SOME EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE. Since this answcr is still lacking, we
shall do well to give some experimental support to the hypothesis

as developed here. It depends upon the truth of two propositions:

(a) the qualities of perceived objects depend upon gradients of

stimulation, (b) not all gradients are equally effective as regards

the appearance of a particular field part; rather will the effective-

ness of a gradient vary with the degree of appurtenance obtaining

between the two terms of this gradient. Since proposition (b) has

been proved by Kardos’s new experiments, we concentrate on propo-

sition (a).

OBJECTIVELY EQUAL INLYING FIELDS WITHIN OBJECTIVELY EQUAL SUR-

ROUNDING FIELDS OF DIFFERENT APPEARANCE. We begin with the fol-

lowing case. Let there be two large (surrounding) fields Si and S2,

each containing a small hole in its centre, the infields Ii and I2. Let

the Si and S2 be equal with regard to intensity of light reflected

and similarly Ii and I2. Is the appearance of Ii and I2 under these

conditions equal ? The reader may at first think that this is a trivial

question which must evidently be answered in the affirmative, since

it seems to state nothing but the principle of Katz’s reduction screen.

But this impression would be hasty, for we know that two fields

which reflect the same amount of light per unit area may look very

different from each other, i.e., one white and dark, the other black

and bright. When we use a reduction screen we naturally do it

under conditions where Si and S2, the surroundings of the two
holes, are not only of equal objective intensity but also equal.

But supposing Si looks white, S2 black, will Ii look equal to I2, or

if it does not, in which direction will they differ from each other?

One way of arguing would be this: Since Si looks whiter than S2,
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Ii should, by contrast, look blacker than I2. This prediction neglects

. Si .

the fact that the gradient Si-Ii, expressed by the ratio— , is exactly

S2
the same as the gradient S2-I2, 7"? since physically Si = S2 and

*2

zii Ig. If then the appearance of the inlying fields depends upon

the gradient which connects them with the surrounding fields, Ii

should look whiter than I2. That this must be so will appear when
we consider the case where the two inlying fields are physically

almost of the same intensity as the two outlying fields so that they

look almost equal to them. Then Ii, looking almost equal to Si, must

look white and I2 correspondingly black.

Which expectation is correct? In actual fact does Ii look whiter

or blacker than I2? The first experiments to answer this question

were made, in a different context, by Harrower and me (II), then

independently in various forms by Gelb (1932), although in neither

publication the theoretical problem was stated as in this text. Both

experimenters obtained unequivocally the same result: Ii looked

whiter than I2. Thus this experiment serves as a proof of our proposi-

tion that the appearance of a field part depends upon the gradient

which connects it with other field parts.

As a matter of fact a much older experiment by Jaensch and

Muller proves the same point. This experiment employs a method

for measuring constancy introduced by

Katz. A uniform background B (see Fig.

77) at right angles to the wall with the

window W is set upon a table. On the

same table and at right angles to the back-

ground is a screen S which casts a shadow
on the right side of the table, leaving the

left fully exposed to the light coming
through the window. On either side of

the background two disks are set up
in such a way that they are reduction-equal, i.e., that the light re-

flected from the left one, is equal to that reflected from the right

one, d2^ For that purpose d^ must have a lower albedo than Jg? to

compensate for the greater amount of light it receives. An observer

sitting at O then sees a blacker disk on the left and a whiter one
on the right. It was possible to explain this effect by the classical con-

In our experiments, to be sure, the inlying fields were as a rule coloured and
not neutral. But this does not affect the main issue.

1

I

w

1

s

.0

Fig. 77
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trast theories, because the left half of B, surrounding ^1, receives,

and therefore reflects, more light than the right half, which sur-

rounds ^2- Therefore should be blackened by contrast more than

^2- In order to exclude this explanation Jaensch and Muller made
the following modification. Instead of using a uniform background

they used two different ones, a blacker one on the left side and a

whiten one on the right. If then the radiation reaching the eyes

from these two backgrounds is the sam.e, we have conditions iden-

tical with those discussed above, viz.. Si = S2 and Ii = I2, except for

the fact that Ii and I2 are no longer holes in screens but disks in

front of screens. According to a pure contrast theory Ii should now
look exacdy like I2, constancy should have disappeared, whereas in

reality they look about as different as they did in the original set-up

with a uniform background.^^ This difference cannot therefore be

explained by contrast. However, it follows directly from our proposi-

tion about the effect of gradients. Since under the conditions of

Jaensch and Muller’s experiment the two backgrounds look differ-

ent, although they reflect the same amount of light, the disks which

have equal gradients to their respective backgrounds must look

different too. The argument is identical to the one given above for

the two holes. It is also the same as an argument developed in our

discussion of shape constancy (pp. 222 f.). It may be put in this

form: if a certain radiation produces the impression of a light-grey

object, then a slightly stronger radiation will produce the impression

of a white object, but if the first radiation produces the perception of

a black object, then the second slightly stronger one will lead to the

appearance of a dark-grey object. In this formulation we explain the

appearance of one object by the gradient of stimulation which con-

nects it with another and by the appearance of the latter. This itself

is not explained, just as we have not explained why in Jaensch and
Muller’s experiment the two backgrounds look different. The ex-

planation must fall back on conditions beyond the four surfaces

so far taken into consideration. It is an application of the general

problem formulated on page 248.

Conclusions with Regard to the Concept of Phenomenal Regres-

sion, These experiments (Koffka-Harrower and Gelb on the one
hand and Jaensch-Miiller on the other) clearly belong together. In

the last it is sensible to speak of constancy or phenomenal regres-

sion, for the apparent difference of the two disks d^ and ^2 corre-

24 In the experiment of Jaensch and Muller the white background in the shadow
reflected actually more light than the black one in the light. Thereby the point made
in the text is proved a fortiori
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spends much more to their difference of albedo (what they are

“really” like) than to their difference of stimulation, which in this

case is zero. But in the two first experiments such a point of view

is inapplicable, since the effect does not depend 'upon the albedo

of the screen seen through the holes but merely upon the radiation

which passes through the holes. Therefore I cannot agree with

Thouless’s contention that the term “phenomenal regression to the

real object” should be substituted for the term “constancy” to desig-

nate this whole range of facts. Thouless (1934) has indeed given

a very ingenious criticism of the term constancy, and has shown
that in many cases it has no proper meaning, whereas his own term

is still meaningful. But cases like those just discussed, which belong

to the same province, prove that Thouless’s term also fails to cover

all facts.

MODIFICATION OF GELB’s ORIGINAL EXPERIMENT BY KOFFKA AND HAR-

ROWER. The experiments so far adduced were carried out without

regard to that experiment of Gelb’s which we used as a starting

point for our theory (see pp. 245 f.). I shall now briefly report some
unpublished experiments by Harrower and myself which were

undertaken with the express purpose of testing my explanation of

Gelb’s effect. In this experiment there were three field parts, A, B,

and C, the dark room, the brightly illuminated black disk, and the

equally brightly illuminated white strip of paper, such that the

radiations were A:B = B:C = i :6o.^® If C was omitted, B looked

white; as soon as C was introduced B looked black and bright, and

this change was explained by the fact that B was determined by the

gradient B C. If this interpretation is right, then B will no longer

appear black if the relation of C :B is smaller than 60 : i, i.e., if one

substitutes grey strips for the white one; the less white the strip,

the less black should the black disk (B) appear, while the strip

itself should still look white though less bright, owing to the fact

that the relation C:A is still greater than 60: i. This expectation

was confirmed, the apparent blackness of B, and thereby its con-

stancy, was a direct function of the albedo of C, and that, both

under the conditions of Gelb’s original experiment and with hole

colours, in which case A was a black unilluminated screen through

a hole in which B and C were visible.

Using again a formulation previously employed, we can say: if

I have briefly reported on these experiments in the two papers referred to on

P. 245.

Only the second ratio, B:C, was made exactly equal to 1:60. The other ratio

was in reality greater.
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a radiation 60/ looks white, then radiation i looks black; if 30/

looks white, i looks grey. Our formulation is in this case more ade-

quate than in the former ones, because we understand why C (60 i,

30/, etc.) looks white.

We also inverted Gelb’s experiment. In general terms we have

three surfaces, A, B, and C, such that now A:B = B:C = 6o:i.Ais

a white background strongly illuminated, B a white disk in a deep

shadow which coincides with its boundary, and C a black or grey

strip close to the disk and in the shadow area. If, then, A and B are

exposed alone A will look white, B black. Introducing C in such

a way that B C belong together, B should turn white; again, if B:C
were smaller than 60:1, B should change to a shade blacker than

white.

With hole colours this prediction* was confirmed, although it re-

quired stronger measures to insure the belonging together of B and

C than in the original case. With a set-up corresponding to that of

Gelb’s we failed to obtain the effect, i.e., the introduction of the

black strip did not change the appearance of the white disk strongly

shadowed. I shall not try to explain this unexpected result, only

adding that equal intensity gradients have different effects according

to whether the part chiefly influenced is at the top or at the bottom

of the gradients. As we know from other experiments, taking a

middle grey as the centre, the black-white series is not functionally

symmetrical.

FUNCTIONAL DIFFERENCES BETIVEEN LIGHT BLACK AND DARK 'WHITE

CORRESPONDING TO THE SAME STIMULUS INTENSITY. It remains to be

seen how many facts can be explained by our theory, a task which
transcends the limits of this chapter. We shall take up only one

more point. At several places in our discussion of perception we
have attempted to substantiate facts of pure phenomenology by

functional facts. We shall do the same in this field. If two areas

of the visual field corresponding to equal local stimulations loo\

different, do they differ in any other property except their appear-

ance? Three such effects have been discovered, the first by Gelb

(1920) in his experiments with the two mentally blind patients re-

ported in Chapter IV (p. 118). It will be remembered that these

patients never saw surfaces, but that the colour of objects always

had a certain thickness which was the greater the blacker the

colour. These same patients possessed colour constancy. If, for

example, the experiment described on page 249 (Fig. 77) was per-

formed with them, the two disks and ^2 which reflected the

same amount of light looked as different from each other as for
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normal persons. At the same time the rule for the “thickness” of

colours still held: looking blacker, looked thicker than ^2* Thus,
two surfaces of equal local stimulation not only looked different

from each other, but at the same time and in accordance with their

different appearance were differently organized (Gelb, 1920, p. 241).

The second experiment was performed by Mihtz and myself.

Gelb’s result seemed to be explained if white was a harder colour

than black, in the meaning explained in Chapter IV (p. 127) ;
i.e.,

if it had stronger power of organization and cohesion. Under
ordinary conditions this difference of hardness between white and
black had been discovered by Harrower and myself; the question

was whether it would also hold for black and white corresponding

to the same local stimulation. We argued that if it did, a black

field should offer less resistance to the introduction of a coloured

figure than a white field produced by the same local stimulation;

less colour should be needed in the first than in the second. Our
experiments verified this deduction, thereby supplying another effect

in which two such surfaces differ.

The third effect was discovered by Harrower and myself (II, p.

2iif.). The saturation of a coloured figure on a neutral ground

is the greater the more similar the whiteness of the two; it reaches

its maximum at the coincidence point, the point of whiteness equal-

ity. (See Ackermann, Eberhardt, G. E. Muller, 1930 II.) It was

customary to define this effect in terms of brightness, but this defini-

tion disregarded the fact that one and the same radiation may
produce different combinations of whiteness and brightness. All

previous experiments on the dependence of the saturation, or the

threshold, of a coloured figure on the brightness of the ground were

performed when figure and background were in the same plane

and subject to the same illumination, in which case the whiteness

(brightness) of the background can only be varied by a variation of

its albedo. Harrower and I, however, produced figures on neutral

grounds by a method which separated the sources of light for figure

and ground. Thus it was possible to compare two figures reflecting

the same amount of coloured light on two backgrounds which,

though they also reflected equal amounts of (neutral) light, looked

different, e.g., the one black and light, the other white and dark.

Not only then did the colours of the two figures, as already men-

tioned, look different from each other, but the maximum saturation

was no longer obtained at the coincidence point. At the coincidence

point blue will look more saturated on a black than on a reduction-
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equal white background, whereas yellow will look more saturated

on the former than on the latter.

Colour Constancy. We now turn to colour constancy in the

narrower sense; just as the object colours do not follow the changes

in the intensity of neutral illumination,^^ so do they fail to follow

the changes of the colour of the illumination, although “colour

constancy” is less perfect than “brightness constancy.” Katz included

the investigation of this set of phenomena in his first great book,

and the constancy aspect has largely determined the research in

this field. And yet, for the sake of the theory, it will be profitable

to eliminate this aspect just as we eliminated it in the discussion

of brightness constancy.

A FIRST EXPERIMENT. Let US perform the following experiment:

Close to one wall of a room which is illuminated by coloured light

we set a neutral disk dx\ not far from this disk the wall has an

opening to another, normally illuminated, room, and behind this

opening in the second room, shielded from the coloured illumina-

tion of the first, we set another neutral disk ^2* Then reflects the

light of the coloured illumination, ^2 neutral light. Under these

conditions d^ looks more or less neutral, whereas ^2 appears in a

colour complementary to the colour of the illumination, and that the

more, the more saturated the colour of the illumination is, and the

more nearly equal the luminosities of the two illuminations are. The
two effects, neutral appearance of d^ and coloured appearance of ^/2>

exemplify the same general effect, although di shows constancy and

d2 does not. For and ^2? reflecting different kinds of light, cannot

look equal. If reflecting coloured light looks neutral, d2 reflecting

neutral light must look coloured and that in such a way that its

colour differs from neutral in the same direction and by the same
amount as the neutral colour of d^ differs from the colour of the

illumination; i.e., the colour of t/2 must be complementary to the

colour of the illumination. If one looks at the same two disks

through the holes of a neutrally illuminated reduction screen, one

hole being filled by ^1, the other by ^2, then d^ will look coloured,

in the hue of the illumination, and ^2 neutral.

AN ATTEMPT AT A THEORY OF COLOUR CONSTANCY—^TWO PRINCIPLES.

Jaensch was the first to perceive that the appearances of d^ and ^2

belong together, and he used this insight for the development of a

method for measuring transformation, but other psychologists failed

27 We have only discussed neutral object colours. But chromatic colours follow
the same laws; their introduction does not involve a new principle.
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to see the significance of Jaensch’s arguments.^® And yet the connec-

tion between the appearance of dx and t/g seems to me to contain

the key to the theory of colour constancy, or expressed without this

special bias, the theory of colour perception. Irf the first place it

supplies us with an invariant, viz., the gradient between dx and ^2*

Although the quantitative verification is still missing—and very

difficult to obtain—we may assume that the stimulus gradient ^1-^2

gives rise to an equal apparent colour gradient with and without

reduction screen,^® but this gradient alone does not determine the

absolute position of this apparent gradient. If Cx and C2 are two dif-

ferent shades of the same stimulus colour, then two coloured be-

havioural fields of a fixed difference will correspond to these stimuli,

and these two fields may have colours anywhere between a max-
imum saturation of the colour and the maximum saturation of the

complementary. This whole manifold of colours may be considered

as a fixed scale, on which the two colours produced by the two

stimulations Cx and ^2, keeping the same distance from each other,

may slide, according to the general conditions. I have called this the

principle of the shift of level.®®

In this respect colour phenomena have a striking similarity to the

phenomena of space-directions, where the angle between two lines

is an invariant, whereas the absolute orientation of the perceived

lines depends upon the general field conditions. The analogy goes

even further. In our discussion of space directions we found that

certain directions play a unique role, the horizontal and the vertical,

and we found that the main lines of organization tend to become

main lines of direction (see p. 216). In the field of spatial orientation

we found a similar unique constellation, the frontal parallel plane,

whereas in the fields of size and of neutral colours no such unique

constellation exists. We find it again, however, when we consider

all colour phenomena, the neutral and the chromatic, for here the

neutral colours have a unique position. And it seems in good agree-

ment with the facts to formulate a principle, which I have called

the principle of the neutral level (1932 a)
:
just as each individual

spatial direction depends upon the general spatial framework, thus

each individual perceived colour depends upon a colour framework

or level. And just as the horizontal-vertical directions establish the

28 1 have gone into the history of this problem in my article (1932 a).

2^ In order for this to be true, certain conditions must be fulfilled. If, e.g., the light

reflected by the reduction screen is very much stronger than the light coming through

the holes, then both holes will look black, the gradient between them will be lost.

2® This notion was first employed by Jacnsch (1914).
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spatial framework, the neutral colour serves as the colour level. How
the level is established in each particular case depends upon the

special conditions. In the field of colour these conditions are not as

easy to formulate as in the field of direction; but bearing in mind
the relation existing between framework and ground we can ad-

vance the hypothesis that the general background will determine

the level and therefore appear as neutral as the conditions allow.

With this principle and the principle of the shift of level we can

explain the appearance of the two disks and if viewed with

and without reduction screen. In the second case the background

reflects the colour of the illumination; qua background it deter-

mines the colour level and therefore looks neutral. The disk d^^

reflecting the same kind of light, must therefore look neutral also,

while the disk reflecting neutral light, must look complementarily

coloured. With reduction screen, the screen, reflecting neutral light,

is the background and therefore looks neutral; d2^ also reflecting

neutral light, must look neutral also, while dxy reflecting coloured

light, the light of the illumination, must look coloured.

A GAP IN THIS THEORY. But although these principles allow us to

deduce a great number of facts, they cannot, as yet, serve as a gen-

eral theory. For the principle of the shift of level has so far been

formulated only for two colours which can be represented on a

straight line which connects two points of the colour circle and

passes through its (neutral) centre (or for corresponding lines in

the colour pyramid). But we do not yet know how the shift of level

of one of two colours affects the other if it does not lie on such a

line. To be concrete: supposing d^ in our experiment to be green

and the illumination of the first room to be yellow, then when
viewed through a neutrally illuminated reduction screen d^ looks

yellow, ^2 green. If we remove the reduction screen, d^ looks again

neutral, but how will ^2 look.f^ It should look as different from
neutral as green looks different from yellow. The experimental

solution of this problem is easy; it would lead to very interesting

generalizations about the whole system of colours.

CONSTANCY OF COLOURED OBJECTS IN COLOURED ILLUMINATION. I be-

lieve that it is clear how our principles explain the constancy of

neutrally coloured objects in coloured illumination. Do they also

explain the constancy of coloured objects.? Lest we ask too much
of our hypothesis we must mention the fact, well enough known to

ladies who will not choose dress material in artificial light, that

colour constancy is far less perfect than brightness constancy, a

fact emphasized by Biihler. Such imperfect constancy, decreasing
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with the saturation of the illumination colour, is indeed compatible

with our hypothesis, and will be deducible from it in full detail once

the general problem stated on the previous page is solved. Let us

discuss only two examples. In the first place we choose a blue

object under the yellow illumination of an ordinary bulb. We know
that under such an illumination a neutral surface which reflects

yellowish light will look neutral, and that consequently a surface

reflecting neutral light will look bluish and a surface which re-

flects blue light more blue than under neutral illumination. Now our

blue object illuminated by yellowish light reflects less blue light

than when normally illuminated, as can be ascertained if one

looks at it through a normally illuminated neutral reduction screen.

This less blue light must now, however, produce a bluer colour

than it would under neutral illumination. Therefore the illumina-

tion has two opposite effects. Physically it reduces the blue light

coming from the object but psychophysically it enhances the blue-

effect of this light. That these two e&cts of opposite sign are of

exactly the same magnitude so as to cancel each other and produce

perfect constancy is only one possibility out of a great multitude

and will be realized only in a negligibly small number of cases.

For the change of the light reflected from a body by a change of

illumination depends upon the constitution of the light thrown

upon it and the selectivity of its own surface. Two lights which

look equal may have very different constitutions and two surfaces

which appear equal may have very different selectivities.®^ There-

fore two lights which appear of equal colour may yield very dif-

ferent radiations reflected from one and the same surface, and the

same light may be reflected in a different composition from two

surfaces which under neutral illumination look equal. Another

consequence of this fact is that the relation between the stimulations

coming from two surfaces will as a rule be changed when coloured

illumination is substituted for neutral; and this means again that

constancy must be incomplete, whereas a mere change of the in-

tensity of illumination leaves these relations constant, thereby

guaranteeing a much higher degree of (whiteness-) constancy.

As our second example we choose a monochromatic illumination.

In this case, since there is only one kind of light to fall on the

objects, there is only one kind to be reflected by them, the only

The selectivity corresponds to the albedo in the field of neutral colours, but

whereas the latter is one-dimensional, the former, according to the laws of colour

mixture, is three-dimensional. This difference explains the greater complexity of

colour- as compared to whiteness-constancy.
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stimulus differences possible being differences of intensity; hence

all objects should appear neutral, inasmuch as according to our

principle of the neutral level, the whole visual field should look

neutral, and therefore differences in intensity appear as differences

in the black-white and the dark-bright dimension.

THE BEHAVIOURAL ILLUMINATION. An objection which might be

raised against our theory will help us to introduce briefly a point

which we have hitherto neglected, although it has played an im-

portant role in the theoretical discussions of colour constancy. We
claim that a neutral surface under coloured illumination still looks

neutral. Do we not thereby contradict our principle that two supra-

liminally different stimuli never produce exactly the same result?

We would if we considered constancy of the neutral shade under

coloured illumination as the full description of the facts. But we
do not. Again there is a new aspect in which the neutrally and the

chromatically illuminated neutral surfaces appear different from

each other. In some cases this difference can be described by saying

that the two surfaces, though of equal colours, appear under differ-

ent illumination, illumination now being taken as a behavioural

datum. In other cases such a description would be far too specific,

and yet, some difference remains, although our language has no

specific words to designate it. Put a pair of yellow glasses in front

of your eyes—how the landscape becomes warm and radiant; re-

place them by blue glasses and observe how cold and dull every-

thing now looks. I shall refrain from elaborating this point. In my
article (1932 a) I have developed my theory so as to deal with the

impression of illumination (pp. 349 f.).

SOME EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE. Consistent as the hypothesis so far

developed appears, is it more than speculation? Is there any direct

experiment to confirm it? When I first thought of the two prin-

ciples of the shift of level and the neutral level, the following argu-

ment occurred to me. Supposing an area reflecting neutral light

looks blue, because the surrounding area, reflecting yellow light,

looks neutral, then the objectively neutral area should no longer

look blue if the surrounding area looks yellow. If at the same time

it was made objectively yellower, then the neutralization of the

originally blue-appearing field would prove that its blueness was
not due to contrast in the traditional meaning, since contrast in a

surrounded field should increase if the saturation of the surrounding

field increased. This argument led to a very simple experiment. In a

room illuminated by diffuse daylight I turned on an ordinary

electric lamp which cast a shadow of a fixed object on a white sheet
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of paper. This shadow produces an area which reflects neutral light

within a larger area which reflects yellowish light, composed of

the diffuse daylight and the light of the lamp. If the intensity of

the latter is properly adjusted to that of the former, the white paper

looks white but the shadow is of a well saturated blue colour. This

is nothing but the well-known method of producing coloured

shadows, an effect which had always been explained by contrast,^^

although this explanation had neglected the fact that the non-

shadowed area, although reflecting yellowish light, looked white.

I now introduced the modification which at the same time made
the surrounding field objectively yellower and subjectively yellow:

I covered the white paper on which the blue shadow was cast by

yellow paper (of relatively low saturation), leaving only the space

of the shadow uncovered. Thereby I made the surrounding field

reflect more yellow light than before, but left the shadowed area

unaltered. The result was that the paper surrounding the shadow

looked yellow while the shadow lost most or all of its (blue) colour.

If I used a yellow paper of higher saturation, the effect was still

stronger. Of course I varied the conditions so as to exclude a num-
ber of possible explanations, and used also other illumination colours

than yellow. The result remained the same (see my article 1932 a,

pp. 340 f.). Therefore, the fact that the shadow appeared blue under

the original conditions, and neutral after this modification, proves

that the appearance of the enclosed field does not depend, as contrast

theories maintained, on its own radiation and the radiation of the

surrounding field, i.e., on two factors which combine in a summa-
tive way, but on a gradient between enclosed and enclosing radia-

tion and on the colour in which the latter appears. When, being

objectively coloured, it appears neutral, then a neutral inlying field

must appear in the complementary colour; when, however, it ap-

pears coloured, the inlying field will appear more or less neutral.^^

Experiments like the one described last tend to make the problem

of the relation between contrast and “transformation” a very press-

ing one. Naturally it has occupied all workers in the field from

Katz to Kardos, and theories which separate the two effects com-
pletely from each other have been in conflict with others which ex-

plain either transformation by contrast, an attempt which, as pre-

22 Except for Kroh, who saw that coloured shadows belong rather to the province
of “transformation phenomena.”

23 For brevity’s sake I have simplified the argument. The reader who discovers a
gap in it may turn to my original publication, where the argument is given in ex-

tenso on page 342.
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viously mentioned, was proved to be abortive, or contrast by trans-

formation (Jaensch). I shall leave this problem open, because a

number of crucial experiments are still lacking. That the two kinds

of phenomena are totally different in their dynamics, I cannot, how-

ever, believe. If, as it is my conviction, so-called contrast effects

depend also upon the gradient between stimulated areas, and if, as

the Wertheimer-Benary experiment has shown, not all such gra-

dients are of equal influence, but exert their effect according to “ap-

purtenance,” these contrast effects must be closely related to “con-

stancy” effects. To return once more to the field of pure whiteness

and brightness: we saw that two areas which appear in the same

plane will determine each other primarily with regard to their

whiteness, whereas areas organized in different planes will also

mutually determine their brightness. The first influence may be

identical with ordinary brightness contrast. This view gains support

from an experiment by Wilhelm Wolff, who proved that two equal

surfaces, reflecting the same amount of neutral light and appearing

in the same frontal parallel plane, still look equal when one is in

front of a dark, the other in front of a light-grey background (the

backgrounds are both objectively and subjectively different), whereas

the same two surfaces looked different from each other if laid on

two backgrounds the albedos of which were as different from each

other as the backgrounds in the first experiment were. This differ-

ence in their appearance is an ordinary case of contrast; but since,

as far as infields and surrounding fields go, the retinal conditions are

the same in the two sets of conditions, one of which only produced

contrast effect, Wolff’s experiment proves that contrast is not ex-

plained by retinal conditions alone, but depends on the spatial or-

ganization, and thereby on the appurtenance conditions, to which

the retinal conditions give rise; it occurs when the two surfaces lie

in the same plane, it fails to appear when they do not.®^

TRANSPARENCY AND coNSifANCY. Before we leave the topic of colour

constancy we will take up a problem closely related to it, because

it will give us a new insight into the close dynamic connection

which exists between space organization and colour. We have re-

ferred to this problem in our discussion of double representation

(p. 181). The clearest case of this form of spatial organization is

A recent experiment by Rubin (1934) shows that contrast may occur also under
conditions similar to those of Wolff. This, however, does not at all contradict our
theory, which considers all effective gradients and the degree of their effectiveness.

Without further experimental analysis of Rubin’s demonstration it seems unwise to

offer a definite explanation. It will, I believe, have to be sought in conditions (and
degrees) of appurtenance.
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manifested when we see one surface through another. The condi-

tions under which this phenomenon occurs have been most system-

atically investigated by Fuchs (1923), who demonstrated trans-

parency to be dependent upon factors of spatial organization. One
of the methods employed by Fuchs is the episcotister method. A
large colour wheel with a coloured and an open sector revolves at

some distance in front of a black screen. On this black screen there

is a coloured figure. To choose a simple example: the episcotister

is blue, the figure of a complementary yellow. If we observe this

constellation through a reduction screen with two holes, so located

that the observer sees the black background through one (and

the open part of the colour

wheel), and the yellow figure

through the other, then the

colour of the two holes will

be determined by the Talbot

law (see Chapter IV, pp.

127!.), i.e., the one will be a

highly saturated though some-

what dark blue, the other a

mixture of blue and yellow.

By adjusting the sizes of the blue and the open sector properly this

second hole can be made to appear grey (mixture of complementary

colours). If we then remove the reduction screen, retaining only

a screen which covers the motor and with it the lower half of the

blue circle, the observer sees a yellow figure behind a transparent

blue semicircle in front of the black background. Fig. 78 illustrates

the set-up. To this perception there corresponds the following

proximal stimulation: a black area, a blue area (mixture of blue

and black) comprising the visible part of the colour wheel with the

exception of the area where the figure lies behind it, and a neutral

area (mixture of blue and yellow) where the colour wheel lies in

front of the figure. Disregarding the black area, we find a dis-

crepancy between stimulation and perceptual appearance. The area

of the yellow figure is doubly represented; it appears on the one

hand as a part of the uninterrupted blue transparent semicircle, on
the other as a yellow figure, and yet on the retina it is neither blue

nor yellow, but grey. As soon as this area loses its character of

double representation, when seen through a reduction screen, it

appears neutral. Therefore the colours seen one behind the other

must be due to the double representation. At the same time, the

colours perceived correspond to the “real” colours. The disk is

actually blue, the figure actually yellow, although the retinal image
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which they produce in combination is neutral. This last fact, how-

ever, cannot enter the explanation, rather must the explanation be

such that this correspondence of perceived and real colours follows

from it. The explanation must, as we have already stated, start from

the fact of double representation. There are many factors operative

which produce this kind of organization—in the first place such

figural factors as we discussed before, in the second place factors

of spatial relief which make the figure belong to the plane of the

background. Double representation means in our case that the semi-

circle is seen as one unitary figure. As such it has a tendency to

appear in a uniform colour (see Chapter IV, p. 135). This seems to

be prevented by the inhomo-
geneity of stimulation which
occurs in its inside, where a

neutral area interrupts a blue

one. But this area is doubly

represented, to it there corre-

hind the other. The one in

front, belonging to the trans-

parent semicircle, is under

pressure to become blue. Everything would then be explained if

we could make the assumption that if a neutral stimulation gives

rise to the perception of two surfaces one of which is coloured, then

the other one must be complementarily coloured. In other words
we apply the laws of colour mixture to the splitting up of the effect

of neutral stimulation. If y + b = g, then g— b == y (y = yellow,

b == blue, g= grey) . The figure, according to this explanation,

would look yellow, not because it is really yellow, but because the

neutral stimulation to which, under the condition of the experiment,

it gives rise, is forced to produce two planes, one of which is blue.

The validity of this explanation was tested by Grace Heider in

a number of experiments. According to the hypothesis the fact that

the neutral stimulus area is in reality produced by mixture of blue

and yellow light plays no part at all. All that is necessary is that

double representation ensues, and that the front surface looks blue.

Therefore the following modification of the experiment was intro-

duced (see Fig. 79). The lower part of the figure was made red, and
simultaneously the inner part of the episcotister semicircle green,

colours and episcotister openings so arranged that through a reduc-

tion screen the red-green mixture at the bottom looked exactly like

the yellow-blue mixture at the top. This modification of the stimulus

spond two surfaces, one be-
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conditions should have no effect upon the perception of the observer,

and this was found to be true: the episcotister appeared blue, the

figure yellow, over their entire surfaces; the differences in stimula-

tion within each area were completely lost in the perceptual organi-

zation. The same result was also obtained when the smaller (green)

episcotister and the lower (red) part of the figure were replaced by
a colour wheel with black and white sectors which gave the same
neutral colour as the outlying blue-yellow mixture.®^ Thus these

experiments prove our hypothesis and demonstrate at the same time

why on the one hand transparency is, as a rule, accompanied by

colour constancy, on the other that this connection is not consti-

tutive, since transparency may also lead to the opposite of constancy.

THE INTERPLAY OF SPACE AND COLOUR IN TRANSPARENCY. TUDOR-

Hart’s EXPERIMENTS. That transparency itself is a factor of spatial

organization and requires that certain figural conditions be ful-

filled we have emphasized when we introduced this topic (p.

181). The close interplay of colour and form in the spatial organiza-

tion of transparency was demonjstrated in special experiments by

Tudor-Hart, who varied the colour and light determinants, leaving

the figural factors intact. She found a close interdependence between

the transparent surface and the surface seen through it. Of her

various results I mention but a few.

1. “When an episcotister [the episcotister method described above be-

ing used for producing transparency] rotates in front of a background of

similar colour and brightness,^® whether there be, or no, a figure on this

latter, the episcotister is invisible.”

2. “If an episcotister rotates before a background of different bright-

ness on which is a figure equal in brightness to the episcotister, the

episcotister is visible in its entire area, even in front of the figure.”

3. “Other things being equal the darker the episcotister the more
transparent it is” (p. 277),

4. Other things being equal the brighter the background the more
transparent the episcotister.

5. With episcotisters of a low degree of transparency, the transparency

is not uniform but greater in front of the figure on the background than

in the periphery.

35 For brevity’s sake I have described G. Heider’s experiment in a form slightly

different from the one it actually took. The result of the actual experiment, in 'which

the yellow strip protruded beyond the outer edge of the blue episcotister, might be

explained differently, but special experiments were made to exclude such an explana-

tion. In order to omit these, I have chosen the presentation of the text.

Tudor-Hart does not distinguish between whiteness and brightness, using the

latter term exclusively. Both aspects must have played a role, predominantly that of

whiteness.
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6, Transparency varies in different aspects, depending upon different

sets of conditions. Sharpness of figure, depending on the brightness dif-

ference between the background and the figure upon it, determines the

clearness or “mistiness” of the figure, while the brightness of the back-

ground determines the “stuff” of the episcotister, it being the thicker,

the more solid, the darker the background. Two equal episcotisters, one

in front of a black, the other of a white background, “appeared so differ-

ent in every way, that it seemed ridiculous to suppose that they were
objectively the same” (p. 288).

Without going into a detailed analysis of these results I shall

point out that they confirm the importance of gradients of stimula-

tion for spatial organization, that they add proof to our theory of

transparency, inasmuch as they add a new case of “splitting up,”

viz., the splitting up of a neutral colour into two equal neutral

colours (result 2, where the grey area corresponding to the mixture

of figure and episcotister which reflect the same radiation is seen in

double representation as part of the transparent episcotister and as

figure of the same brightness), and that they demonstrate the dif-

ference of hardness between white and black.
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THE INTERDEPENDENCE OF THE DIFFERENT ASPECTS

OF VISUAL ORGANIZATION

The discussion of the phenomena traditionally treated from the

point of view of constancy of shape, size and colour (including

transparency) should have demonstrated a general fact of funda-

mental importance for the understanding of perception: the differ-

ent aspects of our visual world, size, shape, colour, orientation, and

localization, are constituted in a thoroughgoing mutual interde-

pendence. Psychology, when it began to tackle the problem of per-

ception, did not recognize the complexity of its task. It was believed

that different aspects of the visual world had different and inde-

pendent origins which could be studied separately. At first a sense

of colour and a sense of space were distinguished, to which later a

sense of shape and possibly a sense of motion were added. Such a

view errs by translating different problems into different realities.

In truth, the colour which a local stimulation produces depends

upon the general spatial organization, including size, shape, and

orientation, that it calls forth. And this proposition remains true if

one exchanges the positions of the different terms. To some extent

this interconnectedness has been demonstrated in detail in the pre-

ceding discussion.

TRI-DIMENSIONAL ORGANIZATION

But one aspect, the importance of which has transpired in all

constancy problems, has not received sufficient treatment. I mean
265
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tri-dimensional organization. To attempt a systematic presentation

now would be impossible. Not only would it require at least a chap-

ter as long as this, but also, and chiefly, the facts necessary for such

a treatment are not yet available, since the great amount of excellent

work done in this field was done under assumptions no longer

tenable, while comparatively little work has as yet been done from

the point of view of organization, though such work will not be

long in forthcoming. Therefore in this context I shall take up only

a very few points, notably the factor of retinal disparity and the

problem of the combination of the so-called depth criteria.

Retinal Disparity. That tri-dimensional organization is not in it-

self the creation of retinal disparity we have emphasized sufficiently.

That it plays a very important role in producing tri-dimensional

organization need hardly be stated. What we shall try to do here

is to show that retinal disparity is a factor of organization, depend-

ing upon organization. The traditional treatment of this factor con-

sists in describing the facts without any attempt at going behind

them. Corresponding points are defined as points which when simul-

taneously stimulated give rise to the perception of one object, or as

points the stimulation of which gives rise to the perception of one

and the same direction. Then the statement is added that if one and

the same geographical point is projected on two non-corresponding

retinal points it will appear double except when the amount of dis-

parity is small: in that case the point will be seen as one, but either

in front or behind the plane of the fixation point, the “nuclear

plane,” according to the direction of the disparity. I can omit the

details, since they can be looked up in most textbooks. Why dis-

parity has these effects is either not stated at all, often because it is

assumed to be such an ultimate fact as that stimulation by long-

waved light gives rise to the sensation of red, or is treated in such

general terms
—

“utilization of a distance cue by the organism”

—

that the student is in reality no better off than in the first case.

Attempt at a Dynamical Theory of Disparity. It is clear that a

psychology such as we are trying to develop cannot be satisfied

with such a state of affairs. For this psychology the visual world is

a product of organization in the psychophysical field, and it at-

tempts to understand the process of this organization and the factors

which determine it. The facts of retinal disparity, as usually stated,

are facts of geometry. What we require are facts of dynamics. We
want to know the forces which result from the geometry of dis-

parity. Two first attempts have been made to discover the nature of

these forces, one by Lewin and Sakuma, the other by myself (1930).
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In the following discussion I shall more or less neglect the difficult,

though significant and important, contribution by the first two
authors and shall take up some of the points made in my article.

The Definition of Retinal Correspondence and' Disparity. The
first point concerns the very definition of correspondence and dis-

parity. At first such a definition seems quite simple: one chooses a

certain point in external space and sees on which points of the two
retinae it is projected. If then the point is perceived as one and in

the nuclear plane, then the two retinal points on which it is pro-

jected are corresponding or identical points; if the point appears

double, or not in the nuclear plane, the points are disparate. Ex-

ploring the two retinae in this manner, one finds that its two centres

are identical and, in a first approximation, also all points which have

the same distance in the same direction from the two centres.^ And
thus one has reached a purely geometrical or anatomical definition

of corresponding and disparate points, i.e., a purely geometrical

method by which to assign to any one point on one retina the cor-

responding point on the other. And yet it is much more difficult to

express the meaning of the co-ordination of two points as corre-

sponding or disparate than it has so far appeared. Supposing I

choose the point Xi on the left retina and find by the method just

indicated the point on the right retina which corresponds to it;

how can I express the result of this process without using the word
“corresponding”.'^ I might say x^ which is as distant in the same

direction from the right fovea as xi is from the left has the prop-

erty that when it is stimulated by the same external point as x\, the

owner of the two eyes will see one point in the nuclear plane. The
trouble with this proposition is that it uses a point of external space

as one of its terms, i.e., something which is external to the proximal

stimulus and can therefore have no direct effect upon the process

of vision. The eyes “cannot know” whether they are stimulated by

the same external point or not; proximal stimulation of certain

kinds will produce the perception of one point when in reality

there are two (e.g., in the stereoscope), and this perception is as

much the effect of correspondence as the seeing of one point when

in reality there is only one. We must therefore try to eliminate the

distant stimulus from our definition of correspondence and couch

1 In reality conditions are much less simple, as the investigations of the line-

horopter have shown. This complex field of research, the results of which are far

from having found a satisfactory explanation, must be omitted from our discussion.

The facts may be found in Witasek (1909). The simplified statement of the text is,

however, sufficient for the following argument.
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it entirely in terms of proximal stimulation. One might try to

accomplish this by saying: when two corresponding points are

stimulated in the same manner, then the result will be the perception

of one point in the nuclear plane. Then equality of stimulation

would be required for the definition of correspondence, i.e., some-

thing which transcends pure geometry.

What is true of corresponding points is equally true of disparate

ones. To say that yr is disparate to x\ means that when these two

points are equally stimulated the result will not be the perception

of one point in the nuclear plane—^but either of two points, or of

one point not in the nuclear plane.

The Dynamics of Disparity. This definition of correspondence

and disparity, though by no means entirely adequate, covers a great

many cases provided that “equality” is properly understood. For

equality does not mean equality of radiation. Insert into the left

half of the stereoscope a grey surface with a blue point on it and

into the right an equal surface with a red point, these points being

in approximately the same location on their respective surfaces, then

one point, of inconstant colour, varying between red and blue, will

be seen. This proves that, if we define equality of stimulation by

equality of radiation, identical points may be di§erently stimulated

and yet produce the normal result: one perceived point in the

nuclear plane. In a second experiment both sides of the stereoscope

are white and each has two black points on an imaginary horizontal

line which halves these fields, but these points have a different dis-

tance from each other on the two sides (see Fig. 8o). In that case

Fi Pi F, p;

Fig. 8o

only one pair of points, e.g., Fi and Fr, the fixated ones, can fall on

identical points, whereas Pi and Pr must be projected on disparate

points. If this disparity is not too great, then the observer will per-

ceive two points in all, each corresponding to a pair of stimulus

points, and point P will lie to the right and behind point F because

Pi and Pr are disparate points. This case corresponds to our defini-

tion of disparity, for the two points Pj and Pr are equal in colour,

whereas the point Pr corresponding to Pi on the right side, located

at the left of P/, provides a stimulation different from that sup-

plied by Pi, and similarly P/ corresponding to P/ on the left side,

reflects a different kind of light. But we have just seen from our
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first experiment that there are conditions where identical points,

stimulated differently, produce the normal effect. Why, then, do
they not do so here ? The meaning of this question may become still

clearer when we reformulate it. We throw two different patterns of

stimulation upon the two retinae. To each point of the one retina

there corresponds a point on the other retina; consequently it is

perfectly correct to say: whatever these patterns are, they always

stimulate the totality of identical points. This statement, though
geometrically perfectly true, is entirely inadequate. It leaves no place

for disparate points, which had to be introduced to explain the

effects of all but the very simplest kinds of stimulation. Otherwise

expressed, the effect of the stimulation by two retinal patterns will

not, except in specially selected cases, correspond to the effect in

our first experiment where two differently coloured points were pro-

jected on identical points on the two retinae, with the result that one

point in a changing and intermediate colour was seen in the nuclear

plane. Instead such stimulation will as a rule result in a depth

relief, indicating that disparate points determine the effect. That

means: which pairs of points, or lines, on the two retinae will co-

operate in determining the perceptual organization depends upon
the two retinal patterns. This is not a geometrical or anatomical but

a dynamical fact. In each case there must exist real forces which

lead to one kind of co-ordination rather than another. The immed-
iate origin of these forces cannot lie in the retinal patterns them-

selves, since they are separate and therefore unable to interact. Inter-

action can take place only where the processes started in the two

optical tracts by the retinal patterns converge in the brain. These

processes will interact according to their structural properties; i.e.,

figure will interact with figure and ground with ground, and not

vice versa; a unique point in a curve will interact with the corre-

sponding unique point in the other curve, whether they are pro-

jected on identical retinal points or not, and so forth. In other words,

the very concepts of corresponding and disparate points presuppose

the concept of organization.

From this point of view we can look back on our first two

stereoscopic experiments. In the first, a blue and a red point, one on

each side of the stereoscope, will interact, each being the only figure

in the field. As we shall see in the following chapter, the very fact

that the eyes adjust themselves in such a way that these two points

are projected on identical retinal points is explained by the same

principle. In our second experiment the same argument applies
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only to one pair of points, Fi and Fr,^ while the other two points

cannot fall on identical retinal points if Fi and F,. do. They will,

however, interact; being two figures in close proximity they will

attract each other, their union being prohibited by the union of

the two other points.^ But there is no reason why Pi should interact

with Pf which belongs to the background, or P^ with Pi'. The
question raised on page 269 has therefore been answered, and this

answer has given us an insight into the dynamics of binocular vision.

In the “combination zone,” as I have called that part of the psycho-

physical field where the processes started in the two eyes combine,

a stress results when the conditions are of that kind of which our

second experiment with the two pairs of dots is the simplest ex-

ample. We now introduce the assumption that, provided the dis-

parity is not too great, this stress results in the unification of the two

attracting points and at the same time in depth relief, one single

point appearing either nearer or farther than the other. This hy-

pothesis is consistent with our whole treatment of perceptual or-

ganization, since it attributes a definite effect to definite forces. It

is incomplete because it cannot deduce why this stress, which ac-

cording to its nature should lead to unification, produces depth

relief. As a matter of fact one might argue that unification of the

points Pi and P/ cannot be of the same kind as that between Fi

and Fr, since the latter reduces the stress in the field to a minimum
while the former creates stress, and that the only possible difference

between the two unifications in pure spatial terms is a difference in

depth. Even so it remains unexplained why disparity of one kind or

direction has the effect of pulling the unified area nearer while dis-

parity of the opposite kind pushes it farther away, nor why this

effect is more or less confined to cross disparity as opposed to longi-

tudinal disparity. It seems to me highly probable that the explana-

tion of these facts has to be found in the facts of the structure of the

optical sector, i.e., in the permanent internal conditions as defined

in Chapter III.

Some Experimental Evidence. I shall adduce three experiments in

support of this hypothesis, the two first to demonstrate the selection

of co-operating retinal areas by figural factors, the third to support

the assumption that the depth effect is caused by stresses in the

combination zone. The first experiment goes back to Helmholtz

(III). The stereoscopic effect of two perspective drawings presented

2 It would apply just as well to the other. In that case Fl and Fr would play the

role ascribed in the text to Pi and P'r.

^See Chapter VIII, p. 315.
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in a stereoscope is not changed if one of these is drawn black on

white, the other white on black. To analyze this experiment, let us

consider a corresponding corner of the two drawings which is not

projected on identical retinal points. If the left corner be black, the

corresponding point in the other eye is also stimulated by black,

while the white corner stimulates a non-identical point in the other

eye, whose identical point in the left eye is in its turn also stimu-

lated by white. If Pi and Pj., Q and Gj, are the two pairs of iden-

tical points concerned, then we have the following stimulation:

TABLE 8

1 r

p black black

G white white

And yet not the identical and equally stimulated pairs Pi and Pr on

the one hand and Q and Gr on the other interact, but Pi with

Gf, and Gi with Pr; the reason is that the two interacting points

give rise to equal structural parts in the field organization.

The second experiment performed by myself (1930) is extremely

simple, as illustrated by Fig. 81. The two pairs of lines, presented on

different sides of a stereoscope, are so ar-

ranged that a point on the solid lines is

fixated. The dotted lines are drawn in such

a way that the dots on one side correspond

to white interstices on the other, and on

the left side the dotted lines are closer to the

solid line than on the right. Geometrically Fig. 81

to a dot on the left side there corresponds

whiteness on the other; moreover, atomistically considered, there is

no disparate point on the right side which receives the same stimu-

lation as the point which is stimulated by a dot on the left. Let

us call the point in the left eye which is stimulated by a dot pj, the

corresponding point in the right eye ,
the point in the right eye

which is stimulated by the interstice corresponding to the left dot

and its identical point in the left eye gi. Then the schema of stimu-

lation is as follows:
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TABLE 9

1 r

p black white

g white white

Thus, considering first the different retinal points, there is not the

slightest reason why p\ should co-operate with gj. rather than with

pr, both points being equally stimulated. And yet, if we want to

formulate what happens, that is exactly what we must say; for the

observer sees two lines in all, one corresponding to the two con-

tinuous lines of the stereoscope slide, the other to the two dotted

lines, and the latter, though it need not even be continuous, lies like

point P in Fig. 80 behind the other. In reality this experiment proves

that interaction takes place not between points, but between the

whole lines, i.e., between unitary processes started in each eye sep-

arately by the black dots. These lines interact with each other, since

they are figures; disparate points come into play only because each

point is a part of a larger whole. In these two experiments factors of

organization have been proved to select which retinal areas will lead

to interacting processes and which not; at the same time the differ-

ence between identical and disparate areas is considered to be ana-

tomically conditioned; factors of organization decide whether ana-

tomically identical or disparate parts interact. Lewin and Sakuma
have tried to go one step further and to show that identity and dis-

parity themselves may be determined by factors of organization

(p. 334 f.)- Since, however, I am not quite convinced that their proof

is absolutely stringent, I omit a description of their ingenious experi-

ments, satisfied with having mentioned this other more extreme

possibility.

The third experiment, performed by Jaensch (1911), was made
for the purpose of demonstrating that disparity per se does not pro-

duce depth. If three vertical threads are so arranged that two lie in

a frontal parallel plane and the third between them and in front of

their plane, the observer sees a wedge-like structure, with the edge

pointing towards him, in conformity with the disparity of the retinal

images. But when, as in Jaensch’s experiment, these threads are

luminous wires in an otherwise totally dark room, then the depth

of this wedge is greatly reduced and may, if the centre thread does
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not stand out too far, disappear altogether, all three threads being

seen in one plane. This fact lends support to our theory that depth

effect is due to field stresses, in the following way. If the front

thread is projected on identical points, then the two others are pro-

jected on disparate points, giving rise on the boundary of the com-
bination zone to two pairs of “line processes” which do not exacdy

fit; but of these four processes the two left and the two right ones

being in close proximity will strongly attract each other and each

result in a single process. This is the repetition of the argument we
have employed above in explaining our stereoscope experiment with

two pairs of points. Why, then, does the wedge appear flat in a dark

room.^ We explained the depth effect of disparity as due to stresses

in the combination zone. Consequently, when no depth effect ap-

pears we must assume that this stress fails to be created. The reason

for this is not difficult to discover. In the area prior to the combina-

tion zone two disparate lines have different distances from the identi-

cal lines, and the stress arises from the fact that by their fusion in the

combination zone this difference is abolished. In a lighted room, each

of the two disparately projected threads is in definite spatial relation-

ship to a great number of objects, whereas in the dark room the only

other object is the one identically projected line. In the lighted room
fusion of the two pairs of disparate processes has to contend against

stronger forces than in the dark room; otherwise expressed, the posi-

tion of the lines in the pre-combination-zone area is more strongly

determined when the room is lighted than when it is dark. There-

fore in the former case the stress produced by the fusion must be

greater than in the latter. Still, even when the disparate lines fuse

without depth effect, there must be some stress. Since this does not

become manifest in the orientation of the lines, it must reside in the

surrounding field; it may be possible to put this hypothesis to a test

by exploring the surrounding field.

The Combination of the Different “Criteria of Depth.” At the

end of Chapter IV we have already discussed the traditional view

about the different depth criteria. We return to it from another

point of view. Granted that depth is an aspect of spatial organiza-

tion, and that the different depth criteria are factors which deter-

mine this organization, how are we to conceive of their co-opera-

tion In the discussion of shape and size constancy we found depth-

producing factors of various kinds to influence apparent shape and

size (see p. 235), and we found facts which are hard to reconcile

with a view in which the different factors combine according to a
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principle of algebraic addition. At first sight such a principle seems,

however, to be required by our dynamic theory. If the different

factors act as forces of organization, their resultant should be alge-

braically determined. There are, however, different possibilities, one

of which we shall exemplify by the spring balance. If we put a

weight of five pounds on the scale of such a balance, it will be

lowered to a certain point, and when we add another pound the

scale will be lowered further; similarly, if instead of adding a weight

we exert a force equal to one pound in the direction of lifting the

scale which carries five pounds, it will be raised to a position which

it would assume if no such counterforce were present and the

weight on the scale equalled four pounds. So far, then, the scale

follows the law of algebraic addition. But now
we pull the scale as far down as it will go and

push it under a horizontal bar which holds it in

this position. If then we put a weight on it the

scale will not move and it will also remain im-

mobile when we apply a force to lift it, provided

this force is not so strong as to overcome the re-

sistance of the bar. From this analogy we learn

that the different factors may co-operate in such a way that one of

them produces a maximum effect of great stability, so that other fac-

tors remain entirely ineffective. I do not consider this analogy an ex-

planation, but a guiding principle for the study of the different depth

factors. That this principle may be fruitful I infer from a significant

experiment by Schriever, who subjected a number of depth criteria

in isolation and combination to a careful investigation. A solid of the

shape of a skewed H (see Fig. 82) suspended in front of a dark

background was photographed from two different points, and the

two photographs used as stereoscope slides. Thereby disparity, over-

lapping, and shadows were combined as depth factors. If in this ex-

periment the two sides of the stereoscope were exchanged so that the

object belonging to the right eye was seen by the left, and vice versa,

the depth relief was not changed; some subjects mentioned only that

space was now less impressive, although still of full plasticity, differ-

ent from the depth of an ordinary perspective drawing. In this case,

then, retinal disparity failed to produce any effect. Had it been

effective, the whole depth relief would have been reversed, the

beams of the H would have appeared as hollow angle-irons (L-

irons). An explanation of this failure seems possible in the terms

of our spring-balance analogy. The upper horizontal front bar is
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seen as one thing, so is the lower horizontal bar which is being

partly concealed by the former. To come forward this would have to

go right through the upper bar, whereas the upper bar, as a solid

thing, is impenetrable and therefore holds the lowef one in its posi-

tion, just as in our analogy the cross bar held the scale of the balance

in position. True enough, this latter is a real, geographical, thing,

whereas the former is a behavioural thing. But we have already seen

that “thingness” is a property of many behavioural objects, and we
assume that behavioural thingness is in many respects similar to

geographical or physical thingness. This assumption, which we
shall discuss in greater detail at the end of this chapter, explains

several facts of perception.

ANISOTROPY OF SPACE

With these general remarks we shall close the discussion of the

dynamics of space organization. Phenomenal, or behavioural, space

has, however, a property which must be specially mentioned al-

though we have encountered it in various places. Behavioural space

is not Euclidean, or, otherwise expressed, it is anisotropic, it has

different properties in different directions. Two aspects of this

anisotropy have to be distinguished. On the one hand organization

of figures and things creates stresses which are not restricted to the

segregated units but affect the surrounding field to a larger or

smaller extent. A number of well-known optical illusions, like the

Jastrow and the Zollner patterns, demonstrate this effect as I have

pointed out in other places (1931, p. 1182, 1931 a, p. 1263 f.). On the

other hand space as a framework is itself anisotropic and deter-

mines by its anisotropy the organization of figures and things

within it. We have emphasized the fact that there are main direc-

tions, and that these main directions exert functional influences

upon organization.^

Anisotropy of the Two First Dimensions. But even in its main

directions space is not isotropic. The so-called overestimation of the

vertical is a manifestation of the inequality of the horizontal and

the vertical direction; it appears in the perception of every figure

except the circle (see Koffka, 1931a, p. 1228). Of other manifesta-

tions of this anisotropy which I have mentioned in one of my arti-

cles (1931 a) I shall refer here only to so-called y motion. If a figure

is exposed for a short time it appears with a motion of expansion

and disappears with a motion of contraction (Kenkel) ;
both these

^ See, for instance, the discussion of orientation as a factor which influences the

figure-ground organization, in Chapter V, p. 190 f.
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motions arise from the dynamics of the figure organization as has

been proved by Lindemann, Harrower (1929), and Newman. The
direction of this motion is, however, indicative of spatial anisotropy.

Lindemann and Newman found that the motion of a square is

stronger in the horizontal than in the vertical axis. Lindemann
found the same true of contour circles and ellipses.® Another aniso-

tropy of the horizontal and vertical direction was discovered by J. F.

Brown (1931 a). Of two equal motions, one in the vertical and one

in the horizontal direction, the former appears to have the greater

velocity. This effect shows the same direction as the overestimation

of the vertical, but is quantitatively very much greater, 4-5% for the

overestimation, and about 30% for the difference of velocity. Lastly,

Oppenheimer has found the vertical to constitute the chief frame

of reference for moving objects (see below).

Tri-dimensional Anisotropy. The anisotropy of visual space be-

comes, however, far more apparent when we consider, not a rela-

tively small surface, but the whole space in its greatest possible ex-

tent. In the first place it appears that the third dimension is func-

tionally different from the first two. The experimental data are not

too numerous and are widely scattered among investigations of

various kinds. Some data, like the Aubert-Foerster phenomenon
whose great psychological significance was discovered by Jaensch

(1909), are connected with the factors which determine apparent

size, others were collected in the field of visual motion, others in

experiments on patients with brain lesions.

I select a few results which demonstrate the facts of anisotropy

particularly well.

(i) Loss OF Surface Colours. I recall Gelb’s two patients with

loss of surface colours discussed in Chapter IV. We saw that for

them the colour of a surface segregated from the background spread

in all directions, but that this spreading was very much greater in

the third dimension than in the other two. The explanation which

we gave there (p. 118) can be expressed in terms of anisotropy. The
patients look, for example, at a black square on a white background.

Then the retinal distribution is the first cause of the perceptual or-

ganization; the gradient in the field creates not only the segregation

of the figure from the ground, but also its localization in one plane.

Now, for these patients this localization is not perfect; the white

® Newman, who used only surface figures, found no such asymmetry in a circle

and in a star, probably because a surface circle is too strong a figure to yield to the

forces of anisotropy, just as the circle, when permanently exposed, is the only figure

which does not show the overestimation of the vertical. I hope soon to have experi-

mental evidence whether this interpretation is correct.
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background has a certain degree of “thickness,” the black figure a

much greater one and the latter also extends slightly beyond its

objective boundaries. Thus the retinal conditions are more effective

in producing forces of cohesion in the first two dimensions than in

the third; the three dimensions cannot, therefore, be equivalent.

(2) Motion in the Third Dimension. Another experiment, de-

scribed in the second chapter, seems to point in a similar direction,

I mean the experiment with the iris diaphragm through which one

sees a lighted surface in a totally dark room. If the diaphragm is

opened the white circle seems to approach, when it is closed to re-

cede—these results being more frequent than a perceived expansion

and contraction without approach and recession. In this case a

change of the retinal image in the first two dimensions gives rise to

a behavioural change in the third, an indication that such changes

are more easily produced, that the third dimension is not equiva-

lent to the two others.

This interpretation is corroborated by experiments on visual mo-
tion by von Schiller which we shall discuss later. At this point it

suffices to quote the author’s statement that a stroboscopic motion

in the third dimension seems to be generally preferred to motions

in the two others (p. 208).

(3) Nearness and Clearness. The third dimension manifests an

anisotropy itself inasmuch as organization differs with the distance

of the appearing object. We know already that the same retinal

image gives rise to a smaller behavioural size when the object is

seen nearer than when it is seen farther (a fact which underlies

constancy of size). At the same time the object is seen more clearly

and appears often “brighter,” more highly illuminated. The connec-

tion between apparent size on the one hand and clearness and

brightness on the other is particularly apparent in micropsia, pro-

duced most easily by holding a concave lens of low refracting powxr

before the eye, which produces only a small reduction of the retinal

image quite out of proportion to the observed shrinkage of the

perceived object. Jaensch called this effect the Koster-phenomenon.

Sinemus has recently shown that micropsia changes both whiteness

(or more generally, object colour) and brightness, these changes de-

pending upon the intensity of the objective illumination. As far as

I can see, the relation of these facts to apparent distance has not been

mentioned by these authors. And yet a simple observation, familiar

to most theatre-goers, seems to me to establish it without a doubt.

An ordinary opera glass magnifies 2V2 to 3 times linearly. Yet the

actors on the stage seem hardly taller when seen through glasses
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than with the unaided eye. One can convince oneself of this fact

if one holds the glasses in such a way that the left glass is in front

of the right eye while the left eye remains naked, and turns the

glass in such a way that the two pictures of the same external object,

the normal and the enlarged one, appear side by side. Then one

becomes aware of the tremendous difference in size between them,

whereas when one returns to the normal use of the glasses, the

object appears much smaller than the enlarged picture. At the same
time the object seen through the glasses appears clearer and nearer.

The enlargement of the retinal image has, therefore, three different

effects on the behavioural object: (a) it enlarges it slightly, the

least pronounced effect; (b) it makes it clearer, and (c) it brings

it nearer. Effect (a) proves that, paradoxical as it may sound, the

use of an opera glass produces micropsia—the paradox disappears

when we compare not the size of the object seen with and without

glasses, but the perceived sizes with the respective retinal images.

In this case, then, and probably in all others as well, greater near-

ness is coupled with greater clearness.

I believe that the Aubert-Foerster phenomenon is an indication

of the same anisotropy of space. Since, however, as Freeman has

shown, the conditions for its arousal are not so simple as Jaensch

originally believed, I shall omit a detailed discussion and only men-

tion that the Aubert-Foerster phenomenon manifests a dependence

of visual acuity upon perceived distance, in the sense that the acuity,

measured in visual angles, is greater at small than at great distances.

(4) Zenith-Horizon Illusion. Another anisotropy is demon-
strated by the zenith-horizon illusion (see Chapter III). We can

formulate it in this way. We describe a number of circles with dif-

ferent radii in the median plane of an observer with the midpoint

between his two eyes as the centre, and attach to them equal disks

at the end of a horizontal and a vertical radius, Ai, ^2? ^3 • • •

and Vxy V2^ . . . (in other words we are using imaginary per-

imeters with ever-increasing radii), and we compare first the ap-

pearance of h and v on the same circle, then the relation between

an Ak and i/k with that between an A„ and a Then we find that

on a near circle the behavioural An and will be equal, but that

with increasing distance the A will look increasingly larger than the

corresponding v. This is nothing but the statement of greater con-

stancy of size in the horizontal than in the vertical dimension ex-

pressed in terms of anisotropy of space. As we have seen in our

previous discussion in Chapter III, disks attached at positions inter-

mediate between A and v would appear in an intermediate size,
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showing that the anisotropy pervades the whole space. This aniso-

tropy pertains not only to apparent size but also to apparent dis-

tance—the shape of the sky is not spherical, but flattened; but the

quantitative aspect of the distance anisotropy has 'not been as well

worked out as that of the size aspect.

ANISOTROPY AND LOCOMOTION. VON ALLESCH’s EXPERIMENTS. It is

plausible to connect this anisotropy with the fact that we live on
the ground and move predominantly horizontally across it. If this

connection, not to be interpreted empiristically, but as an effect of

the structure of the total nervous system, is valid, then the space

of animals with different locomotion should be different. This argu-

ment was developed by von Allesch, who put it to an experimental

test by comparing several space functions of human subjects with

those of an animal that lives in trees and whose locomotion consists

in climbing and leaping. If spatial asymmetry is connected with the

direction of locomotion, then one might expect that for such an

animal the vertical would be favoured over the horizontal, that to

it the moon would appear larger at the zenith than at the horizon.

Von Allesch chose as his subject a lemur. He did not test a function

which would allow us to verify the last conclusion directly, but two
other functions, viz., discrimination of distance and discrimination

of size, and found that whereas for men the thresholds were finer

when tested with objects straight ahead than with objects straight

above, the opposite was true of his test animal. Perhaps one such

experiment is not quite sufficient to prove so radical an assumption.

Nevertheless, the experiment seems significant enough to lend it a

considerable degree of probability. It is to be hoped that new experi-

ments will decide this highly important issue.

(5) Anisotropy and Constancy. Anisotropy of perceptual space

must be in close relationship with constancy of size and shape, and

thereby with the constancy of things. The relation to constancy of

size has already been mentioned. I add a few words about shape.

Remembering our discussion of turned figures (ellipses, rectangles)

we can now say: a retinal line will appear the shorter the more it

appears in a plane normal to the line of regard, i.e., the more its

whole length appears to be equidistant from the observer. The
stresses which we made responsible for this effect can easily be in-

terpreted as constituting the anisotropy of psychophysical space.

Inasmuch as this anisotropy leads to a truer cognition of reality and

thereby to a more adjusted behaviour than an isotropic space would,

one might try to connect it with its biological usefulness. Such

speculations seem to me, however, spurious as long as one has no
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conception of the causal connection between the two terms. Use-

fulness in itself is not a cause. A genetic explanation, which could

attribute to individual experiences at best a very minor role, would

have to take account of the fact that the anisotropy of perceptual

space achieves its cognitive result by cancelling, more or less, the

effect of perspective in real space.

PERCEIVED MOTION

The behavioural world has been treated so far as though it were
produced by unchanging stimulation, and contained, correspond-

ingly, only objects at rest. This implicit assumption restricts our

field of study to unique cases which are realized only under very

special conditions. As a rule, moving objects are in our field; at this

moment in my own field there is my pen which is moved across the

page by my fingers; now a buzzing fly passes through my field

of vision, and as soon as a visitor enters my office, he is never so

rigidly calm as to produce an unchanging retinal image; but even if

being alone I lean back in my chair and begin to think out the

solution of a problem, my eyes are not kept steady but will change

their line of regard from one object to another, thereby producing

a change of the retinal patterns. In the first cases, real moving ob-

jects present in the field, the shift of the retinal pattern leads to

behavioural motion of objects, whether I fixate a non-moving object

or follow a moving one with my regard; in the second case, when
my eyes roam over stationary objects, such a shift will not have this

result. Although the two facts belong closely together, the second

one will be fully discussed in Chapter IX, after we have introduced

the Ego. Here we concentrate mainly on the first, even if we cannot

entirely avoid referring to the second. Thus we turn now to the

theory of perceived motion. It is a well-known fact that a paper

on visual motion was the beginning of Gestalt psychology. Wert-

heimer (1912) utilized the results of his classical study to formulate

briefly a number of new principles constitutive for every kind of

psychological theory. Even though we have developed these prin-

ciples in other fields and with the help of other facts, it might

be tempting to introduce the discussion of our present topic with

Wertheimer’s paper and then follow the history of psychological

progress in this field. I shall, however, choose a different mode of

procedure and present facts and theories systematically according

to all the knowledge now available, and shall in this attempt con-

centrate more on the later than on the earlier publications. The
earlier ones are today fairly well known; they are, and they had to
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be, full of experiments which refuted theories accepted at the time

they were written, but which today can be considered dead. Since I

have treated the subject so often (1919, 1931)? most explicitly in

1931 (an article which contains a great mass of detail which will

be omitted here), a similar procedure would be mere repetition.

Wertheimer’s paper and a number of publications which followed

it dealt chiefly or exclusively with stroboscopic motion, i.e., the

case where perceived motion is produced by stationary objects. Since

it has been proved beyond a doubt (Wertheimer, Cermak and
Kofika, Duncker 1929, Brown 1931, van der Waals and Roelofs

1933) that as far as psychophysical dynamics are concerned there is

no difference between stroboscopic and “real” motion,® i.e., perceived

motion produced by actually moving objects, it seems more ade-

quate to begin with the latter case, which is the more usual.

A General Principle of the Theory of Perceived Motion, We
begin with a very general statement formulated explicitly by

Kohler (1933, p. 356). The physiological correlate of perceived

motion ^ must be a real process of change within the total physio-

logical process patterns. Supposing that the perceptual field were

totally homogeneous except for one point moving through it, then

the motion of this point would not lead to such a change as we
have postulated, since in the totally homogeneous field it would be

exposed to the same stresses everywhere, all positions being dynami-

cally indistinguishable from each other. Under such conditions no

motion would be perceived, and although this condition is unrealiz-

able its discussion elucidates the significance of the conditions which

are realized.® Our perceptual field is in this sense never entirely

homogeneous. Even in complete darkness it has an above and below,

right and left, near and far; and a point passing through it if it

changes its distance from the fovea, apart from changing its position

with regard to these three determinations, passes at the same time

through regions of different functional properties. Inhomogeneity

of the total field and a displacement of a point within such an in-

homogeneous field are therefore two necessary conditions for the

arousal of the psychophysical process of motion. For in an inhomo-

geneous field the motion of an object changes its dynamic condition

with regard to the total physiological process pattern. From this we

®This proof was once of great theoretical significance. We shall occasionally men-
tion one or two points.

Although we shall largely confine ourselves to visual motion, tactual and
acoustic motion are essentially of the same kind (see my article 1931)-

® Similarly Newton’s first law of motion treats an unrealizable case and has never-

theless been of great significance.
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can deduce that more inhomogeneous fields are more favourable for

the arousal of perceived motion than less inhomogeneous ones, a

deduction amply confirmed by facts. All movement thresholds are

higher in relatively homogeneous fields than in inhomogeneous

ones (see my article 1931, p. 1194 f.), and the apparent velocity of

objects moving objectively with the same velocity is greater for

those which move in inhomogeneous than for those which move in

relatively homogeneous fields (Brown 1931, p. 218). These two facts

are closely interrelated, as Brown (1931 b) has proved.

Our conclusion that perceived motion in the visual field presup-

poses displacement of objects relative to the rest of the field also fits

the facts from which we started our discussion. If objects move in

the geographical environment, then their retinal images are dis-

placed with regard to other objects whether we fixate them or an

object at rest, while movement of our eyes across stationary objects

leaves their relation to the objects surrounding them intact. True

enough, eye-movements also produce a shift of pattern on the retina,

and therefore must have some effect of perceived motion, but this

motion should not belong to the field objects. We shall see later

that the perception of our eyes, or even of “ourselves,” as moving
is the result of this shift (Duncker).

Duncker’s Experiments. Such a view of the origin of the percep-

tion of motion must lead to very definite experiments. The excellent

work done by Duncker (1929) was entirely determined by it. Sup-

posing the field is homogeneously dark and contains only two light

objects, one of which is in objective motion while the other one is at

rest. Then, if the velocity of the motion is not great, the chief deter-

mining factor will be the relative displacement of the two objects.

This, according to our theory, must lead to perceived motion, but

our theory does not permit us to deduce which of these objects

will be the carrier of the motion, as long as their relative displace-

ment and no other factor becomes effective. But our theoretical

equipment contains other concepts which suggest a solution of this

problem.

Systems of Reference. We fall back on our distinction of things

and framework and our knowledge that the framework is more
stable than the things within it. If we apply this to the case of mo-
tion we must deduce the following proposition: if one of the two
field objects has the function of framework for the other, then it

will be seen at rest and the other as moving no matter which of the

two moves in reality. If on the other hand the two objects are both

things, then under symmetrical conditions (fixation between them
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or freely wandering regard) they should both move in opposite

directions.

Both these deductions were confirmed in Duncker’s experiments.

He also found, what Thelin had discovered before iiim, that fixation

of one of the two equivalent objects tended to make it the carrier of

motion, whether it moved objectively or not, a fact which he tenta-

tively explains by the thing-framework, or figure-ground, distinc-

tion, the fixated point keeping its figure character, whereas non-

fixated ones become part of the ground. Duncker’s findings have

been corroborated and amplified by an investigation of Oppen-
heimer’s which is just about to appear. Of her results I will only

mention two: (i) the relative intensity of the objects plays a role,

the stronger one tending to become the frame of reference for the

weaker; therefore, ceteris paribus, the stronger one will be at rest,

the weaker one in motion; (2) the shape of the objects determines

the apparent motion in this way: if the relative displacement be-

tween the two objects occurs in such a manner that its direction

coincides with one of the main directions of one object, but not

with that of the other, the former will tend to be seen as moving
further than the latter. The relative displacement does not, therefore,

determine the motion carrier, but under these conditions it deter-

mines the amount of motion. This is an invariant, no matter

whether one point is seen in motion, or both. As a matter of fact

it was Duncker who introduced the concept of invariants (though

he did not use the term), which has been so fruitful in our dis-

cussion of perceptual organization. The invariance of the amplitude

of motion holds, if only two objects take part in it, whether they are

equivalent to each other or whether one is the framework of the

other. As soon as a third object enters, this invariance may no longer

hold. If a is the framework of b, and b the framework of c, and ob-

jectively b is moved, then two different kinds of relative displace-

ment take place; b changes its place in its own framework a, and c

changes its place in its framework b. The sum of the two perceived

motions resulting from these conditions will be greater than the per-

ceived motion resulting if b is moved exactly as before but either

object a or object c is removed. Duncker has discussed the possible

relationships between a third object and the two other ones and

has demonstrated experimentally that the effects on perceived mo-

tion depend upon the kind and degree of appurtenance between

them. Plurality of frameworks, or systems of reference, has still an-

other important effect, first recognized by Rubin (1927). His in-

genious and elegant experiments were supplemented by Duncker.
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I shall discuss only a very simple case which is unique because of

its familiarity. Continually we see wheels rolling over the ground,

and perceive simultaneously two motions, a circular and a rec-

tilinear translatory one. In reality each point of the wheel, with

the exception of the centre, describes cycloids, whose shape is en-

tirely diferent from that of the circle; the centre alone performs a

pure translatory motion. But the points of the wheel have the

centre as their point of reference, while the centre itself is referred to

the general spatial framework, or, when the room is in darkness, to

the observer himself (see the next paragraph). The double motion

v/hich is actually perceived is the result of this separation of systems

of reference. If only one point of the wheel (not the centre) is

visible during its rotation, then motion on a cycloidal curve is per-

ceived. If the centre is added (Duncker) the phenomenon changes

at once, different phenomena emerge, partly depending upon the

velocity of the wheel motion, all of which have the common feature

that the peripheral point describes a rotatory motion. If instead of

adding the centre one adds a point on the same concentric circle as

the first point, then, to judge from one of Rubin’s experiments per-

formed with a somewhat different motion pattern, one can see two
such cycloidal motions. If one increases the number of such points,

one soon reaches the normal wheel effect, i.e., one sees all points

rotating round an invisible centre, and at the same time a translatory

motion.

The Ego as a Field Object. A possible objection which may
have occurred to the reader will lead us to a very important general-

ization. We have chosen as the simplest case that in which two
objects are in the field. But it is perfectly possible to see also one

point in motion. Does this not conflict with our theory? It would
if we confined our consideration to the “surrounding field,” but

such a restriction would be inadequate; we have seen in various

places that field processes cannot be treated exhaustively without

including the Ego. How the Ego fits into our theory will be dis-

cussed in the next two chapters; at this point in our discussion we
have to regard it as a field object in its own right. Then motion of

one point is displacement of two objects with regard to each other,

viz., the point and the Ego. In reality, therefore, we deal with three

objects when we havQ two points in the field. Duncker, however,

succeeded in excluding the influence of the Ego by working with

such slow velocities and small excursions that they were subliminal

with regard to the Ego, or only just supraliminal. If they are sub-

liminal, only the relative displacement of the two points becomes
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effective; if they are slightly supraliminal, a new effect appears.

The Ego as a third object may be so strongly coupled to one of the

two points that it takes part in its motion. This coupling is achieved

by fixation. A fixated object does not change it^ relation to the

ocular system of the Ego, whether it is objectively moving or at

rest. Therefore, in the experiments with the points, the subjects

fixating the objectively stationary point saw it in motion and ex-

perienced at the same time movement of their own eyes (Duncker,

p. 201). If one of the two objects is a rectangle enclosing the other,

a point, and if then the non-moving point is fixated, then “the im-

pression of one’s self being at rest is lost; the space level becomes

unstable, even vertigo may ensue, one feels one’s own body, rigidly

connected with the point, glide along the (phenomenally more or

less stationary) rectangle” (Duncker, p. 206).

The Ego, therefore, behaves like any other field object, a claim

which can be confirmed by two common observations: the moon
seems to be floating through the drifting clouds, and we seem to

move up a river when, standing on a bridge, we fixate one of its

pillars at the edge of the water. The reason is the same in both

cases, the enclosed object carries the motion, and the Ego in the sec-

ond example takes part in its motion because through fixation

it is firmly coupled with it.

Identity. Fusion of Processes. It is time to state an aspect of

our theory which so far has been concealed. We explained the per-

ception of motion as due to dislocation in the process pattern. If an

object is seen in motion, we assume that the process distribution

which corresponds to its perception is displaced with regard to

other process distributions. This implies that during the course of

the perceived motion the process distribution corresponding to an

object remains dynamically identical, even though it shifts within

the field of other process distributions. Since we have so far treated

unification and segregation only in stationary fields, i.e., without re-

gard to time, the identity in time of a process changing its place is

a new problem, full of significant ramifications, as we shall see later.

We can state this problem in this way: if a point of light moves

across the retina, constantly new cones are being stimulated, con-

tinually new processes therefore sent up into the centre. The cones

are separate structures spread out in a fine mosaic with variable den-

sity across the retina; therefore a continuously moving point of light

gives rise to a discrete and finite number of nervous excitations, ac-

cording to the number of cones it passes. Somewhere these suc-

cessive discrete excitations must become one continuous process if
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displacement of an object is to occur; i.e., the excitations started in

the cones cannot remain separate from each other but must become

fused. Since in our case they are equal in quality and in very close

proximity these nervous processes will attract each other with great

force so that their final fusion is deducible from our premises.

We may, however, try to alter these conditions and see what effects

such alterations will have on fusion of processes. The first factor to

be changed is the distance between proc-
•

esses. Let A and Z in Fig. 83 represent
^

the two terminal cones stimulated by

Fig. 83 a light point moving from left to right,

and the dots between them, ii ia . . . ,

all the intermediate cones. Then the peripheral (retinal) events

which eventually give rise to the process of perceived motion can

be described in this way. First, for a very short time (e^), A will

be stimulated; then follows a very short interval without

any stimulation; then stimulation of /'i, followed by another dead

interval, and so forth. According to our theory the excitation started

at ii fuses with that started in A, and so forth. Let us now stimulate

first A for a certain amount of time ^a, then leave a dead interval

pA-z, such that the sum of CA^nd pA-zis as long as the time it

would take the light point to pass with a moderate velocity from

A to Z, and then stimulate point Z. Will the excitation at Z still

fuse with that started at A? This argument has led us from the

perception of ordinary, to that of stroboscopic, motion. For in the

simplest kind of stroboscopic experiment we expose first an object

at a place A and then, after an interval, another object at Z, and

thus stimulate successively for short periods only two points, which

are much further apart than two adjoining cones.

Stroboscopic and Real Motion. Historically it is interesting that

this theory of perceived motion was first developed for stroboscopic

motion (Hartmann, Kohler 1923 a) and a special investigation

was carried out by Scholz to prove it in this field. The fusion be-

tween the two successive processes must result from a force of at-

traction between them. The reality of this force was demonstrated

® Van der Waals and Roelofs reject this theory (1930); but I find that their own,
apart from using a much more conservative system of concepts, contains the same
or at least a very similar idea, viz., that the localization of the second object changes

continually during the perception of motion. That the relative phase of the two
fusing excitations (whether they are still in the state of arousal, stationary, or falling

off) is an important factor on which fusion depends, is not either a specific char-

acteristic of van der Waals’ and Roelofs’ theory, but was specifically stated in Kohler’s

theoretical sketch.
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by the fact that two stroboscopically exposed lines appear at a

shorter distance from each other than two permanently exposed

ones, and that the amount of contraction of their distance reaches

its maximum when they are seen in optimal motion.

The problem of stroboscopic motion consists, according to this

theory, in establishing the conditions under which fusion between
the two (or more) separate excitations takes place, or when attrac-

tion, though not strong enough to result in fusion, affects the at-

tracted processes sufficiendy to displace them, with the phenomenal
result that both or either are seen to move over part of the way
(Wertheimer’s dual and singular partial motion). Formulated in

this way the problem of stroboscopic motion is no different from
that of real motion, where, as we have seen, processes separately

started must fuse also. But because in real motion the spatial dis-

tance between the interacting processes is so small as to produce very

strong forces of attraction so that other factors are small compared

to them and therefore hard to demonstrate, such other factors play

a much more important role in stroboscopic motion, where, owing

to the greater distance between the processes, the forces are much
weaker. Of such other factors I mention the temporal determinants,

i.e., the exposure times and intervals, the intensities (or, better, the

gradients between figures and background), the distance between

the exposed objects, their size, and shape. We shall discuss most of

them by and by.

Meanwhile we return to the theory. That stroboscopic and “real”

motion are essentially alike is a strong point in its favour. To
explain the “induced” motion of an object at rest

through relative displacement with regard to another,

introduces no new difficulty.^® But one addition must

still be made. Duncker has produced such induced

motion also by exposing the inducing object suc-

cessively in two di&rent positions, the induced one

simultaneously in two equal positions (p. 224 f.; see

Fig. 84, where the two successive exposures are represented one

below the other, while in reality they were so arranged that the two

points coincided). Under special conditions an enclosing object in

stroboscopic displacement may appear practically stationary while

the enclosed one, successively exposed in the same place, carries the

entire motion. In this case the fusion of two spatially distant excita-

tions does not result in motion, while the fusion of two spatially

I shall omit the problem of the temporal unity of a continuously exposed object,

since it finds its treatment in a later chapter (Chapter X, pp. 439 and 446 f.).

”

Fig. 84
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identical ones does. This, however, is no difficulty, since according

to our most general principle motion depends upon relative dis-

placement between two, or more, field objects, without any limita-

tions how these field objects have become organized. Duncker s last-

mentioned experiment serves as a demonstration that real and stro-

boscopic motion are essentially alike.

Apparent Velocity. Brown’s Experiments. Let us now become

more concrete and investigate not motion per se, but motion in its

concrete fulness. Motion has direction and velocity, both in me-

chanics and in experience. If we think of perception of real motion,

there seems at first to be no problem; one expects the apparent

velocity to be equal to, or to be in simple dependence upon, the

real velocity, within the psychologically possible limits, i.e., be-

tween the lower and the upper threshold. The brilliant investiga-

tions of J. F. Brown have, however, demonstrated how erroneous

such a view would be. We disregard for the moment the difficulty

which arises from the question which real velocity we should choose

as our standard, the velocity of the object itself, the distant stimulus,

or that of its retinal image, the proximal stimulus, pointing out at

the moment merely that these two are in close correspondence only

when the distant stimuli are at the same distance from the observer;

for the retinal velocity corresponding to one and the same distant

velocity varies inversely with the distance. But quite apart from
this problem Brown has shown that the apparent velocity of an

object seen in motion depends upon the field and the object itself,

viz., its size and orientation, and, as previously mentioned, on the

direction of the motion (1928, 1931). In his experiments two veloci-

ties had to be matched. Behind two diaphragm apertures figures

were seen in motion, the motion being produced by two rotating

drums over which rolls of white paper with figures upon them were

stretched, so as to form endless bands. During each experiment the

velocity of the standard band was kept constant while that of the

variable was changed until the observer judged the two velocities

to be equal. The relation of the two objective velocities which
appeared equal was then a measure of the relation between objec-

tive and subjective velocity.

To give a concrete idea of the procedure I will describe one ex-

periment in detail. Both standard and variable were at the same

distance, the fields were homogeneous except for band and figures

(dark room, the rotating band illuminated from behind)
;
the dia-

phragm aperture of the standard S was 15 X 5 sq. cm., that of the

variable B 7.5 X 2.5 sq. cm.; the figures on S were circles of 1.6 cm.
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diameter following each other at 4 cm. intervals, on B circles of .8

cm. diameter, following each other at 2 cm. intervals. In short the

dimensions of B were exactly half those of S. TJie velocity in S,

cm.
Vs, was 10 , and the average velocity on B, Vb (7 subjects).

which appeared equal to Vg, was 5.25—

^

1.9, or approxi-
sec. Vb

mately = 2. This means : if in a homogeneous field one pattern is

in all linear dimensions twice as large as another, then the objects

moving within this pattern will appear to have the same velocity

if objectively their velocity is (approximately) twice as great as

in the smaller. From this we may infer that if the objective veloci-

ties are equal, the objects in the smaller pattern will appear to

move twice as fast as in the larger. This result was confirmed

with various velocities, with various size relations, and with a

number of controls. The result of all these experiments could

rightly be summarized by Brown in the following sentence: “If in

a homogeneous field one transposes a moving field in all its linear

dimensions one must transpose the stimulus velocity by a like

amount in order that phenomenal identity of velocity result. As the

linear dimensions of one field are changed from one to ten, the

Vg /Vb quotient tends to change from one to ten’’ (1931, p. 226).

That the fields must be homogeneous for this result to be true, we
understand easily from our theory. If the fields are inhomogeneous,

the diaphragms covered with patterned papers, then the displace-

ments in the two fields are no longer restricted to the frames of

the apertures which differ in size, but refer also to those inhomo-

geneities which are similar in the S and B patterns. Consequently

the difference between these should be reduced, and this is the

case as proved by Brown (that the inhomogeneity increases the

apparent velocity has already been mentioned; see p. 282).

If only some of the dimensions are changed, and the others kept

constant, the corresponding change in velocity has to be smaller

than when all are changed. This was proved for changes of

length of aperture, breadth of aperture, and size of objects in a

number of different combinations. I shall give only two examples:

with figures constant, but aperture in S linearly twice as large as

Vs
in B, the quotient was 1.38, whereas it is 2, if the figures are

transposed too. If the diaphragms are equal and the figures of dif-

ferent size, the larger ones have to be moved faster than the
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smaller ones to appear equal. This means: under equal stimulus con-

ditions large objects move (phenomenally) more slowly than small

ones.

If the fields are exacdy alike except for amount of illumination,

then the objects in the brighter field must move objectively faster

than those in the darker to appear at equal velocity. “Increase of

phenomenal brightness decreases phenomenal speed” (1931, p. 223).

Lastly, lines oriented in the direction of the motion are phenome-
nally faster than lines at right angles to it.^^

The Deducibility of Brown’s Results from General Princi-

ples. Velocity has thereby been proved to be a field-conditioned phe-

nomenon. To deduce all of Brown’s

results from general principles is at

the moment impossible. A few hints

may, however, be in place. The de-

pendence of apparent velocity on the

dimensions might be deducible from

the principle of displacement if it

could be formulated more concretely,

so as to make quantitative predic-

tions possible. At present we do not

know how to quantify displacement.

A simple example will explain what I mean (see Fig. 85). A point

moves with uniform velocity between two terminal lines, starting at

the time to from the left line at O, reaching at the time h point a,

and so forth, till it passes into the right line. During the first time

interval, h-tQ, the distance between the point and the left line has

changed from nothing to Oa, during the next interval, it

changes from Oa to and so forth, all increments during equal

intervals being equal. But are these equal increments of distance

equally effective for the arousal of perceived motion, or will the

increment be the more effective the smaller the pre-existing distance

is, perhaps in the form that not equal increments are equally

effective but equal quotients of increment over pre-existing dis-

tance, according to a logarithmic law.? In that case, the farther the

point had moved from O the less effective would a further dis-

placement from O become, while simultaneously its displacement

with regard to the right line would become increasingly more effec-

tive, these two changes combining in such a way that in the centre

of the path the same objective displacement would have the least

Confirmed mutatis mutandis by Oppenheimer.

O a b c

Fig. 85
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effect on motion. It is unlikely that quantitatively this assumption

is right, but equally unlikely that absolutely equal increments should

have equal effects. Brown himself reports that in threshold experi-

ments motion appears first near the edges of the diaphragm aperture

and only later in the centre (1931 b). Qualitatively such a considera-

tion leads to the inference that smaller fields must have greater

velocities than larger ones, but as long as our knowledge goes no
further than at present, we can do no more than point at the pos-

sibility of such a relation being responsible for Brown’s law of

transposition. Under these conditions it is also premature to specu-

late whether the effect exercised on apparent velocity by the size

of the moving object is altogether of the same kind as that of the

size of the aperture, or whether size or bulk would lend to the

moving object an inertia which by itself would make the bigger

object move more slowly. The fact that lines oriented in the direc-

tion of the motion move faster than those at right angles to it

suggests at least the possibility of such more strictly “dynamic”

interpretation, which gains added weight from the fact that in

stroboscopic experiments DeSilva found wider lines to move defi-

nitely more slowly than thinner ones, and that the motion of the

latter was smoother under conditions where mere size and distance

relationship seem to have played no role.

The brightness effect, lastly, becomes intelligible, if we interpret

brightness as figure-ground gradient, and thereby as stronger articu-

lation of the figure, in accordance with Brown’s apparatus and the

description he gives of the effect of a strong darkening of the field,

where the figure contours became blurred (1931, p. 223). We might

then conclude that the more pronounced its figure character, the

smaller the motility of an object.

These suggestions, all in need and capable of experimental veri-

fication, must suffice. They reveal at least the great theoretical pos-

sibilities of Brown’s results.

Brown’s Results and Korte’s Laws. We shall now derive some
other consequences from them, viz., with regard to stroboscopic

motion. Stroboscopic motion has phenomenally a velocity just as

any phenomenal motion, although there is no physical velocity cor-

responding to it, since physically there is no motion. But we can

define the objective stroboscopic velocity by the following considera-

tion. In stroboscopic presentation a point appears at A at the mo-
ment tx for a certain time and after an interval p another point

at B at the moment t2- We can then say that the objective strobo-

scopic velocity is the velocity which the point would have if it
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actually travelled from ^ to B between the moments and t2-

Designating objective stroboscopic velocity by V, we therefore define

AB , .
- AB

or since ^2— tx = p, V ~ + /7

. Finally, desig-

nating the distance A B hy s, and + p by t, we have V =
Let us now suppose that we have succeeded in producing good

stroboscopic motion of a line across a certain distance We then

increase the intensity of the two successively exposed lines. Then,

on the basis of Brown’s results, we can predict what will happen.

Since phenomenal motion is slower in a brighter field than in a

darker, the two brighter lines will appear to move more slowly, and

in order to make them move as fast as the darker lines we have to

increase their objective stroboscopic velocity F. This can be done

by either increasing the numerator s, or decreasing the denominator

t of the quotient -j by which V is defined. In reality, stroboscopic

motion, provided s is not small, is very sensitive to changes of dis-

tance, time, and intensity; it responds to such changes by more than

mere changes of velocity. If f becomes too great or too small, no

stroboscopic motion is seen; in the first case the two objects appear

as two in succession, in the second as two in simultaneity. Between

these two stages of succession and simultaneity lies the stage of

optimal motion, surrounded on either side by intermediate stages

(Wertheimer, 1912), the details of which we omit, except that here

differences in velocity become apparent. We can now formulate

our deduction for the case of altered intensity in this way: if we
increase the intensity of a pair of lines exposed in such a way that

the stage of optimal motion is produced, then the phenomenon will

be changed towards the stage of succession, and it can be re-estab-

lished either by increasing the distance between the two objects or

by decreasing the time elapsing between the moments the first and
the second are exposed. That this is actually true was demonstrated

tw'enty years ago by Korte, whose two first laws say just this.

Korte’s third law deals with the relation between distance and

temporal distribution of the two objects. Confining ourselves to the

relation between s and t, we see that if again we start from the

condition of optimal motion and increase s, we thereby, by defini-

Probably this is not quite correct, since the time during which the point is

exposed at B, ^2, is also o£ influence. But as a first approximation this definition will

serve.
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tion, increase the stroboscopic velocity V = — . If perceived velocity

were a linear function of stroboscopic velocity, we should have to

increase / in the same proportion as s in order to maintain the same

apparent velocity; in short, a change of s demands a proportional

change of t, if stroboscopic and phenomenal velocities stand in the

simple relation indicated. Korte’s third law simply states that an

increase in .f or ^ can be compensated by an increase in t or s, with-

out regard to the quantitative relationship. This law has puzzled

psychologists more than the others, and I must admit that when
Korte and I discovered it, I was surprised myself; at the time of

Korte’s work one was still inclined to think as follows: if one

separates the two successively exposed objects more and more, either

spatially or temporally, one makes their unification more and more

difficult. Therefore increase of distance should be compensated by

decrease of time interval, and vice versa.

The facts belying this deduction disproved that whole way of

thinking and for that reason, if for no other, I still think that the

discovery of the Korte laws was valuable. Not till I read Brown’s

papers did I see the connection presented in the text. What is sur-

prising in this Korte law is not the fact that s and t vary directly

with each other, but a fact already contained in Korte’s tables but

unnoticed by him (and me) which became apparent in experiments

performed under very different conditions by Cermak and myself,

viz., that the direct function between s and t is not one of propor-

tionality, but that / increases more slowly than s. The following

table taken from Korte contains the /-values for optimal motion at

three different distances, in cr=: i/iooo sec.

TABLE 10

(from Korte, p. 264)

distance in cm. / for optimal motion in a

2 183

3 219

6 256
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One sees: when the distance is trebled, / is only lengthened in

the proportion of 1.4:1. Or if we calculate the stroboscopic veloci-

ties at 2 and 6 cm. distance, V2 and Vq, we find their relation

6

— 2.1, whereas— = If instead we choose the values
1^2 2

for 3 and 6 cm., we obtain ^=1.7, and — =2; in both cases the
1^3 -^3

ratio of velocities is smaller than that of the distances. With these

values we compare a value from Brown quoted above (p. 289), the

Vs
relation of the real velocities where field S was linearly twice

y B

as large as B (in length and width), and the figures identical. Here

Fs
to a relation of linear field dimensions — = 2 there corresponds a

Vs
quotient 7̂ — 1.38. Just as in Korte’s experiments the quotient of

y B

the stroboscopic velocities is smaller than that of the distances, so in

Brown’s the quotient of the real velocities is smaller than the quo-

tient of the field dimensions.^®

We formulated Brown’s result by saying that the apparent velocity

is the smaller, the greater the field, and we can apply this same

formulation to Korte’s identical result: increase of the distance

through which a stroboscopically moved object passes decreases its

phenomenal velocity. When, therefore, we change a constellation

which yields optimal stroboscopic motion by increasing s, we pro-

duce two opposite effects. On the one hand, on purely kinematic

grounds, we increase the stroboscopic velocity V, on the other hand
we reduce the effect of V on the* perceived velocity, because larger

fields have slower apparent velocity. Ordinarily the second effect

is not so strong as the first, and therefore, in order to compensate

for an increase of s, we have to increase t also, though to a lower

degree. Only in those cases where Brown’s compensation law holds

will the two effects cancel.

The figures are not strictly comparable, because the difference between the two
constellations is greater for Brown than for Korte, since Brown changed not only

the length of the field and thereby the distance traversed by the moving object, as

Korte did, but also the width of the field. That the width of the field has an influence

by itself was proved by Brown. Unfortunately for our comparison he reports no ex-

periment in which the length of the field was the only difference between S and B.
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If all linear dimensions in two fields are f and nf respectively,

then equivalent stroboscopic velocities and Fg must be in the

relation = n. Therefore, if we call ti and the respective

n s

times in the two fields.
h. — n, tx = t2- In this case, and in this

^2

case only, the third Korte law cannot hold any more, not because

this case is an exception, but because it is the limiting case in

which two effects exactly cancel each other. This deduction is fully

confirmed by Brown, who finds that when all linear dimensions of

a field are changed in the same proportion the stroboscopic velocity

must be changed in the same proportion, i.e., t must remain con-

stant although s changes.^^

The Korte laws were purely empirical generalizations when they

were discovered and they retained that rank till Brown published

his results. They were confirmed by some authors under some con-

ditions, whereas other authors, working under other conditions,

failed to verify them. Moreover, Cermak and I had added a new
law, the zone law, which restricted the validity of the Korte laws

in a certain manner. This law says that when t (and s) are made
increasingly smaller the range (zone) of s~t combinations which

produces optimal motion becomes increasingly larger, so that within

this range the Korte laws no longer hold. The zone law is un-

doubtedly true, but I do not believe any more that it necessarily

restricts the validity of the Korte laws. Cermak’s and my test was

optimal motion vs. disintegration, but we did not observe the ap-

parent velocities. If they are taken into consideration, then the Korte

laws will probably hold also within the “zones.” I also believe that

the same consideration would reconcile the conflicting results of

different investigators.

Even as pure empirical generalizations the Korte laws had their

value. Apart from the contribution they made to the theory of

stroboscopic motion (see above, p. 293), they were used by Cermak
and me to prove the dynamic similarity of perceived stroboscopic

and real motion, by arguments and experiments to be omitted here.

It is only fair to mention that my deduction did not precede Brown’s result, but

was caused by it. Brown himself has not seen the connection between his findings

and Korte’s laws as indicated in the text. I may add that several details remain as yet

unexplained, for instance, the different effect which a change of either of the two

components of t, viz., ei and pi, exerts on stroboscopic motion.
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and to recognize the connection between motion and (flicker-)

fusion phenomena which has been directly confirmed by Brown
(1931b), and in a somewhat different context by Metzger (1926).

The connection now established between them and Brown’s laws

lifts them above the rank of mere empirical generalizations and
proves that they are the expression of essential facts of perceptual

organization. In themselves they are no real laws, and should more
properly be named the Korte rules, but they follow from funda-

mental laws which are not yet totally recognized. The logical con-

sistency between the results of Korte, Cermak and myself, and

Brown, obtained at widely different times with widely different

methods, is indeed a strong argument in favour of the significance

of these results and deductions.

Motion and Time. Brown’s ingenuity of theoretical deduction

and experimentation has carried our knowledge of the motion pro-

cesses still a step further. We have discussed phenomenal velocity

and phenomenal distance, but not phenomenal time. And yet the

very definition of velocity is impossible without time. In kinematics

d S
velocity is defined as^-^, which for uniform velocity is equivalent

S ,

to — . Is it possible to transfer this definition to behavioural, or

experienced, velocity, defining v = —y where the small letters mean

phenomenal velocity, distance, and time.^^ Brown not only intro-

duces this hypothesis but proves it by beautiful experiments (1931 a).

The implications of this assumption are indeed astounding. Sup-

posing we have two equal fields differently illuminated. Then we
know that the apparent velocity in the brighter one, v^y is slower

than that in the darker one, v^y if the objective velocities are equal.

Brightness differences, at least such as employed by Brown,

do not influence the apparent sizes. We can therefore write

t'd ^ I
• Since the two numerators in this inequa-

^Jd ^Jb
tion are equal, the denominators cannot be equal also, but must

be smaller than and since objectively Td = Tb, time must flow

faster in the darker than in the brighter field. This conclusion is as

inevitable as it is surprising. That it makes the experience of time

a new field-conditioned property is not so astonishing in itself; the

striking fact is that experienced time should be influenced by field

factors which apparently have nothing to do with time. Brown was
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not satisfied with the logic of his argument but subjected it to an

experimental test. In these experiments the observers had to compare
the duration of a seen motion with that of a time interval marked
by two, visual or acoustic, signals. This latter interval was kept con-

stant, and the speed of the observed motion was changed until its

duration seemed equal to it. If the apparent durations of two mo-
tion constellations are both equal to the standard duration, then

their apparent velocities must be equal too. But we know from pre-

vious experiments that the real velocity in a brighter field must be

greater than in a darker for these velocities to appear equal. In

17 ,

one particular constellation the relation — was found to be 1.23.

and since =
Fd Tb

If therefore we know either or Tb, we can predict the other.

To appear of equal duration with the interval marked by the sig-

nals the duration of the motion in the brighter field (Tb) had to be

1.45 sec. (average of five subjects). From our last equation we de-

duce Td = 1.23 Tb = 1.23 X 1.45 sec. = 1.78 sec. The average meas-

ured value of five subjects for Tb was 1.78 sec., a perfect confirma-

tion of the prediction.

By the same method Brown has tested his time hypothesis for

various other constellations, complete and partial transpositions of

the field dimensions, and more and less homogeneous fields. Always
the results confirmed the prediction, even when the determination

Vs
of the rr— quotient, on which the prediction was based, was made

y B

by other observers than those who confirmed the prediction by

comparing two durations.^® There can be no doubt that the experi-

ments are sufficient to prove the general assumption, so that we can

consider it as valid also in those cases for which it has not been

proved by special experiments. If we include all constellations for

which the phenomenal velocities were investigated, we can say:

time flows faster in smaller, darker, and nearer fields, and the more

vertical, the less horizontal, the motion is; furthermore the law of

complete transposition of velocities was paralleled by complete

transposition of durations.

Not in all cases are the phenomenal distances equal when the real distances are.

If in these cases one allows for this discrepancy, th^ confirmation is again complete.
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These deductions and experiments o£ Brown’s open up a wide

field of research and speculation. The problem of the physiological

correlate of our experience of time has recently been discussed by

Boring (1933), who is fully aware of its difficulties and of the fact

that this physiological correlate must be a process or an aspect of

a process. Kohler’s argument with regard to motion (and localiza-

tion; see p. 281) finds its application equally in the field of time. In

Chapter X certain hypotheses will be developed which are related

to this problem. Here we only point out that if perceived time cor-

responds to a process or an aspect of a process, then the nature of

the processes occurring in a field, and not only the other character-

istics of the field, will determine the duration of events within it.

This complication has not yet been investigated, although Brown
mentions the fact, also confirmed in his experiments, that “filled”

time is phenomenally longer than “unfilled” time. Future research

may discover fundamental interdependencies between phenomenal

space and time, an interdependence which has been demonstrated

in similar experiments by Benussi (1913, pp. 285 f.) and Gelb

(1914) and more thoroughly investigated by Helson and King, in-

vestigations which must be omitted here.

Selection of Fusion. We now turn to a last aspect of the problem

of perceived motion, taking up a question formulated on page 287.

Our explanation of motion, real as well as stroboscopic, contained

as a part-hypothesis the fusion of peripherally separate processes.

We now investigate factors which determine this fusion different

from those so far discussed. If in stroboscopic motion only two
objects are exposed, fusion, if it takes place at all, can occur only

between the organized processes which correspond to these two

objects. But if each of the two successive exposures contains more
than one object, then indeed the question arises which object of the

first exposure will fuse with which of the second exposure, i.e., what

kind of motion will be perceived. The same principle applies to real

motion. If only one object moves through the field, then again

there is no problem: the processes aroused in the retina by succes-

sive stimulations of ever-different cone-aggregates will fuse with-

each other. But if two equal objects move through the field in dif-

ferent directions so that they pass simultaneously through the same
point, then the problem of selection arises again. Three investiga-

tions have dealt with this problem, the first two, by Ternus and von
Schiller, with stroboscopic, the last, by Metzger (1934), with real

motion.
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Ternus’s Experiments. To introduce Ternus’s problem we com-
pare two simple stroboscopic experiments. In both of them each

exposure consists of two points such that one of them, a, appears

at the same place, in both exposures, while the other has different

places, b and c. The first exposure, therefore, is in both cases a b, in

the second ac. The only difference between the two exposures lies

in the arrangement of the three dots, as illustrated in Fig. 86 A and

A B

bi ^C2

Fig. 86

B, where • signified the first, o the second exposure, therefore @
the fact that a point is exposed twice in the same position. In A
one sees point a at rest, and the other point moving from position b

to position c. In B, on the other hand, no point is seen at rest, but

two points in motion, one moving from b to a, the other from a to c.

Thus in the first case fusion takes place between two excitations

which occur at the same place (^^), and between two others which

occur at different places, while in B processes which occur at the

same place (a) do not fuse, instead of which fuses with C2, and Uz

with ^1. Therefore fusion must depend upon other factors than

mere spatial proximity (spatial identity being considered as the

case of the greatest possible proximity). What are these other

factors? “Phenomenal identity is primarily determined by gestalt-

identity, by gestalt-homology of parts, i.e., by whole characters and

not by piecewise relationships” (Ternus, p. loi). Let us explain the

meaning of this proposition by reference to our two experiments.

In the first. A, a appears as a rule as the fulcrum of a pendulum;

therefore and a2 are gestalt-homologous, and similarly b and c

are homologous, because they are the terminal points of the pendu-

lum’s arm. In B, on the other hand, is the right point of a pair, a2

the left point, and ^2 are therefore not homologous, but a-i is

homologous with C2 and a2 with b^. When a2 arises in the first

experiment, it selects the process ^i, occurring at the same place, for

fusion, but when ^2 arises in the second experiment, it does not

select the “syntopic” process but the homologous process bx.
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Homology of parts, which may also be qualitative instead of spa-

tial homology, does not, however, exhaust the meaning of Ternus’s

generalization. Other factors of organization enter. From the great

variety of cases studied by Ternus, I shall report only one more,

. illustrated by Fig. 87 A and B. In Fig.

^ ® ^ ^ 87 A fusion occurs against identical loca-

• Ar ^
Ag tion or points a ef, while in B these iden-

^
tical points fuse, and with g2> with

^ A 2, and a-i with / 2 . In A one sees a curved

^ '© © line moving as a whole and in its own
4 • * B ^ o >^2 curve to the right, in B a stationary hori-

^ zontal arm (d,e,f) and an oblique arm
Fig. 87 which jumps from one position to the

other. As far as homology of points is

concerned, the two patterns are practically equivalent; in the first

exposure the left terminal point is a, in the second d, and so forth.

But in other respects the two patterns are different. Whereas the

six simultaneously visible points are uniformly integrated in A, they

have two unique points in B, viz., d and f, where the figure is

clearly articulated and can therefore break in two. At the same time,

and because of these characteristics, the six dots in A can move
from their first to their second position without a change in the

shape of the whole curve, whereas the broken lines in B can do so

only by temporary distortions. Therefore unitary motion with selec-

tion against spatial identity occurs in A and not in B, where the

whole figure splits up into two parts.

Von Schiller’s Experiments. Von Schiller experimented on the

problem of selection without the distinction of spatially identical

and different exposures. He starts from the fact

that many stimulus constellations are highly a, ^
ambiguous with regard to the ensuing motion.

Thus Fig. 88 leads equally well to a clockwise ^ ^ ^
as to a counter-clockwise rotation of the two ^ ^
vertical points. Such ambiguity has led several

^
#

authors up to the present to conclude that visual
'

motion, being at bottom arbitrary and unpre- Fig. 88

dictable, is an affair of mental sets or attitudes,

the stimulus pattern being of secondary importance. Von Schiller,

by using potentially ambiguous patterns, isproves such a view,

demonstrating that factors of organization determine the selection.

Starting from a pattern like that of Fig. 88 he introduced all sorts
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of modifications by which he varied the distance, the quality and

the shape of the exposed figures, and the pattern of the whole

arrangement. He found the same laws operative for selection of

stroboscopic motion that Wertheimer discovered fof the organiza-

tion of stationary forms. Thus he demonstrated the factors of

proximity and equality, and showed at the same time that differ-

ence in brightness is more effective than difference in colour, a

result which adds new weight to our finding that brightness differ-

ences have a stronger organizing power than mere colour differ-

ences. The factor of equality has, in these experiments, a very special

aspect. Supposing in Fig. 88 the dots and to be dark blue,

and C2 light red. Then, if the motion follows the factor

of equality, the blue point remains blue and the red red X
during the motion, whereas if stroboscopic motion were

to occur in the counter-clockwise direction, the blue point \ /

would become red, the red one blue. This would involve \/
a change of the total figure, and figures resist such

changes. Therefore equality may produce a motion con-

trary to the factor of proximity, and this motion will be the stronger,

the greater the number of aspects of equality (colour, brightness,

size, and shape) that are employed. In extreme cases the direction

may follow equality even when the lines of the cross intersect each

other at an angle of 15°, so that the motion takes place through an

angle of 75^^, the enormous superiority of the smaller angle being

over-compensated by the equality factors. This resistance against

change, together with the factor of the shortest path, results under

proper conditions in tri-dimensional motion. If one exposes alter-

nately the two forms of Fig. 89, then the motion most frequently

perceived is that of a rotation round the horizontal axis of sym-

metry through the third dimension, less frequendy a motion in the

plane of the figure round a vertical axis, and quite rarely a down-

up-down motion with distortion of the forms during the motion

(Steinig, von Schiller). A last general law relates to the ensuing

path; the tendency to make the total path (of all moving parts) as

simple and well shaped as possible could be demonstrated in cases

where this factor conflicted with equality factors.

Metzger’s Experiments. Metzger’s beautiful systematic investiga-

tion, to which we cannot do full justice in this short summary,

examines the case of two or more moving objects passing simul-

taneously through the same point. In the vast majority of his ex-

periments the moving objects were vertical shadows which moved
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horizontally back and forth through a certain distance, produced by

vertical rods planted in a rotating disk. By varying the angle be-

tween the rods and their distance from the centre of the disk he

varied the phase and velocities of the moving shadows. The pro-

blem can best be stated with the help of Fig. 90, in which the abscissa

is to represent spatial distance, the ordinate, read downwards, to

represent time. This figure then represents two points, the one mov-

ing from left to right with uniform velocity, the other from right

to left with the same velocity, both meeting in the middle of their

track o. When the two points pass through o, only one retinal point

(in each eye) is stimulated; before and afterwards two points are.

It is therefore not a matter of course that the

observer should perceive rectilinear motion of

two points. When we look at this figure as a

spatial pattern, we shall indeed at first sight see

two lines crossing each other; a and b, c and d,

Fig. 90 will belong together. It is not impossible, how-

ever, to see two right angles touching each other

in their vertices, so that a belongs with d, and b with c (the other

combination, a c, b d, can be disregarded, since it can have

no parallel in motion where only successive parts of the track can

form part of one whole track). What is true of our simultaneous

perception of this spatial pattern is equally possible for the per-

ception of motion: the retinal geometry contains no factor which

excludes that ad \s one track and c b the other. But in motion

there are still more possibilities. Since at 0 only one point is stimu-

lated, this pattern of stimulation would also be compatible with both

or either of the two points disappearing at o and two new points

emerging from it. Are there any laws which determine what will

really happen.?

The main results of Metzger’s experiment can be formulated in

this way: if one represents the motion produced by diagrams of

the kind of Fig. 90, then the spatial pattern which emerges or

dominates when we look at the figure is as a rule the same as the

motion pattern which emerges or dominates when we look at the

moving shadows. And this means: the laws of successive organiza-

tion, the laws which determine the selection of fusing objects, are

the same laws that govern the organization of spatial patterns.

Metzger states these correspondences explicitly. We shall only men-
tion that to the factor of good continuation in purely spatial organ-

ization there corresponds the factor of the smooth curve of mo-
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tion and of continuous velocity in spatio-temporal organization.

It is clear that conditions may be such that different factors favour

different integrations. The greater the conflict between these objec-

tive factors, the greater the ambiguity, and the greater therefore the

influence of subjective factors like set and attitude. This result, com-
mon to the investigations of Ternus, von Schiller, and Metzger,

shows how completely false is a view that regards subjective

factors as primary in the arousal of processes of motion (see p. 300).

One argument of Metzger’s strikingly demonstrates the absurdity of

such a view. The number of possible tracks of motion increases

tremendously with the number of objects and the number of periods

of rotation. Thus ten rods on his disk give in one half-revolution as

a minimum 3,628,800 possibilities and as a maximum 35,184,372,-

088,832, according to the arrangement of the rods on the disk.

For one whole revolution the maximum is of the order of magni-

tude of 1.2 X lo^’^. Metzger’s subjects observed occasionally groups

of more than ten members during a great number of revolutions,

and yet could realize at the utmost only a handful of different tracks.

Space and the Sense Modalities. After we have learned from the

last investigation the great power of Wertheimer’s laws of organ-

ization, we derive a new insight into the nature of perceived space

from an investigation by Galli. In stroboscopic motion one process

fuses with another process, and that even when the two processes

are different in respect of colour, size, and shape. But in all ex-

periments so far reported the different objects stroboscopically pre-

sented belonged to the same sense modality, they were all visual

objects (that they may both be acoustic or tactual has been previously

mentioned). But what will happen if two objects successively pre-

sented belong to different sense modalities, if, e.g., a light and sound,

or a light and contact, are combined ? If visual, tactual, and acoustic

space were three different spaces, related to each other merely by

experience, such presentation should lead to no impression of mo-

tion, since according to our theory this impression implies that one

and the same psychophysical process travels through (one and the

same) space. If, therefore, stroboscopic motion can be produced by

impressions of different sense modalities, we must, in accordance

with our theory, conclude that perceptual space is one and that it can

be filled with objects of different sense modalities. The experiment

has clearly decided in favour of the second alternative. Galli could

produce stroboscopic motion by combining two or three stimuli

belonging to the modalities of sight, hearing and touch. The sub-

jects experienced again and again the motion of one moving object
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which “affected them” in different ways. These experiments throw

a new light on the dynamics of motion and on the structure of per-

ceptual space.

CONCLUSIONS AS TO THE NATURE OF BEHAVIOURAL THINGS

Before we close this chapter we shall evaluate its results for the

problem of thingness. All through our discussion of the perceptual

field the distinction of things and framework has proved to be

essential. In Chapter III we established three main characteristics

of things, viz., shaped boundedness, dynamic properties, and con-

stancy. The first of these has been treated sufficiently in the fourth

chapter, so that we need not amplify this point. This chapter has,

however, brought together a great deal of knowledge about the

two other characteristics. As a matter of fact these two are closely

connected with each other and will be treated in conjunction. From
the point of view of these aspects one is tempted to hazard the

following broad generalization of the bulk of our previous discus-

sion : the response to a change of stimulation will be such that things

retain their properties as much as possible. In the field of motion

we found the principle operative; such fusions of processes and

such paths were preferred as kept the things as intact as conditions

permitted. One aspect of this is the stability of things while we move
our eyes, for in this case the shape of the retinal images is constandy

changed, and yet the things do not change their shape. The same

effects are demonstrated by constancy of shape and size. Turn an

object and thereby change its retinal image, the shape of the per-

ceived thing will remain relatively unaltered, the change of the

retinal image resulting in change of orientation. The application to

size and distance is simple. And even brightness and colour con-

stancy fall under the same general rule: change of objective illumina-

tion produces primarily a change in perceived illumination (or

brightness) but not in the colour properties of the perceived things.

Constancy of shape and size is coupled with motility either of the

things or the observer. The fact that things can move phenomenally,

and that the Ego of the observer is in this respect a thing, makes it

possible that they retain their shape when their retinal images

change. Conversely, motion is only possible because in the change

of retinal patterns constant perceptual things are produced. Both

propositions are different aspects of one and the same fact of organ-

ization. A thing is a particularly well integrated part of the total

field. The stronger its integration, the stronger the forces which
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hold it together, the more constant will it be in changes of stimula-

tion, a conclusion which seems well supported by facts.^®

Constancy as used in the preceding argument has not quite the

same meaning as in our discussion of the different “constancies.”

Then we referred to appearances of the same thing at different mo-
ments of time which could be separated by arbitrarily long intervals.

Now we mean chiefly those cases in which during a continuous

change of stimulation the things maintain their properties. Never-

theless the two aspects must be related, although this relation is as

yet by no means clear; moreover it involves memory, which we have

so far excluded from our discussion. In later chapters the problem

of things persisting through time will therefore be takeA up again.

As things, phenomenal objects have definite properties. Apart

from their resistance to distortion we have encountered their im-

penetrability (p. 275), and their inertia, according to which bigger

objects move more slowly than smaller ones (p. 291). This corre-

spondence between phenomenal and real things is, according to our

theory, not primarily a matter of experience—although we do not

deny that experience may influence thing properties—but the direct

result of organization. Psychophysically, the process distributions

which correspond to perceived things must in several respects be

similar to physical things, and therefore we must, on the basis of

isomorphism, conclude that behavioural things have autochthonously

characteristics similar to real things. Here, as in so many other fields,

a purely empiristic theory is bound to run in a vicious circle. Our
theory avoids not only this but at the same time a Kantian aprior-

ism.
SUMMARY

In these last chapters we have tried to fill in the frame provided

by our final answer to the question: Why do things look as they do?

We have studied organization in a great variety of aspects and

have reached a consistent, though surely as yet very incomplete,

theory of perception. At the same time we have tried to give a pic-

ture of what we mean by organization, an insight into the aims and

method of our theoretical approach. In this respect these chapters

should serve as an introduction to the following ones in which

the scope of our investigation will be broadened. But in the wider

scope of our future investigations we shall be guided by the same

methodological principles and shall find the great power of the

laws of organization which we established in our discussion.

Compare, for instance, one of Beyrl’s results reported in Chapter III, pp. 93 f.
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THE RESULTS OF BEHAVIOUR

Psychology is concerned with behaviour, and behaviour is, of all

natural events, one of the most interesting. Let us compare the

earth as it was before life appeared on it with what it is now, to

give substance to this claim of ours. Then we would have to com-

pare a ''pure” landscape such as we may now find in polar regions

or on the top of the highest mountains with our big cities, our

villages, our harbours, and our tilled fields. As a purely geographical

event the change is stupendous. Ore has been dug out of the

bowels of the earth, has been purified, made into iron and steel, and

these are now girding the globe in railway tracks, supporting the

huge buildings of our cities, racing over oceans, and working for

us day and night in our various machines. Similarly the coal de-

posits have been opened up and millions and millions of tons of

coal are being consumed to make our engines go and to protect

us against the harshness of our climate. Rivers have been deflected,

valleys have been flooded, the rank growth of vegetation has been

forced to give way to a regular alternation of crops of a few plants

necessary for the support of men. Cities have sprung up, each of

them being a system of such a complex structure and of such order

as never existed before man appeared and had time to develop his

civilization. And the strangest things happen in these cities: there

are buildings, filled every night with crowds of people who watch

in semi-darkness a white screen and listen to sounds produced by

306
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an intricate machinery, there are other buildings in which men
• flock to stare at pieces of canvas cpvered with paints, and still other

ones where men sit quietly turning over the leaves of curious ob-

jects called books, books which need other men and big machines

to be produced. And then there are funny strips of paper called

money, which pass from person to person, are kept in great numbers
in other kinds of buildings called banks, and which govern the

behaviour of the buzzing millions and millions of men. I could

go on indefinitely describing mere geographical differences between

the world devoid of life and the world as it is today; and all these

momentous changes are due to behaviour.

No wonder, then, that we, the behaving agents, are interested in

this our own behaviour, our interest in behaviour being itself be-

haviour. But great as this interest is, and essential as I deem it for

the future of our civilization, historically it appears late, and is sec-

ondary. The particular behaviour which is “interest in behaviour” is

necessarily posterior to behaviour which is “interest in the world.”

At first we are concerned with getting food and shelter and warmth,

only then with ourselves, as the providers of these necessities, and

our activities in this labour.

THE PROBLEM OF BEHAVIOUR

I shall not develop this historical theme. Rather, I shall begin with

the problem as it faces us today. We see what behaviour has done

and we want to explain it; for by now we have developed a par-

ticular type of behaviour, called science, which turns back on itself

and tries in this enterprise to follow the methods which it has de-

veloped in other fields.

Can Its Solution Proceed Unconcerned with Its Orderly and
Meaningful Results? But if we want to explain behaviour, be-

haviour which has been such a powerful agent in the world, can we
ever hope to succeed if, right at the outset, we forget what behaviour

has accomplished? That is to say, must we not, in order to explain

behaviour, first gain some knowledge about those universal aspects

of behaviour which have been responsible for its success? Will it do

to introduce explanatory principles indifferent to the results of be-

haviour, principles which would explain as well, or better, utter

chaos, when in reality we have civilization, chaotic as this civiliza-

tion may appear at the moment if measured in terms of civilization?

Can we use principles which by themselves would make the prob-

ability of any kind of civilization, nay, of any survival of men and

animals, infinitely small, calling the fact that this improbability
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has come to be realized by the name of chance ? Or would not such

an explanation be ultimately the abandonment of any explanation?

Provided we knew what happened in every nerve, every muscle,

every separate part of our organism during our behaviour acts,

would that explain our railway systems, our literature, art and

music, and our science? These processes would be exactly the same

if a man transported a stone from a place A to a place B whether

this was a mere transportation or a part in the great activity of

building a pyramid or a Gothic cathedral. Man’s behaviour, how-
ever, has been very definitely of the type of building rather than

of mere transporting. Can, then, any attempt at an explanation of

behaviour hope to succeed which excludes this fact from its funda-

mental principles? Otherwise expressed, in terms introduced in our

first chapter, can a science of behaviour even begin without the cate-

gories of order and meaning?

Mechanism Leads to Vitalism. Any attempt to proceed in such a

way will find, sooner or later, that it can never accomplish its task

—

that behaviour as the agency that created civilization, behaviour even

that preserves the individual for a definite span of time in the ever-

changing environment, remains the same X in the equation that we
started with. And therefore any such attempt has always led to a

dead wall. The human mind, unwilling to be stopped by such an

obstacle, has built itself ladders to climb across it; i.e., it has intro-

duced a new principle, totally alien to and different from the prin-

ciples which kept it from its goal. The dualisms, or pluralisms,

which we introduced in the first chapter, have been the necessary

results of all such attempts. Since mechanistic theories, to call them
by the name which they gave themselves, always failed to explain

why behaviour is orderly rather than chaotic, these theories were

supplemented by vitalism, which attributed order and meaning to a

new agent, inherently endowed with order and meaning and ca-

pable of imposing them on mechanistic nature. At the very begin-

ning we refused to accept such a solution, and later on we showed
how order and meaning can be kept in the theoretical system with-

out such a deus ex machina. This was done in the field of perception.

Humphrey’s General Principle: Conservation and Develop-

ment. Our first aim must therefore be to achieve the same end in the

field of behaviour. *'The organism may be said to behave as an in-

tricate system of material processes, tending actively to maintain a

complex pattern under constantly changing conditions” (Humphrey,

P- 4i)-

This proposition, amply developed by its author, gives us such a
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first principle. It claims that the organism is a peculiar kind of sys-

tem, a kind, however, which may also be found in the inorganic

world, and which is so constituted that all its reactions have a con-

servative tendency. We may also say: if we consider the organism
and its (geographical) environment as one system, then any dis-

turbance of the equilibrium of this system will end in the re-

establishment of an equilibrium which is also an equilibrium for the

organism alone; ^ the equilibrium of the organism, then, is a stable

equilibrium inasmuch as it re-establishes itself after a disturbance. Of
course this is not strictly true; the new equilibrium of a living or-

ganism will never be quite the same as the old. Thus, what actually

happens is not a mere conservation of pattern, but its development.

The system is conservative and evolving at the same time. Were
it not conservative, were it to become perpetually different at suc-

cessive instants, it would never be the same organism long enough
for us to call it so. Were it only conservative so as to revert always

to exactly the same condition, it would not be an organism. “Ob-

jectively considered organic identity is then rather far removed

from the continued identity of an inert thing. . . . Not identity of

matter, nor identity of form, gives it, but a spatio-temporal unity of

developing and changing form; we may say that the gradually

changing pattern of any organic system is a single long event, con-

ditioned by external change, at the same time regulated from within,

and taking place, as do all events in our experience, in four dimen-

sions, three of space and one of time” (Humphrey, pp. 54-5).

Humphrey has investigated what properties of systems make such

behaviour possible. Instead of following him in his very general ap-

proach, which encompasses parts of physics and chemistry, physio-

logy and psychology, we shall stick to specific psychological prob-

lems and see how his general principle is borne out there.

One more word before we begin. The general principle which we
took over from Humphrey seems at first sight far removed from the

kind of principle we wanted, a principle, namely, which would en-

visage at the outset the orderly and meaningful results of behaviour.

What has Humphrey’s principle to do with civilization? That it

cannot be sufficient is obvious. It applies to animals as well as to

men, but animals have not produced a civilization. Granting this,

acknowledging that we have to do more, we can still see that the

principle at least starts us on the right road towards finding this

needed more. For in the first place it excludes chaos as the result of

behaviour, and in the second, by taking into account the develop-

^ The reader is referred back to our definition of behaviour in Chapter II, p. 32.
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merit of the system, it leaves a place for such behaviour results as v^e

call civilization. In that sense it fulfils the demand which we made.

It will be our task to fill in the gaps and to show what are the

distinguishing characteristics that lead human behaviour so far

beyond the results achieved by animals. But in outline even this

answer may be anticipated : the new equilibria which organic

systems establish depend upon the disturbances to which the old

ones are exposed. Therefore we might expect the possibility of dis-

turbances and thereby the possibility of equilibria to be enormously

increased in the phylogenetic series and most particularly in the step

from the subhuman to the human.

REFLEXES

Traditional Theory. The traditional theory of action begins with

the so-called reflexes, i.e., with relatively isolated movements elicited

by relatively isolated stimuli; the knee jerk and the contraction and

dilation of the pupil may serve as examples. Traditional theory uses

these reflexes in two ways: first it makes an extremely simple hy-

pothesis about their occurrence, an hypothesis based on certain

anatomical findings, and secondly it postulates these simple reflexes

as the elements out of which by mere combination all our actions

have been developed. In both respects the reflex theory is the direct

counterpart of the sensation theory which we discussed in our third

chapter, and in both respects it is equally unsatisfactory. Since I have

discussed this theory at great length in an earlier book (1928, Chap.

Ill, §§4 and 5), and since it is rapidly disappearing from the system

of psychology, if not from the text books, I shall be very brief here.

A reflex as a process found its explanation in a structure, the so-

called reflex-arc, consisting of an afferent neurone, an efferent neu-

rone, and ordinarily one or more intermediate connecting neurones.

Excitation started at one end would travel over the whole arc, the

stimulus would elicit the response. It is obvious that this theory is of

the type which, a short time ago, we characterized as not very likely

to give a satisfactory explanation of behaviour; for this theory lacks

any principle from which the orderliness and meaningfulness of be-

haviour could follow. The organism being endowed with an enor-

mous number of reflex arcs, a great many of which are being stim-

ulated at the same time, how does it happen that the resulting be-

haviour is orderly, that it conserves the system, instead of changing

it by every reaction.? Moreover, one pattern of stimulation follows

upon another, and in this sequence a great deal is perfecdy hap-
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hazard; and yet behaviour is not haphazard, but purposive, goal-

directed, i.e., orderly and meaningful.

Eye-movements. Let us then discuss a whole set of reflexes whose
role in the total behaviour of the organism is patent, our eye-move-

ments. Each eye has six external muscles attached to the bulb which
can move it in its orbit, these six pairs of muscles being innervated

by three different cranial nerves originating in a number of different

cortical centres. Besides, each eye has the internal ciliary muscle^

which controls accommodation. Thus, anatomically, the complexity

of the oculomotor system is enormous. This system produces three

distinguishable kinds of movements: (i) accommodation, (2) fix-

ation and pursuit, (3) convergence.

Accommodation. We have already discussed the first rather amply
(Chapter IV, pp. 74 and ii9f.). Accommodation means the creation

of the best possible conditions for clear organization. Equilibrium is

achieved when articulation is clear, i.e., when the sensory processes

have attained a maximum property. If no clear articulation is possi-

ble, as when we look at a screen with a badly focussed picture upon

it, the oculomotor system is under constant stress, our eyes begin to

ache. Accommodation has all the characteristics of a true reflex, it

is automatic and occurs “unconsciously,” we have no notion of its

taking place. But in terms of the stimulus arc theory: What is the

stimulus for accommodation.^ The same retinal elements that were

stimulated before accommodation took place are still stimulated

afterwards, though somewhat differently. But there is no systematic

way of describing this difference except by referring it to its success,

the ensuing organization of visual processes. Thus this first example

shows the helplessness of the pure reflex arc theory and gives at the

same time an indication of a true theory: the reflex as a part event

in a larger process of good organization.

Fixation and Pursuit. Although we have not discussed the second

function of the oculomotor system, fixation and pursuit, directly, we
have used it as an example when we derived the figure-function of

the retinal centre. We connected it then with the fact that if the vis-

ual organization was a figure on a homogeneous ground, the eyes

would move in such a way as to create the conditions for this figure

to be as much figured as possible by making it the enclosed part, i.e.,

by shifting it on to the centre, by fixating it. We might add that un-

der such simple conditions the balance of the whole field would be

most stable if the figure were in the centre, since this is the condition

^ We exclude from our discussion the sphincter pupillae, which regulates the width
of the pupil.
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of greatest symmetry. Our explanation of fixation in this simple case,

then, is exactly the same as our explanation of accommodation: a

movement of the receptor organ occurring in such a way that the

organization resulting from the stimulation of the receptor is as

good as possible.

Let us compare this explanation with the current one. “When
carefully examined, these processes reveal a complicated and finely

differentiated system of interconnections between the impression of

light upon separate points of the retina and the specialized im-

pulses of eye-movements. Stricdy speaking, a different movement
must arise from every retinal point; therefore every fibre of the

optic nerve must have a different central connection with the motor

nerves which innervate eye-movements’’ (Biihler, 1924, pp. 103 f.).

I have argued against this explanation on several grounds (1928,

pp. 78 f.). In the first place it has to be remembered that from each

retina there issue about one million sensory fibres, so that all in all

two million of such separate connections must exist. We should

not, however, be frightened by mere numbers. What should give us

pause is the much more startling fact that all these two million con-

nections must be arranged in such a way that by their mere arrange-

ment they give rise to the orderly result of fixation. The observed

fact is, e.g., that wherever in a dark room a point of light appears,

it will be fixated; otherwise expressed: the end state, projection

of the solitary point on the fovea, will be reached whatever the initial

state, i.e., wherever this point of light was originally projected. Who
or what produced this arrangement? It was this difficulty that led

men like Helmholtz to have recourse to an empiristic theory even

for eye-movements, a theory which is as futile here as in other fields

and as little in accord with the observed facts. Yet a rejection of the

empiristic explanation does not improve the case for the nativistic

one. Our concise formulation of the actual event, independence of

the final state from the initial one,® points directly to a different kind

of explanation, for the feature is common to a great number of

purely physical events which occur without any such system of spe-

cial connections as was assumed in the nativistic theory of fixation

movements. A swinging weight suspended by a string will even-

tually come to rest in the same position no matter in what direction

or how far it had been swung out, because in this position the actual

forces, gravitation on the one hand and the elasticity of the string

on the other, are in perfect equilibrium.

®See Kohler, 1927 a, and Humphrey.
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In the second place I have argued that the case as presented by
Biihler is oversimplified. For although the end result is independent

of the initial position of the eyes, the actual moverpents by which
this end result is achieved are not. Therefore, instead of the two
million connections which we found it necessary to assume before,

we have to postulate many times two million such connections; if

the first system possessed in itself a negligibly small probability, this

probability is still indefinitely diminished. In the third place I re-

ferred to some transplantation experiments by Marina which refute

this theory directly, and which I shall omit here. Instead I shall offer

a fourth argument, viz., that the theory involves the experience

error, that without it it cannot produce a stimulus for the response;

in short I shall show that in this respect fixation and pursuit are

similar to accommodation.

In the experiment so far described, a single point of light in a

dark room, no difficulty seems to appear. But as far as fixation goes

this case is no different from the opposite one: a homogeneous light

field with a black spot emerging somewhere. In ordinary life con-

ditions are much more complex. If we disregard for the moment the

influence exerted on fixation by our attitudes and interests there is

still the case of our eyes roaming around and coming to rest now
on this object, now on that, but not, as a rule, on the intervening

space. Then there are the pursuit movements in which our gaze

follows a moving object, and lastly there is the fact that we turn

our eyes also in the direction of a sound which suddenly breaks

in upon us, a reaction which Lowenfeld found to be typical for the

infant at three months.

What inferences can we draw from these four instances? If a dark

point on a light background has the same effect as a light point on a

dark background, then the stimulus as a physical event is no longer

defined. In this case the whole retina is stimulated except for the

one point which elicits the reaction. It is therefore in either case not

a point stimulus that starts the reflex movement, but a stimulus in-

homogeneity, and the movement takes place in such a way that

this stimulus inhomogeneity is brought into the centre of the retina.

Formulated in this way the fact of fixation no longer indicates any-

thing like that complex system of neural connections which the

nativistic theory assumes. For the cause of the whole process is no

longer located in one retinal point, the peripheral starting point of

the reflex, but resides in the total retina, or a part sufficiently large

to give rise to inhomogeneous stimulation. Now we know that such

inhomogeneous stimulation will give rise to a segregated figure,
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and we understand the whole process as a process of articulation

and balancing of the visual field.

The fact that our roaming eyes are directed by contours and come
to rest on things (not on the background) emphasizes the same
point. The whole retina is again stimulated, each point is connected

with a different eye-movement; why then are certain parts of the

stimulus pattern carried into the fovea and not others? Unanswer-

able from the point of view of a mechanistic or machine-like reflex

theory, which again cannot assign the proper stimulus to this effect,

and easily explicable when the eye-movements are considered in

conjunction with the total process of field organization. I need not

repeat the argument for the pursuit movement, and turn now to the

fixation of a sound. The function of this response is essentially the

same as that of all the other fixations, viz., to bring the momen-
tarily outstanding figure into the centre of the field. The only new
fact added by this case is that this figure may be an auditory as well

as a visual one. Thus this case involves no new principle from our

point of view. But what about the reflex theory of eye-movement?

What is here the initial peripheral end of the arc ?

Convergence. We turn now to the last oculomotor funcdon, con-

vergence. This is a binocular function par excellence, for it guaran-

tees that at any one moment as many points of external space as pos-

sible will be projected on corresponding points on the two retinae.

No doubt, there exists an anatomical substratum for this function;

as Hering, who compared the two eyes to a team of horses guided

by the same rein, pointed out long ago (1868, p. 3), the two

eyes will move together also if one of them is excluded from the

act of vision. But we have learned that the existence of an anatomi-

cal structure may be primarily the effect of a function, which in its

turn it influences only secondarily. That this must be the true state

of affairs in our case is amply proven by the ease with which the

normal co-operation of the eyes can be altered provided such altera-

tion serves the end of vision. Hold a prism of not too great a re-

fracting power in front of one of your eyes; you will not see things

double. Let us assume that the eyes remained in their position when
this deflecting device was introduced; then the same external points

would no longer be projected on corresponding points of the two

eyes, since everything would remain unchanged in the unobstructed

eye, while the retinal pattern would be shifted on the other. There-

fore we should see everything doubled, and the fact that we do not,

proves that eye-movements have taken place so as to re-establish the
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old condition in which a maximum of points of external space was

projected on corresponding points.

Therefore, although an anatomical structure for co^nvergence ex-

ists, we must seek our explanation of convergence elsewhere. We use

a case of eye-movements about which Kohler has made a great

number of as yet unpublished experiments to prove his theory,

which will underlie the new discussion as it did the preceding one.^

We start with a fact known from our study of spatial organization,

the law of proximity. Two similar objects in our field of vision

will attract each other with a force decreasing with the distance be-

tween them. When ordinarily we look at two parallel lines fairly

close to each other this force will have no measurable effect of dis-

placing them.® But distribute these lines over the two eyes by means
of a stereoscope or haploscope, and the effect of this force will at once

become apparent. One line only will be seen, the eyes moving auto-

matically in such a way as to bring the two lines on corresponding

lines in the two eyes. The same principle explains why ordinarily we
do not see things doubled. Let us consider a case of ordinary fixa-

tion, our fixation point being the centre of a vertical line. Any slight

oscillation in the state of convergence would produce a slight dis-

parity of the two lines and thereby a slight doubling. But at once

forces of attraction would arise which because of the very small

distance would be very strong and would, therefore, at once in-

nervate the eye muscles in such a way that the lines would be

pulled together again, that perfect convergence would be re-estab-

lished. Thus our explanation of the lack of double images becomes

dynamic. We can grant the existence of an anatomical structure

which facilitates normal co-ordination of the two eyes—a structure

which will have been built up by the function in the general man-
ner which we described above in discussing the structural differ-

ence of centre and periphery of the retina (p. 207), but we cannot

admit that such a structure would be perfect enough to exclude

any double images without special forces. No fixation is perfect,

slight tremor movements occurring during all continued fixation.

This again is understandable, since a slight displacement on the

retina identical in both eyes changes the field organization in a

negligibly small degree. On the other hand, with the fixation

“mechanism” not perfect, how can we assume a perfect convergence

^ See Kohler, 1925 b.

® As far as I am aware, no attempt has yet been made to measure such an effect.

It does not, however, seem quite impossible to do so. That, however, under conditions

of short successive exposure such alteration occurs as may reduce the distance to less

than half its normal size has been proved by Scholz (see above, pp. 286 f.).
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mechanism? But we must not overlook the difference between the

two cases, for here the slightest deviation from perfection will arouse

strong forces which at once push the system back into a normal

position. Thus convergence is a beautiful example of Humphrey’s

conservative tendency, of the stability of organic equilibria.

Let us summarize our position. The traditional nativistic theory

was unable to cope with accommodation, and in order to explain

fixation it had to assume an enormously complex structure, working

with an unheard-of perfection in an orderly manner, the order

being due to the structure, and therefore no “real” order but only

accidental order.® Our theory has to make one assumption only,

viz., that the condition of the perceptual field may, by starting and

“steering” it, influence the oculomotor system. This assumption is

inherent in the traditional theory in the concept of the reflex arc,

the centripetal excitation arousing a centrifugal one. Our assump-

tion is more general and at the same time a much more powerful

theoretical tool. For from this assumption all the rest follows: if

communication between the sensory and the motor system exists

—and this existence is not in doubt—then these two systems become
part-systems of a larger system, the final equilibrium being an

equilibrium of this larger system. The best equilibrium would,

therefore, be that in which not only the larger system would be

balanced, but also each of the two part systems by itself. Since the

equilibrium of the oculomotor system, due chiefly to the arrange-

ments of the eye muscles and the strains resulting therefrom, seems

to be accomplished when the eyes are slightly divergent, such per-

fect equilibrium can never be accomplished so long as visual per-

ception occurs. Consequently each actual equilibrium obtained dur-

ing vision is an equilibrium against the motor system. However,

over a wide range of positions the strains in the oculomotor system

are very small, so that the forces originating in the sensory system

determine the final equilibrium. Only with extreme positions of

the eyes will the stresses in the oculomotor system assume high

values, and then they have to be considered as determining factors

in the final balance. If we try to fixate a point to our extreme left

or right, it will quickly split up into double images, the forces of

attraction in the sensory field being no longer strong enough to

overcome the opposed forces of the oculomotor system.

Eye-movements, considered as typical reflexes, thus find their ex-

® The reader should turn back to our discussion of physiological patterns. Chapter
II, pp. 58 £., where the same issue, real vs. purely geometrical, was raised.
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planation, not in facts of anatomical structure, but in facts of sys-

temic equilibria produced by processes of organization.

Reflexes as Special Cases of Humphrey’s Principle. We can see

now how hopelessly wrong the attempt was to explain behaviour

by the combination of reflexes of the reflex-arc theory type. Instead

we shall derive from our discussion the clue that behaviour must be

explained in harmony with Humphrey’s principles, as a process of

the establishment of equilibrium.

The “Totally-Unconscious” Reflexes. We shall now briefly

discuss the reflexes which have no conscious counterpart whatso-

ever, like most of our tonic reflexes which regulate incessantly the

tone of our entire musculature and thereby preserve our poise and

balance. Are they to be explained according to our conception or

do they at least fall under the old reflex-arc scheme? I have no

doubt that the first is true, and that the equilibrium they serve

to maintain is an equilibrium of organization in lower brain centres

and the spinal cord. The simplicity and rigidity which under cer-

tain conditions distinguish such reflexes must be due to the fact

that under these conditions the sub-system whose equilibrium is dis-

turbed and re-established is comparatively small and relatively well

isolated from the rest. When we extended our psychophysical field

beyond the confines of the behavioural environment (see Chapter II,

p. 50) the reflexes were among our reasons for doing so. It is not

the purpose of this book to follow up this idea, but this remark

was necessary lest the reader should think it possible that at least

for some reflexes the traditional theory were tenable. The reader

more specifically interested in this problem may turn to Goldstein’s

papers on the subject.

Reflexes and Organizations as “Silent” and “Non-Silent.” An-
other point is more important in our context. We have, as a rule,

no direct knowledge of the dynamics of our eye-movements. Of
the movements of accommodation and convergence this is com-

pletely true, while we frequently know that our eyes have wandered,

resting first on this, then on that object. But even here our aware-

ness of our eye-movements, or, otherwise expressed, the eye-move-

ments in our behavioural world—where of course they belong to

the behavioural Ego and not to the behavioural environment—may
be very different from the real eye-movements. Before psychologists

became interested in the subject, nobody knew, e.g., what kind of

eye-movements we execute when we read. It was thought, because

that was what everybody who is aware of his eye-movements while

reading experiences, that the eyes moved continuously over the line,
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while we now know that the eyes are at rest most of the time, mak-

ing no more than three or four fast sweeps while a line of print

is read. But more often than not we are not aware of these move-

ments at all. When we are not, the whole interplay of forces de-

scribed in the preceding discussion has no counterpart in experi-

ence, just as the interplay of forces that produces sensory organ-

ization remains almost entirely outside experience (which contains

only the result of these dynamics). Kohler, who was the first to

emphasize this aspect of sensory organization, called it “silent or-

ganization” (1929, p. 371). The silence then refers also to the move-

ments which contribute to this organization.

Our fixation and pursuit movements, however, are, as we have

mentioned, not always silent. But the fact that their experience is

by no means always veridical is significant. We add to the instance

of the eye-movements during reading, two other cases: it has hap-

pened in many experimental investigations that the subjects, in-

structed to fixate a certain object during a definite interval, reported

that their eyes had remained perfectly steady, while objective

records show that the eyes had made distinct, sometimes quite con-

siderable, movements; on the other hand a subject who follows the

contours of an after-image figure, without moving his eyes, has the

distinct impression that his eyes have taken part in the exploration

(Rubin). Thus the experience of eye-movements is in such cases

not due to any separate sensations from the bulbs or muscles of

the eyes, but a result of the total field organization, just as perceived

motion of an object may not be due to the real movement of the

object as in induced movement.
In one respect, however, fixation really goes beyond these limits:

it happens that we feel our eyes riveted to a certain object, that we
cannot avert them and that when, with great power of will, we
have looked elsewhere, we find an almost irresistible compulsion to

turn our eyes back to this fascinating object. Here the force which
controls our fixation is revealed in experience, here the motor side

of our act of vision is no longer “silent.” But in these cases the eyes

are not merely indifferent receptor organs which work for us with-

out telling us of their work; in such cases the eyes are very definitely

parts of our Ego, and not only the eyes, our whole Ego is in such

cases pulled in the direction of the attracting object. Therefore this

case leads us beyond such cases of action as happen without partici-

pation of the Ego.

We have just dealt with the second point of our program, de-

veloped at the end of the second chapter, and must now turn to the
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third, take a new step, long deferred and often anticipated, and
introduce the Ego. The stage is set, enter the hero of the play.

THE EGO

But how is he to introduce himself? What are his opening lines

to be? Many modern psychological text books, if not the majority

of them, are surprisingly reticent about this question. As a matter

of fact, they give you to understand that psychology has nothing to

do with the Ego or the Self, that the Self has to disappear from
psychology as completely as the soul. The lonely voice of Miss

Calkins, who waged a gallant fight for a Self-psychology, remained

unheeded, nor did the way in which McDougall treated the Self in

his system influence the current of psychological theory. Too much
philosophical speculation had clustered round the Self-concept to

make it acceptable to scientific-minded psychologists. They wanted

facts, observable data, and so they turned their trained introspec-

tion on the alleged self and found either nothing or kinaesthetic

sensations or feelings, but no special element, the Self. This is not

surprising; for because of their systematic preconceptions they had

to use a mental microscope in their search for an empirical founda-

tion of the Self. But one will never discover that such things as

faces exist if one looks through a microscope.

The same psychologists who treated the Ego in this manner and
saw it disappear from psychology treated shapes, things, motions,

no better. If motion is nothing but a “grey flash” the Ego may well

be nothing but “kinaesthetic sensations from the lower trunk or

from parts of the body in strained position” (Titchener, 1911, p.

547). Since we have established the reality of shapes, things, and

motions, we shall have much less difficulty in establishing the real-

ity of the Ego.

Indeed, it has proved impossible to discuss the behavioural en-

vironment without including the Ego. On the one hand we found the

environment itself dependent upon the Ego, its attention and atti-

tudes. On the other hand we found the orientation of the Ego estab-

lished pari passu with the organization of the spatial framework.

Both these groups of facts will be utilized as clues for our introduc-

tion of the Ego, but we deal first with the second, localization, orien-

tation and motion of the Ego, since it is in a direct line with our

preceding discussion.

The Ego as a Field Object The Problem of Its Segregation. For
in these last respects the Ego seems to behave like any other segre-

gated object in the field. Is there then any justification for treating
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the Ego in this way? Our first question should be: What are the

segregating forces ? I do not think that this question has as yet been

formulated, and therefore any answer to be given in the following

paragraphs must needs be provisional and incomplete. But if the

Ego, in however many respects it may differ from the other field

objects, is to be treated as an object in the field, we must know at

least that there are possible factors which may produce its segrega-

tion. We have advisedly used the term “Ego” without a proper

definition, for no such definition could at the start of our discus-

sion be adequate; the Ego cannot even be said to be constant, to be

confined within unchanging limits. A possible test of such limits is

an exploration of the means by which an Ego may be touched, in-

sulted or elated. Imagine a sensitive person in the society of a vulgar

and boisterous crowd. His Ego will shrink as a means of protection

from their crude outbreaks of emotion. He will, to use popular

parlance, which is probably nearer the truth than we ordinarily

think, withdraw into his shell. To go further, there is the

martyr at the stake; the shell into which he has withdrawn ex-

cludes even his body, whose mutilations cannot affect his Ego any

more. That, on the other hand, under more normal conditions our

body belongs to our Ego seems obvious. It is I who drove the ball

into the corner of my opponent’s court just clearing the net, I who
sprinted the 100 yards, I who climbed the difficult “chimney,” this

“I” not being a spiritual point somewhere but something of which

my body, which after all did all these things, forms an integral part.

Or look at the other side of the picture: deformities, moles,

false teeth, the falling out of our hair, all these things we try to

conceal as best we can; and there is nothing that hurts Miss N’s Ego
more than Mr. M’s remark that she is not half so good-looking as

her friend.

But the skin need by no means be the boundary surface of the

Ego. Miss N would feel almost as insulted if the gentleman had
said that her friend was so much better dressed than she. Indeed

our clothes, which, as Fliigel remarks, form an intermediate layer

between ourselves and the outside world, may easily become a true

part of our Ego. In the perfect dandy they have even reached the

centre of his self.

The confines may be still wider. Mrs. P will think Miss Q an
odious person and a bad teacher because Miss Q finds Mrs. P’s

little boy a lazy and stupid brat. Her Ego has been touched through

her child, just because her child belongs to her Ego. This is a grim
truth, a truth which lies at the bottom of many a struggle that
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often enough has a tragic quality, the struggle of the young to free

themselves from the parents. But even the family is not the limit;

you can rouse violent emotions in a good citizen by attacking the

Republican or the Tory party. We need not continue. The limits

of the Ego will vary from case to case, and with the same person in

different situations. There are conditions which will contract the

boundaries of the Ego, like a great sorrow, a cruel disappointment,

and there are others which will expand it, until it may embrace

practically the whole world, as in states of true ecstasy.

But this inconstant boundary is not a feature entirely peculiar

to the Ego, without any counterpart in the external (behavioural)

world. Here is a billiard ball, a thing in itself. But now we see the

whole billiard table, of which the ball is only one item; and now
we watch the progress of the game, and here the whole table has

become part of a greater unit, the game. The expansion is not a con-

tinuous process, but goes by leaps and bounds prescribed by the

boundaries of higher units. Just so with the Ego. From our skin to

our clothes, from them to our families, and so forth. This remark

was not added to minimize the specific character of the Ego, but to

allay the criticism that the inconstancy of boundary by itself proved

futile our attempt to treat the Ego as an object in the field.

Granted, then, that the boundary of the Ego is variable, it is

still in each case a boundary, and our question remains, What forces

produce it?

First Step Towards the Solution of Our Problem. This question,

although not formulated in general terms, has been given a partial

answer by Kohler as far as the bodily Ego or at least the visible

bodily Ego is concerned (1929, pp. 224 f.). I sit at my desk writing

this book. The top of the desk, my writing pad, my pen, are dis-

tinct, well-segregated units in my behavioural environment. Where
is my pen.? It is held by my hand, my hand being exactly such a

unit in my field as pen and pad and desk top. The forces which

segregate my hand from the pen are of the same kind as those

which segregate pad and desk top, those forces which we have amply

discussed in our fourth chapter. The same is of course true of the

other parts of my body that I see. They are segregated and unified

in my visual field exactly as any part of the visual behavioural en-

vironment.

A Second Step: Why Does My Visually Segregated Hand Ap-
pear as “My” Hand? But there remains this question: Why do I see

this hand as my hand, this arm as my arm, and so forth, and not

merely as a familiar hand and arm, or Koffka’s hand and arm, just
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as I see X’s and Y’s hand and arm ? There is sufficient evidence to

believe that infants see parts of their bodies as external objects. An-

other argument of Kohler’s which I have heard him use in discus-

sion takes us a bit nearer to the answer of this question, which is

a psychological question par excellence, although it is not even

mentioned in our standard psychological texts. It starts with the

behavioural environment: yonder is the wall of the room; in front

of it is a desk; on that desk are various objects, nearer and nearer;

there are other walls to the right and the left, and other objects

between me and these walls; but space is not only in front and at

the sides, space is also, though less articulated, less clearly defined,

behind. That this last statement is true, though again not men-
tioned in psychological text books, can easily be demonstrated. Sup-

pose in lecturing I was standing on a platform behind which the

floor dropped for thousands of feet. The platform might be wide

enough for me to walk along it comfortably, but would I behave

on that platform as I would on an ordinary one ? Certainly not. The
fact that behind me there was empty space, dangerous empty space,

would determine my actions at every moment. Therefore my normal

activity on the platform is equally determined by the normal “be-

hind”; but that implies that the behind exists, that behavioural space

does not confront me but encloses me. Now then, Kohler’s argu-

ment continues, what is there between the last thing just in front

and the behind? Is space absolutely empty there? The answer is:

Certainly not; here, between the “in front” and the “behind,” is that

part of the behavioural world which I call my Ego. It has a very

definite place in that world, and well-defined, if variable, boundaries.

From this argument we can take the following answer to our

question: “in front,” “to the left and right,” “behind,” and “above

and below” are characteristics of space which it possesses with re-

gard to an object which serves as the origin of the system of spatial

co-ordinates. This object, then, is functionally different from all

others, inasmuch as it determines fundamental space aspects. There-

fore, we should expect this object to have properties different from

all others. And thus we have gained a first clue in our search; for

the object which we call Ego is in one decisive respect different

from all other objects, just as the term Ego implies a difference

between the object so designated and all other objects. This is a

first clue, no more. Only one side, and a relatively superficial one,

of the Ego can be the result of its role in space organization. But

with all this restriction we have got something to build upon, and

we can now give a first answer to the question why my hand, al-
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though it be organized by the same factors as a pen, a box, or an-

other hand, appears as “my hand.” It must, if it belongs to that

nuclear object which determines the “in front,” “behind,” “left

and right.”

A Last Step: Laws of Organization Applied. We are still far

removed from a complete theory of the Ego, we have not even
answered our first question yet as to the forces which segregate

this unit in the total field. But we have demonstrated that for mere
reasons of organization this unit must be of a peculiar kind. We
must now return to our question. In accordance with the principles

we have introduced in the beginning of the fourth chapter, there

could be no segregation in an entirely homogeneous field. There
we considered purely visual fields, and saw what they will be like

when they are completely homogeneous. But then we still had
the Ego; that is to say, we did not investigate those conditions

under which the total field is totally homogeneous. I doubt whether

it will ever be possible to produce such conditions in the laboratory,

for they are, of course, totally unnatural. But they do occur.

A Case of a Behavioural World Without an Ego. I know of

an extremely good example, the report of a famous mountain
climber who woke from a deep swoon low down in a crevasse. The
essay was written in 1893, I suppose soon after the experience, al-

though the author does not state this point explicitly. Professor

Eugen Guido Lammer, a teacher in Vienna, had made all by him-

self the first ascent of the Thurwieserspitze by the north face, a

sheer cliff of ice, and had returned over the west ridge to the glacier

below. The further descent led him through one of the worst

glaciers in the Eastern Alps, a glacier torn by a labyrinth of crevasses

covered by snow, which he crossed during the hottest hours of the

day when the snow, which in the morning had been hard and safe

to tread upon, had become softened by the heat of the sun. He
had almost come across this glacier when a snow bridge on which

he had stepped unawares gave way, and he fell into the chasm,

hitting the side walls of the crevasse several times and losing con-

sciousness. I now translate his description as literally as I can:

“.
. . fog . . . darkness . . . fog . . . whirring . . . grey veil with a

small lighter spot . . , fog . . . faint dawn ... a soft humming
. . . dull discomfort . . . fog . . . something has happened to

somebody . . . gloomy fog, and always that lighter point ... a

shivering shudder: something clammy . . . fog . . . how was it?

... an effort at thinking ... ah, still fog; but besides that light

point there outside, there emerges a second point inside: right, that
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is // . . . fog, dull ringing sound, frost ... a dream? . . . Yes,

indeed, a wild, wild, wild dream!—It has dreamed—no, rather I

have dreamed ...” ^ I shall not continue the quotation to the end,

the full awareness of the situation, nor relate how by his own
efforts the heroic climber succeeded in freeing himself. The part so

far quoted is sufficient for our discussion. It shows, provided the

description is correct, and its vividness and impressiveness makes

it very likely to be so, that phenomenally quite a long period of

time passed without an Ego, a period which began with as com-

plete a homogeneity as we can imagine. The Ego did not even

emerge with the first articulation of the field, the light point, not

even with the first feeling of discomfort, and apparently not even

with the first conscious thought, though it was this which led very

soon to the momentary establishment of the Self, which was, how-

ever, as yet quite unstable; it disappeared again and re-emerged with

greater stability and better organization, the experience appearing

as a dream.

Conclusions from This Case. Interesting as this last turn is, we
shall not discuss it here, but shall, instead, draw our conclusions:

the Ego, just as any other field object, does not become segregated

before the field possesses a sufficient amount of inhomogeneity. Let

us try to collect the different constituents of the field at the mo-
ment when the Ego emerged: there are visual data, dark fog with

a lighter point in it, auditory data, a soft humming, coenaesthetic

data, the dull discomfort, the shivering, which also indicates tem-

perature-sense data, and finally thought. All these data appear in

the same field, phenomenally and physiologically, i.e., in accordance

with the principle of isomorphism we assume that all these processes,

started from the various parts of the body, occur in the same brain

field. This is nothing new, since we have shown before that one and
the same space contains objects of different sensory qualities. At
first these various processes are spread more or less indiscriminately

over the entire field. And then organization takes place, the field

becomes bipolar, the visual figure, the light spot, becoming the one
pole (objectively the light spot was produced by the light coming
through a hole in a snow bridge halfway down the crevasse which
Lammer’s falling body had opened), and the Ego the other. We
may assume that this point forming the core of the Self will have

attracted to it the somatic data, while the auditory and visual data

will have remained with the external pole. How this point-core

^ I have been told that the experience on returning to consciousness after “laughing
gas'* is similar to this.
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itself was formed we do not know. It must have had a great deal

to do with the victim’s earlier Ego, his wishes, fears, determina-

tions, which are now brought into play. I am certain that an infant

would never experience a Self under such conditions; as a matter

of fact an infant will lead his life for a fairly long time without

an Ego organization, and a still longer period with a very fluctuat-

ing and unstable one.

But if we disregard the person’s history there is enough left to

make us understand the segregation of the Self, for there are on
the one hand the visual and auditory, on the other the somatic

data, including the general feeling of the cold. It looks as though

these latter had something in common which differentiated them
from the others so that they formed a unit by themselves whose
place in the total field would be determined by these others. We
would then assume that with no other than purely visual homo-
geneous stimulation the field would be nothing but fog, fog with-

out anything in it, not even a hole in the place where the Ego after-

wards appears. As long as there is nothing to break the homogeneity

of stimulation, there should be nothing to interrupt the fog which

would constitute the whole behavioural field. The segregation, then,

produced by inhomogeneity, would be due to the law of similarity,

equal processes consolidating themselves and segregating themselves

from others. The well-known fact that the data of the lower senses

are much less different from each other than those of the higher

ones tends to support our view, which would lead to the conclusion

that at an early evolutionary stage, ere the different senses became

separated, no Ego-world articulation will occur, a conclusion un-

fortunately not amenable to proof.

However, where such differences of sensory process occur. Ego
organization becomes possible, the boundary surface between these

different excitations may become the boundary “membrane” which

holds the Ego system together and separates it from the rest of the

field. Whether this first attempt at a solution is right or wrong I

cannot say; but that some solution on such or similar lines must

be true, unless our whole theory is wrong, seems to me obvious.

Other Hypotheses: Certain Experiences by Themselves Ego-

Related. In order to make more explicit what this hypothesis means

I shall compare it with other possible hypotheses. One might say

that there are certain processes, or experiences, which are by their

very nature Ego-experiences, that they, by themselves, quite apart

from any organization, constitute the Ego. Such experiences might

be: pleasure and pain, the emotions, needs, wishes, and desires and
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our thoughts. But for most, if not for all of them, we can show

that they can belong to parts of the environmental field as well as

to our Ego. Let us begin with the emotions, which have been

adduced so often in the past as examples par excellence for “sub-

jective,” i.e., Ego-related, experiences. And yet we may see a gloomy

landscape, even when we ourselves are perfectly cheerful; may not

a poplar look proud, a young birch shy, and has not Wordsworth
immortalized the glee of the daffodils! Traditional psychology will

retort: it is you who have projected these feelings into those objects

of nature; you cannot seriously uphold that a landscape is really sad,

that the daffodils are really gleeful. You yourself endow these ob-

jects with your own emotions by the process called empathy. The
plausibility of this objection rests on two assumptions, the one palpa-

bly false, the other turning the argument into a vicious circle. TTie

first is the assumption that when we ascribe sadness to a landscape

we mean the geographical landscape. This of course would be

absurd, but equally absurd is this interpretation of our opinion.

Sadness and glee, and the other characteristics wb have employed,

apply in these descriptions primarily to the behavioural objects, and
not to the geographical ones. And that these characteristics are char-

acteristics of behavioural objects is explicitly admitted by our oppo-

nents who try to explain how they have come to be such, viz., by
projection, empathy. The second assumption is that emotions are

really subjective. Since, so the argument runs if made explicit, exter-

nal objects appear to be endowed with emotions which, according to

the assumption just stated, are purely subjective states, we must have

projected these emotions into the objects. The cogency of this in-

ference rests, of course, on the assumption of the subjectivity of the

emotions, and therefore empathy does not prove this subjectivity.

Rather, only when we make this assumption are we forced to

postulate empathy, a process not directly verifiable, to doubt the

truth of our first description, and replace it by the other one—the

landscape is not really sad, but I project my sadness into it. But no
proof is given for this assumption, whereas the fact mentioned above,

that our own emotion of the moment may be different from, even

in contrast with, the emotional characters of the objects we per-

ceive, puts the empathy theory in a difficult position. But do we
not experience emotions as processes of our Egos? Certainly we
do; it was never claimed that emotions were always characters

of external behavioural objects. But as little was it claimed that they

were always Ego-related, and the fact that they are in some, or in

a great many, cases nowise proves that they are so in all. Therefore it
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seems much more natural to say that emotions may be carried by

(behavioural) objects as well as by myself, that they may enter other

organized units in the field as well as that unit which we call the

Ego. I should even be inclined to think that a field which con-

tains no Ego organization may be highly emotional, and I believe

that Dr. Lammer’s extraordinary experience was emotionally tinged,

if not charged, before his self-consciousness appeared.

What about wishes, needs, desires ? As far as I see, the answer will

be the same. We see the “greed” in that face over there, but do not

experience it as our own desire, and we may admire the stern resolve

shining through the eyes of our friend when we ourselves cannot

make up our minds what to do. Even inanimate objects may appear

with needs, like the melody before it is finished, or when it is broken

off before its end, or an incomplete figure pattern.

What about our thoughts? Can thoughts be experienced outside

of my Ego ? The fact that we may see a man sunk in thought is not

a case in point, for we do not know what his thoughts are. But

there are other cases which prove that thoughts also may belong

to external objects, which, for all normal persons, will be other

persons. Many people have had dreams like or similar to the fol-

lowing: they are taking an oral examination with a group of col-

leagues; the examiner asks them a question which they are unable

to answer, whereupon the examiner turns to the next candidate, who
promptly supplies the correct answer. In this dream occur two

thoughts and both in minds which are not the dreamer’s Ego, al-

though they are in his dream. The question is asked by the exam-

iner, and the right answer is given by a student, while the Ego of

the dreamer was unable to produce it. The answer then occurs in

the dreamer’s field, but not in that part of it which makes up his

Ego. I have no evidence, but I believe that in the work of play-

wrights and novelists the same thing will occur. The author will

get directly thoughts and speeches as thoughts and speeches of the

“children of his mind,” but not as his own thoughts and speeches.

There remain pleasure and pain. From Lammer’s report we
know that discomfort may be experienced without an Ego and

therefore there is no reason to exclude the assumption that mild

pleasure might be experienced in the same way. We may come
pretty near to it when sleepily basking in the sun or drowsing in

our hot bath. Intense pain, however, seems always an affair of the

Ego. If it is, it proves no more than that an Ego must be there in

order that severe pain be experienced. That of all experiences pain

alone should be by and of itself the carrier of the Ego is too im-
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probable to be believed without direct proof, although pain, or

rather such excitation as will ordinarily lead to pain, may under

given conditions contribute greatly to the organization of the Ego.

What Are the Conditions for an Experience to Be Incorpor-

ated IN THE Ego? We conclude from this discussion that no pro-

cess by itself and in isolation has an Ego-character, that it has

to be incorporated in the Ego system to acquire it and that certain

such processes are more than others fit to become so incorporated.

But in each particular case the question remains: Why does this

process at this moment belong to the Ego and not to an external

object, a question which is closely connected with the other one:

Which are the forces that at this moment keep the Ego segre-

gated? We have guessed before at some of the forces which may be

primarily responsible for this segregation. But we also mentioned

that the Ego problem cannot be properly treated in the three dimen-

sions of space alone, that without taking time into consideration we
shall miss some of its main aspects, an idea which will be elaborated

presently.

An Answer to Our Questions. But let us return to our questions.

Even though we have, ‘ at the moment, no real knowledge of the

forces which keep the Ego unified and segregated from the rest,

we must assume the Ego to be a particular field part in constant

interaction with the rest of the field. And we can now turn to the

other question—why certain processes are incorporated in this sub-

system and others not. That not all processes occurring at a par-

ticular moment can form part of the Ego is a simple conclusion

from our theory: no Ego would exist, as a special system, unless it

segregated itself from other systems.

THE DIFFERENT SENSE DATA AND THE EGO. That visual data, apart

from those of our own body, will remain outside the Ego derives

directly from the nature of visual experience with its rich articula-

tion into a great number of separate objects. If vision supplies us

with many objects spatially distributed and clearly articulated, then

vision must supply us mainly with non-Ego things. What then about

the visible parts of our body, why are they drawn into the Ego?
The answer can only be given in outline, but this outline is fairly

clear. For we have knowledge of our limbs not only from vision

but also from those other sources which give us notice about the

non-visible parts of our body. These processes, aroused in the

entero- and proprio-ceptors, form probably, as we have explained,

the first material for the organization of the Ego. If, then, the place

of the visual body data coincides with the place of the other data
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belonging to the same part of the body (“coincides,” of course, in

behavioural space), then we should be able to apply our law of

proximity to explain why the visual data are experienced with the

Ego character, “my hand,” “my leg,” etc. For the local kinaesthetic

processes, since in their entirety they help to organize the Ego, are

not independent local events, but part events in a larger system

of events. If then a visual datum is welded together with a kin-

aesthetic one, it must also of necessity become a part in a greater

whole, i.e., it must be incorporated in the Ego system. This welding

together seems, as previously mentioned, not to occur right at the

beginning of life, since the distinction between the infant’s own
body and other objects does not seem to become perfectly clear till

well on in the second year.

While we found it a problem to explain why I see this hand be-

fore me as “my” hand and not just as a hand, psychology for a long

time was occupied with the opposite problem : Why do I see things

outside and not within me? That this problem originated in a bad

confusion of the Ego as a datum of experience and the body as a

part of the real world, and that it disappears as soon as this con-

fusion is cleared up, has been beautifully demonstrated in Kohler’s

“Gestalt Psychology” and need therefore not be repeated here. Be-

sides, the reader should be able to supply the argument himself.

EMOTIONS AND THOUGHTS. The localization of emotions does not

seem any more difficult (barring the problem of the nature of the

emotions themselves, which we shall take up later) . But if we grant

that emotions are processes with certain peculiarities, then their

localizations in the Ego or external objects will depend on ques-

tions of proximity. When I see a rearing horse and hear its wild

neighings, then the emotion carried by these processes will be incor-

porated in the horse. Conversely there must be special factors which

will make the emotion appear as my own emotion, factors which
must have the same relation to the Ego system that the rearing and
neighing had to the horse system. To say more at the moment would
be mere speculation. What holds for the emotions is true for the

thoughts, except that we have still fewer concrete data to support

our explanation with. We shall leave this to the future, satisfied that

we have posed a problem and indicated possibilities of its solution.

THE NEEDS. CONSTANCY OF THE EGO DESPITE ITS LAPSE FROM THE BE-

HAVIOURAL WORLD. We could say the same about the needs, but they

necessarily introduce a new and very important point. Emotions and
thoughts are processes which, though they leave their traces in the

organism, no longer exist after they have happened. But needs are,
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as we shall discuss more fully, states of tension which persist until

they are relieved. Our most general aims are therefore permanent,

tensions which last through great parts of our lives. These needs

being our needs, they belong, of course, to the Ego system. Now we
have discussed at least one case in which the behavioural field con-

tained no Ego at all. Must we, then, assume that the Ego system

had disappeared completely for the time being? Such an assumption

would not be reconcilable with the facts, for the needs of the person

survived that accident. Not only was he the same kind of person

afterwards as before, with the same interests and ideals; he himself

believes that his behaviour during his escape from the icy chasm

was largely due to needs set up in his previous life. I translate

again: “In retrospect it seems to me as though during this whole

ascent my consciousness had never become fully clear. The pur-

posiveness of my actions resembled more or less that of a somnam-
bulist in the gutter on a roof; like a clockwork my brain did what

for years I had planned to do. I cannot recommend warmly enough

that one acquire the habit of dreaming through all possibilities in

imagination. Although it makes one more cowardly, it also accounts

for the flash-like ‘presence of mind’ which has often saved me”

(
1 . c., p. 71). Our conclusion is clear: the disappearance of the Ego
from the behavioural world does not mean for the normal adult an
annihilation of the Ego. It survives as a part of the psychophysical

field even when it is not represented in consciousness, and that

forces us to the conclusion that normally, when the Ego exists in

our behavioural world, this phenomenal, or conscious. Ego is not

the whole Ego. It is probable that the Ego is first formed in or-

ganization which proceeds on the conscious level. But after it has

been formed it becomes more and more stable, more and more
independent of momentary conditions of organization, so that event-

ually it is a permanent segregated part of our total psychophysical

field. This is, as I see it, the true justification of the various psycho-

analytic theories which investigate the particular properties of this

permanent Ego, the strains and stresses within it. The psycho-

analytic terminology is, at least, misleading. The psychoanalysts’

use of the term unconscious was unfortunate. We have briefly re-

ferred to it in our second chapter (p. 50 f.), where we said that the

reason for this terminology would disappear if we treated the phe-

nomena so designated as field events. Our Ego concept has ful-

filled this promise. The Ego being a sub-system in a larger field, its

states are field events even when this field is not the behavioural

field, when it is not conscious. The emphasis on the “unconscious”
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seems to me to indicate, paradoxical as it may sound, an over-estima-

tion of the conscious.® The term unconscious makes the conscious

the reference point for all mental activity. The unconscious events

are treated as though they were conscious. From the point of view

here defended the mental or, if you like, the behaviour aspect tran-

scends the phenomenal, the conscious, the latter being always but a

small fragment of a much larger field event.

But rightly interpreted the principles of psychoanalysis cannot be

dismissed by a shrug of the shoulder, much as the special claims of

any psychoanalytic school may be open to just and severe criticism.

The development of psychoanalysis has been influenced by the two
poles which have affected the whole of psychology, the pole of

mechanism, which was paramount in Freud’s earlier work, and

the pole of vitalism, vitalism even with a mystical tinge, which be-

came so prominent in the later development, particularly in the

hands of Jung. Psychoanalysis will, I dare to predict, enter a new
and healthier state of development when it frees itself of the

mechanistic and the vitalistic biases.

Two Consequences: (i) The Ego as Constant and Developing

IN Time; Foundation of a Theory of Personality. In a science

which for such a long time has done all it could to disparage the

idea of an Ego it is not easy to appraise justly the importance of our

concept of the enduring Ego system. It may exert a far greater in-

fluence on the whole body of psychology than we can see at present.

At the moment I shall only mention two consequences which it en-

tails. In the first place it gives us a real basis for the scientific un-

derstanding of the development of a personality. For in all changes

of the behavioural field the Ego remains as a segregated part. The
segregation will not proceed along the same boundary lines all the

time, it will not invariably be of the same strength, and the relative

importance of the Ego in the field will change. Still the Ego within

the total field seems comparable to the physical organism in its

geographical environment. Both are strongly organized stable sub-

systems within a larger system, and just as in all changes the or-

ganism maintains its identity and thereby produces its growth and

development, so will the Ego grow and develop by maintaining it-

self in the flux of the behavioural environment, or more generally

of the psychophysical field. And the study of action as conduct is

just the study of the continuous process of balancing the Ego sub-

system in the total field, so that it may be possible to apply the

® See my article 1927.
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principle of organic behaviour, which we have taken over from
Humphrey, to the Ego. Now, the Ego in maintaining its identity

in the stream of varying conditions must develop in accordance

with the disturbances to which it is exposed and to the kind of Ego
it is. It is in that respect not different from any real organism in any

real environment. That the disturbances will vary enormously from

case to case is so obvious as to need no further mention. But the

Egos themselves, in their first formation, and owing to the nature

of the individual psychophysical make-up, will perhaps not be less

different. We shall go into the details of these differences later.

Here we emphasize the point that mental development, as any

other development, is not a mere chance affair, much as chance may
affect it. The stable organization of the Ego system prevents it

from being changed by every new influx. The term stability has,

moreover, to be rightly interpreted. At no moment, even apart from

external influences, can we regard the Ego to be completely balanced,

completely at rest; the Ego in itself is fundamentally temporal, it

is not a time-independent state. It is always going somewhere, and

the stability of the Ego must, therefore, always be seen in relation

to the direction in which it is moving. The law of good continua-

tion which we discovered as a factor of space organization will find

its application in this most vital problem of all psychology. Future

work will, it is hoped, establish the workings of this principle. Its

mere formulation is a step in breaking down the artificially erected

barriers between scientific and understanding psychology, for it

supplies to the study of personality what the “understanding psy-

chologists” missed in the scientific body of psychology. Also the old

problem of heredity and environment, of nature and nurture, will

gain a new aspect from this side of our Ego-concept (Koffka, 1932).

(2) Mental Permanence Different from Memory. In the sec-

ond place our Ego gives us “mental” permanence and continuity,

which is different from memory as usually understood. After having

abandoned the soul, psychology was left with the fleeting processes

of each moment, with the stream of consciousness, although often

enough psychologists treated ideas or images most inconsistently as

actually persisting objects. The only factor to account for the con-

sistency of mind was memory, a concept much more widely em-

ployed than clearly defined in much psychological writing. We
shall treat memory later; we must only emphasize here that the per-

sistence of the Ego is in our theory not a matter of memory, but

of a direct persistence through time. Identity in time, persistence

through time, may have different forms. A discussion of this point
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would fall outside the scope of this book,® but two extreme cases

may be mentioned: the persistence of a diamond, which is character-

ized by the fact that the same material which made' it up yesterday

makes it up today and will make it up tomorrow; and the per-

sistence of an organism from conception to death, v/here the ma-
terial of which it is composed changes constantly, and where even

the form in which the material is organized is not constant. The
second persistence can be called memory as little as the other. And
therefore the persistence of the Ego, which must resemble the per-

sistence of the organism, cannot be called memory either. On the

other hand, as we shall see later, it is this persistence of the Ego
which makes memory in some of its aspects possible. But if the

Ego survives as a separate system, even when it disappears from
consciousness or when consciousness disappears completely, it must
survive in an environment from which it is segregated. Therefore

the conclusion we have just drawn for the Ego applies also, in

principle, to the behavioural environment. If the Ego persists as

an actuality and not as mere potentiality, the same must be true

of the behavioural world in which the Ego exists. And this con-

clusion must affect our whole theory of memory, as we shall see

in a later chapter.

The Complexity of the Ego. We return to a more detailed study

of the Ego as it is constituted at a given time. We have seen that

its boundaries are variable, and that very fact implies that the Ego,

unless it has shrunk to its minimum size, is complex, consists of a

variety of parts which must be considered as sub-systems. Our
modern psychology owes this conception of the complex character

of the Ego to Lewin (1926). Its empirical foundation lies in facts

of mental dynamics, in the realm of action. All action as a change

of the pre-existing state requires forces to set it going, and so the

question as to the nature of these forces has to be raised.

The Causes of Action. I write a letter to an absent friend. What
makes me do so? The answer which during the last twenty years

has been given to this and all questions of a similar kind by the

behaviourists and those many other psychologists who fell under

the sway of behaviourism, was: Writing, since it is a response, must

have been evoked by a stimulus, just as the knee jerk occurs as a

response when the tendon below the patella is stimulated by a tap.

The stimulus-response concept had fascinated psychologists, par-

ticularly in America, and it was hard to argue against it, because

^ But see Lewin 1922 a, and Humphrey.
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any cause for an action which one demonstrated was at once

downed by the question: Isn’t that a stimulus, and how can any

response take place without a stimulus? Therefore, if I said now
that my writing of this letter was caused by my wish to do so,

they might retort that the wish was the stimulus. But then they

would be playing with words, and in this game the word stimulus

would have lost all its original meaning by which it was to be an

affection of a sense organ by an external agency. And such an ex-

ternal agency, such a stimulus in the legitimate sense, cannot be

adduced to account for my action. The sight of neither pen nor

paper is necessary to set my wish into execution. If I want to write

and have no material at hand for carrying out my wish, I run over

to the stationer’s and buy it. If that is out of the question, I write a

letter “in my mind.” And when I have finally posted my letter, I

may see pens and sheets of paper without beginning to write again.

The writing of the letter must then be due to forces which disap-

pear through the act of writing, to tensions which are being relieved

by my writing. These tensions must be tensions within the Ego
system, and action appears as a means of relieving these tensions.

The Complexity of the Ego-Structure. Zeigarnik’s Experi-

ments. Now such a simple reflection leads at once to the conclusion

that the Ego must be complex. Let us explore this complexity by

considering one of the finest pieces of experimental work so far

issued from Lewin’s school, an investigation of remembering by

Mrs. Zeigarnik. Since this investigation is as remarkable for its

results as for its flawless technique, which proves that real experi-

ments can be made in fields so much closer to the true psychological

problems than any we have reported yet, I shall go somewhat into

the detail of this study. The procedure of the experiment was to pre-

sent the subjects during one sitting with a number of tasks (in

one series twenty-two), half of which they were allowed to finish,

while they were interrupted in the other half by the presentation of

a new task at a time when they were well on the way to a solution.

The subjects did not know beforehand whether they would be al-

lowed to complete the tasks or not; they had no idea that interrup-

tion qua interruption was one of the principal features of the ex-

periment. At the end of the hour the experimenter asked the sub-

jects to tell her what they had been doing during the hour. Since

after each task all materials had been put into a drawer “for the

sake of keeping the table tidy,” nothing in the situation had any

direct connection with the diverse tasks. The subjects then enumer-

ated a number of tasks, varying (for thirty-two subjects) between
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seven and nineteen, with an average of ii.i = 50%; in another series

with twenty different tasks (and fourteen subjects) between seven

and sixteen, with an average of 10, again 50%. The experimenter

then classified these tasks with regard to their completeness and in-

completeness and thereby discovered whether either of these classes

was favoured by recall. Since naturally some tasks will per se be

better remembered than others, the total number of subjects was
always divided into two groups, which received the same tasks but

were treated differently with regard to completion; the tasks com-

pleted by one group were interrupted for the other. The relation

of the remembered incomplete to the remembered complete tasks,

RI = P, is a numerical expression for any such preference. If P = i,

RC
there is no difference between them; if P > i, the incompleted ones

are more frequently remembered; if P < i, the completed ones are

preferred.

THE SUPERIORITY OF THE INCOMPLETED TASKS. In the first series of

thirty-two subjects P was equal to 1.9, in the second series with

fourteen subjects P = 2,0. That is, the incompleted tasks were re-

membered about twice as often as the finished ones. The tasks were

of all kinds and difficulties; they involved drawing, e.g., the contin-

uation of a honeycomb pattern, other kinds of manual skill, like

the stringing of beads or the punching of holes, ingenuity in com-

bination, as in a jig-saw puzzle, certain memory tests, like the task

of finding a German philosopher, actor, and city all beginning with

the same designated letter. The result varied from task to task; some
tasks (four in the first series) had P quotients greater than 3,

and for three P was < i. We disregard for the moment the influence

of the task, and turn to the explanation of this perfectly clear re-

sult which was amply confirmed in group experiments, where P
for forty-nine students turned out to be =1.9, and for forty-five

children from elementary schools between thirteen and fourteen

years of age =2.1.

TWO POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS OF THIS SUPERIORITY REFUTED. A first

explanation may be based on the emotional shock produced by

the interruption. The emotional tone which the interrupted tasks

received because of the interruption might be responsible for their

better recall, in conformity with the view that an affective tone is

favourable for memory.

This assumption was tested by the following method. Certain

tasks must be interrupted, so as to be endowed with the emotional
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shock, but then again given for completion. The new presentation

should for two reasons increase their recall value : on the one hand

they would receive a second emotional tone by being presented for

the second time, on the other the repetition of the same task should

add to its memory value.

Two series were performed with this method. In the first, twelve

subjects were given eighteen tasks, half of which were interrupted

and not resumed while the other, half was first interrupted and
then completed. In the second series twelve other subjects were again

given eighteen tasks, but there were now three kinds, the totally in-

completed ones, the totally completed ones, and those that were first

interrupted and then completed. In both series each task was as

often of one kind as of the other. The first series yields again

only one quotient, the incomplete over the interrupted-completed,

RI — P', the second series this and the old P quotient.

The P' quotient of the first of these two series was 1.85, i.e.,

exactly the same as the old P quotient, creating a strong presump-

tion in favour of the conclusion that the tasks first interrupted and

then completed are perfectly equivalent to those which are com-

pleted straight away. This conclusion is confirmed by the compari-

son of the P and P' ratio of the second series, the former being 1.94,

the latter 1.9, and the correlation between the two quotients for

the different subjects being .8. The original assumption has thus been

disproved. The tasks never completed are better remembered than

those completed, whether the latter are temporarily interrupted or

not. The emotional shock of the interruption can therefore not be

the cause of the better recall of the incompleted tasks.

Another possible explanation of the superiority of the incom-

pleted tasks would be that the subjects thought that they might be

asked to finish the interrupted task later. Aall had proved that when
subjects had been told before learning that they would be required

to remember material for a long time, they remembered it better

than when they had been given the instruction to learn for im-

mediate recall. Although the situation in Zeigarnik’s experiments

was different from that in Aall’s, a similar factor might have played

a decisive role. This was tested by two new series, each with twelve

subjects; in the first of these the subjects were told, when' they were

interrupted in a task, that the task would be completed later, in the

second the interruption was characterized by the experimenter as

final. If this explanation were right, the superiority of the incom-

pleted tasks should be greater in the first of these two series than
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in the second. As a matter of fact P was in the first series 1.7, and

in the second i.8. Even though the difference is probably not sig-

nificant, the assumption on which we started is disproved.

THE TRUE theory: THE TENSIONS AT THE MOMENT OF RECALL. There-

fore the explanation has to be sought in the conditions which obtain

at the moment of recall. It is here that the theory of systems under

tension enters. The question of the experimenter, “What have you
been doing this hour?” sets up a tension in the subject which is re-

lieved by the actual recall. Similarly each task had set up a tension

which was only relieved when the task was actually executed but

remained unrelieved for the interrupted tasks. Therefore, at the

moment of recall there exist two vectors deriving from these two
tensions; the first is directed towards the recall of all tasks which
had engaged the subject during the hour, the second one directed

towards the completion of the unfinished ones. The result of the

experiment indicates that the latter become effective also for recall,

making the unfinished tasks more readily available. On the other

hand it follows that the actual relation of remembered incomplete

and complete tasks must depend upon the relative strength of these

two vectors. Zeigarnik shows in a very thorough discussion of her

results that these two assumptions are justified. The existence of

the stresses towards completion is evidenced by the resistance which

the subjects offered to the interruption and by the tendency to re-

sume the tasks after the other work was finished. This last tendency

was made the object of a special study by Miss Ovsiankina, which

can only be mentioned here. Characteristically this tendency was

much stronger with children than with adults, the former taking

these tasks much more seriously than the latter. For days afterwards

children would ask to be allowed to finish the incomplete tasks,

while they never asked for the repetition of a completed task, how-

ever interesting it might have been. In conformity with this stronger

stress towards resumption the children also had a higher P quo-

tient, 2.5 as compared to 1,9.

The influence of the tension towards recall can be studied by a

comparison of the different subjects. Some took the recall as a new
task, comparable to the others, or even thought it was the main part

of the experiment, which then appeared to them as a memory test;

others, on the contrary, did not link the experimenter’s question

up with the experiment proper but treated the recall as an informal

report, a social action. P for the former was 1.5, for the latter 2.8,

the former remembering chiefly more finished tasks than the latter

and thereby lowering their P quotient.
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The same instruction, therefore, does not in the least guarantee

that the subjects undertake the same tasks; only individual analysis,

not a statistical treatment, can reveal such differences and their

dynamic effects. The same is true of the effect of the interruption.

Interruption of a task which has been completed subjectively

though not objectively will have the effect of completion; the sub-

ject, really, though not in actual fact, having solved his problem, will

have relieved his tension. Conversely, objective completion need not

always coincide with subjective completion; the subject may feel

that his success was more or less a chance affair, that he has not

really mastered the task, and would not be able readily to accom-

plish it a second time. Such cases of objectively completed tasks

are dynamically cases of incompleted ones. Individual analysis of

P quotients bears out these arguments.

Lastly, the acceptance of a task itself will be different for different

individuals. We have already seen that to the children these tasks

meant more than to the adults, but it is possible to rob the task

completely of its individual task character by making each indi-

vidual task a mere specification of the general task, viz., behave as

a good subject, do what the experimenter tells you. For such a sub-

ject there can be no incompleted task, because the interruption is to

him as much a fulfilment of his general task as a real completion.

This deduction was specially tested by a group of 10 high school

children who had been told by their teacher that they should go

to the psychological laboratory to see what such a place was like.

They were not interested in the tasks themselves, only in the fact

that in a psychological laboratory such tasks were being used. The
result was that their average P quotient was 1.03, varying between

1.5 and .8, whereas the variation in the very first series with average

P value of 1.9 had been from 6.0 to .75! Thus incompletion qua
mere objective lack of completion does not exert any favourable in-

fluence on recall at all; only such incompletion does as sets up real

tensions.

COMPLEX NATURE OF EGO: THE DIFFERENT SUB-SYSTEMS. And nOW
we can at last use these experiments to prove the complex nature

of the Ego, by stating explicitly what has been implicit in this whole

discussion. We spoke of tensions set up by each task and retained

by the incompleted ones. That means, of course, that each of these

incompleted tasks must have been a sub-system, relatively inde-

pendent of the other sub-systems. Without this degree of independ-

ence the discharge of tensions would have cleared the whole sys-

tem. The fact, on the other hand, that the incompleted tasks were
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better remembered proves that they really belonged to separate

systems. But this deduction was again submitted to new experi-

mental tests. The whole experiment was so conducted that isolation

of the different tasks was made more difficult or entirely prevented.

The procedure was very simple. At the beginning of the hour the

subjects were told all the tasks which they were to undertake during

the hour. In this way their task became: all these things I shall have

to do, whereas in the other experiments each individual problem

had been a task by itself. The eight subjects who worked with

this new instruction gave a P quotient of .97, with a variation be-

tween 1.25 and .75; that is, in the averages there was no difference

between the completed and the incompleted tasks, owing to the

fact that at the end of the hour the total task, viz., working at the

previously known number of different problems, had been finished.

FATIGUE PREVENTS THE ESTABLISHMENT OF WELL-INSULATED SUB-SYS-

TEMS. The establishment of separate systems under tension can also

be prevented by other means. If the subject is tired at the time of

working on the tasks, the P quotient is <1, the average P of ten

subjects being .74, with a variation between 1.2 and .5. Of these ten

subjects five had six months previously taken part in the regular

experiment. Their average P at that time had been 2.18, while it

was now .79, the fact of the repetition itself being without any

influence, as other experiments proved. During fatigue, then, in-

sulated sub-systems which can preserve their tensions are not so

easily produced—it would be premature to say that they cannot be

produced at all, since for adult persons these tasks involve relatively

irrelevant problems, which should not be taken as typical of all

possible tensions; the explanation is that in fatigue the system is

less solid, less able to establish strong insulating walls between dif-

ferent parts.

The same result, P = .78, was obtained with excited subjects; in

this case the variable extra tensions which caused the excitement

prevented the establishment of the small sub-systems.

THE COMPLETED TASKS MORE STABLE THAN THE INCOMPLETED ONES.

Why, however, is in these cases P < i and not = i ? The answer

given to this question by Zeigarnik is the more interesting since we
shall learn later of entirely different experiments by M. R. Harrower
which prove the same principle. The answer is this: a completed

task is a closed whole and therefore leaves a trace of a well organ-

ized and stable nature, while the traces left by the incompleted tasks,

special experiments with a separation between the work on the problems and
the recall showed that fatigue at the time of remembering had no such effect.
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now that they do not have the tension towards completion, lack this

stability which derives from complete closure. Being less stable

these traces are less likely to survive, and less powerful in determin-

ing future recall. Zeigarnik points out that this argument adds new
weight to her main result, the superiority of the incompleted tasks

for recall, inasmuch as it proves “that the dynamic tensions of the

respective quasi-needs is in our experiments of incomparably greater

importance for recall than the stable closure of the completed

form” (p. 69). However, in consideration of Harrower’s later ex-

periments, briefly referred to, a slighdy different interpretation

seems equally possible if not more plausible. The very tensions which

remain in the incomplete task-systems may keep them at a greater

degree of organization. The two factors which Zeigarnik sets against

each other are not mutually independent; recall depends to a high

degree, as Harrower has proved, upon the organization possessed

by a trace, and the Zeigarnik tensions are a factor which contributes

to the preservation of such organization.

PERSISTENCE OF THE TENSIONS. How long will these tensions per-

sist That must depend upon the persistence of the walls which
separate the sub-system from the rest of the Ego. And this, in its

turn, must be a function of the initial firmness of the walls and the

forces which attack them. Since, however, at least during our wak-

ing life more and more tensions are created and relieved within

our total Ego system, the constraining walls of any one sub-system

will be constantly exposed to pressure from the outside so that we
shall expect the tensions within to disappear unless the walls are

strong enough to withstand such perpetual battering. It is not likely

that the sub-systems created in Zeigarnik’s experiments were of that

nature and therefore we should expect the superiority of the incom-

pleted tasks to disappear if the recall is made,sufficiently long after

the original performance. This prediction was proved to be true

by special experiments. Eleven subjects, tested for recall 24 hours

after the original work, had an average P of 1.14, and eight of these,

who had six months previously taken part in a normal experiment

with a P of 2.1, now had a P of 1.13.

That time qua time is not responsible for the difference, but only

inasmuch as it contains other occurrences, is proved by new experi-

ments with a much shorter interval between work and recall (10-30

minutes), which, however, was filled with highly emotional experi-

ences; the subjects’ systems were, as Zeigarnik puts it, thoroughly

shaken up. Six such subjects had an average P of .64.

It would be interesting to see whether an interval of twelve hours
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would have a different effect on the conservation of the stressed

systems if it was passed in waking or sleeping; experiments per-

formed after the pattern of those by Jenkins and^ Dallenbach on
retroactive inhibition should decide this issue. That tensions of

not too high intensity in small sub-systems may disappear through

mere “leakage” due to a loss of the wall-stability has thus been

proved. But one should be cautious in generalizing from these cases

to others where higher tensions and larger sub-systems are involved.

One might indeed be tempted to explain the rather trivial saying

that time heals all wounds by this principle. But where very strong

needs belonging to the core of the Ego are concerned the dynamics

of this leaking process may be of quite a different kind.

COMMUNICATION WITH MORE CENTRAL PARTS OF THE EGO. THE SELF.

This leads us to a last point in connection with Zeigarnik’s work.

So far we have attributed the tensions exclusively to the subjects’

acceptance of the tasks put before them, i.e., to their intention to

solve these tasks. There are two other possibilities: (i) the incom-

pleteness of the tasks as such, apart from the original intention to

solve them, might produce a stress towards completion. This cause,

which we shall discuss later when we treat of thinking, has prob-

ably been virtually negligible in Zeigarnik’s experiments. (2) The
tasks may not be as isolated as we assumed but may be in com-

munication with other and deeper systems of the Ego. Zeigarnik

found among her subjects nine persons who seemed particularly

ambitious. The average P for these subjects was 2.75, as compared to

1.9 of the general average, with a variation from 6 to 1.5. What does

that mean? For an ambitious person to miss the solution of a task

means “failure,” means that the achievement has fallen below his

“personal standard,” means therefore a definite affection of that

part of the Ego system which we shall now call the “Self.” The im-

portance of this Self system, its dynamics in behaviour, and its rela-

tion to success and failure will be discussed much later. Here it

must be emphasized that if the tasks of the experiment were in

communication with the Self either through ambition or through

other channels, then the tensions of the incompleted tasks became

particularly strong, whereas such subjects as excluded their Selves

completely from the experiment, who despised these childish occupa-

tions, had tensions far below the average, their P being i.i (six

subjects).

Conclusion for Complex Structure of Ego. Thus these experi-

ments have led us far beyond the original confines. Over and above

the relatively temporary sub-systems which they investigated, they
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led us straight on to a permanent sub-system, the Self, whose tensions

are much greater than those of the other sub-systems, representing

real needs as opposed to the quasi-needs of our superficial intentions.

And this gives us a new insight into the nature of the complexity of

the Ego: the sub-systems do not simply exist side by side, they are

organized in various ways. One principle of organization is that

of surface-depth organization. The Ego has a core, the Self, and

enveloping this core, in various communications with it and each

other, are other sub-systems, comparable to different layers, until

we come to the surface, which is most easily touched, and most

easily discharged. Another principle of organization concerns the

communication between the different systems, a third relative

dominance.
THE EXECUTIVE

Action, we said before, results as a process of relieving existing

stresses. This aim may be achieved in a great variety of ways for

which we shall introduce the name “the executive.” The execu-

tive comprises, then, all the ways in which action can relieve stresses

or contribute to such relief.

Not All Relief of Stresses Is Action. Not all relief of stresses, how-
ever, is action. Sensory organization, with its interplay of forces

resulting in a minimum of remaining tension in the sensory field, is

a relief of stress without action. Action occurs in such organized

fields and frequently reduces the stresses within them. But it may
even be that after a first sensory organization has been achieved the

stresses within it are so strong as to change it without action, i.e.,

without interference of the executive, and we shall find similar

events in processes of thought. We shall disregard these cases and

turn instead to the workings of the executive. In most cases the ex-

ecutive will relieve stresses by producing movements of the body

or some of its parts. Thus in vision the executive works through

accommodation, fixation, and convergence; the stress which makes
me write my letter is relieved by the actual writing of it, which
includes actual bodily movements. And the same is true in so

many other cases that the question arises whether it is not true in all

cases, namely, that the executive is the power of the psychophysical

field to initiate and regulate the movements of the body. But the an-

Lewin uses the term “Motorik” which can only be translated as “motor sys-

tem.” I shall not adopt this term for two reasons. On the one hand the addition of

the word “system” in English would introduce an ambiguity, since the executive does

not constitute a system in the sense in which we have used the word. On the other

hand, tensions can be relieved by other means than actual movements of the body
or any of its parts. Therefore I prefer the wider term of the text.
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swer to this question must be negative. I can think of at least two
classes of stress relief where ordinary motor phenomena play either

no role at all or not the decisive one. To the one class belong the atti-

tudes, to the other thoughts. Let us begin with the latter. We have
mentioned before that my wish to write a letter may be temporarily

satisfied by my writing the letter merely “in my head,” i.e., in

thought. True enough, as a rule this will not definitely assuage my
desire, but it certainly is a process which to a certain degree lessens

the existing tensions. Now in this action no actual movement need

occur, or where it occurs, as the incipient vocalizations of internal

speech, these movements qua movements do not relieve the stress in

the way in which accommodation does, or my taking off my over-

coat when I feel too warm. It is the thought process itself that

has the decisive function in our case, and those vocal movements are

of significance only as far as they are necessary for thought. An-
other example: I am faced with a scientific problem which I want
to solve. A stress exists, and again it is relieved by mere thinking.

What kind of process this is we shall discuss in another chapter.

But whatever it is, it may belong to the executive.

Let us now turn to attitudes. We are shown a puzzle picture

like that of “my wife and my mother-in-law” published by Boring.

We see one face and we are curious to find the other. What can we
do to relieve this tension? Just remain directed towards the picture,

changing perhaps the point on which our “attention” is centred,

but keeping the pattern within the field of our interest, and wait-

ing. The relief is accomplished when under this attitude the pic-

ture reorganizes itself so that we see the heretofore hidden face.

Certainly our attitude may be more specific, we may try to see a

certain line as a mouth, a certain area as a chin, and so forth, but

all these attempts have only an indirect effect by facilitating the

change of sensory organization. With these effects in my mind I

defined the executive by stating that it either relieved pressure or

contributed to such relief.

Direct and Indirect Effects of the Executive. This gives us one

criterion by which we can discriminate various executive functions,

direct and indirect, a distinction which cuts across our first divi-

sion according to the kind of process involved. For motor perform-

ances also may have only an indirect effect; in our last example

of the puzzle picture, e.g., a change of fixation may help to produce

the change of organization, or switching on the lamp may relieve

the stress of discomfort which we feel when we read at dusk. And
the same point of view is, as we shall see later, applicable to thought.
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Our two examples have made it evident that the indirect way of

relief may have various forms, which in their turn might serve as

a principle for classifying actions and their dynamics.

The Control of the Executive. Three Cases. But there is another

equally important point of view for differentiating between differ-

ent forms of the executive. We compare three examples: accommo-

dation, the writing of the letter, and the flight from a danger. In

the first the stress is entirely limited to the sensory field; it is re-

lieved by a movement which is started and regulated by this field-

stress, and has nothing to do with the Ego. In the second case the

stress resides completely within the Ego system; the relief is started

by this stress, the actual execution of the action which it entails

may be regulated by the field, my pen, paper, support and so forth.

In the last case the stress arises between the Ego and a field object,

say a snake. This stress starts the movement, which again will be

more or less directed by other field forces. The relation of the execu-

tive to the Ego is different in each of the three cases. In the first it

has nothing to do with it, in the second the Ego is its main cause,

while in the third the stress exists between the Ego and an object

and disappears normally with the removal of the object.

Two Possible Interpretations of the Last Case. This last case,

which we have not considered before, raises a difficult problem. In

the first the executive was clearly under the control of the sensory

field, in the second equally clearly under the control of the Ego.

But how is it in the third? Two alternatives appear: the first being

that the Ego-object stresses control the executive, the second that in

this case also the actual control belongs to the Ego. The argument

for this second possibility would run like this: the snake creates

fear, i.e., a certain strong need for flight within the Ego, and it is

this Ego need which initiates the actual movements. This interpre-

tation could point to the fact that often the action persists long

after the object which produced the stress has disappeared from the

field. One might run for dear life for a long time after one was out

of any danger, and the fright emotion might not subside even then.

Furthermore, very strong reactions to particular field objects or

events m.ay leave tensions in the system which will break out again

and again as neurotic symptoms. In short, there is sufficient evi-

dence for the assumption that in such cases one or more of the

Ego sy^ems have been strongly affected and that it is their tension

that is responsible for the behaviour, that the executive is entirely

under Ego control.
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Lewin’s Theory of the Reciprocal Relation Between Needs
AND Demand Characters. Lewin’s theory of the reciprocal relation

between a demand character and a need also seems to adopt this

interpretation. Thus he says: “To a certain degree the two proposi-

tions: This or that need exists’ and This or that range of objects pos-

sesses a demand character for these or those actions’ are equiva-

lent” (1926a, p. 353).

This proposition is derived from a number of facts in which
the demand character disappears with the satisfaction of the need,

the relief of the particular tension. The most delicious food ceases

to attract us after a copious meal, and the letter box, which just

now interrupted my conversation and made me cross the street to

post an important letter, leaves me completely cold when I pass it

again on my way back. Furthermore “a person’s world undergoes

a fundamental change when his fundamental aims are changed”

(Lewin, 1926 a, p. 353), because all demand characters change;

things which were indifferent become attractive and important, re-

pulsive ones may become indifferent, the attractive ones repulsive,

and so on.

The Other Possibility. However, neither of these arguments

is absolutely conclusive. The first may mean no more than that in

many such cases where the original stress derives from a field object

the Ego becomes charged so that its own stresses participate in the

control of the executive and may eventually have complete control

over it, although originally the executive was under the influence of

the object'Ego stresses. On the other hand Lewin acknowledges

the type of action which he calls “field-action,” “i.e., an action which

takes place directly according to the field forces” (p. 378).

If we grant that the object-Ego stress can charge the Ego, we
admit a direct effect exerted by the object on the Ego. It is, then, an

equally plausible assumption that this same stress may affect the ex-

ecutive. As a matter of fact it seems quite likely that this effect is

quicker than the other, that it takes more time to charge an Ego
system with tensions which will in their turn control the executive

than it does to influence the latter directly. The fact that frequently

a quick action provoked by the situation precedes the emotion seems

to support this interpretation. But we shall have to go into the

nature of the demand characters before we can with greater con-

viction decide for this alternative.

What, then, does Lewin mean by demand characters? Let us ap-

proach this question from a very general point of view.
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THE DEMAND CHARACTERS. Ouf description o£ the total field has so

far been incomplete. We have emphasized the articulation of the

field into a number of separate objects, those v^hich form the be-

havioural environment and that which composes our Ego, but we
have failed to emphasize explicitly that the product of organization

is a unity, though in this unity the various parts have a greater or

smaller degree of independence. As far as the behavioural environ-

ment goes this independence is often very great. The removal of

the telephone from the right-hand corner of my desk does not

change the aspect of the books right in front of me, and innumer-

able other examples prove the same point. On the other hand to put

a pile of cigarette boxes next to an Egyptian statuette spoils to some

extent the effect of the latter, also we do not hang side by side a

picture by Renoir and one by Diirer, or set a Chinese vase on a

modern steel table. This indicates that the segregation of the be-

havioural objects is not complete, that each object has around it a

“field” which it determines, so that conversely it will be affected if

this field is distorted by another object or its field. As a matter of

fact we have already discussed a striking illustration of this, the

Jastrow illusion (Chapter II, pp. 32!.), and have seen that this

influence exerted by one field object on another is not restricted to

human fields but has been proved also for chickens. In one

respect, certainly, the Jastrow illusion is different from our other

examples. In the illusion the effect is “silent,” to use again Kohler’s

term; we see two ring sectors of different size without any direct

knowledge that this difference is due to their interaction. In the

other instances, on the contrary, the actual effect of change is much
less striking than in the case of the illusion—it is, for instance, much
more difficult to describe in what respect the Diirer picture has

changed by the introduction of the Renoir ‘picture—but the mu-
tual influence appears in experience itself as that feeling of incom-

patibility which prevents us from hanging our pictures in such

combinations.

One must not object to this argument that there would be many
people who would neither detect a change in the Diirer picture

when the Renoir is hung by its side nor feel the slightest incon-

gruity in such an arrangement. The influence we speak of is an
influence existing between the pictures not as geographical but as

behavioural objects, and the behavioural objects depend also upon
the organism whose behavioural objects they are. The old maxim:
Si duo jaciunt idem, non est idem, has its counterpart in the

maxim: Si duo vident idem, non est idem. A Renoir can affect a
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Diirer only if both are seen “properly,” and not just as two pic-

tures, or as two objets d'art worth so and so many thousand

dollars.

An Excursion into Aesthetics. The question what their “proper”

appearances are belongs rightly to aesthetics. But we may devote a

few words to it, particularly since this discussion will help us later

in the solution of the problem which at the moment holds our

main interest.

The “Proper Quality” of a Work of Art. Is there, so many psy-

chologists and relativists in general will ask, a “proper” way in

which a picture should be seen, a piece of music heard, a poem or

a drama understood Can science do more than describe as fully

as possible all the various ways in which these products of

art, in the widest sense of the word, are apprehended.? How can

science discriminate between persons and attribute greater weight

to one man’s apprehension than to that of another.? How can

science introduce value, objective standards, according to which

one could say to any one person: You should see this picture in this

particular way and not in that.?

This relativistic argument sounds very plausible; it gains added

weight from the fact that aestheticians and critics who stood up for

and stuck to absolute standards have so often been mistaken when
they rejected as fraudulent impositions on a gullible public works

which afterwards were recognized as some of the great masterpieces

of all times. Does not this failure of the critics, which has occurred

with almost every new movement in any of the arts, prove con-

clusively that the scientist can do no more than register the differ-

ent reactions without any evaluation of their intrinsic worth.? Were
the critics who refused to take van Gogh seriously and kept him
from selling a single picture during his lifetime so much more

stupid than our critics who now appreciate him.?

We can easily reject so simple an explanation without accepting

the consequence which the relativists would derive from such a

rejection. The relativist’s argument neglects in the first place the

distinction between the picture as a geographical and a behavioural

object. But the mere fact that critics disagree with regard to a be-

havioural object does not even indicate that they find different

things beautiful or ugly, if we now mean by things behavioural

ones, which are the only ones that can directly affect their aesthetic

judgments. For it may happen, nay, it must happen, that the geo-

graphical object produces two radically different behavioural ones in

our two critics. If our two critics are called A and B, the geographi-
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cal picture, or other work of art, P, and the two behavioural art-

objects Pa and Pb, then A, who likes P, does so on the ground of

Pa, and B, who dislikes it, is guided by Pb. It is still possible that A
would dislike Pb as much as B, and B like Pa as much as A, if

either of them could realize these behavioural objects. Now, al-

though it is impossible to make any Pa absolutely like a Pb, it is

possible to make it so in fundamental respects, fundamental enough

at any rate to make B change from condemnation to admiration,

or A from praise to contempt. A great deal, if not the most im-

portant part, of our education in art appreciation attempts just this,

and, as I believe, with a fair amount of success. The aesthetician

should therefore ask his question of the existence of general stand-

ards first with regard to the Pa, Pb, and then turn to the relation

between these, Pa,b and P, a question which he cannot avoid since

the artist creates a P and can produce the Pa,b . . .
only through

the medium of P. We can only take up the second question as to

the relation between the painting on the canvas and the experi-

ence of the picture, because it is a more general formulation of our

former problem whether there is a “proper” way of seeing a picture,

hearing a piece of music. Whether such a proper Pa, if it exists, is

good or bad will depend upon the circumstances; why it is good or

bad is a question which we must leave unanswered, since the

theory of art is not our topic.

We return to the fact that the Pa,b
. . .

not simple functions

of P, but also of the A, B ... We may express this by the formula

Pn=: f (P, N), which is only a brief form of applying our general

theorem that every behavioural object depends upon the external

and internal conditions to the case of art-apprehension. In order

to understand the variability of the Pn with a constant P we must,

then, examine the variability of the N. If we confine the range of

our N to normal individuals, we exclude such variations as colour-

blindness, lack of power of articulation, and similar ones. But there

remain others of greater importance for our particular problem.

For each N is an organism with its history. Each critic, to return

to the concrete case, has seen many pictures and has formed his

taste by them. What does that mean.^^ We have, in order to answer
this question, to introduce a new concept, a concept akin to our
framework category. To do so we must again envisage each indi-

vidual person in his full reality, which includes time, and we shall

thereby add another new characteristic to the behavioural world

itself. When we described it as composed at any moment of a

number of well segregated objects we gave a true picture. But
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when we go beyond the moment, another statement must be added:

temporally considered, most objects which appear in our beha-

vioural world are not completely isolated; a new^ object appears,

it is large, yellow with purple trimmings, ornamented with silver

clasps and what not; in short it is different from everything we
have seen before, and yet it is a boo\. We walk through the streets

of New York, and we see men and women although they are per-

fect strangers. Generalized, the behavioural world, temporally con-

sidered, consists of a great number of class-objects which is very

much smaller than the number of all individual objects. Such a

class is a very real psychological reality, because it determines the

actually appearing individual object. To us a Chinese or a Papuan in

his native dress looks strange, and similarly we look oudandish to

Chinese or Papuans who come in contact with white people for the

first time. In these cases there exists a conflict of forces: on the

one hand, the person of the other race still appears with the claim

to be a human being; on the other he does not fit the class schema

of human beings as it has been built up. The results of this con-

flict may take various forms, only two of which will be men-
tioned. Provided that the conflict does not remain a more or less

isolated occurrence but becomes fairly regular, the class schema

itself will be affected: a human being will now be something that

may have any colour of skin and whose main characteristics will

appear equally well in different forms. But although this is the

most stable resolution of the conflict, it is not, unfortunately, very

easily achieved. As a rule the class schema remains unaffected and
determines the characteristic of the individuals who, although they

raise the claim to belong to it, deviate from it in certain striking

aspects. The class schema, then, forms a sort of framework, or

standard, and what does not fit into the framework, or does not

conform to the standard, appears as inferior. The stranger is the

barbarian; he is inferior in every respect, simply because he is dif-

ferent from the type; he is less intelligent, less honest, less sensitive,

and so forth.^^ The application to our art critics is simple. When we
see a picture, we do not only see this particular object, different

from all other objects, but we see a picture, i.e., a member of a class.

And therefore its quality will depend to a large extent upon the

degree to which it fits into our picture schema. In Mohammedan
countries, where pictures have been newly introduced and where

there are consequently no standards, this innovation is greeted with

acclaim, and every picture is desirable. Thus in Samarkand one sees

Another reason for the aversion to strangers will be discussed in a later chapter.
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the streets lined with photographers who have the most atrocious

backgrounds, canvasses painted in the most vulgar manner and

representing ugly objects, against which the patrons stand to have

their photographs taken. And that in a city which harbours a great

number of superb Islamic buildings with glorious facades. The
reason is simple. The Islamic religion forbids the taking of pictures.

Therefore the people there grew up without pictures; with the

old political order the religious order collapsed also, pictures were

introduced and as a part of the new order were in themselves

something good. The result may, of course, all too easily be that

the picture schema which these people build up will be a very bad

one indeed. That one cannot explain this delight in horrid pictures

by the innate lack of taste of these peoples is clearly proved by the

fact that they do not accept jazz music. They had their own music,

and to that they faithfully stick.

Our critics, however, have a picture schema. And if their schemas

are as rigid as most of our schemas are, they will necessarily per-

ceive as inferior a new work of art which does not fit into them.

But schemas, historically considered, are not immutable. The more
works of the new kind are produced, the more will they contribute

to the picture schema, particularly since the different schemas are

not unrelated to each other. The same needs that make one or

more painters paint new pictures will make architects erect new
buildings, musicians compose new music, poets write new poems,

and even the dressmakers invent new fashions. Consequently the

same forces appearing in different fields, moulding different class

schemas, will support each other mutually. Moreover, there will

always be men whose schemas are not so rigid as to remain un-

altered by the appearance of a new object. Thus, if our critics de-

light in van Gogh it is not because they are of themselves better

critics, but because they have had a chance to develop other schemas

than those who held his pictures up to ridicule when he painted

them.

Summary: The Class as a Temporal Characteristic of Our Whole
Behavioural Environment. Let us pause for a moment to consider

what we have so far achieved. We have added a category to the

description and explanation of our behavioural environment which,

quite apart from its value in aesthetics, is of paramount importance

in introducing time into the structure of our world. Style, fashion,

manners, frequently enough even morals, are all manifestations of

the same fundamental principle, the development of class schemas

with their particular “levels.” These class levels play a part perfectly
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comparable to the spatial framework, inasmuch as they also “put

things in their places.”

By introducing the class level and demonstrating its effect upon
the appearance of things we have at least opened the door for the

introduction of absolute standards in aesthetics. For if a work of art

is condemned because it does not fit the schema, it is not condemned
on its own merits. Expressed in our old terminology: the work P
is rejected because it appears as Pnon-s? as a P determined by its

deviation from the schema s, and not as it would appear without

any schema or without the particular schema of the critic.

Class Schema and Absolute Value. The relativist may grant all

this and interpret it as an argument in support of his own position.

He will say: Each Pn has to be taken for what it is, an experience

occurring under special conditions. We can even go further and
find that historically certain Pn are apt to appear first and grad-

ually to disappear in favour of others. By studying the causes of

these changes we may even be able to explain the history of

aesthetic appreciation, but nowhere shall we get beyond the mere

facts into a realm of value, at no point of this whole investigation

will the question as to the “proper” Pn emerge. But this argument

forgets the artist, the man who created P, and who in doing so

wanted to create something definite, who in his work was guided

by an idea of his picture which we shall call Pa. We are not con-

cerned here with the question whether any particular Pa is good

or bad, nor whether such a distinction is valid; neither do we
consider the question whether the P which he has created is an

adequate expression of Pa, i.e., an object which will in the proper

persons produce a Pn which is fundamentally like Pa. Our point

here is only that the existence of the Pa introduces a criterion by

which we can discriminate between the Pn. For those will be the

most proper among them which come closest to the Pa. This

would be a perfectly valid criterion if we knew what the Pa is.

But as a rule the artist leaves us the P and nothing more. Still, the

mere existence of the Pa justifies our distinction of proper and im-

proper apprehensions of works of art, even if we cannot in a given

case decide which is the proper one. This may seem a small gain

which for all practical purposes would leave the relativist’s position

unshaken. But we can go a step further, although I can do no more

here than indicate the direction this step will have to take.

We go to a concert and hear a pianist play a piece of music. The
critics will then say whether he has played it well or not. What
does that mean} One criterion would be that he has played the
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score correctly, i.e., all notes of the score as they stand, with the

proper tempo and rhythm. But this is neither sufficient nor even

necessary for the judgment that the pianist gave a good performance.

One man may play with perfect technique and literally correcdy,

and yet the critics and the audience will be disappointed, his re-

production will appear empty and shallow. Another man may play

with great freedom, not sticking always to the score, but he will

produce an effect which will stir the audience and make the critics

say that despite his inaccuracies he has rendered the spirit of the

work more faithfully than the correct player. And I have no doubt

that the composer would agree with this judgment of the critics.

Often enough a famous virtuoso or conductor will present a piece

better than the composer could, as the composer will gladly admit.

That seems to indicate that in a great work of art the P demands
a certain Pn rather than another, and that the performance of the

artist, which mediates between the P, the score, and the Pn, is

judged according to its capacity of producing the proper Pn.

This is nothing entirely new. When we discussed the laws of per-

ception we saw that for the majority of stimulus distributions there

is one most stable organization. When we look for the first time

at the picture of Fig. 50 (p. 173) we are puzzled; something in

the pattern is not right. We may discard it as a silly jumble of

lines, but when we see it again and again we shall be dissatisfied

with its chaotic nature. There seems to be something within it which
demands a better order. As soon as the face appears everything is

all right. The strain has disappeared and we shall find it very diffi-

cult to see the original chaos again when we are presented with

the same pattern. Now it seems clear that in this example the face

is the proper Pn, the chaos of lines an improper one. And then we
see how on purely psychological grounds we must acknowledge

that there are proper and improper ways of apprehending a work
of art.

Return to Non-Silent Forces in the Behavioural Environment.

Let us now return to our main problem, the non-silent influence

exerted by one object in the behavioural environment on another,

the incongruity of an Egyptian statuette and a pile of cigarette

boxes. We say that persons who feel such incongruities and arrange

their rooms in such a way that such incongruities do not appear

have good taste. By this we mean that they are capable of seeing

things in their proper way and of seeing greater parts of the be-

havioural world in unity. It may be necessary to do the first without

the second as in an auction room where all sorts of objects are put
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into view. Here the proper attitude of the expert who wants to buy
is to isolate each object as much as possible. But the rooms in which
we live will look the better, the more we are able tb perceive them
as unities in which the ‘‘fields” of the different objects do not clash

with each other. The less a person perceives a room as a unit, the

less will he experience such clashes, and the less taste are his rooms
likely to reveal. But the fact that for some persons any combination
of objects is possible does not prove that for those others who are

grossly offended by incongruities of style or quality these characters

of ugliness and bad taste do not exist. These “incompatibilities,”

then, are true properties within the behavioural world of those who
experience them. Thus we see that even within the behavioural

environment organization is not entirely silent.

Dynamic Relations Between Objects and Ego, Objects Determine

ing Our Behaviour, From the fields of forces which surround the

objects in our behavioural environment and affect other objects

therein, we now turn to the dynamic relations which exist between

the objects and the Ego. A description of the objects within our

behavioural environment would be incomplete and inadequate if

we omitted that some of these objects were attractive, others repul-

sive, and others indifferent, the terms attractive and repulsive to be

taken in the broadest sense. Now for an object to be attractive

means that there are forces within the field starting from the object

which tend to shorten the distance between it and myself; the

opposite is true of repulsive objects, whereas the indifferent objects

exert no such pressure upon me. Within the two groups of attrac-

tive and repulsive objects there exists again a variety of special

characteristics. A handle wants to be turned, a step invites a two-

year-old infant to climb it and jump down from it (Lewin), choco-

late wants to be eaten, a mountain to be climbed, and so forth.

There is less differentiation in the repulsive group, naturally, since

a negative behaviour will depend much less in its detailed execu-

tion upon the particular object by which it is started. Nevertheless

we can distinguish the group of escape and avoidance reactions,

ranging from a mere turning of the eyes to panicky flight, and the

destruction reactions, which may be regarded as lying between the

limits of tearing up a piece of paper and the drum fire of modern

warfare.

The Origin of These Forces, At any rate the things in our en-

vironment tell us what to do with them; they may do so more or

less urgently and with any degree of specificity. But their doing so

indicates a field of force between these objects and our Egos, a field
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force which in many cases leads to action, and which is in most

cases of the non-silent kind. What is the origin of these forces.?

Examples: (i) Letter Box. In order to answer this question we
have to discuss several examples. We begin with the letter box

which attracts us when we are carrying a letter in our pocket but

is an indifferent object once the letter is disposed of. In this case

no property of the letter box as a visual object is responsible for

our action. The red pillar in England will have the same effect as

the green receptacle in the U. S. or the blue boxes in Germany.

I must have learned that these objects are letter boxes, in other words

these objects must have acquired a definite relation to my behaviour.

In the second place, however, these objects, once they have acquired

the character of being letter boxes, will influence my behaviour di-

rectly only under special conditions, viz., when I want to post a

letter. Their dynamic function then is to effect the actual execution

of a deferred action; they affect the Ego in such a way that a sys-

tem—intention to post a letter—which up to that moment was

under tension and did not control the executive, gains that con-

trol. The action itself, however, derives ultimately from the inten-

tion, i.e., from the tension within the particular Ego system. This

case is typical of a great many. It exemplifies Lewin's theory of

the reciprocity of a need and a demand character, for the very

aspect of the red or green or blue object which makes me approach

it and drop a letter into it is called by Lewin its demand character.

Indeed, without the need to post a letter this object, although it

appears in my field not as a coloured object but as a letter box, does

not have this particular demand character. The dynamic situation,

then, is this: I have a need which for the moment cannot be satis-

fied; then an object appears in my field which may serve to relieve

that tension, and then this object becomes endowed with a demand
character—the emergence of the particular object and its endow-
ment with a demand character may actually be two different mo-
ments, but it may also be that the object emerges simultaneously

with the demand character, in which case the need would have been

effective in the very first organization of the object; since we have

as yet no exact knowledge of the condition under which either of

these two cases is realized, we neglect this difference.

The next step is that our behaviour changes, the unrelieved stress

gets command of the executive; but the action is regulated by the

object with the demand character; in other words, the executive

must be also under the influence of the force which, as demand
character, issues from the latter. Thus, dynamically speaking, this
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case is very complex, because of the role which the Ego plays in it.

At first, through a tension within one of its sub-systems, it deter-

mines the field organization, and then its actions are codetermined

by the object which it has endowed with the attractive (or repulsive)

force. Even in this case we cannot describe the situation, however,
without granting to the forces between the Ego and the object some
influence on the executive, although the Ego tension which pre-

existed before the object appeared, is the prime mover, the chief

commander of the executive.

(2) Food. Let us turn from momentary quasi-needs, intentions,

resolves, etc., to more fundamental motives. The hungry animal

will be attracted by food, the animal after a good meal will leave

the same food unheeded—again a close correlation between need

and demand character. How delicious a beefsteak looks when we
return from a long walk, and how cold we feel towards it after

a sumptuous repast. It no longer looks the same, having lost its

demand character. There remains, however, one question: Why does

the beefsteak and not the napkin or a candlestick look delicious

to the hungry man? It seems a silly question to ask, for we can

eat the former, but not the latter, as we know by experience. But

I did not want my question to be taken quite so literally. Why does

a young hungry animal, like a chick, peck at certain objects and

not at others? How can the chick know that the things it pecks

at are eatable? It is easy to quash this question by the counter-

question: How do I know that the animal knows?
Instinct vs. Reflex-theory. This antithesis of point of view is the

quintessence of a good deal of the discussion of instinct. Those

psychologists who try to keep that orderliness and purposiveness

in their theories which they observed in the behaviour of animals

would speak of instinctive activities in such cases as we are dis-

cussing now, while those who try to exclude orderliness from their

premises would speak of mere reflexes, i.e., stimulus-response con-

nections. The difference between these two interpretations, as far

as it affects us here, comes to this: whereas the reflex theory con-

nects behaviour directly with the stimulus, the instinct theory con-

nects it, in our terminology, with the behavioural environment of

the animal, or with its psychophysical field, and that in such a way

that it ascribes to the particular field-part such qualities as make it

arouse the specific reaction. Thus MacDougall says: “Reflex action

is response to a stimulus; instinctive action is in many cases a re-

sponse to an object,” and the capacity for perception “is given in

the innate constitution of the animal and is as essential a part of
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the total instinctive disposition (or instinct) as the capacity to

execute the train of bodily movements which catch our eye”; and

lastly: “We may therefore define ‘an instinct’ as an innate disposi-

tion which determines the organism to perceive . . . any object of

a certain class, and to experience in its presence a certain emotional

excitement and an impulse to action . . (1923, pp. 75? 99, no).

In our terminology this would mean that because of its instinctive

endowment an animal will see certain objects as things to be eaten,

others as things to be killed, others again as things to run away or

hide from. In other words the adherents of a true instinct theory

would claim that because of their instinctive endowment animals

see certain objects with certain demand characters. We can easily

avoid the disputable term instinct and yet retain the gist of this

theory, for we have all along declined to explain action in terms of

stimulus-response connections and have instead established the de-

pendency of action upon properties of the psychophysical field or

the behavioural environment of the animal. Thus our question as

to the reasons for the animals selection in its search for food is a

perfectly legitimate question. The animal, under the stress of a

hunger need, approaches certain objects which it eventually swal-

lows. This means that there must be something in the object that

makes it attractive, even if it possesses this demand character only

when the animal is hungry. Since from the very first there is some
selection, since not all objects are endowed with demand characters,

and certainly not all with the same ease, there must be something

in these objects to account for this selection. In formulating our

conclusion thus, we put the reason in the (behavioural) object and

not in a mystical knowledge of the animal’s, a point worthy to be

mentioned in consideration of many attacks levelled against instinct

theories. But if it is so, then the demand characters cannot all be

entirely dependent upon the needs and preacquired knowledge of

the animal. Rather must we assume that certain objects have, qua
behavioural objects, certain demand characters. We recall the fact

established by Gotz (see Chapter III, p. 88) that chicks prefer the

larger to the smaller grains. It is more than unlikely that this can be

explained by experience; for quite apart from the intrinsic difficul-

ties inherent in such an explanation, the same preference is shown
by rats to sunflower seeds, where the difference of size resides only

in the uneatable husk and not in the real seed (Yoshioka) Since

it takes more time and effort to unhusk the seeds from the larger

than from the smaller husks, experience, if it had anything to do

See also Tolman, pp. 30-31.
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with the matter, should favour the smaller rather than the larger

pieces. Therefore we may safely assume that the preference for the

larger morsel of food is not acquired. Then it can only mean that

the larger has the stronger demand character. Again, moving ob-

jects have much stronger demand characters than stationary ones.

In short, our assumption that certain behavioural objects possess by
themselves demand characters seems to be confirmed by the facts.

The relation between demand character and need is still there, but

we see that it is not sufficient to explain the arousal of a demand
character.

Silent vs. Manifest Organization in These Two Examples. Let us

consider the demand characters and their corresponding needs and
quasi-needs (intentions) from another point of view. We saw at the

end of our discussion of the latter how complex the dynamical

situation is. How much of this complexity is silent, how much
“manifest’ ? The intention, or need, is manifest, or will be at least

in a great many cases; similarly the demand character will be mani-

fest; i.e., we see the letter box as the proper object we needed to

carry out our intention; the piece of steak looks most appetizing;

and lastly the relation of our actions with regard to both need and

demand character is again, in most cases, manifest. When we
cross the street in order to get to the letter box, we know why we
are doing it, and when we lift the piece of meat to our mouih we
are also well aware of the meaning of this action. The functional

relation between demand character and need, however, is silent.

When we are hungry we do not know, except perhaps indirectly

on account of rather sophisticated experience, that those delicious

dishes spread on the table will have lost all their glamour after

we have eaten; and we are not aware that the letter box owes its

force of attraction to our intention to post a letter. Finally the in-

herent demand character, which we found it necessary to assume,

belongs to the object in the same way as its shape and colour, i.e.,

because of silent organization. If we can accept our feeling of

forces which make us do things as true indications of actual field

forces, if, in other words, our concept of the manifest organization

is correct, then indeed our executive must be subject directly to

forces existing between the Ego and the field.

(3) The Telephone Bell. Signals. Let us turn to a third example:

we hear the telephone bell ring and we rush to the instrument, or,

when we have just settled down to a nice afternoon nap, we still

experience the claim and grow angry at the disturbance, even if we
do not actually obey the summons. That the specific demand char-
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acter of the bell is a product of experience is obvious; also that it

appeals to certain of our needs. But again this does not seem to be

the whole story. With this “signal,” as with many others, we have to

raise the question why it has been selected. And in our attempt at

answering this question we shall find that we choose our signals

often enough because they are particularly suitable to be signals,

because they possess certain demand characters by themselves which

make them fit to assume a specific meaning. The suddenness, in-

tensity, and recurrence of the bell are such characteristics.

Attention. All these three characteristics have been listed as “con-

ditions of attention,” together with several others of which we shall

only mention quality: certain qualities, like a bitter taste, the smell

of musk, and the colour yellow having a particularly strong effect

on attention. The discussion of the conditions of attention which

twenty-five years ago was carried on with great vigour and played

a leading role in the psychological drama has ceased to interest

psychologists. The reason for this change seems to me to lie not

so much in the facts which supplied the matter for this discussion

as in the concept or concepts of attention which set their mark upon
it. It would serve no useful purpose to review these old conceptions.

Instead we shall define attention in conformity with our general

system, thereby achieving a definition which is in perfect accord

with the meaning of the word as used in ordinary language. When
we encountered attention before (Chapter V, p. 206) we said it was
a force starting within the Ego and being directed towards an ob-

ject. This is, of course, what we ordinarily mean by it when we
say: “Please pay attention to what I am saying,” or “Please con-

centrate on your problem.” To treat of attention (as Titchener did,

1910) as a mere property, attribute, or dimension of field objects,

called clearness, robs it of its main character, its Ego-object rela-

tionship. And if we define attention as an Ego-object force we can do
justice both to so-called voluntary and to involuntary attention. In

the former the force starts from the Ego; in the latter, primarily

from the object. This way of looking at attention is, naturally, not

absolutely new. It was kept from gaining its due weight by the psy-

chologists’ wish to keep the Ego, and with the Ego all psychological

dynamics, out of their science. But when we read Stout’s definition

:

“Attention is the direction of thought to this or that special object

in preference to others” (1909, I, p. 203), we recognize the same
general idea. True, we must substitute the Ego for Stout’s “thought.”

Intensity, suddenness, recurrence, as conditions of attention as-

sume a very definite meaning under our definition. Attention as a
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force within the total field cannot be aroused by stimuli directly,

but by field objects which in their turn owe their existence to

stimuli. Consequently we must say that such objects as are pro-

duced by strong, sudden, recurring stimuli, and by stimuli of par-

ticular qualities, possess characters by virtue of which they affect

the Ego. If these old statements about the conditions of attention

are true, they indicate again that demand characters may belong to

field objects apart from Ego needs which produce them.

(4) Physiognomic Characters. A last group of examples will raise

this conclusion which has been forced upon us again and again

to a state of certainty. We go to an interview upon which our whole

future may depend. We are determined to be as nice and amiable

as we can, and then we come into the presence of a man whose face

makes it quite impossible to carry out our resolutions. True enough,

we force a smile and use polite language, but inwardly we shrink

with aversion and have to make the greatest effort not to betray our

real feelings. It is unnecessary to multiply examples of this kind

—

and it would be just as easy to find instances where the demand
characters of the face were as positive as they were negative in our

case. But I will remind the reader of an experiment which Kohler

performed with his chimpanzees. He had prepared a painted card-

board copy of a Singhalese demon mask, a ghastly-looking face.

When he entered the animals’ playground, the apes, as usual, ap-

proached to greet him, when suddenly he held the mask in front

of his face, with the result that with one exception all the animals

disappeared into a box, where they were joined by the last animal

after Kohler had approached a few more steps.

We conclude that objects in the field may possess characters which

can be expressed in terms neither of shape and colour nor of prac-

tical use, and which are apt to exert a powerful influence on our

behaviour. These characters are for us most pronounced in human
forms, but may belong to almost any object. Our preoccupation with

practical use and scientifically classifiable properties has robbed our

world of a good many of them. A corpse has to the ordinary person

a very strong character of gruesome awe, but no longer to the

medical student who has dissected corpses by the score. On the

other hand, if we can abandon our practical or scientific attitude,

we become aware of more and more such characteristics. Among us

the poets and artists are those who are most free from the craving

for efficiency. And truly, for them the world is richer in such char-

acters than it is for us. I have already referred to Wordsworth’s

daffodils (p. 326), and I could add any number of examples from
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poetry and prose, Rilke’s novel “Make Laurids Brigge” being par-

ticularly full of them. How even a humble piece of furniture may
possess such characters is revealed by a painting by van Gogh in

the Tate Gallery in London, where we see a simple chair which

seems to carry the pathos of the world.

It does not seem adequate to me to call these characters demand
characters. I choose a term which gains greater and greater signi-

ficance in modern psychology, viz., physiognomic character. Several

psychologists have been led to the belief, which I consider well

founded, that at more primitive stages of human development, for

children and primitive peoples, these physiognomic characters play

a much greater role than in our behavioural world (Scheler,

Werner). The primitive behavioural world is, as Werner puts it,

a physiognomic world, which means that the organization of the

field is such as to enhance the physiognomic characters at the ex-

pense of those properties which we find as the outstanding features.

Food, then, if it is selected without prior experiences, must possess

physiognomic characters, which may reside in its looks, or as much
or even more so in its smell. Thus our discussion of the demand
characters which correspond to the real needs and of those which

belong to signals has anticipated the introduction of the physio-

gnomic aspect of our behavioural environment. If a girl has “sex

appeal,” she has a definite physiognomic character.

A Conclusion About the Classical Theory of Sensation. If we
look at the classical theory of sensation from this point of view, it

gains a very different aspect. Sensations and their attributes appear

as products of a particular kind of organization achieved by human
beings in highly developed civilizations, but no longer as the raw
material out of which all consciousness is built. “We must assume

that features like ‘threatening’ or ‘tempting’ are more primitive and
more elementary contents of perception than those we learn of as

‘elements’ in the textbooks of psychology” (KofIka, 1928, p. 150).

Or a quotation from Wertheimer: “Does a child or a primitive man
experience a certain tint of red in the scientific sense of a quality of

sensation? Surely his actual experience is much closer to ‘exciting,’

‘gay,’ ‘strong,’ . . (1925, p. 15). Without such a view it would be

hard to understand the magic-mystical world of primitive peoples

or the behaviour of small infants.

Origin of Physiognomic Characters. Although, then, the existence

of the physiognomic characters in our behavioural environment is

safely established, we have to enter the field of mere hypothesis

when we try to raise the question as to their origin. For a number
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of cases, those to which the term physiognomic is most pertinent,

viz., the understanding of the other person’s emotions, Kohler has

given a satisfactory theory which we shall discuss in^our fourteenth

chapter. Here we shall try to approach our problem in an even
more general way, advancing for critical consideration and possible

experimentation an hypothesis which must necessarily be in keep-

ing with our system. Our hypothesis must, in other words, be an
hypothesis about the nature of the organization of the field. We take

our clue from the consideration of the most pronounced physio-

gnomic characters, the horrible, the majestic, the enchanting. Words
like these describe objects with reference to ourselves. May we then

venture the assumption that these characters arise in organizations

which include the Ego ? This does not mean that they belong to the

Ego; we leave them where we find them, in certain objects, but

we claim that these objects possess them only in an organization

which also includes an Ego, and an Ego of a special kind. Such an
hypothesis would well accord with the fact previously mentioned

that on more primitive levels the physiognomic characters are far

more pronounced than at our own level of civilization. For the

separation between the Ego and its environment increases with the

progress of civilization. The more unitary the total field composed

of Ego and environment, the more should the latter be endowed
with physiognomic characters. Lack of separation means ample

dynamical interplay. Therefore the presence of an Ego in an or-

ganization should affect the environmental parts the more, the less

the degree of separation of the Ego. This is again in full harmony
with Wertheimer, who conceives of the original Ego-environment

relation not as of a purely cognitive one, in which the Ego merely

takes cognizance of objects, but as of a conative one, in which the

Ego adapts its behaviour to the environment (1925, p. 15). Again

we are tempted to refer to instinctive behaviour; the common man
applies the term instinctive to this kind of situation : a person doing

the right thing without knowing why and yet feeling that he had

to. When we say: Women rely more on instinct than men, we mean
just this, that in a woman’s behaviour the Ego is less separated

from the environment than in a man’s, and that therefore the mutual

interplay of forces which determines the behaviour on the one hand

and the physiognomic characters on the other is stronger. How
many men accept their wives’ judgment about the character of new
acquaintances and even their old friends, and how many women
accept their husbands’? This popular usage of the word instinctive

seems, therefore, to be well founded, to be perfectly compatible with
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the theory of behaviour. And in this meaning it is also well ap-

plicable to the instinctive activity of animals, which has led to so

many controversies. Truly, the Ego will be much less separated in

an animal than in man, and therefore we ought to expect a much
more direct dependence of the animal s behaviour on its behavioural

environment, less and less cognition, more and more direct response
—^but of course not in the sense of the stimulus-response or the

reflex concept.

We return to the physiognomic characters. According to our

hypothesis they arise in objects when these objects are in dynamic

relation with the Ego, when, otherwise expressed, a state of tension

exists between them and the Ego. It is important to keep in mind
that the kind of tension will vary for the different physiognomic

characters. Not only will it be different in sign—positive or negative

—and in degree, but also in quality. The kind of tension will de-

termine our responses: attack, flight, approach, succour, disregard,

compassion, and so forth.

Gaps in Our Hypothesis. This reveals a first gap in our hypo-

thesis, for as yet we can translate only a few physiognomic char-

acters into kinds of tensions, and probably for a long time to come
we shall have to be satisfied with a behavioural description of the

physiognomic characters and their relation to action, without being

able to assign to them very definite distributions of forces. But our

hypothesis contains another and more serious gap: we do not know
in ever so many cases why a certain object possesses its physiognomic

character. We can link up the insistency of objects produced by in-

tense and sudden stimuli with the sharp gradient by which they

emerge from the field, which entails a large potential difference or

tension; we may equally connect the physiognomic character of

colours, particularly the impressiveness of red and yellow, with

their hardness, which again means a better segregation and thereby

a greater tension, but for most other cases we have frankly to admit

our ignorance, hoping only that the explanations which we find

possible in the more simple cases may serve as clues for the more
complex ones.

We may even doubt the general validity of our hypothesis. Is it

true that all physiognomic characters require an Ego-object organ-

ization; may not physiognomic characters also arise within the

organization of the external field without participation of the Ego?
I do not mean the case where organization has not reached the Ego-

level. Tensions in such organizations will have to be described in

behavioural terms as neither Ego-emotions nor physiognomic char-
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acters, but something from which either of these two kinds of ex-

periences will later emerge. The total field, not yet differentiated

into Ego and object, will as a whole be satisfactory or unsatis-

factory, a state which we may approach in our transitions from
waking life to sleep. I mean the opposite extreme, organization

with a strong Ego separation. That under these conditions phys-

iognomic characters deteriorate, we have already emphasized. At
the same time the articulation of the field gains in many other re-

spects. Should we then attribute the remaining physiognomic char-

acters to the remaining Ego-object relation, or should we also

envisage the possibility that they may be due to the interplay of

forces in the environment I shall be satisfied with raising the

question without an attempt at giving an answer, which at the

present time would be no more than guess-work.

Return to Problem of Executive Control. We are now prepared

to return to our problem whether the executive can be controlled

directly by the forces between the Ego and the surrounding field.

For we have found that objects possess not only demand characters

with which they are endowed by pre-existing Ego-tensions, but also

physiognomic characters which do not depend upon any such spe-

cific stress, although in many, and possibly in all, cases they pre-

suppose an Ego for their appearance. Perhaps this distinction might

become a true terminological distinction; it grows ambiguous only

in those cases where, as in the appetizing character of food, both

factors seem to be combined. The attractiveness of an eatable object

would have to be called a demand character, inasmuch as it disap-

pears in states of satiety, and a physiognomic character inasmuch

as it depends upon the properties of the food object itself. We leave

the terminological question open, content with having pointed out

the interplay of different forces. What then is our answer to the

question whether the executive can be directly controlled by the

object-Ego forces.?

Complexity of the Dynamic Situation. The answer seems simplest

in cases of direct reactions to physiognomic characters. Here, at

least in the beginning, the executive seems indeed to be under the

control of these forces. The Ego-field relation is unstable, and the

executive changes the situation in the direction of greater stability

of this relation. In actual fact clear-cut cases of this simple nature

will be very rare. If the Ego-field relation is unstable, the Ego itself

will become unbalanced also, i.e., the object-Ego stress will produce

intra-Ego stresses, which in their turn will begin to control the

executive so as to re-balance the Ego. Nevertheless it seems plausible
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in these cases to attribute the primary impetus to action or the orig-

inal control of the executive to the Ego-object stresses.

That the situation is much more complex with typical demand

characters follows directly from our previous discussion of the

dynamic situation in these cases. In consideration of this complexity

I am loth to attribute the entire control in these cases to the Ego.

At least one would have to distinguish between a direct and an in-

direct influence of the Ego. The first follows directly from the need,

the second by way of the demand character, which though it has

been, at least partly, created by the need, is an Ego-object force.

Tolman’s Theory of Physiognomic Characters and the Actions

Corresponding to Them. Is it possible to simplify our interpretation

and at the same time make it more adequate? Tolman proposes a

theory which, in our terminology, would exclude the object-Ego

stresses from the control of the executive, reserving this to the Ego
itself. I quote:

“Similarly, the state of agitation to be called fright . . . does not arise

merely, or primarily, as a result of danger-threatening ‘disturbing

stimuli,' but rather as a result of an initiating internal physiological state

which, for want of a better name, we may call timidity, and which
must be present in order to make the animal sensitive to such ‘disturb-

ing stimuli"’ (pp. 273-4).

Tolman’s main reason for such an interpretation seems to be that

the same real object may arouse different emotions with their corre-

sponding reactions, e.g., fright and pugnacity. I quote a few more
passages

:

“Both fright and pugnacity are gettings-away from their respectively

evoking disturbing stimulus-situations. But the manner of getting away
is characteristically different in the tw'o cases.” “This difference in

the characters of fright and pugnacity is particularly obvious and pro-

nounced when it is one and the same environmental object . . . which
happens in the one individual to arouse fright, and in another pugnacity.

. . . Given equal or similar past trainings, ... if he (the animal) have
a large dose of the initiating physiological state which we have desig-

nated timidity, then his fright impulse will be aroused. ... If, on the

other hand, ... he have a large dose of the initiating state of pug-
naciousness, his pugnacity impulse will be aroused” (pp. 280-281).

I shall try to discuss this view in our terminology and within our

system, disregarding the fact that “large doses of initiating states of

timidity or pugnacity” can hardly be accepted as final explanations.
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We must, to appraise Tolman’s argument, distinguish two cases; in

the first the same reed object appears to two different people with

two different physiognomic characters, in the second the physio-

gnomic characters are the same, yet the reactions are different.

For our first case we choose the following example: two persons

have an encounter with the same ruffian. One of our two persons is

a writer who never takes any physical exercise, the other a first-rate

prize-fighter. To the first the ruffian will look formidable, to the

second he will appear as a weak boaster. Why? Because the first

possesses a great dose of timidity, is, to put it bluntly, a coward, and
because the second has an equal dose of pugnaciousness, is, again,

in blunt words, a rowdy? I do not admit for a moment that this

explanation, though it is possible, is necessary. Our writer may
be extremely pugnacious and our prize-fighter, like Cashel Byron

after his marriage, a perfectly peaceful man, and yet the ruffian may
appear formidable to the first and despicable to the second. Our
hypothesis of the physiognomic characters allows for an explana-

tion of this possibility. We derived the physiognomic character from

the particular object-Ego organization achieved at the moment.
This organization will, as all organizations, depend upon the rela-

tive properties of the objects organized. Now in the writer’s field

there is this bulky and heavy fellow, i.e., a physically large person,

and his Ego, which is physically small and weak: a good reason for

the ruffian to look formidable. Conversely, for the prize-fighter the

physical Ego may be considerably larger than that of his opponent,

with the result that the ruffian’s physiognomic character is that

of a sham power. Thus we agree with Tolman inasmuch as we also

accord to the Ego an influence on the physiognomic character of

the other person, but we disagree with him in our interpretation of

this influence.

But we shall follow our example a little further. What will the

two men do in their encounter with the ruffian? Should not, in

Tolman’s theory, the writer try to make his escape, and the prize-

fighter “sock the ruffian in the jaw”? Again a real possibility. But

it may just as easily happen that the writer gives fight and is badly

beaten up, while the fighter turns away with a contemptuous shrug

of the shoulder. These types of behaviour are particularly interest-

ing, because they reveal a new complexity of behaviour which we
have not yet discussed. We are, however, well aware of the fact that

all action affects the existing organization and tends to maintain

the organism intact. We have also applied the same conception to

the Ego-part of the total field. What would happen to the Ego
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of our writer if he ran away ? Most probably he would avoid physical

injury, but certainly he would feel humiliated, an effect which

everybody understands and which we shall treat systematically

later. It is enough here to say that flight would set up new stresses

within the Ego system, more specifically within the Self, and that

if these stresses are strong enough, our writer will not turn to

escape but will face the danger. Unnecessary to apply the same

trend of thought to the prize-fighter. Our discussion has shown us

that Tolman’s basis of discussion is too narrow, that the complexity

of behaviour is dynamically far greater than his system allows.

And let us now turn to the second case. An object looks threaten-

ing. There are then, as the discussion of the first case has shown,

two or more ways of action. Which of these will actually be taken

depends upon a host of circumstances. The effect of the action upon
the Ego is one of them, but others may be equally effective; thus

the fact that our reaction would produce relief in the quickest and

simplest way may determine the actual selection. The case in which

a condition of dynamic stress has only one way of relief, the pro-

blem only one solution, is extremely rare in mental and organic life.

We found this same situation even in perception when we studied

ambiguous patterns. In short, it seems not an adequate explanation

to derive flight in all cases from a pre-existing state of timidity, fight

from one of pugnaciousness. The dynamical situation is much more
complex, and in this dynamical situation Ego-object forces may play

an important part in controlling the executive.

The Actual Control of the Executive. Complex as the dynamic
situation appears when we consider all the factors which control the

executive, it is in reality still more complicated. For at any one

moment there are numerous other factors which, although they

are not in control, might be so. The Ego, being the complex struc-

ture we have shown it to be, contains a great number of sub-systems

under pressure, all of which could be relieved by some action or

other. Naturally most of these stresses must, for the time being,

remain unrelieved. So the question arises which of all the possible

factors—and we must include among them the pure field forces

and the object-Ego forces as well as the pure Ego-forces—will at

a given instant of time gain control. It is impossible to give an

answer to this question at the present state of our knowledge. But

such an answer, when it is available for a number of concrete cases,

will have to take into account not only the individual factors by
themselves, but their interplay, the structure and interconnection

of the Ego systems, the results which any one action will have not
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only with regard to special forces but also with regard to the whole

Ego and its relation to its environment.

GENERAL PRINCIPLE OF ACTION

All action is a process by which stresses existing in the total field

are decreased or removed. Because of the multiplicity of such ten-

sions and their mutual interdependence the possibilities of action

are practically infinite. And small actions may have enormous

effects. An action may relieve a stress in an Ego system which at the

moment was isolated from the rest of the Ego and in full command
of the executive. The result of this action may revolutionize the

whole life of the agent.
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THE TASK OF THIS CHAPTER

In the last chapter we have taken up points (3) and (4) of our

programme formulated in the second chapter (p. 67). We have

studied the Ego and we have demonstrated the forces which connect

the Ego with its environmental field. Both studies have to be con-

tinued. With regard to point (3) we must discuss the place of emo-

tion and sentiment in the Ego, which so far has been mentioned

rather incidentally, and with regard to point (4) we have to discuss

the Ego-field relationships in greater detail, particularly the steady

transformation which the field undergoes under the influence of the

Ego, its needs and quasi-needs, its desires, wishes, resolves and atti-

tudes. Lastly, we must add a discussion of our fifth and last point,

the relation of behaviour to the geographical environment, the

cognitive or adjustive aspect of behaviour.

THE PROBLEM OF ADJUSTED BEHAVIOUR

We shall begin our discussion with this last problem. In our

theory behaviour was determined by the properties of the total

psychophysical field, i.e., by the dynamic structure of the Ego and

that of its psychophysical environment. Why is it, at the same time,

adapted behaviour.'^ Why does behaviour, leading to ever new sta-

bilizations within the psychophysical field of the organism, also fulfil

368
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the task of preserving the real organism in its geographical environ-

ment? The answer must, necessarily, lie in the relations between the

geographical and the behavioural or psychophysicd environment
and in the changes which, owing to this relationship, the latter

undergoes in any behaviour act.

I see an object flying through the air in my direction. I either step

aside or hold out my hand so as to catch it. In the first case the

object, say a ball, will fly past me in my behavioural environment

and in my geographical one; in the second case, on the contrary, it

will, provided I am skilful enough, be caught in my hand, again

both behaviourally and geographically. Under normal conditions,

then, certain results in the behavioural field can come about only

through corresponding results in the geographical environment.

Only when the real ball is in real contact with my real hand will

the behavioural ball appear in my behavioural hand. Therefore be-

haviour, directed by and adapted to the behavioural world, must in

cases like these also be adapted to the geographical world.

How the Behavioural Environment Directs Behaviour. The ques-

tion may be raised here, how the behavioural world manages to

direct behaviour or, in our terminology, how it controls the execu-

tive. If an object comes hurtling towards us, no doubt we move so as

to avoid it. But what is the actual occurrence in our nervous system ?

How does the perception of this moving object innervate our mus-

culature?

Stimulus-Response Theory Rejected. We discussed a similar

problem in our theory of reflex action. There we found the tradi-

tional pathway or connection hypothesis according to which such

innervation was explained as the simple transmission of the nervous

excitation from the centripetal to the centrifugal part of the pre-

established reflex arc. A similar hypothesis would be advanced to

explain our last example; possibly some psychologists would even

be inclined to take over the reflex arc concept without any modifica-

tion; they would explain our stepping out of the path of an ap-

proaching missile as due to an original connection between the

stimulus and the response. But such a simple transfer of the reflex

arc theory is possible only by the surreptitious introduction of the

words stimulus-response. The reflex arc hypothesis is an anatomical

hypothesis, the reflex arc is a nervous structure with its real centri-

petal and centrifugal parts which are joined at a definite place in

the nervous system. An excitation started on a certain point of the

sense surface is conducted to a definite place in the centre and there

switched over to a special centrifugal neuron. But if we react to a
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flying stone, the initiatory part of the reflex is not the stimulation

of a point or a pattern of points on our retinae, but a process of

motion produced within the central nervous system (see Chapter

VII) by a real motion. Therefore the terminal point at which the

excitation is to be switched over from the centripetal to the centri-

fugal branch of the arc is missing. Otherwise expressed, the reflex

is not produced by a stimulus, the efferent impulse is not started

at a particular place in the centre, but arises out of a process which

in its turn has been caused by a spatio-temporal stimulus pattern.

In short, the traditional reflex-arc or stimulus-response conception

has to be modified to fit this case. It is, truly, impossible to reduce it

to the simpler instances from which the reflex concept was originally

derived. Such a reduction could only

take the form of connecting the

point of excitation with the response.

Just as the old theory postulated a

separate connection between each

retinal point and the oculomotor sys-

tem to explain fixation (see Chapter

VIII, p. 312), so the position of the moving object at the moment
our avoidance reaction was started should, through the retinal

point on which it was at that moment projected, determine the

path of the efferent impulse. A theory which claimed this would at

least be self-consistent. But it would be equally absurd. At the risk

of being criticized for defeating a bogus opponent, I will give my
argument in extenso, because it may help the reader to be cautious

in the application of the stimulus-response concept in cases which

are less simple. In the first place, the position of the stone at the

critical moment by no means determines the stimulated point of

the retinae. This depends also upon the position of the eyes at the

moment. And yet, the response may be quite independent of this

position of my eyes; I will step aside, whether I had previously

looked straight at the stone or at an object to its left or right, above

or below, in front or behind it. Practically every point of the

retina will, in this manner of speaking, be connected with the same

reaction. In the second place, the same retinal point will lead to

different reactions, including no reaction at all, according to the

whole path and the velocity of the flying stone. If, in the accom-

panying figure, E stands for the person, P for the point at which

the stone sets up the excitation in the afferent part of the reflex arc,

and the three lines i, 2, and 3 three different trajectories, then the
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same stimulus—the same because P is projected on the same retinal

point in all three cases—will produce three different responses in

the three cases: in i the person may step either to -the left or the

right, in 2 he will step to the left, and in 3 he will not move at all.

And this leaves differences of velocity out of account, whereas such

differences are of the greatest importance for cases i and 2 and
quite irrelevant for case 3.

Thus the strict application of the simple reflex arc theory is im-

possible. Any modification would have to accept motion as a

stimulus, that is to say not motion of the external object, not even

motion of the retinal image, but motion as a process within the

brain. But this modification is tantamount to a complete abandon-

ment of the original reflex-arc hypothesis, since it has replaced the

excitation in the afferent branch by a process in the brain, and has

thereby destroyed the whole concept of connectionism.

I shall not strain my imagination to invent hypotheses which

would preserve enough of the old conceptions to be still called

reflex theories. Instead I shall now try to give the kind of answer

which solves the problem without any new hypothesis.

The Dynamic Theory. The flying stone, if it comes in the proper

direction, will set up a strong force in the field chiefly directed

towards the Ego. If, on the other hand, its direction is different, no

such force will arise. Consequently, in the second case, no movement
will be made, since there is no force to initiate it.

ORIGIN OF THE FORCES. Before we proceed in the discussion of the

case in which the force is set up, we must raise the question why
these forces arise. Probably the reader will be inclined

to seek the cause in experience. The person or animal o

has learned that an object possessing certain character-

istics will eventually hurt him if he does not react to it.

That such cases exist is not to be denied, but equally Fig. 92

strongly it will be maintained that no proof whatever

has been given that they are typical of all cases. On the contrary,

Wertheimer has proved in his classical experiments (1912) that a

motion within a field exerts a force on other field objects near to

the path of the motion. In one of his (/)-experiments (see p. 179)

he exposed the following pattern of successive stimulation (see

Fig. 92), a representing the object presented in the first, b that in

the second exposure, and c an object which was shown either only

together with a or b, or in conjunction with both. If then the condi-

tions were such that one line was seen turning from the vertical

to the horizontal, it frequently happened that c made a centrifugal
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movement as indicated by the small arrow. Since we have proved

that in many respects, and particularly with regard to motion, the

Ego must be treated as a field object, we have no reason to exclude

the possibility that the moving object direcdy, without any experi-

ence, exerts a force upon it, a force which must depend upon the

direction and velocity of the motion. Moreover, since we had good

reason to believe that the total field was the more unified the more
primitive the organization, we should have to conclude that such

direct influence would be stronger at primitive than at highly de-

veloped levels. Experiments in child- and animal-psychology must

eventually decide whether our deduction is correct or not.

DIRECTION OF FORCE AND RESPONSE. INFLUENCE OF EXPERIENCE. A
force is a vectorial magnitude, i.e., it has a direction. It is hard to

understand how in the case of an object moving straight towards

one this direction could be any other than the direction of the

motion itself. But that raises a difficulty: Why do we not run away
from a hurtling stone but sidestep it instead.? I am inclined to

explain this response by experience, believing that the first reaction

would indeed be that of direct flight. Again experiment will have

to give the final decision. But casual observations seem to confirm

this view: every motorist’s patience has been severely tried by

chickens and other animals on the road who tried to escape the

approaching car by running away from it along the road. I remem-
ber a precious half hour lost in this way out West on account of a

small herd of untamed horses. How such behaviour, the result of

the direct field forces, gives way to the more rational behaviour of

turning to the side cannot be treated here. It will be taken up in

a discussion of learning.^ For by regarding this modified form of

behaviour as a product of experience we do not, at this point, con-

sider it to be really explained. No recourse to experience is an ex-

planation before a theory of experience or learning has been de-

veloped, and such a theory will be very different indeed from the

traditional associationistic one.

The Dynamic Theory Continued: Dynamic Connection Be-

tween Sensory and Motor Field. We now return to the discussion

of our hurtling stone when, because of the direction of the motion,

a force between the moving object and the Ego is set up. How will

such a force determine the behaviour of the organism; how will it

control the executive.? For the behaviour of the organism under

the stress of such a force is dynamically very different from the be-

haviour of the small field object close to a motion field in Wert-

1 Sec Chapter XIII, p. 645.
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heimer’s experiment recently described (pp. 371 f.). The latter occurs

in the behavioural but not in the geographical field, and it is a direct

effect, by v^hich the object as a whole yields to a stress in the field.

On both counts the behaviour o£ the organism is different. The
change in the object-Ego relation within the behavioural field is

here brought about by a change in the object-organism relation in

the geographical field, and this change is not direct; the organism
is not pushed or pulled as a whole, as by a gust of wind, but has

to effect the change by the innervation of certain parts of its mus-
culature, which leads to limb movements. But in this respect our

case is no different from the case of eye-movements which we dis-

cussed at the beginning of the eighth chapter. Therefore the same
kind of explanation that fitted that case will also fit our new one.

In the case of eye-movements a stress in the environmental field

was relieved by eye-movements. All we had to assume in order to

explain this was a connection between the visual field and the oculo-

motor system. In our present case the stress exists between the Ego
and the object, and is relieved by a movement of the organism’s

body. Therefore all we have to assume is that such stress may be in

communication with the motor centres in the brain or a lower part

of the central nervous system. In that case the motor system would

be thrown into action, and the form which the ensuing behaviour

takes is thereby determined. For such movement as would not be

“adapted” would either leave the stress unaltered or increase it,

whereas the “adapted” movement will decrease and eventually re-

lieve the strain. Thus the adapted movements must be made for

purely dynamic reasons. They alone are changes in the direction of

equilibrium, whereas the unadapted ones are not. They can only

happen when other forces, stronger than those which we are con-

sidering, are operative at the same time. Thus, without any specific

knowledge of the actual anatomical and physiological conditions, we
can derive the adaptedness of behaviour.

THE CIRCULAR PROCESS. Kohler (1925 b) has, for the case of eye-

movements, described the “circular process” involved in such be-

haviour. We shall apply his conception to our case of field-behaviour.

We distinguish the distant stimulus Sd, the proximal stimulus Sp,

the field aroused by the latter, F, and the movements executed by

the animal M, and we shall designate by indices 0, i, 2 . . . the

different moments of time. At first then we have the constellation

Sd S 0 Fo. Now movement is started. It results in a new relation

between the distant stimulus object and the organism, therefore we

have now Mi Spi Fi. Mi was the effect of Fo, it has changed Fo by
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changing Sp and can have done so only by making Fo lose some

of its power of causing M; i.e., the force between Fi and the Ego
must be smaller than that between Fo and the Ego. Fi will in its

turn produce M2 which will lead to Sp2 and thereby to F2 according

to the same principle, and so forth, until a relation between the

organism and Sd is reached in which the Spn produces an Fn which

is free of that strain which caused the movement. Of course in

reality the process is continuous; the different moments of time

with their respective characteristics are no real entities, but fictitious

abstractions made for the purpose of elucidating the principle. The
main point in this argument is that the direction of the change

from Fn-i to Fj, is determined by the dynamics of the situation. Fn
must be in a condition of lower tension than Fn-i* To assume the

opposite would be equivalent to the assumption that water would,

by itself, run up the hill. Truly, we can pump the water up, but that

fact does not prove that by itself the water will not run down; on

the contrary, the forces which pump the water up must be stronger

than the forces which pull it down. Exactly the same is true of

behaviour. New forces may be introduced, and if these are stronger

than the original field forces, then the Fn will be under greater

stress than the Fq-i. The prize-fighter who leaves his corner to

meet his opponent is in this very position, or the soldier who has

to “go over the top.” The will to fight, the discipline of the soldier,

are the new forces which are responsible for these effects. But no

new principle is required to explain them, just as little as we need a

new kind of physics to explain the pumping of water. In our last

examples also the movement actually made is such as to decrease

the total stress, much as partial stresses may be increased by it.

However, cases like our last ones introduce a new possibility of

behaviour. The partial stresses which are increased by behaviour

may become so strong as to equal the other stresses. Then movement
will stop, or rather the behaviour will change, for then the total

stress to which the organism is exposed will be enormous, and dis-

charge may take any course that is opened by the complexity of the

total field. The Ego itself may give way and be severely injured

as in cases of shell shock, again comparable to our hydrodynamic

example, where the walls of the pipes may burst.

MOLAR, BUT NOT MOLECULAR, BEHAVIOUR PREDICTABLE. Our dynamic
interpretation of behaviour, as opposed to the traditional machine
interpretation,^ allows still another inference well supported by facts

*For this antithesis see Kohler, “Gestalt Psychology,” Chapter IV,
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Wherever we are able to predict animal or human behaviour, we are

able to predict the behaviour as a molar phenomenon (see Chapter

II, p. 25 f.), but very rarely shall we be able to predict the molecular

aspect of behaviour, the actual limb movements or muscle contrac-

tions. We are, e.g., able to predict that an animal will move towards

a lure, or build a nest, that a person will write a letter or fly into a

rage, but we cannot predict what actual limb-movements they will

perform and even less what muscle innervations they will effect.

The latter depend upon a host of secondary conditions, entirely be-

yond our ken, which in most cases will not affect the final result

or the general direction of the action.

ENERGY RELATIONS. STEERING. We haVC to add a last word about

the actual dynamic situation. In our theory the forces in the total

field direct the bodily movements of the organism. This cannot, of

course, mean that the energies consumed in these movements de-

rive from the total field, for energy consumed in our muscles is of

a different order of magnitude from the energies in the brain field.

The dynamic relation must therefore, as Kohler has pointed out, be

that of release and steering. The release conception is perfecdy

familiar to traditional psychology, but the conception of steering

is not, whereas it is just this function which explains the actual rela-

tion between field and action. How large energies can be steered by

small ones is exemplified by numberless technical steering processes,

e.g., by the driving of a motor car.®

RELATION OF FUNCTION AND STRUCTURE IN OUR THEORY. Wc Can ex-

press the meaning of our dynamic theory of behaviour briefly by

saying: the anatomical structure does not determine which muscles

are to be innervated, what action is to take place, but the action

required by the momentary field conditions determines the anatom-

ical substratum in which the last part of the total process will take

place. To show that such an interpretation was at least foreshadowed

in the theorizings of other psychologists, even of extreme behaviour-

istic leanings, I shall quote a passage from an article by J. R. Kantor

:

“Does the neural apparatus control the muscles any more than the

muscles and glands control the neural apparatus.? Is it not a fact

that the specific pathways involved in any reaction are involved

because certain muscles or glands need to function.?” (P. 28.)

The “Adequacy’’ of the Behavioural World. We can now return

to our initial problem, why behaviour directed by the organization

of the psychophysical field is adapted also to the geographical en-

® See also our earlier discussion in Chapter III, p. 99.
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vironment. We have already seen that its solution depends upon
the nature of the directing forces and upon the relation between the

geographical and behavioural environment. After having discussed

the former we must now, once more, turn to the latter and regard

it from the point of view of “adequacy,” after having studied the

laws which regulate this relation in Chapters III-VIL The organiza-

tion of the behavioural world was there found to depend upon the

distribution of the proximal stimuli. “Adequacy” of the behavioural

world, an organization which makes adapted behaviour possible,

must therefore depend upon the properties of the distant stimuli

which through the corresponding proximal stimuli produce the

organization. Since the problem involved has been solved in Kohler’s

lucid presentation (1929, pp. 172 f.), a few words will suffice here.

Real objects are separated from their environment by differences of

material and structure which in all normal cases will appear as dif-

ferences in surface structure and therefore in inhomogeneities of

proximal stimulation along boundary lines which will produce

segregated objects in the behavioural field. What is true of external

articulations is equally true of internal ones. Thus under normal

conditions the geographical objects will produce organizations of

the psychophysical field suitable to arouse action which is adapted

to the geographical one.

CORRESPONDENCE VERY INCOMPLETE. But we must be careful lest we
overestimate the correspondence between the two fields. The condi-

tions under which organization occurs in the two fields are very dif-

ferent indeed, and therefore in many respects the behavioural organi-

zation may not at all repeat the geographical one. We have given

enough examples in our previous discussion (Chapters III-VII).

Therefore we add here only one point of view: whereas the shape

of a geographical object at a given moment may not be at all due to

the forces expressed in the law of good continuation—a rocky ridge,

for instance, owes its present statef to the effects of erosion which
attacks, roughly speaking, each part by itself—the behavioural ob-

jects are always due to such forces; thus the rocky ridge as we see it

is, as an organization within the psychophysical field, a dynamical

shape and as such subject to the law of good continuation. Camou-
flage, which we have previously discussed, is an artificial device to

produce such discrepancies and thereby lead to non-adapted be-

haviour.

Thus the problem of adapted behaviour has led us to the problem

of cognition in perception. And although we could sketch only

very briefly the solution of this problem, our sketch should have
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shown how such a solution can be worked out on a larger scale.

It is clear, however, that perceptual cognition can only be very in-

complete. Even though the perceptual objects repea't to some extent

some of the properties of the real objects, they are far from being
perfect replicas. On the one hand they will possess characteristics

which the corresponding real objects do not have, on the other hand
they will lack all those properties of the real objects which find no
expression in such macroscopic surface qualities as can affect our

sense organs.

TEMPORAL PROPERTIES. MOTION. But we must not forget that in this

formulation we have neglected time, and yet the temporal character-

istics of the distant and thereby the proximal stimuli are equally

important for organization as the spatial ones. Thus motion of a

real object will in most cases produce motion of a behavioural ob-

ject. Again cognition arises through the occurrence of a psycho-

physical process similar to the real process. And yet the two events

in the geographical and the behavioural field, even though they

correspond, have different causes, as becomes clear when we re-

member the theory of perceived motion. The case of the rotating

wheel is particularly illuminating (Rubin, 1927). Each point of the

wheel passes through a trajectory which is a cycloid. And yet we do

not see this cycloid path, but instead a combination of a translatory

motion of the hub and a circular motion of the rim. (See discus-

sion in Chapter VII.) This is from the point of cognition very

often the truer picture. If a carriage is pulled or pushed by horses

or a locomotive engine, then the force applied is a rectilinear one

and under this rectilinear force applied to the carriage the. wheels

begin to turn around their axles; or when the car is propelled by

its own power, the forces applied to the wheels make them revolve

in circles round their axles and a translatory movement ensues. The

light which is transmitted from the rolling wheels contains, of

course, no information of these processes. If the eye of the observer

is kept steady, then, apart from perspective distortion, each part of

the wheel describes a cycloid on the retina, the curve which results

from the combination of the circular and translatory movement.

But whereas we see a cycloid when a wheel with one luminous

point on its periphery rolls in complete darkness, normally we see

two movements, a circular and translatory one. Of course the fact

that we see this is not directly caused by the objective motion, but

is due to the internal forces of organization. The correspondence

between the events in the behavioural and the geographical world

is therefore no direct picturing of the one by the other, but due to
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the fact that different causes may produce corresponding results.

Since, however, different causes will as a rule not produce similar

results we have to be very careful in accepting the data of our be-

havioural world as true information about the geographical, even

when for purposes of behaviour the former may be adequate.

Force, Causality. We now consider two bodies colliding in such

a way that they influence each other’s relative motions. The sim-

plest case is that of one billiard ball hitting another which formerly

was at rest and imparting its motion to it. In the real world we
have an actual exchange of motion, which we usually express by

saying that the moving ball in the collision causes the motion of

the resting one. What happens in the behavioural world ? The naive

person will say that he saw that process of causation, that he per-

ceived how one ball pushed the other, how its force was transmitted

to it.

THE POSITIVISTIC ARGUMENT AND ITS REFUTATION. But since Hume
we have been taught that the naive person is mistaken; that he

could not possibly see such transference of motion or force, because

in the stimulating conditions, in the light waves, there is nothing

that could produce such a perception. Forces do not emit or reflect

light waves, only bodies do, and therefore all we could possibly see

was one ball moving till it struck the other one and then lying

at rest while the other began to move. Moreover, having been told

that we can see nothing else we thereupon may see just this and no

more. This argument has had a profound influence on the develop-

ment of the philosophy and the philosophic atmosphere of the last,

let us say, hundred years. It is one of the cornerstones of the posi-

tivistic attitude towards science which we had so many occasions

to attack. But its strength and unassailability are only apparent. To
be consistent we should have to say: We cannot see motion, for

motion is nothing that reflects light. Indeed, behavioural motion

is the result of field processes, i.e., processes occurring within the

brain, which need not at all be produced by really moving bodies.

Therefore, as far as the argument goes we ought to deny that

motion can be seen, a position which some psychologists have in-

deed taken (Driesch, Lindworsky). But such a view is in too strong

a contrast with our everyday experience, our knowledge of animal

behaviour, and our experimentation. What highly artificial and com-

plicated hypotheses should we have to make, to mention only one

point, in order to explain the results of Brown, whose subjects had

to match the velocities of moving objects, if we did not admit that
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motion with its velocity can be seen, that it is a part of our be-

havioural environment ?

Therefore we can accept the general view that motion is seen,

although it is devoid of any special stimulus. But if that is admitted,

the positivist argument is invalidated. Our behavioural world is

indeed possessed of an inexhaustible number of properties for which
no special local stimulation exists. A circle is “round,” the edge of

this page “straight,” an arrow “pointed,” a decorative pattern “sym-

metrical,” to name but a few such properties.^ The positivist might

just as well claim that there is no such thing as roundness, or

symmetry, because neither roundness nor symmetry reflects light.

And if one looks at the history of psychology one has not to turn

very far back to find a period where these characters, like shape

in general, were treated as non-existent entities. In our fourth chap-

ter we took great pains to prove the reality of shape, and we had

to do it, because under the positivistic bias shape had tended to

vanish from the sight of the psychologist.

But then, if we refrain from expelling shape and motion from

the domain of our science, what reason have we to exclude the

experience of force or causation from it? Must we not say instead

that as some spatial stimulus distributions produce various shapes,

and some spatio-temporal ones the experience of motion, so will

others arouse the perception of force and causation? When in the

beginning of our third chapter we gave a survey of our behavioural

environment we enumerated “forces” among its constituents. We
have now seen how these forces have to be treated by the psy'

chologist, although this field is in sore need of experimental investi-

gation, owing, naturally, to the prejudice against causality reared

by positivism. Child psychologists have begun to study the field,

thanks largely to the pioneering work of Piaget. In Huang’s careful

investigation which was based on Piaget’s work, some rather con-

crete and definite experiments have been performed which begin

to throw a light on the dynamical processes actually occurring

(pp. i68f.).

THE DOUBLE ASPECT OF THE COGNITIVE PROBLEM INVOLVED IN CAUSAL-

ITY. With the acknowledgment of causality as a trait of our be-

havioural environment we have, however, not yet solved the cogni-

tive problem involved. Indeed, this problem has two sides, with

regard to the geographical and the behavioural, or rather the psy-

chophysical environment. About the former only a few words are

^For a fuller discussion see Kohler, 1929, Chapter VI.
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in place. Since in many cases behavioural motion is a true index of

geographical motion, there is no a priori reason why behavioural

causality should not under certain conditions be also veridical with

regard to geographical causality. This may mean either of two

things: even if we were forced to abandon the idea that causality

was an adequate category for the description of the real world, hav-

ing to be replaced by mere regular sequence, behavioural causality

might be an indication that we were in the presence of a case of

such regular sequence. But there remains also the other and more

important possibility, the possibility, namely, that behavioural causal-

ity gives us a true clue as to the constitution of the real world. That

would mean that positivism has been too sceptical in its selections

of behavioural data from which to build up a theory of the real

world. We all accept motion as a true characteristic of the real

world, and in doing so think of motion more or less in terms of the

motions which we know in our behavioural world, and not merely

as a distance-time function; and similarly our concept of velocity is

still deeply rooted in our experience of behavioural velocities and

not confined to the abstract expression— . Again, there is no a

priori reason why behavioural force should not give us some direct

hint of what real force is, even though we can define it as m
df

This line of thought cannot be pursued further, since we are not

dealing with epistemology. Our remarks, however, will suffice to

revive the question as to what kind of material we can legitimately

use for the construction of our world picture. And we are not

alone in claiming that possibly we have overshot the mark in our

critical attitude. I need only mention Whitehead, philosopher and
mathematician, as supporting such a view.

The other side of the cognitive problem of causality, however,

concerns the behavioural world, or rather the psychophysical field,

itself. We must raise this question: If in our behavioural world an
object A exerts a force on B, by setting it into motion or affecting it

in some other way, are we justified in assuming that A as a process

in the psychophysical field actually affects the psychophysical process

B ? When we think of our billiard ball example it may appear that

such an assumption is unnecessary. For the second behavioural bil-

liard ball will stay at rest, however strong the force with which
the first behavioural ball hits it, unless the second real ball actually

moves. The motion of the real ball is therefore a necessary condition
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for the motion of the behavioural ball, and it seems unnecessary to

add to this patent cause another purely hypothetical one. On the

other hand wc know from Wertheimer’s experiment reported on
page 371 that behavioural motion may produce another behavioural

motion without a corresponding real motion (or its equivalent,

kinematographic shift of phase). Our assumption of a direct effect

of the moving behavioural ball upon the stationary one is, there-

fore, not quite so hypothetical, not entirely unsupported by fact.

If our assumption is right, the motion of the second ball should,

in its initial stage, be somewhat different whether it is experienced

as due to the impact of another or not; and it should not be im-

possible to test this conclusion by experiments.

Before the experiment has spoken there remain then three pos-

sibilities: the experience of a causal connection between A and B
may be (a) a sign that there is an actual causal dynamic relation

between the two psychophysical process organizations A' and B',

or (b) a sign of some other interrelationship between them, or (c)

no such relation between A' and B' exists, and the experience of

causality derives from secondary causes. The second member of

this disjunction seems, at the moment, so improbable by itself that

we will exclude it from further consideration. Should we, then,

choose between (a) and (c), or leave the question completely open.?

(c) is the traditional view, closely connected with associationism,

which we shall later on reject for good reasons, (a) is perfectly

consistent with our whole theory of field organization, and at the

same time a clear-cut example of isomorphism. Moreover, we shall

presently discuss cases where indeed the experienced connection

and the actual ones coincide. Therefore, fully aware that the ex-

periment will have to give the final verdict, we accept (a). As a

matter of fact we have done so already in our last chapter when
we introduced the manifest organization within the behavioural

environment. We feel, to recall one of the examples discussed there,

the disturbing influence exerted by a Renoir picture on a Diirer,

and no doubt this feeling is well founded, for the disturbance dis-

appears when we separate the two pictures sufficiendy.

Cognitive Value of Manifest Organization. Manifest organization

has then a cognitive value that goes beyond that of silent organiza-

tion; for it gives us some direct information about events in a part

of the geographical world, viz., that part which we call our brain;

whereas silent organization gives us only indirect information about

the same part of the world.

This direct information is never complete. It tells us very little
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of the actual dynamical interplay, and as often as not it will give

only a part of the effective forces; the organization is, in other

words, as a rule partly manifest and partly silent. Therefore it can

be as easily overrated as underestimated. But the knowledge that

this source of information may be misused must not prevent us

from using it correctly.

Manifest Organization in Phenomenal Behaviour. Its Cog-

nitive Value. Insight. We can now turn to the manifest forces

between the field and the Ego which we have already amply dis-

cussed in the last chapter. This discussion ought to have made it

plain that here a correspondence exists between the behavioural

and the psychophysical force, whether the former appears in* the

form of a need, a signal, a demand-, or a physiognomic character.

Manifest organization has a particularly important cognitive value,

for it presents us with a picture of the dynamics of our behaviour.

We do not only act, but we know why we act. ‘‘Wherever this is

the case we apply the term ‘insight,’ ” said Kohler in a very similar

connection (1929, p. 371). Thus, in this terminology, the existence

of manifest Ego-field organization is tantamount to insightful be-

haviour. Again, however, one has to examine the cognitive value

of such insight. How far is it an indication of the forces that

underlie real behaviour? The reader who remembers the early

part of this book will recall that we did not accept it there as a

sufficient indicator. In the second chapter (pp. 5of.), we discussed

types of action in which the manifest forces were at best a small

part of the real forces, where insight, taken at its face value, was
deceptive. We have, unfortunately, no guarantee that all effective

forces become manifest. But again the fact that insight may be

wrongly employed must not prevent us from employing it correcdy

and attributing to it that importance which it possesses. Through
insight, phenomenal behaviour (defined on p. 40) becomes mean-
ingful, just as real behaviour becomes meaningful through the con-

servative tendency of the organism as formulated in Humphrey’s
principle (p. 308). On neither side, the real or the phenomenal, do
we meet a mere haphazard sequence of events, on either side we
find the events definitely directed. Does this not lend support to

isomorphism?

CONSCIOUSNESS WITHOUT INSIGHT. Have I succeeded in impressing

the reader with the importance that manifest organization pos-

sesses for our phenomenal behaviour? Let him picture a person

endowed with consciousness, but without any kind of manifest or-

ganization, and compare such consciousness with his own. This
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person would be surrounded by objects and would feel himself ap-

proaching one, avoiding another, having pleasure in one set of
conditions and being angry in another. But that would be all. He
would, let us say, feel thirsty and drink a glass of water, and then
feel his thirst quenched, but he would not know that he drank
the water because he was thirsty, nor that his thirst vanished because

of the drink. He would see a beautiful woman, would approach

her, hear himself make the most clever and alluring speeches, find

himself in flower shops ordering bunches of long-stemmed red roses

addressed to that lady, he might even hear himself propose, be ac-

cepted, become married, but in the words of the baron in Gorki's

“Lower Depths,” “Why.? No notion.” Of course he could not really

say these words because he would not know what “why.?” means,

a why presupposing manifest organization. Provided such a person

could become a scientist and a philosopher—although I do not see

how he could—what would his philosophy be.? Without a doubt an

extreme positivism of the Humean kind. But why should we, whose

experiences are so different from and so much richer than the ex-

perience of this imaginary person, develop a similar philosophy.?

The picture of this kind of consciousness shows us clearly that

the possession of consciousness per se is nothing valuable. This per-

son would be just as well off without it, if not better. Thus v/e have

returned to a point which we raised at the end of the second

chapter, where we discussed the alleged materialistic bias of

isomorphism (pp. 64 f.).

INSIGHT APPLIED TO BEHAVIOURAL ENVIRONMENT. In the WOrld of OUt

imaginary person there would be no forces. One billiard ball would

run, come in contact with another, stop, and the other would begin

to roll. A pure sequence of events. Two trains would collide, leave

the tracks, the cars turn turtle and become wrecked; another

mere sequence. We need not continue. The behavioural world of

this person would be poorer than ours in the same proportion in

which his phenomenal behaviour would be. For we experience mani-

fest organization also in our behavioural environment, there also

“not only the result is experienced, but also very much of its why

and ‘how’ is felt. . .
.” In short Kohler’s definition of insight fits this

aspect of the behavioural environment as well as phenomenal be-

haviour. Our behavioural world is ever so much more full of insight

than that of the fictitious person, ever so much more meaningful.
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SILENT EGO-ORGANIZATION

The problem of cognition will be resumed when we treat of

memory and thought. We continue the discussion of this chapter

by taking up another aspect of the problem of silent and manifest

organization. We have seen that at least most manifest organizations

include the Ego. But it would be wrong to infer from this fact

that all organizations in which the Ego takes part are manifest.

As a matter of fact we have previously, in Chapter VI (pp. 216 f.

and 219 f.), discussed the Ego localization in its spatial framework,

which is truly a case of silent organization.

Ego and Framework in Behaviour. We shall discuss this Ego-

framework localization now with regard to action. Already we
have seen that the framework is as constant as the conditions allow.

When we act we change the position of our real body and thereby

the retinal distribution. To this change of the conditions of our be-

havioural world a change in the total behavioural world must cor-

respond, but it does not follow which part of this world will change.

As we have pointed out in Chapter V, the change is the invariant,

a definite amount of movement or change in the behavioural world

must result from a given change in the effective conditions, but

not necessarily a change in the behavioural environment. As a matter

of fact, in normal cases of body-movements the framework will

remain constant, and the Ego will be the carrier of the motion.

We walk through our rooms, our retinal images change constantly,

but the behavioural room remains at rest, the behavioural Ego is

experienced as in motion, Duncker’s work on induced motion has

shown why this must be so. If real relative motion occurs between

two objects, S and E, it is, ceteris paribus, E, the enclosed one, and

not S, the surrounding one, which will appear as moved. We can

express this also by saying: Our actions change our relation to the

geographical environment and thereby the proximal stimulation

which we receive from it; but the behavioural world arising out of

this changing stimulation is such that the framework remains con-

stant, while the Ego and possibly some of the objects are in motion.

The Special Problems of Localization with Moving Eyes.

Duncker has also applied his theory to an old problem of space

perception. The classical theory of localization had to distinguish

localization with steady gaze and with moving eyes, of which the

second one is at the same time the normal case and that which
offered greater difficulties to the theory. Why is it, this was the

main question, that the behavioural objects stay in their places when
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owing to our eye-movements the retinal images on account of

which we see them move across the retina? Hering’s theory, in-

genious though it was, shows the additive character of the theoriz-

ing of his time (1879, pp. 531 f.). With normal position of the eyes

each retinal point has, in this theory, as we have previously seen, a

definite space value. The fovea F, e.g., has the space value 0, and

L, a point to the left of it, say, the value + x, i.e., it ap-

pears to the right of the “straight ahead” (see Fig. 93).

When we now turn our eyes to the right through an

angle which corresponds to the distance FL, the object

which was formerly projected on L is now projected

on F, and that originally projected on F is now pro-

jected on a point R, FR = FL, with a space value (ap-

proximately) = — X. If the retinal points preserved

their space values during the eye-movements, our two

objects ought to have undergone a displacement to the left. In

reality they appear at rest. Consequently Hering assumes that dur-

ing the eye-movement all space values are changed in such a way
that they are displaced by the exact amount of the motion. This is

an adequate description of the facts in terms of this theory as will

be clear from the following table, in which we list the space values

of the three retinal points, F, L, and R, before and after the eye-

movements.

TABLE 11

Before the eye-move- After the eye-move-

Retinal point ment, object A on F, ment, object A on R,

B on L B on F

F 0

L
1

+x -1-2X

R —

X

0

Fig- 93

The eye, turning to the right, has added to each retinal point a

“right” value corresponding to the amount of the eye-movement.

The result is that the objects remain in their places, the shift of

retinal points on which the objects are projected being exactly com-

pensated by a shift in the respective space values of the retinal

points. The object A was originally projected on F with the space
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value 0 and appeared in a certain place characterized as straight

ahead. After the movement it falls on R, which originally had the

space value —x; i.e., an object falling on this point before the move-

ment was made would appear to the left of the straight ahead. But

through the movement all space values have been changed by +x;
therefore R, the point on which A is now being projected, has the

resultant space value —x + x = 0, i.e., the object appears where it

appeared before.

As a pure description this scheme fits the facts. But it wanted

to be more than a mere description, it claimed to contain the ex-

planation of the phenomenon. Therefore it had to assign a cause

to this change of space value which the retinal points undergo.

This cause lies, according to Hering, in attention. When we move
our eyes voluntarily our attention accompanies or rather precedes

our eye-movements and causes this change of the space values.

Hillebrand has even attempted to show why a change of attention

should produce this change of space values, but his theory is too

complex to be reported here. Neither shall I criticize the details of

this theory except by pointing out that it omits one essential part

of the data: after we have moved our eyes we see indeed the objects

in the same places in which we saw them before, but at the same

time we are aware that we are no longer looking straight ahead!

This last fact has been entirely neglected by the Hering-Hillebrand

theory. And yet it is directly derivable from Duncker’s theory in

the same way in which we derived the constancy of the framework
during actual body movements from it. The ocular system is a part

of the Ego. The motion which results in the behavioural world on
account of a displacement of retinal patterns may as well be carried

by this part of the Ego as by the whole Ego, if the conditions are

such as to keep the rest of the Ego constant.

There is, however, one fact that lent particularly strong sup-

port to the Hering theory and which therefore must now be har-

monized with Duncker’s. In cases of recent paresis of the eye

muscles the patients see the objects in their field of vision in motion

when they move their eyes. The connection with Hering’s theory

is very simple. Let us assume the right external muscle to be the

paretic one. Then the eye will not completely obey the innervation

of a movement, the actually executed movement will be smaller

than the “intended” movement. This must, according to the Hering

theory, lead to a displacement of the objects. Let us glance back

at our table (on p. 385). The change of space values will, in the

case of the patient, be the same as that indicated in our table, be-
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cause it depends upon the intended movement, that is, the change
of attention which is characteristic of our intention. But the shift

of the objects over the retina will be different. Thusr object A instead

of being transported to R will be brought only to R' with the space

value —y, y < x. On the other hand, owing to the shift of attention

all retinal points will have shifted their space values by +x. Conse-
quently the place at which A will appear after the eye-movement
will be —y + x which is > 0, i.e., the object is moved in the direc-

tion of the eye-movement, it has run away, so to speak, from the

eye. This fact, as also that we see the objects moving when we
move our eyes by pressing our fingers against the bulbs, proves that

the theory cannot be quite so simple as we presented it. The dif-

ference between the normal and the last two cases is this: in the

last one the eyes are moved without the participation of the oculo-

motor system, in the preceding they are moved by a partly disabled

motor apparatus, while in the first the movement and the resulting

shift of the retinal image takes place through the normal function-

ing of nerves and muscles. That looks as though under these condi-

tions the eye-system of the Ego becomes the motion carrier only to

the degree that the oculomotor system is involved, independently of

the effect that is eventually achieved. Therefore, when the oculo-

motor system does not participate at all, as in displacements of the

bulbs by pressure, the eyes will not be experienced as moving, and

the full amount of the stimulus shift will appear in motion of

the objects. On the other hand, in the case of the paretic muscle

the eye-system will carry a movement greater than is warranted

by the actual shift of the retinal image, i.e., the relative motion be-

tween object and eyes would be too great if the object appeared at

rest, since the amount of experienced displacement was to be the

invariant, determined by the amount of actual displacement. There-

fore the objects must also appear to move in the same direction

as the eyes. The reader may find it hard to understand this deduc-

tion. Therefore I shall give my argument in another way. In reality,

and on the retina, the two objects A and B are in relative motion

with regard to each other; the relative displacement, after time

T, having the magnitude 5. Then, according to our invariance

theorems, a motion of the extent s should be perceived, distributed

among the behavioural objects a and b according to the special

conditions. Let a and b move along the line ab, during the time T.

Then the path traversed by a will be Si, and that traversed by b, S2.

And therefore the change of distance between a and b, at the end of

the motion, = i*! — ^2 * This is, according to our invariance theorem,
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= s; Sx— ^2 = s. Naturally, if ^1 = 0,
— S2 — s, and if S2 = 0

,
= s,

representing the cases where one object is seen at rest and the other

as the sole carrier of the motion. It is evident that in these cases the

motions of either of these objects must be in opposite directions,

being positive, S2 negative. If < s, then — ^*2 > 0
,
and therefore

^2 < 0
;
again the objects move in different directions. But if Si > s,

then S2 must be > 0, i.e., both objects must move in the same direc-

tion. We can apply this directly to the case of eye-movements,

being the experienced movements of the eyes, S2 that of the objects,

and s, determined by the retinal displacement S, the total relative

shift between the behavioural eye-system and the objects. In the

normal case Si = s and therefore S2 = 0. In the case of the paretic

muscle Si > s, therefore S2 > 0, the objects must move in the same

direction as the eyes. In the case of the eye moving through pressure

of the finger i’l = 0, therefore ^2 — — the objects are the sole

motion carriers and move in a direction opposite to that of the eye.

Finally we may consider the case of complete paralysis of the eye

muscle. Here 5 = 0 and therefore = 0, no displacement between

objects and eye-system can be experienced. But ^1 > 0 = x, then

S2 also = X, the patient feels his eyes and the objects moving in the

same direction and with the same angular displacement. This case

is instructive because it shows that our presentation was oversimpli-

fied, for here we have 5 = 0 and yet a perception of motion, indicat-

ing that a third system, the body-system, must be taken into account.

5 = 0 would be perfectly compatible with no movement being ex-

perienced, either of the objects or of the eyes. In reality the latter

is experienced and therefore also the former. The cause of the

process, therefore, cannot be the shift of the retinal image alone, for

if it were we could not understand why in this case any experience

of motion occurs. Instead we must assume that intra-Ego forces

become operative and determine directly the extent of the ^i. Then,
because of the invariance theorem, the S2 is also determined.®

In favour of our explanation we can add two facts. The first,

mentioned in the third chapter, when we discussed the zenith-

horizon illusion, is that perceptual properties, like size, depend upon
the condition of the oculomotor system (pp. 94 f.). Therefore we
are not raising an entirely new claim when we now attribute to the

oculomotor system a decisive influence upon the localization and
motion of objects. The second is the fact that paretic patients know
of their disability only through the disturbing behaviour of the

® Sec also Kohler, 1933.
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objects around them and not through any feeling of being ham-
pered in moving their eyes. Even a person with complete paralysis

of the rectus externus will have the impression that his^ eyes, actually

immobile, move to the right.

There are still other cases where the eyes seem to move although

in reality they do not. In Duncker’s experiment it happened fre-

quently that the fixated one of two objects was seen in motion, even

when in reality the non-fixated one was the motion carrier. The
primary effect here is the induced motion of the fixated object;

from this, motion of the eyes must follow according to the in-

variance theorem, in the same way as in our previous cases. Since

there is no displacement, no relative motion between eyes and ob-

jects can be experienced. Since, then, the objects appear in motion,

the eyes must appear in motion also; the subject believes that he

follows the moving object with his eyes when in reality he fixates

steadily a non-moving object. This case fits our interpretation per-

fectly well, for in this case the oculomotor system is in direct con-

nection with the perceptive one, since, as we have seen, without such

a connection fixation would be inexplicable.

Effects on the Ego of an Unstable Framework. All these effects

were effects of silent organization including the Ego or one of its

sub-systems. They were governed by the rule of the stability of the

framework. In an unstable framework all action is severely ham-
pered, because posture and balance are seriously affected. It is

astonishing how little attention psychologists have paid to this point.

And yet the simplest kind of experiment demonstrates the impor-

tance of a stable spatial framework for the maintenance of our

bodily balance. It is quite easy for any normal person to stand on
one leg as long as he keeps his eyes open. But try it with closed

eyes, and you will be surprised how difficult it is, how soon you

will have to use the other leg to keep yourself from toppling over.

It is no exaggeration to say that we stand on our eyes as we stand

on our feet, or perhaps better, that we balance with our eyes, and

lean with our eyes against the surroundings as we do with our

hands. This reminds us of one of Hartgenbusch’s examples, the fail-

ure of the heavy athletes to break the existing records because of

the lack of articulation of the walls at which they had to look (see

Chapter II, p. 45). The most impressive demonstration of the sup-

port which our balance gains from sight is obtained when we try

to stand upright on a narrow peak with a drop of hundreds or

thousands of feet on either side. I quote from Thouless (1928), who
has published a delightful paper on this and similar problems: “If
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the novice is urged to stand upright on the top of Napes Needle,

the balancing difficulty appears to him to be insuperable. Indeed

he need not go so high as that. If he mounts an isolated flat-topped

rock eight feet from the ground, he will find great difficulty in

standing upright on it” (p. 162). In the first case there is no visual

frame to lend support to the mountain-climber, in the second, the

framework is distorted by the fact that an articulated field exists

“behind” the person standing on the rock, but not in front. There-

fore the person will be in danger of falling forward over the edge.

Thouless s explanation, slightly different in detail, also deduces a

dislocation of the visual vertical.

Since we depend so much for our very balance on a fixed frame-

work, any instability or change of it will have profound effects on

our behaviour. Watson lists loss of support as one of the two
primary stimuli to produce fear reaction. This fact becomes in-

telligible from our point of view. Loss of support means an in-

stability of the framework, for as we have also pointed out previ-

ously, our space is by no means entirely visual (see Chapter IV, p.

121). This refers particularly to the spatial framework, which de-

pends to a considerable extent upon the factors indicated in the

passage just referred to previously. Loss of support will affect

primarily the vestibular and the deep sensibility factors, which in an

infant with a very poorly articulated visual space are the main
foundations of the framework. Therefore loss of physical support

means for the infant a loss of behavioural support through instabil-

ity of the framework, with the very violent effects described by

Watson. We can duplicate this experience by purely visual means.

The revolving room used to be a popular attraction at county fairs.

Here the visitor intent on being thrilled was led into a perfectly

normal-looking room whose walls suddenly began to rotate at

great speed with the result that the visitor became thoroughly dizzy,

as much as if he had been rotated himself.® The effect of the shift

of the framework is clear. I derive another example from rock

climbing. When one climbs a fairly steep ridge—an experience

whose relation to our problem has been well discussed by Thouless

—and then comes to a horizontal resting place where one can stand

upright quite easily, one feels at the first moment rather uncom-
fortable: the world has, for a second or so, lost its stability, it begins

to rock and one is tempted to rock with it. The explanation is again

® Recent investigations have shown that this effect is strongest with a certain

range of velocities, viz., one revolution in three to five seconds under the special con-

ditions of the experiment, where a drum with alternating black and white stripes of

1.5 cm. width was the rotating object. (Vogel.)
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a shift of the framework. While one is climbing, the ridge is phe-

nomenally vertical or nearly so; it forms the main part of one’s

spatial framework. When now one stands up, the framework has to

shift and the shift is not well defined, since on either side the ridge

is surrounded by air and the nearest objects are far away.

Summary: Framework and Posture. Thus we see how important

the framework is for action. For although all specific activity is

directed towards objects and not towards the framework, yet pos-

ture and balance, without which action is impossible, depend to a

very large extent on the framework. Posture is, of course, also

action, maintained by a constant interplay of innervations. The
maintenance of posture is, in other words, also a task of the execu-

tive, and in this task the executive seems primarily controlled by the

framework-Ego forces.

DIRECTED ACTION. THE FORCE DIAGRAMS

If now we turn from postural to directed action we find the ob-

jects in the field of paramount importance. For each individual

situation one has to try to discover the forces at work and the con-

straints in the field which limit the freedom of action. With great

consistency Lewin and his school have applied this method, pre-

senting various fields by special diagrams from which the resulting

actions can be deduced. A relatively simple example is that of a

child confronted either with an attractive but forbidden object, or

with an unpleasant task for which he will be rewarded. The reader

will find the respective diagrams in Lewin’s article of 1931.

The objects within such a field have various characteristics with

regard to the behaviour of the Ego; there are goal objects, paths

leading to the goal, tools, signs and signals, barriers, detours and

so forth, a number of which have been aptly discussed by Tolman,

although in my opinion this author oversimplifies the picture by

his concept of the sign-gestdt, by which he attributes primary im-

portance to signs, whereas they seem to me but one among many
different kinds of dynamic objects. Our description of field be-

haviour in Chapter II (pp. 43 f.) should be reread from the point of

view of our last discussion.

Variability of the Dynamic Characters. In thinking of our fields

in this dynamic manner we must avoid the error of overestimating

the constancy of the dynamic characters of objects. We have already

seen how the demand characters will change with needs. But this is

only one of the possible changes that may and will take place. A
detour may become the direct route, a barrier a stepping stone, a
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toy a tool, an attractive object a repulsive one during the progress

of one action, depending upon the momentary conditions. These

changes will occupy us in our discussion of learning, for they may
be more or less permanent. We have to stress here only one point,

because it is significant for action.

The Functional Characters of Behavioural Objects. When we
recall the discussion of the behavioural environment presented in

our Chapters IV and V, we may feel that something of great im-

portance was left out there. We treated behavioural environment

largely as though it consisted of squares, circles, ellipses and other

shapes in various colours and at different places, also of cubes,

spheres and other solids. But the laws of organization there derived

did not explain why we see chairs and tables, houses and bridges,

or post-offices, letter boxes, motor cars, etc. They could not give

such an explanation because they treated only of forces within the

external or environmental part of the psychophysical field, and

these forces cannot possibly produce by themselves the objects of

our daily use. For the characteristic of all the objects that we men-
tioned as neglected by our previous theory is that they bear a rela-

tion to our own activities. To a stranger the red pillars in the

streets of London are just curious red pillars; it is their use that

makes them letter boxes, and a Bushman suddenly transported into

New York harbour would think that he was approaching a wild

mountainous country. Conversely, for an artist a house may become
a cube, a mountain a cone, and that not only for a cubist. Thus, like

most of the physiognomic characters, these “functional” characters

are products of an object-Ego organization, different from the

former by the fact that they are not primary results of such or-

ganizations but can emerge only when the particular object has

functioned in a behaviour act. Therefore these characters depend

on pre-existing needs like the demand characters, but again in a

different way. The demand characters will, as a rule, come and go

with the need. The functional characters will, as a rule, be perma-

nent and disappear only as a result of special forces, like the par-

ticular attitude of the artist. I believe it to be a true proposition

that all demand characters presuppose either physiognomic or func-

tional characters. Thus the green box over there will not make me
deviate from my course in order to get rid of my letter, but the

letter box; I will not use this T-shaped object for driving a nail into

my wall, but this hammer; and so forth. Nevertheless, there must

have been a time when such a T-shaped object was just a T-shaped

object, and when, because of its possible use as a tool, it became a
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hammer. But let us return to the relation between functional char-

acters and needs. As long as no need arises for using a hammer,
there will not be any hammers, however many suital^le T-shaped

objects there may be around. But to us a hammer is a hammer
even when we do not need it, although then it will not determine

our actions through its hammer properties; if it enters into our

behaviour it may do so in many ways, as a mere obstacle to be re-

moved, as a paper weight, and so on. Its “demand” character has

varied all the time, whereas its functional character has remained

constant. This must mean that through its use the object has under-

gone a permanent change of organization, by virtue of which it is

no longer an Ego-independent thing, like the squares and crosses

which we used in our former demonstrations, but a thing with a

permanent relation to the Ego. And it means secondly that such a

reorganization may become permanent. The general meaning of

this statement we shall discuss in our chapter on memory (Chap-

ter XI)
;
at this place the remark must suffice that the behavioural

environment of a living being at any one moment of his life de-

pends also upon the behavioural environments at earlier moments
of his life. This in itself is a trite statement. There is no psy-

chologist who has not taught that perception depends upon expe-

rience and memory; as we know from our discussion in the third

chapter (see p. 85) traditional psychology defined perception by

the participation of memory and distinguished it thereby from sensa-

tion. But this theory is radically different from the one we are

advancing here. On the one hand it sticks to the constancy hy-

pothesis (see p. 86) for its explanation of sensations; on the other

it explains perception by the addition of new elements, images, to

these sensations, in the assimilation hypothesis (see p. 103). We have

in our third chapter rejected all these traditional hypotheses, and

now we have put in their place a new one which, vague though

it has to be at the moment—and even our later discussion will not

be able to make it much more definite—escapes all the objections

raised against the old theories and is perfectly consistent with our

fundamental hypotheses. In this new theory experience has its

place. Had it not, our theory would indeed be foolish. But in our

theory the effect of experience is not that of adding new elements

to old ones, but of changing a prior organization.

We possess as yet very little experimental evidence for supporting

our theory of the functional characters. From human experiment

we might adduce work done on the “quality of pliancy” (“Gefiigig-

keitsqualitat”) by Ach (1930) in which he established functional
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characters of nonsense syllables by the manner in which the subjects

had to react to them. As far as I can see from Ach’s short report, his

results, as far as they go, are in good agreement with our theory. But

the conditions of this experiment were too artificial, the relation

between the material and its functional characters too arbitrary,

for making these experiments the basis of generalizations. Animal

experimentation since Kohler’s classical work with chimpanzees has

been more relevant. In animal psychology the new use of familiar

objects by animals has been enforced, and therefore, if we are

allowed to go by analogy, new functional characters in their be-

havioural environment have been produced. Unfortunately this in-

ference by analogy can never be verified directly, although some

ingenious experimenter may invent new methods of corroborating

it indirectly. Meanwhile it would not add weight to our argument

if we enumerated details of these experiments, which, besides, are

familiar to most psychologists. We shall have to wait for good

experiments on human subjects; they are, for our purposes, to be

preferred to animals not only because they can speak and there-

fore report the changes which the behavioural objects undergo, but

also because they have so many more needs, and are capable of

creating ever new ones, so that functional characters corresponding

to an enormous variety of such needs could be created.

ATTITUDES AND THEIR EFFECTS ON THE BEHAVIOURAL

ENVIRONMENT

Although, then, we have no direct experimental knowledge of

the arousal of functional characters by Ego-object forces, we are in

a much better position with regard to the more general problem
whether the Ego can influence the behavioural field. Not only every-

day experience, but well controlled experimental evidence compels

us to answer this question in the affirmative. In Chapter IV we
have already referred to the fact that the visibility of a point de-

pends upon the attitude of the onlooker (pp. 148 f.) ; during the first

period of experimental psychology the problem arose whether atten-

tion could change the intensity of a sensation, and the result of

experiments designed to solve it showed the existence of such an
effect.^ The fact that clangs can be analyzed, their overtones heard,

under a special direction of the attention, belongs to the oldest store

of knowledge our science possesses, although the actual explanation

of this effect was not achieved till some years after the war (Eber-

hardt, 1922). For the problem of organization was unknown to

^ See, for instance, the discussion by Stumpf, pp. 71 £.
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the older psychology, at least in the form in which it has followed

us through this whole book. And changes in the behavioural en-

vironment, whether they be due to attention, attitude, 'or what not,

are primarily changes of organization. As such a factor of organiza-

tion, attitudes have been most thoroughly investigated by Gott-

schaldt (1926 and 1929), and Kohler has discussed under this aspect

many examples taken from everyday life.

Attitude and Attention Defined. Before we present Gottschaldt’s

experiments, it will be fitting to define what we mean by attitude

and attention. From our previous discussions of both these con-

cepts it is clear that we mean by them actual forces that par-

ticipate in the total dynamic situation (see pp. 149 and 206), actual

forces that exist between the field and the Ego. It seems to con-

form to good usage if we attribute the more general meaning to

the term attitude, the more special to the term attention. Attention

would then be a special attitude, namely that of simple unspecific

directedness towards an object, whereas other attitudes would be

more specific, like expectation of something more or less definite,

putting the centre of gravity in one place rather than another, being

suspicious, curious, etc. In discussing attention we distinguished the

cases where the origin of the force was in the Ego, voluntary, and,

where it lay in the object, involuntary attention. Whether this same

distinction is applicable to the other attitudes will not be decided

here; surely, in many cases these attitudes originate in the Ego,

its needs or quasi-needs. The degree to which these attitudes re-

veal themselves in consciousness is variable. In Gottschaldt’s ex-

periments the existence and efficacy of attitudes was proved by their

effect and not by reports of the subjects, whose attitude varied be-

tween an active searching and mere passive conviction that a cer-

tain pattern would be shown to them.

Gottschaldt’s Experiments. From the great number of different

experiments performed by Gottschaldt I shall only report a few. We
will begin with those which followed immediately upon his experi-

ments already reported in Chapter IV (pp. 156!.). On the day after

the subjects had for the first time been shown the b figures (the

reader will have to turn back to Chapter IV for an explanation of

the method and terminology), the first group, who had previously

seen the a figures 3 times, were shown them another 2 times,

while the second group, who had seen the a figures 520 times, were

presented with them another 20 times. Both groups were then

shown the b figures for two seconds each with the instruction to

search for one of the previously seen a figures. We present the re-
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suits in the same way as before (see Table 6, p. 157), adding the

figures of our old table in columns I and III. The results are very

significant, A comparison of II with I and IV with III shows the

effect of the new instruction, a comparison of II and IV, just as

formerly the comparison of I and III, shows the ineffectiveness of

the accumulation of repetitions, the figures in column II and IV
show by themselves the amount of success of the new instruction.

Clearly the search attitude has some influence, whereas mere repe-

tition has none whatever, but equally clearly in the majority of

TABLE 12

Group I Group II

neutral

3 repet.

92 cases

searching

5 repet.

93 cases

neutral

520 repet.

242 cases

searching

540 repet.

248 cases

iz has some influence 6.6 31.2 5.0 28.3

a has no influence 934 68.8 95.0 71.7

I II III IV

cases the forces corresponding to this search attitude are not suffi-

cient to overcome the internal forces of organization within the

figures. However, attitude may have an* effect upon organization,

an effect which is not reducible to experience.

In another paper Gottschaldt published new experiments devised

to bring out the influence of attitude. Among other methods he

used the device described on page 143 by which figures were exposed

with a gradually increasing degree of distinctness. The subjects had
to stop the experimenter as soon as they saw anything new and had
to draw on paper what they had been seeing. Thus the gradual

development of figures could be studied, and it could be determined

whether, provided an a and a b figure had different histories of

development, the history of the h figure could be influenced by fre-

quent experience of the a figure contained within it. The results were
again entirely negative as long as special attitudes were excluded

but changed radically when such attitudes were aroused, not by
special instructions, but by the temporal course of the experimental

series. Two main a b combinations were used, as represented in Figs.

94 and 95.
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Let us call the first the cross-square, and the second the arrow-

circle pattern. The b figure of the former developed normally in

such a way that first the square was seen to which the vertical dash

was added considerably later. Similarly in the second b figure the

circle preceded the arrow-part. Then a long series of exposures was
arranged in which the two a figures alternated 12 times. If we give

a number to each exposure the first 24 exposures would then be

simple alternations of the a figures, the cross appearing in the odd,

the arrow in the even places. There was only one slight interrup-

tion of this sequence, inasmuch as after three alternations, i.e., at

exposures 7 and 8, not the a but the corresponding b figures were

+ ^ V
a 6 as

Fig. 94 Fig. 95

shown. All six subjects saw, in contradiction to the normal history

of these figures, first the cross and the arrow respectively, and the

experiment was stopped before they had seen the complete figures,

so that the sequence of alternations was not really interrupted as

far as the subjects were concerned. But after the 24th exposure

another change was introduced: either No. 25 was a b figure, but

this time the circle instead of the cross, the latter following as No.

26, or No. 25 was still regular, the simple cross a figure, but was fol-

lowed by the b figure of the same pattern (cross-square). No. 26, and
the series concluded by 27, the b circle figure. Now five out of the

six subjects saw these figures arise normally, the square and the circle

preceding, quite uninfluenced by the practice of the corresponding

a figures of which there had now been much more than at the be-

ginning, when the a figures had determined the appearance of the b

ones. Moreover, in the second alternative, the b square figure. No.

26, followed immediately upon the a square figure. No. 25, and yet

in all three cases the square appeared first and not the cross. This

experiment proves that mere repetition qua repetition has no effect

on the perceptual organization under the conditions of this experi-

ment, where the internal forces of organization are fairly strong,

but that the attitude of the observer at the moment of the exposure

has a very direct influence. For what is the difference between the

first and the second exposures of the b figures In the first they
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occurred in the place of their corresponding a figures; these latter

were expected, and thereby the organization of the b figures was

changed. In the second experiment the b figures appeared where

not the corresponding a figure but another a was expected. Here no

influence of the a figure appeared, since the expectation did not fit

with any possible organization producible by the stimulus. Two
other such series of exposures are represented in Fig. 96 a and b.

In the first the temporal structure of the series is such that after

the first exposure of the cross (No. ii) another cross was expected,

with the result that the square b figure began to develop with the

cross, despite the fact that a simple square had been presented five

times immediately preceding the first cross exposure. Conversely, in

the second series the h cross-square figure appeared directly after

the cross a figure, which during that series had already been shown
eight times, but in such a way that the subject expected a new figure.

The result was that this b figure developed normally, the square and

not the cross taking the lead.

Conclusion. Thus Gottschaldt’s truly elegant experiments prove

that forces originating in the Ego can exert an influence on the

behavioural environment of the Ego by influencing its organization.

At the same time Gottschaldt proved that there are very definite

limits to such an influence. The b figures used in the three series

described last were all such that the a figures were either real parts

of them, arrow-circle pattern, or were in no great conflict with the b

organization. In other words the production of a figures under these

conditions had to contend against relatively weak forces only. As
Gottschaldt has shown in special experiments—as also in those with

search instruction reported on page 396—the attitudes will not be

able to overcome strong internal forces of organization, i.e., they

will not produce an a organization when the a figure is by structural

principles completely lost in the b patterns.

Application to Clang Analysis. Since we have mentioned the case

of clang analysis as a classical example of the effect of attitude upon
the behavioural environment, we may add that this effect is also a

case of change of organization, as Dr. Eberhardt has experimentally

proved. To “analyze” an overtone is not to make a pre-existing tone-

sensation “noticed,” but to change the result of the stimulation by

replacing a unified and rich clang by a duality of tone experiences.

The Influence of Attitudes in Non-experimental Situations. Atti-

tudes, then, have a definite influence on the field organization which
may overcome contrary forces of internal organization. Naturally,

the weaker these counterforces are, the more will the field be de-
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terminable by attitudes. As a matter of fact the cases which Gott-

schaldt investigated and in which the internal forces of organiza-

tion were still relatively strong are very rare in the field of percep-

tion, though they may play a greater role in the field of thought.

Outside the laboratory we have little occasion to change one figure

into another. Nevertheless, our previous discussion (pp. 148 f.) of the

effect of attitudes on the perception of points proves that such re-

organization of the field through attitudes plays some part outside

the laboratory, and the reader will be able to augment this example

by many others. But as a rule our attitudes influence field organiza-

tions where counterforces either do not exist or are very weak. The
case, taken from Kohler, where I group the couples sitting around a

table either by perceiving the two opposite or the two next to each

other as partners, gives a good demonstration. If I consider them
as bridge players, N and Miss S, E and Miss W, will form a sub-

group, if as a merry party, N will be grouped with Miss W and E
with Miss S. There is nothing, or at best very little, in the actual

configuration which would favour either organization at the cost

of the other and therefore organization follows attitudes very easily.

Now this case is perpetually realized, since we always look around

us with definite attitudes. Since attitudes themselves may vary

enormously the possibility of changes produced in the field by atti-

tudes is practically unlimited.

EMOTIONS

On page 395 we have enumerated a few such different attitudes,

and these attitudes, like suspicion, curiosity, and even expectation,

definitely imply an emotional tone. In other words we have already

approached the field of emotions and sentiments, for just as an atti-

tude of mere attention may influence the field, an attitude of hatred

or extreme distrust may produce reorganizations, not only different

from but also greater in degree than the changes brought about by
mere attention. Hatred and mistrust are called sentiments in their

lasting and latent stages, and violent emotions at moments when
they break through and dominate the executive. We must, there-

fore, turn now to a discussion of emotions and sentiments, concen-

trating our efforts on the former, since our knowledge of the actual

dynamic situations is not great enough to allow for their differential

treatment.

Traditional Treatment of Emotions, The psychological theory of

emotions is highly unsatisfactory. The reader will find two excellent

presentations of the experimental and theoretical work done in the
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field of emotion in the two modern text-books by Wheeler and
Woodworth, two presentations which will confirm my judgment.

On the one hand, psychologists were bent on describing, analyzing,

and classifying the emotions; on the other hand, they studied their

physiological symptoms. The first attempt led to the distinction of

simple and complex, and of primary and derived, emotions; the

second brought to light a number of facts about different bodily

functions like respiration, heart-beat, internal secretion, but no co-

ordination between the findings of the two kinds could be estab-

lished. Of course, for a long time the work in this field was pro-

foundly influenced by the famous James-Lange theory, which
despite certain merits was a typical product of nineteenth century

psychology. I see the merits of this theory in its opposition to an

abstract “structuralism,” an interpretation of the emotions as special

mental elements, or special compounds of special mental elements.

What I regard as the only real achievement of the theory is its in-

sistence upon the fact that emotions are more than just contents of

consciousness, that they are processes pervading and often enough

swamping the whole organism. But the theory went wrong in

sticking too close to the view it tried to combat, in explaining emo-

tions as the sensory knowledge of such organic processes. Much as

James must have enjoyed the paradox that to be sad was to sense

the activity of the tear glands, it is an absurd proposition, the great

authority of James notwithstanding.

The theory of emotion has suffered from what I would call the

static attitude of the psychologists. An emotion was considered as a

sort of thing, the psychologists “indulging our natural tendency to

reify whatever we name” (McDougall, 1923, p. 314), a tendency

which we discussed in the beginning of the third chapter. But, of

course, emotions cannot be treated adequately with the thing cate-

gory. We cannot take them and cut them to pieces to see what
they consist of. Again we are in full agreement with McDougall.

who emphasizes “the obvious fact that there are no such things as

‘emotions’ ” and prefers the adjectival to the substantival form of the

term, just as Wheeler’s chapter headings are not “The Emotions”

but “Emotive Behaviour.” That means: to certain psychophysical

processes we apply the term “emotional” or “emotive,” these terms

therefore being dynamic characteristics, in the same sense as “ac-

celerated,” “crescendo,” “oscillating,” are dynamic characteristics of

processes.

Emotions to Be Studied from the Point of View of Dynamics
of Organization. Psychophysical processes are processes in organ-
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ization. The study of organization must proceed, as we have seen

all along, by searching for the underlying dynamical principles and

the special conditions which determine the particular process or-

ganization to which in each concrete case the general principles

give rise. Classification has played a minimal part in our investiga-

tion, and therefore classification shall be our least concern in the

field of emotion also. It may be useful for a provisional mapping of

the field of research, but it can give us no ultimate knowledge about

its objects before research has reached a stage of completion and

perfection; then classification may give a systematic survey of the

accomplished theory, but naturally our knowledge of emotions

is far from such a state. Instead we shall have to study the organ-

izations in their dynamic properties, i.e., we shall have to analyze

emotional situations so as to discover the actual forces at work.

Silent and Manifest Organization. This task will be facilitated

if we apply our distinction of silent and manifest organization. If

we do we must see at once that, at least to some extent, the emo-

tional aspect of behaviour is a manifest aspect of organization. That
we do not overrate the importance of this manifest character we
have emphasized frequently enough (see pp. 50 and 382). With
this reminder we can now proceed to explain what we mean by the

manifest character of emotions. When we feel excited, or other-

wise expressed, under a high state of tension, our psychophysical

field is also in such a state of tension as is evidenced by the readi-

ness to explosive behaviour under this condition. Again our feeling

of irritability has its counterpart in a state of great instability of

our Ego system, whereas a feeling of happy satisfaction corresponds

to a psychophysical field at a lower level of tension and of greater

stability. Subjective feeling and objective observation of behaviour

or of physiological symptoms are in the best possible agreement.

This is fundamental for our theory of the emotions. If there were

no such agreement, if we could feel excited beyond all possible con-

trol, when our psychophysical field were as calm as a mountain lake

at noon under a cloudless sky, our theory of the emotions, nay, our

whole psychology, would have to be entirely different from what it

is. Then it certainly could not be isomorphic, whereas the real facts

support our isomorphistic methodolgy.

We can, however, go a step further: when we are afraid, we are

as a rule not simply afraid, i.e., our consciousness is filled with some
specific emotional quality, but we are afraid of something, and as

our overt, or at least our implicit, behaviour reveals, this something

actually influences our action. From facts such as these, indeed.
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Kohler has derived his concept of non-silent organization. Thus the

manifest aspect of emotion may not only reveal the degree and
kind of tension that exists in the psychophysical field/but also its

direction.

McDougall’s Theory. This fact has been clearly recognized by
McDougall, who made it the cornerstone of his theory of emotions.

“The emotional qualities have, then, a cognitive function; they sig-

nify to us primarily not the nature of things, but rather the nature of

our impulsive reactions to things” (p. 326). Or: “When we are

afraid, we feel the impulse to retreat or escape from the object that

frightens us; when we are angry, we feel the impulse to attack the

object that angers us; when we are curious, we feel the impulse to

draw nearer and examine the object that excites our curiosity” (p.

321). Although the terminology is slightly different from ours, these

quotations reveal a fundamental agreement with the position we
have so far taken. This agreement, I should like to say, does not

result from the fact that McDougall’s general principles are the same

as ours. McDougall published the fundamentals of his theory in his

“Introduction to Social Psychology” (1908) long before gestalt psy-

chology existed, and gestalt psychology, on the other hand, is in its

systematic aspect different, and in many respects even fundamentally

different, from McDougall’s general theoretical position. The agree-

ment on which I insisted with so much satisfaction is due, in my
opinion, to unbiassed observation and the manner of using such

unbiassed observation in theoretical thinking.

McDougall’s name is, however, associated with a more specific

theory of emotion than this, the theory, namely, “that the primary

‘emotions’ are essentially indicators of the working of instinctive

impulses” (p. 325). What McDougall means by instinct we have

previously quoted (p. 356), viz., an innate disposition of perceiving

and acting. It is at this point that we cannot follow McDougall any

longer; in fact he seems to me here to have fallen to some extent

into the error which he has criticized with great discrimination in

many other cases, the error namely of reification. For the instinct as

a disposition is, after all, a lasting entity, something of the nature

of a thing. Surely, McDougall’s conception is not as crude as all

that, but the definition of instinct as innate disposition runs at

least the great risk of abandoning a truly dynamic interpretation of

behaviour, i.e., an interpretation of the forces actually at work at a

given moment, and substituting for it an entity which achieves

certain goals. This, since it is not a machine in his theory, must be

something “which is therefore radically different from the energies
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which physical science conceives as working always mechanisti-

cally” (p. 317). It is important to note the caution with which

McDougall expresses himself. He avoids the claim that purposive

behaviour is radically different from physical processes, he only

distinguishes it from such processes mechanistically conceived, and

in an earlier part of the book he admits the possibility that all pro-

cesses in the world are of one kind, though he deems it unlikely

that this can be mechanism (p. 203). I do not know whether

McDougall would call our treatment of purely physical and of

psychophysical, including purposive, processes non-mechanical. He
has made no attempt to change what he considers the physicist’s

interpretation of physical processes, and therefore his concepts, in-

troduced in order to preserve in psychology the non-mechanistic

interpretation, appear irreconcilable not only with a mechanistic but

with any kind of physics. His instinct concept proves, I believe, my
contention. “Thus, when the instinct of escape is excited, the impulse

vents itself, and attains its goal, primarily and chiefly by locomo-

tion” (p. 322) . Now I cannot regard this as in any way an explana-

tion of what actually happens. What I want is a much more concrete

description of the actual dynamics involved than the conception of

the “excitation of an instinct.” Moreover, only such a concrete

dynamic description of actual fields will support McDougall’s val-

uable contribution to the theory of emotions, his view of the mani-

fest character of the organizations in which they occur. For as his

theory stands, it is exposed to this objection, which has been fre-

quently brought against it: it is not true that any instinctive action

carries the emotion corresponding to its instinct. Rather will the

emotion be the greater, the less the organism is capable of acting.

An Example to Prove the Necessity of Supplementing McDou-
gall’s Theory by a Dynamical One, I shall discuss an example

which will elucidate this, and another point: an object A will excite

the instinct of escape in the person P. P will therefore have the

impulse of running away; if the impulse is “at work” he will run,

and the indication of the impulse at work is the emotion fear. Now,
so the objection runs, the fear will be the greater the less freedom

of motion P has; there may be the extreme case of very swift

flight without any fear. I do not think that this objection in itself

is fatal to McDougall’s theory, because he could say that through

running the excitation of the escape impulse by A would be con-

tinually decreased, and thereby the emotion. Even so, he would have

to make the relation between the object which excites the instinct

and the instinct itself much more dynamic if the degree of excita-
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tion is to depend, let us say, on the distance between A and P. But
“the instinct to escape” might be excited without any fear reaction

at all, as when a fleet sprinter encounters a bulky and terrifying-

looking enemy. Flight, i.e., functioning of the escape instinct, would
result, but it would be accompanied by a kind of joy or elation,

which McDougall would have to ascribe to the excitation of the

assertive instinct. So two questions remain unanswered: (i) Why
does the escape instinct have no accompanying fear emotion? and

(2) What excites the assertive instinct?

It is my conviction that a theory of emotions can be developed

which is free from such difficulties, and I shall try to show how it

can be done. I shall discard instinct from the discussion for a while,

and approach the problem as before suggested, by a consideration

of the forces at work. Lewin’s method of field-force diagrams, pre-

viously referred to (p. 391), is particularly applicable here, as is

demonstrated by Dr. Dembo’s work, which we shall discuss soon.

The Dynamic Theory of Emotion. The general attitude to be taken

by this theory is this: the total field is permeated by forces which

either hold it in equilibrium or produce change and action. This

interplay of forces applies to the Ego as a sub-system of the total

field. Emotional behaviour will, in our theory, be considered as the

dynamics of these intra-Ego forces, conscious emotion as the mani-

fest aspect of these dynamics. The dynamics of the intra-Ego forces

will often transcend the limits of the Ego, the emotions being di-

rected towards objects in the field, and of course we must include

these object-Ego dynamics in our definition of the emotion. How
such a view can be generalized so as to be compatible with our

previous statement that emotions need not necessarily belong to the

Ego but may also appear in other parts of the behavioural field,

will be explained later. Such a view does not encounter the difficul-

ties that obstructed McDougall’s theory. Flight may be connected

with fear or not, according to the general dynamic situation. In the

case of our fleet sprinter the movements of escape would be quite

unaccompanied by fear because, owing to the dynamic relations be-

tween his Ego and the dangerous object, no tensions would be

aroused in the Ego.

Applied to McDougall’s Classification of the Emotions. Gen-

erally speaking, the problem of emotions is not one of classification

and introspective analysis, but one of dynamics and functional

analysis. Therefore I do not see that, at least at the present moment,

such distinctions as those between primary, secondary or blended,

and derived emotions will be of much use to our progress in this
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field. McDougall’s distinction between the two first is perfectly cor-

rect; thus he says: “Such a complex emotional experience [based

upon anger and disgust] is not literally formed by the separate ex-

citement, the coming together, and the subsequent blending of the

two emotions, anger and disgust; rather it is the immediate response

to the complex situation” (p. 331). This is perfectly true. The dy-

namics of the secondary emotions are different from those of the

primary ones, and it is also true that by a change in the conditions

they might be transformed into primary ones. The term “blended

emotions” seems to me, for this and for McDougall’s own reason,

inappropriate, and even the term “secondary” is dangerous as long

as one has not succeeded in establishing a valid criterion for simple

and more complex sets of conditions. If this can be done, then there

would be no objection to calling the emotions arising from the

simplest set of conditions primary, those from more complex ones

secondary, but at the moment I prefer to disregard this distinc-

tion. McDougall has to introduce his third class, the derived emo-

tions, of which joy, sorrow, surprise, disappointment, are a few ex-

amples, because there are emotions for which no corresponding

constant instinctive impulse can be found (p. 338). Since we re-

fused to accept McDougall’s theory of the instinct-emotion connec-

tion, we need not pursue the discussion of this new group of

emotions, were it not that our author had used other characteristics

to distinguish it from the two first ones, one of which seems to me
significant and important. “The primary emotion may be spoken

of (somewhat loosely but without serious error) as a force, since it

is constantly accompanied by an impulse toward some specific

goal. . . . The derived emotions, on the other hand, cannot prop-

erly be regarded as forces. They are merely incidents in the work-

ing of the instinctive impulses, which are the only true forces that

prompt and sustain thought and action” (p. 346). If we disregard

again the use of the term instinct, and if we leave open the ques-

tion, until we possess further knowledge, of how true the applica-

tion of this distinction is for the emotions actually discussed, then

we are offered a valuable hint as to the dynamic nature of different

emotions. We might perhaps rephrase this in our terminology by
saying that emotions, at least as experienced emotions, may belong

to different parts or aspects of the total dynamical situation. There
may be emotions arising with creation of tensions, with their work-
ing, and with their relief. Thus expressed, the term “derived emo-
tions” would indeed be inadequate, but this is altogether a minor
matter.
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Emotions That Are not Experienced in the Ego. Before we re-

port the experimental material available for the support of our theory

we must briefly deal with the apparent contradiction between our

definition and a previous contention which we just mentioned.

What about the emotions in the field? It will be admitted that

emotions that are not Ego emotions are experienced most frequently

and most intensely in other human beings and next to that in

higher animals. This fact is, probably, largely responsible for the

theory of empathy which we have rejected (Chapter VIII, p. 326)

and for the theory of analogical inference which we shall reject later

(see pp. 655 £). The similarity between these objects and our Ego,

which must have greatly influenced the two theories named, has,

however, another aspect which will lead to another more direct

and tenable explanation. For other human beings, and next to them
the higher animals, are the most complex objects within our be-

havioural environment. At the same time, and probably at least

partly owing to their great complexity, they are more than any

other objects centres of force, and surrounded by fields of force.

In these objects qua behavioural objects, there may then arise an
intra-object and an object-object or even an object-Ego dynamics,

comparable to the intra-Ego and the Ego-object dynamics which we
have treated as the real basis of emotions. In this way our theory

can be easily generalized so as to account for non-Ego emotional

experience. How men and animals can, as behavioural objects, pos-

sess the dynamics we ascribe to them will be treated in a later chap-

ter, when we discuss our knowledge of the other person’s emotions.

Our generalization must, however, be broad enough to include

emotions in non-living behavioural objects, the sad landscape, for

example. Our whole problem has a great deal to do with the pro-

blem of the physiognomic characters, and when we resume our dis-

cussion we shall go into this relationship.

Experimental Evidence. This theory of the emotions, though

more or less expressed in my language, is largely the accomplish-

ment of those theories which Lewin and his school have con-

sistently developed during the last fifteen years. It is from two con-

tributions made by this school that we shall gain our main support,

the contributions of Karsten (1928) and Dembo (1931).

dembo’s investigation. Dr. Dembo’s problem was an investiga-

tion of the dynamic situation in anger. She has reported her results

in a long paper (144 pages), of which only a few outstanding points

can be mentioned here but which should be read by all who want to

get a real knowledge of Lewin’s method of fields of force.
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Dembo’s experimental method consisted in confronting her sub-

jects with an impossible task (two different ones were chosen) and

demanding a completion from them. Her experiment lasted between

one and two hours and was usually continued on the following day.

The experimenter and a special reporter were in the same room
with the subject, the former sometimes interfering with the actions

of the subject. In all cases very genuine emotions of anger were

aroused, manifesting themselves in swearing, threats, wishes and

acts of destruction, and even in one case in the subject’s rushing

out of the room and being found in tears in another.

Dynamics of Anger, The actual symptoms or expressions of this

emotion varied from case to case, but some fundamental aspects

of the dynamical situation were common to all. I quote from Dr.

Dembo: “Heterogeneous as all these processes are, dynamically they

can be derived from a few fundamental factors in a relatively

unitary manner. On the ground of the topology and the field forces

of the situation there arises a conflict, an opposition of field forces in

very diverse directions. The increasing hopelessness of the situation

produces strong tensions which at the same time bring about a

loosening and destruction of the boundaries of the total field'*

(p. 1 17).*

Dembo’s paper deals in great detail with all phases of the arousal

of these tensions and their consequences. Let us single out a few

points. What is the cause of these tensions ? Dembo’s answer is : the

existence of barriers which constrain action. Of these there exist

two: first, the internal barrier, which prevents the subject from

solving the task. This may be, or be concentrated in, an actual

physical barrier, it may simply be the insuperable difficulty of the

task. This barrier soon becomes endowed with a negative demand
character, so that the subject is in a conflicting field of force: he is

drawn towards the barrier by the vector of the task and the posi-

tive demand character that the goal has assumed by his wish to

fulfil it, and he is repelled by the barrier because of its negative

demand character. The relative strength of these two vectors not

being constant, the subject should be alternately attracted and re-

pelled, i.e., he should move towards the barrier and again away
from it. This vacillation was indeed “one of the most striking and
absolutely regular phenomena in our experiments” (p. 63). How-
ever, if the negative vector of the barrier is stronger than the posi-

® Theories of emotions based on conflict are old and numerous, as R. P. Angier
has pointed out (1927, pp. 390 f.). But they are all much less concrete than Dembo’s
theory.
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tive one, why does the subject not go away for good? This is pre-

vented by the second, the external barrier, which may again be

either physical or, as in most cases, mental. In these ej^periments the

external barrier was provided by the general social and professional

situation, the fact that the subjects undertake to co-operate in the

experiment. In ordinary life customs, manners, and morals will often

constitute such external barriers. The external barrier limits the

subject’s freedom of movement, he cannot yield to the negative

force of the internal barrier, but must stay within the field, i.e., stay

subject to the field forces. So he begins again to run against the

internal barrier, is again repulsed, and so on, with an ever-increas-

ing tension. This tension determines the behaviour of the subject

to an ever-increasing degree; it appears not only in his overt actions

but also in his thoughts. The only way out of the increasingly

painful situation appears to lead across the internal barrier, although

heretofore it has defied all such attempts. Nevertheless hope persists

for a very long time, and the greater the tension, the less foundation

is required for such a hope (p. 63).

Expressions of anger as results of this tension occur at practically

all stages of the process, often differing more in functional meaning

than in appearance. The expression of the anger and the anger itself

must not be identified. At first, expressions occur fairly easily. Such

outbreaks are discharges of tensions in directions which bring no

real relief and therefore tend to increase the tension by involving

new Ego systems. The result is that the subject inhibits such out-

breaks by shutting his Ego off more and more from the rest of the

field. Thus a change of the Ego-field organization takes place which,

by preventing discharge, helps to increase the internal tensions.

Thereby the separating walls between Ego and field and between

the different Ego systems are put under high pressure, to which

they eventually yield. The aversion towards the barrier, part of

which in these experiments was formed by the experimenter,

spreads, the whole environment appears as an undifferentiated hos-

tile field, the total field becomes more or less chaotic. At the same

time the intra-Ego walls yield, the central nucleus, the Self, becomes

more and more involved, the systems lose their isolation and dis-

charge their tensions, irrespective of the other field forces: the sub-

ject will begin to confide to the experimenter her intimate personal

secrets, although at the same time she hates her. When finally the

tension becomes too strong, an explosion occurs which is the stronger

the more the Ego has been cut off from communication with the

field. Not every explosion brings real relief, which is all too intelli-
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gible since these explosions cannot really change the conditions

which keep the tension up. Instead they will produce new tension;

the subject will become ashamed of her action and suffer from the

new tension due to this shame. How different would it be if the

experimenter told the subject: Your task is impossible, you have

done all I expected you to, you may go. This would relieve all the

original tensions, although the tensions created by the anger actions

might remain and become more strongly directed against the ex-

perimenter, who was the cause of all the trouble. We have, in this

short survey, omitted all references to the social relation between

subject and experimenter, since we shall return to that in a later

chapter. But it should be mentioned that later experiments of Dr.

Dembo’s have proved that a purely “objective” anger, an anger

without direction towards a person, can arise. In these experiments

the subject was alone in the room and received her instructions

from slips of paper, the experimenter being concealed in another

room from which she could observe the subject.

karsten’s investigation. Karsten’s earlier investigation is in good

agreement with Dembo’s result. Her problem was not the investi-

gation of emotion itself but that of saturation, i.e., the fact that the

increasing repetition of one and the same task will under certain

conditions set up strong forces which obstruct and eventually block

the continuation of the work. The subjects were given several tasks

and told to work at them as long as they cared to. When they

showed inclination to cease, they were, however, encouraged to

continue. The main tasks among a great number of others were

making strokes on sheets of paper, either without further specifica-

tion, or in prescribed groups like 3 and 5 or 4 and 4, and the

reading of a poem. The dynamic situation is in several respects

similar to that in Dembo’s experiments. The tasks, for reasons to be

discussed presently, became endowed with a strong negative vector

which would “drive the subject away.” But again he cannot leave

the field because of an external barrier constituted as in Dembo’s
experiments by the total situation. The result, as with Dembo, is

strong tensions which frequently lead to emotional outbreaks.

The Dynamics of Saturation, The specific contribution of Kar-

sten’s work is, of course, the investigation into the origin of satura-

tion, i.e., the attempt to explain why the continued execution of a

task will set up forces against its continuation. The negative char-

acter of the internal barrier in Dembo’s experiments was easy to

understand: the internal barrier stood between subject and goal.

Here nothing interferes with the execution of the task, and yet
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something akin to an internal barrier is produced, some factor pre-

vents the execution of the task from relieving the tensions corre-

sponding to the resolve, the quasi-need set up by the instruction,

and thereby brings about a steady increase of tension. We can ex-

press this fact by saying that under certain conditions the execu-

tion, instead of relieving the tension, increases it. What are the

conditions of this effect, and what is the reason for it.^^ In order to

answer this question it is well to compare these situations with those

in which no saturation occurred. One subject refused after one hour

and twenty minutes to continue the task of filling sheets with

dashes. Long before that she had shown signs of impatience, her

work had deteriorated and she had needed encouragement in order

to stick to it. A few days later the same subject worked for two and

a half hours without any saturation, the quality of her work being

as good at the end of this period as at the beginning, and the inter-

ruption came through the experimenter, the subject being willing

and able to continue longer. The paradoxical aspect of this result

disappears as soon as we learn that the second time the subject had

been interested to find out whether she would be able to continue

the work ad libitum, whereas in the preceding test she had con-

centrated on the task as it was given. Dynamically the two tasks

actually performed by the subject were thus quite different. In the

second case, although the filling of a line, a page, a dozen pages,

was not a real solution, yet each new page filled with dashes, each

minute through which she persevered, brought her nearer to the

completion of the task, i.e., to work ad libitum, until stopped. And
when this happened, she had “won the game,” the real task was

fulfilled, and the tension completely relieved. Here there is no rea-

son why the execution should increase tension. Conversely in the

first sitting, which is typical of the experiments performed with

students as subjects, the execution does not bring the subject nearer

to her goal. After having filled one or two or even twenty pages,

if she could fill so many, she is just as far from the goal as before,

simply because there is no real goal in this occupation. Energy is

being expended all the time, but the energy, not being able to

change the situation which necessitates the expenditure of energy,

remains within the system and thereby sets up forces which block

the process. It becomes more and more difficult to pump air into a

tire. If the pressure in the tire could become so great that it

equalled the force of the person at the pump, the process would

come to an end. Just so in our case. The tensions become so great

that continuation of the work is impossible; instead explosions may
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occur, the pressure finds relief through other channels, just as in

Dembo’s experiments.

This explanation is confirmed by the fact that several unem-

ployed, who were hired for this work, behaved like the subject at

the second sitting. Some of them worked for four full hours,

liked the work, and showed an evenness of performance which is

in the strongest possible contrast to the untidiness of the normal

subjects in much shorter periods of time. For these unemployed the

task involved a real goal to which they approached by each new
dash made. Energy flowed freely, no counterforces were set up, no

saturation occurred.

This explanation is further confirmed by a comparison of the

different tasks with each other. It would be plausible to expect that

tasks which the subjects dislike would lead most quickly to satura-

tion, whereas such as appealed to the subject would show the

slowest saturation rate, the indifferent tasks having an intermediate

position. But this expectation is not fulfilled. Nine different tasks

were used, the number of cases for each task varying between 8 and

16, and with great regularity the indifferent tasks were those last

saturated, the pleasant ones second and the unpleasant ones first.

But both the very pleasant and very unpleasant ones were sat-

urated more quickly than the pleasant and the unpleasant ones,

and the very pleasant ones even more quickly than the unpleasant

ones. This shows conclusively that the relation of the task to the

Ego is the decisive factor. In the indifferent task the Ego is not

“engaged,” with the result that Ego tensions are less easily produced.

Another confirmation of the explanation derives from the fact,

observed with all subjects who showed saturation, that very soon,

as early as the second line in the dash experiments, the subjects

began to introduce variations. The intervals between the lines are

made different, the size of the dashes is increased or decreased,

the direction of progress changes from left to right to right to left,

etc. These variations which appear at first spontaneously and are

afterwards anticipated in thought continue through the whole series,

indicating that the process of saturation begins very soon, that the

process of execution creates forces which block its continuation.

Saturation and Fatigue, We had anticipated these forces at the

end of our third chapter when we discussed the conditions upon
which psychophysical processes depend (see p. 102). We must now
add a word to distinguish them from fatigue. Superficially satura-

tion looks very much like fatigue, the subject complaining of

cramps in her hand, inability to hold the pencil any longer, hoarse-
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ness after reading poetry, and several other similar symptoms. But
a deeper analysis makes it impossible to interpret saturation simply

as fatigue. The same muscles can make practically the same move-

ments if these movements belong to a different task. We need only

recall the lack of saturation in the unemployed and the student

who wanted to test her own ability, to see the truth of this state-

ment. We can, however, add more evidence: after one hour and
ten minutes a subject who had had the task of making dashes

alternately in groups of 3 and 5 was fully saturated. Earlier she

had started to make the lines very light in order to spare her

‘‘overtired hand”; still she often slipped and made her lines very

irregular. After her refusal to continue she was told to try a new
pattern, namely groups of 4 dashes without alternation. “The same

dashes, drawn with the same muscles, which before by their crooked

and slipshod execution had presented the picture of a complete

gestalt-disintegration are now produced in a perfectly tidy and cor-

rect manner” (p. 160). This example is typical of many. New con-

firmation comes from the period after complete saturation when
the subjects refused to undertake any tasks connected with draw-

ing because they could no longer hold pen or pencil. The experi-

menter, acquiescing, requested them to report their experience dur-

ing the whole course of the experiment, when they would grasp the

pen with alacrity and draw dashes with the greatest ease in order

to demonstrate their previous behaviour. Saturation, then, cannot

be fatigue, although it is highly probable that fatigue contains in

most if not in all cases a saturation component. In pure saturation

the act as a mere movement can still be done, it is blocked only qua

action of a particular kind, which proves that there must be forces

at work which shut the executive off from the particular task.

Saturation and Perceptual Bloc\ing, We have met before (Chap-

ter V, pp. 183 f.) with forces which are produced by a process and

block its continuation. I mean the causes of the oscillation of am-

biguous figures. Both Karsten (p. 244) and Kohler (1929) consider

it probable that these forces and those that produce saturation are

of the same kind.

Saturation Range, Saturation is not strictly limited to the particu-

lar task but very soon spreads over a wider range, so that the pro-

blem of saturation leads at once to the problem of the saturation

range which has been specially investigated in Karsten’s study. We
can only mention this here, emphasizing that we shall meet with a

similar phenomenon, the spreading of an effect beyond its original
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range, when we discuss learning and that particular aspect of learn-

ing traditionally called transfer.

Saturation and Success, Saturation is emotional behaviour. Its

analysis revealed an interplay of forces leading to increasing ten-

sion within the Ego system, a tension which became manifest in

less and less co-ordinate, more and more chaotic behaviour and in

the emotional resistance experienced by the subject. It would be

the next step to inquire more specifically into the conditions which

rob an action of its relief function and thereby make it productive

of greater and greater tensions. This would lead us to the problem

of success. For this much is clear after our discussion of satura-

tion: no matter whether success, as mere accomplishment, in the

sense defined on page 37, has any psychological significance or not,

success as behavioural, as experienced success, must play a deter-

mining role. This distinction has often been obscured in the litera-

ture on success, but it has been handled with great skill by Hoppe,

another of Lewin’s students. Since, however, the treatment of

this problem involves social behaviour in its broadest sense, we
shall defer the discussion of this investigation to our fourteenth

chapter.

The Physiological Changes in Emotional Behaviour. We can-

not close our discussion of emotional behaviour without adding a

brief word about the physiological changes which occur during

emotions.^ It will be relative^ easy to assign to them their place in

our theory. In discussing the James-Lange theory (p. 401) we have

clearly pointed out that emotional behaviour involves the whole

organism. The reason is easy to see. Tensions in any part will have

reverberations over the whole system. Functionally these reverbera-

tions may be of either of two kinds. On the one hand the tensions

themselves will involve directly a greater and greater part of the

system. This becomes apparent in the field of limb movements in

the activity which Lewin has called “restless activity” which occurs

whenever directed action is prevented by a barrier and the tension

is strong enough. Thus, in Lewin’s beautiful film an infant will

circle round a circular pen in whose centre the lure is situated, or

will vacillate back and forth when it is inside and the lure outside.

But the direct action of these tensions is not confined to the skeletal

musculature. Fear and anger interfere with digestion by inhibiting

the secretion of gastric juice, and during excitement and pain

^For a much more detailed account I refer the reader, for instance, to Wheeler’s

very apt discussion in his Chapter VIII, pp. 207 ff.
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adrenalin is discharged into the blood in excessive amounts, with

the ensuing effects of diverting the blood to the external muscles

and increasing the blood pressure. On the other hand the system

will counteract the tensions which begin to penetrate the whole
organism so as to maintain the old balance as much as possible.

The opposite action of the sympathetic and the parasympathetic

parts of the autonomic nervous system indicates this second pos-

sibility.

Thus these physiological changes lose nothing of their importance

in our theory, and yet they are not constitutive of emotions—in good
harmony with Sherrington’s and Cannon’s results. Lastly, even in

our theory the possibility remains that such physiological changes

might induce emotions. For if the tensions in some other part of

the system are heightened, they might affect the Ego, just as the

Ego tensions, in our theory, spread to outlying systems. To test this

hypothesis Marahon gave human subjects injections of adrenalin

and found that only in a few cases, which he explained by sugges-

tion and predisposition, real emotions ensued, while other subjects

showed no emotion at all, or only “cold emotion,” a feeling “as if

afraid,” for instance. This work was repeated by Cantril and Hunt,

who could confirm Marahon’s results except for the fact that they

could not explain the few cases of real emotion by Marahon’s as-

sumptions and therefore interpret them as a direct result of the

adrenalin or its physiological effects. I shall quote an example for

each “cold” and “real” emotion from these authors: “Feel as

though I had had a big scare, not fright, but like a reaction after

tremendous fright. Don’t feel unpleasant. If there is any affective

state it is somewhat pleasant. Certain bodily restlessness but no wor-

ries, cares, or mental anxieties” (p. 303). In contrast to this the

following real emotion: “Extreme fear was present, but no content

for it at the time. Probably an unconscious reason, but at the time

nothing but fear. The strongest reaction yet. I found myself shak-

ing, chest trembling, building up rapidly in intensity, whereupon I

abruptly recognized that I was intensely afraid” (p. 305).

These experiments seem to answer our question in the affirmative.

The tensions produced by adrenalin injection may spread and in-

volve Ego systems and then produce real emotions. They may re-

main entirely outside the sphere of the Ego, no emotion ensuing;

the third possibility, the cold emotion, lies somewhere between these

two extremes; the Ego seems definitely affected without being

strongly charged. Whatever the exact interpretation of this last effect
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may be, these experiments seem to me to confirm our interpreta-

tion of emotional behaviour and the role played in it by the physio-

logical changes/^
THE WILL

We cannot close our discussion of action without introducing the

concept of the will, or the distinction between voluntary and in-

voluntary actions. We have deferred the introduction of these

terms, because by their great ambiguity they would have made our

argument much more difficult. The discussion which is to follow

will again be based very largely on the work of Lewin, whose lucid

and acute analysis of the problem has probably been the strongest

force in re-establishing problems of volition as primary problems of

psychology.

McDougairs Hormic Theory, It would be unfair if we omitted

McDougall’s hormic psychology (1930) in this connection. Mc-
Dougall has insisted again and again that behaviour cannot be un-

derstood without the drive behind it. Yet I feel that McDougall’s

claim, despite all the power and enthusiasm of its presentation, ex-

erted little influence on the actual progress of psychology. The will,

in McDougall’s theory, or rather the primeval urge, the hormic x,

is at least at the present moment too far removed from concrete

scientific concepts to be widely adopted or even fairly criticized. It

suffers, in my opinion, from the reification of the instincts which

I mentioned and criticized before. McDougalFs theory is much more
than a special psychological theory, it is philosophical, metaphysical,

it expresses a Weltanschauung, throwing down the gaundet to in-

tellectualism, and preaching a Dionysian as opposed to the Apol-

linian conception of the universe. Just because I am in full sympathy

with McDougall’s ultimate goals, because I believe, as he does, that

fundamental psychological theories are, or ought to be, much more

than special hypotheses built to explain a limited number of facts

and restricted to the system of a special science, because the super-

intellectualist attitude of modern psychology even in some of its

latest publications shocks me to the quick, because, lastly, I admire

the courage with which he has championed an unpopular cause, I

feel reluctant to criticize his position. I must do so because as it

appears now it seems to me too unstable to serve as a real basis for

psychological research.

The authors draw a different conclusion, regarding a primary autonomic reac-

tion as the only sine qua non of an emotion, a conclusion not warranted by their

results and in contradiction to the results of Sherrington and Cannon.
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Criticism : Mechanism—^Vitalism, Intellectualism-^Anti-intellec-

tualism. The reason for my judgment is that he has not solved the

old mechanistic-vitalistic conflict. We have seen in our very first

chapter how the acceptance of mechanism as the principle of all

inorganic behaviour makes vitalism a necessity. McDougall does not

necessarily accept this assumption, he considers it quite possible that

inorganic processes are also hormic. But in one respect his theory is

nevertheless a vitalism: its main concept is the very concept which

one must form if one starts out with a mechanistic philosophy, dis-

covers its inadequacy, and tries to remedy it by supplementation.

McDougall’s horme is, so it seems to me at least, such a supple-

mentary concept, even though it be prepared to assume full pos-

session. The same point of view emerges when we consider his atti-

tude towards intellectualism. Intellectualism is the result of a special

field organization achieved in our Western civilization, in which

certain sub-systems of the Ego gain dominance and thereby influ-

ence the rest of the field and with it our philosophy. It presupposes

a differentiation and isolation of sub-systems, and in a way thereby

creates its opposite, just as mechanism creates vitalism. Therefore,

again, the adoption of the opposite point of view seems to me no

ultimate solution either, because it accepts the differentiation and

gives undue prominence to the hitherto neglected part. Certain

political tendencies of the present day confirm me in my judgment.

As a matter of fact I believe that a complete renunciation of the

intellect will lead to consequences much more dangerous and de-

structive than its glorification. The radical solution must in my
opinion be developed by going behind that differentiation, by unify-

ing what has become severed. Then the Apollinian intellect may
well turn out to have Dionysian characteristics and the Dionysian

urge be capable of assuming Apollinian clarity. And we should learn

to understand why at certain periods, in certain persons, the Apol-

linian, in others the Dionysian, trend became dominant.

Lewin’s Concepts. Our comments on McDougall’s theory have

raised questions which go far beyond our present discussion. Let us

therefore try to treat the problem of will by the methods introduced

by Lewin. We use the term voluntary action in at least two differ-

ent contexts: on the one hand we contrast it with impulsive and in-

stinctive action, on the other with automatic action (Lewin, 1926 a).

Thus we do not speak of voluntary action when a dog to whom we
show a morsel of meat snaps at it, nor when a man jumps aside

to avoid the wheels of a motor car. In other cases we may be in

doubt whether to call an action voluntary or not: thus with regard
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to our periodic putting on and of! of our clothes, our sitting down
to dinner, walking or driving to our offices, answering polite ques-

tions politely, etc. On the other hand the carrying out of inten-

tions will generally be called voluntary action, but also the spon-

taneous, not foreseen and therefore not intended interference in a

quarrel, or the giving of a polite answer to an impolite question.

Examples like these serve a two-fold purpose. On the negative side

they teach us to be wary in our scientific use of a popular term.

Popular terms are as a rule full of meaning and relevance, but at

the same time quite unfit to serve as .a basis for a scientific classi-

fication. Thus we have seen that a clear-cut classification of all

actions into voluntary and non-voluntary ones will prove impossi-

ble, i.e., the principle of classification must be wrong. Positively

our examples give us indications of the complexity of our problem

and acquaint us with some specific characteristics of those actions

which we call voluntary.

Palpably it would be absurd to try to discover the essence of volun-

tary action by throwing all our examples together and abstracting

from them the particular experience which is common to them all.

More particularly would it be wrong to define as voluntary actions

such as are preceded by an experience of “I will” or “fiat,” and to

measure or at least estimate the strength of will by the intensity of

this experience. As Lewin has pointed out, the very intense resolve

“I will do this or that” is more often than not an indication that I

really do not want it, with the result that actually I shall not do it.

This does not mean that under other conditions the decision to do

this rather than that, the experience: “I will this,” may not be a

true indicator of strong and decisive forces.

Field Action and Controlled Action. But our procedure cannot

start from these will-experiences. We must remember our examples

which show that we call many an action voluntary which is not

accompanied by any such experience. Instead we shall have to pro-

ceed by a functional analysis of the dynamics in the different situa-

tions. Such an analysis led Lewin to the distinction of “field-actions”

and “controlled actions.” This distinction refers to the forces which
have control of the executive, but it is not the simple distinction of

the cases in which action is controlled entirely by environmental or

environment-Ego forces (i.e., field action) and actions controlled by
Ego-forces (i.e., controlled action). For pure impulsive or instinc-

tive action, like that of a hungry animal, is chiefly controlled by the

Ego forces, whereas a truly controlled action, like the rescue of a

person from a burning house, is under strong control of the en-
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vironment. The action of a person who would rush into his burn-

ing house and come out with an old battered hat and without an

irreplaceable MS. would not be a controlled action. 'On the other

hand we shall hardly call an action voluntary in which the Ego is

not dynamically concerned. But the difference is not that between

actions with and without forces emanating from the Ego. It is a

difference of organization of Ego and non-Ego forces which ac-

counts for Lewin’s distinction. In discussing the uncontrolled execu-

tion of an intention Lewin says: ‘Tn this case the process occurs as

though to the pre-existing forces of the situation (the psychic field)

the intention had been added as a new force, and as though the

action itself ran its course in a perfectly impulsive, uncontrolled

manner in accordance with this new distribution of forces” (p. 377)

.

Intention. The execution of an intention need not, as appears

from our last quotation, be controlled action in this sense. If we
call it voluntary action we do so because the act of making the

resolve was “controlled.” In this case the creation of the need was

the controlled action, whereas its relief may still be either con-

trolled or uncontrolled.

Conflict of Forces. If Ego and field forces have the same direc-

tion it becomes doubtful whether we should still speak of controlled

action, for then it will make no difference which of these forces

is stronger. I have resolved to be very friendly to A, whom I expect

to be a conceited and overbearing person. A comes and is as jolly,

simple, and pleasant as can be. My own friendly response is no
longer controlled. Things are different when A lives up to my ex-

pectation. Here the field forces by themselves would provoke me
to teach him a lesson, but my resolve pulls me in a different direc-

tion; my action, as long as I stick to my resolve, will be controlled.

Controlled action thus implies conflicting forces, a view well in

accord with those theories of will which derive it from conflict (e.g.,

ClaparMe, 1925).

Variety of Voluntary Actions as a Result of the Underlying

Dynamics. How such conflicts will be resolved depends upon the

organization of the forces, which in its turn depends upon the Ego-

field organization. With strong field-Ego unity there will be little

or no conflict, field action will be the rule. If the Ego is strongly

separated all depends upon the relative strength of the operative

forces, and these again depend upon the nature of the particular

Ego. In his “Outline” (pp. 443 f.) McDougall has most suggestively

discussed a number of different personality types with regard to

their volitional behaviour. There is the moral athlete who despises
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indulgence and acts against the environment so as to increase his

feeling of superiority, and there is the beachcomber at the other

extreme who lets himself drift because his Ego has lost all self-

respect. There are innumerable other possibilities between the two,

just as there are countless degrees of isolation between field and Ego.

That is the reason why in many cases we cannot decide whether to

call an action voluntary or involuntary. In the preceding pages we
have criticized an exaggerated intellectualism which is typical of

Western civilization. It is tempting to criticize a hypertrophied vol-

untarism, which has sprung from the same soil. To value a person

who does a kindly act against his inclination higher than one who
does it joyfully is the absurd result of this tendency of over-isolating

the Ego and giving it too great a dominance in the total field. And
we may learn from the Chinese student at a mission school who
criticized the parable of the vineyard severely because for him the

son who refused to go and eventually did was really much worse

than his brother, since he offended his father by his refusal. The
Ego-environment dynamics characterize not only individual situa-

tions, but also individual persons, and smaller and larger groups.

They may throw light on the differences of national characters, and

those of the great historical civilizations, ancient and modern, of the

West and the East.

Special Problems: Forgetting, Habit. But our discussion of voli-

tion should also lead us to humbler tasks, tasks even more urgent,

because they are necessary for a proper elaboration of our sketch.

Psychological research work of a true experimental nature can be

done on the basis of this theory. These ideas were indeed the foun-

dation on which the work of the Lewin school was done, which we
have referred to so frequently and which we shall encounter again.

In this place I shall only mention, without going into the detail, G.

Birenbaum’s investigation of the forgetting of intentions. This

problem is indeed a problem not of memory, but of volitional

activity. The term forgetting has two radically different meanings
in our idiom. On the one hand it signifies our inability to remem-
ber, on the other our failure at a given moment to do so despite an
unimpaired ability. You may have forgotten Kepler’s laws, no effort

will make you recall them—an example of the first meaning. On the

way to class you may have forgotten to post a letter, and now you
remember that it is still in the pocket of your coat—an example of

the second type. It is with this second meaning that Birenbaum’s

investigation is concerned. It produces a situation in which a re-

solve is carried out once, with the resulting relief of the tension, but
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must be carried out again and again. It shows under what condi-

tions the need will be re-created, under what conditions not; in the

first case the intended action will be carried out, in^the second it

will be forgotten.

Another problem which has been attacked experimentally is that

of will vs. habit. We shall postpone it until we have discussed habit,

i.e., until Chapter XII, and we shall discuss the general problem of

forgetting in Chapter XI.

CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

Let us review in conclusion what our discussion of action has

achieved. It has carried out our programme of describing behaviour

in terms of the field forces. In order to do this we had to introduce

the Ego and we had to augment our knowledge of the environ-

mental field as it had been developed in the preceding chapters.

The problem of behaviour resolved itself into the problem of the

changes of the great Ego-field gestalt, the changes which the rela-

tion between its sub-systems undergo. Through our discussion of

manifest organization and the dynamic characters of environmental

objects we could at least indicate the true status and meaning of

behaviour. We saw how even the boundaries between Ego and en-

vironment develop, how greater differentiation takes the place of a

prior greater unitedness. And we understand how the Ego-object

relation is falsified if it is considered primarily as a cognitive one

(see p. 361, Chapter VIII). Even for the problem of cognition we
could derive some important conclusions. Behaviour became intelli-

gible in all its richness and variety, defying any such simple formula

as that of the stimulus and response, but occurring always in con-

formity with the general laws of dynamics. And yet, our account of

behaviour is still incomplete. We have occasionally met with three

different gaps: in the first place we saw again and again that pres-

ent performances depend upon earlier ones. Although we have

attacked traditional empiricism incessantly we have insisted our-

selves on the all-pervasive influence of experience. We have even

introduced a new hypothesis of memory which was inextricably

bound up with our main theory. But it remains to show how, ac-

cording to our present limited knowledge, memory works, how
experience is acquired, and how the past influences the present.

Otherwise expressed, we must deal with the problem of learning

in its widest aspect. The treatment of this problem will not, how-

ever, necessitate the introduction of any essentially new principle.

Learning will follow from the laws of organization which we have
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so far established if more conditions are included in our considera-

tion. It was the method of this book throughout to start from
simple conditions and introduce more and more complexities. From
this point of view learning has to be discussed at a later stage be-

cause of the great complexity of conditions which are operative in it.

The second gap which we have encountered is indicated by the

word thinking. The environment in which we behave is not only

the actually and palpably present behavioural environment, but also

the environment which we “merely” imagine or think of. This en-

vironment is responsible for the greatest achievements of mankind.
Without it neither the sciences nor the arts would be possible.

Closely connected with this environment is our language and the

similar symbolic functions which we have developed. And an ulti-

mate explanation of the problems of thought and imagination will

not be possible without a theory of language and the other sym-

bolic functions. But we shall exclude the study of language from
our treatise. This restriction is necessary, because it would be im-

possible to give more than an utterly superficial treatment to this

problem, so rich in psychological interest.

The last gap concerns the social aspect of behaviour. The be-

havioural environment contains, among other things, our fellow

creatures, be we men, or wolves, or bees. And these fellow creatures

of ours determine our behaviour far more than any other environ-

mental objects. Neither the behavioural environment, nor the Ego,
nor behaviour can be really understood without a study of the

social aspect. Only as a member of a group, as a part of society,

has man produced through his behaviour civilization with all it

entails. And since we set out to treat behaviour in such a way as

to make these results intelligible, we shall have to sketch in as

our last contribution a discussion of some problems of social

psychology.
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THE ROLE OF MEMORY
No fact has challenged the psychologist as much as the fact that

we have a memory. Through memory we are at every moment con-

nected with the past and the future; without memory we could

not learn but would face each situation as we faced it the first

time; without memory we could not act according to plans and

resolves. No wonder, then, that in the development of psychology

memory assumed the role it has played to the present day. In the

eyes of the psychologists and the psychologizing scientists memory
became the chief cause of adjusted behaviour, memory seemed to be

the specific factor which distinguished life and mind from machine-

like nature. A horse driven a few times over the same road will

know the way, and the coachman may, on his homeward journey,

go to sleep, assured that the mare will take him back to the stable.

But the driver of a motor car is in no such fortunate position. He
cannot close his eyes trusting that his car will find the way. The
horse has memory, the car not, and therefore, so psychologists con-

cluded, the adjusted behaviour of the former was altogether due to

memory, the unadjusted behaviour of the latter due to its lack of

memory. Psychologists have even gone so far as to use the posses-

sion of memory by an animal as a criterion of its possessing con-

sciousness, and some of the arguments in favour of vitalism have

been based on memory. Thus the two radically opposed philosophies

of vitalism and empiricism both originate in an acknowledgment of

the unique properties and achievements of memory.

423
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MEMORY NOT TO BE CONSIDERED AS A SPECIAL FACULTY

And yet, to the cold critic memory is but a word which labels a

great number o£ different achievements without explaining them.

And nothing is more dangerous to scientific progress than such a

single word which tends to become reified, to be taken for an eAtity

which produces all the different effects. Hughlings Jackson criti-

cized the faculty concept of memory as early as 1866,^ and implicitly

the wish to escape from such a purely verbal explanation must have

influenced all the various theories of memory that have arisen in the

past. At the present time this determination has become conscious.

Wheeler’s attempt at eliminating the concept of the memory trace

seems to me born from this desire; but it is most clearly expressed

by Humphrey, who writes of the acquisition of the skill of type-

writing: “Sometimes, indeed, it is said that he can type better today

because of his ‘Memory’ of his lessons; or it is a ‘mnemic accumu-
lation’ or an ‘engram’ that enables him to type better. Such special

terms of course only push the mystery a little farther back. They are

as harmful as was the mediaeval explanation that the water rose in

a pump because nature abhors a vacuum” (p. 103).

MEMORY AND TIME

Instead Humphrey sees the final solution of the problem of mem-
ory in a view which takes into account equally space and time.

“With certain reservations it is characteristic of higher forms of

life that their behaviour is integrated over longer periods of time;

and this possibility of relating events in the life history of an or-

ganism over longer time intervals corresponds objectively to one

factor in what is meant by the possession of a ‘better memory’”

(p. 157). Memory, if this view were right, would not be a new
and specific factor but a temporal aspect of behaviour itself. Let us

follow up the clue.

The Difficulties in the Concept of Time. Zeno’s Paradox. It was

Henri Bergson who called our attention to the fact that intellec-

tually we are much better equipped to deal with spatial than with

temporal relations. The “real” is thought of as timeless, viz., as

the spatial constellation at a moment of time, i.e., at a time without

extent, which is neither real nor time. And yet we are apt to say:

only the present is real, for what preceded it is now past, and

therefore no longer real, and what will follow upon it belongs to

the future and is therefore not yet real. Plausible as such a propo-

sition is, it involves an absurdity. For “the present” is undefinable.

1 See H. Head, 1926, I, p. 40.
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We can think of an interval of time becoming shorter and shorter,

but however short we make it it still remains an interval, it still

has duration. Let us begin with a time interval corresponding to

one vibration of a tuning fork of 100 vibrations per second. We de-

crease it so that it corresponds progressively to %oo> • • •

of such a cycle. Theoretically we can go on indefinitely, and we
never reach the value 0 . If we did we should have lost both the

interval and time with it. And yet the human mind wants to make
that transition. In human experience time seems to be separable

from space and therefore the human mind committed again and
again the fallacy of separating these inseparables. Everybody knows
Zeno’s famous arguments against the reality of motion, which are

based on just this wrong separation. Let us recall his paradox that

Achilles could never pass a tortoise once he had given it a start,

however fast he might run. At the beginning Achilles would start

from scratch and the tortoise from a line 10 m. ahead of him. If now
Achilles ran ten times as fast as the tortoise, what would happen?

By the time he came to the starting point of the tortoise, the animal

would be one metre further, i.e., when Achilles is 10 m. from his

start the tortoise is i m. from its. When Achilles reaches this point,

after traversing i m., the tortoise will still be ahead of him, having

raced through Mo during this time. And this goes on. When-
ever Achilles reaches the place where the tortoise was before, the

latter is just ahead, and although the difference between their posi-

tions becomes increasingly smaller, it can never become zero.

The table given on the following page clearly represents this case.

A s indicates the distance between the two rivals, and A t the time

passed between two consecutive moments of time considered, taking

the time which Achilles needs to race 10 m. as the unit. This last

column shows that Zeno’s argument proves the irreality not only

of motion but also of time, for the total time passed between the

start and any of the positions increases in the same way as the dis-

tance between the runners decreases, i.o-i.i-i.ii-i.iii . . . ,
and one

sees that this argument covers only a very small fraction of time,

certainly less than 1.11111111-2 units and having as its upper limit

iM units. Since the unit of time again can be made as small as one

likes—one need only give a smaller advantage to the tortoise and a

greater difference of speed to the two competitors, without chang-

ing the power of the argument—^the time during which Achilles

cannot overtake the tortoise can be made as small as one likes,

and since the argument proves that he can never overtake it, time

itself vanishes. And it is clear that in a world without time there

can be no motion. This reveals the fallacy of Zeno. His argument
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involves a vicious circle, since implicitly it denies the reality of time

and thereby of motion, which he then concludes from it. But its

power is due to our inclination to separate space from time and

accord reality only to the former. In other words, his treatment

of the race presupposes what it sets out to prove, viz., that motion

does not exist, for it lists the positions at which the runners are

at various stages of their race. But a moving body never is at any

TABLE 13

Time Achilles Tortoise A s A /

0 0 10 10

}•
I 10 II I

}
2 II II.I .1

}
3 ii.i ii.ii .01

>- .001

4 II.II ii.iii .001
)

1

* .0001

5 II.Ill ii.iiii .0001

•

• • • •

•

• • • •

•

• • • •

one point, instead it passes through a point. To describe reality,

then, we must have concepts which contain both spatial and tem-

poral components. The simplest of these is the concept of velocity

which because of the speedometer in our motor cars is perfecdy

familiar today to persons who know nothing of mechanics. If the

speedometer points, let us say, to 50, it means that our car travels

at this “moment” with a velocity of “50 miles per hour.” How can

we test the accuracy of our measuring instrument? We could mark
on a straight road a distance of 50 miles, start our car so that the

speedometer pointed at 50 when we passed the first mark, drive

with constant speed and measure the time between our passing of

the first and second mark. If it were exactly one hour, then our

speedometer would be right. But that is not what we would actually

do. In reality we should choose a much shorter distance, say a mile,

and with our speedometer at 50 we should measure the time it took
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US to pass over that mile. If we measured %o hour= i minute and
12 seconds, our speedometer would be correct, our speed 50 miles

per hour. Furthermore it would not make any difference where
within our original 50-mile track our standard mile was, because

as long as we go at the same speed the result of measurement must
always be the same. We might reduce our interval and make it

smaller and smaller, i foot, i inch, as small as our measuring in-

strument will allow us, that makes no difference to the final result;

to each decrease of measured space there corresponds a propor-

tional decrease of time consumed in traversing it, so that the ratio

of distance over time — remains the same. The result of our meas-
t

urement is independent of our measurement, as it ought to be if the

measurement is to represent something real. But one thing we can-

not do, we cannot continue the diminution of our distance until it

becomes 0. If no distance were traversed no time would be needed

s 0
to traverse it; our quotient — would become —

,
which has no

meaning. To say, then, that our car has a definite velocity at a cer-

tain point of our track means only that we are free to choose the dis-

tance over which we measure the time of its passing, as long as the

car does not change its speed, as it travels with uniform velocity.

But taken literally, the statement is meaningless, because velocity

and a mathematical point are mutually exclusive, a velocity always

implying a definite distance, however small.

This becomes even more impressive when our car does not travel

at uniform velocity but accelerates or decelerates. For here our for-

mer method of measuring breaks down, the result is no longer in-

dependent of our method of measurement. Not only must we start

our measurement at a definite time, since if we did not our result

would be different; our measured velocity will also vary with the

distance over which we take our measurement. Here a true point

velocity seems to be demanded by the problem, and yet a point

velocity is as absurd here as in the case of uniform velocity. The
solution of this problem led to the introduction of differential cal-

culus, and to the reader who knows the calculus no further word
is necessary. It would be easy to sketch the first steps for the other

readers, but I forbear to do so, only insisting again that the con-

cept of velocity, changing as well as uniform, refers to definite

space distances and time intervals, not to non-existing time points.

In the case of varying velocity these intervals have to be small, and

ds
this is symbolized by defining the velocity by the equation v = ^
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If the velocity is uniform, this becomes equivalent with the equa-

§
tion V =— from which we started,

t

Every Event Depends upon Preceding Events. Let us now re-

turn to memory. If we tried to define memory as the dependence of

the later parts of an event upon the earlier ones, we should have

robbed the term of all specific meaning unless we defined the term

“event.” For without such a specific definition the word memory
would apply to all events. If you travel from London to Edinburgh

the motion of the train from York to Newcastle presupposes its

motion from London to York. It would change our definition of

memory if we distinguished between such events as depend only

upon the immediately preceding events from those which depend

also upon events that have occurred in a more distant past. The lat-

ter we should call events with, the former events without, memory.
Memory in Physics. If we apply this definition we find purely

physical events which deserve the name of memory.^ We clamp a

wire at one of its ends and twist it clockwise through a certain

angle, holding it in this position for a couple of minutes. We then

release it and observe it turning back into its initial untwisted posi-

tion, whereupon we give it a counterclockwise torsion of the same
angle, and after a short time we release it again. The wire will

slowly unwind, but it will not come to rest in its untwisted state

but will go beyond it, and that the more, the longer we held it

originally in its clockwise torsion. The event after the release is

evidently here determined not only by the tension at the moment
of release but by a previous tension which had ceased to exist. No
less a physicist than Boltzmann has applied the name of memory
to this, and it has been possible to treat such events mathematically

with the help of a “memory function.” Nevertheless, the physicist

is not satisfied, he does not want to introduce effects between
events which are separated by time, and therefore he turns to the

molecular structure of the wire for a more satisfactory explanation.

When we have given our wire a certain counterclockwise torsion,

its tension is the same whether we have previously given it a clock-

wise torsion or not. But tension is a “macroscopic” magnitude, and
therefore the same value of this magnitude may correspond to a

great number of microscopic or molecular distributions, just as the

same temperature of a volume of gas is compatible with a great

number of distributions of the molecular velocities within it. The
macroscopic magnitude is the average of all the molecular magni-
tudes involved, and the same average can correspond to a great

2 The following after Karman.
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number of different distributions of the terms which are being

averaged. Thus the three groups: 5-5-5, 2-6-7, 2'3-io have all the

same average 5, and would be indistinguishable if their averages

only were known. The physicist will therefore try to establish the

molecular distributions as different in the two cases, thereby reduc-

ing the event to a non-memory event, one that is entirely deter-

mined by the immediately preceding events.

Application to Psychology; the Trace. This last argument has a

very direct bearing on our problem. Our wire is in good analogy

with Humphrey’s typist. Her present performance depends upon
much earlier performances, and is therefore called an achievement

of memory. And yet, if we follow the method of the physicist, we
must interpret this macroscopic fact by microscopic ones, and then

memory should disappear from the typist’s case as it did from the

wire, unless we give it an entirely new definition. Of course most
psychologists have more or less followed the physicist’s example.

The concept of the memory trace is an attempt at explaining the

influence of the past by the condition of the present. Just as our

wire has been changed in its molecular structure by being held in

torsion, so the brain of our typist has been changed by her practice

of typing. And just as the wire, when released, does what it would
not do without the change of its molecular structure, so the typist

when given copy will do what she could not do before her brain

had been changed by her exercises. But then it is hard to derive

a definition of memory from the case of the typist, of memory as a

“special faculty of organized matter” as Hering called it in his

famous address (1870).

In this explanation of memory events an event in time influences

another event, which succeeds it after a finite interval, not direcdy

but only through some effect which it has left behind and which,

for brevity’s sake, we will call a trace, without implying by that

term anything about the special nature of this after-effect. In the

case of our wire we should then say that its behaviour after the

second torsion was due to the trace produced by the first, and we
would ascribe the finished performance of the trained typist to the

traces produced by her continued exercises.

Physical and Psychological Memory Compared Further. We can

analyze our two cases still further: the wire with the trace will

show in several respects a behaviour different from the wire with-

out the trace, but by no means in all. Its conductivity, its permeability

and many other of its properties which determine specific responses

will not have been changed, so that in many ways the wire with

the trace will respond in the same way as the wire without. Similarly
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the typist after her training will react in a number of situations dif-

ferently from what she did before, whereas in a number of other

situations she will not. She will, for instance, perform well with

any kind of copy, although she had been trained only with a limited

number of different copies, but the change in her response will be

more or less limited to typing and will not even carry over to an-

other finger activity like longhand writing.

However, this analogy may not be so close as it appears at first

sight. Conductivity and permeability are macroscopic magnitudes

which are compatible with many different molecular processes. The
same conductivity and permeability of the traceless and trace-

endowed wire does not, therefore, prove that processes of electric

and magnetic conduction occur in them in identically the same

way. It is therefore possible that the trace has changed the wire in

all its responses. But the same cannot be said about the typist. Her
household duties, her amusements, and her longhand writing will

occur as though her training in typing had not taken place. Of
course one might retort that this comparison was not fair, since the

typist’s performances which we find unaffected by the trace are

all macroscopic phenomena, while the wire responses which we
found to depend upon the trace were microscopic; indeed certain

macroscopic phenomena of the wire were found also to be inde-

pendent of the trace. We ought to compare either macroscopic or

microscopic phenomena on either side, but not, unfairly, microscopic

phenomena on the one side with macroscopic phenomena on the

other. Logically valid as this objection would be, it would not do
justice to the apparent difference between our two cases. For in

the case of the typist we have no reason whatsoever to assume that

her training influences even the microscopic aspect of her other activ-

ities while the case of the wire is different in this respect. Whereas
in the first case we have no reason to assume that the different func-

tions are in any way related, we know that the same molecules that

are responsible for the memory phenomenon of the wire are also

the carriers of electric and magnetic currents.

First Definition of the Transfer Problem, This difference between
our two cases does not, however, destroy the analogy completely.

It points only to the much greater complexity of organic as com-
pared to inorganic memory. For the former there arise the questions:

Which functions will be affected by the trace, and what makes the

trace gain an influence in a specific case? The first problem is the

general formulation of the transfer problem, the second has an ap-

plication in a field different from the one we are discussing at pres-

ent, as we shall see later.
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The fact itself, that the trace influences only a part of all func-

tions, must be connected with the facts of field organization. As we
have seen, this organization produces a number of relatively inde-

pendent sub-systems, the Ego on the one hand, the environmental

field on the other, either of which is structured again according to

the same principle. The trace must therefore be confined to one or

several of such sub-systems and will consequently affect behaviour

only to the extent to which these sub-systems take part in it.

Memory as a Problem of Traces. This discussion which has

demonstrated our reasons for assuming “traces” in our explanations

of certain achievements of memory has taken us a long way off the

course of our first reflections. A trace, if it is rigid or unchangeable,

may be said to be spatialized time, not in the sense that it is time-

less, of course, but that it is independent of time, that it does not

change with time. Thus the grooves on a gramophone record form

a purely spatial pattern which does not change with time, but they

were produced by a process in time, and can give rise to a repro-

duction of the process which produced them. As far as memory
is reducible to traces, the problems of memory would be how such

traces are produced and how they influence future behaviour, but

the specific time aspect which we discussed in the beginning would
have been eliminated.

CAN MEMORY BE COMPLETELY REDUCED TO TRACES }

TEMPORAL UNITS

But can memory be completely reduced to traces? Let us turn

to another case in which a present event depends upon previous

events which do not necessarily precede it immediately. We choose

a rhythm tapped on a drum, a melody sung or played on an instru-

ment. In rhythm each beat as an event in our behavioural environ-

ment depends upon the preceding beat. Thus the loud taps in the

anapaestic rhythm - gain their character as “ac-

cents” from the preceding soft ones, and the soft ones similarly their

character from the preceding loud ones, or the whole preceding

group. This is easily proved. For if we replace this rhythm by a new
one - - in which the single bars symbolize intensi-

ties equal to the intensity of the accented beat in our first rhythm,

and the heavy bars correspondingly greater intensities, then the

beats of the old intensity no longer carry the accent, which has

now been taken over by the louder beats. And conversely if we
produce a rhythm in which our original soft beat is the loudest,

preceded regularly by two still softer ones, then this soft beat will
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carry the accent. Similarly, one and the same tone will have a dif-

ferent musical “meaning” according to the tones which precede it.

For example, in one melody c may be the tonic, in another the

dominant, in a third the “leading tone,” and so on; moreover, dif-

ferent tones may have identical meanings—^be practically indis-

tinguishable from each other if they occur at the same place in a

melody. Thus what g is in a tune played in c major, c is in the

“same” tune if played in f major, and f sharp if it is played in b.

We can easily call these effects memory effects if we mean by

memory merely the fact that an event depends upon not immediately

preceding events. In all our cases we have perceptual experiences

produced by auditory stimuli, and in each of them the effect of

stimulation at one moment depends upon the effects of preceding

stimulations. If these prior effects had disappeared completely with

the cessation of the stimuli, we could hear neither rhythm nor

melodies, to say nothing of speech.

Stout’s Theory of Primary Retentiveness. It is for this reason

that Stout considers all these events as effects of primary memory,
or, as he calls it, primary retentiveness, reserving the term memory
to reproductive ideal revival. And in doing so Stout develops a

theory of primary retentiveness which is akin to a trace theory of

memory. I quote: “The effect of rhythmic repetition of the same

stimulus is peculiarly instructive, because the external occasion of

each successive impression is throughout the same, so that modifica-

tion of consciousness arising in the course of the process must be

due to the working of retentiveness, to the cumulative disposition ^

left behind by previous impressions. The sequence of physical stimuli

is a, a, a, , . . ,
the sequence of mental states is ^i, ^2, . The

mere fact that a2 comes before consciousness as a repetition, as

another of the same kind, constitutes an important difference be-

tween it and ^i” (p. 179). Or: “The last note of a melody may be

the only note of which we are aware at the moment it strikes the

ear. Yet in it the entire melody is in a sense present. It comes before

consciousness as part of a quite specific whole and derives a specific

character from its place in that whole. The cumulative disposition ^

generated by the ordered sequence of previous notes co-operates with

the new stimulus to the organ of hearing, and the ensuing state of

consciousness is the joint product of both factors mutually modifying

each other” (p. 181). Again: “In reading a sentence or a paragraph

when we come to the final word, the meaning of the sentence or

paragraph as a whole is present to our consciousness. But it is only

® Italics are mine.
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as a cumulative effect of previous process. What is directly given
as a special datum is the last word itselj and its meaning’ ^

(p, i8i).
Criticism of Stout s Theory. Much in these quotations, particularly

in the second, sounds like gestalt psychology. And truly, Stout
recognized many gestalt problems. To show why his system as a
whole is essentially different from gestalt theory would disrupt the
continuity of our argument. We shall merely take up his explana-
tions by primary retentiveness of rhythm, melody, and a sentence.
The particular words in his text which I have italicized betray its

outstanding features: the concept of the cumulative disposition

which co-operates with the stimulus in producing the conscious
datum, and the reference to the datum as a thing of the present
moment. Only the last note of the melody, the last word of the
sentence, are actually present in consciousness, although because
of the cumulative disposition they carry with them the whole tune
and the whole phrase.

The “Actually Present.” This, however, leads us at once into

the difficulties implicit in the concept of the timeless present which
we have discussed above. Let us choose a familiar example, the
beginning of the anthem played in strict legato. When the third

note is struck, it is “the only one of which we are aware.” But
awareness is a real event and therefore takes time. How much
time ? Probably we ought to answer, as much as the note is held by
the player. But this is different for different notes, our fourth note

being longer, our fifth shorter than the rest. That means our “pres-

ent” depends upon stimulus characteristics; a shorter note has the

shorter, a longer the longer presence. Moreover, the “meaning” of

the note depends to a great extent upon its length, so that the mean-
ing of the “present” datum depends upon the kind of presence

which it has.

Need of the Concept of Organization for Its Explanation.

But this is not the whole story. Time is continuous. If we break it

up into small time intervals, there must be a principle operative by

which these intervals are determined. Why, so we may legitimately

ask, do the successive presences correspond to the successive notes

^ Italics arc mine.
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A priori it would be just as possible that one present moment began,

let us say, in the middle of the second note and lasted till the middle

of the third, to be followed by a new present moment which in-

cluded the second half of the third and the first of the fourth tone.

The problem is the same as the problem of unit formation in spatial

organization. Inasmuch as each note is held to be “present,” it is

considered as a segregated unit, and this segregation is not con-

tained in the stimulus! In the stimulus there is change, and to this

stimulus change there corresponds perceptual segregation, just as in

spatial organization segregation was produced by inhomogeneity of

stimulation. In spatial organization homogeneously stimulated parts

segregated themselves from the rest of the field and became units.

Similarly, the note, as a stimulation homogeneous during a certain

interval of time, is segregated from the other notes and unified

within itself, by its homogeneity and its difference from the other

notes. In other words, temporal wholes, like rhythms, melodies,

sentences, cannot be theoretically discussed without the concept of

organization. One other example is to demonstrate the likeness of

spatial and temporal organization. This phrase will be heard as

two staccato movements, one ascending from c to c', the other de-

scending from c# to f#, the notes of the second falling between

those of the first. The two movements meet in the note a. And this

note a will not be heard as one long note, but as two notes of

normal length, one belonging to the ascending, the other to the

descending scale. Here the factor of uniformity or homogeneity

has been overcome by the factor of good continuation. This last ex-

ample, besides demonstrating the law of good continuation in

temporal organization, should have brought out the difficulty of

the “present” even more than the first. For here we meet with one

case where the present does not coincide with one note, where in-

stead one note gives rise to two presents.

A melody, like any temporal organization, cannot be described

by successive states, as little as the race between Achilles and the

tortoise could be described by considering the different places in

which they were. As we said before, a moving body never is at one

place, it always passes through places. Just so, a melody, until it is
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finished and comes, so to speak, to a stop, never is at one note but

passes through it.

Stouts Principles Applied to the Theory of Percei^d Motion.

The analogy of motion and melody can be followed up still further.

For Stout’s principle of cumulative dispositions might as well be

applied to the perception of motion as to that of a melody. If an

object moves through our field of vision so that it stimulates suc-

cessively the retinal elements a, b, c, d . , . and is seen as an object

in motion we might explain this according to Stout’s principle by

saying that each element if stimulated alone would give us the

experience of a point at a certain place. But because of the serial

stimulation each point stimulus after the first one would co-operate

with the dispositions left over from the preceding ones. At any

moment, so we might argue in conformity with Stout’s principles,

the experience of the last position should be the only one of which
we are directly aware, but it comes before consciousness as part of a

specific whole, the path of the motion, and thereby endowed with

a specific property, its velocity. It is significant that Stout himself

does not present such a view, because it would be incompatible

with many facts on which he bases his own brief theory of motion,

in which it is treated as a sensation (p. 220). Although our own
theory was different from and much more concrete than this theory

of Stout’s, it is equally different from the theory we have sketched

in conformity with Stout’s principle of cumulative dispositions. We
explained the perception of motion as due to a specific dynamic

process in the psychophysical field, i.e., an event which never was

at any place but passed through a range of places. In motion, then,

we have a definite time-dependent experience which cannot pos-

sibly be explained by reference to individual “present moments.”

But if the existence of such processes is established, why should we
then not look for similar dynamic processes in our explanations of

other time-consuming events like melodies? In other words, in our

explanation of such events we shall have to go beyond “primary

retentiveness”—beyond memory in the sense of traces.

Stout’s Theory of Cumulative Dispositions. And this leads us

to Stout’s other fundamental concept, the concept of disposition.

“We may regard mental dispositions as constituting a sort of mental

structure which is constantly being formed and modified by con-

scious process and is in its turn constantly contributing to determine

and modify subsequent conscious process” (p. 22). “We know of

their existence through their effects, through their indispensable

function as factors conditioning the flow of conscious life. In like
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manner mass and energy are known to the physicist only as being

indispensable factors conditioning the motion of bodies in space.

To the question. What are they? it is sufficient to reply that their

nature is defined for us by their function and their origin . .

(p. 24). However, we learn this much: “By far the greater part of

our mental acquisitions are owned by us as mental traces^ or dis-

positions and are not present in the form of actual consciousness”

(p. 21). Stout, lastly, treats the dispositions as mental, although he

admits the possibility that “that which is a physiological disposition

is also a mental disposition” (p. 26). We see that, apart from the

mind-body dualism of this system, Stout’s dispositions are traces in

the sense in which we defined the term. Peculiar to Stout is the use

which he makes of these dispositions. By it he reduces a temporal

process to a sequence of momentary processes, the later of which

are influenced by the traces remaining from the earlier ones. “If

we denote the sequences of specific items of sense experience . . .

by a, b, c, d, then a, b, c, d by no means adequately symbolizes the

process as a whole. For when b occurs, the resulting state of con-

sciousness is the joint product of b and the persistent disposition or

after-effect left behind by a. Similarly, when d occurs, the resulting

state of consciousness is due to d in co-operation with the persistent

disposition left behind by a, b, and r. We may denote the after-

effect of a by /Wi, the after-effect of a and bhy m2, and so on. The
whole series may then be presented by a, bm^, cm2, dm^ (p. 183).

m2 and m^ are “cumulative dispositions.” This is surely the best

description that can be given of a melody if one breaks it up into

elements and present moments.

Its Lack of a Principle of Selection According to Which These
Dispositions Become Effective. But apart from the impossibility

of this procedure which we have just demonstrated, it suffers from

another incurable defect, for it does not contain any criterion to

distinguish between dispositions which become effective and such

as do not. Such a criterion, however, would be necessary; for item d,

in Stout’s example, although it will depend upon the preceding

a, b, c, will not depend, or not depend in the same way, upon other

items which also preceded it. Before the fourth tone of the melody

is played the horn of a motor car may become audible, and yet the

sound of this horn leaves d quite uninfluenced; it still appears, in

Stout’s terminology, as dm^y dependent only upon a, b, c, and not

upon the sound of the hooter, which was as good an experience as

^ Italics arc mine.
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they and as liable to leave a trace. Or turn back to our second
musical example. If for convenience we number the notes after the

second voice enters, then we see that an odd note wiirdepend pri-

marily on the preceding odd notes, being their continuation in the

scale, and not upon the preceding even ones, although one of these

precedes it immediately, which no odd note does. The even notes

may also have an effect upon the odd ones, and vice versa, but it is

of a different \ind from that of the odd ones. We see the same pro-

blem bobbing up again: Which items will go together to form units,

from which others will they be segregated?—a problem which can

be solved only in terms of organization.

The Self-determination of Temporal Organizations. Good
Continuation. A melody is a whole, organized in time. That its

later members depend upon its earlier ones is the exact counterpart

of the fact that the right upper quadrant of a seen circle depends

upon the left lower one. The difference between the two cases is

only this, that in the latter we are dealing with a stationary distri-

bution, in the former with a process which changes in time. The
earlier notes of the melody have an effect upon the later ones, be-

cause they have started a process which demands a definite con-

tinuation. A melody, a rhythm, a spoken sentence, are not analogous

to beads on a string, even if we assume, as Stout does, that the

later beads depend upon the earlier ones, but they are continuous

processes, and the dependence of the later parts of these processes

upon the earlier ones cannot be treated in Stout’s ultimately sum-

mative manner. A difficulty which besets the treatment of psycho-

physical time organizations derives from the fact that perceptual

events, like heard melodies or rhythms, depend upon the appearance

of ever new conditions created from the outside, viz., upon the

“stimuli.” But we have already seen that very soon these events

have their own shape, which demands a proper continuation. How
the law of good continuation finds its concrete application to psycho-

physical events like heard melodies will be elaborated later.

Some Experimental Proofs of Temporal Organization. To this

argument we add two more proofs. The first is taken from my
dissertation. In this investigation I experimented with rhythmical

experiences produced by light stimuli. In my third series, only very

incompletely reported, I showed to my subjects a small number of

light flashes, all of equal quality and intensity and appearing in

the same place, but with different intervals between them, and asked

the subjects to apprehend them as one rhythmical group which they

were to continue first in their own minds and later on by tapping.
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This is more than a test of accuracy of memory, for on the stimulus

side the task is not fully determined. If three lights a, h, c, were

presented with the interval px between a and b, and p2 between b

and c, and if the subject had to continue this rhythm, he had to

“create” an interval between the last perceived light c and the first

reproduced light or beat a, and such an interval would recur after

every group of 3. This interval had to be “created” because there

was nothing in the stimuli to determine it. But five of the seven

subjects were entirely unaware of this fact. To them the interval

pz was as much a datum of the original presentation as the intervals

px and p2- How the hypothesis of cumulative dispositions could ex-

plain this, I do not know; for this hypothesis explains the conscious

effect at any moment by the co-operation of a cumulative disposition

and a stimulus (see p. 432). But what stimulus exists in my ex-

periments to co-operate with a cumulative disposition? If, on the

other hand, we assume that the presentation of the lights started a

process with its own “shape,” then the result is a necessary conse-

quence. My other proof that temporal events are organized events

can be taken directly from Head. “One of the commonest defects

produced by a cortical injury is this want of temporal definitions; a

stimulus rhythmically repeated ‘seems to be there all the time’
”

(1920, II, p. 754). This effect is perfectly analogous to the case of

strongly reduced visual acuity. In the case of the latter a patient

will see a line composed of a number of dots as a continuous line,

just as Head’s patients hear a continuous sound instead of a series

of separate beats. We have shown in Chapter V (pp. 205 f.) that

visual acuity is a matter of organization, and therefore we can use

the example taken from Head as a new proof that a rhythmical series

is a product of organization which gives place to another and simpler

organization if the nervous system is injured in a special way. In

this connection we might add that Goldstein and Gelb have found

a patient who lacked the perception of motion; thus the connection

which we established above between motion and melody or rhythm

(p. 435) is well confirmed.

Spatial and Temporal Organizations Compared. The gist of our

arguments, then, is that the explanation of temporally extended

wholes cannot lie fully in the accumulation of traces, that these

wholes are more than mere manifestations of “primary retentive-

ness.” They cannot be treated without the concept of organization.

Similar as their organization appeared in many respects to the purely

spatial organizations which we treated in Chapters IV and V, they

differ from these in one specific regard, inasmuch as they are tern-
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poral organizations. Therefore we have to examine this particular

aspect. We shall discuss two simple examples, each time comparing
a case of spatial and of temporal organization, (i) A white spot on
a black surface—a constant tone sounding for a definite period of

time in absolute stillness. We have seen before that the unity both
of the spot and of the tone is a product of organization. We also

know that the spot is held together, segregated from the background,

by the fact that it is uniform within itself and different from its

surroundings. We inferred that equal processes in contiguity exert

forces of attraction upon each other, and that discontinuities be-

tween processes create forces which keep them apart. We can apply

the same explanation, as also previously mentioned, to our tone;

but a difference between the two cases remains, the very difference

which we are now investigating, i.e., that between a spatial and a

temporal unit. How does this difference appear in the process of

organization? Where, in this process, does the difference between

spatial and temporal homogeneity become manifest?

The Problem of the Temporal Unit of One Continuous Tone
Raised. In order to answer this question we have to remember a

fact which we have so far disregarded, the fact namely that all or-

ganization is a process in time. Concerned with the results of spatial

organization, with stable forms, we could neglect this fact, because

stable organizations are time-independent inasmuch as they no

longer change with time. And yet, all these stable spatial organiza-

tions are held together by an interplay of forces, and the propaga-

tion of these forces, from every point to every other within the unit,

takes time, short as this time may be. The introduction of this fact,

however, will help us to clarify the difference between spatial and

temporal organizations. With regard to time any two points within

the spatial unit are equivalent; the force starting at a takes the same

time to reach b as the force starting at b needs to reach a. And since

the forces start simultaneously at a and b, b and a are also simul-

taneously affected by them. Therefore the whole process lacks di-

rection^

The Problem of the Temporal Unit of a Pair. One sees at once

that it is quite impossible to apply the same description to our tones.

Apparently there are no different points which interact with each

®One can use the term direction in two different meanings. It is perfectly legiti-

mate to say that the avenues in New York City, have, approximately, the direction

from south to north; but it is equally right to say that their direction is from north

to south. On the other hand a bus on one of the avenues is either directed north-

wards or southwards, it is not both at the same time. In the text we use the term

direction in the latter sense.
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other, no forces propagated through space responsible for the or-

ganization of this unit. Before we try to explain this process we
shall turn to our second example: two white lines in proximity on

a black background and two taps in fairly close succession, both

lines and taps being perceived as pairs. Little need be added about

the two lines. They are held together, so as to form a pair, by forces

produced by their equality (see p. i66), and these forces act exactly

like those which we discussed in our first example. Let us then turn

to the two taps. If we hear them as a pair they also must be held

together by forces. But this case is different from the spatial one

for two reasons: on the one hand the taps appear in the same place

and on the other the first tap has ceased to exist when the second

appears. Clearly no force can exist between something that is and

something that is not. The mere conclusion that forces are required

to produce the unit of our pair of taps compels us to assume that,

although the first tap has ceased to exist, something must have re-

mained which serves as one of the points at which the forces apply.

In other words the conclusion that our pair of taps is a product

of organization leads directly to the assumption of a trace left by

the first of them.

PROCESS AND TRACE HAVE DIFFERENT LOCALIZATION IN THE BRAIN. But

our conclusion leads us even a step further. We have to assume that

the process of the second tap occurs at

a place in the brain which is different,

• • • • • • however little, from the place of the

Pig^ py
trace. If it did not, the case of the two
taps would be specifically different from

the case of the two lines. If the process of the second tap occurred

in the same spot in which the trace of the first had been left, then

we could not understand the formation of the pair. True, the second

tap might, by occurring in a place filled by a trace, be different from
the first tap, which occurred in a traceless area; this assumption

would therefore fit Stout’s theory. But pairedness is not one tap plus

another tap with a new character. Moreover, if we continue our

series of taps, the third tap can easily be heard as the first of a pair,

the fourth as the second, and so forth. Furthermore, the temporal

aspect of the perceived series will differ from the temporal aspect of

the real series, the intervals between two members of one pair ap-

pearing smaller than the intervals between the second member of one
pair and the first of the next/ If in Fig. 97 the upper dots represent

the objective temporal sequence of taps, the lower ones will repre-

^ See, for instance, Koffka, 1908, p. 43.
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sent the sequence as it is heard when subjective rhythmization in

groups of two occurs. Such facts seem quite unintelligible under the

assumption that the place of the trace is the same as that of the

process, because if it were, the trace of the first excitation would be

so completely changed by the second excitation that it would lose its

identity. Our arguments against Stout’s use of the traces lead to the

same conclusion (see p. 446), most particularly that of the two
intertwined ascending and descending scales. This fundamental

conclusion, that the place of a process is different from the place

of the traces, recently emphasized by Lauenstein, who derived it

from considerations slighdy different from our own, is different

from most current theories of learning. “The theories to which
allusion has briefly been made are all based on the assumption that

when the organism performs a learned action on successive occa-

sions the same cerebral cells must participate . . .” (Humphrey, p.

210).

ORGANIZATION DUE TO DYNAMICAL INTERCOURSE BETWEEN CHEMICAL

DEPOSITS. The organization of two taps into a pair depends, accord-

ing to our argument, upon the dynamic inter-

course between an excited area and the trace of

a former excitation. This makes it necessary to

find characteristics of the two areas which make
their dynamic communication possible. Lauen-

stein, developing Kohler’s theory of psycho-

physical organization, has advanced an hypo-

thesis which solves this problem and leads to rather far-reaching con-

clusions. The interaction may be due to a leap of electrical potential

between the two areas, when they are in contact, or between each

of them and the field between them, if they are not adjoining. If

stimulation is different in two adjoining areas, then, according to this

assumption, the chemical processes in the two corresponding psycho-

physical areas will lead to different concentrations of the reacting

molecules and ions, which, owing to the different velocities of posi-

tive and negative ions, must produce a difference of potential.® If

the two areas are separated by an area of different stimulation, then

the whole field, comprising all three ar^as, will be a unitary dynamic

field, depending for its properties upon the relative concentrations

in the three areas. Lauenstein discusses the case of two grey spots

(of different brightness) on a homogeneous ground (see Fig. 97^^).

In this case, if the two patches are in functional relation, some-

®The details must be gathered from Kohler’s "Physische Gestalten” and from

Lauenstein, 1933.
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thing must happen in the field which depends directly upon the

difference between the two patches and can therefore mediate the

experience of their difference. He adduces several examples to indi-

cate what general \ind of event must be assumed in the interven-

ing field. I shall reproduce the simplest example, although the con-

crete process in the brain must be very different: “Two containers

with a large horizontal cross section, are filled with water up to

different levels and communicate through a narrow pipe. Then the

streaming velocity (or the pressure gradient) in each cross section

of the connecting pipe can serve as a measure of the difference of

level in the two containers” (p. 145). One sees that the theory also

includes the case in which the two separate patches are equal; to it

the velocity zero would correspond in the hydrodynamic example.

These hypotheses must be applied to our two taps, which corre-

spond to the two separate patches rather than to the case of con-

tiguous areas. At the moment of the second tap a certain concentra-

tion is produced in a brain area. The trace of the first tap, i.e., the

sediment remaining from, the first excitation, lies, as we have de-

duced, in a slightly different area; on the other hand it has its own
concentration, more or less like the concentration produced by the

first process,® and in between lies the trace of the interval with its

concentration. In this respect, then, the case of the two successive

taps has been reduced to the case of the two simultaneous patches:

the two taps are a behavioural unit, because there exists a field

process between the deposit produced by the second tap and the

trace left by the first across the trace left by the interval.

So far our hypothesis explains the pair-character of the two taps:

for at the time of the second tap we assume not only an excitation

corresponding to it, but also a field excitation which connects this

excitation with the trace of the preceding one. It ought to be well

remembered that we correlate experiences with excitation, but not

with traces. Therefore, the first tap is “in consciousness” only by

virtue of the field excitation which is directed towards its trace,

but not as an image, i.e., a separate experience.

Our theory contains an implication about the causes of this field

process. Since we derived it from the difference (or equality) of con-

centration in the excited and the trace area, it is only indirectly con-

nected with the process of excitation itself, viz., only through the

concentration to which this process gives rise. Here the theory is

^ We shall presently deal with the changes which this concentration undergoes

after the cessation of the first excitation.
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clearly incomplete. After the second excitation is past, its trace

remains and therefore also the difference of concentration between

the two areas. If, then, the field event depended only upon this

difference, it should go on indefinitely; we should no longer hear

any tap, but still be aware of the pair-character. We have previously

contended that such experiences are possible,^® but certainly they

do not occur all the time, as they should if our theory were com-

plete.

Before we continue this side of our theory we must correct an-

other fault which was inherent in our presentation. We have treated

the second excitation as a primarily independent event which sec-

ondarily came into communication with the trace of the first process.

This was an illegitimate simplification, introduced only in order

to make it easier for the reader to follow this difficult argument.

In reality the excitation of the second tap will arise in the field

determined by the trace of the first. This point will prove of great

importance in our later discussion.

THE ROLE OF EXCITATION IN TEMPORAL ORGANIZATIONS. In Order tO

develop our theory further we will now distinguish four different

cases: (i) The experience of the two grey patches, as in Fig. 97 i?.

(2) That of the two successive taps. (3) The trace of the former

and (4) the trace of the latter. Since we have not discussed (3) be-

fore, it will be well to consider this case now as a representative of

the trace of a spatial unit. Spatial units were explained as correspond-

ing to areas held together and segregated from the rest by the

nature of the processes occurring within them. Since the traces de-

pend directly on the processes, they will, so to speak, “map” those

processes, and as such “maps” they will be segregated from traces

of surrounding processes and be integrated within themselves, in

other words, just as we had to deduce that a field process would con-

tinue between the traces of our two taps after the second tap was

over, so we must assume that field processes occur within traces

of spatial units. If they did not, these trace units would cease to be

units.

In Chapter III we learned that unit formation involves shape.

Therefore the shape of the original process distribution must also

be preserved in a dynamical shape of the trace. Traces of spatial

units, then, are systems under stress, a statement from which further

conclusions follow, as we shall see later.

When now we compare cases (3) and (4) we find them in many

respects essentially alike. In both cases the trace is a unitary system

See page 1 80, the grin without the cat.
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composed of three parts, corresponding to the two patches and taps,

and the interval between them, which in the trace is in both cases

a spatial interval. True enough, this spatial interval is due in the

first case to the fact that in the original process, corresponding to the

experience, the total event with its three parts was spatially ex-

tended, while in the second case it owes its existence to a time

sequence, the excitations occurring at different places from those of

the traces. But experimental evidence, which we shall discuss later,

indicates that this difference of origin has no influence at least upon

a number of effects which take place in this unitary trace system.

Therefore we shall treat these two cases together.

As long as the trace is just a trace without a new excitation noth-

ing in our behavioural field corresponds to it. But it is a condition

for a number of future processes which are accompanied by experi-

ence, e.g., recognition, discrimination, and recall. On the other

hand we were led to the conclusion that these unified trace systems

are under stress. Let us symbolize the part in these systems which

corresponds to the first member by a, that corresponding to the

second by h, and that corresponding to the interval by i. Then, if

a, b, and i are areas of different concentration, there will be a pattern

of leaps of potential between them, which might produce processes

of equalization, or other occurrences within the aib system. On the

other hand, there is nothing in experience to suggest the existence

of such processes. Apparently our argument has led to a contradic-

tion. This contradiction cannot, however, be abolished by eliminat-

ing our assumption of a dynamic state in the trace system from our

hypothesis. As we shall soon see, a number of experimental facts as

well as our deductions make this assumption necessary: such trace

systems change with time, as can be proved by their after-effects.

Consequently we must explain why these processes are not repre-

sented in our behavioural field, why, differently expressed, they are

unaccompanied by consciousness.

We shall gain a clue for this explanation by including the first

two cases in our discussion. In case (i) we experience a pair both

of whose members are simultaneously present, whereas in (2) the

pair is experienced while one of its members is already past. To this

difference in experience there corresponds a difference in the dy-

namics of the process: in case (i) there are two excitations (or

rather three, since we must include the interval between the two
patches) and the dynamic field which connects them.^^ In case (2)

This description with its distinction of excitations and the field is chosen only
to emphasize a particular point; it is not a good description of the real occurrences
in which the excitations and the field are not “and-connected.”
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there is only one excitation and a field process which connects this

excitation with the traces of the two preceding excitatipns. From this

confrontation of our two cases we must infer that the presence of

one or more excitations in a field determines the temporal or spatial

character of the field. If area b is, through the mediation of area i,

in communication with area a, and if area h alone is the seat of an
actual excitation, then this communication, besides accounting for

the organization of a i h, lends to b the character of being *'later than

a” or of being ''the second!*

Temporal Direction and 'Excitation. Thus we may say that the "direc-

tion* of the process depends upon the fact whether it contains one or

more excitations, but this term direction must be handled with care, for

there are process directions which are independent of the excitations.

Thus if area a has a higher concentration than b the process will be di-

rected from a to b, whereas it must have the opposite direction when b
is the area of greater concentration, no matter whether a is an excitation

or merely a trace. Indeed we can see a lighter or darker than b in our

first example (according to the arrangement of the patches) and we can

hear b stronger or weaker than a in our second (according to the rela-

tive intensities of the two taps). The direction which, in our hypothesis,

must depend upon the number of excitations is the temporal direction

itself.

Our hypothesis contains a difference between the cases, patches

(i) and taps (2), even if it ascribes the field event to the dif-

ference in concentration between a and b; for if as in case (2) a

is a mere trace, then its concentration is what it is, because it has

been left over, because nothing new happens to it,^^ whereas the

concentration at b is created and maintained by the excitation dur-

ing the period of time through which the whole process lasts. In

case (i) on the other hand, the concentrations at a and b are dy-

namically equal, both being created and maintained by excitations.

This difference in the occurrences at a and b—in (2) a static con-

dition at the one and a dynamic process at the other, in (i) two

dynamic processes—must account for other differences which will

directly explain the time direction of the process. To explain the

difference between cases (i) and (2) on the one hand and cases

(3) and (4) on the other we might assume that the process that

occurs between two traces in the absence of any excitation is of

different intensity, i.e., rate, or of a different kind from the one that

takes place when at least one of the areas is in a state of excitation.

We disregard again the changes which it may undergo through its communica-

tion with b and other parts of the field.
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This would imply the assumption that a process has to be of a cer-

tain intensity, to occur with a certain velocity, in order to be repre-

sented in the behavioural field, or, in other words, to be accom-

panied by consciousness, an assumption which seems by no means

impossible. It is, however, possible, if not probable, that the differ-

ence in rate is due to a difference in kind; one might, for instance,

think that processes of pure diffusion—among others—^would take

place between “dead” traces, processes which would be far too slow

to be considered as counterparts of experience.^® In that case the

property of a physiological process which made it the carrier of an

experience would not necessarily be its velocity, or its velocity alone,

but also its kind.

SIMILARITY OF SPATIAL AND TEMPORAL MEMORY. Before WC close this

discussion we must draw one more inference from the similarity

of cases (3) and (4), viz., the traces remaining from two simul-

taneous grey patches and those from two successive taps. If our

assumptions and the arguments based upon them were right, our

memory of temporal sequences should be similar to that of spatial

patterns, since in the traces time becomes spatialized. This inference

seems to be largely confirmed by facts. In recalling events in my
own past which followed upon each other, like the events of a day

spent at the seaside, I recall them as spread out in different places,

but although I \now that they followed upon each other in time,

this knowledge is an experience of a different kind from the spatial

pattern which the events possess in my recollection. Whereas they

are, in my act of remembering, spread out in a definite spatial

schema, they lack the immediate character of being temporal se-

quences which distinguishes, for instance, the two taps which we
have so fully discussed. The knowledge of their temporal relations

seems much more to be a dynamic relationship which connects them
with my Ego than one which holds them together among them-

selves. This statement, which as far as it goes adds weight to our

inference, does not, however, exclude that memory of true temporal

sequences may occur.

THE PROBLEM OF THE TEMPORAL UNITY OF A CONTINUOUS TONE
SOLVED. Let US now return to our first example, which we abandoned
for the discussion of the second, I mean the constant tone heard

for a definite period of time. What gives it its unity.? If our ex-

planation of the pair formation is right, there can be only one

answer to our question: just as the unity between the two taps is

due to the processes occurring between the chemical deposits at the

See Kohler, 1920, p. 16.
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two areas corresponding to the two taps (and the area correspond-

ing to the interval between them), so the unity o£ the^one tone must
be caused by the deposits produced in continually different places

by the continuous vibrations. The organization is again spatial

and derives its temporal character, like the other one, from the fact

that the whole deposit unit consists of dead traces except for its

“tip” where it is just being made by an excitation. Continually such
excitations occur, therefore continually the column of deposits is

increased. Normally the excitation will not be uniform for any
length of time, one sound, e.g., will be followed by another. To
such changing stimulations there must then, if our hypothesis is

right, correspond pieces of the column, corresponding to the periods

of uniform excitation, held together by this uniformity according to

the law of equality which we discovered in our discussion of spatial

organization (see p. i66). Change of excitation, on the other hand,

accompanied by change of deposits, will segregate these pieces from

each other, in perfect analogy to space organization. It would be a

welcome confirmation of this hypothesis if the equivalent of Mach
rings could be discovered in the temporal field. In acoustics one

might look for such an equivalent both in pitch and intensity. One
would haveTo produce a glissando, either of frequency or of in-

tensity, and introduce a sudden change in the rate of this glissando.

Our Fig, 48, page 170, will exemplify such cases, if the abscissa now
means time instead of distance and the ordinate either frequency

or intensity. If, then, a phenomenon similar to the Mach rings

occurred, we should hear the stimulation of figures b and c as

upward glissandos with discontinuities at the moments p, this dis-

continuity having, in figure b, the character of a sudden rise or fall

(either in pitch or intensity) and in figure c of a sudden fall and

rise. The experiment, however, is not crucial. Although it would

lend great weight to our hypothesis, if its result were positive, a

negative outcome would not invalidate our assumption, since the

spatial organization in the deposit column need not be in all respects

equal to that in a simultaneous spatial field.

Our hypothesis leads to another inference. If the stimulation is

short enough, then, owing to the inertia of the system, there will be

no time for “dead” deposits to remain while the excitation builds

up new deposits. All that happens will be an excitation with its own
concentration, followed by another excitation. This case resembles

closely that of the “point” in space; such short sound, a telephone

click, or a short note in music, has no duration, just as the point

has no extension—^phenomenologically, of course, not physically.
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We must now return to the other member of our first example,

the light patch on the homogeneous background. In the beginning

we discussed it only from the point of view of spatial organization.

But we must now remember that such a patch persists also through

time; it therefore contains the same problem as the tone, and this

problem must find the same solution. We have now to apply our

hypothesis of the trace column to the spatially organized (shaped)

deposit which corresponds to the patch, and the same is of course

true of all permanent objects in our behavioural world.

Our Theory Compared to Stout’s. In order to see how much we
have achieved by our hypothesis it will be expedient to turn back

to the criticisms which we raised against Stout and to see how our

own theory escapes them. On page 433 we discovered that in Stout’s

theory the “immediate present” must be a function of the stimulus

duration. Our hypothesis contains the reason why it must be so,

why, as a rule, a temporal unit in experience will correspond to a

continuous uniform stimulation. Moreover, as will be seen presendy,

our hypothesis is such as to imply a function different from mere
geometrical correspondence between the duration of the stimulus

and that of the experienced unit. The next point which we raised

against Stout was that his theory lacked a principle of integration

for immediate presents. And this principle has again been sup-

plied by our theory. But how can we deal with the example of the

two scales, one temporally inserted in the other? We used it in

criticism of Stout’s concept of the immediate present, his analysis

of the melody tones plus after-effects (which he also calls their

“meaning”), and of his failure to discriminate between effective and

ineffective dispositions (p. 436 f.). All these aspects will now be

considered together, they all pointed to the effectiveness of the law
of good continuation.

Beginning with the first, one has to ask : Why, in our example, is

the one long note heard as two short notes ? Why, in terms of our

theory, is the unity of this temporal experience broken despite the

uniformity of stimulation which should produce a homogeneous
and therefore coherent trace column? The answer is to be found in

a previous statement (p. 443) : our hypothesis would not be able to

cope with the facts if it assumed that a stimulus-produced excita-

tion and hence its deposit were independent of the preceding

stimulations.^* Therefore, as we emphasized before, each excitation

has to be envisaged in a field of traces, at the “tip” of which it occurs.

What does this mean within the framework of our hypothesis?

would be a temporal constancy hypothesis.
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We consider a sequence o£ stimuli that gives rise to a temporal unit.

What happens at the moment when the nth. stimulus takes effect?

Immediately preceding this moment there exists a trace column

produced by the first n— i stimulations. This trace column forms

a coherent and organized field, i.e., it is permeated by forces which

hold it together, segregate it from the rest, and determine its own
articulation. Now we know from the discussion of spatial organiza-

tions that the forces which bound and shape a segregated unit also

permeate into the field outside. If the unit is “open” or “incomplete”

then that part of the field which corresponds to the gap will be a

seat of very particular forces, forces which will make the arousal

of processes of closure easier than the arousal of any others. The
closure will, of course, be that closure which is

demanded by the rest of the figure, a closure of ** *
*

• .*^ pi

good continuation. And even where closure in

a proper sense is not possible a structure will n
'

so influence its field that in its neighbourhood. Fig- 9^

notably at its ends, certain processes have a

better chance to occur than others. If, for instance, the points a-n

of Fig. 98 are exposed, then it will be easier to add point pi than

po. Wertheimer has demonstrated this in unpublished threshold

experiments. Our trace column, before the sequence has come to

its natural end, is just such an open or incomplete spatial organi-

zation, and therefore it will facilitate such excitations as continue

it properly and eventually lead towards closure. The organization

being one of deposits in a trace column, it can be continued and

completed only by new deposits. Therefore the excitation which

the stimulus produces will be determined by the field forces in such

a way as to produce that deposit which is a proper continuation of

the existing trace column. In other words, excitation n will, in

consequence of the field forces, tend to be such as to produce a

deposit n which fits into the trace column created by the preceding

n— I excitations. Whether the nth. excitation will actually be of that

kind depends of course upon the nature of the stimulus. The latter

is an external force of organization, while the field supplies internal

forces. Even when the stimulus prevents the occurrence of the

“proper” excitation, the field forces will prove effective. If, e.g., the

stimuli are the notes of a melody and the nh note is too ^r too

sharp, it will be heard as out of tune', and if it is entirely different

from the fitting stimulus, then it will be heard as a surprise.

The application to our example of the two scales is now simple.

The long tone will be heard as two short ones because the two
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interlaced trace columns each favour the arousal of one short tone.

In this case, as in all similar ones, the forces due to embracing

field systems, following the laws of good continuation and closure,

are stronger than the forces which are active in the isolated piece,

forces due to mere homogeneity of process and acting according to

the law of equality. In a sense our discussion has confirmed an

aspect of Stout’s theory: also in ours there is “co-operation” between

traces and stimuli. But there is at the same time a principle which

explains the selectiveness of this co-operation, which was lacking in

Stout’s exposition; this will soon be discussed more fully.

The Dynamic Character of Temporal Units. A New Role of

Excitations. If each member of a temporal unit depends upon the

field produced by the preceding members as well as upon its own
stimulus, then we can also understand why the direction of the

unit becomes more and more determined the further the sequence

proceeds. With each new member the field grows in extent and

thereby in power.^® The forces of the field increase continually in

strength so that their share will become stronger and stronger in

the compound effect the longer the unit lasts. Of course there is a

limit to this effect. Just as spatial units have their limits, depending

upon the particular conditions, so have temporal ones. In neither

field can the units be made as large as we like. But the last agree-

ment with Stout’s theory does not mean that we accept his descrip-

tion of a melody as composed of tones with meanings. Such a de-

scription robs a melody of its dynamic character.

We must now explain why in our musical example on page 434
we hear two interlaced scales. The first four notes have established a

trace field and a process which are both most properly continued

by g, the sixth note, but not by c sharp, the fifth. When g is sounded

it will, therefore, “come from” the direction determined by the first

four notes and will extend this trace system, remaining relatively

independent of the trace of the preceding c sharp. The next note, b,

will conversely be closely connected with the trace of this, and so on.

One might doubt how a process can continue through the presence

of another process, i.e., how the motion of each of the two scales

can survive the interpolated tones of the other scale. Again an
analogy from vision, the so-called tunnel motion, will show that

this is not a serious difficulty. It is easy to demonstrate an object

Not only does the field become gradually organized, it may also become re-

organized; thus the third tone may become the tonic, thereby forcing the first from
this position, which it originally held.
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moving through the field over an uninterrupted track although a

part of the track is filled by a different object. The^moving object

is then seen to pass “behind” the obstruction as if it went through
a tunnel. In a way this is another case of “double representation.”

A New Role of Traces. Our introduction of the continuous

process has still left the burden of the explanation on the trace

system, just as Stout put it on his cumulative dispositions. We
have avoided the criticism to which Stout’s theory could be sub-

jected, by treating the trace system as a system in organization, sub-

ject to the same laws of organization which we have studied in an
entirely different field, and by deriving not only unit formation

but also the specific dynamic character of temporal units from the

trace field. The main feature of the theory is still that it ascribes the

forces of organization to the trace field. The good continuation, ac-

cording to our assumption, is not due to the movement qua move-

ment, but to the field which favours certain motions rather than

others. This seems necessary not only because of Newton’s first law

of motion, but also owing to the extreme degree of friction in the

nervous systems, in which no motion can take place without forces,

all inert velocities being destroyed.^®

The assumption of a special process of motion is not necessary to

explain every kind of temporal unit. We saw before that it is pos-

sible to explain the pair character of two taps entirely by processes

between deposits (see p. 442). For a single pair the assumed motion

would be the dynamical manner in which the second member ap-

pears, “rising” or “falling” from the first. Thus Lauenstein found

it necessary to distinguish two types of processes of successive com-

parison (p. 149 f.)
;
in one a pure dynamical relation between the two

deposits produces the unification, in the other there occurs over

and above this field condition a process of “motion,” a “jump” or

“drop” of the second member.

It is easy to see how the two hypotheses are to be applied in different

cases. Wherever a musical phrase consists of a quick sequence of tones

which produce the impression of an upward, downward, or undulating

motion, the hypothesis of a unitary motion will be necessary: no tone

lasts sufficiently long to “be” something by itself; it is merely a stage, a

phase, in a larger motion. When on the other hand a tone is held for a

relatively long time, as, let us say, the fourth note of Beethoven’s fifth

symphony, then the excitation hypothesis is not sufficient. True enough,

the coming of this tone requires this hypothesis, the drop from e flat to

See Kohler, 1927 a.
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c; but while c lasts, it retains its character o£ being at the bottom, and
this requires for an explanation the deposit-gradient hypothesis. The
pure gradient hypothesis, lastly, will suffice to explain cases of successive

comparison with relatively long intervals between the two experiences to

be compared.

Objections to Our Trace Hypothesis. Although our construction

is not quite finished yet, it seems advisable to test the plausibility of

our hypothesis by subjecting it to objections which can be raised

against it.

(i) Spatialization of Time Would Require a Non-existent

Fourth Dimension of Space. It was one of the features of our

hypothesis that it spatialized time in the brain. This raises at once

the following difficulty: our brain is tri-dimensional and we have

assumed that to perceived tri-dimensional objects there correspond

tri-dimensional process distributions in the brain. Where, then, is a

place for the time dimension If the temporal unity of any be-

havioural object depends upon a spatial unity of the traces which its

psychophysical process builds up, how is it to be explained that a

point can be remembered as a point, a line as a line, a surface as a

surface, and not instead the first as a line, the second as a surface,

the third as a solid; and how can we ever remember the duration of

a solid For, so we must argue, the traces of the point must be

spatially different, so that each point, which has lasted in our be-

havioural world through an appreciable period of time must have

left a trace which should be similar to the trace of a line seen for

the shortest possible time, if the direction of the line corresponded

with the direction in which the traces superimpose themselves on

each other. Similarly a straight line should, by the accumulation of

traces, become an oblong, a circle a cylinder, and since no fourth

dimension is at our disposal, we cannot see what is to become of a

solid, not even how we should in our hypothesis be able to experi-

ence the duration of a tri-dimensional object.

Powerful as this argument is, I do not believe that it is fatal to

our hypothesis. As a matter of fact the difficulty concerns only the

memory effect proper and not the perceived duration. For the con-

tinued perception of a point and the momentary perception of a line

are in our hypothesis different psychophysical events. In the former

the excitation, though it always occurs at the tip of a trace line, is

at every moment but a point excitation, whereas in the latter the

excitation itself is linear. Thus in perception our two cases must,

according to our hypothesis, appear as different, and the same is

true for the other examples. To add only a discussion of the solid:
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Even though the “time direction,” i.e., the direction in which the

traces accumulate, must coincide with some direction of the solid,

the trace column cannot distort the continued perception of the
solid because the excitation itself remains unaltered.

But a more serious difficulty arises when we turn to the lasting

memory effects. If the excitation of a point perception which has
lasted for a definite period of time ceases, then the traces remain,

and they form, as we have just now stated, a linear pattern. Similarly

the trace of a momentarily exposed fine has a linear pattern. Where
then can the difference between these two trace patterns lie? For
difference there must be, since we do not confuse in our remem-
brances a point looked at for 15 seconds and a line seen for a brief

moment. This difference can only lie in one place, and that is the

internal organization of these two linear trace patterns, i.e., in the

manner in which they form units. The line trace was produced by
a spatially extended process, we shall therefore assume that its trace

is a spatially coherent trace, a trace in which no point is segregated

from another. Contrariwise, the time pattern of the point traces

was produced by an excitation of the smallest spatial extent.^’' We
must therefore conclude that the temporal trace pattern of the point

retains its punctiform character through its entire extent. Whereas
the line trace is one, the temporally extended point trace can be

considered as a great number of individual point traces, which in

their pattern do not lose their point character. We know from

Lauenstein’s and von Restorff’s investigations, to be discussed later,

that equal or similar traces if close together influence each other, this

influence taking the form of assimilation. We must expect an even

stronger effect when the traces are continuous, but we cannot ex-

pect that the interaction of such traces, which undoubtedly occurs,

changes their spatial or figural aspects by integrating them into new
traces of a higher dimension. Interaction within a temporal trace

pattern was a necessary assumption to explain temporal unity; it

has been proved experimentally in different ways. But this inter-

action cannot be such as to destroy fundamentally the spatial

boundaries of each part trace within the whole pattern. The change

that takes place within a temporal trace pattern moves towards

simplicity of the minimum kind; for when the trace system is left

alone, it has in many cases no access to any outside energies. The

building up, on the other hand, of structures of more dimensions

from those of fewer would be a change towards simplicity of the

We neglect for simplicity’s sake that in reality both line and point are seen on

their backgrounds, so that the whole trace is in either case spatially extended.
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maximum kind. The actually observed changes (Lauenstein, von

Restorll) are in full accord with this conclusion. In compound

trace systems consisting not of equal but of similar members, these

members are apt to lose their identity, to fuse into unitary systems.^®

Furthermore (another aspect of the same change) much of the tem-

poral aspect of our experience is lost in memory, as previously men-

tioned (p. 446). We remember, e.g., that some time ago we saw a

point here, a line there, a house in that landscape, and so forth, but

as a rule we do not remember how long we have seen point, line,

house.^^ So much for our first objection.

(2) The Relation of Lashley’s Results to a Trace Theory.

We now turn to an objection which may be raised against the as-

sumption of traces based on Lashley’s famous results (1929, pp. 100,

107, 109). Lashley found that maze habits acquired by normal rats

are interfered with by cortical lesions in such a way that the degree

of deterioration of the habit is a direct function of the amount of

cerebral tissue destroyed but is virtually independent of the locus

of such destruction. This fact may also be expressed by saying

that this habit “seems to be non-localized” (Lashley, p. 87). It seems

plausible to go one step further and say with Wheeler and Perkins

(p. 387) that “the brain, therefore, is not a mass of structures

each having its own particular and independent function. In face of

these facts the trace theory is inconceivable.*' The first part of this

quotation is indeed quite acceptable, if one emphasizes its conclud-

ing clause: no trace has an independent function, nor even an

independent existence. But the final sentence of the quotation is

by no means proven by Lashley*s results nor does Lashley himself

believe it. For what he found true for the maze habit he did not find

true for three other habits, viz., brightness discrimination, inclined

plane box,^® and double platform box. In speaking of the latter

Lashley says: “This habit thus resembles that of brightness dis-

crimination in having a definite localization of the engram . . .” (p.

87). For these three habits are lost when after their acquisition

certain parts of the cortex (occipital for the first, frontal for the two
others) are destroyed, while injuries in any other region do not affect

Concrete demonstrations will follow in Chapter XI.

Language and conceptual thinking complicate this mattter. The statement in the

text refers to recall as little influenced by these factors as possible. They give us
knowledge of durations without recalling such durations.

20 In the inclined plane box the rat has to run up an inclined plane on top of a
box containing food in order to open its door; the double platform box “is a pro-

blem box provided with a door which is opened by successively pressing down in

predetermined order two platforms attached to opposite sides of the box.” (Lashley,

p. 27.)
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them (p. 121). These achievements, then, if once learned, have left

definite parts of the brain altered, i.e., they have left traces which
account for the retention of these habits, and these habits are, as

Lashley points out (pp. i33f.)> simpler in nature than the maze
habits. When Lashley says that maze habits are not localized he
does not mean that learning leaves no after-effect, i.e., no traces

whatsoever. It is perfectly compatible with his results that for maze
habits these traces are distributed over the entire cortex. In the par-

ticular experiment which is relevant to our issue rats were trained

in a maze until 10 consecutive errorless trials were obtained. Ten
days later they were retrained and then immediately subjected to

operations in which different amounts of the cortex were removed
(with or without injury to subcortial regions). Ten days later

they were again retrained. The average learning times obtained

were in seconds:

for original for pre-operative for post-operative

training retraining retraining

1,911 64.8 2,221

with an average destruction of 17.7%.

From these figures alone we might argue that these results gave

no proof whatever that the operation had produced a deterioration

of the habit through destruction of traces. The mere fact, also dis-

covered by Lashley, that animals with brain injuries learn more

slowly than normal ones and that their retardation is a direct func-

tion of the extent of the injury, might account for the result.

The very fact that the third average is higher than the first seems

to support this argument, which would claim that they did not

measure a learning and a relearning achievement, but two acts of

learning performed under different neurological conditions. But

the argument would be conclusive only if this average coincided

with the average of animals who acquired the habit after an opera-

tion of the same average extent, and if no, or only few, cases oc-

curred in which the third average was lower than the first, though

still significantly higher than the second. In reality nine cases of the

last kind are to be found in Lashley s table "" with the three aver-

ages: 3,386, 94, and 1,115. Here, then, the animals learned better

after the operation than they did when they were first trained, and

yet very much worse than in their first, pre-operative, retraining.

Both facts can be explained only by the assumption that some effect

His animals No. 70, 72, 74, 78, 90, 91, 99, no, 112.
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or trace had been carried over, but that a great deal of it had been

destroyed by the operation.

I have also averaged the time of post-operative retraining for ani-

mals 88-114, with an average percentage of destruction of 22.6, rang-

ing between 15.8 and 31.1, for which a control group can be obtained

from Lashley’s Table I, animals 10-25, with an average destruction

of 24.5%, ranging between 16.1 and 32.0. These animals learned the

same maze, after operation, that the other animals relearned. The
figures are: relearning after operation: 3,630 sec., learning after

operation 4,521 sec. The number of cases is probably not large

enough to draw binding conclusions, but they give sufficient indica-

tion to refute the anti-trace argument from this side also; since the

animals which had learned the maze before the operation relearned

it more quickly after the operation than operated animals which had

had no previous training learned it, the original training must have

left effects which explain this difference, even though the time con-

sumed in relearning was considerably longer than the average time

of training of the whole group.

Thus Lashley’s experiments, far from being incompatible with

the assumption of traces, demand such an hypothesis. The difference

between “localized” traces and such as are deposited over practi-

cally the whole cortex is easily explained as due to the processes

which originally produced the traces. For the maze habit—as Lash-

ley points out himself (pp. 132 ff.)—these processes must involve

more or less the whole brain, while the significant aspect of bright-

ness discrimination is a much more isolated affair. No wonder then

that the traces of the former should be more widely scattered than

those of the latter.

In concluding this argument we must point out two salient as-

pects of Lashley’s experiments and results. In the first place they

investigate the effect not of such simple trace patterns as we have

so far mosdy discussed, but of whole trace systems built up at differ-

ent times, each new trial adding something to the traces of the

preceding trials. Thus the problem of the accumulation of such trace

systems arises. Quite evidently a repetition of a run, even if it occurs

a considerable time after the last, does not leave a trace independent

of the preceding ones. Learning, rather, depends to a great extent

upon the manner in which new deposits combine with old traces.

In the second place we must not overlook the fact that Lashley’s

method supplies him primarily with data of accomplishment and
not of behaviour, these terms taken in the sense defined above (on

P* 37) > ^ven though he supplements them with behavioural data.
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Hence we do not know whether an identity of accomplishment cor-

responds to an identity of behaviour. All our knowledge of the

effects of brain lesions seems to indicate that similar accomplish-

ments are brought about by different behaviours of normal persons

and persons with brain lesions. This has to be kept in mind for

an ultimate evaluation of Lashley’s results.

(3) Wheeler’s Opposition to a Trace Theory and His Attempt
TO Explain Memory Without Traces. We shall continue by cast-

ing a glance at Wheeler’s position with regard to the assumption

of traces. As already indicated, he rejects the trace hypothesis en-

tirely. It seems important to discuss his arguments because he is the

foremost American champion of gestalt theory and bases his posi-

tion with regard to traces on these principles. His arguments are of

very unequal value. The one taken from Lashley’s experiments we
have already refuted; on the other hand we gladly accept those di-

rected against an atomistic or a synapse theory of traces. There re-

mains only one important argument, which, though we have really

dealt with it before (p. 440 f.), deserves a special discussion. “The
brain is constantly being stimulated so that the ‘traces’ would be

constantly changing toward finer and finer differentiations of pat-

tern until, shortly, there would be a homogeneous condition in the

brain and therefore no ‘traces’ ” (Wheeler and Perkins, p. 391). We
have forestalled this criticism by our assumption that the excitations

do not occur in the place of previously deposited traces (see above).

To prove their point, Wheeler and Perkins give an example from

physics which I will partly reproduce in order to show the origin of

their faulty conclusions.

“Suppose that a horizontal metal plate of some sort is fastened, on one

edge, to an upright bar. The surface of this plate is covered evenly with

a layer of sand. If, now, this plate is made to vibrate at a constant rate

the vibrations will keep the sand equally distributed over the plate. But

suppose that while the plate is still vibrating it is suddenly bowed with

a violin bow on one of the free sides. . . . The bowing momentarily

induces added vibrations which must adjust themselves to the other vi-

brations already going on. The sand will now arrange itself into four

equal areas, with two streams which contain no sand bisecting the square

plate into four equal parts?^ The original force applied to the plate con-

tinues to keep it vibrating at the steady rate set up before the bowing,

so that when the bowing stops the sand will gradually approach the

equally distributed condition existing at the outset.

22 Italics in the original.
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“This illustration helps us to understand the condition which exists in

the brain under Kohler’s theory of disequilibration. The original, equally

distributed condition of the sand represents the original equilibrium of

forces within the nervous system. The constant vibration represents the

dynamic character of the condition. The bowing corresponds to the im-

pinging of some external stimulus pattern upon the system. In the case

of the plate the bowing sets up stress-patterns of four equal areas as indi-

cated by the distribution of sand. There has been a mutual adjustment of

two stresses, one set up by the first vibrating force, and the other by

the bowing. The consequence was a 'non-process condition set up in the

sand?^ This was the pattern formed into the four square areas. When
the bowing stopped, however, the four sections began to disappear. The
sand began at once to approach the condition of equilibrium again, and
this was the equal distribution conditioned by the original vibrations”

(pp- 389. 390)-

Unfortunately this analogy with the Chladni figures of physics is

totally false. The sand pattern, though an indication of the process

of vibration, is never a condition of it; the plate vibrates as it does

because of the two forces which in superposition result in that form
of motion. The sand has nothing to do with it; remove it, and the

plate vibrates as before. Therefore the sand is not comparable to a

trace. Furthermore, the causal relation between sand and vibra-

tion being unilateral, the sand returns to its old pattern when the

vibration resumes its old form. No physicist would call the Chladni

figures examples of memory. One cannot use as analogies of mem-
ory illustrations from physics where a present event occurs without

reference to past events, and that is what Wheeler does again and

again.^^ Physics knows, as we have seen (p. 428), real analogies to

memory effects, but in order to explain them, changes within the

reacting system, traces of some sort, have to be assumed.

The rest of Wheeler’s argument, based on the Chladni figures,

may be omitted, because it adds nothing new, repeating the con-

fusion of a mere effect of a process with an effect which at once be-

comes a codeterminant of the process.

If the Chladni plate were covered with a viscous substance much
heavier than sand, then the analogy would be better. It would take some
time before the substance had arranged itself in a stable pattern; at the

same time, because of its weight and because it does not follow quickly

the forces produced by the vibrating body, it *will co-determine this vi-

23 Italics mine. A non-process condition (a term introduced by me in an article

on the strucmre of the unconscious (1927) is a trace.
24 See the example of the air currents produced by candles in Wheeler and

Perkins (W. P.), p. 388.
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bration, it will be a real condition, and when it has reached a stable

distribution with one sort of vibration it will co-determine the vibration

of the plate under a new excitation, and thereby its own ^redistribution.

How, then, can Wheeler explain memory effects without the as-

sumption of traces ? His theory, as far as I understand it, overlooks

again the main point.

“The story is often told of a horse that was being driven along a
country road. At a certain place a newspaper blew across the road and
the horse shied. About three weeks later it was being driven along the

same road and when it came to this place it shied, but there was no
newspaper” (W. P., p. 397). “Why should the horse . . . shy the second

time if the original experience had left no impression? The reason why
he shied the second time was exactly the same as the reason why he shied

the first time! A newspaper was blowing across the road and the

horse was responding to the total situation. The total stimulus-pattern

induced the response, which was configurational in character. The same
stimulus-pattern, or one similar to it, is going to produce the response

again for the same reason that it produced a response the first time. . . .

If a trace were necessary to account for the second response, one would
also be required for the first!” (W. P., pp. 398, 399.)

This quotation derives its apparent plausibility from the use of the

term “total situation.” It thus demonstrates how justified we were

when we criticized this concept (see Chapter IV, pp. 158 f.). The fal-

lacy becomes obvious when one asks the question why the horse did

not shy at any other part of his route. Here the “total situation” was

such that it pursued its trot undisturbed, and it certainly would have

done the same also at the critical spot, had the newspaper not

happened to blow across it. It is therefore not true that the horse

shied at the place for the second time for the same reason it did so

for the first. To make this point still clearer, we shall assume three

trips. A, B, and C, instead of two. During A and C nothing hap-

pens at the critical point X, while during B the wind tosses the

paper across the road. In A the horse proceeds undisturbed through

X, in B and C it shies. This proves that the “total situation” of X,

as it was both in A and C, is not responsible for the shying, for it

did not provoke it in A. The only difference between A and C is

that B has preceded C, but not A, and therefore I find it logically

necessary to conclude that the difference in behaviour in A and C
is due to the effect of B, i.e., to traces which have remained from

the experience in B.

Italics in original.
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I am not certain whether I have represented the whole of Wheeler’s

theory of memory. In his first book (p. 273) there is a passage from

which one might gather that he attributed the learning process

either to growth or to the building up of chemical compounds. The
first assumption has to be ruled out, at least for most memory ef-

fects, because growth is far too slow a process, while the second

would be equivalent to a trace theory of the kind we propose,

although Wheeler refuses to accept the name. However, such an

intrepretation of Wheeler would probably either be wrong or no

longer represent his present opinion, for in the second book he

writes (W. P., p. 387), given experience is not represented by a

brain-pattern except when the stimulus-situation is \eeping the pat-

tern set up. The instant the stimulus is removed the brain-pattern

disappears!' In our theory this is true of the excitation pattern,

but not of the trace pattern, while Wheeler seems in these lines to

deny any persistence whatever to what he calls the brain-pattern.

(4) Von Kries’s Argument. The most severe criticism of tradi-

tional trace theories dates back more than thirty years. It was first

presented by von Kries, who did not use it against any trace theory,

but only against those prevalent at his time and ever after; some
years later it was elaborated by Becher, to whom it appeared an
ultimate refutation of all trace theories and thereby a proof of a

vitalistic interpretation of memory.
The decisive argument can be presented in this way: memory ef-

fects are as a rule not traceable to the individual original excitation,

but to their form or pattern. I recognize a melody, which I have

heard played in G major by an orchestra, when it is hummed in

F or B or C major. All the sounds are different, and yet the

memory effect is clear. The same is true of reproduction: if I try

to sing or whistle a familiar melody, the key of my reproduction

will but rarely coincide with the key of the original. Or a person

who has some facility in reading will be more or less independent

of the type or the handwriting he encounters, and he will be able

to write, though clumsily, with a pen held between his teeth, as

anyone can try for himself, although he never performed that par-

ticular activity before. Can a trace theory of memory account for

these facts, which, far from being exceptional cases, are typical of

memory effects?

THE RE-FUNCTioNiNG OF TRACES. The hypothcsis which we have de-

veloped is better prepared to meet this difficulty than the old trace

2® Italics in the original.
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hypothesis apinst which von Kries levelled his argument. For in

our hypothesis traces form organized systems, i.e., dynamical wholes
whose pattern is as much of a reality as their material. To see how
far this property of the trace system will lead us to solve our pro-
blem we have to consider what will happen when such a trace sys-

tem is “reactivated,” when it co-operates in a new excitation. To be
consistent we shall have to assume that such a new excitation occurs

at a place different from that of the trace system itself, but strongly

determined by it. This assumption is necessary also because, in most
cases, we shall be able to remember this individual process of recall

or recognition, at least after a short period of time, without losing

our capacity of recalling or recognizing the first occasion, a proof

that this process has left a new trace without destroying the old.

At the same time the new excitation must be strongly dependent

upon the trace system in question. It is clear that this dependence

must be able to assume a great number of different forms, according

to the different functions of memory. It will be different in recog-

nition and recall, different when the trace system supplies data for

the solution of a new problem, different again in the case of an

acquired skill. We shall for the present confine ourselves to the first

two, recognition and recall.

SELECTION OF TRACES BY NEW EXCITATIONS. Since we have already

emphasized that each new excitation occurs in a new place, the func-

tion of the trace system can in neither case be that of “re-excitation.”

In this respect our theory seems to be different from most or all

previous trace theories, and superior to them, since it seems very

difficult to understand how an excitation process could be started in

a mere trace system. But the new excitation, occurring now, must

be in communication with a trace system, both in recognition and

recall. The question then arises as to the cause of this communi-

cation, and this problem contains as a part problem the question

how the present excitation selects among the enormous variety of

traces the “proper” one. It is this aspect in the functions of recogni-

tion and recall which interests us now when we are dealing with

von Kries’s arguments against a traditional trace theory. We shall

pursue this discussion only as far as it is relevant to our present

context and shall continue it in the twelfth chapter (pp. 597 ff.)?

when we have learned more about the function of traces.

There are two ways in which we might look for such principles

of selection; on the one hand we might collect facts and try to

derive our principles from them; on the other we might attempt to

apply such principles of selection to our present problem as we have
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discovered before as operative in other fields. The second method, if

it were successful, would have the advantage that it would from

the outset envisage memory functions in a wider context. The prin-

ciples which would be discovered by this method would not be just

laws of memory, but laws which would be applicable to memory
as well as to other events. Memory would lose the character of being

soifiething unique, something added to the non-memorial functions

of the organism, and it is this very result which in the introduction

of this chapter we proposed to achieve.

Therefore we shall use this method and look for familiar prin-

ciples of selection. To find them will be an easy task. For the prin-

ciples of spatial organization which we discussed in Chapter IV
can be regarded as such. These principles gave us the solution of

the following problem: if through a pattern of retinal stimulation a

variety of excitations is produced, which of these excitations will

become integrated? One sees the similarity to our present problem:

there one process became integrated with certain other processes

but remained separated from the rest, here a new process interacts

with certain trace systems, but not with others. To both cases we
can therefore apply the concept of selection. Formerly we discovered

the laws of equality and proximity, and the laws of closure and good

continuation. Are these same laws applicable to our new problem?

Our answer to this question is facilitated when we remember still

another set of facts, reported at the end of Chapter V, from Ternus’

experiments, because in these experiments the kind of selection is

more similar to the one that occupies us now than in the purely

spatial organizations. In the Ternus experiments two stimulus pat-

terns followed upon each other so as to produce apparent movement
of a behavioural pattern. If the first pattern consisted of points ^/i, bx.

Cl, di, and the second of points b^, f2, C2, g2) where the indices refer

to the temporal order, whereas in other respects equal letters cor-

respond to equal points, then under certain conditions excitation bz

would not be integrated with bi nor Cz with Ci, but, e.g., bz with ai,

fz with bi, and so forth. These conditions were conditions which
referred to the whole-processes produced by the stimulus patterns.

If excitation fz possessed the same significance in the second pattern

that bi had in the first, then these two would interact, and not

the “absolutely” equal bz and bx. The interaction of successive pro-

cesses, then, was proved to depend upon the whole character of these

processes, and “equality” had to be interpreted as equality of func-

tion within a whole.

If, then, we apply the law of equality to our problem of the selec-
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tion of traces by excitations we shall expect this equality to be pri-

marily equality of whole character. A process should, feteris paribus,
communicate with a trace system which possessed the same whole
character. This must be a trace system which had been produced
by a process of the same whole character, because we assumed that
the trace retained the dynamic character of the process in the form
of tensions or stresses. In our Fig. 43 (p. 165) we have demonstrated
that similarity of whole character has such an integrating effect in

spatial organization.^^ That the same effect takes place under much
less simple conditions is evidenced by Fig. 99, where the similar
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shapes tend to fall together.^® Therefore, if some integration can take

place between an excitation and a trace pattern we should be jus-

tified in assuming that similarity of dynamic pattern would be one

of the deciding influences. This would explain those facts of recogni-

tion which von Kries adduced as arguments against the traditional

trace theory. For the pattern is, within wide limits, independent of

size, colour and location, just as our recognition is. How much more
we can say about the concrete process of recognition this is not the

place to discuss (see pp. 591 ff.). We must also defer the discussion

of recall and reproduction, but the present argument will serve to

overcome the difficulties inherent in the older form of trace theories

for the explanation of these effects. Only one more word need be

added here: our theory of memory traces is in one radical respect

different from the older forms. We have previously seen that psy-

chologists wanted to reduce unit formation and shape to experience,

i.e., ultimately to traces.^® For two reasons such an attempt is im-

possible in our hypothesis. In the first place we had to assume the

traces as organized systems, and that presupposes that the processes

which produced the traces are organized themselves; their organi-

A similar pattern in Kohler’s article in “Psychologies of i925> P* 1^9*

Compare also the figure in von RestorflF, p. 3^5* reproduced in Chapter XI.

2»See, for instance, our discussion of the assimilation hypothesis at the end of

Chapter III.
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zation can therefore not be a consequence of traces. In the second

place we see that the selection of traces by processes, the laws ac-

cording to which an excitation communicates with an existing trace

system, depend upon the similarity of pattern between excitation

and trace, and that implies again that an excitation must be pat-

terned before it communicates with the trace system, for otherwise

it would not be capable of selecting the proper one among the many
traces which are constantly being left in the organism.

We have so far considered only the factor of equality, disregarding

the factors of proximity, closure and good continuation. But all of

them play their parts in the relation between excitations and traces.

Ceteris paribus, old impressions are less well recognized and recalled

than new ones, a fact which, though it probably depends also on

other factors, demonstrates the laws of proximity. Good continua-

tion and closure are clearly powerful factors of recall.

THE WIDE SCOPE OF THE LAWS OF ORGANIZATION. Our disCUSsion of

von Kries’s arguments against a trace theory has done much more
than to safeguard the assumption of traces, it has introduced the

laws of spatial organization into the field of memory. The applica-

tion of these laws has, however, a still wider scope than we have

so far discussed. Not only the relation between excitations and traces

is regulated by them, but also the fate of traces themselves, the

changes which single trace systems undergo on account of their

inherent stresses, and those which occur by virtue of the piling up
of ever new traces. Experiments which will shortly be discussed will

shed light on these events.

IN DEFENCE OF SPECULATIVE HYPOTHESES. To a critic who would ob-

ject to all my hypotheses, who would say. Why so much speculation

on so slender a basis of fact? I should reply: if I want to carry out

my programme and give as systematic an account of the facts of

psychology as is possible at the present time, I have to introduce

the concept of traces in a concrete manner; this concept must be

sufficiently well defined to admit of a concrete interpretation. It

must face all the difficulties which are inherent in it and must
try to overcome them in a way consistent with the whole system of

thought developed and with the facts as far as we know them. I

am convinced that in due course of time my hypotheses will have to

be changed because they will conflict with newly discovered facts.

But I am also convinced that without a system of hypotheses, as

rigid and concrete as possible, even if they are speculative, no sys-

tematic research work will be possible. As I read the sign of the

times, boldness, not caution, must be the catchword.
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EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

Although the long theoretical discussion of the last chapter tried to

keep in touch with facts all the time, it is now appropriate to sup-

plement it by the experimental evidence. Experimental facts will

serve two purposes: on the one hand they will supply a broader basis

for our theoretical structure; on the other hand they will make it

clear that these hypotheses, far from being speculative in the sense of

being divorced from testable reality, have proved extremely fruitful

for research. It has made a difference for experimental work that

such hypotheses have been advanced, and I expect that the develop-

ment of the next few years will add new proofs of their heuristic

value.

Successive Comparison and the Time Errors. Since our trace

hypothesis was largely based on the findings of Kohler and Lauen-

stein, it seems advisable to begin with their experimental work. It

was started by a chance event. In the first volume of the “Psycho-

logische Forschung” (1922) Borak published an article on the com-

parison of lifted weights in which he demonstrated and empha-

sized anew an effect which had been discovered long ago,^ but

whose real significance had fallen into oblivion. This effect had been

called the negative time’error; it consists in the fact that if two stim-

uli are presented for successive comparison, the differential limen is

^References to the old literature on the subject are given in Kohler’s article

(1923), to the recent one in Lauenstein’s.

465
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found to be smaller when the stronger stimulus succeeds the weaker

than when it precedes it. This means that if the two stimuli A and

B, B > A, are sufficiently similar to each other to make their differ-

ence recognizable in less than 100% of all presentations, then the

sequence A B will produce a greater number of right judgments

than the sequence B A. It also means, as Kohler pointed out later,

that even when the judgments are correct in both cases, the first

sequence seems to involve a much greater difference than the second

(1. c., p. 163).

Borak had tried to find a physiological explanation for his effect,

but since his experimental test of his hypothesis proved it to be

wrong he abandoned the attempt altogether in favour of a psycho*

logical theory. It is here that Kohler stepped in. He developed an-

other physiological hypothesis, derived certain conclusions from it

and confirmed them by new experiments. Finally Lauenstein, an-

alyzing Kohler’s hypothesis, distinguished two parts in it, one of

which he accepted, while he found it necessary on the basis of his

own experiments to reject the other one. His theory, grown out of

Kohler’s hypothesis, is more general. So much for the history. From
now on we shall discuss the problem as it now exists, unconcerned

with the historical sequence.

We have already come across Lauenstein’s theory in our discus-

sion of temporal units. Lauenstein developed it as an explanation

of comparison, both simultaneous and successive. If we compare

two items, these items must form some sort of unit, and the result

of the comparison will depend upon the J^nd of these units. On
page 441, we reproduced a figure from Lauenstein’s paper, two grey

spots on a homogeneous background in functional relation. Al-

though at that stage of our discussion we did not go into the nature

of this functional relationship, having in mind rather the “pair”

character than the brighter-darker relation, Lauenstein developed

his theory for this particular aspect. As Kohler (1918) was the first

to point out, our two cases, pairedness and comparison, are in many
respects so similar that their dynamic properties must be considered

as of the same type.^

2 We shall not go into the detail of this discrimination. A full discussion is to be
found in Kohler’s articles, 1923 and 1933. I will only mention that a comparison
can also be accomplished in a manner different from the one treated in the text and
by Kohler: the two items, instead of communicating with each other, come into

functional relationship with a whole graded system, A v/ith one part, B with
another; and the comparison depends upon the relative position of these two points

in that system. Thus, A may appear as a light grey, B as a dark grey, and there-

fore the person set on comparing A and B will say A is lighter than B although in

the actual process A was not in direct functional relation with B.
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Similarly I have introduced the concept of the step-vv^ise phenom-
enon (1922) to describe and explain the process of comparison.
When we compare the two grey patches of our figure^ these patches

form such a “step”; that is, a whole with two members between
which there exists a gradient of potential. And when we compare
two weights lifted successively or two tones, then this potential

gradient exists between the concentration at the point of the new
excitation and the trace of the preceding excitation. If this hypo-
thesis is true, then it must make a difference whether the trace of

the first excitation remains constant or undergoes changes during
the interval between the application of the first and second stimulus.

If, e.g., the two successive stimuli Ai and A2 are equal, then we
should expect a majority of equality judgments if the trace of Ai
remains unchanged until A2 appears. If, however, Ai were exposed

to forces which change its constitution, then the concentrations

Ux and ^^2 will no longer be equal, and correspondingly we should

expect a majority of judgments A2 > Ai, or Ai > A2, whether

A I has decreased or increased its concentration during the interval.

The fact of the negative time error is identical with the alternative

A2 > Ai. If, as we have explained above, the sequence A B, where

B > A, produces more right judgments than the sequence B A, then

the judgment “the second greater than the first” is more easily

elicited than the judgment “the second smaller than the first.” Con-

sequently, if the two stimuli are equal, the second one will still in a

greater number of cases be judged as greater than as smaller. The
negative time error would then be explained if we could assume

that during the interval the trace of the first excitation decreased

in concentration. We cannot test this assumption directly, but we

can submit it to an indirect test: if the trace is exposed to forces,

then the change in the trace will be the greater the longer these

forces are allowed to work; in terms of the experiment, the nega-

tive time error should be a direct function of the interval. This pre-

diction was amply confirmed in Kohler’s experiments with tele-

phone clicks, which showed that for small intervals (for some sub-

jects up to three seconds) the time error was positive, while with

longer intervals it became increasingly negative. The following table

may serve as an example; it represents the percentage of second

louder” and “second softer” judgments of eight subjects for pairs

of equal stimuli. The number of equality judgments has not been

reproduced. It can easily be calculated as the difference between

100 and the sum of the two other kinds of judgment.
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TABLE 14

(from Kohler, 1923, p. 152)

% of Judgments with varying intervals between the two equal clicks

Ai, A2

Interval in Seconds
_A

Judgment

r

I*/2 3 4/2 6

Second Louder 4.2 29.2 54.2 62.5

Second Softer 62.5 50. 25* 8-3

The question then arises as to the cause of these changes. We
shall for the moment disregard the changes which occur at first and

give rise to the positive error, and concentrate on the other change

which lasts much longer and caused in Kohler’s experiments the

negative time error. “We can either assume that all traces are grad-

ually being destroyed by metabolic processes and that this causes

the negative time error with longer intervals. Or we can assume that

under the conditions of these experiments traces in proximity

become assimilated to each other. In that case the negative time

error would be explained by an assimilation of the trace of the

first excitation to the trace of the state corresponding to lack of

stimulation” (Lauenstein, p. 152).

Lauenstein seeks the decision between these alternative hypotheses

in experiments in which the two critical stimuli arise from a homo-
geneous temporal ground which is produced by stimuli of the same

quality as the two critical ones, but of a different intensity, being

stronger in one set of experiments, weaker in another. He experi-

mented both with sight and audition. In the visual experiments, he

used Metzger’s apparatus of the total homogeneous field described

in Chapter IV (p. 114). The critical stimuli were given by pairing

five different intensities of this field. In one set of experiments,

these stimuli broke in upon a state of comparative darkness, the big

screen being illuminated only by the diffuse light escaping from the

projection lantern and the experimenter’s reading lamp. In the

other set of experiments the screen was illuminated by two strong

lamps before, between, and after the exposure of the two critical

stimuli. The following table illustrates the result. It indicates the
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average time errors of eight subjects for dark and light “ground”
and various time intervals. The measure of the time ejror has been
calculated in the following manner: The sum of all “second
lighter” judgments has been subtracted from the sum of all “sec-

ond darker” judgments; the difference has been multiplied by 100

and divided by the sum of all judgments. These figures measure
therefore the relative preponderance of judgments of lighter or

darker. When the former preponderate, the figures are negative;

when the latter, positive—corresponding to the terminology of posi-

tive and negative time errors.

TABLE 15

(from Lauenstein, p. 157)

Figures represent relative preponderance of lighter (—

)

or darker (-f-) judgments

Ground

Intervals in Seconds
/

5 10 20 40

Dark +3 —20 —24 —37

Light +29 +27 +47 +62

In the acoustic experiments two tones of 80 cycles, sounded for

two seconds, were the critical stimuli. In the two sets of experiments

the ground consisted of the same tone that sounded before, between,

and after the two critical ones. But in one set it was of a lower, in

the other of a higher, intensity than the critical tones.

Table 16, on page 470, essentially like the preceding, summarizes

the results of thirteen subjects.

The results are perfecdy unequivocal. In both sensory fields there

appears a positive time error with short intervals with both kinds

of ground, and thereafter a time error—increasing with the length

of the interval—which is negative only for the weaker ground and

positive for the stronger grounds.

Thus two different kinds of changes in the traces have b^n

demonstrated, (i) An initial change of short duration during which

the intensity of the trace is increased; this effect, occurring as it does

with both weak and strong ground, cannot be ascribed to an influ-
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ence o£ the ground upon the trace. That is all we can at ))resent say

about this effect. (2) A progressive change, beginning after approxi-

mately one second, which assimilates the individual trace to the

trace system of its background, thereby causing a progressive time

error, either positive or negative, according to the nature of the

ground. Thus with regard to this second change Lauenstein’s alter-

native has been decided, and in the terms of his second hypothesis.

As a matter of fact, this second alternative had already been an-

TABLE 16

(from Lauenstein, p. 160)

Figures represent relative preponderance of louder (—

)

or softer (+) judgments

Ground

Intervals in Seconds
A

f

2 5 15

\

45

Soft +15 —3 —19 -48

Loud + 12 +25 +29 +36

ticipated and experimentally proved in 1899 by Bentley, as Lauen-

stein points out. Bentley’s experiments with grey disks used only

spatial grounds, so that by the inclusion of his results the em-

pirical evidence for the assumed assimilation effect in the traces is

more general.

Kohler’s results, negative time error with a background of silence,

would, according to this interpretation, be explained by an assimi-

lation of the sound-trace towards the stillness-trace. With this inter-

pretation, Pratt takes issue on the ground of very interesting ex-

periments. He argues thus: A stillness must be considered as the

lowest degree of loudness. Consequently, if we compare a ground

of complete stillness with a “soft” ground, the time error should be

greater in the first case than in the second. In order to prove this,

he evaluated two series of experiments. In the first, the two critical

stimuli were noises produced by various heights of fall of a sound

pendulum, the standard stimulus being set at 45°. The interval be-

tween the two critical stimuli was kept constant at four seconds.

Three sets of experiments were compared with each other: (i)
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the normal, in which this interval remained empty; (2) loud, in

which during the interval a strong noise was introduced, the pendu-

lum falling through an angle of 70""; (3) soft, an intermediate stim-

ulus of 20°. The following table contains a summary of the results,

the figures representing the average Point of Subjective Equality of

the second noise, calculated from Pratt’s table.

TABLE 17

(from Pratt, p. 295)

Standard noise 45°. Point of Subjective Equality of Second Noise

Constellation Normal
Loud inter-

mediate noise

Soft inter-

mediate noise

44.1 0000 42.2

In the second series of experiments, lifted weights were com-
pared. This time only two different constellations were used, the

normal and one with a light intermediate weight. The standard

weight was 100 g., the interval between the two critical weights was

four seconds. The next table summarizes the results. The figures

this time are calculated as in the tables from Lauenstein, measuring

direction and size of the time error in the same way. Again I have

averaged the results of Pratt’s three subjects.

TABLE 18

(from Pratt, p. 296)

Standard weight 100 g. Relative preponderance of heavier (—

)

and lighter (-[-) judgments

Constellation Normal Light

— 16.7 —38.9

The last two figures of the first table confirm Lauenstein’s results

for the new conditions of Pratt’s experiments. Comparison of the

first and third figures in the first table and of the two figures in

the second contain, however, a new result. The negative time error

is considerably smaller when the interval is empty than when it
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is partly filled by a stimulus equal in kind to the critical stimuli,

but of lower intensity. From these results Pratt concludes that

assimilation, such as Lauenstein has assumed in theory, occurs when
the interval between the critical stimuli is filled by a stimulus either

of higher or of lower intensity; “when, however, there is no in-

termediate stimulus nor appreciable background, the trace merely

sin\s'*
^

(p. 297).

Interesting and suggestive as these experiments are, they have, in

my opinion, done no more than to raise a problem; they have not

proved Pratt’s contentions. I will not stress the point that only one

interval has been investigated in each series, and that an extension

of the investigation to longer intervals might possibly alter the pic-

ture. Instead, I will emphasize that a third impression inserted be-

tween two others is not equivalent to a background which sur-

rounds the two critical ones. It is very plausible to assume that, at

least in the beginning, the influence of the former is stronger than

that of the latter. When Pratt compares the empty constellation with

that filled by a stimulus of weaker intensity, he compares in reality

an influence exerted by a ground with one exerted by a new figure,

and the difference in his results may well be due to this difference

and thus may not support his own conclusions. Many more experi-

ments must be forthcoming before the issue will be clearly decided,

and I have no doubt that the near future will supply the informa-

tion which is yet lacking. One of the experiments should take the

following form. There should be, before and after the two critical

stimuli, a background as used by Lauenstein, and between them
emptiness. Then only would emptiness have the same function

that it has in Pratt’s experiments. We can symbolize Lauenstein’s

and Pratt’s experiments graphically in this manner:

LAUENSTEIN PRATT

The experiment just proposed would then have the following rep-

resentation : n rn

The Traces Dynamically Active, (i) Change of Time Error.

Whatever the results of such experiments, Lauenstein has proved,

^ Italics in original.
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like Bentley before him, that the traces which remain after the exci-

tations are over are not altogether dead, but are, ar least under cer-

tain conditions, in functional relationship with other traces, by virtue

of which they undergo changes. This same conclusion follows also

from other effects apparent in both his and Kohler’s experiments.

Kohler found that if the experiments were continued over several

days the negative time error became increasingly smaller. I repro-

duce in the following table some figures, calculated from one of

Kohler’s tables (on p. 159), which represent the relative prepon-

derance of “second louder” (—) and “second softer” (+) judg-

ments, determined as previously explained, which were obtained

from five subjects on three different days. These figures summarize
the results from three different time intervals, 3, 4/4) and 6 seconds,

while Kohler’s shortest interval, i^z seconds, has been omitted be-

cause for that interval the time error was already positive on the

first day.

TABLE 19

(from Kohler, p. 159)

Preponderance of Louder or Softer Judgments

Date 2/12/21 5/12/21 6/12/21

Relative Prepon-

derance
-38

1

—22 +17

The result is perfectly evident. It is accompanied by a marked

change in the appearance of the clicks. On the first day, the series

seemed to contain a vast majority of “ascending” steps, many of

them quite large, while on the third day a great many “descend-

ing” steps appeared, and the ascending ones were without vigour.

These facts reveal another functional property of traces over and

above the one which was proved by Lauenstein: traces produced

by “similar” excitations do not remain independent of each other

but form larger trace systems which influence newly formed traces

in definite ways. For a trace which on the first day would have

changed towards lower concentration during the intra-pair interval,

so as to produce a negative time error, will on the third day have

increased its concentration during the same time, and therefore

now produce a positive time error. This statement implies two dif-

ferent propositions: (i) the very obvious one about the interdepend-
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ence of traces within a larger system. (2) The claim that the

dynamic organization of traces does not solely follow their tem-

poral arrangement but depends also upon intrinsic properties of the

traces themselves, in the case under discussion upon their simi-

larity. Which tones are similar will depend upon the total condi-

tions, so that equality of stimulation is not a sufficient criterion for

equality or similarity of excitations and processes. The circum-

stance, however, that trace organization is determined by intrinsic

trace properties is of the utmost significance for the theory of

memory. It shows the utter inadequacy of the old analogy of the

wax tablet on which experience traces impressions. For whereas on

the tablet each impression would remain independent of all the

others, the traces, whose sequence may be perfectly contingent, or-

ganize themselves according to intrinsic properties; a purely tem-

poral chance arrangement is replaced by well ordered systems.

To avoid a possible misunderstanding, I will only add that the

principle of equality is by no means the only one that governs the

organization of trace systems.

(2) The “Central Tendency.” Lauenstein could detect in his

results still another effect within the trace systems, an effect which

has been known for a long time and which Hollingworth has

called “the central tendency of judgment.” Since I have described

Hollingworth’s experiments before (1922), I shall refer to them
only briefly. He investigated the “indifference point,” i.e., that

stimulus within a graded series which is reproduced or recognized

correctly, whereas smaller ones are over-, larger ones underesti-

mated. In one form of experiment the arm of his subject was
moved over a variable distance and the subjects had to reproduce

this arm movement; in a second series, the subjects were presented

with a square of variable size and after an interval of five seconds

had to choose this square from memory from 30 simultaneously

presented ones. In both sets of experiments certain small stimuli

(movements and squares) were overestimated—^i.e., the reproduced

movement and the selected square were larger than the original,

other large stimuli were underestimated, while one stimulus was

at the indifference point. The positive contribution of Holling-

worth’s work was the proof that the position of the indifference

point is not determined absolutely, but corresponds always to the

centre of the range of stimuli employed. Therefore the same stimu-

lus may either be over- or underestimated or be at the indifference

point, according to the series of stimuli to which it belongs. ThiJ
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proves, of course, an influence of the trace system on each newly
created trace, and an averaging effect within the trace system.

Lauenstein demonstrated a similar effect in the following manner.
In his second acoustic series he used clicks of five different intensi-

ties with soft and loud ground. He calculates the relative prepon-
derance of “louder” and “softer” judgments for objectively equal
stimuli and compares the value for the two lowest intensities (I and
II) with those for the two highest. I reproduce in the following
tables an extract from his results.

TABLE 20

(from Lauenstein, p. 172, Table 7)

Relative preponderance of “louder” and “softer” judgments for pairs

of equal stimuli with different time intervals. I is the softest, V the

loudest stimulus. Ground soft.

Interval in Seconds

Pairs Compared B 2 3 5 10 20

M and II-II +38 +23 +8 —10

IV-IV and V-V +8 —35 —23 —70 —80 —100

TABLE 21

Everything as above, only ground loud

Interval in Seconds

Pairs Compared B 2 3 5 10 20

I-I and IMI +43 +60 +75 +75 +80 +78

IV-IV and V-V —8 +13 —3 0 —8
1

+10

In both tables, for soft and loud ground, the louder pairs are

more negative, or less positive, than the softer ones. Now in the

experiments of the first table each individual trace was exposed to
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the assimilative influence o£ the softer ground, as 'we have pre-

viously shown, while in those of the second table they were assimi-

lated to the louder ground. Therefore the first table should contain

predominantly negative, and the second predominantly positive,

time errors. In reality the first conclusion is true only for the loud

pairs, the second only for the soft pairs. Consequently, there must

have been other forces at work which affect soft and loud pairs in

opposite direction. These forces must have their origin in the trace

system not of the ground but of the preceding individual clicks.

If, as we concluded from the “central tendency” experiments of

HoUingworth, such trace systems undergo an averaging effect,

then the trace of the first member of a soft pair should be “raised,”

that of the first member of a loud pair “lowered.” Therefore the

loud pairs with soft grounds should be preponderantly judged as

“ascending” (negative time error), since the traces of the first mem-
bers are lowered both by the ground- and the averaged click-traces;

similarly the soft pairs with loud grounds should be judged as de-

scending in the vast majority of cases, since the traces of their

first members are subjected to two forces which raise them. In the

two other cases, the two forces are in conflict, so that the total effect

is less clear.

This averaging effect within a trace system is of high significance.

It explains the so-called “absolute” judgments, according to which a

weight seems “heavy” or “light” without being compared to a spe-

cific other one, a tone loud or soft, and so on. That the “absolute

impression” had to be explained by a reference to larger trace sys-

tems had already been Kohler’s conclusion. The absolute impression

has a close relation to the “class” concepts which we encountered in

Chapter VIII (p. 349). But in saying this I do not mean to imply

that concepts are such averages, but merely that we possess within

our store of traces many systems which, through a process of con-

densation and assimilation, form the basis for “class” perceptions, for

the “normal” and the “unusual.” To generalize from this that all

our concepts are nothing but such averaged trace systems seems to

me, however, erroneous.

The Functional Effect of the Gradient. The preceding arguments
which proved a functional interdependence of different traces rested

on the assumption that the comparison is based on a gradient of

concentration (or some other property) between the two terminal

members of the comparison. The more firmly this assumption is

established, the greater also the conviction carried by our argu-

ments. Therefore, before advancing new evidence for the functional
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character of traces, we shall report such experimental results as will

strengthen our fundamental assumptions. The fact that we derive

the dynamics of comparison from the gradient means, as M. H.
Jacobs and Kohler (1933) have pointed out, more than the assump-

tion of a mere difference of potential at the two respective places.

The gradient is a function both of this difference and of the spatial

distance between the two points or areas. Therefore, with a con-

stant difference the comparison should still be a function of the dis-

tance between the excited areas.

More than five years ago I tried to establish such a difference

directly. If Ai Bi and A2 B2 are two pairs of grey squares, such that

Ai looks like A2, and Bi like B2, but spatially Ai is further away
from Bi than A2 is from B2, then Ai and Bi should appear less

different from each other than A2 and B2. We should find the

paradoxical relation: Ai = A2, Bi = B2, but Ai— Bi < A2— B2.

The experiments, which were largely carried out by Dr. A. Mintz,

failed to verify this prediction, because of the extremely complex re-

lations within the field with its four figures, in which the spontane-

ous organization was in conflict with the organization to be enforced

for the purpose of the necessary comparison.'* Therefore these ex-

periments were never published. But the experiments of M. H.

Jacobs gave an indirect proof of our general assumption: the differ-

ence threshold, as measured by the number of uncertainty and

equality judgments, increases directly with the spatial distance be-

tween the two objects to be compared, and this is exactly what we
should expect if the experience of difference depended upon a

gradient of potential.

The theory which we have developed demands, however, even

more. As Lauenstein has pointed out, in successive comparison the

difference threshold should also depend upon the time interval

between the two stimuli, because in our theory a temporal distance

is transformed into a spatial difference, since the traces form a

“trace column” (see p. 447). Lauenstein mentions that his experi-

ments bear out this conclusion. I have calculated from Lauenstein’s

tables the numbers of uncertainty judgments, and reproduce a

summary in the three following tables. (See pages 478 and 479.)

The general tendency of the figures is well marked in all three

Another result, however, was indicated: It seemed to make a difference for the

apparent difference between Ai and Bi whether another difference A2 B2 was in

the field or not, an effect which did not depend upon the mutual “contrast” influ-

ence of the individual members upon each other. One process seemed directiy to

influence another.
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tables; the uncertainty judgments increase with the magnitude of

the time interval. Thus far these results of Lauenstein’s are a good

confirmation of our conclusion, according to which temporal inter-

vals should play the same role as spatial ones because the time in-

terval is transformed into a spatial distance in the brain.

However, if in accordance with these results we correlate the impres-

sion of the greater and smaller with the gradient between two places, the

explanation of the time errors becomes more complex than it appeared

TABLE 22

(from Lauenstein, p. 157, Table 2)

Number of uncertain judgments, optical experiments. Eight subjects

Interval in Seconds
^

Ground

!

5 10 20

1

40 Sum

Dark 0 0
i

I 3 4

Light 2 0 I 6 9

Sum 2 0 2 9 13

TABLE 23

(from Lauenstein, p. 160, Table 3)

Acoustic experiments, otherwise like preceding table. Thirteen subjects

Ground

Interval in Seconds
A

1

5 B 45

\

Sum

Soft I 2 7 12

Loud 2 6 5 15 28

Sum 4 7 7 22 40
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TABLE 24

(from Lauenstein, pp. 163-166, Tables 4^7, b and 5^, b combined)

Acoustic experiments, as last table, 18 subjects

Interval in Seconds

Ground

f

0 .2 •5 I.O 2 3 5 10 m
Soft 3 I 0

1

3 8 5 4 9 45

Loud 6 9 II D II

1

9

[

24 41 48 173

Sum 9 10 II 17 19 14 28 50 60 218

in Kohler’s and Lauenstein’s treatment, because the time interval has

two different effects which can be variously combined. In the one case

the time interval acts as mere time during which the process of assimi-

lation within the trace system progresses—this is the Kohler-Lauenstein

explanation—in the other case the time interval produces a spatial

distance between the places of the new excitation and the trace of the

preceding one, thereby flattening the gradient. If the two stimuli are

equal, the first factor is responsible for the time error, negative when
the trace sinks, positive when the trace rises, and this effect must vary di-

rectly with the length of the interval. On the other hand, an increase in

the time interval flattens the gradient so that it takes away from the full

effect of the difference in concentration which results from the first effect.

To understand the co-operation of the two factors in the case where the

two stimuli are unequal, we have to distinguish the four possible cases:

I, ground lower than the stimuli, stimuli descending (Ld); II, ground

ditto, stimuli ascending (La); III, ground high, stimuli descending

(Hd), and IV, ground ditto, stimuli ascending (Ha). In I, Ld, the trace

of the first excitation sinks during the interval in the direction of the

new excitation, so that the longer the interval, the smaller the difference

between the two potentials, therefore the judgment “second smaller” has

less and less chance. At the same time, quite independently of this effect,

the gradient flattens out with an increasing interval by an increase of the

spatial distance between the trace and the new excitation. Both factors

work in the same direction to produce a negative time error. In II, La,

the trace of the first excitation sinks away from the second, so that with

increasing intervals the chances for the judgment “second greater” be-

come increasingly favourable. At the same time, the flattening of the

gradient must tend to reduce the effect of the increased difference in po-
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tential, the two factors work in opposite directions as regards the end

effect. Similarly III, Hd, shows conflict, and IV, Ha, co-operation of the

two effects in the resulting positive time errors; the general rule being

that whenever through the effective forces the trace of the first becomes,

in the lapse of time, increasingly similar to the second, the two effects

reinforce each other—where the first trace changes during the interval

so as to become more and more different from the second, the two factors

are in conflict.

It may be possible to verify these conclusions from the raw data of

Kohler’s and Lauenstein’s results, but the published figures allow no such

verification.

Our last three tables contain, however, another significant result which

has some bearing on the general assumption of our last deductions. Since

the two stimuli were, as a rule, not applied in immediate succession, the

gradient was mediated by a field with properties of its own (see pp.

441 f.). It is at the outset very unlikely that the properties of this inter-

vening field should have no influence upon the gradient. As a matter of

fact in all our tables the number of uncertainty judgments is consider-

ably greater when the ground is “high” than when it is “low.” (See,

for instance, the last columns in our tables.) This opens up a new and
interesting line of research.

A last point, however, must be mentioned. We used the experimental

results of Jacobs and Lauenstein to prove our contention that spatial

and temporal (spatialized) gradients were essentially similar. In doing

so we have, so far, neglected one difference between the results of these

two authors. Jacobs found that the sum of uncertainty judgments and
equal judgments increases with spatial distance; Lauenstein, that the

sum of uncertainty judgments alone increases with temporal distance.

The circumstance, which Lauenstein emphasizes, that the majority of

Jacobs’ judgments were “uncertain” and not “equal” does not entirely

remove the difference between their results, for in Lauenstein’s the

equal judgments decreased so much with increasing time interval that

the sum of equal and uncertain judgments also shows a marked decrease

with the length of the interval. Therefore, if we take this sum instead of

the number of our equality judgments, Jacobs’s and Lauenstein’s results

would contradict each other and thereby our theory. I should not have

presented Lauenstein’s results in the manner in which I did—^which

agrees with his own interpretation as far as it goes—did I not be-

lieve that this contradiction is merely an apparent one. For there is

an explanation that accounts for the decrease of Lauenstein’s equality

judgments with increased interval. The unpublished work of Mintz, to

which I referred previously with regard to my theory of comparison,

had one positive result which supplements Jacobs’s results for very small

spatial distances which she did not investigate. The minimum of the

difference threshold does not lie at the smallest spatial distance; instead,

when one decreases the spatial distance continually, a minimum of the
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difference threshold is reached, such that with a further decrease of this

distance the threshold begins again to rise. If the twp objects to be

compared are too near each other and sufficiently similar, then they will

become assimilated to each other, proximity appearing again in its role

as a unifying factor. Now the traces of events following upon each

other with a short interval must be very close to each other indeed, so

that a new factor must become operative under these conditions which
will favour equality judgments. If this deduction is true, then the be-

haviour of the equality judgments in Lauenstein’s results does not in-

validate our conclusions, but it introduces a new complexity into the

process of successive comparison.

Von Restorff’s Experiments: The Effect of Trace-Aggregation on
Recall and Recognition. We return to the study of the dynamic con-

nectedness in trace systems. The experimental proofs so far ad-

vanced rested on results of successive comparison. But if traces form

real systems, dynamically interconnected, then this characteristic of

theirs should also become manifest in other memory effects like

recall and recognition. In an investigation by Kohler and von

Restorff, distinguished by a rare combination of ingenuity and ut-

most simplicity, such effects have become demonstrated as the causes

of three well-known effects: (i) the great difficulty of learning series

of nonsense syllables, (2) retroactive inhibition, (3) forward-acting

inhibition.

In discussing the Kohler-Lauenstein experiments which used the

results of successive comparison as their criterion for the fate of the

traces, we discussed the theory of comparison on which the deduc-

tions were based. Similarly it might seem appropriate to discuss

the theory of recognition and recall before we present these new
experiments. This, however, we shall not do. We shall not break up

our discussion of the trace systems by considering the processes

which they make possible, but shall defer such discussion to the

next chapter. Such a procedure is possible because the conclusions

which we shall draw are independent of such a theory and pre-

suppose merely that these functions depend in some way upon the

traces, an assumption which we have defended before. It may ap-

pear as a drawback of our procedure that we shall have to intro-

duce several facts about the processes of recognition and recall into

our discussion of traces, but this drawback of mixing the treatment

of one subject with that of another is unavoidable whatever pro-

cedure we follow. The traces can be studied only through the proc-

esses; the latter can be understood only through the former.
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The Difficulty of Learning “Monotonous” Series. Therefore

we turn to the question why it is so difficult and highly unpleasant

to learn series of nonsense syllables. All previous attempts to answer

this question have centred around the fact that the syllables are

nonsense, i.e., that no natural bridge leads from one of them to an-

other, whereas meaningful material is distinguished by these very

bridges. No doubt, this factor plays a part. And yet, as Restorff

has shown, it is not the only, and in the classical memory experi-

ments not even the decisive, factor. In Chapter IV (p. 167) we have

encountered a fact which in a way anticipates this conclusion: in

discussing spatial organization we found the extraordinarily strong

influence of mere spatial proximity upon organization (cf., for in-

stance, Fig. 44). If, then, the same laws of organization hold for

memory that govern perception, then mere contiguity should be

a strong organizing factor even when natural bridges between the

different terms in contiguity are missing. Therefore the extreme

difficulty and unpleasantness of learning the standard nonsense series

of experimental psychology cannot be regarded as satisfactorily

explained. These standard series are not only nonsensical but also

homogeneous, i.e., they consist of elements which are all of the

same }{ind, Restorff has proved that this second aspect of theirs,

their homogeneity, and not, as previously thought, their nonsense

character, is chiefly responsible for their refractoriness, and that the

effect of the homogeneity results from processes in the traces, the

formation of larger trace systems in which the individual traces be-

come absorbed and lose their independence and individuality.® Thus
a problem of process or accomplishment has been transformed into

a problem of trace action; the formation of trace systems has been

proved by the experimental analysis of an old-established fact.

Nothing could be more complete than Restorff’s proof that homo-
geneity of material is of itself a factor that interferes with memory
functions. In a first set of experiments the subject had to learn, by

reading them two or three times, series of the following type: There

were eight pairs of terms in each series, four of which consisted of

the same material, while the four others were of different material.

The terms so associated were: nonsense syllables, geometrical fig-

ures, two-digit numbers, letters, and small oblongs of different

colours. Thus in one series four pairs of nonsense syllables were

® It seems as though Woodworth had a similar, though much less concrete, theory,

when he explains by “inhibition” the fact that we can retain eight digits after one
reading, but need considerably more than one to retain twelve or sixteen digits

(1929, p. 76).
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combined with one pair of each of the other materials; in another

series the figures occurred in four pairs, the rest in one, and so forth.

Five different sets, each containing five series, corresponding to the

five different kinds of material, were presented, each to four or five

subjects, so that at the end twenty-two subjects had been tested.

The result was the same for all five sets, which differed from each

other in certain technical aspects. Therefore it will be sufficient to

reproduce here a brief summary of all the results that were ob-

tained by testing the subjects after various intervals by the method
of paired associates.

The following table contains the number of “hits” for all subjects

in all sets for each material according to whether this material was
“isolated” (I) or “repeated” (R). Both absolute and relative figures

are given, the latter being the percentage of the actual hits among
all the hits possible.

TABLE 25

(from Restorff, p. 202)

The figures indicate absolute and relative numbers of hits. 22 subjects

in all

Syllables Figures Total

Material R I R I R I R I R I R I

Absolute 36 61 29 65 23 55 52 65 49 82 189 328

Per cent 41 69 33 74 26 63 59 74 56 93 43 75

Thus 41% correct answers were obtained from those syllables

which occurred in the series in which the syllables were repre-

sented by four pairs, but 69% from those syllables which occurred

in the series which contained only one such pair, etc. The results

are absolutely consistent: whenever a material occurs in isolation

it is recalled better as a paired associate than when it occurs in

repetition. As a matter of fact these experiments proved an even

greater superiority of the I over the R material. The I material was

also better remembered than the R material of the same series;

i.e., if the syllables were the R material, then the four test syllables

gave fewer hits than the test figure, number, letter, and colour added
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together. This is particularly significant since it shows that the factor

of repetition or isolation is stronger than any difference in the

material which might make one kind be learned more easily than

another.

If the difference between isolation and repetition is increased,

the effect also increases. In a new set, with only three kinds of

material, syllables, figures, and numbers, one kind always occurred

in six pairs, each of the others in one pair. I reproduce in the next

table the percentage of hits in this set, which was carried out with

twelve subjects.

TABLE 26

(from Restorff, p. 305)

Relative number of hits

Syllables Figures Numbers Total

Material R I R I R I R I

Per cent hits 27 85 18 90 31 85 25 87

Again the same superiority appears if we compare the R of one

series with the I terms of the same series but of different material.

The same result was confirmed in other experiments in which the

testing was not carried out by the method of paired associates or

hits but by the method of “retained members”; with this method

the subject learns one or more series of unpaired terms and has, at

a later time, to recall as many of the terms as he can without any

prompting and without sticking to the original sequence.

The result of all these experiments is this: the difficulty of learn-

ing series of nonsense syllables arises largely from the fact that the

sequence of homogeneous terms interferes with the learning effect

by robbing the individual traces of their individuality. But this is

only possible if the traces of the terms are not independent of each

other but form interconnected systems in which each part is in-

fluenced by every other part. Learning of nonsense syllables is

therefore anything but the normal case of learning: not only is this

nonsense material devoid of “bridges” which facihtate the passage

from one term to the next, but also by its homogeneity it sets up

strong counter forces which affect its retention.
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The interpretation of Restorff s results as due to the properties

of the traces is corroborated by experiments in which retention

was tested not by recall, but by recognition. In recognition experi-

ments, the details of which I omit, the I material proved superior

to the R material, although the differences were here considerably

smaller than for recall.

The fact, however, that the I-R difference manifests itself also

in recognition is of great theoretical significance. Had it been proved

only for recall it might have been explained by the factors which

are responsible for this function apart from the traces. But recogni-

tion is a different function, and yet the same effect, though in

smaller degree, appears there also. Consequently such factors must

be involved as play a part in both functions, and thus we are com-

pelled to seek the explanation in the traces.

The Aggregation of Traces. What kind of events in the traces

we must assume and what forces responsible for these events, ap-

pears from considerations and experiments based upon the first re-

sults. The critical point lies in the definition of “isolation.” When
is an element isolated Two answers seem possible: (i) When it is

equally different from all other elements, no matter how different

the other elements are from each other, or (2) when it is more

different from each of the other elements than they are from each

other. If A B C D . . . represent different materials, Ai A2 . . .

Bi B2 . . . different specimens within each material, e.g., different

syllables or figures, then the two kinds of isolation could be repre-

sented in the following way:

(1)

ABCDEFGH
(2) Ai A2 C A3 A4 A5 A6 A7

What this difference means is obvious if we translate it into per-

ceptual terms. Fig. 100 A and B, taken from von Restorff’s paper,

illustrate two perceptual arrangements analogous to our arrange-

ments of learning material. In the first no term obtrudes itself more
than any other, whereas in the second, the third figure emerges

at the first glance, while the others form a fairly uniform aggre-

gate in which no special member stands out by itself. The different

degree of prominence of the third member in the two patterns is,

therefore, evidendy not due to its relations of similarity or dissimi-

larity to the other members, since the difference between the

critical members and each of the others is not smaller in the first

than in the second pattern, but to the fact that in the second the
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other figures form an aggregate, which they do not do in the first.

Why they form such an aggregate in the one case and not in the

other is clear from our law of similarity in spatial organization.

Whether this analogy from perception holds for memory must be

tested in special experiments, in which series of the type (i) must

be compared with series of the type (2). If in these experiments

type (2) proves to be superior to type (i), as it is in the field of

perception, then we have good reason to ascribe the superiority of

the critical element over the other elements to the fact that these

others have formed an aggregate in which they have lost some of

A

A A(PZ\AA AAAA
B

Fig. 100

their individuality, and against which the critical member stands

out, whereas in type (i) no such aggregation could occur, and

therefore no difference between the critical members and any of

the others.

Several such experiments were carried out by von Restorff with

positive results. Only one will be reported here:

On three different days, the fifteen subjects were shown once one

of three series of ten elements. After the presentation of the series

the subjects had to learn a meaningful text for ten minutes, where-

upon they were asked to write down as many items of the series

as they could remember (method of retained members), a time of

thirty seconds being allowed for this performance.® On the first

day they learned series (i), consisting of ten different elements, viz.,

a number, a syllable, a colour, a letter, a word, a small photograph,

a symbol, a button, a punctuation mark, and a name of a chemical

compound. On the two other days either of the two series (2) and

(3) were presented, (2) consisting of one number and nine syllables,

(3) of one syllable and nine numbers. Fifteen subjects took part

® Afterwards they were tested with regard to the text memorized, so that they

could not suspect that this activity was not important for the experiment as such,

but used only as a standardized filling of the interval between presentation and
recall.
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in this experiment. I reproduce von Restorff’s table as a summary
of the results. The figures represent the number of elements re-

membered. Since in series (2) and (3) the repeated elment occurred

nine times as often as the isolated one, one must divide the number
of R elements by nine to make it comparable to the number of I

elements.

TABLE 27

(from Restorff, p. 320)
Figures indicate numbers of elements remembered

Series (0

(2) and (3)

R I

Syllable 6 34-^9 = 3-8

(series (2) )

12

(series (3) )

Numbers 6
24-7-9 = 2.7

(series (3) )

9
(series (2) )

Sum 12 58-4-9 = 6.5 21

In% 40 22 70

This table contains a number of results to be read off by compar-

ing the figures in the different columns with each other. The com-

parison of the second and third columns gives confirmation of

the first result by the new method which we mentioned above: the

superiority of the isolated members compared with the repeated

ones. Comparing the first column with the third, we find that isola-

tion of a single element in a group of similar elements is almost

twice as effective as “isolation” of one element in a group with

others which are as different from each other as they are from the

critical one. It is, as a matter of fact, not adequate to speak of an

isolated element at all in this constellation. Since each element is as

different from the others as every other one, they ought all to be

equal with regard to their recall value; this is borne out by these

experiments: 40% of the “critical” elements of series (i) (i.e., syl-

lables and numbers) were recalled, while the average of recall for

all the other elements in the same series was 43%, an insignificant

difference.
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Finally, comparing columns one and two, we find that the ele-

ments of series (i) were better remembered than the repeated ele-

ments of series (2) and (3). The explanation of this difference is

obvious: we have explained the inferiority of the R elements com-

pared to the I ones by the assumption that the former became
aggregated. The inferiority of all the elements of series (i) suggests

the same interpretation: all the different members of this series

form an aggregate without any outstanding members. That the terms

of this series are superior to the R elements of series (2) and (3)

must then be explained by the further assumption that the aggregate

of the different members of series (i) possessed a lower degree of

cohesion than that of the similar members in series (2) and (3).

This assumption is not introduced as a sort of ad hoc hypothesis to

explain this particular effect, but follows directly from the law of

similarity: if aggregation is caused by similarity, then the degree of

cohesion must be a direct function of the similarity.

This relation between memory effects and processes in perception

raises the very important issue as to its nature. Is the memory effect

due to a perceptual organization, the trace merely retaining a struc-

ture which characterized the excitation which produced it, or are

the same factors that determine distribution of process in percep-

tion operative also in the formation of trace aggregates? The latter

interpretation implies a more dynamic nature of the traces than the

first, since according to it there will occur in trace systems events

which give them an organization that the original excitations did

not possess.

The procedure in von Restorff’s experiments practically excluded

the first interpretations and thereby compels us to accept the sec-

ond. The different elements were shown successively, the series in

which all elements were different from each other preceded those in

which one element (or in another series two different ones) stood

out from the remaining similar ones, and this outstanding element

appeared in the second or third place of the series. Therefore the

subject could not possibly know that it would be the isolated ele-

ment, he could not even know that the series would contain such an
element. There is therefore absolutely no reason why perceptually

the critical element should be isolated. The fact, then, that its isola-

tion proves to be an effective factor in recall seems to demand the

interpretation that it became isolated in the trace system; and that

in its turn means that processes of organization occur within trace

systems following the same lav/s as the organization of perceptual

excitations. This is the proof of the applicability of our laws of or-
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ganization to traces which we promised some time ago (p. 464).

True enough, our proof pertains only to the law of similarity; that

proximity has an effect in memory as in perception follows from the

close relation of these two factors which appeared in our first

discussion (Chapter IV, pp. 165 f.) ; the discussion which is to follow

will add experimental proof. The efficacy of the other laws in the

transformation of traces will likewise be demonstrated in the pres-

entation of new experimental material.

Two more aspects of the changes which occur in trace systems

are emphasized by von Restorff. (i) It seems an inevitable assump-

tion that the transformation which single traces undergo by being

incorporated in a larger trace system may go much farther than

perceptual transformations of relatively independent parts. (2) The
nature of these transformations is a problem by itself. In Restorff’s

experiments the formation of aggregates had a nocuous influence

on recall, but she points out that this case, occurring under very

special conditions, must not be regarded as typical of all cases; for-

mations of aggregates are possible which increase the recall value

of the aggregated members, a point which we shall take up later.

The Effect of Trace Systems after Longer Time Intervals.

Let us return to von RestorfPs experiments. We have so far con-

sidered traces which belong to one and the same series. We found

that in such a series similar traces form aggregates even when they

are not next to each other, i.e., when the excitations which produced

them were separated by intervals filled with other excitations. Thus
in the first five sets of experiments which we reported, the four re-

peated pairs of each series did not follow one upon the other but

were separated from each other by one or two other pairs. The
question then arises: is the effect of aggregation limited to such

relatively short intervals, or does it occur also after longer periods of

time? The answer to this question can be attempted in two ways.

In the first an I R series is learned, and soon afterwards a series

in which the I elements of the first series are R elements. If aggre-

gation between corresponding traces of the first and second series

occurs, the I elements of the first should lose some of their su-

periority. The second way uses the converse method of presentation.

The R elements of a first series appear as I elements in a second.

Aggregation between the corresponding traces of the two series

must have taken place, if the I element of the second series is inferior

to I elements in series which have not been preceded by another

in which these elements were the repeated ones. Actually both these

effects occurred.
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retroactive inhibition. I shall describe briefly one of the first

kind: 28 subjects had to memorize a series, presented four times,

which consisted of two pairs of syllables, two pairs of figures, and

five pairs of numbers. Afterwards they were presented once with

four other series, which were different for the two groups into

which the subjects were divided: for 13 of them the series consisted

of 6 syllables and 3 numbers, not arranged in pairs, for the remain-

ing 15, of 6 figures and 3 numbers. Then, 8 minutes after the last

presentation of the first series, the subjects were tested by the

method of paired associates. If aggregation had taken place, then the

first group of subjects should show a better recall for figures than

for syllables, because the 4 following series had contained the latter,

but not the former, and correspondingly the second group of sub-

jects should show a superiority of syllables. The following table

summarizes the results, the figures indicating percentage of hits.

TABLE 28

(from Restorff, p. 331)

Percentage of Hits

Group
I

(Syllables in post-series)

II

(Figures in post-series)

Syllables 54 90

Figures 69 43

Whether one reads the table horizontally (same material, different

subjects and post-series) or vertically (same subjects but different

materials), one finds the same result: elements which have been

succeeded by series containing similar elements in repetition are at a

disadvantage compared with elements succeeded by series with

different kinds of elements. Thus these experiments indicate

that aggregation occurs over greater time intervals than those pre-

viously employed. On the other hand the effect proved in these ex-

periments is by no means new, but perfectly familiar as retroactive

inhibition. But whereas the traditional method of testing this effect

used the standard series of nonsense syllables, or similar material,

which in itself creates unfavourable conditions for recall by pri-

mary aggregation within the original series, Restorff’s method sub-

jects material of a high recall value to this effect. At the same time
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it proves that retroactive inhibition is a function of the similarity

between the materials learned, i.e., the nature of the interacting

traces. That figures influence syllables and vice versa, to some extent,

was shown by another set of experiments in which a third way of

filling the time between the learning and the testing of the main
series was added, namely, occupation with difficult thought pro-

blems. This activity had a much smaller effect on the recall of syl-

lables or figures than the syllables had on the figures, the figures on
the syllables.*^

Thus the nature of retroactive inhibition has been clarified. It

arises from the aggregation of similar traces, just like the difficulty

of learning monotonous series. If, as Muller and Pilzecker origi-

nally believed, retroactive inhibition were entirely independent of

the kind of processes occurring after the learning and depended

only on their intensity, then the theory would be wrong. Conversely,

the proof that the kind of material accumulated after the learning

is of decisive importance makes it necessary to explain retroactive

inhibition as an effect due to specific organization of traces. The
further result that there are different degrees of similarity, and that,

as far as this effect goes, relatively different material—figures and

syllables, for example—must still be regarded as similar is impor-

tant for a future study of the difference in processes.

According to von Restorff’s theory an element should succumb

the more to retroactive inhibition, the more isolated it had been

originally; for if it already formed a part of a large aggregate the

fact that this aggregate was increased should have less noticeable

consequences than the fact that an element which was isolated be-

comes aggregated or that a member of a small aggregate becomes

part of a much larger one. Restorff’s own experiments were based

on this conclusion. But the fact itself had been discovered before by

Robinson and Darrow, who found that the longer a learned monoto-

nous series was, the less its recall was affected by retroactive in-

hibition.

Another conclusion from the theory finds support in an experi-

ment by Jenkins and Dallenbach. According to that theory retro-

active inhibition should fail to appear if, under conditions otherwise

identical with those that produce it, the old trace system could be

prevented from aggregating with the new one. The two authors

For the history of the problem of retroactive inhibition, cf. Hunter, 1929, pp.

599 ff. With regard to the factor of similarity, Hunter summarizes, “At present,

experiments clearly indicate that one interpolated activity may differ markedly from
another activity in its effect upon retention, but the reasons for the difference arc

as yet undetermined’* (p. 603).
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just mentioned conducted an experiment in which a subject was
hypnotized during the learning and recall of a series of ten sylla-

bles, while during the intervening time he was in his normal state.

After two, four, and eight hours he reproduced the series com-
pletely, while two other subjects of the same authors had repro-

duced, on an average, after the three intervals, 3.1, 2.3 and .9 syllables,

under conditions identical except for hypnosis. Since events in the

hypnotic state seem to be but little connected with those of normal

life, the failure of retroactive inhibition to appear in these experi-

ments confirms, as far as it goes, our conclusion.

There remains, however, one fact about retroactive inhibition

which has puzzled psychologists for a long time. In 1914 Rose Heine

discovered that if the learning were tested by recognition instead of

by recall, no retroactive inhibition could be found. Restorff re-

peated such experiments under her conditions in which, owing to

the absence of those factors which by themselves interfere with

memory, a clearer retroactive effect should have appeared, and also

failed to establish clearly the existence of this inhibition.

However, even this result is no longer as paradoxical as it ap-

peared, for the effect of repetition itself proved in her experiments

less detrimental for recognition than for recall. Therefore it seems

plausible to assume that repetition after an interval (the condition

for retroactive inhibition) will produce an effect on recognition too

small to be discovered by our present methods.

This interpretation gains some support from the experiments of Jenkins

and Dallenbach and of Dahl. The former authors tested the recall of

learned series after varying intervals which were filled either with the

normal occupations of waking life or by sleep. In the latter case recall

was superior. These experiments were repeated by Dahl with the differ-

ence that he tested not recall but recognition. He also found a slight but

consistent superiority of the sleep constellation, particularly for the longer

intervals of four and eight hours. After Restorff’s experiments it seems

plausible to interpret Dahl’s results as effects of retroactive inhibition,

while the author himself, relying on the previous failure to find such

inhibition for recognition, is inclined to doubt that the effect discovered

by Jenkins and Dallenbach is due to that cause.

FORWARD-ACTING INHIBITION. The sccond timc-effcct of trace sys-

tems derived on page 489 was equally confirmed in von Restorff’s ex-

periments. An evaluation of the series of the first set of experi-

ments showed unmistakably that I members were better recalled

if they had not occurred as R members in previous series than if this
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had been the case. A new excitation, even if it is preceded and
followed by different excitations, will leave a trace which is drawn
into an aggregation of traces left by similar excitations which oc-

curred at a considerably earlier period. This effect seems to decrease

when the time between the new excitations and the older ones in-

creases. That a positive effect of “forward-acting inhibition” occurs

proves anew the existence of processes within trace systems, their

organization according to similarity, while the influence of time

on the effect demonstrates the factor of proximity.

The Experiments by Wulf and His Successors: Changes
Within Individual Traces. True enough, we cannot observe the

traces themselves; the evidence as to their nature which we have
derived from the preceding discussion of various experiments is in-

direct. But indirect evidence gains in weight by accumulation. And
it is the accumulation of indirect testimony that seems to me to

lift the hypothesis . that we developed out of the realm of pure

guesses or vague surmises. This accumulation of evidence goes even

further than we have so far reported. An entirely different line of

experiments, originating in 1919, fits in with the results and theories

of the recent ones. In that year F. Wulf started an investigation of

the changes that traces undergo in time, and his paper, published

in 1922 from the University of Giessen, gave rise to three similar

studies, made in different places by J. J. Gibson, Gordon Allport,

and F. T. Perkins. Wulfs problem was originally not what would
happen to a trace by its connection with other traces, but what

would happen to it quite apart from such influences, although his

work and that of his followers, notably Gibson’s, sheds light on this

problem also. The connection with our present context appears from

Wulf’s conclusions: “Gestalt-laws govern memory also. Just as not

any gestalt can be perceived, so not all those perceived can be pre-

served in memory. Therefore, what remains in memory, the physio-

logical ‘engram,’ cannot be regarded as an immutable impression

which can only become blurred with time, similar to a drawing

carved on a brick. Rather this engram undergoes changes by virtue

of gestalt laws. The originally perceived gestalten are transformed,

and these transformations concern the gestalten as wholes” (p. 370).

METHODOLOGICAL ASSUMPTIONS; RELATION OF REPRODUCTION AND

TRACE. Wulfs test of the state of the traces at consecutive periods of

time was actual reproduction of designs which the subjects had been

shown once. The deviations of these reproductions from the original

were considered as indicative of the changes which the respective

traces had undergone. The value of the results depends therefore
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upon the validity of the criterion. We have deferred the discussion

of the actual process of reproduction to a later chapter, but we have

already emphasized the point that each new reproduction is a new
excitation occurring in a new place, different from the place of the

traces, an excitation, however, which depends upon certain traces.

From this formulation it follows that the reproductions obtained

from Wulf’s subjects were not necessarily influenced exclusively or

even preponderantly by the trace of the one excitation corresponding

to the exposure of the original. In his results, and even more so in

Gibson’s, we shall find other and older trace systems partially, or

even preponderantly, influential. One fact, however, which appeared

in Wulf’s, Allport’s, and Perkins’ experiments, and in Gibson’s

wherever the conditions were favourable for it, makes it necessary

to attribute to the original trace a very definite influence on the

reproductions, and to ascribe changes in the latter to changes in the

former—the fact, namely, of the consistent direction which the

change takes, a later reproduction deviating from an earlier in the

same direction as this deviated from its predecessor or the original.

In one respect, however, all four investigations are incomplete:

They examine only one function of the trace, reproduction. We have

previously pointed out how our conclusions from experimental re-

sults as to the nature of traces are strengthened when we find the

same laws operative for different memory functions, e.g., recall and

recognition. It will therefore be necessary to supplement the results

obtained by the method of reproduction by the method of recogni-

tion. This necessity is the greater since long ago Claparede found a

marked difference between recall, i.e., description of previously

shown objects, and their recognition. In his experiments objects

which were very badly described, i.e., recalled with many errors,

were correctly recognized when shown again together with other

similar objects. It is to be regretted that these pioneer experiments

have been overlooked by Wulf and his successors, for they illus-

trate again how different processes of recognition and reproduction

must be—a point which ClaparMe set out to prove. In themselves

Claparede’s results go no further, but they raise the serious problem

as to the role of traces in reproduction and recognition. Indeed, if

recognition were always right and specific where reproduction is

faulty, we could not draw inferences from the errors of reproduction

to changes in the traces. Fortunately, however, we know from

Wulf’s experiments that this is not true. For Wulf, although he con-

centrated on reproductions, introduced one modification which

brought in recognition. A week after the first exposure of all but
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the first four figures the subjects were shown parts of these figures

and asked to draw the full figures, using the shown parts if they

thought them to be correct, but changing them if they considered

that necessary. In fourteen cases the part patterns were changed by
the subjects, in more cases they were not recognized at all. Figs,

loi and 102 give examples of the alterations, the original and the

newly exposed part being drawn in full lines, the changes and com-
pletions in broken ones.

Since only parts of the original figures were re-exposed, these

results are not entirely conclusive, but they indicate that recogni-

Fig. loi Fig. 102

tion is not so entirely different from reproduction as one might

have concluded from ClaparMe’s experiments. I hope to produce

new evidence in the near future to settle this point.

PROCEDURE OF WULF, ALLPORT, AND PERKINS. Let US nOW tum tO the

experiments themselves and first describe in more detail the method em-
ployed. Since Wiilf’s method was more or less closely adhered to by All-

port and Perkins—with the exception that neither of these investigators

used representations of partial figures—we will describe it first, pointing

out later the differences of the methods employed by Gibson.®

Twenty-six simple patterns, composed of straight and curved lines or

of points (4 patterns), were drawn on white cards 8 X 10 cm. sq. The
greatest extent of these patterns was 6-7 cm. They were shown to the

subjects for a period of time varying between five and ten seconds, the

first and simplest drawings receiving the shortest exposures. The six

subjects ® were told to look at these carefully, since they would be re-

quired to reproduce them later. During the first six meetings only two

different drawings were shown; later four patterns were always presented

at each sitting, but even this was done without strictly “serial” presenta-

tion, in which one pattern follows immediately upon the other. Repro-

« Allport, who published before Perkins, gives a very good comparative survey of

his and his two predecessors* methods.
^ The author of this book, four students without any psychological training who

had never taken part in a psychological experiment, and the wife of the author of

the paper.
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ductions were asked for thirty seconds after the presentations, 24 hours

later, again after a week—at that time for all but the first four figures

parts were re-exposed as explained above—and again after a longer in-

terval, ranging from two weeks to two months.

Allport used two patterns only (truncated pyramid and Greek Key),
drawn on the same card side by side, with a total size of 7" X and

exposed for ten seconds. His subjects, 350 children of an average age of

II yr. and 4 mo., reproduced those designs immediately after exposure,

after two weeks, and after four months.

Perkins used two sets of five drawings, one for each group of adult

naive subjects (98 in one group, 52 in the other). The figures, whose
size is not reported, were drawn on large cards, 14 in. X n in., shown
one directly after the other to groups of 20 subjects simultaneously.

Reproduction was demanded 20 seconds after the exposure, and at i,

6, 7, and 14-19 day intervals.

It may be added that both Wulf and Allport tried to induce their

subjects to use as much visual imagery as possible for this reproduction,

while Perkins instructed his only to reproduce as accurately as possible.

THE CHOICE OF THE PATTERNS AS A DETERMINING FACTOR. The gen-

eral plan of experimentation, then, was the same for these three

experimenters, although each of them used different patterns. The
choice of patterns, however, is of the utmost significance if we
remember the summary of Wulf’s results as quoted (p. 493).

If traces change according to gestalt laws, then it will be impossible

to find a law according to which every pattern will change in

exactly, i.e., absolutely, the same manner. If Wulf’s conclusion is

right the change which any pattern undergoes must be determined

by the pattern itself, the pattern, i.e., in the behavioural, not of course

in the geographical, environment. Thus according to the nature

of the pattern lines may gradually become straighter or more curved,

longer or shorter, etc. If any perceived form is a product of or-

ganization, ensuing upon a certain kind of stimulation, such a form

is, as we know, sustained by real forces. According to the kind of

stimulus distribution these forces of organization will be balanced

in different degree; in cases of very irregular patterns the internal

forces of organization will, as previously discussed (Chapter IV,

p. 139), be in conflict with the external ones; the perceived forms

will be under stress. Therefore, if the trace retains the dynamic

pattern of the original excitation, it will be under stress too, and

the changes which occur within it will be such as to reduce those

internal stresses. Hence these changes depend upon the distribu-

tion of stresses within the trace, and eventually on the nature of the

originally perceived forms. If, then, this whole theory is right.
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changes which appear in reproduction can be used as indications of

the stresses in the traces and therefore in the perceived forms. And
conversely, phenomenal characteristics of the latter which ought to

be correlative to such stresses, like asymmetries, irregularities, patent

gaps, etc., should determine the gradual transformation which occurs

in reproduction.

Thus Wulf and Perkins both selected figures with definite asym-
metries, Wulf’s figures often being more asymmetrical than Perkins’,

and Gibson used several figures with gaps. Such a procedure is per-

fectly justified. True induction is not a collection of any random
cases, but search for facts guided by explanatory principles. Many
more different figure-characteristics should of course be investigated;

for, as we shall see, Allport’s results brought out a new factor.

REPRODUCTION AND RECOGNITION METHODS COMPARED TO THE METHOD
OF SUCCESSIVE COMPARISON. From the point of view of method this

procedure is in a way a continuation of the successive comparison

method which also tested the changes in the trace system. So far

the two procedures have been different in two respects: on the one

hand the periods of time during which the change could occur were
very considerably shorter in the comparison than in the reproduc-

tion method, on the other the former has so far been restricted to

very few aspects of the compound items, heaviness of weights, in-

tensities of tones and noises, whiteness of neutral colours, whereas

the latter has been concerned with figural characteristics exclusively.

As regards the first point, a method of recognition could be de-

veloped which would be similar to the reproduction method by

being able to employ long time intervals, and similar to the succes-

sive comparison method by presenting to the observer a number
of more or less different patterns, including the original, for selec-

tion. As regards the second point, the comparison method might

easily be applied to figural properties. A first such step was taken

in 1929 in my research laboratory for size of simple lines, but the

results were entirely inconclusive, size of such lines as we used

being, apparently, a very ambiguous determinant. Conversely the

reproduction method or a modification of it could be used for the

intensity and quality aspect so as to verify the result obtained about

these characteristics by the comparison method. For such problems

the recognition method would often be more adequate than the

reproduction method. Actually Wulf carried out some experiments

with colours of different saturation, but although his first results

were significant enough, he did not have the time to develop them

systematically so that they were never published. Katz, however
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(1930, p. 255 f.), points out that if a subject is to select from a series

of tints and colours the one that is equal to the blue of a friend’s

eyes, the black of his own hat, the red of his lips, he will as a rule

select too saturated a colour.

THE DIRECTION OF THE CHANGES. Let US now tum to the actual

results: corresponding to the similar nature of their original pat-

terns (see p. 497) Wulf, Allport, and Perkins obtained similar re-

sults. “It became evident from detailed examination of the data

that all changes were in the direction of some balanced or sym-

metrical patterns,” thus Perkins (p. 475). “Perhaps the most strik-

ing of all the results is the tendency for the figure to retain, or to

achieve, symmetry,” this from Allport (p. 145). “With the excep-

tion of eight cases out of about 400, six of which yielded either no

reproduction at all or an entirely unrecognizable one—the com-

parison of the reproductions with the original reveals throughout

a clear deviation of the former from the latter in the direction of

either sharpening or levelling!' This statement of Wulf’s (p. 340)

needs some amplification. Terminologically, he means by sharpen-

ing an increase or exaggeration, by levelling a weakening or toning

down of a peculiarity of a pattern. Thus, in many cases, levelling

coincided with a tendency towards symmetry, since the peculiarity

was the particular asymmetry of the figure. Secondly, Wulf’s state-

ment coincides with those of his two successors only in one half

of his alternative, the levelling; but he found an equal number of

changes occurring in the opposite direction. This, however, must
not surprise us, when we remember that Wulf’s figures were con-

structed so as to contain greater asymmetries than those of the two
other authors. Moreover, Allport also found in his material examples

of sharpening.

THE NATURE OF THE CHANGES. If three different investigators work-
ing in three different countries, Germany, England, and America,

two with a great number of subjects, obtain so similar results, the

facts themselves are clearly established. How are they to be inter-

preted.? To this question Wulf devotes the greatest part of his

paper, distinguishing three different causal factors, which he names
normalizing, emphasizing or pointing, and autonomous changes.^®

Wulf’s terms are: Normalisierung, Pointierung, and stru\tive Verdnderung.
The English equivalent of the first, used in the text, is taken over from both All-
port and Gibson; the two terms used in the text for the second are Gibson’s and
Allport’s, respectively; while the third is my own translation, since Allport gives no
translation, though a good description, and Gibson one that seems to me slightly

ambiguous.
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Autonomous Changes. Normalizing occurs when the reproduc-

tions approach successively a familiar form; pointing, when a par-

ticular feature of the pattern, which strikes the observer as such

when he perceives it, becomes more and more exaggerated; autono-

mous changes, lastly, are such as derive from neither of the two
other sources but are inherent in the trace pattern itself, a result of its

own intrinsic stresses. The last class of changes is that described on
page 496. Wulf regards it as proved by the fact that such autono-

mous changes occur against the forces of normalization and point-

ing. The tendency towards symmetry would then be such an au-

tonomous change, a view held also by Allport and Perkins.

As an example of this change towards symmetry I reproduce one

of Perkins’ figures. As an example of sharpening I reproduce one

Fig. 104

of Wulf’s figures. To understand this autonomous change one

might think of a spiral spring which has been pulled apart and

therefore possesses a stress towards contraction. Five of Wulf’s sub-

jects showed the same direction for this figure, a fact indicative of

the strength of this tendency. One subject, however, reproduced this

figure with a progressive flattening. The reason for this effect is clear

from the reports. Whereas the other subjects perceived this pattern

as a zigzag or something similar, this one subject saw it as a “broken

line,” i.e., as a modification of a straight line. Naturally it is the

form as perceived, and not as a mere geometric drawing—which is

no gestalt at all—that is under stress and therefore determines the

successive changes.

Another autonomous change was found by Allport: “As many as

95% of the children displayed at least a 20% reduction in the size

of their third drawing of the pyramid as compared with the original

stimulus” (p. 144). We remember that Allport’s figures were the

largest used by any of the investigators. After excluding several

other possibilities Allport says: “The phenomenon seems more

readily to be explained by the hypothesis that shrinkage with time

is one of the definitely ‘dynamical’ properties of traces”
(
1 . c.) . Since

EIEIIDIBIOE
Fig. 103
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none of the other investigators found this change, it must be con-

fined to certain definite ranges of size. One might, however, expect

that very small figures would manifest the opposite tendency, i.e.,

to expand. Since Gibson’s figures were relatively small his negative

result might contradict this expectation, were it not for the special

method of this author, which rather excluded such an effect; in

his experiments the figures were exposed under the narrow slit of a

Ranschburg memory apparatus, so that their size was definitely

fixed by the size of the opening, which was a constant factor in all

his experiments. This problem, therefore, is still waiting its experi-

mental test.

Pointing, What is the cause of pointing or emphasizing? Why
is it, in other words, that specially noticed peculiarities of figures

are so frequently exaggerated in successive reproductions? The fact

is established beyond a doubt. G. E. Muller (1913, p. 378) described

it long before Wulf under the name “affective transformation” and

explained it as an affair of attention, an explanation the insufficiency

of which has been proved by Wulf.

A true explanation, even if it is not complete, can be found in our

principle of autonomous change. Emphasis on a particular aspect

of the perceived object means that this aspect possesses particular

“weight” in the total pattern. The same pattern perceived either

with or without such emphasis is therefore, qua dynamic pattern

as well as qua behavioural datum, not the same; two different psy-

chophysical patterns correspond in these cases to the same geo-

metrical pattern, and therefore the autonomous changes of their

traces must be different. Pointing, then, indicates that such changes

do not necessarily take the direction of symmetry but may, when
the (xiginal pattern exhibits pronounced dominance of parts or

aspects, increase the weight of the dominant parts or aspects. Since,

however, pointing does not always occur when the original percep-

tion contained especially noticed peculiarities, giving way to a

levelling effect, we see that in explaining the changes we cannot

look only at any one characteristic of the pattern, but must always

consider the pattern as a whole. As long, however, as we possess

no more detailed or quantitative knowledge about all the factors

concerned, this last remark is no more than a methodological, it is

not yet an explanatory principle.

In accordance with Katz’s own interpretation, though in different

terminology, we interpret his findings of the exaggeration of

colours in memory, reported on page 498, as examples of pointing,

which fall well under our explanatory principles.
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The Effect of Verbalization. More Than One Trace System Ef-

fective in Reproduction. However, it would be an illegitimate sim-

plification to claim that pointing is nothing but a special kind of

autonomous change. The subject, on perceiving the pattern, gives

it a verbal characteristic, e.g., “a very narrow triangle,” “bracket,

large below and small above,” etc. And this verbal characterization

exerts a direct influence upon the reproduction. This fact introduces

a new point of view: it would be wrong to assume that a repro-

duction is based on one kind of traces only. Particularly when the

subjects possess language, and so far no other subjects have been

employed, the language factor will in all, or at least in many, cases

become effective in reproduction. To deal with language qua lan-

guage is outside the scope of this book, although we shall not be

able to avoid meeting this factor again and again in our next chap-

ters. Whatever language as a psychological function is, its efficacy in

reproduction proves that the process underlying this accomplish-

ment is based on a complex set of conditions, and does not depend

merely upon a single individual trace.

Normalization. This point becomes still more manifest when we
turn to the last mode of change, the normalizing. For to explain

these changes we have to recur to traces different

from the individual trace of the original pattern

and not purely verbal. When Wulf’s pattern 23 Fig. 105
(Fig. 105) was apprehended as “bridge with two
pillars” (by four subjects) and consistently changed in such a way
that the indentures, as pillars, become deeper and deeper, then we
must assume that the trace system of bridges has in some way or

other influenced the reproduction. A fifth subject apprehended the

same pattern as a battlement and her reproductions showed not

deeper but wider indentures, proof that here a different trace system

was operative.

The Influence of “Outside” Trace Systems. The influence of these

“outside” trace systems on reproduction may be of different kinds.

In the first place it may be indirect inasmuch as it does not affect

the reproduction directly but the trace of the original percept. Such

an influence would be of the same kind as that investigated by von

Restorff and Lauenstein: the trace of the original pattern would

come into communication with other trace systems and be changed

by this communication. In the second place one might, as in the

discussion of pointing, think of a direct influence, the trace of the

original pattern being unaffected by the other trace system but co-

operating with it in the act of reproduction. Lastly, of course, any
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combination of these two effects is possible, and this is, in my
opinion, by far the most likely case. That a trace may undergo

changes by communication with other traces has been proved by

Lauenstein and von Restorff, and results of Allport’s and Gibson’s

lead to the same conclusion. Allport presented his two designs simul-

taneously on the same card. “In a few cases the features of one of

the designs appeared to be incorporated into the drawing of the

other” (p. 137), and in Gibson’s experiments, for reasons to be dis-

cussed presently, this kind of change was more frequent than any

other.

It seems therefore a necessary assumption that communication of

a new trace, with an old trace system, such as we have described

above, may lead to changes in the trace. That such changes can as-

similate the new to the old was again proved by Lauenstein and von

Restorff. Normalization, therefore, if interpreted as an effect within

the traces, is derivable from our general principles. These princi-

ples, moreover, permit communication to produce changes other

than normalization. Communication between traces will affect either

or all of the interacting traces; assimiliation is, of all possible effects

of such interactions, a very special and easily realized case, but by

no means the only possible one. If, e.g., I apprehend a certain design

as a bottle, I may at the same time apprehend its peculiarities; it

may not really be a bottle, but only something like it. This kind of

communication between the trace of the design and the trace system

of bottles, being of a particular kind, will have its particular effects.

We do not know any details of the processes involved, but we know
from Wulf’s experiments that the reproduction of such a design

may consistently become more and more symmetrical and at the

same time less and less bottle-like. Generally speaking, the change

produced in a trace by communication with an older class trace

system will depend upon the relative properties of the new trace

with regard to the old system. To give an example: if a class trace

system has a definite property Sn, say a certain normal size, and a

new object is experienced as belonging to this class and possessing

the same property with the degree S, then the relation of S and Sn
will determine how S will change in the new trace. Roughly speak-

ing, when S is not very different from Sn, then, ceteris paribus,

assimilation — normalization will occur. If, on the other hand, S is

much greater or smaller than Sn, then this difference will become
exaggerated: sharpening, contrast. Many exaggerations in the spread-

ing of gossip and rumours may find at least a partial explanation

in these intertrace dynamics. What properties must a “normal”
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system have? If we are right, it will be a normal system not be-

cause of its greatest frequency, but because of its greatest stability.

Autonomous changes will modify traces and trace systems until

their stresses have become as well balanced as possible—stresses,

that is, within their interior and between them and their surround-

ing trace systems. The “normal” is dynamically unique. (Compare
our discussion of normality in Chapter VI, pp. 221 f.)

Good examples of reproduction in which evidently old trace sys-

tems influenced the act of reproduction direcdy and not by way
of the specific traces are contained in Gibson’s article, particularly

under his caption “Verbal Analysis.” Fig. 106 is a good illustration:

(a) the original was characterized by the subject as “pillars with

/\

a
Fig. 106

0
a 6
Fig. 107

curve,” and reproduced as (b). Reproduction and original are so

dissimilar as geometrical patterns that it is safe to assume that (b)

owes its existence not to a change in the original trace but to the fact

that the older trace systems, “pillars with curve,” exerted the main
influence on the reproduction. The test would be whether the sub-

ject responsible for this drawing, if confronted with (a) and (b)

and possibly a number of other similar designs, would choose (a) or

(b) or another pattern as the one originally presented to him. It

seems to me very unlikely that he would choose (b), an opinion

which is strengthened by the results of Claparede’s experiments

previously mentioned. Another example from Gibson’s “Object

Assimilation” (Fig. 107)
:
(a) is again the original, designated as

“footprint on the sands of time,” (b) the reproduction. In most

similar cases, however, the reproductions do not seem to be so ex-

clusively determined by the old trace system, the new trace of the

pattern itself exerting a noticeable influence. Whether this trace

itself had become changed through its communication with the

older system is, of course, impossible to derive from the drawings.

The process occurring at the moment of reproduction depends,

therefore, on a very complex set of conditions, which it is impos-

sible to unravel in each particular case. Experimentation will have

the task of establishing as simple conditions as possible so that

“pure” cases may appear, i.e., cases in which one of the many condi-
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tions has a dominating influence. Such pure cases would reveal the

actual factors at work. But it is wrong to say: “The issue is this:

Is the change in a reproduction of a perceived form caused by the

influence of past perceptions on the perception and memory of

that form, or is the change caused by the nature of the form itself?”

(Gibson, p. 35.) There is no such alternative in reality. We must

study all the traces and trace systems on which an actual reproduc-

tion depends, and the changes which each of these has undergone

either autonomously or by communication with other systems.

Therefore the fact that sometimes we can prove an influence of an

older trace either directly on reproduction or on a newer trace does

not prove that autonomous changes never occur.

GIBSON s METHOD AND RESULTS. We shall close the discussion of this

section by an analysis of Gibson’s results. His method differed from

those of the other investigators in many decisive respects, some of

which have already been mentioned. Apart from some subsidiary

experiments he carried out two full series, each having two groups,

A and B, of fourteen simple designs; the patterns of group A were

made up of straight, those of group B of curved, or curved and

straight, lines. Each of these series was presented to the subjects in

the standardized fashion of a memory experiment : they were serially

exposed on a Ranschburg apparatus, where each figure appeared

for 1 54 seconds, to be immediately followed by the next. The sub-

jects’ task was “to look carefully at each figure and at the end of

each series to draw as many figures as he remembered in any order

he wished” (p. 7). On the first day the two groups were presented

two or three times, each presentation followed by as many repro-

ductions as the subject could accomplish; presentations were then

continued on later days until the subject reproduced all figures.

Five weeks and a year later the subjects were once more asked to

furnish reproductions. In the second series each group of figures

was presented and reproduced only twice.

It is not surprising that his results differ in many decisive re-

spects from those of the other investigators. The renewed presenta-

tions would necessarily interfere with the change processes in the

traces, and therefore one could not expect the continuity of these

changes found by the three other authors. This is borne out by the

results, although such continuous changes also occurred (no figures

given by Gibson; cf. p. 36). But a much more powerful factor was
the mode of presentation itself, the arrangement of the material

in long monotonous series. True enough, von Restorff’s results were
not known at the time of Gibson’s experiments, but all of the other
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investigators avoided this mode o£ presentation, aware of the fact

that a series is not a sum of elements, and that therefore changes

in the trace of a series would be largely dependent upon the serial

nature of the trace systems. To present all figures in the same open-

ing of an apparatus must necessarily increase such an effect. For

by being surrounded by the identical (behavioural) object, the top

of the exposure instrument, the members of the series must become
particularly strongly unified. With our present-day knowledge we
must expect effects of aggregation such as von Restorff found, be-

sides the natural influence of figures upon each other. Both expecta-

tions are fulfilled by Gibson’s results: “It should be mentioned that,

as a result of this method of presentation, retroactive inhibition

occurred during the exposure of the series. The observers often com-

plained that each figure as it appeared ‘blotted out’ the preceding

figure” (p. 26). Learning of these figures was therefore very diffi-

cult and often led to a voluntary effort “to think of objects by means
of which the figures could be ‘understood’” (p. 14). “Figure as-

similation ... is the most frequent kind of change to be found

in the reproductions” (p. 25), i.e., changes in the reproduction of

one figure so as to make it more similar to another occurred more
frequently than any other kind of change. Thus the influence of

aggregation which we could predict is amply confirmed, and the

fact that so frequently the reproductions were not so much due

to the trace of the original design as to other older trace systems

—

connected with the design by “object assimilation” or “verbal an-

alysis” (see our two examples on p. 503)—is another effect of aggre-

gation; for in order to memorize the figures against the destructive

forces of aggregation the subjects had to use these special devices.

To have established figure assimilation in so unequivocal a man-
ner is one of the main merits of Gibson’s experiments. He errs,

however, when he believes that his results contradict Wulfs theory.

As a matter of fact he himself found several changes which under

the conditions of the other experiments would have to be regarded

as at least largely autonomous, viz., changes towards symmetry (p.

30), rectilinearity (p. 30 f.), and completion of gaps (p. 261). The
particular method of his experiments, however, makes it impos-

sible to classify these changes as necessarily autonomous.

Summarizing our experimental evidence we see how a consistent

dynamic trace theory is capable of explaining systematically a great

number of facts, and how experiments based on such a theory have

contributed to a more concrete and detailed elaboration of it. Last

not least : experiment and theory in systematic connection have raised
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a number of problems ready to be attacked by the art of the ex-

perimentalist.

THEORY OF TRACES RESUMED! INSUFFICIENCY OF OUR HYPOTHESES

Acquisition of Skills. We have now to resume our theory of

traces, for we have not developed it far enough to make it capable

of explaining all functions of memory. The foundations of our

hypotheses so far were threefold: temporal units, recall (reproduc-

tion), and recognition. But at the beginning of this chapter we have

encountered other modes in which memory manifests itself, viz.,

the acquisition of skills, e.g., the learning to type. In such accom-

plishments the past plays a role different from that in our three

aforementioned functions. In these the past is in some way present

in the accomplishment of the moment: a tone of a melody, as a

later tone, follows upon and stands in a definite dynamic relation-

ship to preceding ones. I recall a former experience, I recognize a

present object as having been encountered sometime in the past; in

both these cases the past is also contained in the datum. Not so in

the acquired skill. When I type a letter today, my typing as an ex-

perience has, as a rule, no such backward reference to former

experiences of typing; and the greater ease and perfection of my
typing today, though it is functionally connected with the clumsy

performance in the past, is not experientally, or behaviourally, so

connected. Moreover, the application of a skill to a new task has

a much less specific relation to the past than the three functions so

far discussed. Acquisition of the skill of typewriting does not mean
the ability to write a specific text, but to type any text. Similarly,

as Bartlett has insisted, a practised tennis player has not learned to

make a small number of very specific movements, but to strike the

ball in the proper way in the ever-changing situations of the game.

Reorganization in Perception. We find the same characteristics

also, absence of a reference to the past and lack of specificity, in

memory functions which do not concern motor skills. Of these I

shall exemplify two. Turn back to page 173. You will see the figure

on this page at once as a face, v/hereas when you saw it for the

first time it appeared as a jumble of lines, and it took possibly

quite a long time for the face to emerge. The effect of which this

example is a simple illustration has not yet been studied by special

experiments. And yet such a study is highly desirable if we want
to elaborate our trace theory. We do not, at the present moment,
know how specific this after-effect is. That it is not restricted to

the individual pattern with which the original reorganization took
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place is certain. When in the summer of 1929 I was shown into my
office at the University of California I saw on the ,blackboard, to

my great surprise, a rough drawing of this “face” which I recog-

nized at once as a face without any period of transition. And yet

this drawing was by no means an exact replica of the pattern. Such

an individual case is of course no more than an indication of what

we may expect to find in systematic experiments. I should not be

at all surprised if the range of patterns influenced by the reorganiza-

tion of one pattern, though limited, were considerably wider even

than one would conclude from this incident.

But even now, while we lack detailed knowledge about this effect,

we know enough to recognize the serious difficulty it presents to

our theory. A pattern of lines if presented for the first time gives

rise to the impression of chaos, replaced, as a rule, by a well-

organized and articulated pattern only after we make an effort to

organize the chaos. The same pattern—and a similar one—if pre-

sented for a second time will appear in good organization at the

start. What properties must the trace have to produce this result ?

Greater Survival Value of Better Organization. This same

case has another aspect which is more easily understood. If one has

seen the face once or several times, it is impossible to see the pattern

as a chaos, or to recall the chaos, although it has once been experi-

enced and was at that time very persistent and difficult to destroy.

True enough, this statement is based on ordinary observation and

not on systematic experiments, but I feel convinced that such ex-

periments, even if they bring to light new facts, will not seriously

affect my proposition. If we accept it, we must conclude that traces

of chaotic processes have a much lower “survival value” than traces

of well-organized processes. And this conclusion is in good harmony
with our general trace theory. For if traces are exposed to forces

which connect them with other traces, then highly unstable trace

structures will be destroyed. Choatic patterns have neither a well-

defined boundary, to keep them unified and segregated, nor in-

terior stability. Therefore they can have but little power of resisting

outside forces. This principle seems fundamental. It sheds a new
light on the results of von Restorff and of Wulf and his suc-

cessors. If preservation of a trace is a function of its own stability,

then traces will gradually change from less to more stable forms

(Wulf and his followers), and badly articulated trace structures will

simply deteriorate (von Restorff). A monotonous series of nonsense

syllables or numbers is such a badly articulated semi-chaotic struc-

ture, whereas an isolated element within an otherwise monotonous
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series gains definition and stability by its character of isolation. The
aggregation which von Restorff has investigated is aggregation into

a state bordering on chaos. The less articulation the series possesses,

the more chaotic will the aggregation become, and the series will

therefore be the harder to learn. This conclusion is well supported

by experimental facts: it has proved impossible to learn series of

nonsense syllables without rhythm, i.e., without the least vestige of

articulation (G. E. Muller, 1913, p. 43 f.)*

Finally we recall one of Zeigarnik’s results, discussed previously

(Chapter VIII, pp. 339!.)) viz., the fact that a well-organized trace,

the trace of a completed task, is more stable and therefore more effec-

tive than that of a less organized one; thus uncompleted tasks,

which usually, owing to the stress towards completion, were more
frequently recalled than completed ones, were, because of their less

perfect organization, inferior to the better organized completed ones

when that special stress was lacking. More evidence will be ad-

duced in Chapter XIII, pages 621 f.

Complexity of Articulation and Survival Value. If we accept

the survival value of a trace as a measure of its stability, then we
cannot simply correlate degree of articulation with stability. For,

unfortunately, we forget not only chaotic experiences but also the

most highly articulated ones of which we are capable. It is a com-

mon experience that one is unable to repeat an argument which

one has understood perfectly well when one listened to its presenta-

tion. I find this particularly amazing in the field of mathematics.

One may understand a proof perfectly and yet be unable to recon-

struct it, even if one remembers one or two of its steps.

Such observations are confirmed by experiments. Kohler found

that when chimpanzees reach the limit of their ability they will

no longer “learn,” i.e., they will attack the problem in the same

way whether they have solved it before or not. Such a problem was

that of lifting a ring from a long nail. It could be solved “intelli-

gently” when the ape had a good day, but the animal’s performance

did not improve with repetition.

Such facts, far from contradicting our theory, could have been

derived from it. Articulations of a highly complex kind can be pro-

duced only under special conditions, when the organism, through

its “attitude,” supplies part of the effective forces and an ample

store of energy. The traces of such processes, which lack these added

Ego-forces, are therefore not stable; instead they will sooner or later

disintegrate, part systems losing their connections with each other,

so that the whole is destroyed. How complex an articulation can
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be without losing its stability depends necessarily upon the kind

of system in which it is produced. What we call differences of in-

telligence may consist, among other things, in differences of stable

articulation, although in this sense intelligence would be also a

function of experience, since the stability of an organization will

depend upon the trace structures already existing.

Learning a New Relation. We return to our main argument and
discuss the second example of a non-motor memory function for

which our present assumptions are insufficient. Dallenbach published

in 1926 a short note on the learning of a relation which was fol-

lowed in 1929 by a more formal investigation carried out by the

same author in conjunction with Kreezer. Dallenbach asked his

six-year-old boy whether he knew what “opposite” means. Refus-

ing to accept the boy’s negative answer, he asked him to name the

opposite, first, of “good,” then of “big,” and obtained the answers

“boy” and “man,” both of which were called “wrong.” Thereupon

he told the boy the correct answers, and then proceeded to ask him
the opposite of “black,” “long,” “fat,” “little,” and so on. The boy

now produced immediately the correct answers. Again this case,

whose significance was confirmed by the later investigation of

Kreezer and Dallenbach, who worked with one hundred children,

stands merely as an example of a whole class of cases. Furthermore,

in this chapter we are not interested in what happens at the moment
when the child “understands” the relation. Our point here is that

the child can do something after this “understanding” which he

could not do before. Therefore the child’s brain must have been

changed by this process of understanding, a trace must have re-

mained from it, and the nature of the trace must account for his

new behaviour. What must the trace be like to produce the new
response? To this question accrues, just as in the case of the face

pattern, the other question how this trace with its particular char-

acteristic determines the new process. We shall take up this question

in our next chapter when we discuss the functions of memory them-

selves rather than the traces. The first function, however, belongs to

our present context, just as the S’ame question arising from the

discussion of the face pattern does (p. 506). It seems wisest to admit

that at the moment we can give no satisfactory answer, that indeed

the trace theory is here face to face with a difficult problem of im-

mense importance. For without a solution of it we shall not be able

to understand learning, an accomplishment which only in rare cases

consists ia the exact repetition of a previous process. I may add,

however^ that the case of learning a relation seems in some ways
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related to the case of transposition of a melody which we have

already discussed (p. 460).

Trace Theory Developed to Fit These Cases. Trace Determines

THE Field. We may summarize the discussion of all three examples,

of motor skill, perception, relational thought, by saying that the

new performances take place in a field which is determined by pre-

vious experiences. More concretely we should have to say that the

field of the present process comprises the traces of previous proc-

esses. If we interpret our cases in this way, we have at least some

experimental evidence that sheds light on these processes. That a

process is determined by the nature

of the larger field in which it oc-

curs has been proved before. I recall

only a number of optical illusions

which demonstrate this effect and will

add another instance: the direction of

perceived motion depends on the sur-

rounding field, as proved by Annie
Stern for movement through the

blind spot. If the field is framed or articulated by straight lines, the

motion is rectilinear; if frame or articulation is curved, the motion
follows the shape and direction of the curves. A similar effect had
already been discovered by myself (1922, 1931, p. 1185) for ordi-

nary movement. In all these cases, however, the field which in-

fluences a perceptual process is itself a perceptual field. We possess,

however, also some evidence that the effective field can be a trace

field. I refer to one of Hartmanns experiments (pp. 375-6). Hart-

mann exposed in succession a special kind of triangle and a circle

in such a way that if presented successively they would have ap-

peared as the pattern of Fig. 108^. The times of exposure of the two
figures were equal and stood in the relation of 8.5:20 to the time

of the interval between them. When the latter was around 1550-

the observers saw the following phenomenon: “At first the triangle

appeared, then it was suddenly gone and there came a ‘pear’ or a

‘shamrock leaf.’ ” (See Fig. 108 'a and b,) The indentations of the

distorted circle correspond to the places where the two corners of

the triangle had been in the first exposure; thus the shape produced
by the circular stimulus must be due to the field created by the fresh

trace of the preceding triangle.

Three of Wertheimer’s experiments are still closer to the problem
which concerns us now. The two first are very old indeed, being

contained in Wertheimer’s classical paper on the perception of mo-
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tion (Wertheimer, 1912, also Koffka, 1919). In both cases an effect

was produced in the perceptual field by a cumulative effect in the

trace field. In the first a simple ^ experiment (two lines, parallel or

at an angle, successively exposed) is performed a number of times,

whereupon, without the knowledge of the observer, the second

exposure is suppressed. Under ordinary conditions the observer

would then see an object at rest, but under these conditions the ob-

server continues to see the object in motion though over a shorter

distance; repeated exposure decreases this distance until the object

eventually appears at rest. In the second experiment, illustrated by

Fig. a and b, the subject is first shown for a number of times the

a b

Fig. 109

successive exposures of the lines of Fig. 109 He sees the short arm
turning to the right. Then in succeeding exposures the angle be-

tween the short and the long arm is increased until the two lines

reach the position of Fig. 109^. The arm continues to turn to the

right, whereas without the previous exposures it would now turn

to the left.

In both cases we have an influence of the trace system extending

over a longer period of time than that demonstrated in the Hart-

mann experiment. In both cases this influence is best understood as

one upon the field in which the new process takes place. This field

must be so structured, through influence of the recent trace systems,

that it forces a single excitation to move, or to favour one direction

of movement rather than the opposite. Motion as a process has left a

trace which influences the field in its neighbourhood in such a way
that it produces processes of motion under conditions under which

“normal” fields would not produce such processes. The term neigh-

bourhood is here used for the neighbourhood of the “time axis” (see

pp. 452 f.). That our proposition is also true if we use “neighbour-

hood” in the ordinary spatial sense is proved by other experiments of

Wertheimer’s; therefore it is a fact that a spatial field in which mo-
tion occurs in one place is a field more apt to produce (or allow)

motion in other places than a field without any motion. This fact

supports our trace theory in two ways. On the one hand it makes the
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field explanation of the after-effect no new ad hoc hypothesis; instead

it links up anew “spatial” and “temporal” fields. On the other hand

it tells us something about the nature of particular trace systems

which is responsible for the after-effect. For if the original move-

ment field itself has the property of being particularly favourable

for the occurrence of motion, and if the trace retains, as we have

supposed, the dynamic properties of the excitations, then the trace

of the motion field will have the same property that distinguishes

the motion field itself. Thus we have succeeded in transform-

ing the problem of a trace property into a problem of a process

field property. The difficulties inherent in the problem are thus no

longer specifically those of a trace theory, but pertain to the theory

of field organization in general.

Wertheimer’s third experiment (1923, p. 319 f.) proves a similar

influence for stationary organization. In this experiment one pre-

SLi bi 3.2 ^3 bs

Fig. no

pares a number of point patterns, modifications of Fig. no. In this

figure the distances between members with equal indices are con-

siderably smaller than those between members with consecutive

indices (ai bi < bi 32, etc.). Starting from this pattern one produces

a number of new ones by leaving the distance ai 32 (generally

ak ak+i) constant and changing the other distance (ak bk and

bk ak+i).Doing this by small steps, one reaches a point where these

latter distances are equal, i.e., where all points are equidistant from

each other; then the distances between members of equal indices

become longer than those between members of consecutive indices,

until finally the relative distances are completely reversed, ai bi

in the last pattern = bi 33 in the first. This series of patterns is pre-

sented to the observer one by one, starting with either the first or

the last, the observer’s task being to indicate the natural grouping.

At some point in this series this grouping will change from ai bi

to bi 32 if the subject starts with the first series, and from bi 33 to

ai bi if he starts with the last series. The question is, at which point

in the series will this change occur? The result is that as a rule the

change in grouping takes place sometime after the neutral pattern

(with equal point distances throughout) has been passed; i.e., such

serial presentation has the effect that grouping will, for a time, occur
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against proximity but in accordance with previous grouping. Again
we must assume that the dynamic character o£ the, trace system of

the preceding groupings affects the field in which the new grouping

takes place, and it is the character of the grouping in the trace which
determines the new field.

These experiments demonstrate an effect of traces on perceptual

organization. They are therefore directly relevant to that case of

perceptual memory, the face of the man, which was one of the

starting points of our discussion. In principle this case is hardly

different from that of Wertheimer’s experiment described last, apart

from the fact that the time interval between the successive presenta-

tions of patterns in this last experiment is relatively short, whereas in

our case it can be very much longer, altogether of a different order

of magnitude. However, this aspect does not affect our immediate

problem as to the nature of the trace which produces the effect. It

enters only when we try to envisage how an old trace can influence

a new field. The nature of the trace must be such as to be able to

produce a certain field condition in which some organizations are

favoured over others, and this characteristic of the trace must de-

rive directly from the dynamics of the original process.

This general conclusion as to the nature of the trace is applicable

to our two other principal cases as well, the motor skill and the

thought relation. In these cases, as in the first, the problem remains

how the new field can be influenced by the old trace system; this

problem involves the special problem how the new excitations

select, so to speak, among the vast mass of traces the one that will

influence its own field so as to give it the organization actually

achieved. To this problem we shall turn in the next chapter.

Still our discussion has been fruitful. It has shown that our trace

theory is, at least in principle, capable of dealing with effects which

were not taken into account when we developed it. Moreover, our

new development of the theory implies that the effect of traces may
be very different from a mere reproduction of the original process.

If the trace determines directly the field of an event, then it does not

thereby determine the event itself completely. This train of thought

also will be continued in the next chapter.

No doubt, the results which we reached are not entirely satis-

factory. We are still far from knowing in detail what properties the

traces must have to exert the observed influences, even though we
could lay down a general principle. Psychology is still in a very un-

satisfactory state, and it is a Socratic gain to become aware of such
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unsatisfactoriness by formulating questions which have to remain

unanswered.

In a former publication (1925) I introduced “gestalt-disposition”

as an explanatory term to account for such phenomena. A gestalt-

disposition would be the after-effect of a gestalt process by virtue

of which the organism would produce processes of a similar gestalt-

or formal nature which it could not produce before, or would pro-

duce them now more easily. Thus the concept of the gestalt-dispo-

sition labels a very definite problem; but in the framework of a

concrete trace theory it offers no satisfactory explanation before we
see what gestalt-disposition means in terms of traces.

TRACES AND THE EGO

After having pointed out these gaps in our trace theory we shall

now try to fill in another one by taking up a thread started in

Chapter VIII (pp. 331 ff.). There we found it necessary to assume a

permanent substratum of the Ego, a substratum moreover which as

a segregated unit could exist only as part of a more extended sub-

stratum, that of the Ego’s environment. Our trace theory has so far

been developed without any regard to our previous conclusion.

Nevertheless, viewed in its light it may be said to account for the

environmental substratum. How, then, will the permanent Ego fit

into our theory? On the earlier occasion we based the permanent

Ego-substratum on our general principles of organization. We can

now give it a new foundation by referring to facts observed and
beautifully interpreted by Sir Henry Head (1920, II).

Head’s Schemata. Three frequent results of brain injury supply

the empirical evidence for our hypothesis : voluntary movement and
postural tone may be impaired or destroyed, appreciation of posture

and passive movement may be greatly reduced, and the localization

of touch on the surface of the body, apart from the momentary
position of the limb touched, may be lost. The first two symptoms
are always concomitant and therefore point to an identical under-

lying cause. The difference between the second and the third may
be illustrated by an example. In the second case the “patient may be

able to name correctly, and indicate on a diagram or on another per-

son’s hand, the exact position of the spot touched or pricked, and
yet be ignorant of the position in space of the limb upon which it

lies” (II, p. 606). In the third case, “the patient complains that he

has no idea where he has been touched. He knows that a contact

has occurred, but he cannot tell where it has taken place on the sur-

face of the affected part” (1. c.).
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What functions have been damaged to produce these symptoms?
We begin with the first two, which, as just mentioned, must have

a common cause. Head argues that “it would be impossible to dis-

cover the position of any part of the body, unless the immediate

postural sensations were related to something that had preceded

them” (p. 604). He excludes the explanation that the new postural

sensation gains its special meaning by reference to a visual or motor

image (pp. 605-723), and therefore concludes as follows: “Before

the apparent processes caused by movement of a joint can evoke a

change in consciousness, they have already been integrated and

brought into relation with the previous physiological dispositions,

due to antecedent postural changes.” “For this standard, against

which all subsequent changes of postures are measured before they

enter consciousness, we have proposed the word ‘schema.’ By means
of perpetual alterations in position we are always building up a

model of ourselves which constantly changes” (pp. 723, 605).

The two symptoms under discussion, impairment of voluntary

movement and knowledge of the spatial position of our limbs, are

thus explained by injuries to this schema, this “model of ourselves.”

Head’s theory seems to me in perfect harmony with the trace theory

which we have previously developed. In particular, his schema shows

obvious similarities to our explanation of time units, like heard

melodies, a fact which is not surprising since voluntary movements
are the motor counterpart of perceived tunes. Thus the term “move-

ment melody” has been used to emphasize this similarity. We could

not perceive a melody if each new tone came to consciousness as an

entirely new event. And quite in harmony with Head’s principles

we explained the perception of the melody by the trace system to

which it gives rise. The close agreement between Head’s and our

theory is further borne out by a remark he makes in his later book

on aphasia, when he draws explicitly the distinction between what
we have called process and trace: “It must not be forgotten that the

theory of schemata involves two conceptions, the schema building

and the schema built. The first is an activity corresponding to all

those processes discussed in this work, the second is a state which
results from the activity” (1926, I, p. 488, n. 2).

There is still another similarity between melodies and schemata.

A person with no particular musical ability will forget a new melody

rather quickly; not only will he be unable to reproduce it, in many
cases he will not even recognize it when it is played the next time.

Melody traces are therefore short-lived. Even if they do not disap-

Italics are mine.
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pear completely, so little o£ them remains as to be insufficient for any

direct after-effect/^ Similarly the schemata do not endure very long.

My movement and postures of five minutes ago are no longer repro-

ducible or recognizable, and that is true even of such movements
as wtrt in the centre of attention, expressing at the moment the

main impulse of the person. At least I cannot recall my movements
during my climb of the Winl^er Riss, although other aspects of this

extremely vivid experience still stand out fairly clearly in my
memory. In some respect the causes of the transitoriness of schemata

and melody traces are similar also. A schema has fulfilled its func-

tion when it has given rise to a new movement which leads to a new
schema. This new schema has then taken over the task of directing

posture and movement, the old is dead inasmuch as it can exert no

more influence. A similar situation obtains in an extended piece

of music where one theme is followed by another. For the composer

and the highly trained and musical listener even a long piece may
be such a perfect unity that each new theme is experienced with

reference to all that preceded it. Not so for the less trained and less

musical person who hears the piece for the first time. For him one

theme ends at a certain point and another one begins. For the

arousal of this new one the trace system of the old one is no longer

material, it has no function. It is therefore plausible in both exam-

ples to correlate the forgetting with the loss of function. What this

forgetting is, is of course another matter, to which we shall devote

the last section of this chapter. Here we shall only relate the fate

of these “forgotten” traces to von Restorff’s results. Schemata as

well as melodies in a long piece of music have the general character

of “monotonous” series in Restorfl’s sense, albeit the monotony
is of a lower degree than in a series of nonsense syllables. There-

fore, if the analogy holds, aggregation between traces should take

place, and forgetting should be not absolute obliteration but absorp-

tion into a large and little differentiated aggregation in which in-

dividual trace systems lose their individuality. This assumption seems

necessary when we now turn to that aspect of Head s theory which
we have emphasized by italicizing. In Head’s theory schemata are

models of ourselves, a phrase which he manifestly uses in full con-

sciousness of its import, since he repeats it several times.^^ And by
this term Head’s theory stands out as a clear anticipation of our own

12 The fact that a melody heard frequently will eventually be remembered indi-

cates that, at least in many cases, the trace is not entirely lost since it can be
strengthened by cumulative effects of the process.

In the “Studies on Neurology,” where the concept is introduced, as well as in

his later work on aphasia.
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which postulated a permanent Ego-substratum. Bartlett (1932), who,

as we shall see, makes a wide and generalized yse of Head’s

schemata in his own theory of memory, does not do full justice to it

when he refers to the term “model of ourselves” as “picturesque

phraseology” (p. 203). Schemata, then, are parts of that Ego-sub-

stratum which our theory demands, and they are at the same time

organized trace systems (Head, 1920, p. 607). How seriously this

view is taken by Head appears from another point in which he

anticipates our theory. In Chapter VIII we remarked upon the

variable boundaries of the Ego, and exemplified this inter alia by
reference to clothes, which often belong to the Ego. Quite in ac-

cordance with this view Head writes: “Anything which participates

in the conscious movements of our bodies is added to the model
of ourselves and becomes part of these schemata; a woman’s power
of localization may extend to the feather in her hat” (p. 606).

We need only a few words to explain the third symptom, loss

of localization of touch. From it Head concludes the existence of

“another schema or model of the surface of our bodies which also

can be destroyed by a cortical lesion” (p. 606) . Although the move-

ment and the surface schemata are not identical, they must normally

be in close interconnection, both being closely related parts of the

same Ego system. The surface model is much less transient than the

postural one, it survives more or less intact even when a limb has

been amputated; such patients possess for a long time “phantom

limbs” which can be carriers of movement and pain. It is interest-

ing that one of Head’s patients who had lost his leg before his

brain lesion, and had experienced movements in the phantom leg

and foot, lost his phantom when, through a stroke, he lost all recog-

nition of posture (p. 606). This seems to indicate a very close con-

nection between the surface and the posture schemata, although we
do not know whether the abolition of the posture schema would

also have destroyed the localization of pain in the phantom leg.

Bartlett’s Generalization. Before we proceed a few words are in

place about the interpretation and amplification which Bartlett has

given to Head’s theory. Although I am not sure that I understand

Bartlett correctly, I believe that two aspects can be distinguished in

his attitude. On the one hand, because of his theory of remember-

ing as an active process which we shall discuss in the next chapter,

he is, to say the least, wary about the notion of traces; on the other

hand he seems to employ the term schema in a sense which goes far

beyond Head’s intention, although it is not in contradiction with it.
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Bartlett’s Position with Regard to Traces. The Store-house

Conception. As regards the first point, I am not certain whether

Bartlett wants to eliminate the concept of traces completely. Though
many of his passages may be read this way, I do not believe that

this is his real purpose, while on the other hand I cannot find out

what he considers to be the nature of such traces as must be kept in

his system. Head had spoken of the sensory cortex as a “store-house

of past impressions,” and this notion of a store-house is severely

criticized by Bartlett with arguments very similar to those which I

employed against the same idea in a discussion of memory: “The
unconsciousness has been likened to a store-house. But what a

strange store-house we find it to be! Things do not simply fall

into those places into which they are being thrown, they arrange

themselves in coming and during their time of storage according

to the many ways in which they belong together. And they do

more; they influence each other, form groups of various sizes and

kinds, always trying to meet the exigencies of the moment. A
miraculous store-house indeed.” (1927, p. 66.) This quotation from
my old article is evidence of my perfect agreement with Bartlett as

regards the store-house idea as such. But in arguing against this

conception Bartlett goes so far as to give the impression that he

argues not only against the store-house, but also against traces.

“All that his [viz.. Head’s] experiments show is that certain pro-

cesses cannot be carried out unless the brain is playing its normal

part. But equally those very reactions could be cut out by injuries

to peripheral nerves or to muscular functions. One might almost as

well say that because nobody who is suffering from a raging tooth-

ache could calmly recite ‘Oh, my love’s like a red, red rose,’ the

teeth are a repository of lyric poetry” (p. 200). This attitude is

reminiscent of Wheeler’s, which we have previously criticized. It is

hardly necessary to point out that a removal of the offending tooth,

which would stop the toothache, would restore the ability to recite

Burns’ love song. The plausibility of Bartlett’s argument rests on

his phrase “unless the brain is playing its normal part.” Here the

word “normal” obscures the issue. What is the brain’s normal part.f^

Since it is different today from what it was yesterday by virtue of

the experience of the intervening time, we have to assume traces as

previously explained. But, as I said before, other passages in Bart-

lett’s book indicate that he does not reject traces altogether. “It now
becomes possible to see that, though we may still talk of traces,

there is no reason in the world for regarding these as made com-

plete at one moment, stored up somewhere, and then re-excited at
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some much later moment. The traces that our evidence allow^s us

to speak of are interest-determined, interest-carried traces. They
live with our interests and with them they change” (pp. 211-12).

Again the reader will find the negative part of this quotation in

perfect agreement with the theory here propounded. How near our

theory comes also to the positive aspect, the influence of interest on
traces, will become manifest soon. My only criticism is that Bart-

lett, if he is interpreted literally, seems to go too far. There are, as

we have pointed out, autonomous changes in traces; also it seems

quite unwarranted to assume that a trace is obliterated as soon as

our particular interest which was active at the time of its formation

has died.

Schema as Organization. This leads us to our second point,

Bartlett’s generalized use of the word schema. Whereas Head defi-

nitely restricted this term to postural and surface models of our-

selves, Bartlett gives a much wider meaning to the word :

“
‘Schema’

refers to an active organization of past reactions, or of past ex-

periences, which must always be supposed to be operating in any

well-adapted organic response. That is, whenever there is any order

or regularity of behaviour, a particular response is possible only

because it is related to the similar responses which have been

serially organized, yet which operate—not simply as individual mem-
bers coming one after another, but as a unitary mass. . . . There is

not the slightest reason, however, to suppose that each set of incom-

ing impulses, each new group of experiences persists as an isolated

member of some passive patchwork . . .” (p. 201). The term schema

thus has acquired the meaning of past experience as organized. It

covers our aggregations and all other forms of communication and

unifications between trace systems and thereby reveals a great

affinity between Bartlett’s theory of memory and our own. Two
critical remarks must, however, be added. In the first place the last

quotation undoubtedly attributes too much to memory. Memory is

made responsible for any “order or regularity of behaviour.” But

we have shown at length how order and regularity must occur

without memory. Bartlett seems to allow too much to traditional

empiricism when he makes this statement. He goes far beyond this

traditional empiricism in his theory of organized memory, his

schema. But it is hard to understand why organization should be

the privilege of memory. Once organization is admitted into the

system as a real factor, such a restriction is a priori quite arbitrary.

A posteriori, it does not fit the facts, and it makes the concept of

organized memory itself almost untenable, since, as we have shown,
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organized memory depends upon organized experience, even though

memorized and perceptual organization need not always coincide.

Insufficiency of Bartlett’s Ego Theory. In the second place,

Bartlett’s generalization of the term schema omits the differentiation

into Ego- and environmental trace systems which Head’s concept

of schema so happily introduced. Thus Bartlett’s position seems

less concrete than Head’s. “If this view is correct, however, memory
is personal, not because of some intangible and hypothetical ‘self,’

which receives and maintains innumerable traces, restimulating

them whenever it needs; but because the mechanism of adult

human memory demands an organization of ‘schemata’ depending

upon an interplay of appetites, instincts, interests and ideals peculiar

to any given subject” (Bartlett, p. 213). In my opinion Bartlett’s

opposition of a permanent hypothetical self and his schemata de-

pending upon appetites, instincts, etc., tend to obscure the issue.

To whom do the appetites, instincts, interests belong ? Probably Bart-

lett would answer: To the organism, for in his exposition it is the

organism that remembers: “An organism has somehow to acquire

the capacity to turn round upon its own ‘schemata’ and to construct

them afresh” (pp. 206, 202). But the schemata are parts of the or-

ganism, as well as the perceptions and interests. One part of the

organism, that which embraces the interests, is, in Bartlett’s theory,

responsible for remembering, and this part is the one we call the

Self or the Ego. This Ego develops in the trace structure along with

the environment; to say that it receives traces can mean only that

certain traces contribute to its continuous development, while other

traces are not received by the Ego at all but accrue to those trace

systems which form the non-Ego parts of the total field. Bartlett’s

theory, if it is to be a truly concrete theory, demands such a separate

Ego, just as ours does; only in such a separate system is there a place

for those factors which in his theory rightly play a dominating role,

viz., the appetites and interests. Such an Ego system, both in process

and trace, was introduced in Head’s schemata. True, Head’s notion

has to be amplified: the Ego system is much more than those body
schemata, and it is enclosed in and segregated from “environmental

schemata.” The theory here defended can therefore be regarded as

a form of Bartlett’s generalizations which includes the difference of

Ego and environment in the trace system.

Ego- and Environment-Trace Systems Dynamically Interde-

pendent. This point must be elaborated. In our theory the total

field of excitation is divided into two major sub-systems, each con-

taining numerous sub-systems of its own: the Ego and the environ-
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ment. And the trace field which is created by the excitation field

contains the same dichotomous organization. But thpse two partial

systems are not independent parts, but sub-systems in the larger

system of the total field and as such in dynamic interconnection,

both in the process and in the trace phase. Therefore events in one
of the systems will have their reverberations in the other: changes in

the Ego, his desires and interests, will produce changes in the en-

vironmental system, and vice versa modifications of the former will

affect the latter: the Ego of a person who has never left his own
village must for that very reason be different from the Ego of a

person who is at home in every country of the world. Although

the relation is mutual, it need not be symmetrical; the Ego system

may, as a rule, very well be the dominant one. Furthermore, the

growth of the two systems, the changes which they undergo during

the period of the organism’s life, must be very different from each

other. The directedness of the Ego which was formerly mentioned

(Chapter VIII, p. 332) contrasts with the more contingent character

of the successive environments. Therefore the organization of these

two sub-systems must follow different lines; nevertheless, even here

the mutual influence exerted by the two sub-systems upon each

other must not be neglected. Changes in the environmental trace

system depend upon the conditions within the Ego system.

Aall’s Experiments. This statement is substantiated by experi-

ments of Aall’s. He investigated the influence exerted on recall by

the attitude of the learner. In one group of experiments the sub-

jects were told that they would be tested the next day, in another

that a test would be made at some indefinitely later time. In the

first group the subjects, instead of being examined on the following

day, were told that unfortunately the experiment could not be

carried out; in both groups, however, a test was taken four or eight

weeks later. The material to be remembered was in one set of ex-

periments a story, in another a group of ten or six objects. The
results show a strong tendency for that material to be better remem-

bered which was learned with the attitude that it would be tested at

an indefinitely later time. When, however, in new experiments

the subjects of the first group, expecting to be tested on the follow-

ing day, were told that the test would have to be postponed to a

later period, the difference between the two groups decreased con-

siderably. Aall’s highly suggestive experiments and theoretical con-

siderations, which in some respects foreshadow some of Lewin’s con-

cepts and methods, are a first attempt at connecting memory proc-

esses with conative ones. Naturally they leave many important issues
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unsettled—among them, the influence o£ the learned material, al-

though incidentally Aall reports that the two different attitudes

gave no very clear difference in the recall of meaningless material.

Positively, they seem to establish the fact that the trace systems de-

pend upon their relation to the Ego system, being influenced by

stresses within it that correspond to the purposes of the learner.

Thus they confirm and supplement the much later results of Zeigar-

nik which we have previously discussed (Chapter VIII, p. 337)
and in which stresses within the trace systems themselves and be-

tween the trace and the Ego-system also exerted an influence on re-

call and consequently in all likelihood upon the trace systems.

Other Consequences. This interrelatedness between the trace sys-

tem of Ego and environment has many consequences of which we
shall discuss but a few. If an object in our behavioural world stood

in a definite relation to our Ego, this connection will persist in the

trace system, so that when we encounter the same geographical

object the corresponding behavioural one will be produced in a field

determined by this trace and will therefore carry the old Ego-

relation. This is the theory of the permanence of the functional

characters which we have indicated in the ninth chapter (p. 393).
Furthermore, if an environmental trace is in close connection with

the Ego system it will not only be in communication with the par-

ticular time structure of that system with which it communicated

at the time of its formation; but because of the coherence of the

whole temporal Ego system it will be in communication with later

strata also. These relations, however, may be different in kind from

those which connected the trace with the contemporaneous Ego,

since the later strata are different from the earlier ones. It is tempt-

ing to use this conclusion in explanation of the well-known fact

that we are apt to idealize our youth and all its surroundings. The
home of our childhood days, which at the time was the “normal”
and more or less “indifferent” environment, often acquires in later

years a sort of halo. It seems at least plausible to interpret this as an

effect of the communication between the old trace system of the

home and recent strata of the Ego.

FORGETTING. THE AVAILABILITY OF TRACES

Of all the changes within trace systems none has received more
attention by psychologists than that which manifests itself in what

we call forgetting. And yet, the relation between forgetting and the

changes in the traces is by no means simple. It will be the last pro-

blem of this chapter to clarify this relationship.
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The term forgetting, like so many psychological terms taken over

from common speech, refers to an accomplishment, e;^en though it

be a negative one, and not to a process. We speak of forgetting when-
ever a previous experience is not available on a present occasion,

although its co-operation would help our present response. This
lack of availability may have a number of different causes and
therefore psychologically forgetting may entail a number of different

processes. We have already (Chapter IX, p. 420) pointed out two
different kinds of forgetting, cases where we fail to remember, al-

though we might have remembered, and cases where we are really

unable to remember. We must now follow up this clue and shall

do so by investigating the causes responsible for inability to remem-
ber. In terms of our trace theory this means that the present process

cannot come into communication with an older trace or trace system.

This may be due to three causes: (i) The trace has disappeared,

(2) the trace cannot exert an influence upon the present occasion,

(3) the present occasion cannot communicate with the trace. Let us

discuss these possibilities one by one.

(i) Disappearance of a Trace. Whether a trace can totally dis-

appear or not, i.e., whether after a lapse of time the organism will

be exactly the same as if the trace had never been formed, it is

impossible to decide. A trace may, however, disappear in another

way, viz., by being so transformed that it loses its individuality,

and even its identity. Complete disappearance must therefore be

considered as a limiting case of trace transformation. Two ques-

tions then arise, that of the causes of such transformation, and that

of its nature. It has been an assumption, implicit if not explicit in

traditional trace theories, that traces undergo gradual destruction

by organic processes which attack each trace independently: the

grooves in a scratched tablet are being gradually worn away by the

“ravages of time.” It is impossible in the present state of our knowl-

edge either to prove or to refute this hypothesis. Thus it may well

be that general metabolic processes which have no specific relation

to traces will gradually exert a destructive influence upon them.

But it seems safe to assume that by far the most powerful forces

that transform our traces derive from the specific nature of these

traces, their intrinsic structure, and their dynamic connection with

other traces. Such influences may be destructive in various ways.

We think in the first place of the low survival value of chaotic units

discussed on page 507. If the coherence of such a figure is very

weak, it may well disappear in the trace, which would then actually

vanish as a trace of that particular chaotic figure. Since our be-
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havioural field contains all the time a mass of more or less chaotic

parts, a great deal of our experience will be forgotten by such a

process of dissolution of traces. However, when we remember the

example of the face (Fig. 50) from which we derived the low
survival value of chaotic forms, still another possibility of destruc-

tion of traces obtrudes itself. We may raise the question: Does it

make any difference to the trace of the original chaotic impression

whether afterwards the figure has become well organized, the face

discovered, or not? Unfortunately, as in so many cases, we possess

as yet no experimental evidence to decide this question; but it re-

mains possible, I should say even probable, that the reorganization

of the pattern interferes directly with the recall of the old pattern,

i.e., it exerts a direct influence upon the old trace. If this assumption

were right, new processes could affect old traces, if for some reason

or other they were in communication. This conclusion seems highly

plausible. It would explain the fact that it is often very difficult, if

not impossible, to recall the old condition of a building, a street,

after it has been rebuilt. In this case the old trace has not disap-

peared completely. Enough of it must have remained to enable us

to remember that there was an old building, different from the pres-

ent one, which we entered a certain number of times—in many
cases this kind of memory will not be entirely carried by the lan-

guage system, although this can never be totally excluded—but the

old trace must have been severely affected by our new recurring

perceptions of the new building to justify the proposition that in

a sense the old trace has given place to a different one.

To these two possible causes of destruction of traces, autonomous
through lack of cohesion and heteronomous through communica-
tion with a new process, we can add a third: heteronomous through

communication with other traces. This case is realized in the aggre-

gations investigated by von Restorff. Here a trace disappears by

losing its individuality in a larger, badly articulated aggregate. Such
aggregates, again, must be formed continually, because our lives

contain innumerable repetitions. The traces of such repeated occur-

rences must form aggregates, just like the repeated elements in von
Restorff’s series or the repeated impressions in a series of threshold

experiments (Lauenstein). An everyday experience which many of

my readers may be able to confirm: Every night before retiring I

wind my watch. And every night before turning out my light, I

check up whether I have actually wound it. A few minutes after

the act the trace is still intact as the trace of having wound it tonight;

but soon it disappears as such and melts into the aggregate of traces
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of having wound my watch without temporal locus. It has lost its

individuality.

Many psychologists have pointed out the benefits which we derive

from forgetting and which to some extent balance the disadvantages.

Our discussion has revealed a number of causes why such forgetting

is necessary owing to the properties of the traces themselves.

(2) Unavailability of the Trace. The second point: unavailability

of the trace at the moment, though it is of enormous significance,

has as yet hardly been investigated. Probably there are many differ-

ent reasons which may prevent a trace from influencing a present

field. Here we take up a few examples to discover some of the causes.

How can we explain our search for a name, a process which has

been frequently discussed in psychological literature (notably by

G. E. Muller) ? For some reason or other I happen to think of a

person, a mountain, a town, but I cannot recall its name. Half an

hour, four hours, a day later, the name will suddenly emerge, a proof

that the failure to recall it originally cannot be due to a true loss of

the trace. The fact that the name comes to consciousness later may
also shed some light on the causes which shut off the old trace from

the new process. The situation of failing to recall a name is a situa-

tion of an incompleted task, i.e., the psychophysical field contains a

part system under stress which can only be relieved by the recall

of the name. That eventually such recall takes place forces us to

assume that this stress in the (Ego-) trace system must have had an

effect on the name trace system. We might venture to assume that

this stress in the Ego system has broken through a barrier which

shut off the name trace from the present field. If this assumption is

near the truth—and we have already shown why we have to assume

an influence of the Ego system upon the trace systems—then we
must conclude that the temporal stratification of traces is one of the

factors which determine their availability. A trace within its stratum

is connected with the Ego of the same stratum, but may be far

removed from the Ego of a later stratum. Such an hypothesis would

explain certain effects of frequency and recency upon recall. If a

process occurs at frequent intervals, then through aggregation of

the respective traces the developing trace system will be in com-

munication with different strata of the Ego system, and will be more

readily available for that reason. If the trace, on the other hand,

is of recent origin, its stratum will not be very far removed from

the present stratum, so that the barrier which might separate it will

be less strong.
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Mere temporal sequence, however, is but one factor in this com-

plex dynamic connection. Availability of the trace, in cases con-

sidered at the moment, depends upon proper connection between

the trace system and the Ego. Now this connection depends upon

a host of factors, among which the so-called conative ones are prob-

ably of paramount importance. If a trace is derived from a process

which was directly connected with a person’s interests, then it will

have its place in a field formed by processes of high intensity and

will be in particularly close connection with the Ego system. Such

traces then are favoured for many reasons. Belonging to a sphere

of interest, these traces will find ready a trace system with which

they will communicate, and ever new traces will be formed which

communicate with the same system, enlarging and stabilizing it

continually. For aggregation with its detrimental results is but one

of many ways in which traces can communicate. Instead of mere

aggregates, in which the individual members more or less lose their

identity and individuality, articulated gestalt systems may be built

up in which the individual members preserve their individuality

qua significant parts, in which they may even gain new dynamic

properties as the whole whose parts they are is enlarged. Moreover,

if aggregation takes place not between different members of the

same class, as in von Restorff’s experiments, but between more or

less identical experiences, then the mere aggregation will have a

conservative effect on the trace, a conclusion which is borne out by

the results of Perkins’s experiments which we discussed above. The
change towards symmetry was more rapid over a long time in-

terval when during this period no reproductions were made than

when during this time the figures were reproduced once or several

times.

Furthermore, as long as the interest lasts, not only do these factors

remain operative, but ever new Ego strata are being brought into

relation with the trace system, and this again makes it possible for

the trace system to communicate with more and more other, non-

Ego, trace systems. When the interest dies, all this is changed. The
large system which has been gradually built up may disintegrate

because parts of it may become connected with other interests. The
original trace will become more and more isolated and more and
more separated from the stratum of the present. In this sense we
can therefore subscribe to Bartlett’s thesis that traces are “interest-

determined, interest-carried” (see p. 519).

In our discussion of the executive we distinguished several cases
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according to the origin of the forces which started and controlled

it (Chapter VIII, p. 344). There were forces within the Ego sys-

tem, forces within the environmental field, and forces between these

two parts of the total field. The same distinction has to be applied

to our present problem : the availability of a trace may depend upon
either of the three factors, whereas so far we have only discussed

the third, the Ego-environmental forces. But what is true of these

is equally true of the others. How the survival of a trace depends

upon its connection with larger, environmental, trace systems, we
have already discussed. Its availability will also depend upon this

factor. A trace strongly organized within a larger trace system will,

on many occasions, be less available, though it has a higher survival

value, than a trace that has preserved a greater degree of independ-

ence. We shall revert to this in the next chapter when we discuss

thinking.

The same principles apply to pure Ego traces. Parts of the Ego
may gradually lose their connection with others, so that those traces

which belong to the isolated parts become less available. To some
extent this is a normal process, resulting from the development of

the Ego. The effects are, however, particularly striking in abnormal

cases, where the separation of some part of the Ego from the rest

has acute emotional causes. The fact that in such cases recall of

events, totally “forgotten” in normal life, is possible under hypnosis,

fits well into our theory, if we assume that in the hypnotic state

radical transformations of the Ego system occur.

(3) Failure of the Process to Communicate with an Otherwise

Available Trace. Whereas the first two causes of the non-availability

of traces for present processes lay in the traces themselves, the third

resides in the processes which fail to communicate with a trace

which other processes may easily connect with. Again there must

be various causes which account for that failure. Their nature will

become clear only after we have answered the converse question as

to the factors which produce communication between a present

process and a trace. The little that is known about this interaction

will be discussed in the next chapter. This last point, however, is no

longer, strictly speaking, a case of inability to remember, but one

where we fail to do so. And whether the cases of our second point

should be considered as the one or the other is a matter of taste,

depending upon our definition of inability. As a matter of fact, our

discussion of the causes of the non-availability of traces has shown
the relation in which the two types of forgetting which we formerly

distinguished stand to each other. We need hardly add that our
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three points are not meant to be mutually exclusive. In each con-

crete case all factors play some part, either conflicting with or re-

inforcing each other.

With this discussion we have established our theory of traces.

In the next chapter we shall investigate more specifically the role

which the trace systems play in actual processes.
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DEFINITION OF LEARNING

In our last chapter we developed a theory of “memorial fields,”

i.e., we tried to establish certain principles which explain why the

psychophysical field at any one moment is affected by events which

occurred in the past. We shall now test our trace theory by examin-

ing what light it sheds on those processes which evidendy depend

upon previous experience. In common parlance the term learning

is used to denote this problem. For a long time learned activities

were sharply distinguished from original or inherited ones, and a

number of theories were proposed to explain this difference and

with it the nature of learning. Lashley distinguishes five major types

of such theories, some of them including several special modifica-

tions, and finds none of them acceptable in view of the established

facts (1929 a, pp. 556 f.). It will not be necessary to repeat the

criticism of these theories after Lashley’s trenchant and lucid dis-

cussion, which was preceded and followed by other attacks (e.g.,

Koffka, 1928, and Tolman). Instead we shall discuss the meaning of

the term learning in order to have a safe basis for our own theory.

L“Learninjpr amounts to a change or modification of

_

behavkaii”

(Woodworth, p. 163), or more fully: “In general, however, we may
say that learning is taking place wherever behaviour shows a proves-

sive change or trend, with a repetition of the same stimulating situa-

tion and where the change cannot be accounted for on the basis

of fatigue or of receptor and effector changes” (Hunter, p. 564).^-

Humphrey, to quote lastly from this author, claims that modifica-

tion of behaviour, though a necessary criterion, is not a sufficient cri-

S2p
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terion of learning. “Where there is learning the later actions of the

series ordinarily differ from the earlier ones in the direction of the

organism’s advantage.” And: “In order then to exhibit learning, a

series of organic actions must first of all be such that later terms

presuppose earlier ones, which is the same thing as to say that

modification has taken place; but in addition the series will gen-

erally show a general approximation to an optimal term, optimal,

that is to say, from the point of view of systemic conservation”
]

(p. 105).

LEARNING AS ACCOMPLISHMENT AND AS PROCESS. THE POSITIONS

OF LASHLEY AND HUMPHREY

TAU three authors, and the last most clearly and consciously, de-

fine learning as an accomplishment and not as a process or per-

formance. Thus by their definition they raise the problem as to the

nature of the process or processes which account for this accom-

plishment, a problem which Lashley formulates in these terms:

“. . . we are justified in raising the question whether the concept of

learning or of memory embraces a unitary process which can be

studied as a single problem, or whether it may not instead cover

a great variety of phenomena having no common organic basis”

(p. 525) . Humphrey, on the other hand, intends to find such a com-

mon principle ii\ all learning accomplishmentOWe have seen in

Chapter X that [he rejects any theory of learning which intro-

duces a specific new factor different from those that explain other

types of behaviour. His positive thesis is that learning can be ex-

plained as an integrated reaction, integrated not only in space but

also in time. “.
. . it may be repeated that starting from the concep-

tion of the organism as reacting or adjusting to a single stimulus or

situation, learning must be considered as the process of making an

adjustment or total reaction to a total series of such stimuli or situa-

tions. It is essentially similar to the process familiar as the act of

responding to a situation by means of an integrative process. It in-

volves no new principle, but merely the extension of one already

known” (p. 104). “All integration is four dimensional, it is integra-

tion of organic processes, events, corresponding to external changes

that are four dimensional also. ... If, then, we regard the act of

‘associative memory’ not in itself but together with the preceding

acts that go to form the total relevant series, we have a unified

total Response to a four-dimensional Situation, requiring four-

dimensional integration of neural impulses” (p. 117). “Kohler’s

chimpanzee connected into a unity two sticks and the banana which
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were simultaneously presented in space. The animal’s reaction is to

the total spatio-temporal situation including these three specific ele-

ments, which the creative, integrative activity of the animal has

interrelated. In the same way the animal learning by repetition

effects a similar creative integration involving the similar elements

in the repeated situation” (pp. 119-20). “Learning has been defined

as the act of adjustment to a complex repetitive situation” (p. 124).

The difference between Lashley and Humphrey is more apparent

than real. It hinges on the term “common organic basis.” If this is

to mean that special “mechanism” involved in different acts of learn-

ing, Humphrey would agree thoroughly with Lashley; but by his

unitary theory of learning he means a community of principle or

law, which under different conditions, i.e., for different perform-

ances and in different individuals and species, may lead to very

different actual occurrences, but as such is nevertheless the same in

all of them. And this, Lashley in his turn might easily accept.

Criticism of Humphrey. As previously stated I am in full accord

with Humphrey in his attempt at explaining learning, or memory,
without the introduction of a special faculty. But his solution, as

presented in the preceding quotations, seems to me at least incom-

plete. I am not certain whether I understand Humphrey correctly;

therefore the following critical remarks, although aimed at him,

may not strike him; even so they would not be entirely lost inas-

much as they deal with a position which it is tempting to take.

Four-dimensional Organization. We have argued ourselves (in

Chapter X) that reality cannot be treated in terms of space alone,

that the time dimension must necessarily be included. From this in-

sight it is easy to pass on to a theory in which the four-dimensional

space-time continuum plays the same role which the three-dimen-

sional space continuum plays in spatial organization, a role in which

all four dimensions are absolutely equivalent. Such a theory, if it

'svere tenable, would solve many of our problems much more directly

and simply. We might, e.g., consider a one-dimensional structure

in this four-dimensional continuum different from a point, like a

melody. And then we could say that the melody was organized in

the time dimension just as a curve is organized in space-dimensions.

I resisted this temptation in the case of the melody, and other

temporal units, because it seemed to me to be no more than a formal

analogy devoid of a concrete dynamical meaning. Since I shall now
criticize Humphrey’s application of a similar conception to learning

I shall omit a detailed discussion of my refusal to treat time units

in this manner. Moreover, several of my reasons are implicitly con-
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tained in my earlier arguments. My criticism of Humphrey starts

from his concept of the total four-dimensional situation to which

there is a total and unified response. The quotation from page 105

given on page 530 continues: “Because the series consists of related

terms it is a unity.” I find both terms, “total situation” and “four-

dimensionally integrated reaction,” inadequate not because they

are intrinsically bad, but because without further elaboration they

are not concrete enough. How is the “total situation” to be defined ?

We saw the difficulty inherent in this concept when it is used in a

purely spatial connotation (see Chapter IV, pp. 158 f.). How much
more difficult does it become when the time dimension is included!

Without modification the “total situation” is the whole spatio-

temporal life history of the person. But no process is explained if it

is referred to this practically infinite mass of events. Humphrey,
very appropriately, speaks of repetitions of a stimulus situation which

form a total situation in their entirety, i.e., he specifies “total situa-

tions” so as to mean something different for each special occasion.

If I learn to type, the former occasions on which I practised, together

with the present, form the total situation; if I try to learn to play

tennis, all my efforts in this direction make the total situation, etc.,

etc. Therefore, the specific total situation cannot simply be taken

for granted; instead we must explain why certain past events and

not others join with the present occasion to form a total situation.

The mere recourse to four-dimensional space-time avails us nothing

in the solution of this problem. The same conclusion arises from
a different starting point. Not all objects “learn,” although they all

occur and behave in the four-dimensional continuum. A billiard ball

is “as good” when it is brand new as after it has been used for years,

because it is so elastic that it regains its original shape after each

deformation produced by cue or cannoning ball. For the billiard

ball the past does not exist. Therefore, objects which have memory,
be they pieces of wire or human organisms, must be different from
billiard balls, in the sense that they never regain their old status

completely, once they have been affected. We called the change

which cannot be completely annihilated in objects with memory, a

trace. By means of this concept, finally, we were able to overcome

another difficulty inherent in Humphrey’s four-dimensional total

situation: the difficulty, namely, how the past can affect the present

(see Chapter X, p. 429), a difficulty which seems to me not solved

by the mere reference to space-time.

Let us now turn to the second term, the unity of the learning

series, the four-dimensionally integrated reaction. While our attitude
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to the first, the four-dimensional total situation, was to consider it

incomplete without the assumption of traces and ^ principle of

selection, our attitude to the second must be somewhat different.

The term applies very well to melodies and other temporal units.

But does it apply in the same way to the progressive learning series?

Humphrey, although he has not discussed the example of the mel-

ody, has seen this difficulty. He compares an ordinary purposive ac-

tivity with learning activities and claims that they are essentially

similar in nature. “The fact that learning ordinarily implies an inter-

mittent series of actions, the animal being put into the maze three

times a day, for example, while in the interval it is in its cage, does

not constitute an essential difference between the purposive and the

learned activity. For many ‘purposes’ are interrupted in the same

way” (p. 127). Now one may well admit that interruptions qua in-

terruptions do not constitute an essential difference between the two
kinds of activities and yet may withhold assent to the statement that

therefore the two activities are essentially similar. For a purposive

activity or a melody completed after an interruption is still one and
the same action or melody. The dynamic situation is such that the

completion is demanded and that the interruption has the function

of an obstacle. But the repetition of a purposive action or of a melody

is not the same action or melody as the first; there need be nothing

in the dynamic situation that demands repetition. The second occur-

rence, besides being numerically different, will also in many cases

be qualitatively different—that is what we call learning, and that

is what we want to explain. To call the first and the second event

together a total reaction seems to me neither to be correct nor to

supply that explanation. It is not correct in the sense in which one

action or melody is a total reaction, for in these all parts demand
and support each other in one continuous process, or if the pur-

posive act is interrupted before completion, at least in one directed

tension. Particularly in the melody the end requires the middle and

the beginning and derives its meaning from them, while in the

repetitions of one and the same event no such relation necessarily

holds. If, for instance, a person could execute a perfect tennis stroke

the first time he made it, all the training that is ordinarily necessary

would be superfluous. A perfect stroke is a perfect stroke and no

different whether it is executed after much or little practice. Fur-

thermore, often enough the repetition occurs undemanded by the

earlier occasions. That means: the later process, which derives some
of its characteristics from the earlier ones, often requires the occur-

rence of some event in the geographical environment that is con-
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tingent or adventitious with regard to the previous events. These

previous events are over and done with, they contain in themselves

no factor that can produce an occasion for the renewed occurrence

of a similar event. A very simple example: a person comes for the

first time in his life to a place where there is heavy snow. He will

find walking through the slippery streets a very difficult task. If

the snow stays on the ground, he will gradually become more sure-

footed, but his action of walking on it is over when he has reached

his destination, and whether the snow stays or goes or whether a

new blizzard presents him with new opportunities for “practising”

has nothing to do with his accomplishment. This, contingency of

the occasions that are necessary for the repetition of the processes

again makes it impossible for me to accept the sum of the subse-

quent repetitions as one total response.

Learning as Process. When Does It Take Place? This criticism

of some of Humphrey’s concepts does not, however, imply that we
disagree with him in his general position that learning must be

explained without the introduction of a new specific principle. To
see this, and thereby how close our position is to Humphrey’s, we
shall analyze some learning activities raising the question when
in these activities learning takes place. Since the greater part of

learning occurs without the intention to learn, we shall choose cases

of this kind. They include all animal learning, for an animal in its

trials runs for food or to escape punishment, or to explore, or for

some other reasons, but certainly not in order to learn. The same
is true of many human activities, such as the one last discussed, the

improvement of a person’s ability to walk on slippery streets, and
also of the acquisition of language by an infant, or the “learning of

the lesson of experience” in the social situations of the adult; here

the behaviour is directed towards good and tactful conduct, and
again not towards learning.

But let us start from a simple example. How does the stranger

from a more clement climate learn to walk safely over frozen

ground.!^ Let us, for simplicity’s sake, assume that already on the

second occasion he is more skilful. Is this second performance the

learning? Certainly not; it is, as everyone will agree, a learned

activity to the extent that it is dependent upon the first. Then the

first performance must be the learning activity, and yet it had
nothing to do with learning qua learning, but served only the pur-

pose of going from one place to another. As such, then, it has no

claim to he called a learning activity, whereas viewed retrospectively

from the improved second performance it must be so called. What
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is true o£ the first holds equally for the second, for a third per-

formance would show a new improvement, and so forth.

Learning and Traces. This case is typical, and it shows that any

activity might be called a learning activity, provided it fulfilled

some special conditions which we shall state later. This proposition

might look like a purely verbal solution of a real problem, but this

is not its intent. We can show in what respect, or why, an activity

is a learning activity. Supposing that the organism, after a process

had occurred in its psychophysical field, returned completely to its

old state, like the billiard ball of our previous discussion. Then each

process occurring on repeated occasions would be similar to the first

process, differing from it only inasmuch as the external conditions,

or the desires and interests of the organism, were different. But the

former performances could not be responsible for improvement in

the later ones: the same system exposed to the same forces for a

number of times must react each time in exactly the same manner.

As a response to the set of external and internal conditions the first

response is thus not learning response, for it might be the same
as it is now if the organism were totally “elastic,” i.e., if it re-instated

its old condition completely after the performance is past. But we
know that the organism is not of this kind; it cannot return to its

old state because the process itself effects a permanent change in it,

the trace. Such a changed organism, if exposed a second time to

the same stimulus situation, must, qua different organism, behave

differently the second time from what it did the first time. There-

fore the first performance, inasmuch as it leaves a trace, is a learn-

ing process, provided we use modification of behaviour as synony-

mous with learning, a usage which Humphrey has criticized for

good reasons, reserving the term learning for such modifications

as show “improvement.” Improvement looks like a purely prag-

matic criterion. Although I agree with Humphrey that it is not, but

points to a much more essential feature of the modification, I shall

leave this point open for the moment. At present it is sufficient

to point out that the process by leaving a trace must modify later

processes in some respects, improvement being but one of the pos-

sibilities. But all possibilities of modification, whether we dub them

learning or not, must be derivable from the same principle, the

special kind of modification depending upon the particular nature

of the case in a manner to be discussed presently.

Our Theory Consistent with Humphrey’s Main Principle. But

first it will be worth our while to consider how far we have lived

np to Humphrey’s principle that no new factor is to be introduced to
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explain learning. The result of such reflection must be that we have

not violated this postulate. We included in our explanation nothing

but the process itself with its effect on the organism, called a trace.

This is no new assumption. It is not self-evident that a process

should leave no trace, and therefore the assumption of such a trace

is not the introduction of a new factor. The organism is in this re-

spect similar to many inorganic systems. Therefore, if we use the

term in the widest possible sense, it is perfectly correct to say that

every process is in some respect a learning process.

Learning and Repetition. This wide use of the term has, however,

its disadvantages. To quote again from Humphrey: “A burnt child

that used its experience in order to acquire deftness in plunging its

hands into the flames would be a candidate for an institution” (p.

105). To give a different example: repetition may lead to bad habits

as well as to good ones; thus it is very difficult to learn to pronounce

a word correctly once one has acquired the habit of pronouncing

it incorrectly, a fact I know well from my own experience.^ The
same is true in acquiring a motor skill, be it the proper stroke at

tennis, the position of the body in skiing, or anything else. One may
easily start ‘‘wrong” and then acquire bad habits which will prevent

one from really “learning” the desired activity. In such cases prac-

tice does not lead to an “optimum,” regarded from the point of

view of adjustment to the specific situation, even though the mod-
ifications produced by such bad practice may have a direction to-

wards a final term. And so we can now resume the question which

we held in abeyance as to the causes which determine the role of

practice or repetition; whether it leads to real learning in Humph-
rey’s sense, to bad habits, or has no effect at all. An example for this

last case is taken from Kohler’s anthropoid work. The reader may
remember that one of the problems set to the apes required the

stacking of boxes for the attainment of the goal. This activity be-

came a real pastime for the animals, which practised it continually

over a long period, with the striking result that they showed no

improvement whatever. Their stacking was, at the end as at the

beginning, a mere piling of one box on top of one or two others

without any regard to the stability of the structure achieved. Only
because of their great skill and uncanny bodily balance were they

able to reach the suspended fruit before the shaky edifice on which

^This is in no contradiction to Dunlap’s position that a bad habit is most easily

broken by repetition. For in the cases considered by him the bad repetition takes

place with the knowledge that it is bad, and that introduces of course an entirely

new set of conditions.
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they stood collapsed. Kohler’s film and to some extent the pictures

in his book show the nature of this performance which will raise

the hair of the spectator. Why, however, was there no improve-

ment? Why did the traces of the previous performances not in-

fluence the execution of the later ones so as to make them progres-

sively better and better? Why, otherwise expressed, was the prac-

tice of the apes in box stacking so different in its effects from the

practice of a human pupil in a typewriting school ?

Repetition of Accomplishment and Repetition of Process. No ex

planation can be given as long as one thinks of these activities in

terms of accomplishment. If one activity improves through prac-

tice while another one does not, the reason must be that the traces

are different in the two kinds of practice in such a way that this

difference accounts for the difference in the effect of practice. This

does not mean that the traces of the two accomplishments, typing

and box stacking, are thus different; for one could think of condi-

tions under which practice with the typewriter causes no gain in

typing ability—e.g., when a child plays with it before he can read

or write—and conversely box stacking by human beings may very

well be improved by practice. Therefore the processes which pro-

duce the traces must be different in two activities which show such

different effects of practice, no matter whether these processes cor-

respond to the same or to different accomplishments. In the case

of the apes, box stacking was merely the action of getting one on
top of the other; the aspect of doing this in a mechanically stable

way, involving definite spatial relationships of the top of the lower

and the bottom of the higher box, was totally absent from their

behaviour, i.e., from the processes which actually occurred in their

psychophysical field, and therefore also from the traces which these

processes left behind. But the trace field as a remnant of a process

distribution has nothing in it to influence a new process occurring

under similar stimulus conditions that would make the process dis-

tribute itself in a direction different from the one to which it owes

its existence. Rather, the ordinary facts of practice prove that repeti-

tion of activity A will create an aggregated trace system of such a

kind that activity A will become more stable and regular and thereby

exclude variation into a very different activity B. Applied to the box

stacking this means that improvement of this performance can occur

in the direction of greater stability of the structures created only

when at one stage in the series of building activities the process itself

has something to do with this stability so that the trace left by it can

influence the following performance. Generally speaking, if an ac-
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complishment X involves the aspects A, B, C . . . ,
then improve-

ment can occur only in those aspects which were, in however low a

degree, also represented in the process and were thereby left in the

trace system. Since every accomplishment is of this type, repeti-

tion can lead to improvement only to the extent to which the partial

aspects are present in performances. If, in accomplishing X, I have

not performed A, although I have accomplished it, this perform-

ance will have no practice effect for the future accomplishment of

A, however much practice effect it may have on other aspects of X
which were part of my actual performance.

Repetition of Occasion. Its Two Functions. Consequently repeti-

tion of the same accomplishment may have very different effects if

during this series an aspect A occurs for the first time. Before this

occurrence repetition can have no effect for A; afterwards it can.

Repetition of the occasion, therefore, has a double function for

learning. On the one hand it gives a number of opportunities for

the particular process to occur for the first time. Up to that point

it has no influence on later performances of this process. On the

other hand, once the particular process has occurred each repetition

will add to the particular trace system or aggregate and thereby

exert an influence on later performances. Since repetitions have thus

a different function before and after a critical occasion the mere
counting of repetitions per se does not seem to be valuable for a

better understanding of the learning process unless the experimenter

knows beforehand that the process in the development of which he

is interested occurred at the first repetition. Therefore, much ex-

perimental work on memory possesses less significance than has been

attributed to it.

Repetition of Process and Tolman’s Position: the Law of

Frequency. According to our theory repetition affects learning di-

rectly only qua repetition of the process. This seems at first sight

to be in contradiction to Tolman’s position, although a closer in-

spection seems to me to reveal that the two positions are more or

less identical. Tolman distinguishes between two meanings of the

law of frequency, one of which he considers correct; the other, the

one usually given to it, he shows to be contradicted by the facts.

“The Law of Exercise . . . holds, we shall assert, when that which

is meant by exercise is frequent and recent repetition of the whole

stimulus situation, irrespective of whether in the given trial the

animal chooses a correct or an incorrect path. Exercise in this sense

means the frequency and recency with which the whole problem,

as a problem, is met and responded to” (p. 346). “In the second
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meaning of the Law of Exercise . . . what is meant by frequent

and recent exercise seems to be frequent and recent ‘differential’

exercise upon the correct path at the expense of the incorrect paths”

(p. 347). These statements might be read so as to contain a theory

the direct opposite of the one here presented. Tolman’s true law
seems to treat repetition as repetition of an accomplishment, the false

as that of a performance and process, whereas in our theory the roles

were exactly reversed. But as already pointed out, this impression

would be erroneous. From Tolman’s apt and trenchant refutation of

the false interpretation it appears that in this form of the theory

repetition really means accomplishment, and from the later state-

ment of his own law, that the first interpretation really refers to per-

formance or process. It is hardly necessary to devote much space to

the interpretation rejected by Tolman, since its main supporter,

Thorndike, has repudiated it himself on account of his own ex-

tended experiments. I shall only demonstrate by one example why
Tolman’s criticism can be translated into the terms: accomplishment

vs. process. If an animal learns to run through the correct path

because all blind alleys are blocked, then his process of running

through these correct paths leads to the same accomplishment as

that of an animal which makes a perfect run after having learned

the maze with the blinds unobstructed, but qua process it is totally

different. To run through the only open path is different from run-

ning over a path which at various points forks in two or more direc-

tions so as to necessitate a choice. Only when choice can occur dur-

ing the learning will the performance have the “choice” character,

otherwise it will not, and therefore an animal which has been trained

with entrances of culs-de-sac blocked has not learned “the maze”;
i.e., it will commit errors as soon as the blocks are removed. Toiman
reproduces a quotation from Carr, from whose work this example is

taken. With the omission of the first sentence this quotation follows:

“.
. . a certain number of errors must be made and eliminated be-

fore the subject is ever able to run the maze correctly. Correct modes
of response are established in part by learning what not to do.”

LEARNING WHAT NOT TO DO. Carr’s highly instructive results offer

a convincing argument against a wrong interpretation of the role

of repetition. But Carr’s words as just quoted do not do full justice

to this significance, because Carr speaks in terms of accomplishment

and not of performance. It is perfectly true to say, as he does, that

in order to learn what to do we must also learn what not to do,

but this statement, referring as it does to accomplishments, must be

translated into terms of performance or process. Let us try to do
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this for the maze experiments under discussion. When the animal

comes to a fork in the maze for the first time and enters a blind

alley, this part of its behaviour is no different from the rest. When
it then runs against the barrier and has to retrace its steps, some-

thing new may happen: the cul-de-sac may become a different kind

of path from the ones it has traversed so far; and even its behaviour

in running to the barrier may thereby become changed from “a con-

tinuation of the original run” into a “deviation.” Now this change

cannot, of course, occur in the process of this run itself, but in its

recent trace system. The assumption that a recent trace may be

changed by later processes is by no means introduced to explain just

this particular case. It is a very common experience in music. Let

a piece begin with the notes: c e d g . . . and after the second or

third tone c will have become established as the “tonic”; but in

another piece, which begins with c f e d . . . , f will assume this

role and c that of the dominant. Another example is a statement

such as this: “A motorist comes to a big sign: ‘Fine for Parking’

and there he parks.” The last word of this sentence changes the

meaning of the word “fine.” Although puns are particularly fit for

demonstrating this transformation, it occurs continually as we listen

to speech; words gain their full meaning only from others that pre-

cede or follow after them.

Therefore we may now return to our maze. The wall at the end

of the blind alley may retroactively change its behavioural character-

istic and thereby also the behavioural aspect of the running through

the alley, i.e., its nature as a process or performance. Thereby the

other end of the fork will also be affected; in contrast to a “devia-

tion” it will, eventually, become “the true path.” Thus taking this

path is, qua process, different for this animal which had the chance

of entering a blind from what it is for an animal that finds all

blinds blocked. Thus we have translated the “learning what to do
by learning what not to do” from accomplishment language into

process language. At the same time we have prepared an explana-

tion of the role of success in learning.

Let us return to Tolman’s two interpretations of the Law of Exer-

cise. We see now that the second, which he rejects, is a law of ac-

complishment and therefore at fault. His first interpretation, viz.,

repetition of the whole stimulus situation irrespective of the fact

of the animal’s behaving correctly or incorrectly in it, is accept-

able because it leaves room for the two functions of repetition which

we deduced above (p. 538). Repetition of the same stimulus sit-

uation gives a chance for the arousal of the correct process, and after
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it has been aroused its repetition will strengthen it, because what is

now repeated is the proper process and not a process which leads

to the same accomplishment only under the particular conditions.

But so far the Law of Exercise is, strictly speaking, not a law. When
Tolman eventually formulates his law of frequency, he does it in

terms of process: frequency and recency of the particular process

will favour its recurrence. Since he expresses it in his own elaborate

terminology which I do not want to explain here, I refrain from
quoting his text (on p. 365 of his book).

THREE PROBLEMS INVOLVED IN LEARNING

We can summarize the preceding discussion in this way: the ac-

complishment of learning as a modification of behaviour can be

analyzed on its process side into three different constituents: (i) the

arousal of a specific (the “correct'') process; (2) the trace of this

process; (3) the effect of this trace on later processes. In an earlier

analysis (1925 a, 1928) I distinguished two problems of learning:

the problem of achievement and the problem of memory. The
problem of achievement refers to the first point of our analysis,

the problem of memory to the two last. In our present treatment we
have already dealt extensively with point (2) of our analysis, the

formation and change of traces (in the last two chapters). In this

and the next chapter we shall discuss the first and third point. That

learning necessarily implies all three points is easy to demonstrate.

If no new process ever occurred, there would by definition be no

learning. If the new process left no trace, a recurrence of the condi-

tions would not lead to an improved performance and the same

would be true if the trace failed to influence the newly aroused

process. The interconnection of the three problems is still closer.

True enough, the arousal of a new process does not necessarily pre-

suppose the existence of traces. At some time or other in the early

history of each individual organism new processes must occur with-

out pre-existing traces, and that such processes would possess their

own intrinsic order has been shown in the discussion of Chapters

IV and V. It is quite a fascinating task to speculate how much a

fictitious organism without any memory could achieve. We men-

tioned before that a person who, the first time he tried, could strike

a tennis ball as well as a champion player would need no practice,

and that means also no memory for this skill, and we might go on

pursuing this line of thought. However, we shall leave this highly

s^^gestive speculation to the reader who will, if he makes the at-
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tempt, discover easily enough for himself whether God needs

memory or for which of his functions he needs it.

The Circular Relation Between Process and Trace as the Cause

of Mental Development. We shall stay on this earth, and there new
processes occur in systems already endowed with traces; it is this fact

alone that makes mental development intelligible. For by occur-

ring in trace-endowed systems processes will be influenced by these

traces, and the novelty of a process itself may in a large measure

be due to the traces. Such a new process leaves a new trace in its

wake, which in its turn may contribute to the arousal of another

new process which without it could not have arisen. Thus by pro-

cesses making traces, and traces processes, the system is bound to

develop if for the moment we mean by development the production

of ever new processes. It is obvious that development in this sense

depends entirely on the effects that traces can exert on later proc-

esses, i.e., on the solution of our problem (3).

Associationism and the Problem of Achievement. Traditional

empiricism, which in the preceding chapters I so frequently made
the butt of my criticism, has been the failure I consider it to be

because it never recognized the full import of this problem. And
this lack of insight is closely related to its complete elimination of the

first problem, our problem of achievement. Empiricism has been

based on two basic concepts: sensation and association. The first of

these two has been criticized in an earlier chapter (Chapter III, p.

103 f.)
;
the second one requires a few words of comment. I shall for-

bear to go into the long history of associationism. Suffice it to say

that in this history the concept, while becoming more and more
sharply defined, was at the same time narrowed down to one and
only one type of relation. Whereas originally several kinds of associa-

tion had been distinguished, viz., association by contiguity, by sim-

ilarity, and by contrast, only the first survived in the process of de-

velopment, reaching its climax in the concept of the conditioned

reflex. Association by contiguity established a purely existential and

external relation between any two events that happen to occur in

spatial or temporal neighbourhood. The associative bond between the

two items A and B is, according to strict associationism, due exclu-

sively to their occurring together and is quite independent of the

intrinsic characteristics of A and B. Radical associationism will even

explain the differences between A and B, apart from differences in

sensory content—blue, red, loud, sweet, etc.—by association: since

association obtains as a rule not between “simple sensations”—

a

concept which was a crux in every associationistic system—^but be-
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tween perceived objects, these objects were themselves explained as

complexes of sensations held together by particularly strong associa-

tive bonds. Thus associationists were by the very extension of their

fundamental assumption prevented from ascribing any importance

to the intrinsic qualities of the associated items, all such items differ-

ing from each other merely in associative combination and the sense

qualities of their elementary constituents. Associationism was there-

fore bound to react violently against gestalt theory, which, as we
demonstrated in the preceding chapters, has a very definite and im-

portant place for real intrinsic differences between behavioural ob-

jects, intrinsic differences which are not reducible to association. The
most detailed and impassioned associationistic attack against gestalt

theory came from G. E. Muller, who published a special monograph
against it (1923). Since Kohler (1925 a) replied extensively to this

attack, showing the inconsistencies of Muller s arguments and the

ad hoc hypotheses which again and again he had to attach to his

old system in order to deal with facts discovered by gestalt theorists,

I need not pursue this matter any further.

The one important point for us to note about associationism is

that it knows only one kind of connection or interaction between

elements, that of association. Wherever parts of a larger whole are

found to hang together in some way or other, such communication

is described and treated as association, a purely external and existen-

tial bond. Thus the members of a learned series of nonsense syllables

are not only associated one with the other—in various degrees, ac-

cording to proximity and other factors—but also with the place

they occupy in the total series, which in persons with imaginal

diagrams like number-forms means association with a spatial locus,

just as a quotation, whose position on the page we remember, is in

this view associated with the particular part of the page. Similarly,

if we see a square and not four lines, it is because these four lines

have become associated, and so forth.

Such a theory can know no real problem of achievement. The new
process which is to be learned, i.e., strengthened by repetition, is

always a process of association, and since its one cause was consid-

ered to be contiguity, no problem even arose as to what produced

such a new association. As far as I know, associationism, which

based its theory on experiments of the rote learning type, has never

felt the need to tackle this problem. A new situation for association-

ism arose, however, when the experimental base was changed. We
gain a new point of view for evaluating the achievement of Thorn-

dike’s first animal experiments when we compare them with the
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experiments invented, refined, and almost endlessly repeated in Ger-

many. For in Thorndike’s experiments an animal has truly to learn

something new which is not presented to it readymade as the non-

sense syllables are to the human subject. Therefore something like

our problem of achievement arose; how does the animal arrive at

the correct response for the first time? But Thorndike’s association-

ism prevented him from seeing the real significance of this problem,

because he never doubted that associationism, or “connectionism”

—

an even more rigid form of the same general way of thinking—was

the only way of explaining it. And so he invented his principle of

multiple response, in which all responses that the animal can make
in any situation are lying ready within the animal as inherited reflex

connections. I have discussed Thorndike’s theories in another book

(1928, pp. 130, 138, 180 f.), and therefore refrain from repeating my
argument. Against its critical tendency I want here to emphasize

the great potential gain which psychology derived from the change

of method introduced by Thorndike, a change of method which

has prepared the way for the recognition of the true problem and
has tremendously broadened the discussion of the problem of learn-

ing by the introduction of the much debated law of success which
we shall discuss later.

LEARNING DEFINED BY PROCESS

Let us briefly summarize what we have gained, by giving a new
explanatory definition of learning. Learning, as the modification of

an accomplishment in a certain direction, consists in creating trace

systems of a particular \ind, in consolidating them, and in making
them more and more available both in repealed and in new situa-

tions. This describes learning because available traces modify new
processes and thereby achieve modification of behaviour and ac-

complishment.

Consolidation of Traces. Little need be said about the consolida-

tion of traces, for we have discussed in various parts of our last

chapter a number of causes which counteract consolidation. We may
summarize these discussions in our present context by saying that

consolidation will be achieved by stable articulate organization. In-

articulate organization, mere aggregation, is detrimental to con-

solidation, as von RestorfI has shown, and similarly traces of chaotic

processes are unstable. Articulate organization has two aspects. In

the first place the individual trace may be more or less articulate, in

the second the trace may be a more or less articulate and significant

part in one or several larger trace systems. Thus repetition may play
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a third role which we have not yet discussed. If the same process

occurs repeatedly in different contexts it may gain, stability by the

place it assumes in the trace systems of each of these contexts.

The rules which we have laid down for consolidation are not mere
empirical rules but follow direcdy from our laws of organization.

We know that segregation and unification require inhomogeneity

and vary directly with the degree of inhomogeneity. In “aggregates”

each trace finds itself in a quasi-homogeneous environment and must

for that reason lack stability. Conversely, an “isolated” trace is a

region of inhomogeneity, and for that reason stable. But we saw

that degree of inhomogeneity is by no means the only factor deter-

mining organization. We found besides such factors as good con-

tinuation and closure. If we apply these to traces we are led to our

rule that articulate organization favours stability. For a trace which
forms a “good” part of a larger system is maintained by the forces

of the whole system, while one that does not conform to the pattern

of the whole will be exposed to forces within this whole which tend

to change it.

A New Double Role of Repetition: A Paradox. Yet this cannot

be enough. Repetition is without a doubt, to a certain extent and
under definite conditions, a very powerful factor in stabilizing traces.

This fact introduces into our theory a sort of paradox which we shall

have to solve. For we saw that repetition cannot mean the strength-

ening of one trace but the building up of a trace system composed of

as many members as there are repetitions. Thus we obtain neces-

sarily an aggregate of traces which should interfere with consolida-

tion. This seems paradoxical in viev/ of the beneficial role which

repetition plays in all learning, but in reality it is not. For the effect

which we have just derived from our theory, interference with the

stability of a trace by repetition of a process, actually occurs. There

is loss of consolidation of the single individual traces which we are

apt to overlook because it is accompanied by a gain in the stability

of the trace system. When we learn to type, the individual lessons

will soon be forgotten, and the clumsy movements which we orig-

inally executed will at a later stage be impossible; i.e., the traces of

the first lessons have become changed by the aggregate of traces

which has been produced by the many repetitions and is responsible

for the improvement of the skill. Similarly, when we stay in a room

for any length of time, we get a great number of impressions of it

by moving about or merely letting our eyes roam. But only a few

of them can be recalled. It is needless to give more examples. It is

quite generally confirmed that repetition interferes with the in-
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dividual traces, just as von Restorffs theory demands. At the

same time, however, the trace system becomes more and more
fixed, it acquires a greater and greater influence on future pro-

cesses. It is therefore at least a plausible hypothesis to assume that

the extension of the trace system is one of the factors which
determine its efficacy, an extension which is steadily increased

with each new repetition. Perhaps this conclusion should be cor-

related with Lashley’s discovery that the extent to which beha-

viour deteriorates through brain injury is a direct function of

the amount of tissue destroyed. Be this as it may, our paradox

has been solved; we understand now how repetition can be bene-

ficial to learning despite its destructive influence on individual traces.

Availability of Traces. Our discussion of the aspect of learning

which concerns the availability of traces can be equally short. At the

end of the last chapter we have said all we can say about the causes

of availability. The applications to the learning process are too

obvious to require further elaboration. Only one point may be added.

In introducing the present topic we distinguished availability for

identical or very similar and for different and new situations.

The Transfer Problem Generalized. The latter has a great deal

to do with the transfer problem. The name transfer implies that

psychologists considered it as the “normal” case that a trace should

influence a similar process, and therefore gave the name of transfer

to cases where performances of one kind exerted, through their

traces, an influence on different performances not separately prac-

tised. But this mode of treating the general problem, practical as it

is for a number of special problems, does not seem to be entirely

adequate to the fundamental problem of learning, if by learning

we mean any influence exerted by a trace on a later performance.

Viewed in this broad frame, the effect of a trace or a trace system

on processes similar to those which have produced them is but a

special case, and to consider it as the normal may easily distort our

view of the problems involved. For we do not really know of what
kind this influence is. It has to be studied in the same way as any

other influence. Methodologically it is most simple to investigate

learning by repetition of process, and the greater bulk of the vast

literature on learning has used this method. But it would be wrong
to ascribe a special importance or unique significance to a special

case merely because it is most amenable to scientific treatment. A
rat, to give an example, can be trained to go to the food box of a

maze by being put intp the entrance box in a hungry condition and
being fed each time it reaches the food compartment. But experi-
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ments on so-called “latent learning,” emphasized by Tolman (pp-

343£.), have proved that a rat also learns the maze to a consider-

able extent if before the “critical runs,” when it is hungry and finds

food in the food chambers, it has been allowed to roam about the

maze freely and explore it thoroughly. Here roaming around, fol-

lowing all sorts of different paths, has the effect that the “true” path

is taken with far fewer errors than it would have been had the other

activity not preceded the “critical” one. Cases like this demonstrate

the inadequacy of the term transfer. If we called the effect of the

latent learning a transfer, then we ought to know, or assume, what

the direct, non-transfer, effect of the exploring runs is. Does the ani-

mal in these experiments learn directly to follow a very special path,

an acquisition which can be “transferred” to a new, the “true,” path.?

Certainly not. The animals do not, in these experiments, become

fixed to any particular pattern of alleys before the critical runs begin.

What they acquire is an orientation within the maze, a sort of

“plan” of the maze. This acquisition, which has a direct effect on

the discovery of the true path, is in itself a case where traces of one

kind of process, i.e., roaming about, gradually produce another

process, i.e., knowing the layout of the maze.

Possible Conflict Between Two Kinds of Availability. Drill.

How traces become more available for such new processes is a ques-

tion we cannot yet even begin to answer. All we can say is that it

must depend upon the nature of the trace and the new process. How-
ever, one conclusion seems fairly safe : conditions which make a trace

more and more available for mere repetition of one process will often

make it at the same time less available for other processes. Thus the

educator should be very conscious of his aims when he decides

whether to apply drill or not. Drill will no doubt make the traces

more and more available for one kind of activity, but it may at the

same time narrow down the range of availability.

Formation of Traces. The ‘‘New” Process. We are then left with

the first of the three effects found necessary for learning (see p. 544),

the creation of the proper trace. Since traces are created by processes,

this leads us to a consideration of process itself with regard to

learning. We said before that any process might be considered as a

learning process inasmuch as its repetition would, qua repetition, be

different from the first occurrence. Therefore, when in our present

context we treat of the first arousals of processes, we must be as in-

clusive as possible. We are dealing here with the problem previously

named the problem of achievement; but this name is apt to bias

our attitude towards the problem; we think of processes not easily
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aroused, achieved the first time with more or less difficulty, and by

their very occurrence raising the intellectual level of the organism.

But important as such cases are, they are not the only ones that

must be considered now; we must include in our survey every new
process, unconcerned with the degree of difficulty with which it is

aroused. When we see an ink blot of a new shape, this perception

is a new process; when we walk through a picture gallery and

see new pictures, other new processes occur; again when we hear

for the first time a new simple tune, or a complex piece of music.

If we contrast with these cases the understanding of a mathematical

proof or, even better, the discovery or invention of such a proof,

we see the enormous variety of processes, different in quality and

in ease of arousal; at the same time we see that with regard to

the second point the difference is a graded one. There are not only

cases where the process is aroused at once by the forces of the

proximal stimuli and others where a long and laborious effort is

necessary to produce it; there are numberless intermediate cases,

as exemplified by the complex piece of music which we under-

stand better with each new repetition. All cases, however, have one

aspect in common: at a definite moment in the life history of the

organism a certain process must arise for the first time and leave a

corresponding trace which remains as a condition for an unlimited

number of later processes. That this condition itself is not im-

mutable we have discussed in the two preceding chapters, notably

in our theory of forgetting. But the fact remains that potentially

every new process may affect later processes through its trace, so

that each process alters the organism, i.e., is a process of learning.

Therefore our scientific attitude with regard to this accomplishment

must of necessity be unduly limited if we view learning only as

either rote learning or the acquisition of a motor skill, or the grad-

ually improved performances in mazes or puzzle boxes. It is clear

how emphasis on rote learning has led to the theory of associations,

and how this theory in its turn has influenced the explanation of

the other accomplishments first enumerated. If we free ourselves

from the limitations imposed upon older theories by too narrow and
one-sided a selection of empirical material, we shall gain a much
broader view of the processes occurring in progressive learning.

“Innate” and “Acquired.” At the same time the time-honoured
distinction between innate and acquired processes gains a new as-

pect. As I have pointed out elsewhere (1932) it is wrong to speak

of innate processes. What is innate is structure, structure which will

carry processes only when special forces arouse them. Even the first
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processes, which occur when the organism has as yet no traces, can-

not be called innate: they are the reactions of the traceless organism

to a definite set of stimuli.

To stress this point may seem pedantic. Nobody can have meant
anything else when he spoke of innate processes. But pedantry, as

the making explicit of what previously had been at best implicit,

may be very valuable by formulating the assumptions contained in

a theory, so that one knows what they are and what they are not.

In our case the formulation that structure is innate but processes

are not, adds very definitely to the understanding of the nature-

nurture dichotomy. For it makes it explicit that each process de-

pends upon a set of conditions, of which the innate structure is one,

the factual stimuli are another, and the laws of organization a third.

That the second factor was extraneous to the dilemma of inherited

vs. acquired would have been admitted by everyone, although it

would not have appeared as a particularly important point. But

that the third factor also lies entirely beyond this distinction has been

overlooked for the mere fact that organization itself played no role

in traditional systems of psychology. The result was that when
gestalt psychologists introduced the concept of organization, other

psychologists, accustomed to think in terms of innate and acquired,

interpreted organization and its laws as something innate, thereby

ascribing to gestalt theory a sort of psychological Kantian a priori.

But as we have emphasized, the laws of organization fall entirely

outside the scope of our dichotomy. The laws of electric potential, of

surface tension, of maximum or minimum energy, hold for any

system and are quite independent of the particular system consid-

ered, much as the nature of those systems will determine the actual

processes which follow from these universal laws. To call these laws

innate is therefore nonsensical; for innate can only mean: dependent

upon the particular nature of the system as it is on account of its

biological origin.

Several Kinds of Processes, (a) directly stimulus-conditioned

ONES. We return to the processes themselves. Are we justified in

including in our account of learning those which arise directly

upon stimulation without pre-existing traces? If the stimuli alone

can produce a certain process, how can the trace become effective

when the stimuli are repeated; in other words, how in such cases

can learning take place ? This is really a quaestio facti: Does learn-

ing take place under these conditions, will repetition of the same

stimuli produce the same process or not? The answer to this ques-

tion cannot be in doubt: Learning does take place; the second ex-
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perience is not, as a rule, exactly like the first. On the one hand the

second experience is “familiar,” it is being recognized, and as such it

is different from the first. But at the same time it will also change

qualitatively in some aspect of organization. This will even be true

of the simplest possible process, the perception of, say, a white circle

on a black background. All our knowledge of early stages of mental

development indicates that the first process aroused by such stimula-

tion will be far less sharp and defined than later processes; a vague

circular blur will appear at first, where later a sharply bounded circle

will be seen. The normal environment of the newly born organism

does not, of course, contain such simple stimuli. No such simple

process, therefore, can be aroused, but again it is impossible to be-

lieve that the infant perceives the mother s face from the beginning

in the same w^ay as it does later. Generalizing, we must say that a

trace left by a process must affect the process occurring with a repe-

tition of the stimuli, even when the first process was directly and

exclusively stimulus-determined.

(b) TRANSFORMATION OF ONE PROCESS INTO ANOTHER. The nature of

this influence of traces upon later processes will be discussed pres-

ently. At the moment we turn to the arousal of such processes as do

not stand in such a simple relation to the stimulus. It is typical of

these cases that a reaction Ri to a stimulus complex S changes into

the reaction R2, and the question arises: Why does this transforma-

tion take place? Now in a majority of occasions this change will

occur through the introduction of new traces into the field of the

process, so that the solution of our present problem will be dependent

on our discussion of the influences exerted by traces on later pro-

cesses, though over and above this problem it involves the other, of

how the trace field becomes extended, and why in the particular

way which brings about the new process R2. There are, however,

other cases. The whole material may be presented simultaneously

or quasi-simultaneously, i.e., within the scope of a temporal unit,

and yet the proper process may not take place. “I try to explain to

my students a somewhat difficult demonstration of a mathematical

theory, putting all my sentences together with the utmost care in

the right sequence and with all possible clearness. I shall probably

not have much success in my first performance. Something remains

dull in the faces of my audience.” Some students may, however,

“understand” the argument, and others will understand it after one

or more repetitions, which in this case serve chiefly to keep the

“material” present to their minds. Here a change takes place from
processes Ri, all characterized by lack of understanding, to process
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R2, the process by which the theory is understood. We shall discuss

the reasons of this change in the next chapter, which will be devoted

to the theory of thinking, and there we shall also discuss such ac-

complishments as those of Kohler’s chimpanzees, which in some
respects are similar to our last example, also taken from Kohler

(1930, p. 57).

(c) TRANSFORMATION BY EFFECT. At the moment we must point out

a third class of cases, those where the process is transformed during

its own progress by its effect. The puzzle box experiments introduced

by Thorndike may serve as our example. In these experiments an

animal by continued repetition learns to eliminate useless move-
ments and to perform the “proper” one, i.e., that which will lead it

to the lure. The question then is, what are the causes that trans-

form its behaviour. The famous laws of frequency, recency and

effect were formulated to answer this question. All three laws in

their application to this problem have of late years been discussed

so often that I can omit the various arguments here, the more so

since I have treated this matter fully in my earlier book (1928,

Chapter IV). Here I shall confine myself to a positive theory. Why
does a cat in a cage, which originally manifests an extremely varied

behaviour, eventually limit its activity to the turning of a latch or

the pressing of a button? The question can be answered only in

terms of process, not in terms of accomplishment. The fact that Ri,

R2 . . . are dropped while process Rn, e.g., the pressing of a button,

is preserved and perfected, must be explained as a transformation of

process. We recall our discussion of maze-running (pp. 539 f.) and

distinguish in conformity with it the accomplishment of pressing the

button. An, and the process of doing so, An can be achieved by

many Pn? for instance, by stepping on the button accidentally while

moving to another place within the cage, Pni. Since it played no

part in the process, the button as such can contribute nothing to

the proper Pn, the deliberate pressing of the button. But it is pos-

sible that Pni, by virtue of leading to success, may become trans-

formed into Pn, just as in the maze example discussed above the

run through a blind alley may, by the fact that the animal finds

itself blocked, be transformed into a detour. This hypothesis does

not imply that such transformation occurs completely on one oc-

casion. It is perfectly within the frame of the hypothesis that the

change in the process, or rather in the trace of it (see p. 540), be no

more than a slight shift in the direction of the true process; any de-

gree of such a shift, from the merest beginning to a complete reor-

ganization, is perfectly compatible with our theory.
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Thus in one fundamental aspect these cases are like those dis-

cussed last—mathematical argument and the intelligent performances

of apes—inasmuch as they involve a transformation of process. Their

difference lies in the causes which bring about this transformation.

For whereas in the former cases all the data necessary for the trans-

formation were presented simultaneously, in the cases now under

discussion something new is required which can only be provided

by the animal’s activity itself, since no animal could from the mere

inspection of the puzzle box discover the device for opening its

door, whereas potentially an animal should be able to perceive a box

in one corner as a tool useful for reaching a lure suspended from

the centre of the ceiling.

Animals master both kinds of tasks. Historically “trial and error”

experiments preceded “insight” experiments, and it is these former

which clamour for a law of effect or success. For I am as fully con-

vinced as Thorndike himself that—in these cases—the success of the

action performed is responsible for its being learned. I differ from

Thorndike only in the interpretation of this effect of success. For

Thorndike, success, i.e., the pleasure of obtaining the goal, stamps

in a previously existing “connection.” In my theory success trans-

forms a process in such a way as to give it a new “meaning,” i.e., a

new role in its total goal-directed activity. In my theory success

need not be the only effect to change the trace of a unitary process.

Failure may be another, punishment a third, and there is still room
for many other varieties of results of actions.

THE AFTER-EFFECT OF TRACES

Thus we have discussed the three aspects of learning and can

now take up our two remaining problems, the after-effect of traces

in its various forms, and the arousal of a new process in thought,

two problems which, as we have seen, are not unrelated to each

other.

The first problem arises from the preceding discussion when we
analyze the term “availability” which we have used so often with

reference to traces. Availability means only that the trace, by becom-
ing part of the field of a new process, exerts an influence upon it,

the \ind of influence exerted remaining as yet undefined. It is this

influence which we are to analyze now. Our procedure must be em-
pirical in the sense that we take up one by one a number of such

influences as we know from experience, a more systematic approach

being excluded by the insufficiency of our knowledge.
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Acquisition of Skills. We begin with the acquisition of skills. A
great amount of experimental work has been done in this field, prac-

tice curves have been obtained for a variety of different accomplish-

ments, and their theoretical significance has been discussed. Our
problem, however, will be a different one. We accept the fact of

improvement by practice. We ask what this improvement can mean
in terms of trace-process dynamics. Furthermore we take it for

granted that the problem of achievement pertains to this field of

learning as to any other. A process cannot be improved by repeti-

tion before it has happened, however primitive and crude the first

occurrence of the process may appear compared to its later stages.

Therefore the problem how the particular process occurs for the first

time will also remain outside the scope of the present discussion.

That new processes occur again and again during the progress of

learning seems to be proved by the transitions in the learning curve

from one plateau to another.

Our problem is the problem of improvement by practice, reduced

to its lowest terms of a relatively simple movement. Why has repe-

tition the effect that it does.? In terms of process-trace dynamics

this problem has two parts: a certain performance leaves a trace;

improvement must be due to the effect of this trace. Therefore two

questions arise: (i) How does the new process come into communi-
cation with the trace.? (2) What effect has the trace on the new
process with which it communicates.? We shall defer the discus-

sion of the first point, since it enters each and every trace function.

What can we say about the second.? The general nature of the

effect of a trace on a process has been developed before. A trace can

influence a process only if it belongs to the field in which the

process takes place. We now have to discuss the specific form of this

field influence in the acquisition of skill. Previously we have found

that a trace field arising from a unitary temporal process exerts its

influence on the continuation of this process by causing certain new
part-processes to occur more easily than others (see Chapter X, p.

449), the ones favoured being those which would give good con-

tinuation and closure to the whole process. But the acquisition of

skills cannot be treated as one unitary process in the same sense in

which a melody must be treated as such (see p. 533), and therefore

we cannot simply take over this principle from the old case. Instead

we must introduce new assumptions: a first hypothesis would be

that a trace as part of the field of a process exerts an influence on
the process in the direction of making it similar to the process which

originally produced the trace.
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First Assumption about the Effect of a Trace. We have en-

countered an example of such an influence at the end of the last

chapter (pp. 506 f.), the face taking the place of a chaos of lines

which will ever afterwards be seen as a face. This case illustrates our

hypothesis very well: a stimulus constellation which can give rise to

several perceptual organizations calls out one of them only as soon as

this one has occurred and left a trace. Ambiguity of the stimulus pat-

tern with regard to the ensuing process of organization means that

the actually occurring process is not caused by the stimulus forces

alone; other forces, extraneous to the stimulus pattern, must have

tipped the scales in favour of the actual process. A trace of a similar

process, this we infer from our example, can be such a force; when

it is, it has exerted the influence formulated in our first hypothesis.

The Principle of Action and Reaction Applied to the Trace-

Process Relation. We shall meet with other manifestations of this

influence later. Now we shall try to explain it. Must we introduce

this hypothesis as a new assumption to explain a number of differ-

ent effects, or is it possible to derive it from a more fundamental

principle inherent in our system We shall attempt the latter

course. If a process occurs in a field, it is influenced by that field;

but because of the law of action and reaction the field must also be

influenced by the process. Consequently, when a trace forms part of

the field of a process, it will be affected by the occurrence of the

process, a possibility which we have previously discussed (see p.

524).^ If now the trace is stable, it will resist change and will there-

fore determine the new process in such a way that it will not induce

such a change. This is achieved when the new process is similar to

the one which originally produced the trace. If this argument is

right, our first hypothesis about the influence exerted by a trace on
a process has been derived from a far more general principle, the

principle of mutual interdependence of old trace and new process,

which will help us to explain a number of other trace influences as

well and which, as a matter of fact, we introduced some time ago
in our explanation of the arousal of melodies (Chapter X, p. 449).
This Principle Applied to Improvement by Repetition. Now at

last we can raise the question whether our first hypothesis explains

the gradual acquisition of skills. And we see at once that it does

not. It will explain the relative persistence of a skill, new move-

2 Probably such effects can be very profound. At least it is possible to interpret

one of Huang’s results in this way. Children would falsify their memories under the
stress of contradictory perceptions (pp. 79 f.).
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merits being performed with a fairly high degree of perfection even

after long periods of disuse, for here the new process' more or less

approximates the old ones. But the hypothesis does not yet explain

why consecutive performances become increasingly better. The hy-

pothesis as it stands explains recurrence of a process, but not im-

provement. However, with the help of the more general principle of

the interaction of trace and process we can approach this problem

also. Above we assumed that the trace which formed part of the

field of a process was in itself stable. Under this condition it would

have the effect of making the new process as similar to the original

one as possible. But if the trace is not stable? Then it is under

stress towards stability, as we have seen in the last chapter. And
therefore its field influence will be such as to’' produce a process

which in its turn will react on the trace so as to make it more stable.

In this case, then, the trace would not favour a mere recurrence of

the old process to which it owes its existence, but rather the occur-

rence of a more stable process. In other words such a trace would

lead to improvement. The role of repetition for the acquisition of

skills would be explained if we could apply this conclusion to this

function. This would mean that we assumed the traces of the first

processes to be highly unstable, an assumption which on the face

of it seems very plausible. It would have two consequences, both

subject to experimental testing. On the one hand a highly unstable

trace has, as we have seen (Chapter XI, p. 507) a low survival

value.^ Therefore we should expect that repetition will have no effect

if the single performances are spaced too far apart. This certainly

seems true and is in striking contrast to the fact just mentioned that

an acquired skill will not be lost after a long period of disuse. The
low survival value of an unstable trace is opposed to the high sur-

vival value of a stable trace system. On the other hand an unstable

trace, before it disintegrates, will tend to change in the direction

of greater stability. The acquisition of skills seems to show features

well compatible with such an assumption, although Hunter’s excel-

lent review of the experiments on learning contains no reference

to any experimental work done to establish this point. I mean a sort

of “latent” learning, the fact that the performance after an interval

of rest is often better than at any previous learning period. If this

effect which many people will probably confirm from their own

3 This does not contradict the fact that under the special conditions investigated

by Zeigarnik unstable (“incomplete”) traces may at a certain time possess a high
availability.
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experience is found to be a true fact/ it would indicate that the

traces have changed during the rest period in such a way as to pro-

duce better performances, and that means, in the terms of our

theory, in the direction of greater stability. This assumption would

also explain one of the best established facts of learning, viz., the

advantage of distributing the repetitions over a long period of time

as compared to their accumulation in a few blocks.

All this is hypothesis, but an hypothesis which really explains the

acquisition of skills. No doubt it is an abstraction inasmuch as vir-

tually no skill is so simple that it is improved by progress in one

direction only. As a rule the process will have to vary in a number

of different directions before it becomes perfect, and not all of these

directions may be present in the first performances. In other words

new achievements, in the sense of our definition, may occur at

various stages of the learning process and thereby complicate the

picture enormously. Moreover such new achievements may be made
possible by previous developments of the processes. In short, on

purely theoretical grounds we cannot expect the learning curve to

be simple, and that the less since the learning curve represents merely

one or a few manifestations of learning which in many, if not in

most or all cases, reflect but a part of the actual learning achieved.

Associative Learning. The Doctrine of Associationism. The next

function of memory to be discussed is so-called associative learning in

its various aspects. Associationism has in the course of history

meant a number of different things, but since the end of the last

century it has become a very definite and essentially simple doctrine

which tries to explain every acquisition by experience in terms of

newly formed associations, i.e., connections between independent

units by virtue of which one of them is capable of reproducing the

other. Association, in this theory, is the cause of reproduction, al-

though formerly the term association was used indiscriminately for

cause and effect, the item reproduced through association being

called an association as well as the bond which was thought to have

caused its reappearance. To avoid misunderstandings we shall re-

serve the term association for the cause, the connection established

by experience, and use the term reproduction for the effect, i.e., the

item produced by the bond, and the working of the bond. In this

sense association in the form of the strict traditional theory means a

^ Several persons have told me, for instance, that whereas immediately after a
concert they can remember no new melodies played in the recital, they will recall a
number of them after an interval of one or several days.
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bond between two or more items, established by mere spatial or

temporal contiguity of these items, therefore the same in kind for

all items, i.e., independent of their nature. How little such a con-

cept is compatible with the principles of physical science has been
duly emphasized by Kohler in a passage which we have previously

quoted (see p. 167). Nevertheless, that it was the true concept of

association dominating the theorizing and experimenting of psycho-

logists for at least fifty years is proven by the method of their ex-

perimentation. No innovation in psychology is praised more highly,

no single event in the history of psychology valued beyond Ebbing-

haus s invention of nonsense syllables for the investigation of mem-
ory. Now I am far from minimizing this achievement of this

highly original and active psychologist who gave us a new tool

with which to work experimentally on problems which before had
been the domain of uncontrolled everyday observation and pure

speculation. But I want to point out that Ebbinghaus s method pre-

supposed a very definite theory of learning, viz., the theory of

association as I have just presented it. Any investigation of learning

must use material which is not yet learned at the time of the ex-

periment. This is a truism. So we might begin to learn long poems
or pieces of prose, and Ebbinghaus himself did just that. Why then

did he also begin to learn nonsense syllables, a painful achievement

with no gain to one’s knowledge The reason is simple under the

associationistic assumptions : since all learning consists in the forma-

tion of associations it can best be studied with material which is

entirely unassociated when learning begins. Words, which form the

elements of poetry and prose, have entered into innumerable asso-

ciations before the learning of the particular text begins and there-

fore such learning is not learning from scratch but learning partly

supported, partly inhibited, by an uncontrollable mass of pre-existing

associations. Only meaningless new material should therefore be

used when one wants to control all effective factors. This argument,

however, is conclusive only if the processes of learning meaningful

and meaningless material are identical in kind, different only in

degree of complexity. Only if every connection between several

items is of one and the same kind, viz., association, one kind of

material can be selected to study the laws operative in learning of

every kind of material. Therefore the difference between the two

sequences:

Pud sol dap rus mi\ nom and

A thing of beauty is a joy for ever,
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does not lie in the kind of connection existing between the different

members of each series, but only in the complexity of the associative

pattern. In the second there are many associations in existence when
the line is being learned, some of which need only be strengthened

by the learning process, like “a thing,” “of beauty,” “is a,” “a joy” or

even “is a joy,” “for ever,” while the first pattern has to be built up
entirely during the learning process. On the other hand, the terms

of the second series must have incurred previous associations which

inhibit or obstruct the forming of new ones according to the law

of associative inhibition which says: if an item A has been asso-

ciated with an item B it will be more difficult to associate it with

an item C than if it had not been previously associated with B.

Thus “a” has been connected with innumerable other words, so has

“is,” “for,” “beauty.” Since no such inhibition exists for the terms

of the first series, it is not easy for association theory to explain why
the second line is learned and retained so much more easily than the

first, a difficulty which, as far as I know, was never explicitly men-
tioned by the associationists. In order to complete this side of the

picture we need only add that associations are also formed between

terms not following upon each other directly, e.g., between pud and
dap in the first series, their strength depending not only upon the

proximity of the terms but also upon their position within the series.

The same is of course true of the second series, so that in each

product of learning we have a complicated set of associations of

various strength, in both meaningful and meaningless material. The
association theory can at best ascribe to these associations, their

facilitating and inhibiting effects, definite quantitative values after

the learning effect has been established—and even that has never

really been attempted—but it cannot predict before the event which
will be strong, which weak; this is only another way of saying

that it cannot really explain the difference between the learning of

meaningless and meaningful material, if one means by explanation

the deduction from previously established principles.

Association, then, has meant something much more specific than

“the establishment of functional relations among psychological ac-

tivities and states in the course of individual experience,” a defini-

tion which Robinson (p. 7) introduces.® Association has meant one

\ind of functional relationship, produced by mere contiguity and

independent of the properties of the terms. It is, to use a German
term, entirely “sachfremd,” i.e., external, adventitious, contingent.

® In his text, however, association has a very much more special meaning than

that expressed by the above definition.
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But there is still another side to associationism. In considering

association as the cause of reproduction one considers it as a ^orce, a

force which starts a new process. The fact that A and B have be-

come associated not only makes it possible for B to appear when A
has been reinstated, it would even make it necessary if there were

no other forces operative at the moment. Since, however, at any one

moment numberless associations are operating, the association A B
is only one component in the complex interplay of forces, the addi-

tive resultant of which will determine the result.

Associationism and the Wurzburg School. It was here that the

first reaction against associationism set in. It seemed incredible that

this resultant should so often lie in the direction of an ordered and

purposive sequence of ideas or train of thoughts. Although, as we
have seen, it was quite impossible to predict the strength and num-
ber of the individual associations operating at a given time, it was

in many cases perfectly possible to predict the results, i.e., the actual

course which the train of thought will take. We recall merely the

experiments on the learning of a new relation reported in Chapter

XI (pp. 509 f.). How can we predict that a person instructed to name
the opposite will answer “bad” to the word “good,” and not “man”
or “boy,” or “is,” or “better,” or “hope,” although we have not the

faintest idea of the relative strength of these different associations?

The clear recognition of this difficulty by Oswald Kiilpe gave rise

to the work of the Wurzburg school which about thirty years ago

began to shock the psychological world and destroyed many a bond
of personal allegiance and loyalty. Unfortunately the solution which

this school proposed for the difficulty it had discerned was not

tenable, and so it happened that its real discovery, the insufficiency

of associationism, was buried together with its positive contribution.

The Wurzburg school found itself in the same predicament as the

Graz school and shared its fate; psychologists were equally ungrate-

ful to both. The Graz school, following up the ideas of von Ehren-

fels, found that no sensation theory could explain shapes, and there-

fore they added to the concept of sensation, which they left un-

touched, the concept of a higher mental function “production” and
of its product the “Gestaltqualitat,” the “produced idea,” the “idea

of extrasensory origin.” Similarly the Wurzburg school found the

concept of association insufficient to explain the orderly and pur-

posive nature of our thinking, and so they added to it, without

modifying it, the concept of a new force, the “determining tend-

ency,” which was defined in terms of its effects, just as the process

of production was by the Graz school. Both concepts were intro-
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duced to explain order, order imposed upon material which by

itself lacked order; in each case a new force appeared as a deus ex

machina, introducing a profound dualism into psychology, a dualism

between blind mechanical and ordered mental forces. In short, both

solutions were vitalistic, and for that reason both are equally unac-

ceptable to us.

As a matter of fact the introduction of the determining tendency

left the scheme of associationism in one sense intact. The principle of

the resultant force as the strongest by mere algebraic addition was

retained in the system for a long time, till Selz recognized its

inadequacy.® The determining tendency entered this scheme solely

as a new force, non-associative in origin, to be added to the multi-

tudinous associative forces, strengthening those bonds which would

lead in its direction. It was therefore only consistent with the gen-

eral principle when Ach conceived the idea of bringing an asso-

ciation and a determining force into conflict and thereby measuring

the strength of the latter by the strength of the former, which he

regarded as measurable. If the combination “good fellow” has been

very strongly associated, then it should occur that a person instructed

to respond with the opposite replies to the “stimulus word” “good”

by saying “fellow” instead of saying “bad.” Ach, working not with

such meaningful material but with nonsense syllables, made many
experiments which he interpreted as supporting his view. We shall

discuss them later when we develop a positive theory. They were
mentioned here chiefly to show the nature of the Wurzburg prin-

ciples: the conservation of the associative forces, and the additive

character of the combination of association and determination.

Theory of Rote Learning. After this brief historical survey,

which acquainted us with the oldest and most hallowed of all psy-

chological theories, let us approach our problem systematically. The
association principle was supposed to have universal application. In

our systematic procedure we must start from a definite case, and
since rote learning has played such a large part in the experimenta-

tion of the associationists, we shall choose it as our starting point.

What is the effect of rote learning? In the first place: that we can,

when we so desire, reproduce, i.e., recite, the material learned by

heart; that we can continue the sequence when somebody else starts

it, a test which in the case of series of nonsense syllables takes the

form of the method of paired associates, in which one member of

®I shall omit Selz’s contribution from this discussion, since, as I have explained

elsewhere (1927 a), it does not seem to me to make a positive contribution in the

right direction.
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the series is repeated to the learner and he has to reproduce the next

one. There are other effects of rote learning, notably that we re-

cognize the material, an effect which will be discussed later when
we discuss the problem of recognition, and besides that many more
which we shall neglect, since they do not directly concern the pro-

blem of association as manifested by our material.

A DISCREPANCY BETWEEN FACT AND ASSOCIATION THEORY. Let US then

say that a person has learned a series composed of twelve nonsense

syllables. He encounters one of these syllables again; what will hap-

pen? According to the association theory this syllable should at

once reproduce the one that followed or preceded it, unless other

associations were stronger at the moment. Such other associations

would have to originate in other data encountered simultaneously

with the syllable, since the strongest association which the syllable

has formed connects it with either of those two other syllables.

If, therefore, other data are removed, as far as that is possible, the

above result should inevitably follow. But this is not the case, as

special experiments by Lewin have proved (1922, I, pp. 227 f.).

Syllables which had been learned by 300 repetitions and which, if

tested by the method of paired associates, would yield correct re-

sponses with short reaction times, failed to call up anything if pre-

sented under a neutral instruction, according to which the subject

was to read the syllable presented in the exposure apparatus but to

refrain from any active attempt at reproduction. This result, not

derivable from the law of association as usually formulated, can

mean two things in terms of our theory. Since reproduction of the

following (or any other learned) syllable would mean that the trace

system of the learned series had come into communication with

the newly perceived syllable, forming part of the field in which

this perceptual process occurred, failure to reproduce must mean
either that no such communication took place or that the trace field,

even when it is in communication with the process, is not capable

of producing the process of naming, or thinking of, another syllable.

Thus the fact of reproduction raises at once the problem of the com-

munication of the new process with an old trace or trace system.

Without such communication the old experience can have no pos>

sible bearing upon the new process, a point clearly discerned by
Hoffding (1889-90), but practically forgotten since then, until

Kohler took it up again in his paper read before the International

Congress of Psychology at Copenhagen in 1932.

TWO POSSIBLE EXPLANATIONS OF THIS FACT. The result of the Lewin
experiment, if it could be interpreted as due to a failure of the new
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process to communicate with the old trace, would mean that such

communication presupposed, at least in the case of nonsense syl-

lables, a definite Ego attitude: when the subjects were instructed to

name the following syllable, they could do so with great facility,

whereas this syllable did not emerge when, owing to the instruction,

they had no wish or attitude of reproducing. This conclusion de-

pends, of course, on the truth of our interpretation. Fortunately

Lewin’s account of his experiment contains some extra evidence

which makes it at least very plausible. For reproduction is not the

only effect which a trace system has upon a process with which it

communicates: there is the more primitive effect of recognition,

which, whatever its dynamics, presupposes some such communica-

tion. Therefore, if the syllables had been recognized and yet led to

no reproduction, our interpretation would be wrong; while, on the

other hand, a lack of recognition accompanied by failure to repro-

duce, would gready increase its probability. As a matter of fact, in

Lewin’s experiments the second alternative was realized; the syl-

lables that failed to have a reproductive effect also failed to be

recognized. Therefore it seems fairly safe to assume that they did

not come into communication with the old traces. So our conclu-

sion about the effect of Ego-attitudes upon such communication

would be justified.

But this does not mean that the second of the two alternatives

enumerated above is excluded, namely, that traces, though in com-
munication with a present process, do not lead to reproduction.

The result of Lewin’s experiment, if interpreted in my way, says

nothing about the effect that a trace system exerts upon a process

with which it is in communication. It may or it may not be capable

of enforcing reproduction by its mere communication, without any

special force like an Ego-attitude. While working in the famous
laboratory of the University of Wurzburg as early as 1909, I made
some experiments which throw some light on this question (1912).

They were similar to Lewin’s experiments in using practically the

same instruction; they differed from them in being a modification

of the old type of association experiment rather than a modifica-

tion of the paired-associate memory experiments. I called out a

word to my subjects, who were instructed to listen and passively

wait for anything that might come to their consciousness. The re-

sults corresponded perfectly to Lewin’s. The passive attitude proved

to be very unstable, tending to be quickly replaced by a definite

active attitude, often unknown to the subject. But before such an

attitude developed my subjects were as much at sea as Lewin’s:
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nothing would come to their minds, and the experience of passive

waiting was distinctly painful. In all these respects the two sets of

experiments are in exact correspondence. But dynamically there is

this difference between them: the words that my subjects were
presented with were understood by them, i.e., they did communi-
cate with older trace systems. The failure to reproduce anything in

my experiments can therefore not be explained by lack of com-
munication. Here a trace field existed, and yet its influence alone

was not sufficient to start a process of reproduction, whereas re-

productions of various kinds occurred with great ease as soon as

“latent attitudes” had developed. The second alternative may thus

be a very real one. There exist conditions under which a trace field

in communication with a process is not capable of influencing this

process in the sense of reproduction.

That much we can deduce from my old experiments, but no

more. At least to me it would seem premature to generalize that

under no conditions can a trace field have this effect.

THE ROLE OF THE TRACE IN REPRODUCTION. Before we follow up the

two problems raised in the preceding discussion, viz., the causes

which make a process communicate with a trace and the role which

special attitudes play in reproduction, we shall treat a third one,

corresponding to the problem discussed in the section on motor

skill: What is the function of a trace in those cases where repro-

duction occurs? We hear “to be or” and we continue “not to be”;

we want to recite a poem that we have learned, and we do it; we
are presented with a syllable from a previously well learned series

and instructed to name the one that followed upon it, and we pro-

duce the right answer. In the last two cases our intention is with-

out a doubt among the causes of the respective processes, the reci-

tation and the naming of the syllable; in the first case, it is not so

easy to establish the existence of a similar attitude. But in all three

cases the present performance would be impossible without traces

from earlier ones. Therefore we accept it as a fact that these traces

are in communication with the processes, and we grant that these

processes are set in motion by causes external to the traces (inten-

tions, attitudes). Even so, the trace has a very definite influence

on the process. Of what kind is this influence? Can we derive it

from the general law formulated on pages 554 f., viz., that a trace

will influence a process in such a way that the reactive influence ex-

erted by the process on the trace will not diminish, but if possible in-

crease, the latter’s stability? We can, as soon as we envisage the traces

as products of organization and not, as associationistic psychology
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was accustomed to do, as a number o£ separate items merely joined

or coupled together by some bond. That we must treat traces as or-

ganized products of organized processes has been demonstrated in

the last two chapters; it is therefore no new hypothesis introduced in

order to explain reproduction.

Rote Learning a Process of Organization. We shall now apply

this principle to our present case: In what sense is a series of non-

sense syllables organized We have seen in the historical introduc-

tion to this section that this material was chosen just because it

seemed to fit the associationistic assumptions: a number of uncon-

nected items. And judged by accomplishment the learning of such

material seemed good proof of these assumptions. But accomplish-

ment of so crude a kind gives us no knowledge of the processes

which made it possible, a point stressed sufficiently in our pre-

vious discussions. Variation of experimental procedure has instead

produced ample proof that the performance which leads to the

learning of a nonsense series is a process of organization. Thus it is

impossible to learn a series of ten nonsense syllables without some
rhythmization; as a rule these series are learned in trochaic rhythm,

so that they become organized into five pairs which form real parts

of the whole series, just as each syllable of a pair is a real part of it.

This formation of pairs is a fact of true organization, and not ex-

plicable in terms of mere association. A purely associationistic ex-

planation of this fact would have to explain the formation of pairs

like this: the members of a pair are more closely associated with

each other than either of them with its other neighbour; i.e., the

associations (all in a forward direction) between an odd and an
even member are stronger than those between an even and an odd
one. For example, in a series: a b/ c d/ e f/,c is more strongly asso-

ciated with d than with b, or than d with e. That this explanation

of the pair character is wrong has been proved by very ingenious

and elaborate experiments by Witasek, posthumously published by

Auguste Fischer. Only one of the many experiments will be re-

ported here.

Witasek’s Experiments. On one day the subject learned four pre-

liminary series of ten nonsense syllables, symbolized thus:
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Here the Roman figures refer to the number of the series, the Arabic

ones to the syllables within the series. Learning was- regarded as

completed when the subjects were able to recite the series at the rate

of seven seconds per series. One hour later they had to learn three

test series of the following kind:

A: xL^IJI^Ielll^IIglV^VjoX

B: xIL IIJIL IV,L Lx

That is: each of these new series A, B, and C was composed of

eight syllables learned in one of the first four series and of two
new ones, symbolized by x. To understand the principle according

to which these series were built we glance back at the first four

series and consider a feature not yet discussed. Since all these series

were learnd in trochaic rhythm they were articulated into five pairs.

Now, on the associationistic assumption, a pair is distinguished

from a non-pair by the greater strength of the associative bond that

exists betw’een its members. Thus the strength of association be-

tween two successive members of a series must vary periodically,

being stronger when an odd member precedes the even than when
an even precedes the odd. Thus the first syllable is more strongly

associated with the second than the second with the third, the third

more strongly with the fourth than the fourth with the fifth, and so

on. I have symbolized this by connecting two successive syllables

in the schema by loops, two loops indicating a stronger association

than one. The same symbolism has been employed for the three

critical series A, B, and C, but this time not to designate the strength

of the associations to be created by the learning of these new series,

but that of the associations taken over into the new series from the

old ones. Thus one sees that both series A and C contain four strong

associations built up by the learning of the four original series, while

series B contains only four old weak associations. Therefore, if group

formation were nothing but association, series A and C should be

learned with equal ease, more easily than B. That the other points

of difference between these three series do not, according to the

association principle, favour A more than the others has been shown
in an elaborate discussion by Witasek.

Each subject had twelve sittings, i.e., they learned twelve sets of

four preliminary and three critical series. The result contradicted the

expectation derived from the associationistic premise: in order of
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diflSculty the three series ranked: A > B > C, i.e., C was by far

the easiest, and the slight difference between A and B was in

favour of B. For a full discussion of this result the reader must again

turn to the original. Its main bearing, however, is clear: group for-

mation is not association, i.e., a bond between individual items which

can vary only in the dimension of strength, but organization,

through which the two members of a pair have become a real unit,

separated from the next unit. For in C, the series most easily learned,

the pairs were retained as pairs; in A, the series most difficult to

learn, the same number of strong associations was preserved as in

C, but now it was to be no longer an association of members of

one pair, but an association between the last member of a preceding

and the first of a succeeding pair; in B finally the weak associations

of this inter-pair character were maintained. I.e., association in these

experiments counts not as association per se but through the func-

tion which the association has in the organization of the series.

This means, of course, that the term ‘‘association” is no longer ap-

propriate, since the \ind of connection takes on the decisive role, a

characteristic for which the association theory has no place.

To explain the results of Witasek’s experiments concretely is im-

possible because of two possibilities between which we cannot de-

cide: (a) it is possible that a trace system in which the syllables

k and 1 are members of a pair obstructs the formation of a new
organization in which they belong to different pairs, k being the

second member of the preceding and 1 the first of the succeeding;

or (b) it is possible that the k 1 trace is brought into play only if

the new process has the same organization, but not if it is of the

type of series A, i.e., i k, I m.
However, for our purposes it is not necessary to decide between

the two alternatives, since both prove that a learned series is an

organized series and that therefore the traces must be organized too.

Interaction of Organized Trace and Process and the haw of Re-

production, And now we can take up our question as to the function

of a trace system in the reproduction of material learned by heart.

We said it could be derived from our general principle of the

dynamic relation between trace and process, viz., that the former

will influence the latter so that by interaction it does not lose stability

(see p. 563). If a whole series has been learned, then its trace system

forms an articulated unit. When the subject begins to recite the

series, his process must be in communication with this trace system.

If, then, the first syllable has been recited, the part of the trace cor-

responding to this syllable has been in communication with a process
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while the rest has not, so that, if the process should stop, the whole
trace system would have been changed by the fact that to one part

of it something had happened and to the other not. If the trace is

stable it will resist such change and it can do so by inducing the

continuation of the process until all members have been in com-
munication with a new process; i.e., the trace will exert a force

on the field in which the process occurs so as to make the process

“complete.” To explain reproduction wc do not need an assump-

tion of special associative bonds; rather the possibility of reproduc-

tion follows from the fact of organization and the general principle

of the interaction between trace and process. And the traditional

law of association should be replaced by the following formulation:

if a process communicates with a part of a trace system, the whole

trace system will exert a force on the process in the direction of

making it as complete as it was when it created this trace system.

That this formulation is indeed compatible with the facts is easily

proved. I can adduce as witnesses Muller and Pilzecker, whose work
is one of the finest of pure associationistic literature. Nobody could

accuse G. E. Muller of a bias in favour of gestalt theory.

Muller and Pilzecker’s Initial Reproductiue Tendency as Support-

ing Our Theory. Muller and Pilzecker write: “If one says to an
educated German the word ‘Eisenhammer,’ then most probably

he will recall the unitary word complex ‘Der Gang nach dem
Eisenhammer,’ ^ and many other examples could be given for sim-

ilar occurrences. Experiences of this kind seem to warrant the fol-

lowing conclusion: if a series of successive ideas, once or several

times repeated, form a unitary complex of ideas, then each con-

stituent of this complex, and particularly its terminal member, when
it recurs in consciousness, has the tendency to reproduce first the

initial member and then the others in their proper sequence. We
shall designate this reproductive tendency, at first directed towards

the initial member of the complex, as the initial reproductive tend-

ency" (p. 199).

Two things have to be distinguished in this quotation, the fact

and the interpretation of the fact. The fact is the re-instatement of

the whole complex by one of its parts; the interpretation culminates

in the term initial reproductive tendency, which dissolves this fact

into an associative relation between two isolated members. True

^ “Der Gang nach dem Eisenhammer** is a well-known ballad by Schiller. English

equivalents might be: “The Ancient Mariner** will call up “The Rime of the Ancient

Mariner,’’ “Galuppi**: “A Toccata of Galuppi’s,** “Dreadful Night”; “The City of

Dreadful Night.**
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enough, the two authors leave it an open question whether the

tendency aroused by the part is directed only towards the initial

member, which in its turn reproduces the next and so forth, or

whether it is directed immediately towards the reproduction of the

whole complex. But characteristically they discuss this alternation

only in a footnote, while the above quotation with the introduction

of the new term occurs in the text. And by coining and employ-

ing this term they tacitly accept the first interpretation, whereas to

an unbiassed observer the second is undoubtedly the more plausible

one. A glance at the English examples given in the last footnote will

make this clear: it is not the definite or indefinite article—in each

case the “first term of the complex”—which is being directly repro-

duced, but the main word which completes the meaning. But then

the initial reproductive tendency, whose efficacy Muller and Pil-

zecker have proved by special experiments with nonsense syllables,

confirms our statement of the law of reproduction: a part of a

trace tends to establish the whole process that gave rise to the whole

trace.

The Quantitative Aspect of the Law of Reproduction. The use of

the word “tends” in this last formulation was intentional; it does

not mean to emasculate the statement, nor has it a purely statistical

significance; instead it is to indicate the quantitative aspect of this

law: the force exerted by the trace (see our first formulation on

p. 567) may vary in strength, and so may other forces which at the

same time influence the process. Our law is then a law not about

effects, but about causes; and the quantitative aspect implied in our

last formulation has to be amplified. The force which the trace field

exerts upon the new process will depend on many conditions, among
which the degree and ^ind of communication must be very im-

portant, although at the moment we can say nothing about them.

Another condition, however, is inherent in the trace itself: since the

influence which the trace exerts on the process is intrinsically re-

lated to the stability of the trace, its force must be a direct function

of this stability: ceteris paribus, the greater the stability of the whole

trace, the more strongly will a part process be influenced by the

trace in the direction of completion.

Stability of a Trace. Contiguity as One of Many Factors of Or-

ganization. Meaningless and Meaningful Material. Stability of a

whole trace means that in this unit each part is held in its place

by strong forces which resist a displacement. The stability of a trace

must therefore be a function of its dynamic structure. The “better”
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this structure, the more will the whole be a real unit and conse-

quently the parts dependent on each other and their function in

this whole. We have studied unit formation in earlier chapters and
can apply the knowledge gained there to our present problem. There
we encountered proximity as a strong factor, the same factor which
appeared in associationism as contiguity. We now understand its

meaning. Contiguity plays its part in reproduction to the degree

to which it has unified the contiguous parts. Thus, although each

syllable in a series of nonsense syllables is contiguous to two others

it will reproduce one of them more easily than another, viz., the one

that belongs to the same pair. For unit formation depends upon a

number of factors other than mere contiguity. Parts which “fit” each

other, which jointly form a “good curve,” are more strongly unified

than such as have no intrinsic relation and are linked by mere
proximity. Such “good continuation” distinguishes a meaningful

text from a nonsense series; therefore the process corresponding to

the apprehension of the meaningful material must be better or-

ganized than that corresponding to a nonsense series, and hence

the trace of the former must be more stable than the trace of the

latter. This greater stability will endow the former trace with a

“greater reproductive power”; if one of its parts is in communica-
tion with a process, the whole trace will exert a stronger influence

on that process than if a part of a nonsense-trace communicates

with a process. For in the former case the process finds in the sta-

bility of the trace greater resistance to its proceeding in a different

way than it does in the latter. It is a common experience that we
can recall meaningful material better than meaningless, an experi-

ence which was long ago quantitatively confirmed by Biihler, whose
experiments at the same time indicate that recall does not go from

part to part, but from part to whole. The difference between

meaningful and meaningless material is, therefore, not a difference

in number and strength of associations, as associationism assumed

(see pp. 556 ff.), but a difference in kind of organization. Just as

there is a practically infinite number of shapes, so there is an equally

great number of “ideational” organizations, different from each

other in kind, complexity, and stability. Once more: mere con-

tiguity, qua contiguity, has no effect. It enters the causal series only

through its effect on organization. Even there it is not enough. We
have seen that series of nonsense syllables can be learned only if

they are read in a definite rhythm, i.e., when they are being or-

ganized by an extraneous factor. On the other hand, von Restorff’s

experiments have shown that under other conditions meaningless
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material can be learned fairly easily and without this extraneous in-

fluence. But in her experiments again proximity (contiguity) was

not the only factor, but proximity of similars in a surrounding of

differents. Here the unifying principle was the gradient between

the “isolated’’ and the “repeated” material (cf. Chapter XI, pp.

485 f.). In discussing her experiments we distinguished between two
possible explanations of the difficulty involved in learning a series of

nonsense syllables, the one based on its “monotony,” the other on

its “nonsense” character. Von Restorff’s experiments emphasized

the first factor, which heretofore had been neglected in favour of the

second. But it would be a misinterpretation of her results to think

that the other factor played no role at all. We have just discussed

the greater stability which a trace must possess when it derives

from a meaningful rather than from a meaningless process. But

what is true of the stability of the trace is also true of the process

of organization itself which builds the trace. Meaningful material

is more easily organized than meaningless, although it may be dif-

ficult to transform (more or less) meaningless material into (more

or less) meaningful material, as when we gradually come to under-

stand a mathematical proof.

Summary: Arbitrary Connections Replaced by Dynamic Organi-

zations. Summarizing, we can say that we have so far examined one

aspect of the concept of association: the arbitrary character of the

associative connection. We have seen that the organization of arbi-

trarily joined items in one whole is only an extreme case in a whole

class of cases, and that even in this case mere contiguity is not a

sufficient factor. The connection: pud-sol is certainly not the arche-

type of all connections or, rather, organizations. Instead there are

numberless possibilities of organization in which the members of

the whole are held together by intrinsic relations, which in our

theory must be regarded as dynamic relations of the nervous proc-

esses.

Does This Lead to “Psychologismus”.? Psychology and Logic.

Such a theory seems to imply an extreme Psychologismus, i.e., the

view that all logical, subsistent, relations can be explained by psy-

chological or even physiological existing relations. This view, which

had gained ground at the turn of the century, was violently at-

tacked by some of our best philosophers, notably Edmund Husserl,

who claimed to have refuted it once and for all. But his argument

rested on the assumption, implicit or explicit, in all “psychologistic”

theories, that psychological relations were merely factual or external.

A “psychologism” based on this assumption has indeed been refuted
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by Husserl and other philosophers. But this refutation does not affect

our psychologism—if our theory can rightly be given this name

—

since in our theory psychological and physiological, or rather psycho-

physical, processes are organized according to intrinsic or internal

relations. This point can only be alluded to. It means that in our

theory psychology and logic, existence and subsistence, even, to some
extent, reality and truth, no longer belong to entirely different realms

or universes of discourse between which no intelligible relationship

exists. It is here, if anywhere, that psychology will have to prove the

integrative function that we assigned to it in the first chapter.

Association as a Force. Lewin. It is now time to consider the other

aspect of association, according to which it is a force which by itself

causes reproduction (see p. 559). Against this side of the old con-

cept Lewin has levelled a most energetic and well supported at-

tack (1926). He summarizes his conclusions in the following

words:

‘‘The experimental investigation of habit formation (association) has

shown that the couplings created by habit never supply as such the

motor of a mental event; such an interpretation is erroneous also if one

sees the essential side of habit—and practice—processes not in the for-

mation of piecewise associations, but in the transformation and creation

of definite activity-wholes. Rather in all cases certain mental energies,

originating as a rule in a pressure of will or needs, i.e., mental systems

under stress, are the necessary conditions of mental events’’ (p. 31 1).

Lewin rightly distinguishes, in this quotation, between couplings,

on the one hand, and forces and energies on the other. “Mere con-

nections,” he says, “are never ‘causes’ of events in whatever form

they may exist” (pp. 312-3), and he applies this distinction with

equal force to old atomistic associationism and to a gestalt interpre-

tation of the connections. The application to atomistic associations

is easy. Lewin himself uses the analogy of the train where all car-

riages are coupled together, but move, not because of the couplings,

necessary though they are, but because of the steam power of the

locomotive. Indeed, the concept of association being primarily a con-

cept to explain connections, it is difficult to see how it can at the

same time fulfil the function of a propelling force and a reservoir

of energy. The mere fact that the concept was endowed with this

double function (of connecting and propelling) is no defence

against Lewin’s criticism, for associationism has never shown how
the same substratum of association could function in this double

manner. But Lewin goes further than that; he shows that the
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“strength of an association,” if measured by the result it can produce

under definite instructions or attitudes, may be quite different from

the “strength of association” if measured by what it must do under

any instruction; or rather that only the former can be measured

and therefore defined, whereas the latter may in many cases be

zero. In other words: in the terms of the association theory, the

definition of association as a bond has sense, whereas its definition

as a “motor” has none.

Our Theory Escapes Lewin’s Criticism. It Supplies (a) Forces,

But, as we have seen, Lewin levels the same criticism also against

a non-associationistic theory, which “considers not a chainlike

coupling of members but the integration of the parts in the whole

as the ‘cause’ of the event” (p. 311), because, as he adds in a foot-

note, such an hypothesis does not use the concept of tensions in a

dynamic system. It is immaterial to examine how justified he was

when he wrote his unusually significant and important article. In-

stead we shall see whether his criticism is applicable to the theory

developed in the preceding pages. We have, on purpose, left this

question in abeyance, discussing merely what kind of influence a

trace must exert on a process, no matter how such a process was
started. But the answer to our question treated the trace as a

dynamic system under tension, a tension which would favour one

kind of process and obstruct other kinds. Therefore it is no longer

obvious that Lewin’s arguments affect our hypothesis as they did

the association theory. If the trace as an organized system under

stress exerts a force upon a process it is no longer evident why it

should not also be able to start a process, why, in other words, the

revival of a part of a larger whole, if in communication with the

whole trace, should not of and by itself, through its relation to the

trace, lead to reproduction of the whole, why under all conditions

another, external, force should be necessary. As far as the forces are

concerned, “automatic” or “spontaneous” reproduction, i.e., repro-

duction without the “intention to reproduce,” should be perfecdy

possible.

(b) Energies. But there remains the energy aspect. To quote

again from Lewin: “In order for a process to occur, energy capable

of doing wor\ must be set free. Hence for every mental event the

question must he raised as to the origin of the effective energies**

(p. 313). Every system under stress contains energy capable of

doing work, and therefore the needs and quasi-needs (intentions,

resolves) which Lewin introduces as “motors” of events are well

equipped to play that role. Since in our theory trace systems are
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also systems under stress It might seem as though they also might

be thought of as supplying the energy for the process. Such an as-

sumption would, however, run into great difficulties if it considered

the trace systems as such as the store of energy. For, since reproduc-

tion is possible in an unlimited number of single occasions, the store

of energy in the trace system would have to be practically un-

limited also, and that is an assumption too improbable to be ad-

mitted.

How else then can we account for the energy consumed in the

process? To answer this question we must make explicit an implicit

feature of Lewin’s theory. We have seen that in his system the cause

of my writing a letter lies in a need or quasi-need to do so, i.e., in a

system under stress which ultimately supplies the energy for this

action. The word “ultimately” was used on purpose, for the acts

of opening a drawer to get the necessary stationery, of unscrewing

the fountain pen, of moving the chair to the right place, and finally

of tracing the words on paper consume disproportionately more
energy than is stored in the need-system; it is the energy stored in

our muscles which is being liberated and directed by this system. The
energy relation between the system which acts as “motor” of the

activity and the executed actions is thus a very indirect one. The
original energy achieves the result by liberating and steering this

energy, even in Lewin’s theory.

With this knowledge let us return to spontaneous reproduction.

A part of a larger whole process is rearoused and communicates

with a trace system. Then, according to our hypothesis, the whole

trace system is put under new pressure, because of the fact that only

one of its parts is in communication with a process, a stress which

can be relieved by the reinstatement of the whole process. Is it then

an illegitimate assumption that the energy of this pressure liberates

other energy stored in the brain field to keep the process going? It

seems to me no more so than the assumption implicit in Lewin’s

theory that the wish to write a letter succeeds in liberating energy

stored in the muscles. Perhaps an even simpler assumption is pos-

sible: the energy put in the trace system by the tension might go

directly into the new process. Both assumptions escape the difficulty

inherent in the assumption of a trace as an inexhaustible store of

energy. For in both the energy is supplied to the trace system by its

communication with a process which in its turn was caused by forces

outside the trace system, e.g., in perception. Thus it seems as though

spontaneous reproduction were perfectly possible within the frame-
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work of our theory. This, of course, is Inot tantamount to saying

that spontaneous reproduction, i.e., reproduction determined by no

outside forces, is the normal or even the most frequent case. It would

still be possible even if it never occurred in reality. That it does

occur occasionally seems to me, however, very probable when I think

of the first example given on page 563 (“to be or . . .”) or those in

the footnote on page 567.

Our Theory and the Experimental Work. However, we cannot

conclude this argument without a consideration of Lewin’s ex-

perimental work. Is it compatible with our theory or not?

ach’s attempt to measure the strength of a voluntary act. In

order to cast a very summary glance at the experimental work we
have to go back to Ach’s experiments published in 1910. For after all,

however much one may disagree with his theoretical conclusions,

Ach was the first to treat the question of the dynamic side of asso-

ciation experimentally. His setting was that of the Wurzburg school

of which he was one of the first members. Thus he accepted the

traditional concept of association with its undiscriminated double

aspect of bond and force, and at the same time introduced the “de-

termining tendency” as a new force which by algebraic addition

with the associative forces would determine the actual mental event.

In his experiments he tried to prove the principle of summation of

these forces. Supposing an item a is associated with an item b, then

it will reproduce this item more promptly if, simultaneously with

this association, 'a determining tendency exists that by itself would
arouse b than when a determining tendency is operative that would
lead to item c. And conversely, a determining tendency leading

from a to b will be more effective if it is supported by an associa-

tion a-b than when it is in conflict with an association a-c. In the

case of conflict, either a retardation of the reproduction should take

place, or, if the associative force were stronger than the “determin-

ing” one, then the subject should give a wrong response; otherwise

expressed, his habit should overcome his will. Thus the strength of

the determining tendency originating in an act of will can be meas-

ured by the association which is just strong enough to over-

come it.

His method was simple and ingenious. The subjects learned three

series of eight nonsense syllables, one normal, one in which the

second member of a pair was always the “inverted” first member,
like rol'lor, and one where the second member rhymed with the

first, like zup^tup. After each of these series had been learned on
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seven successive days, each having been repeated eighty times, the

four odd syllables of each series mixed with four unknown syllables

were presented for reproduction according to the method of paired

associates. On the following days the subjects started by reading

the three series another ten times, and were then tested by different

methods: on the tenth day the instruction was the same as on the

seventh, i.e., to reproduce another syllable after being shown one

in the exposure apparatus. On the eighth and twelfth days, however,

they were told to respond to the stimulus syllable by inverting, and

on the ninth and eleventh days, by rhyming it. We can divide the

test syllables into four groups : o the syllables taken from the ordinary

series, i those from the series in which the members of a pair were

in the relation of inversion, r those from the third series in which

the members of a pair rhymed, and n the new syllables. On different

days these syllables were under the influence of different tasks: re-

producing, inverting, and rhyming respectively. This must lead to

algebraic summation of associative and determining tendency. When
inverting is the task, the i syllables are subjected to two forces which

have the same direction; for if the pair roUlor has been learned,

then on the basis of association lor should be reproduced by rol, and

equally should it be produced from rol by the mere determining

tendency to invert. Contrariwise both the o and the r syllables are

under the same instruction exposed to conflicting forces. For the

syllable zup, associated with tup, would on the basis of this asso-

ciation reproduce the latter, whereas the task ‘demands the reply

puz; and similarly the syllable dur should reproduce, on an associa-

tive basis, say, the syllable ti\ with which it had been learned, and

not the syllable rud demanded by the determining tendency.

The same is true of the instruction to rhyme; only the r and the i

syllables have changed their places, the former now being favoured,

the latter, together with the o syllables, being handicapped.

It is harder to say how Ach interprets the dynamics of the in-

struction to reproduce. But it seems that he considers it, somewhat

inconsistently, as the case where the associative tendency finds

neither support nor resistance. With this interpretation the dynamic

situation for each of the three kinds of syllables under the three

different instructions may be represented by Table 29, + meaning
the direction of the determining tendency, and — that the associative

tendency has a different direction, 0 that one of the tendencies does

not exist (the first symbol will refer always to the determining, the

second to the associative, force).
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TABLE 29

syllables

task
A

t \

reprod. invert rhyme

0 0+
1

+ - +-

i 0+ + + +-

r 0+ + - + +

Therefore, the syllable demanded by the instruction should be most

promptly supplied in the two + + cases, next in the three 0 +
ones, and least in the four H ones; in the latter, errors should be

likely to occur. The n syllables are omitted from this discussion,

since they contribute nothing conclusive either way.

The actual reaction times, taken from Ach’s table, are contained

in Table 30, the figures representing the median of all reactions in

thousandths of a second.

TABLE 30

(from Ach)

syllables

task

^

,

reprod. invert rhyme

0 881 841 1132

1 767 664 895

^
1

871 804 777

To some extent this table confirms our expectations: the highest

figure occurs with a H constellation, the lowest with a + + one.

But there are a number of discrepancies, which will appear when
we look at the rank order of the different constellations.
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1. 664 + +
2. 767 0 +
3 - in + +
4. 804 —
5. 841 + —

6. 871 0 +
7. 8810+
8. 895 + —
9. 1132+ —

The most striking facts are the relatively short reaction times in

Nos. 2, 4, and 5, and all three have something to do w^ith inverting.

No. 2, the second shortest of all, concerns the reproduction of in-

verted syllables, Nos. 4 and 5 the inversion of r and o syllables. Also

the n syllables, so far excluded from our discussion, have signi-

ficantly lovv^er reaction times for “inverting” than for “reproduc-

ing” and rhyming.

A last way of looking at the figures of our table is to average

the values for the + +, the 0 +, and the +— cases.®

TABLE 31

Constellation + + 0+ +-

Average reaction time 745 1090 1059

This survey confirms the expectations only inasmuch as the + +
constellation has the shortest reaction times, but the two others,

whose difference is probably insignificant, are in contradiction with

Ach’s assumption.

The quantitative analysis of the reaction times (and this holds

for Ach’s other subjects as well as for the one from whose results

our tables are taken), although giving some indication of the

expected results, fails to confirm the theory, thereby showing that

factors must have been at work which are not included in Ach’s

theory. We mention only the fact that the pairs of the i series were

more strongly associated than those of the two others, and that, as

the subjects reported, they were easier to learn. It is characteristic

of the period in which Ach worked that, although he particularly

stresses this point, he does not see its incompatibility with strict as-

sociationistic principles. For according to these the material proper-

ties of the terms associated should have no bearing on the strength

of the association between them. The fact that they have, therefore,

® I have averaged not the medians but the averages, contained in Ach’s but not

in my table. The rank order of these averages is different from that of the medians,

above, but contains as many discrepancies.
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invalidates these principles: it proves again that organization has

taken place and that within the range of organization possible for

nonsense syllables the symmetry of a syllable and its “mirror image”

is particularly stable.

The most significant among these quantitative results, the short-

ening of the reaction times if the “homogeneous” task is substituted

for the mere reproduction, and the lengthening of it when the

heterogeneous task takes its place, is clearly realized even in this

model case, only for the task of inverting and not for that of rhym-

ing. In other experiments even this regularity disappears, so that

we cannot accept the figures as proofs of Ach’s theory.

On the other hand the qualitative results add some evidence in

favour of Ach’s assumption. With the two heterogeneous activities

of inverting and rhyming a great number of errors occurred, namely

twelve out of a possible twenty for rhyming, and seven out of a

possible twenty for inverting. In these cases not the syllable de-

manded by the instruction was named but the one closely associated

with the stimulus syllable. Habit has been stronger than will, if

Ach’s interpretation is right. Again we must add, however, that no

other subject showed so many wrong reactions as this one, that in

several cases they failed to appear at all. I am using this statistical

argument only to point out that evidently Ach’s conditions are not

compulsory and that therefore other factors than those he dis-

criminated and sought to control may have played an important

role.

lewin’s work. We can now pass to Lewin’s work, for he suc-

ceeded where Ach failed: he could create conditions which would
produce wrong reactions or at least strong retardations of reaction

time, and such as would lead to neither the one nor the other. Before

he achieved this he had repeated Ach’s experiment with a greatly

simplified method. A number of ordinary (o) series of nonsense

syllables of varying length were learned during sixteen days with a

total of 270 repetitions. Thereupon 70 new syllables (/2 syllables),

arranged in five series of twelve and one of ten, were repeated six

times in such a way that each syllable changed its place at each

repetition so that it would not become associated with any special

one. Finally the activity of inverting was practised with a number
of different syllables. Then in the critical experiments in which
the subject had to respond by inverting the presented syllables, o

and /2 syllables were presented in alternation. Under this instruction

the o syllables would fall under the scheme -\ , the n syllables

under the + 0; i.e., the latter should yield shorter reaction times,
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the former, owing to the great number of repetitions, some wrong
responses. Neither of these effects appeared, the reaction times were

equal within the limits of error and no false reactions occurred, with

one single exception which occurred at the end.

This result, clearly as it contradicts the expectation, is not new.

If one goes through Ach’s tables and compares the reaction time of

o and n syllables with inverting (and rhyming) one finds cases in

which they are equal (5), cases in which the n syllables have the

shorter reaction times (3), and even one case where the o syllables

are favoured. On the other hand we saw that in Ach’s experiments

wrong reactions occurred. As a matter of fact only one such

wrong reaction occurred in Ach’s experiments with an o syllable

and the task of inverting, five in all with o syllables and the task of

rhyming, and altogether these wrong reactions were not frequent in

Ach’s experiments.®

The results so far seem unclear, although they certainly do not

confirm the underlying assumptions. A conflict between association

and determination does not regularly appear. We saw before that

the opposite result, mutual support of these two factors, was not

regularly present in Ach’s experiments, and it failed to appear at

all in Lewin’s experiment performed with an interesting modifica-

tion of Ach’s technique. In these experiments associations were not

formed by presenting series of syllables to be read and learned, but

by presenting syllables to which the subjects had to respond by

naming a new syllable which could be produced from the presented

ones by changing the first consonant in a prescribed manner. For

instance, if the syllable began with d they had to pronounce a

syllable beginning with g but otherwise equal, e.g., presented syl-

lable da\, response ga\. Since the traditional law of association

establishes only the conditions that two items must have occurred

in contiguity (and with sufficient frequency), this method is as

good as the other. With this method one can obtain + + and +—
cases in the test, and no difference in the reaction times appeared,

nor any wrong reactions.

Thus Lewin’s results are in strict contradiction to those of Ach
and to the assumptions which guided this author. In order to ex-

plain the contradiction Lewin introduced an entirely new theory.

We know already that he denies that an association can be the

“motor” of any activity. The motor must be something else, a mental

act, intention, or “set.” And thus he concludes that wrong reactions

am referring to his experiments according to Procedure I, high numbers of

repetitions, which alone arc comparable to Lewin’s experiments.
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occur only where a wrong set is operative, retardation, only where

two sets are in conflict. To the proof of this assumption he devotes

a number of highly ingenious experiments which can be simplified

so as to be performed in the classroom. The underlying idea is that

the same result may be accomplished by two different activities, and

more easily by the one than hy the other, and that the subject will

sooner or later choose the easier activity even if it is not the one

required by the instruction. This will lead to no mistake as long as

the original condition is fulfilled, viz., that the wrong performance

leads to the right result. If, however, this wrong activity is exer-

cised on material where it does not produce the correct result, then

either the result will be wrong, or a conflict will occur between two

activities, with a resultant retardation. These conclusions were amply

confirmed.

The procedure was as follows: Eight syllables were “associated”

with other syllables by the method last described. That is to say,

four of them had to be responded to by another syllable in which

the hard initial consonant was to be replaced by a soft one and vice

versa {r syllables), example ta\-da\, while the four others had to

be inverted (/-syllables). Each syllable was presented thirty-two

times, a comparatively small number if compared with the high

number of repetitions in the previous series. A very important

aspect is the mode of presentation. At first all four r-syllables were

presented, each syllable being repeated before the next was named,
e.g.:

stimulus response

da\ ta\

da\ ta\

ged \ed
ged \ed

This whole procedure was repeated, and then the same syllables

were repeated twice more in simple alternation without successive

repetition. Then the i syllables were subjected to the same procedure.

Then came more repetitions of the first and the second kind of ma-
terial, until both had the required 32. After the completion of the

learning the testing took place. Again the subjects were presented

with syllables, their task being to respond by changing the vowel.

First 20 n (new) syllables were called out, then an r syllable, five

more n syllables, then an i syllable, six n syllables, another r syllable,

and one more n syllable. I.e., the three critical syllables which had
been practised before were interspersed in a great number of neutral
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syllables, with the result that no wrong reaction occurred and that

the average reaction time of those critical syllables was exactly the

same as the average time of the n syllables. Thus, this first test only

confirmed the previous result. But now a new test was added: the

instruction was hard-soft rhyming, and the first four syllables were
the four r syllables with which this activity had been practised be-

fore; they were followed by two syllables taken from these same

r syllables, then came the i syllable of the first test, and then the

two other r syllables. The result was that the reaction time of the

i syllable was 144% (88ocr) longer than the average of the r syllables.

The same i syllable, which in the first test had not led to any retar-

dation, produced a very large one in this. The experiment finished

with a last test in which the task was to invert and in which the

procedure was the same as in the preceding, except that the two r

syllables used in the first test were interspersed in the midst of /

syllables. One of them led to a wrong reaction, the other to a re-

tardation of 74% (4800-).

Since the same syllables show retardation and wrong reaction in

one kind of test but not in another, the cause of these effects cannot

be the association which should have shown up in either of them,

both conforming to the type H . The true cause is easy to find.

In the two last tests the first six syllables offered for the particular

activity, rhyming and inverting, had been learned in conjunction

with a rhymed and inverted syllable respectively. There are there-

fore two ways of fulfilling the task of rhyming an r syllable: either

really to rhyme it, or to do with it what has been done before, i.e.,

to reproduce the following syllable. Similarly, when we are asked

to add 8 + 4 we answer 12 without a new process of addition by

mere reproduction. Just so the subjects after rhyming one or two r

syllables would no longer really rhyme them but reproduce. The
method of original presentation for purposes of learning, double

presentation of each syllable, had been chosen because it would tend

to favour this mode of procedure. There exists, then, a set to repro-

duce which is as much a set as the set to rhyme, and this set, if

applied to an inappropriate syllable (/ syllable for rhyming, and r

syllable for inverting), must lead to wrong reactions, or if this is

checked, to a considerable retardation. When on the other hand, as

in the first test, a number of neutral syllables are given for the exe-

cution of a task, then there is only one way of doing it, and repro-

duction cannot take its place. Consequently no set to reproduce de-

velops and the r and i syllables are just as easily and quickly changed

in the right way as the n syllables.
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This explanation invalidates one of Ach’s assumptions which we
have listed in our table on page 576 as 0 +, the assumption, namely,

that reproduction is the mere effect of association without any spe-

cial set.

THE RELATION OF lewin’s WORK TO OUR THEORY. However, our main
question remains as yet unanswered : Are Lewin’s results compatible

with our theory? Do they prove that an association, or rather an

organized trace system, exerts no force on the new process ? As far as

I can see, and I have Professor Lewin’s assent to this opinion, they

do not. For the same explanation which we gave to his experiments

with a perfectly passive attitude (see p. 561) is equally applicable

here. It is not proven that in the cases where no retardation or

wrong reaction occurred the old traces were in communication with

the new process. But if they were not, then they could not, of

course, exert any influence upon it. If this is the true explanation of

Lewin’s results, they are perfeedy compatible with our own theory.

Thereby their significance is not in the least diminished. Instead of

bearing on the effect exercised by a trace upon a process they bear on

the opposite relationship, the effect produced by a process on the

trace system. For they prove that, in terms of the association theory,

the re-arousal of an a does not necessarily carry with it a tendency

towards the re-arousal of b, which had previously been associated

with a, because the re-arousal of a does not necessarily communicate

with the a b trace. In other words, even in terms of its own theory

the law of association was incomplete. The recurrence of an a can

arouse a tendency for b to appear only when a establishes a com-

munication with the old ab trace system.

Lewin’s experiments prove more than this, revealing as they do

a very powerful factor which determines this communication. How-
ever, before we follow this lead we shall briefly discuss the fact

itself. It seems self-evident, and yet it has gained no recognition in

associationistic psychology although it was clearly pointed out and

vigorously emphasized by Hoffding in 1889. Hoffding argued like

this: I see an apple and am reminded of paradise. Now, the apple

that I am seeing at present was never together with a picture of

paradise, but a picture of an apple, different from the present one,

may have been contained in a picture of paradise, or a mere idea

of an apple may have been together with an idea of paradise. How-
ever this may be, the present apple, so Hoffding argued, must first

come into connection with the memory trace of the old apple, be-

cause only this can lead to the idea of paradise.
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The **luaw of Substitution^* {or **Assimilation*^. This interpreta-

tion was not accepted by psychologists, who at the time were com-
pletely under the sway of associationism, because it implied the

efficacy of similarity for the evocation of the trace by the new
process. They preferred to base their theory on the law of contiguity

alone. And so they introduced another law, the law of substitution,

to explain the same fact. This law says: if an association between

a and b has been formed, then not only a will be able to reproduce

b, but also any a* which is similar to a, the strength of the reproduc-

tive tendency aroused by a! varying with the degree of similarity

between a* and a (Muller and Pilzecker). In America this law has

been called the law of assimilation—not a good name, since the term

assimilation had been used much earlier by Wundt for a very dif-

ferent phenomenon (see Chapter III, p. 103)—and appears as a real

law in the recent presentation of associationism by Robinson. It

seems to me, however, that this law names what it considers to be

a fact without explaining it. It would indeed be an explanation if

one assumed, as Hoffding did, that the trace a can be re-aroused by
a process a*

^

different from, but similar to a, and that therefore a*

can reproduce b. But without this assumption, which the law of

substitution was intended to make unnecessary, this law is uncon-

nected with the main body of associationism, if one means by asso-

ciationism an explanatory theory and not a mere collection of purely

empirical laws.

But even as such an empirical law the law of substitution is false,

as follows directly from Lewin’s experiments, for he has proved even

more than Hoffding claimed. To apply Lewin s results to Hoffding s

example we may say : if we have seen an apple next to a vase and see

the same apple again, then there need arise no tendency towards the

reproduction of the vase. This reproduction will take place only

when the special conditions of the case ensure that the new percep-

tion communicates with the old trace. The same is true a fortiori for

the case where the apple that we see now is different from the apple

that we saw lying by the vase, so that the law of substitution con-

tains within itself the still unsolved problem: When does a process

communicate with a trace?

The Role of Attitudes or Sets in Reproduction. To this problem

Lewin’s experiments contribute an answer of high significance : they

prove that such communication may be created by a “set,” attitude,

intention, or otherwise expressed that forces starting within an Ego-

system can be powerful factors in bringing about communication

between a process and a trace both of which belong to the environ-
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mental field. We had come to the same conclusion before, at the

end of the eleventh chapter, when we discussed the attempt to recall

a name (p. 525), and at the beginning of this, when we discussed

another of Lewin’s experiments. Thus Lewin’s results demand that

kind of Ego-environment hypothesis which, starting from entirely

different premises, we have introduced in Chapter VIII (p. 333),

an hypothesis by which Ego and environment are in dynamic inter-

course both in the process of actual present organization and in the

accumulation of traces of such organizations.

Before we follow up this idea and discuss the problem of the

communication more thoroughly, we must add a few words about

the relation of Lewin s work to our theory and a section about other

types of associative learning.

Although our theory implies that communication of trace and

process, by producing tensions in the trace, is apt to create a force

between trace and process in the sense of reproduction, it does not

mean, as pointed out before, that such spontaneous reproduction

must inevitably follow. In the first place, reproduction would be

truly spontaneous only if the process had formed its trace without

the co-operation of a set or attitude. This possibility we shall have

to assume, as will be shown later. But even when communication

takes place, the tension created in the trace system cannot be ac-

cepted as explaining the whole process of reproduction as it occurs

in memory experiments. The fact that the subject actually pro-

nounces the reproduced items is indeed more than can be derived

from our hypothesis. Whether he does or not, must depend upon
forces extraneous to those between trace and process, i.e., upon
attitudes, intentions, sets. And if one includes these aspects of repro-

duction, then Lewin’s claim that association (or the existence and

participation of an organized trace) can never be the motor of any

mental activity is perfectly true.

We must, however, go even further than that. Continually, old

large trace systems are in communication with present part processes,

and yet, in any controlled activity, reproductions that lead away
from the goal of that activity occur very rarely, even in the form of

mere “knowledge” or “thinking about.” Kohler (1929, pp. 335 ff.)

has insisted on this point sufficiently for us to pass it over with these

few words. But even this does not contradict our theory. For as we
know, a controlled activity means an activity under the rule of

strong forces, forces partly external and partly internal to the or-

ganization of the process and the trace which it is building up (see
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our discussion in Chapter IX, pp. 418 f.). Compared to these forces

the tensions arising in the trace will often be negligible.

OTHER TYPES OF “ASSOCIATIVE LEARNING.” The question may even

be legitimately raised whether such tensions in a whole-trace will

arise under all conditions when a part process communicates with

a part of it. We have so far treated reproduction as though it were
the only effect that a whole-trace could exert upon a new process.

But this is far from the truth. And we can choose another type of

so-called associative learning to discover a very different effect. The
method of nonsense syllables was the contribution of an earlier

epoch in psychology—German psychology—to the investigation of

learning. Two other methods have since then been introduced and
have gradually surpassed the old in the scope of their application,

viz., the method of the conditioned reflex, invented in Russia, and
the method of the maze, developed in America. Both methods share

with the nonsense syllable method the aspect of complete arbitrari-

ness of the items to be connected. The conditional sitmulus can

be selected at random, and similarly the structure of the maze with

its different blind alleys and its true path is entirely at the discre-

tion of the experimenter. Nothing in the situation itself demands,

say, a bell to be connected with feeding, or the building of the maze
according to any one of the principles employed in the different in-

vestigations, just as little as the syllable zut demands that the syllable

pid follow upon it. We shall not treat the conditioned reflex experi-

ments, because by their very construction they cannot make any

direct contribution to our problem. Moreover, the theory of the

conditioned reflex has been very searchingly discussed during the last

few years, notably by Tolman and Humphrey, so that a new dis-

cussion would not advance us very much further.

Maze Experiments, The maze experiments, on the other hand,

have, in the hands of ingenious experimenters, acquired a new mean-

ing which is relevant to our present discussion. In the ordinary maze
experiment the animal learns the maze in the attempt to reach the

food contained in the food box. The progress of learning consists in

the animal’s obtaining its reward more and more quickly and with

fewer and fewer errors, i.e., by entering fewer and fewer blind

alleys. Learning here is defined by behaviour continuously approach-

ing an optimal type, it is the steady improvement of one and the

same accomplishment, in that sense again similar to the learning

of series of nonsense syllables. One can, however, alter the procedure

in such a way that during the first part of the “learning period” the

accomplishment of the animal is different from that of the second.
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Will then the practice in the first accomplishment aid the second

one?

''Latent Learning!* The best and simplest way would probably

be one suggested to me once by Dr. Mintz: put the animal into a

maze and let it stay there for, say, a couple of hours without re-

warding it. Repeat this a number of times and then introduce food

in the food box. Compare the behaviour of such animals with that

of a control group which has been trained in the same maze by the

usual method, i.e., by having food in the food box from the first

day of training. As far as I know this experiment has not yet been

performed, but experiments by Blodgett and by Tolman and Hon-
zik, briefly referred to in an earlier part of this chapter (p. 547),

are similar enough to allow a prediction of what would happen if it

were carried out. The last two authors put rats into a maze and

took them out, without feeding them, as soon as they reached the

exit box, feeding not taking place till two hours later, in their living-

cages. After this had been done for ten days, food was introduced

on the eleventh. ‘‘On the twelfth day they exhibited an enormous

drop in both errors and times” (Tolman, p. 52) ; as a matter of fact

their error curve dropped on that day below that of a normal control

group which had been running this maze for the same number of

days with food in the exit box, whereas on the preceding day the

control group had made far fewer errors. To express the result

in this way is, of course, not correct. For the term error has mean-
ing only for the animal that wants to get quickly to the food box,

i.e., for the control group and the test group after the eleventh day.

Before this day an entry of a blind alley was in no sense an error,

except for the experimenter who wants to tabulate the results. This

experiment proves that the activity of exploring the maze with a

great number of “errors” is at least as advantageous for the desired

effect, the quick and errorless reaching of the food box, as the

activity of running for that food box. But in the former the dif-

ference between the pre-critical and the critical activities is much
greater than in the latter; in the former the trace of the older activi-

ties has the effect not of reproducing, with modifications, these

activities, but of giving rise to new activities. It is therefore highly

probable that the experiment suggested by Dr. Mintz would also

have a positive result: living in the maze would help the rats to

find the food box quickly as soon as they became motivated to run

for it.

"Latent Learning** as an Example of a Trace Influence That Is

Not Reproduction, Thus we have come across a striking example
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of a trace-effect which is not reproduction. The trace formed by the

non-rewarded runs in the maze becomes a more and more articulated

system which forms part of the field in which the later motivated

activity takes place, and directs it according to field structure and
motivation. It seems quite unnecessary to assume that the rat will

be impelled, in its run for food, to choose a path that leads in a

wrong direction simply because it had chosen it in its non- (or

differently) motivated activity.

THE GENERAL FIELD-INFLUENCE EXERTED BY A TRACE UPON A PROCESS.

So this experiment brings us back to the discussion interrupted a

while ago. And we find now that a part process in communication

with a trace which is part of a larger trace system need not be

affected by this trace at all in the sense of reproduction correspond-

ing to the whole trace. The communication may have altogether

different effects. It might seem that this conclusion contradicted the

theory which we took such great pains to develop, viz., that such

communication would set up tensions within the total trace which

would exert a force towards reproduction. But this contradiction

disappears as soon as we consider that the effect of the communica-

tion upon the trace must depend upon the nature of the trace. In the

case under discussion the trace system influencing the test runs may
be not that of the previous run, but that of the maze pattern which,

as previously mentioned (p. 547), arose out of the other traces. Fur-

thermore not all traces can be so constituted that asymmetrical com-

munication changes their stability and thereby gives rise to stresses.

Only those where this is the case can cause spontaneous reproduc-

tion, and since probably they are in the minority, spontaneous re-

production should, according to our theory, occur still more rarely

than would follow from our earlier discussion. And therefore

Lewin’s criticism of this concept becomes the more significant.

To say which traces are of the one kind, which of the other,

would require a much better knowledge of traces than we possess

today. The main value of my hypotheses, if they have any, seems to

me to lie more in their heuristic than in their explanatory character.

They pose problems, problems which an associationistic psychology

could never have raised. The only indication of an answer to our

question seems to me this: traces resulting from rote learning are

particularly apt to become endowed with tension through com-

munication with part processes and thereby to be capable of initiat-

ing spontaneous reproduction. It is plausible to connect this with

the fact that they form more or less isolated, self-sufficient systems.
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whereas most other traces must be connected with innumerable

other trace systems.

But the discussion of the Tolman-Honzik maze experiment has

given us an even more important insight. A trace system may exert

influences other than reproduction on the continuation of a process.

The influence studied in this experiment was one upon the animal’s

activity. We can describe it best by saying that the trace developed

during its non-rewarded runs influenced its activity in the food-

motivated runs in a manner similar to that in which a maze which

the animal could perceive in all or many of its details would. If

the animal sees or feels that an alley is blocked at one end it will

turn back; if it sees that another alley leads to the lure it will enter

it. The Tolman-Honzik experiment and our everyday experience

demonstrate that the trace can have a similar effect. What the

animal has developed during its “latent learning” is a trace of the

maze; this trace, being in communication with the present activity,

regulates it more or less as the perception of the maze would. Just

so, when I want a book I leave my chair and turn to the book-case

at the side of the room which at the moment is outside my per-

ceptual field. The trace field of the whole room in which I am
staying is in communication with my present activity and thereby

directs it in such a way that orderly action, started by needs or in-

tentions, becomes possible. Again, dynamically it makes no differ-

ence whether the required book stands on my desk within the field

of perception or in the book-case at the side.

Why This Theory Is Not Associationistic, But is this not asso-

ciation? Let us see what this claim would mean. In writing this

chapter I was reminded of an experiment on “latent learning.” This

had become associated with Tolman’s book, because I had first

read it there. Therefore the idea of the experiment reproduces the

idea of the book. This in its turn is associated with the shelf on
which I have put it, and therefore the idea of the bookshelf arises.

And now? The idea of the bookshelf is associated with many other

ideas, e.g., with that of all my cases containing reprints; are they

or any other associated ideas reproduced ? Not at all. What happens

is that I rise from my chair and fetch the book. Has Tolman’s book
been associated with this activity? If not, why, on purely association-

istic principles, do I rise? In this presentation of the associationistic

explanation I have disregarded the fact that spontaneous reproduc-

tion, on which this whole explanation rests, is a very rare occurrence.

Even so, the explanation fails to explain what it set out to. Granted

then that my final action requires some other kind of explanation.
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what of the preceding events? Why does the idea of Tolman’s book
reproduce the idea of the bookcase and not that of the many seminar

evenings on which I discussed it, or that of my review of it, which
by “frequency” and emotional intensity should be favoured? Surely

it is not chance that at this moment the bookshelf association

proved to be the strongest while at other moments entirely different

ones would be dominant, occasions at which I would never think

of the place of the book, but of its contents, or its author, or what
not. Certainly I could think of neither of these unless the “Tolman-
trace” were connected with all those other traces. But neither is the

fact of the connection enough, nor has the connection been proved

to be of the type of association. In short, if one calls the explanation

of my activity which I gave above an associationistic one, one shirks

the issue. Association has unwittingly assumed a meaning which
makes it practically synonymous with experience. And a theory

based on experience, a genetic theory, is for that very reason a de-

sirable theory. Therefore the great attachment to associationism.

But association is far from being synonymous with experience. It

is one way of coping with experience, one conception to treat ex-

perience scientifically. Therefore a criticism of associationism, how-
ever negative it may be, is not a rejection of a genetic theory. There
are other, and I believe better, ways of treating experience than the

concept of association.

A Reference to Older Experiments on Memory, In many respects

the preceding discussion of associative learning was incomplete.

Its omission of a reference to most of the results reached by the

older experiments is due to the fact that their theoretical meaning is,

to say the least, highly ambiguous. Take the facts expressed in Jost’s

law: two series of nonsense syllables, A and B, of which A has been

learned some time before B and with more repetitions, will rank

differently according to the method used in testing them. By the

method of paired associates B may be the one better retained,

whereas by the saving method A may appear superior. The tradi-

tional explanation has been a one-factor explanation, in agreement

with the traditional theory which knows only one variable: the

strength of association. It says that the average strength of associa-

tion is greater in A than in B, and therefore it can be relearned more
easily, while the individual number of associations which are supra-

liminal, i.e., which are strong enough to effect reproduction, is

greater in B, accounting for its superiority in the method of paired

associates. But such a simple explanation overlooks the dynamics of

the situation. There are three problems involved: the effect of the
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trace on the process once it is in communication with it—this is the

equivalent in our terms to the old theory—the case of communica-

tion between the present process and the trace, and, thirdly, the effect

of new repetitions on the existing trace systems. It seems to me very

unlikely that the facts can find their explanation in terms of the

first problem alone, but since we lack experimental evidence to

decide this point, I shall omit these and numerous other effects.

But our discussion of associative learning was incomplete also

because it left the second problem just mentioned unanswered, al-

though we encountered it again and again. It is not, however, a

problem specific of associative learning. It was equally obvious in

our discussion of the acquisition of skills, and it is of no less im-

portance for the problem of recognition. Therefore, before treat-

ing it we shall turn to this new achievement of memory.
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RECOGNITION AND THE PROBLEM OF COMMUNICATION BETWEEN
PROCESS AND TRACE

Unfortunately it is not easy to define what we mean by recogni-

tion. I recognize a pencil as a pencil, and my special pencil as my
pencil; but in a sense this latter effect will occur only if I see it

among others and not when I take it out of my pocket. A similar

example is given by Maccurdy: “If I meet one of my students^ in

London I recognize him; if I see the same man in my lecture room
in Cambridge I do not recognize him, although I know he is there”

(p- 113)-

We must then distinguish first of all “class” recognition and in-

dividual recognition, and, secondly, explicit and implicit recognition,

the explicit being characteristic of Maccurdy’s meeting his student

in London, the implicit of his meeting him in the lecture room. For

it seems to me not correct to say that in this last case no recognition

takes place. For if I, or Maccurdy, were asked whether we knew
this or that student in our class we should unhesitatingly answer

“yes,” and this answer does not presuppose that the question has

changed the perception of the student; my affirmative answer is

the direct outcome of the perception, even though it lacked that tone

of familiarity which it would have in a different context (e.g., in

London).

Still, we are dealing with different cases, and the theory of recog-

nition finds itself continually hampered by that difficulty. How the

difference between class- and individual recognition makes it impos-

^ I have substituted the word “students” for Maccurdy’s word “class” in order to

avoid unnecessary ambiguity in my text.

591
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sible unambiguously to evaluate her own quantitative results has

been pointed out by von Restorfl.

Theories of Recognition and Their Problems. There was a time

when recognition was a major problem in psychology. Katzaroff

published a paper on the subject in 1911 in which he enumerated

and discussed fourteen different theories. One fundamental fact

stands out for every theory of recognition: an object A cannot be

recognized unless some object A' had occurred previously. In the

terms of any theory except that of Wheeler—whose application to

recognition I can understand even less than its application to recall

—this must mean that a present process is under some influence of

a trace of A'. The problem is: Of what kind is this influence and

what produces it, i.e., why, in our terminology, does the process

communicate with the trace A'? In 1906 Schumann, surveying the

experimental work on the psychology of reading, said: “Today
the assumption is made fairly universally that in the act of recogni-

tion the images of former perceptions of the same object are being

re-excited, fuse with the sensations and give to the perceptual process

its ‘quality of familiarity’” (p. 170). Recognition is, in this view,

explained by assimilation, and inasmuch as we have rejected the

assimilation hypothesis (Chapter III, p. 103) we shall not accept

this explanation of recognition. Nevertheless I find Bartlett’s judg-

ment of this hypothesis entirely too harsh when he says: It “is a

striking example of a fruitless hypothesis, and can never be either

proved or disproved” (p. 192). For apart from its specific form this

hypothesis claims a connection between a process occurring now and
a system of traces left behind by earlier processes, and this claim,

though, like all our physiological hypotheses, not amenable to direct

proof, finds a number of facts to substantiate it, facts which would
remain unexplained without some such hypothesis. Schumann him-

self points to the fact that a word of 25 letters tachistoscopically ex-

posed can be seen clearly and distinctly in all its parts, and that

furthermore this clearly perceived word may be more or less different

from the actually exposed one, whereas of 25 unconnected letters

at best a small fraction will be so perceived. Of course I agree with

Bartlett, if he applies his criticism only to the hypothesis of fusion

of sensations and images, but even there I must plead for Schumann
that at the time of his report no other possibility of a connection be-

tween a process and a trace had been envisaged.

The TTieoiy of Katzaroff and ClaparMe. That in recognition the

process is under the influence of a trace is, as I said before, the

minimum that any theory of recognition has to assume. That this
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minimum is not enough was the claim of Katzaroff, which was
vigorously defended by Claparede (1911). ClaparMe produced
cases where indubitably a connection of trace and process had oc-

curred and where nevertheless recognition had failed to appear. The
bulk of his material is taken from post-hypnotic suggestion and
from the Korsakoff syndrome, characterized by an extreme memory
defect. He points out the discrepancy manifest in Korsakoff patients

between their achievements in recognition and voluntary recall on
the one hand, and their orientation in the hospital on the other:

whereas the former may be completely absent, the latter may be

normal. Thus a woman who was perfectly well oriented in the

hospital, found her way to the lavatories, bathrooms, etc., would
not recognize her nurse, who took care of her for six months. If the

nurse asked her whether she knew her she replied: “Non, madame,
a qui ai-je Thonneur de parler?” (Claparede, p. 84.) I have repro-

duced this quotation in order to show what lack of recognition

means, and how different it is from the case of the student in the

lecture room which we discussed previously. In terms of that discus-

sion the answer of Claparede’s patients proves a lack of individual

recognition, not of class recognition. As a matter of fact, as Mac-

curdy, whose own observations fully confirm those of Claparede,

points out, the nurse is not only recognized as a woman, but as a

woman to whom respect is due. Claparede has made experiments

with these patients; a particularly neat one is reproduced by Mac-
curdy. I omit it here and give instead an ingenious experiment by
Maccurdy. himself: “I would give the patient my full name and
address. Within a few minutes this was totally ‘forgotten.’ Later

on, I would present the patient with a list of ten Christian names,

another of ten surnames, another of street numbers, and another of

street names. From this he would be asked to guess which one was
mine. To my surprise, the guesses were nearly as accurate as would
be the conscious memory for such data of normal subjects. But the

response remained to the subject a mere guess, it was associated

with no feeling of me-ness; on no occasion did the patient think that

he had the slightest reason for picking one name rather than an-

other from the list” (p. 121). The striking point in this experiment,

as in those by Claparede, is that the new process, the “guessing,”

must have been in communication with the trace left by the informa-

tion given before the experiment. This is proved by the degree of

correctness of the choice. And yet, although the process was in com-

munication with the trace, it lacked all recognition, the correct

choices were made without conviction, they appeared as pure guesses.
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Therefore mere communication cannot be enough, some other factor

must be added. This other factor is found by Katzaroff and*

ClaparMe, with whose interpretation Maccurdy more or less agrees,

in the “feeling of me-ness.” In Katzaroff*s words: “One may there-

fore assume that the feeling of familiarity (^sentiment de familier),

deja vu, which accompanies a repeated sensation results from the

fact that this sensation, when it passed through our consciousness

for the first time, became associated with the very feeling of our
‘Ego’ (^s'est associee au sentiment lui-meme de notre 'moi*) and was,

so to speak, enveloped by it” (p. 78).

Today it may seem surprising that this theory has found so little

support. Bardett, who distinguishes four theories of recognidon, does

not even mention it. But we must not forget that at die time the

theory was proposed, experimental psychology had no place for the

Ego. Thus in the book which I published in 1912 I refused to accept

Claparede’s explanation, whereas now, when the Ego has a promi-
nent place in the psychological system here presented, I recognize its

value and admire the insight of its author. Many theorists had
acknowledged the “feeling of familiarity,” the *'Be\anntheit$-

Qualitdf of Hoffding, but they had been satisfied with a discussion

whether this quality was an emotional or an intellectual element of

experience, without an acknowledgment of the fact that the “fa-

miliar” is “familiar to mel* i.e., that recognizing involves an object-

Ego relationship.

This Theory and Our Ego-hyjwthesis. Our theory of the Ego, as
it was developed in the preceding chapters, allows us to accept
Claparede’s theory, freeing it from those aspects which are the out-
come of the period at which he worked, and to incorporate it with-
out any new hypothesis into our own system. In the eighth chapter
we saw how the necessary assumption of a permanent Ego system
involves the assumption of an environment system from which this
Ego system remains segregated. In Chapters X and XI we have
developed this hypothesis from the point of view of a trace theory,
and now we can reap the harvest. I believe that it strengthens the
status of our theory that it was developed from facts different from
those which are now to be explained by it. It became necessary on
the grounds of a general theory of organization, and now it pro-
vides an explanation of recognition and voluntary recall.

In our theory the trace retained the dynamics of the process in a
latent form. We also know that our environmental field does not
consist of a number of “dead” or “indifferent” things, but that these
things possess dynamic characters, such as physiognomic, functional.
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and demand characters. All these characters imply an object-Ego

relationship, i.c., an interplay of forces between the Ego and the

environmental objects. Therefore, the trace of an object is, as a rule,

part of a larger trace of which the object is but one sub-system, while

a part of the Ego is another, these two sub-system^ being connected

by forces corresponding to the forces obtaining in the process of per-

ception. Communication of the trace with a new object-process

means, therefore, at least potentially, communication of this whole

ti^ce with the new process. And according to Claparede’s theory,

recognition can take place only when the whole trace becomes in-

volved and not merely the object sub-system.

This is the translation of Claparede’s theory into our own, as will

be seen more clearly still when we envisage ClaparMe’s theory in its

most general aspects. “One must distinguish between two sorts of

connections: those which establish themselves eventually between

ideas, and those which establish themselves between the ideas and

that which constitutes the Ego, the personality. In the case of purely

passive or reflex association of ideas the first kind of connections will

function alone; in the case of voluntary recall or of recognition,

where the Ego is involved, the second kind would play its part”

(ClaparMe, p. 86). In our terms, communication with a part of a

trace system may bring into play either such other parts of the sys-

tem as do not include the Ego, or those which belong to the Ego
also. The effect on the present process must be different in the two

cases.

The case is similar to that of the command of the executive. The
same distinction between intra-Ego-, Ego-environment- and intra-

environmental forces that proved so fruitful there, finds its appli-

cation here. The forces within the trace which affect the process

now occurring may be of any of the three kinds. The first has not

been mentioned by Claparede, but the two others correspond closely

to his distinction.

This theory allows certain deductions about the conditions under

which recognition is more or less likely to occur. Since it depends

upon the participation of the Ego-part in the particular trace sys-

tems, the structure of this system will be of great importance. The
closer the dynamic intercourse between the Ego and the object part,

the more likely, ceteris paribus, will recognition be. Now in the

structure of the behavioural environment there are things close to

and remote from the Ego and even some that have practically

no Ego-connection. According to the theory, and to all appearances

in conformity with the facts, the former are better recognized than
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the latter. In many cases the Ego-object relationship will be, at least

partly, due to the interests and attitudes of the Ego. Thus whatever
has interested us, attracted our attention, is relatively easily recog-

nized. “The things we deny ever having done, in the face of ample
testimony from honest observers, are acts performed ‘absent-mind-
edly,’ automatically. Automatic behaviour has no me-ness attached

to it.” Thus Maccurdy (p. 124).

The Quality of Familiarity. Can we explain also why the posi-

tive impression of familiarity fails to appear with objects which
are too well known? When we formulate the question in this way
we have to remember that even welhknown objects may carry that

quality of familiarity if they appear in a new environment; we re-

call Maccurdy’s student. This fact gives us the clue for our explana-
tion. When we see the well-known object in its normal environment,
then our attitude towards it is also, as a rule, the normal one. There-
fore, the process which communicates with the trace is not simply
the process of perceiving the object but the process of perceiving
this object which, corresponding to the prevailing attitude, is in a
definite relation to the Ego. This new process will at once communi-
cate with the whole Ego-object trace; conversely, when the object

is encountered in a new environment with a different Ego-attitude,

then the communication takes place between object process and ob-
ject trace, and the effect of this communication of a part trace with
a part process will be the one derived in our theory of reproduc-
tion: the whole trace will be put under tension. We derived from
this tension the possibility of spontaneous reproduction, and indeed
recognition is very often accompanied by spontaneous reproduction.
But we are now forced to the conclusion that this stress, if it in-

volves the Ego-object pattern of the trace, must also account for the
quality of familiarity in recognition. On the other hand, we see the

justification of including as true cases of recognition also those
where a known object appears without this quality. For we had to

assume that in these cases a communication between process and
trace occurred, a communication, however, of the kind that pro-
duced no stresses in the trace. And when we compare this case with
the one without recognition, e.g., ClaparMe’s Korsakoff patient, we
see indeed that the line of cleavage runs between these two, and not
between the first two cases (i.e., student in London and in the lec-

ture room).

Our theory also accounts for the fact that the quality of familiar-

ity can be more or less impressive. It must explain the impressive-

ness (or intensity) of the quality of familiarity by the amount of
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stress set up in the object-Ego trace, and it is a direct consequence

from the theory that this stress can continuously vary in intensity.

In applying this hypothesis one must not forgdt that our formula-

tion was greatly oversimplified. In order to find the principle of

the underlying dynamics it isolated one single object with one

Ego relationship. In reality much more complex conditions will

obtain. But in order to understand these complexities one must first

have grasped the principle of a simple, even though fictitious, case.

The question of what kind the influence exerted by a trace or a

process in recognition is has been answered only in part. We have

said more about the traces which exert the influence than about the

actual influence itself. The reason is obvious. We know the influence

only through direct experience—and I do not see how any observa-

tion of the behaviour of animals can reveal it, for the behaviour of

the Korsakoff patient in his normal environment does not look

different from that of a normal person; the fact that it is behaviour

without recognition and voluntary recall is not amenable to this

kind of observation—^but we do not know anything about the dy-

namic connection between trace and process except what we have

to assume in order to explain the facts of direct experience or those

interpreted with the help of direct experience. All we can say, there-

fore, at the present moment is that a process that communicates with

a trace must be different from one that does not, and that the \ind

of trace it communicates with will also determine the nature of

this influence.

The Causes of Communication Between Process and Trace. And
now we can at last turn to the problem so often deferred, viz., the

problem of the causes of the communication between process and

trace. Thus we shall now complete the discussion begun in Chapter

X (pp. 461 ff.), and agaii> we have to select between two ways of

approaching this problem; we might either survey all the known
facts and try to derive as many special laws from them as possible,

or we might analyze the communication and its effects as such, try

to derive from each analysis a general law, and then fill in as many
special cases as we can find. I choose the second way, because the

empirical data are very scant, and apart from as yet unpublished

experiments by Kohler and von Restorff, they have not been col-

lected for the purpose of solving our problem.

The General Principle. Let us then consider the event in its

broadest aspect. A process is aroused—for simplicity’s sake w’e as-

sume a perceptual process caused by sensory stimulation; this process

occurs at the tip of a “trace column” (see p. 447); it may com-
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municate with practically any one of the innumerable trace systems.

Since the process will be affected by this communication, the choice

which it makes among the existing traces will determine its own
future. We have encountered similar conditions before, and we
have found that under these conditions the choice must depend upon

its influence on the future of the process. Our description of the

circular perceptive-motor process given in Chapter IX (pp. 373 f.)

can be translated into these terms. The field Fq which starts the

movement selects such movements as determine its own future in

such a way that the subsequent fields Fi, F2, . . . are progressively

under less stress. It is therefore no new hypothesis if we apply this

general principle to the problem of the selection of a trace by a

process: this selection must have something to do with the nature of

the process, it must further one kind of development of this process

rather than others. Let us call the kind of development which is

thus being furthered the stability of the process, just to have a con-

venient name. The actual choice will then depend upon this stability.

Those traces will communicate with the process which will give it

the particular stability it needs. When we say that in this way our

problem has become a problem of organization we say nothing new,

but with this formulation we connect our problem with others, the

solution of which has been previously indicated. Again, in this aspect

also, memory appears not as an entirely new function with com-

pletely new laws, but as a special case of a very general function.

The Law of Similarity, One of the first laws of perceptual organ-

ization which we encountered was the law of similarity. If we could

apply this law to our present problem it would mean that a process

would exert a dynamic influence on a trace which had been built

up by a similar process so as to produce communication with it.

In our previous discussion in Chapter X we demonstrated the

necessity of such a law and saw that similarity must mean similarity

of patterns. This law of similarity has also been recognized, if we
discount the different terminology resulting from a different the-

oretical foundation, by many psychologists in their theory of recogni-

tion. I recall Hoffding, Schumann, and Semon.^ And indeed it would
be impossible to explain recognition and a great amount of so-called

associative reproduction without such a law. However, we must not

2 1 refrain from giving a survey of Semon’s theory and from discussing howr far it

agrees with the one here presented and how far it is different. Such a discussion
would unnecessarily break up the course of our discussion without making any
positive contribution. I must add, however, that this omission is not due to a lack

of appreciation of Semon’s great achievement.
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forget that similarity is not absolute similarity, not similarity in

vacuo. On the one hand, when we first introduced a similarity law

of organization we formulated it as a similarity-froximity law. Two
simultaneous similar processes will interact the more the closer they

are together. Inasmuch as this law applies to our problem it means
that ceteris paribus a similar trace will have a better chance to be

chosen by a present process when it is recent, i.e., near the tip of the

trace column, than when it is old. It is irqportant to stress the condi-

tion ceteris paribus, since other factors of selection, which we shall

discuss presently, may overcome the handicap of age.

On the other hand similarity has in this connection to be subjected

to the same criticism that von Restorff applied to her concepts of

repeated and isolated material (see Chapter XI, p. 485). If a number
of similar processes occur in close succession in such a way that

their communication with the trace of any of the previous ones

does not contribute to their stability, then they will soon cease to

produce such communication, and therefore a new similar process

which would profit by communication with the trace system will

also fail to select it. When instead a process A is followed by a

number of different processes, B, B', B" . . . A', then A' will be

much more likely to communicate with the trace of A. This has

been proved by the unpublished experiments by Kohler and von

Restorff which I previously mentioned, and on which Kohler gave

a brief report at the International Congress at Copenhagen in 1932.

Irf our discussion of Restorff’s argument, which was concerned with

the aggregation of traces, we saw how this definition of similarity

has its exact counterpart in perception, and thus presents a general

feature of organization. Therefore the same law found valid for

the relation between process and trace automatically makes this

relation one of organization.

The Relation Between the Law of Similarity and the General
Principle. But we cannot be satisfied with this discussion of the law

of similarity, since we started out with a much more general law
according to which communication between process and trace was

determined by the stability of the former. We must therefore exam-

ine the relation of this general law and the special law of similarity.

This investigation will be handicapped by the fact that we have not

properly defined the term stability. Thus we could easily fall into the

trap of a teleological explanation, looking at the result of com-
munication and using this result as a cause of the process. To say:

a certain process occurs because it is biologically useful, would be

the kind of explanation we have to guard against. For the biological
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advantage of a process is an effect which has to be explained by the

process, but the former cannot be used to explain the latter. A
process must find its explanation in the dynamics of the system

within which it occurs; the concept of biological advantage, on the

other hand, does not belong to dynamics at all. And therefore teleo-

logical explanations in terms of biological advantage have no place

in gestalt theory.

How, then, can we connect the general law of stability with the

special law of similarity.'^ Let us turn back to the first effect exerted

by a trace on a process which we discussed, viz., the acquisition of

skills, and let us consider an example previously introduced, that of

the Southerner on the ice-covered streets in the North. We saw how
the improvement of his skill in crossing these streets is due to the

interaction between trace and process. And the cause of the com-

munication must be in this case, as in the case of recognition, the

similarity between trace and process. But, bearing in mind our

theory of this improvement, we can look at it from a different point

of view. We explained the improvement by the fact that the original

process, and therefore the trace left by it, was not stable, and that

communication resulted in processes of greater stability. That is, we
assumed the fact of communication and derived a specific change

of the process from it. We can now look at the same total event dif-

ferently and connect not only the change of the process with its

communication with the trace, but also the latter with the former;

i.e., we can say; the particular trace was selected because communi-
cation with it would lead to an improved process. At the same time,

as we have seen, the selected trace derived from a process similar

to the one now occurring, so that similarity and stability have be-

come connected in our theory. Similarity is one way by which
greater stability can be reached.

The case of motor skills was particularly suitable for our argu-

ment, because the increased stability of the process had been pre-

viously derived and did not have to be assumed merely for the

sake of establishing a connection between stability and similarity. In

the case of recognition we are not in such a favourable position, be-

cause we have not yet deduced that recognition stabilizes the process,

which we must claim if we want to interpret the relation between

stability and similarity in the same manner. And yet some stabiliz-

ing effect must occur in recognition if our theory is right. That
the kind of stability must be different in the two cases, recognition

and improvement of skill, is obvious. In the former its main aspect

cannot be a change in the internal organization of the process itself

—
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although such an effect will frequently accompany recognition

—

rather must the greater stability of the new process, which it achieves

by recognition, be due to its becoming related with previously

existing trace fields. At the end of Chapter XI (p. 526 f.) we have

tried to show how a trace can gain stability by communication with

other traces. A trace from a process which communicated with

other traces will itself be in communication with them. And thus

a “recognized” process will have a more stable trace than a similar

process without such communication. Because of the constant

dynamic relation between a process and its own trace, which we
developed in the tenth chapter, we may well include this trace

effect of the “recognized” process among the aspects of its greater

stability.

However, the preceding reflections raise no other claim than to

have demonstrated the possibility of connecting our special law of

trace selection with the general one for the case of recognition. They
have pointed out dynamical possibilities, but it must be left to

future research to find out whether realities correspond to them.

Similarity as It Enters the Law. In applying the law of similar-

ity to the selection of a trace by a process one has to exercise great

care. One must bear in mind that similarity must exist between,

and therefore be defined in terms of, the process and the trace; hence

similarity or partial identity between the two sets of stimuli which

gave rise to the formation of the trace and the process now occurring

is not an adequate criterion for the application of the law. And
therefore any formulation like the following one is essentially

wrong: If an organism has reacted in a certain way to the stimulus

complex A B C D E F, it will later respond in the same way to

the recurrence of a part of this complex, say BCD. This formula-

tion presupposes that the second BCD communicates through

similarity with the first which occurred within the total complex

A B C D E F. This is, however, totally spurious as a general as-

sumption. There are cases where this communication will occur,

but there are others, and if we think in terms of stimuli, probably

incomparably more, where it does not. The reason is obvious. We
know that the response to a stimulus complex is not the sum of

all responses to its individual components, but an organized pattern

in which each part depends upon the organization of the whole.

Chapters IV and V contain many examples of this fact. Therefore

it will happen only under special conditions that the process aroused

by the stimulus complex B C D is in any way dynamically similar

to the part B C D in the process aroused by A B C D E F. Often
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enough it will not even be a proper part of it, i.e,, in the process

aroused by the whole complex there will be nothing corresponding

to the process aroused by the partial complex. Then, of course, the

latter will not be able to select the former.

gottschaldt’s experiments explained. Of the truth of this deduc-

tion there is abundant proof. The reader will at once think of

Gottschaldt’s experiments, which were arranged according to the

pattern of our argument, except that the temporal sequence of

whole- and part-stimulus was transposed. The a figures (see p. 155)

can be described as stimulus complexes BCD, the b figures as

complexes A B C D E F. Practice with the former had not the

slightest influence upon their recognition in the latter. Naturally,

since the process aroused by B C D was quite different from the

part process aroused by B C D in the total complex A B C D E F.

Thus we can now understand what is proved by Gottschaldt’s

experiments: he interprets them as a proof that in the field which

he investigated experience produces no forces but only systemic

conditions, or, otherwise expressed, that in his field of research no
automatic or spontaneous effects of experience occur. And he corre-

lates his results with Lewin’s formulation that association is never a

moving force (1929, pp. 80 ff.). But the same criticism which we
levelled against Lewin’s formulation (see p. 582) holds with regard

to Gottschaldt’s interpretation. A trace can exert a force on a process

only if it is in communication with it. We explained Lewin’s re-

sults as proving that such communication did not occur under con-

ditions in which it should according to the traditional association

theory. And the same interpretation explains Gottschaldt’s results.

The a figures could not influence the perception of the b figures,

because the latter did not spontaneously communicate with the

traces of the former. One can call this an absence of an automatic

effect of experience, but then one must be clear that the effect

which fails to appear lies not in an influence of a trace upon a

process, but in the opposite relation from process to trace. In the

old theory, with very few exceptions, these two relations were not

distinguished, and therefore, in attacking the old theory, both Lewin
and Gottschaldt failed to make that distinction themselves, thereby

imparting to their own theories a bias which obscured the real sig-

nificance of their results. We learn from Gottschaldt’s experiments,

as from Lewin’s, the proper use of the law of similarity for the

selection of trace by process.

That comparatively slight changes in the new stimulating situa-

tion can often result in dissimilarity between process and trace
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such that no communication ensues has been demonstrated by
Kohler, who thereby explains the results of Shepard and Fogel-

songer and of Frings (1929, pp. 3i5f.)j which in their turn dis-

proved the traditional association theory.

THE TRACES CONSIDERED FROM THIS POINT OF VIEW. Similarity, if it is

to effect communication between process and trace, must be simi-

larity between process and trace. This was the theme of our last

sections, but only one side of this relationship was treated in them.

We showed what conditions a process must fulfil in order to be

similar to a trace. But the other side is equally important: the trace

too must fulfil conditions in order to be similar to a process. Com-
munication will not only fail to appear when the new process is

different from the one which aroused the trace—the case we have

just discussed—but also when the trace has changed so as to be no
longer sufficiently similar to a process equal to that which originally

produced it. We have studied changes which occur in traces be-

cause of stresses within themselves or interaction with other traces.

Such changes can easily destroy that degree of similarity which is

necessary for communication. Experimentally this has appeared

chiefly in the case of aggregation. We remember that in those ex-

periments by Lewin in which he presented the subjects with syl-

lables from very well learned series and asked them to wait pas-

sively for what other ideas might come to their consciousness (see

p, 561), these syllables were not even recognized by the subjects.

We saw further in our discussion of von Restorff’s experiments that

recognition was affected in the same way, if not to the same ex-

tent, as recall by the conditions of isolation and repetition, the lat-

ter impeding, the former favouring it. In these cases we are fairly

safe in assuming that no communication took place between process

and trace and that this failure was due to the condition of the trace.

RECOGNITION AND RECALL. This argument leads to a new question

with regard to the relation of recognition and recall. We have

found cases where recognition is followed by recall, others where
neither of them took place, and finally others where, as in the

Korsakoff syndrome, no recognition ensued, while other effects of

traces on the process were manifest. But there are also cases where

not only does recognition fail to be followed by recall—a possibility

which we have already discussed—^but where despite recognition

recall is, at least at first, impossible. The discussion of an example

will best show us the problem involved here. I come across the be-

ginning of a poem which I recognize as one I have learned before.

I try to recall it, but I am only partly successful at my first at-
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tempt; a number of words fail to appear. However, after a few

more trials I can recite it without gap or mistake.

This example is interesting for two reasons: in the beginning there

is communication between trace and process (the hearing or read-

ing of the first line), as proved by my recognition, without the

possibility of complete recall. Afterwards this possibility has been re-

established. What does this signify for the theory of traces? We
must assume that at the time of recognition the whole-trace of the

process had lost so much articulation as no longer to be able to

effect a correct process of reproduction. This change of the whole-

trace was not sufficient to prevent the process from “finding” the

trace, because the part process, corresponding to the first line, is a

sufficiently independent part so as not to be seriously affected by the

degeneration of the rest of the trace. My first efforts to recall, partly

successful as they are, bring about the arousal of a process, my
faulty recitation, in communication with the degenerated trace.

As we know, in our theory, such communication between trace

and process has effects on the trace, in the sense of making it more
stable. Therefore, if we assume that our efforts have “improved”

the trace, we introduce no new hypothesis: this new effect follows

from the general laws which we have previously derived.

Altogether recall is an achievement of higher grade than recogni-

tion. This fact is too well known to require proof. I mention only

that our vocabulary, in our mother tongue and even more in a for-

eign one, is considerably larger for understanding than for speaking.

Now this greater facility of recognition may be due to either, or

both, of two causes. It may be that the conditions of communication

are more readily fulfilled under the circumstances of recognition, or

it may be that a condition of the trace which suffices for this achieve-

ment is insufficient for the other. The first possibility will be dis-

cussed a little later. The second seems highly plausible also. A trace

which has lost its articulation to a greater or smaller degree will be

less “destabilized,” put under less stress, by communication with a

partial process than a well articulated one, i.e., it will have less re-

productive power, while on the other hand it may have preserved

enough of its general structure to be arousable by a similar process

and thereby lead to recognition.

Other Laws. The formulation of our general law, and the in-

terpretation of the selection of a trace by a process as a process of

organization, make it unlikely that similarity is the only factor to

determine this dynamic interplay. As a matter of fact we have al-

ready introduced, in connection with similarity, the factors of
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proximity and isolation. But there are other laws o£ organization,

notably those of good continuation and closure. Do these factors also

play a part in our problem.'^ I believe that thinking cannot be un-

derstood without giving an affirmative answer to this question.

THE LAW OF CONTRAST. The older empirical psychologists, before

the era of experimental psychology, had included a law of contrast

among their laws of association, which, as we have pointed out

previously, meant for them reproduction as well as association

proper. Some of these early psychologists were shrewd observers,

and therefore there is a presumption in favour of the belief that the

law of contrast was based on the observation of true facts, even

though the law did not adequately explain them. It does happen

that our thoughts turn from a concept to its opposite, often under

conditions when the assumption that a previous strong association

exists and is responsible for the reproduction is neither proven nor

probable. If we accept it as a fact that in a train of thought an idea

may evoke its opposite, or, to put it better, that a thought process

may move from one item to its opposite, without the existence of a

trace in which the two opposites have become organized together,

then we should have to say that such a process, in order to run

its proper course, in other words, in order to achieve stability, will

communicate with a trace which was aroused by the “opposite”

process. The law of association by contrast could be a valid one: for

it would mean that the selection of the trace with which the process

of the moment was to communicate was governed by the relation-

ship of contrast or opposition, whenever the intrinsic course of the

process demanded such a communication.

Three Possible Interpretations, The theoretical situation is, how-
ever, complicated. There exist at least three different possibilities to

explain the reproduction of opposites, as represented by the fol-

lowing three schemata.

1 II III

A Z A

^ - h
In these schemata the capital letters signify processes, the small

letters corresponding traces. Schema I is the traditional association-

istic interpretation, amplified so as to contain the trace-process com-

munication, and to be applicable to a gestalt interpretation of asso-

ciation. The process, having reached stage A, communicates with

the trace system (53) {z being the opposite of a), and under the

z
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influence of this trace field the process continues to Z. Such processes

are perfectly possible.

The second schema represents our interpretation of the law of

contrast. The process at stage A, directed towards its opposite, com-

municates dfiectly with trace z—it may also communicate with a,

but no trace system exists—and this communication, to-

gether with the direction of the process at A, leads it towards Z. The
first two cases have one feature in common: the effect of communi-
cation between A and z (either directly as in II, or mediated by a as

in I) produces Z, i.e., the effect which in these two hypotheses the

trace exerts on the process is to turn it into a process similar to the

one which produced the trace. This is the first effect of traces which
we have studied. But we have found that the effect of a trace on a

process may be different in kind. This possibility is utilized in

Schema III. Here, as in I, A communicates with trace a (by simi-

larity)
;
as in II, a is not part of an <3^|) system, but, in contrast to

I and II, communication of A with a, together with the directed-

ness of A, leads to Z; i. e., this hypothesis assumes that the effect of

communication between a trace and a similar process may be the

continuation of the process in the sense of contrast. This hypothesis,

then, would interpret the law of association by contrast differently

from the second.

A Fourth Possibility. Before we discuss the plausibility of these

hypotheses we must introduce a fourth possibility.

IV
A-^Z

In this case the progression from A to Z occurs without the influ-

ence of trace fields—certainly trace fields must have been in com-
munication with A, but they are not responsible for Z, and are

therefore not contained in the schema. In this case Z is determined,

or even “created,” by the fact that it fulfils the condition of being

the opposite of A; otherwise it is completely unknown, no trace

exists of such a process, since it never occurred before.

What we mean may be exemplified by the following instance: the

simple algebraic formula {a b) {a— b')—(P— b"^ has done signal

service; e.g., it makes it possible to divide {cP— b^') by {a + h) and
by {a— ^). No such possibility exists for the sum of the two
squares cP + b’^. I wish, some fictitious mathematician might have

said, that numbers had properties so as to give a similar formula for

the sum of two squares. What kind of number must they be.^

Here the new numbers are determined just by the function they
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have to fulfil, and this determination would lead to the discovery,

or invention, of complex numbers, even if the mathematician had
not previously come across them. For (a + bi)' (a— bi) b"^.

The process would never end with Z, for the Z would, by commu-
nication with trace systems, be developed until it had been con-

nected with other parts of one’s knowledge. Nevertheless, for the

first occurrence of Z no specific trace system is responsible.

If we accept Schema IV, we have no reason to reject Schema III.

Although this weakens the argument in favour of Schema II, since

in most observed cases either schema will fit the facts equally well,

as far as we know them, I believe that this case has as good right

to be considered as the others. In each actual occurrence there is in-

fluence from process to trace (selection) and from trace to process

(field influence). And so far everything speaks in favour of the

assumption that the laws which govern these two influences are the

same, even though the evidence at hand is still very slight.

We have discussed the law of contrast because it seems to ex-

emplify the working of other laws than similarity in the process-

trace communication. When we introduced this topic (on p. 605) we
referred to the more general laws of good continuation and closure.

Contrast should be considered as a special case of these other two
factors, selected chiefly for historical reasons, the law of contrast

being one of the oldest laws of association. Of course our discussion

of contrast applies equally to other relations possible under the laws

of closure and good continuation. When we discuss thought pro-

cesses we shall take up this thread again.

ATTITUDES AS INFLUENCING COMMUNICATION. Wc now tum to a dif-

ferent factor of great power in producing communication, the fac-

tor which was proved so abundantly in Lewin’s and Gottschaldt’s

experiments, I mean the “set” or attitude of the Ego. If, as we did,

we interpret the practical non-existence of spontaneous reproduc-

tion in Lewin’s experiments as due to a lack of communication be-

tween process and trace, then we must also explain the fact that

reproduction occurred easily under the proper attitude as due, at

least in part, to a direct effect of attitude on communication. Atti-

tude may have done more than that, but it certainly must have

done that. And similarly the effect of attitude in Gottschaldt’s ex-

periments must have been to put a process in communication with

traces which, without such an attitude, they could not “find.”

This conclusion seems inevitable. But it raises the question how
attitudes can have such effects. No final answer to this question can

be given, but the following considerations are intended to show what
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definite possibilities our system contains for indicating the outline

of an answer. We have, in our theory of recognition, made use of

the fact, integral to our whole theory, that the total field, both as

actual process and as trace column, is organized into Ego and en-

vironment, the two sub-systems being dynamically dependent parts

of the whole systems. This same circumstance will help us also in

our present problem. Let us again begin with an example. One day

we see a number of figures, and among them +. On the next

day we see a number of other figures, and among them Cp. In

a neutral attitude, or an attitude of remembering as many of the

new figures as possible (or a number of other attitudes), we shall

see this figure as a square with a vertical line bisecting its lower

side. But if, in looking at these figures, we were told that they were

similar to figures shown on the first day and that we should try to

discover for each new figure the figure of the preceding day to

which it was similar, then with great probability we should see the

figure as a cross with three added lines; i.e., under the first kind of

attitude the new figure was not in communication with the traces

of the old one, under the second it was. And we have to explain

why. In order to do this we have to examine the dynamic mean-
ing of the second attitude. What happens in the total field when
I am “set” to find something old in something new? Since I under-

stand the task, since I know that I am to look for figures which

were shown to me yesterday, a communication must exist between

my Ego as it is now and some experiences it had yesterday. The
field in which any process is to happen now comprises already the

large trace system of yesterday’s figures, since the “present” Ego
is in communication with it. Therefore, when a new figure is pre-

sented, it does not have to create this communication. All it has to

do is to select within this large system the particular member with

which it will most intimately communicate.

Let us, for a moment, simplify our case. Let only one figure be

shown on each day, + on the first, [p on the second. Then,

when the search attitude exists on the second day, the Ep pattern

will be impressed on the retinae and will give rise to a process in a

field which comprises the trace of +• Then the process started by

the Ep pattern will be profoundly changed by the trace. As a mat-

ter of fact, a true search attitude does much more than establish

the communication between trace and process, it determines the
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new process not only through such communication but also by pre-

scribing what the result of the communication is to be: the new
process is to be organized in terms of the trace. For many pur-

poses it would be highly interesting to produce conditions where

the attitude had only the effect of incorporating a trace within the

field of a process without determining the process directly at the

same time. However, for our present problem the example discussed

will suffice, since it was constructed in conformity with actual ex-

periments (Gottschaldt). It shows that attitude is not enough to

produce such communication. If the figure were
j

f instead of Cp

it would not communicate with the trace of + even though it

occurred in a large field which includes that trace. Furthermore

if the figure were instead of +, communication would be more

difficult. That is to say, even when we investigate the influence of

attitude, we have to retain certain conditions inherent in the rela-

tion between process and trace which are to communicate.

The attitude, then, becomes effective by creating a trace field. It

seems to me the main advantage of our theory is that it provides a

possibility for this effect. We must remember the trace column

with its preservation of the Ego-environment organization, and

we must also remember the continuity of the Ego, which gives a

special kind of structure to the Ego part of the column. Inasmuch

as the Ego is, as a rule, more or less in the centre of its environ-

ment, we can picture the Ego part of the trace column as its core

and the environmental part as a shaft, keeping in mind that core

and shaft support each other. We know that the shaft is full of

strains and stresses which produce aggregation and other unifica-

tions of traces at various levels. But we also know that the core,

despite its great internal complexity, has, as a whole, a much
stronger unity than the shaft as a whole. If then an attitude arises,

what will happen To follow up our example: if I want to link up
figures shown to me now with figures presented yesterday, what is

my attitude, and how does it become effective? In the first place

this attitude has the character of a quasi-need, it corresponds to a

tension in the Ego part at the tip of the column. This tension can

be relieved only through that part of the trace column which con-

tains yesterday’s figures, since a linking up of today’s with yester-

day’s is possible only if these traces influence the new process. In

other words, the attitude requires the creation of a field which in-

cludes these particular traces. Now, in directing our attention to a
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particular event that occurred in the past, we link up our present

Ego with this particular part of the past Ego; our present Ego
continues that particular past Ego and continues it dynamically. In

looking at the new figures I am the one who looked at the old

figures, in a much more definite sense than I am the one who
went to a concert last night. My concert Ego is but indirectly con-

nected with my “psychologically experimenting Ego,” but my Ego
experimenting today is directly connected with my Ego doing so

yesterday. The great complexity of the Ego, which we have pre-

viously discussed (Chapter VIII, pp. 334 fl.), accounts for these facts.

Now, dynamic continuation means dynamic intercourse, so that the

attitude towards the figures presented yesterday can make their

traces part of the field, because, through the general attitude of

psychologizing, the Ego of yesterday’s experiments, with that of

ever so many other occasions, was already in communication with

the present Ego. That the attitude will have an effect not only on

the core but also on the shaft, i.e., not only on the old Ego but also

on special objects in the environment of the old Ego, is not hard to

explain. For Ego and object are again dynamically related, and in

cases like those now discussed this dynamic relation is close and
strong. We loo\ed at the pictures yesterday; they aroused interest,

curiosity, ambition, or some other attitude, in our past. Thus the

total trace of that event must contain a strong Ego-object connec-

tion. Therefore when the object part of the trace is needed for

dynamical reasons (attitude, set, desire) and the Ego part is already

in communication, the field will easily be extended so as to em-
brace the object trace.

Let us compare with this case the other where without any attitude

whatever the + figure which was seen on the first day will recur on
the second. To assume that its recognition can take place without

any participation of attitudes would mean that a process at the tip

of the shaft can directly communicate with a trace further down,
across layers of other traces. That recognition will occur only when
the Ego also becomes involved we have already discussed. But in

the case now under discussion the process would first find a trace

in the shaft, and the shaft-trace thus aroused would involve the core-

trace with which it had formed a larger unit. Thus, on the grounds

of our hypothesis, spontaneous recognition, recognition without a

corresponding attitude, should be much more difficult than recog-

nition under a corresponding attitude.

It is significant that recent investigators have gone so far as to

doubt the occurrence of spontaneous recognition. Thus Lewin finds
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the existence of a “tendency to identify” necessary for the arousal

of the qualities of familiarity and unfamiliarity in recognition (1922,

II, p. 1 14), and Bartlett maintains that “Recognizing is possible if

the orientation or attitude which marked an original perception is

carried over to re-presentation” (p. 193) and claims that “recogni-

tion depends upon the coincident arousal of two different func-

tions: (i) a specific sensory reaction, and (2) an attitude, or orien-

tation, which we cannot ascribe to any localized physiological ap-

paratus, but which has to be treated as belonging to ‘the whole’ sub-

ject, or organism, reacting” (p. 191).

It is possible to interpret both Lewin and Bartlett as asserting that

communication between process and trace as an event entirely

within the shaft of the trace column does not occur.® Whether such

a claim is true or not, experiments will have to decide. Personally I

do not believe it. Again I hold that dynamic relations within the

shaft, i.e., within the environmental field, and between core and

shaft, may be effective, and not only dynamic relations within the

core, the Ego system. Despite this belief, which, as I just said, will

have to be tested by experiments, I recognize the enormous im-

portance of attitudinal factors. As I envisage the problem, the al-

ternative, either spontaneous recognition or recognition always

mediated by attitude, does not exist. That intra-shaft forces are

necessary even where an attitude made communication possible,

we have seen above. Thus a frank acceptance of the effectiveness of

all the forces that may come into play seems the safest position to

adopt before new experimental evidence is adduced.

In ascribing an effect on the process trace communication to atti-

tudes we have not only discussed the role they play in recognition

but implicitly also a part which they can play in reproduction. It

was, as a matter of fact, by experiments on reproduction that Lewin
proved the efficacy of attitudes. Inasmuch as this influence on re-

production is the same as on recognition it is to be explained in our

theory in the same way. Again we are in good agreement^ with

^ I shall not stress the point whether this interpretation is absolutely correct.

Trobably both authors did not, when they wrote the quoted sentences, envisage the

process of recognition as concretely as we are doing it here. Particularly Bartlett could
say that he meant only that some attimdinal factor entered the process of recogni-

tion at some stage, and that it enters also in our theory through the environment-Ego
relationship. This interpretation of Bartlett’s is not incompatible with the rest of his

theory, according to which an object to be recognized must at its first presentation

have been in dynamical relation to the Ego, not only heard but listened to, and
similarly in other sensory realms. The point that has not become quite clear to me
in Bartlett’s presentation is, however, whether he applies this condition to the pre-

vious occasion only or also to the new one when recognition takes place.
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Bartlett: “A new incoming impulse must become not merely a

cue setting up a series of reactions all carried out in a fixed tem-

poral order, but a stimulus which enables us to go direct to that

portion of the organized setting of past responses which is most

relevant to the needs of the moment. There is one way in which
an organism could learn how to do this. It may be the only way.

At any rate, it is the way that has been discovered and it is con-

tinually used. An organism has somehow to acquire the capacity

to turn round upon its own ‘schemata’ and to construct them afresh”

(p. 206) . In the first of the sentences quoted Bartlett formulates our

problem of communication, in the last he solves it by an act of the

Ego. I shall not harp on the differences between Bartlett’s and my
approach, I shall only point out that a theory of the trace column

as developed in this book makes this “turning round of the organism

upon its own schemata” possible. In Bartlett’s theory the organism

has to acquire this capacity somehow, in our theory it follows from

the assumption of the dynamical structure of the trace column and

the dynamics of the present process. Perhaps it would be more cor-

rect to say that it would follow if our knowledge of these dynamic

structures were more concrete and detailed than it is. For I know
perfectly well that the description of the effect which I gave a few

pages ago is far from being complete or adequate. But admitting

all this I have to contend that my theory, developed as a theory of

field organization, provides for the “turning round” which is

needed for the explanation of recall, whereas in Bartlett’s theory it

appears without previous preparation merely to overcome the diffi-

culty presented by the facts of reproduction.

That our theory, on the other hand, is in accord with Bartlett’s

most general conclusions is evident. Bartlett maintains that “Re-

membering is not the re-excitation of innumerable fixed lifeless and

fragmentary traces. It is an imaginative reconstruction, or con-

struction . . .” (p. 213). Our field theory of traces, including the

effect of attitudes, is a concrete hypothesis which tries to explain

this “constructiveness” of memory.^

ANOTHER ROLE OF ATTITUDE IN REPRODUCTION. However, the rolc of

attitude in reproduction is not exhausted by bringing about the re-

quired communications, it can also determine what the e§ect of such

communication will be. I recall merely our discussion of the “nam-
ing of opposites” (pp. 509 f

.)
to indicate what I mean. This effect,

however, has not been explained yet. We may well grant that

^ In my book o£ 1912 I have already indicated a standpoint which in this respect

is similar enough to Bartlett’s to deserve a mention here (p. 279).
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through the “core” the present may come in contact with traces of

the past, but we do not yet know how such contact can determine

the present process in the specific form defined By the task. How can

we, to start with a definite instance, exert an attitude of “opposi-

tion” on an ihcoming idea so that we continue the idea by its oppo-

site ? How does the mind become possessed of this faculty ?

Gestalt Dispositions, We came across this problem at the end of

Chapter XI (p. 510), when we discussed certain properties of traces.

And indeed, the problem of the voluntary arousal of attitude must
be a memory problem. For how shall I search for an opposite

unless I know what opposite means, and how can I know it unless

“oppositeness” had first happened to me without an “opposition-

attitude”.'^ In other words, it seems necessary to assume certain

traces, traces of dynamic relations, of definite progressions, in order

to understand how such progressions can be initiated at will. Dallen-

bach’s experiment, reported on page 509, corroborates this deduction.

Before the boy could name the opposite to “good” he had to have

experienced “good—^bad” in opposition. This experience has left a

trace, which can become effective not only, not even chiefly, in the

recognition or recall of this specific occasion, viz., “good—bad” in

opposition, but, to use Spearman’s terminology, in “educing the cor-

relate” of the opposition relation for any new term. A voluntary atti-

tude, therefore, presupposes that the specific dynamical aspect of

that attitude must have occurred previously in a non-attitudinal

form, and that in the attitude the trace of this former occurrence

becomes effective.

What is true of the attitude of “opposition” is equally true of any

other attitude, therefore also of that of “reproducing” which in so

many cases is necessary for the occurrence of reproduction. But if

this is so, the reproduction must have occurred previous to the ex-

istence of an attitude of reproducing, since the latter becomes pos-

sible only through the former. Therefore spontaneous reproduction

has to be assumed to explain “intended” reproduction.

In a former publication (1925) I made use of the concept of

gestalt disposition, referred to on page 514, to explain these facts.

Although this concept lacks concreteness, as I pointed out before, it

expresses the fact which we have just derived, viz., that specific

sets or attitudes, voluntarily aroused, mean dynamically the inclusion

of older trace systems in the field of the present process, an inclu-

sion which is produced by the Ego system. Therefore, a complete

understanding of the voluntary determination of processes presup-

poses an intimate knowledge of the Ego system and its relation to
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traces in the environmental system. I must leave the matter at that.

Here lies a vast field practically unexplored by the psychologist, and

the exploration of it ought to yield results of the highest signifi-

cance for our understanding of mental activity.

I shall also forbear to treat extensively a serious probltm which has

given rise to much psychological and philosophical discussion, viz.,

the problem of the “temporal reference” of ideas or images. I believe

that this problem can as yet find no final solution, but that our gen-

eral framework of “core” and “shaft” contains the elements which

will make such a solution possible.

THE AROUSAL OF A NEW PROCESS. THINKING

Instead I shall now take up the last problem of this chapter, the

arousal of new processes. It follows naturally upon our discussion of

attitudes, since we saw that attitudes require traces of certain proc-

esses. How then are these processes started, or produced, or created.?

How do thoughts originate, how do thought processes run their

course ?

The Relation of Logic and Psychology. Perhaps in no field will

the specific quality of gestalt psychology become so manifest and its

integrative function so important as in this. On the one hand, a

thought process is a natural event; on the other, it is rational, mean-
ingful, significant, faulty, or irrelevant. To traditional psychologists,

and to the bulk of philosophers, it appeared evident that, viewed

as natural events, there is no difference between true and false

thoughts. Philosophers who wanted to retain an objective difference

between truth and error were therefore forced into a sphere dif-

ferent from nature to account for this difference. We have touched

on this problem before (pp. 570 f.) and have shown how from the

point of view of an isomorphistic gestalt theory it gains an entirely

new aspect. A true solution is different from a false one not only

in terms of logic, not in a realm of mere subsistence^ but this dif-

ference must, if our fundamental views are right, be duplicated in

the realm of natural existence, i.e., dynamically there must be a

difference between true and false solutions. This view has been

clearly expressed by Duncker (1926, p. 694).

Thought processes as meaningful natural events reveal the basic

conceptions of gestalt theory more than any other events, because

in good thought processes the role of the contingent or arbitrary

has been reduced to a minimum. In perception the stimulus distribu-

tion on the sense surface is an unavoidable element of contingency.

In pure thought processes this is lacking, the contingent factors that
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may influence them being merely in the trace column. Therefore

these processes can give us the deepest insight ipto gestalt dynamics,

the most compulsive proof of the truth of gestalt principles. It is

to be hoped that Wertheimer will before long publish the results of

the work which he did in this field for many years. But before this

work is available, I prefer to treat thought within the framework so

far erected, i.e., as a process within the system with its vast and
complex store of traces—relying on the published work, small in

bulk as it is.

Problem Solving. Two Steps. A new process can occur in various

ways, as we have discussed on pages 549 ff. Frequently the situa-

tion is a problem situation; at first the problem cannot be solved,

later on it can. The transformation which takes place in such cases

implies as a rule that trace systems at first out of communication

with the present process are brought into communication with it

(see p. 550, and Duncker, p. 705). The solution then involves two

steps: the achievement of a communication with the proper trace

systems and the proper effect of this communication upon the

process.

Let me illustrate this by a joke. A asks B: “What did Noah say

when he heard the rain patter on the roof?” B does not know the

answer, and therefore A has to give it himself: “’Ark”! A little

later B puts the same question to C, and when C does not know
the answer he supplies it by saying: “Listen.” In this case B, who
does not solve the problem spontaneously, fails even to get it when
A tells it to him. The word

“
’ark” is properly understood, i.e., the

present perceptive process communicates with the trace of the

word, or rather the significance of it, but this trace fails to exert

the proper influence on the process. Instead of communicating first

with the trace of the flood situation it stays within its own sphere

and therefore fails to elicit the double meaning, with the result that

in trying to repeat the joke B makes a fool of himself. B might have

failed to understand the joke for another reason, viz., if the word
“
’ark” in the context of Noah and the flood had failed to commu-

nicate with the trace of the “listening” complex. Thus our joke ex-

emplifies the two processes distinguished above. These two effects,

though different from each other, will, as a rule, not be mutually

independent, since, as we have seen, the choice of a trace system

is influenced by the effect which it can exert upon a process. As a

matter of fact, in many cases the effect which the communication

can produce seems to be the main reason which we can adduce for
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the communication. I borrow an example from Claparede’s highly

suggestive recent essay (1934) : “Somebody proposes to a friend to go

with him on a trip to Spain, and receives the answer: ‘I should like

to very much, but I have not got the money’ ” (p. 35). Here the fact

that the idea of Spain communicates with the trace system of the

person’s financial affairs is clearly connected with the fact that such

communication can setde the problem aroused by the question. The
trace system, then, appears to be directly under the influence of

stresses in the present process distribution, a proposition which goes

beyond our previous deduction that communication depends upon

stresses in the Ego system (see pp. 607 f.).

M. R. Harrower’s Experiments. To this, as to many other pro-

blems relevant in this connection, the work of M. R. Harrower has

made a valuable contribution.

The Completion of Jokes. In one set of experiments she read to

her subjects a number of uncompleted jokes and asked them to com-

plete them. I give an example. The joke as read: “A young lady

called on Rubinstein, the pianist, who condescended to listen 1.0 her

playing. ‘What do you think I should do now,’ she inquired when
she had finished. Rubinstein: ‘ ’” The answers as classi-

fied by Harrower:

“Go to Germany to learn.” “Leave off.” “Raise cabbages.”

“Learn to play.” “Give up.” “Get married.”

In all these groups, the answers imply the effect of memory traces,

in the first, e.g., the memory that Germany is a country with many
excellent conservatories. In each case the particular trace selected

makes a solution, i.e., a completion, possible. But in the last group
the problem is solved in a more specific way; it turns the incomplete

part into a real jof^e, i.e., the form or shape of the thought process,

not only its content, becomes effective in the choice.

The role of the form of the thought process appeared particu-

larly clearly where two “joke” solutions were possible and about

equally good. Example: The Prisoner in Court: “But, your worship,

I wasn’t going 50 miles an hour, nor 40, nor 30. . .
.” The Judge:

“ ” Answers:

“Well, you’ll be going backwards soon.” “No, I suppose
“You won’t be going at all soon.” you were going

60 miles an hour.”

“No, you were going

faster.”
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In both sets of answers the trace system selected by the presented

part, viz., the knowledge of the car’s propulsion, becomes effective

for the answer. But within this system a selection occurs according

to the direction which the joke takes in the mind of the listener. In
the first group of answers the process is continued, 50—40—^30 ... 0

or even < 0= reverse (positive type) ; in the second the process is

reversed, 50—40—30 ... 60 (negative type).

The Reality of the Joke Pattern in the Trace. This joke pat-

tern is a very real affair; it is retained in the trace and may be

selected by a new process, thereby determining its completion. This

was proved by special experiments of Harrower’s. She constructed

two jokes similar in structure to the Judge joke but different in con-

tent; one was given the “positive,” the other the “negative” ending.

One of these jokes was the last of a number of jokes read to the sub-

jects; it was followed by the Judge joke which the subjects were
asked to finish. Eight subjects heard the positive, seven the negative

joke. The following table shows in percentages how the subjects

completed the Judge joke when no joke of a similar structure had
preceded and when the joke with the positive and that with the

negative completion had been presented first.

TABLE 32

(from narrower, p. 80)

(n = number of subjects)

(F — failure to complete)

Neutral

n = 17

4“ influence

n=r8
— influence

n = 7

+ - F + - F + — F

35-4 35-4 29.2 100 0 0 0 100 0

This result was confirmed under conditions which even more than

the last exclude an explanation in terms of attitude. The subjects’

task was to repeat as accurately as they could what was being read

to them, accurately not only as regards content and formulation, but

also as regards the experimenter’s tone of voice. They were then

read four finished jokes, each of which was repeated by the subject.

The third of these was the joke which served in the last experiment

to induce a “positive” completion. After the fourth joke, i.e., not

immediately succeeding this inducing joke, the incomplete Judge

joke was read, and the series ended with another complete joke.
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None of the eleven subjects behaved with regard to the critical, the

Judge, joke, as they did with regard to the others; they finished it

either spontaneously or after having asked whether they should do

so, and all of them gave it a completion corresponding to the in-

ducing joke. Since without the preceding inducer the Judge joke

had been completed as often in the positive as the negative direc-

tion and had yielded an appreciable number of failures, the ioo%
results of this and the last experiments prove that the trace of the

old joke must have been in communication with the new one. The
cause of communication can only have been the structural similarity,

and the tension set up by the incompleteness of the new joke.

Recall of Jokes. Factors of Availability. The last experiment

has shown that this effect can take place also when the selected

trace is not the most recent one. But of course, whether the stress

in the field—be it an Ego-environment or a pure environment stress

as in the last experiment®—will succeed in selecting the proper

trace, proper for the resolution of the tension, must depend upon

the availability of the particular trace (see pp. 525 f., and 546 f.).

Two experimental series of Harrower’s deal with this problem,

availability being tested by recall. In one series sixteen jokes, alter-

nately finished and unfinished, were consecutively read to 25 sub-

jects in all. Immediately afterwards the subjects had to write down
the jokes they remembered. Five of these 25 were asked for a second

recall three weeks later. The following table contains the results

in percentages:

TABLE 33

(from narrower, p. 97)

(n = number of subjects)

unfinished

remembered
finished

remembered P

immediate recall n = 25 48.5 29 1.67

recall after 3 weeks n = 5 45 26.2 1.71

We can express our results in terms of the P quotients which

we introduced in the discussion of Zeigarnik’s work, viz.,

number of unfinished remembered
, , ,1

; T~r - 1
—1 P, and then we see that the

number or finished remembered

® We use the word “environment” here in the broad sense in which it is synonym-

ous with the non-Ego part of the field, i.c., in our case with the joke qua in-

completed structure.
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two P quotients are nearly as great as those obtained by Zeigarnik

for the difference between incomplete and completed tasks (see

p. 335). Since under the conditions of the experiment no subject

completed the unfinished joke^ spontaneously the results prove that

the traces of unfinished jokes are more readily available than those

of the finished ones.

In another series sixteen jokes were read to twelve subjects. Of
these eight were incomplete and had to be finished by the subjects

themselves, four were finished, and the remaining four were also

finished but were accompanied by the presentation of a proper

diagram.

This needs a word of explanation. In special experiments Har-

rower had shown that it is possible to diagrammatize jokes, i.e., to

draw simple figures which picture the “shape” of the jokes, and

that subjects can select the “proper” diagram of a joke out of a

number of different diagrams. For example, three figures were

chosen correctly by fifteen subjects in 100%, 73%, and 73% of the

cases under conditions where chance would have decreed 25%.
We can now return to the experiment: One week after the pre-

sentation of these sixteen jokes the subjects were tested for recall,

eleven of the twelve were retested after another three weeks, five

of them again after another ten days and still again after another

three weeks. The results are perfectly clear. The finished jokes are

recalled the least, those finished with diagrams most frequently; the

unfinished self-completed ones fall between them, though they are

much nearer to the best remembered. The following table, calculated

from Harrower’s tables, summarizes the results in quotients similar

to the P quotients.

TABLE 34

(from Harrower, p. 93)

unfinished self-completed

finished

finished & diagram

finished

After I week, n = 12 2.1 2.9

After 4 weeks, n = 1

1

2.5 4.0

All four recalls
7.1 10.5

combined, n — 5

The high numbers in the last row are due co the fact that these

five subjects recalled from the beginning only a very small number
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of finished jokes; at the same time the number of recalled jokes

varied extraordinarily litde during the four recall periods, although

different jokes might be recalled at different times. Another way of

presenting the same results is to list the total number remembered

in each category—halving the number of the unfinished ones, since

they were twice as frequent as the others. Then we get:

TABLE 35

finished unfinished finished & diagram

16 48.5 69.5

The total possible for each group is 132.

A further analysis of the data revealed some other significant re-

sults. Some of the unfinished jokes which the subjects were to com-

plete were not actually completed, and of these a great number
were remembered, relatively almost as many as of the finished

diagram jokes. Again some of the unfinished jokes were badly com-

pleted. They were either forgotten altogether or remembered with-

out the poor completion, only 25% of them being recalled in the

completed form, almost 10% less than the average of all unfinished

jokes.

TABLE 36 «

(from Harrower, pp. 98-99)

unfinished arbitrary diagram proper diagram

finished finished I finished

Immediate recall n = 10 2.22 1.28 27

After 10 days n 5 5.0 I.O 6.0

After 7 weeks n = 5 4.0 0 12.0

In order to understand the effect produced by the presentation of

the diagram and to confirm the other results a last series was under-

taken with ten new subjects, twelve jokes being used, divided into

four groups of three. These were: the normal finished jokes, jokes

left completely unfinished, jokes with a proper diagram, and jokes

® After seven weeks both the finished and the arbitrary diagram jokes were
practically forgotten. None of the latter were recalled, and only one of the former,
and that in a changed form so that in Harrower’s table it is assigned the value .5 .

Therefore the two high quotients of the last line.
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accompanied by an arbitrary diagram. If the mere fact that some
figure was shown simultaneously with the presentation of the joke

was responsible for the high recall value of the diagram jokes, then

the last two groups should be equally well recalled. All subjects

were tested immediately after the presentation of the series, five

after ten days, and the other five after seven weeks. In Table 36 (p.

620), we present the results again in the form of ratios, always put-

ting in the denominator the number of the finished jokes recalled.

Or adding up all recalls at the three different test periods we get:

TABLE 37

finished arbitrary diagram unfinished proper diagram

1 1.5 13-5 32 42.5

The result is obvious. The arbitrary diagrams have no effect what-

ever on recall, whereas the proper diagrams again occupy the first

position. Moreover, the finished and the arbitrary diagram jokes

are much more affected by the passage of time than the two other

groups. After ten days these are recalled as well as immediately

after presentation, whereas the two other groups taken together have

dwindled from 20.5 recalls to 4! After seven weeks, when these last

two have virtually disappeared, the proper-diagram jokes have in-

creased their superiority over the unfinished ones; however, the

number of cases is not sufficient to make this result absolutely

reliable.

AVAILABILITY AND ‘‘goodness” OF TRACE. Now to the interpretation.

Are we justified in explaining the results in terms of availability of

traces.? This question necessitates a new discussion of the term

availability. In discriminating between the deterioration and the

availability of a trace we had assumed that traces of equal “good-

ness” might possess a different degree of availability. Thereby

we might have given the impression that goodness of trace and

availability were entirely independent of each other. In reality,

however, the goodness of a trace seems to be one of the factors

that determine its availability, though by no means the only one.

In the experiments just described a trace might be good enough

to produce recall—they were probably all good enough to produce

recognition—and yet not be available, or not as available as other

traces. The first contention is proved by a fact already mentioned,

viz., that recall at successive periods does not always yield the
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same jokes. Some jokes which appeared on the first day may not

appear on the second, but return on the third or fourth, and
contrariwise jokes which are repeated on a later occasion may have

failed to be named on the first.” The second contention is proved

by the fact, corresponding to a fact observed by Zeigarnik, that

in the actual recall the unfinished jokes tended to precede the

finished ones. It also happened that a subject reported having re-

called a finished joke only because of a previously recalled unfin-

ished one (“An unfinished joke about a dog led her to wonder if

there were any more animal jokes, etc.”). Thus the superiority of

the recall of certain groups over others proves that their traces were

more available. If we take the ordinary finished jokes as the norm,

the self-completed, incomplete, and proper-diagram jokes leave

traces of increasingly greater availability. The common factor in

these three types is, as Harrower has shown in a detailed discussion,

that in them, as compared with the normal case, the structure of the

joke was enhanced, a structure which keeps the parts of the joke

well articulated. Such articulation requires forces, and therefore the

traces of the better-recalled jokes are under higher stress than the

others.

But this explanation necessarily implies the conclusion which we
have just derived, viz., that deterioration of a trace involves a loss

in availability. For deterioration means a loss in structure. The trace

becomes more and more “colloidal” and thereby loses in internal

stress, which in its turn is one of the factors on which availability

depends. At the end of the eleventh chapter we discussed the

greater survival value of more highly organized traces compared to

more chaotic ones. We find now a close correlation between sur-

vival value and availability.

EMBEDDEDNESS. Two Other of Harrower’s experiments deal with the

problem of availability of traces. In the first the variable was the

kind of connection established between the required trace and other

traces; in the second the variable was the kind of organization of a

large articulated trace system. Both will be briefly described. In

the first the answer to incomplete jokes which the subjects could

not finish was contained in two different kinds of texts which the

subjects read either after or before they were presented with the

jokes. The one kind of material was connected prose, the other a

number of meaningful, but totally unconnected, sentences. There
were altogether 32 subjects, one half of whom read the connected

^The same fact appeared in experiments performed by Cree Warden (p. 200 ), to

be briefly discussed later.
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prose, the other half the loose sentences. Only in one case did the

connected prose help in finding the answer (and this when the con-

ditions were most favourable, the subjects being given the reading

matter before the jokes, and being told that “perhaps this will help

you in the next experiment*'). On the other hand, the loose sen-

tences provided the solution in sixteen cases, of which only six oc-

curred under the most favourable conditions. Therefore we see: a

trace strongly “embedded” in a trace system is less available for a

new process than a trace loosely embedded. These experiments con-

firmed at the same time the influence of the subjects’ attitude on the

availability of the traces. Thus we see that the unconnected sen-

tences proved vastly superior to the former, and that the more so,

the more the instruction of the subjects implied that the non-joke

material contained the required solutions. But the fact that attitudes

played an important part by no means invalidates our other con-

clusion. Even if, owing to the attitude, the observer is directed to-

wards the trace system of the reading matter, the participation of a

specific part of that large trace system in the process of solution

must be determined by the intrinsic properties of trace and process.

TABLE 38

(from Harrower, p. 105)

n= 32
Number of recalls

I s 0

absolute 11.5 87.5 84.5

in % of all answers given 6.3 47-7 46.0

RELATION BETWEEN PROCESS AND TRACE. In the second experiments,

performed with a number of variations with a total of 54 subjects,

twelve pairs of proverbs were read to the subjects, and were imme-

diately afterwards tested for recall by the method of paired asso-

ciates, the experimenter reading aloud the first member of the

pair, the subject having to write down the second. The twelve pairs

were divided into three equal groups:

(1) The two proverbs in a pair had no connection with each

other; indifferent (I).

(2) The two members of the pair were similar in meaning,

though not in content (example: “In for a penny, in for a pound”—
“As well be killed for a sheep as a lamb”) : similar (S).
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(3) The second member had a meaning opposite to that o£ the

first (example: “Out o£ sight, out o£ mind”—^“Absence makes the

heart grow £onder”) : opposite (O)

.

Table 38 on page 623 gives the results o£ the normal procedure,

three different series o£ proverbs being used.

There is no significant difference between the S and O groups, but

both are vastly superior to the I groups. This group remained in-

£erior, though to a diminished degree, when the proverbs belong-

ing to it were read twice or even three times, while the proverbs

o£ the two other groups received as be£ore only one reading; and

also when the I proverbs were particularly £amiliar and the S and O
rather rare. I give absolute figures £or these three constellations:

TABLE 39

(from Harrower, p. 106)

Number of Recalls

I S 0

I proverbs read twice, n = 14 41.5 43

I proverbs read 3 times, n = 14 21 42.5 47

I proverbs extremely familiar,

ni=:4 3-5 12 13-5

These clear-cut results confirm the theory of reproduction which
we have previously developed (see pp. 5661!.). In these experi-

ments communication between process and a previous trace was
insured; in all cases there was the same attitude, the same desire of

the subjects to reproduce. But those traces which were organic sub-

systems of a larger trace system were far superior to those which
were more indifferendy related parts, in making the other part of

the trace system (which was not directly aroused by the new process)

available for the continuation of the process, i.e., for recall. The
forces aroused in the well-organized whole trace system by the

communication of one of its parts with a new process were stronger

in the one case than in the other. Therefore, the trace of the sec-

ond member was more available in the S and O groups than in the

I group, even when under other conditions, because of their greater

familiarity, the latter would be more available than the former.

The reality of a “purely logical” relation has again been proved in

the dynamic interplay between process and trace which occurs in
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recall. Again we find intrinsic, meaningful, rational factors of or-

ganization effective. This same fact came out in experiments by Cree

Warden in which the memory for pairs of words was tested in im-

mediate and delayed recall. The words paired with each other stood

in one of five different relationships to each other—there was noth-

ing, however, that corresponded to Harrower’s “indifferent pairs”

—

and significant differences between the recall value of these rela-

tionships were found.

How Is the Solution of a Problem Found? This discussion has

dealt with certain conditions which pertain to the arousal of a new
process. But the main problem of the psychology of thinking is:

How does a problem find its solution, how does the stress set up
by a question contrive to create those conditions which will make
the answer possible? We have previously (pp. 615 f.) given a first

answer to this question, inasmuch as it concerns the communication
with old traces. But this answer was very unsatisfactory : an explana-

tion of an event by its effects. Even though we shall not be able to

go much beyond this unsatisfactory stage, we shall now discuss

the problem in a much wider frame.

This Problem a Problem of All Behaviour. The problem of the

arousal of a new process is not in all cases a problem of traces. In-

deed the case where such traces play an important role, frequently

though it may be realized, is but a special case of a much larger

problem: a need arises which cannot be satisfied in the normal

way; how does the organism manage to satisfy it? The question thus

formulated gives us a lead as to its answer. Since it will be very

hard to draw a border-line between “normal” and “non-normal”

satisfaction, an analysis of a normal case might provide us with a

clue for the solution of our question. Such normal cases are in-

volved in all behaviour. I want a drink, I walk to the refrigerator,

take a bottle of beer, open it, pour the beer into a glass, and raise

the glass to my mouth. Without a doubt much in this behaviour

series is learned. But the question is how. Does every one of the

numerous single movements included in this action arise from
mere random trial and error? When I \now that a bottle of beer is

on the ice, will I then, before I have learned to fetch it, have to go
through a random series of movements before I come to the re-

frigerator? Certainly not. The knowledge of the location of the

beer and the wish to obtain it are sufficient to cause the adequate

movements directly, without chance trials. But how, this is our ques-

tion, can the “knowledge” innervate the musculature? Here is a

need, and this need contrives to produce such muscle innervations
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as will satisfy it. The reflex arc theory tried to give an answer to

this question in terms of pre-established anatomical structures, i.e.,

neurone connections. In Chapter VIII we have rejected this theory,

replacing it by a dynamic theory which, however, is to a certain

degree open to the same objection which we have raised to our

theory of the arousal of new thought processes : it explains an event

by its consequences. We saw that such movements as would increase

the total tension in the system are excluded, and that the dynamic

situation demands such movements as will decrease the tensions.

This explanation is perfectly good as far as it goes, but it is incom-

plete inasmuch as it leaves the actual dynamics in the dark; it does

not show how the organism manages to find those movements
which will lead to a relief of the tensions which cause the move-

ments. In a very few cases only, notably in those of certain eye

movements, we were able to go further and point out the operative

forces. However, theoretically, there is no difference between eye

movement and such movements of the whole body as are executed

in order, say, to quench our thirst. And yet, in the latter case we
have much less insight into the actual forces at work that deter-

mine every step.

AN EXAMPLE OF A NEW MOTOR PERFORMANCE. This argument be-

comes more impressive when we consider cases where the motor

performance, though completely automatic or spontaneous, is en-

tirely new, albeit the only one that could achieve the required re-

sult. A particularly striking case is fully reported by von Allesch,

who vouches for the accuracy of his description. During the war he

was on a patrol in the Alps. He had to make a descent from a

rocky crag by means of a chimney whose upper mouth gaped

about ten metres under and far to the side of his position. Having
climbed down on a rope he found himself hanging in the air and
several metres to the left of the chimney, with no more rope for a

further descent which would have landed him on a ledge by which
he had hoped to reach the chimney. He determined to reach the

opening by swinging on the rope. In doing this the rope slipped

from his feet, and his hands were not able to support his weight.

“The situation was extremely critical. No emotions arose, instead

suddenly the clearly formulated thought, ‘This is the end.’ The next

moment the author realized (and this point is absolutely certain

in his observation) that he had taken hold of the rope with his

teeth. Thereupon followed another formulated thought: ‘That can-

not last long either.’ In the next moment his feet waving in the

air had caught hold of a projecting piece of a slab [and thus he
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succeeded in saving himself and reaching the chimney]. The im-
portant point in the process is, that this action, not belonging to the

technique of mountain climbing, never previously considered, and
of course never previously practised, the only one which could save

me, arose spontaneously without any conscious deliberation. The
event regulated itself” (pp. 148-49). Here was a real problem, a

problem which we might put as a question to test a subject’s intel-

ligence: “What would you do under those conditions?” And the

solution was not produced by an act of thought, but at a time when
the rational part of the organism had concluded that no solution

was possible
—
“This is the end.” The stress between Ego and sur-

rounding field succeeded in finding that movement which alone

could relieve it.

Reorganization and Its Causes. Such a statement is unsatisfac-

tory because it says nothing about the how of this success. There-

fore one can understand the attraction of empiristic explanations.

An explanation by previous experience would at least supply one

link to fill the gap between cause and effect. But we have argued

against the validity of empiristic explanations too often to be sat-

isfied with such an easy escape. The explanation must lie in the

dynamic structure of the psychophysical field itself. We must try

to find out how needs, tensions, act on the motor system of the

organism, what properties of the system under tension and of the

motor system are responsible for the communication between them.

Expressed in conceptual language we can describe the critical event

in von Allesch’s adventure like this : the mouth changes its function,

from an organ of speech or food intake to an organ of clasp; a

reorganization has taken place within the executive part of the Ego
system. We know the fact of this reorganization and we know its

ultimate cause, the urgency of the moment. But we do not yet know
its immediate causes.

In this respect the solutions of thought problems are identical with

von Allesch’s case. The solution very often presupposes a reorgani-

zation of which the ultimate but not the immediate causes are

known. To find these immediate causes is perhaps the fundamental

problem of thinking, and of learning in its achievement aspect, for

the arousal of each new process offers the same difficulty.

This problem has been clearly recognized by recent workers in

this field, Wertheimer, Duncker, Maier, Claparede. The last author

particularly emphasizes this problem again and again and confesses

that his own investigation has failed to give an answer to this

question. Being aware that the psychology of thinking is in this
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respect no worse of! than other parts of psychology,® we shall the

better appreciate any contributions which the study of thought

processes has made to our general problem.

“Insight.” One frequently finds it stated that the achievement of

gestalt theory in the field of thought psychology is the introduction

of the concept, or term, “insight.” Such a statement is true or false

according to the view which one takes with regard to the role

which insight is supposed to play in gestalt theory. It was introduced

in Kohler s ape book in order to establish the reality of one type of

behaviour, its irreducibility to another type. Insight, as the direct

utilization of the relevant parts of a situation, was contrasted with

blind trial and error, and it was shown that the latter was not the

type manifested by anthropoids under certain conditions. In Kohler’s

book insight did not appear as an explanatory principle. It was es-

tablished as a fact containing a new problem. At the same time the

new problem pointed towards new solutions. Insightful behaviour

does not occur, as I tried to prove in “The Growth of the Mind,”

by processes travelling along predetermined pathways. Instead it

presupposes processes of organization and reorganization. What
remained unknown was the exact cause of these processes of organi-

zation. Perhaps many misunderstandings might have been avoided

had this gap in the theory, this defect in our knowledge, been more
strongly emphasized by me. The. general principle was clearly

stated: “The situation forces the animal to act in a certain way, al-

though the animal possesses no pre-established special devices for the

act” (Koffka, 1925 a, p. 135). But the question, “How is this pos-

sible?” could only be answered in rather general terms. We shall

therefore have to examine what such general answers can mean for

a concrete causal theory. But once more: the term insight does not

supply this answer, insight is not 2i force which creates solutions in a

mystical way.®

An Analysis of a Train of Thought. Before we cast a glance

on the experimental work performed in our field it will be ex-

pedient to analyze a train of thought which might easily occur. A
person, familiar with the first elements of algebra only, finds him-

self faced with the problem of discovering the length of the sides

of a rectangle whose area is known to be b sq. m. and one of whose
sides to be a metres longer than the other. His familiarity with

algebra will make it easy for him to formulate the data of this

® It is significant that ClaparMe also points out the similarity between thought

and movement with regard to their dynamics (p. 147).
^This is made very clear by R. M. Ogden (1932, pp. 350-55).
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problem. The area of a rectangle is equal to the products of its sides.

Therefore, if the length of the shorter side be called x,b — x {x-\- a) y

or x^ -\- ax= b. Our fictitious person has not learned to solve quad-
ratic equations. What is he to do, apart from giving up and asking

somebody else? At first no step seems possible. All he did in solv-

ing linear equations was to separate the unknown and the known
quantities, and that has already been done. The equation is as simple

as it can be, but how is it to be solved? He might resort to mental
trial and error! What does that mean? Mere random fumbling with

this equation? Thus he might write:

x^ ax= b

100 x^ + 100 ax = 100 b

or

+ 35= ^ + 35
or

+ 2 ax^ + a^x^ = b‘^

or
— h = ax

or an infinite number of other equally true equations. But would he?

Unless there were some reason in his mind for doing it, he cer-

tainly would not. But trial and error might mean: fall back on
vaguely remembered procedures practised with other tasks. But

there is nothing in his previous experience he can fall back upon in

this vague manner. Trial and error may then mean that he gets a

“hunch” from the data themselves and tries this “hunch” out.

This would no longer be random activity, but activity determined

by the nature of the task and in so far insightful. He might, for in-

stance, write x^ = b— ax because he sees that he can extract the

square root from x’^, only to find that now he has no longer only

known quantities on the right side. So he returns to the old form
x^-\-ax=b. But the idea persists: find an expression which is a

square. He knows the formula (a -]r by^ a^ ^2. ab but so

far this potential knowledge has not become actual. If this knowl-

edge enters the present situation what will happen? Supposing the

person had read the left side again and again, and one of these

readings had recalled that old formula. Has he thereby found the

solution? By no means: the mere fact that the old formula is re-

called is not sufficient; it is necessary that its recall combine with

the present equation in a certain way. The mere recall might indeed

lead to its rejection: “Oh, no, that is no good; in this formula a

square is expressed by three terms, whereas on the left side of my
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equation I have only two; therefore the formula does not help me.

Try something else.” And then the recall of the old formula would

have prevented the solution. But if the formula makes the person

see the left side as “two terms of a possible three,” then indeed he

has made a large step towards the solution. Thus he may formulate:

ax ^ n ab

ax 2ab

X ^ a a 2b

where stands for “corresponds to.”

Therefore he writes: x^ cix-.+r-)=i+ and sees that

this transformation leads to the required solution, because he has

now a square on the left side of the equation and only known quan-

tities on the right.

The example is very simple. Only two real steps are necessary:

he must see that the left side is to be a square and that it is not

“enough of a square,” to use Duncker’s terminology. Probably the

second step would be impossible without previous knowledge of

the old formula. But this knowledge alone is insufficient. In the first

place it must become available at the present moment, in the second

place it must influence the data in a specific manner. The first of

these effects need not be so accidental as we described it in our

analysis. The idea that the left side should be a square might of

itself recall the knowledge that a square may be expressed in more
than one term, and thereby the formula. If this is the case, then the

process is more directed than in our first analysis, and the chance

of the old formula’s failing to help is greatly diminished. Instead the

old formula will easily lead to the idea: “left side an incomplete

square; complete it!” And this determines at once the effect that

the knowledge of the formula exerts on the present datum. It might

even happen that the idea “left side should be a square” leads

directly to the addition of without an explicit recall of the

formula. In this case the trace of the old formula would have come
into communication with the present process but instead of leading

to recall would at once have led to the correct process. In this case,

one single step would have led to insight, whereas the other pos-

sibilities would have required two or more steps for its development,
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although each step in itself would have been a case of partial insight.

Therefore insightful behaviour is not necessarily a behaviour in

which the full solution occurs at once. Criticisms of the term in-

sight based on this assumption are therefore spurious.

The Forces of Organization. Our example is indeed one in which
“the animal is forced by the situation to act in a special way al-

though it possesses no special devices for the particular act.” And
we can see, up to a certain point, why it is forced. The occurrence

of the square of the unknown enforces the idea of the operation of

extracting a square root; the other fact that the unknown also ap-

pears in the first power leads to the apprehension of the left side as

an incomplete square, and this, with the help of previous knowl-

edge, to the proper transformation of the equation. The whole

process stays, as it were, inside the boundaries set by the data of the

problem. If the solution is found, intrinsic relations must have acted

as dynamic relations. If one wants to deny this consequence one

has to defend either of two positions: either one has to reject the

claim that the process was guided by intrinsic relations and explain

it by the workings of blind mechanisms (as has been the tendency

of experimental psychology for a long time) or one has to introduce

a new factor, a mind, which is able to grasp intrinsic relations and

utilize such understanding in its interaction with the body. This

alternative would lead to a vitalistic or spiritualistic dualism which

we, in full agreement with the vast majority of psychologists, have

refused to accept. The first alternative is incompatible with the facts.

The three recent investigators, Duncker, Maier, and ClaparMe, are

unanimous about this point. Intrinsic relationships enter every true

problem solution. But then our former conclusion is unavoidable:

the dynamics of the process are determined by the intrinsic proper-

ties of the data. Expressed in this way, the proposition is not new
to us; it was the theme on which our whole treatment of perceptual

organization played. What seems so startling in the application of

this proposition to thought processes is that the \ind of intrinsic

properties which are to be considered as dynamically effective seem

to exclude such a consideration. How can a purely logical relation

exert a real force on a real process in a nervous system Homo-
geneity and inhomogeneity of stimulation as intrinsic properties of

areas could well be treated as the origin of forces, but how can the

idea “incomplete square, complete it,” be so considered? And yet,

even here we possess a good analogy in perceptual organization: the

principle of closure. Just as a perceived circle will, as a psycho-
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physical process, “tend” towards completion, so will + ax, once it

is seen as an incomplete square, tend to be completed.

Organization in Perception and Thought Compared. Although

I do not wish to claim that every thought relation has a counterpart

in a perceptual relation, yet the similarity between the two fields is

closer than is generally recognized. It was to bring out this fact

that narrower first introduced her joke diagrams (see above, p. 619).

She also draws attention to language which frequently enough uses

spatial or dynamical terms to describe properties of thought, as

“a balanced sentence,” and she quotes Titchener, a witness least

likely to be considered biassed in favour of this view, who describes

his understanding of a text as accomplished by a visual schema
(Harrower, p. 58).

If we take this argument seriously, we have made a decisive step

in our answer to the problem as to the immediate causes which pro-

duce the reorganization in thought processes. In our attempt to

answer concretely the question why things look as they do, we
have enumerated a number of principles of organization, i.e., we
have discovered a number of intrinsic properties of psychophysical

processes that determine which of them will become unified, which
segregated, the mode and shape of this unification, and so forth.

Similarly, in answering the question: Why do we think as we do?

Why are thoughts what they are ? we have to find intrinsic properties

of psychophysical thought processes which account for their organ-

ization. Each of the two problems has its particular advantages and
disadvantages. The perceptual problem keeps us closer to the actual

physiological events than the thought problem where physiological

hypotheses are speculative to a much greater degree even than in

the field of perception. On the other hand, the “purer” thought

processes are, the more they will reveal the efficacy of properties

which are apt to be obscured in perception because of the con-

tingent stimulus distribution.

At the present time problems in perception and in thinking will,

therefore, probably have to be investigated at “different levels.” An-
swers which must satisfy our curiosity on the level of thought will

have to be much more concrete on the level of perception. But if

our argument is correct, this difference in level is a difference in

our knowledge of things and not a difference in the things them-

selves. In either field we have to find intrinsic properties which ex-

plain field organization, and though at the moment we may often

enough be able to express these properties of thought processes only

in logical terms we ought to feel convinced that to these logical
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terms there correspond psychophysical realities, just as we assume
that in perception psychophysical realities correspond to qualita-

tive properties of the perceived objects.

Intrasystemic Factors. The discovery of such properties, how-
ever, does not finish our work. In the discussion of our algebraic

example we have pointed out such properties, and yet the solution

will not be reached by every person, and those who find it will not

all find it in the same way. Therefore the knowledge of these prop-

erties alone is not sufficient to derive the result. A law knows no
exceptions or individual differences. If individual differences remain
unexplained, our law is not yet complete. To give a simple example
from physics: the trajectory of a thrown ball can be derived from
the force of gravity and the initial velocity (its magnitude and
direction) of the ball (disregarding the “twist” imparted to the

ball, the air resistance, and the wind). No two actual trajectories

will be alike; though as a rule they will be parabolas, they may also

be straight lines, namely, when the ball is thrown straight up. But

each individual trajectory is predictable from the law, provided we
know the initial velocity and the constant of gravitation at the

place where the ball is thrown. The law is that the ball will fall

with constant acceleration, the intrinsic properties the masses of earth

and ball.

To account, then, for the individual differences of thought pro-

cesses we have to know a great deal more than the intrinsic prop-

erties so far discussed. In our example a 3-term expression is needed

instead of the given 2-term one. The fact that the situation demands
the extraction of a square root is the prominent intrinsic property

of the situation. But whether this property will be able to transform

the complete 2-term expression -]r <^x into an incomplete 3-term

expression ax

?

depends partly on the firmness of the 2-term

structure. And this in its turn depends, without a doubt, on the

anatomico-physiological constitution of the nervous system, even

though we know as yet nothing at all about the particular aspects

of this constitution which account for such differences.

Our ignorance about the physiological side of the person’s con-

stitution need not, however, prevent us from finding out psycho-

logical characteristics. We can recall differences in the Ego struc-

ture which we discussed in Chapter VIII (p. 342), to show the kind

of differences we mean. Thus in one person a process distribution

will be more isolated and more rigid than in another, so that an or-

ganization once produced will be harder to change. Such a person

would, e.g., have greater difficulty in transforming the x^ ax into
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-j- ax ?, and at the same time the first expression would be

much less likely to communicate with the trace system of the

formula (a -j- = a^ -j- 2 -i- One could deduce a number
of characteristics inherent in the thought processes of different per-

sons from such differences in their psychological make-up.

But our main problem remains to study the intrinsic character of

the processes which will, under favourable circumstances, result in

proper reorganization, i.e., lead to the required solutions.

Experimental Studies. To study this problem one has to put sub-

jects into problematical situations and observe their behaviour. Such

observation can be greatly facilitated by a method suggested by

Claparede in 1917 and employed in his last investigation as well as

by Duncker. The subjects are instructed to “think aloud,” i.e., to

formulate every idea that occurs to them during their attempts to

find the solution.

In such studies the choice of the problem is of paramount im-

portance, just as the choice of the figures was decisive in the ex-

periments on the change of traces (Wulf and his successors. Chapter

XI, p. 496) ;
for the forces in the field which regulate the behaviour

are determined by the problem. Different problems are therefore

liable to reveal different forces, different intrinsic properties of ob-

jects, perceptual or imagined, which become dynamically effective.

If, in the following lines, we attempt to distinguish between various

kinds of problems, we do not intend to give an exhaustive classifica-

tion.

THREE DIFFERENT TYPES OF PROBLEMS. A first type of problem is

exemplified by our algebraical example. Here the data themselves

contain everything that is needed for the process of solution. One
might object to this statement that the formula {a-\-bY must be

known beforehand. Even so, the conditions for this piece of knowl-

edge to be reproduced are potentially inherent in the datum. Of
course the datum must be apprehended as a question, not as a

statement, but when we speak of datum we mean always the process

to which the objective (geographical) datum gives rise.

Duncker has largely used problems of this type, and Wertheimer
has discussed several falling under this group. In genuine solutions

the intrinsic properties of the data are operative; the solution occurs

uninfluenced by external factors, external, that is, to the situation of

the data themselves.

A second kind of problem are the jokes which were to be com-

pleted in Harrower’s experiments and most of the tasks set by

Claparede, which consisted in finding a legend for a cartoon or
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connecting two phases of a picture story by events which might

have happened between them. In two senses thp solution has, in

these cases, to go beyond the data. A joke, a cartoon, refers to

situations of everyday life. To treat them adequately a more or less

specific knowledge of the events concerned is necessary. But over

and above this, a joke is a joke, and therefore the completion of

the unfinished structure has to conform to this general “atmosphere”

(ClaparMe). If this “atmosphere” failed to appear or to influence

the solution, then such completions would be made as are exempli-

fied in the first group of answers reproduced on page 616. As pure

answers they are perfectly correct; Rubinstein might have said so;

but they fail to complete the unfinished structure so as to make it

a joke.

In this group of problems the solution depends upon many more

factors than in the first, although here too, as Harrower has shown,

various degrees of ambiguity are possible. And clearly: the more

the solution depends on internal factors, the less ambiguous it will

be. Again both much and little ambiguity have their respective ad-

vantages: the first chiefly by demonstrating a great number of dif-

ferent processes that will occur, the second by a clearer definition

of a few essential factors. At the present moment, even though I

may have a personal preference, I can see no good reason why one

type of problem should be used to the exclusion of another.

A third type of problem is that used so successfully by Kohler

and modified and put to various uses by later workers. As a rule

the physical (geographical) situation contains everything that is

necessary for the solution. But the togetherness of the different ele-

ments is in itself contingent. This fact distinguishes it from the first

group, where the togetherness itself was necessary. To exemplify:

the problem of reaching a lure that is not directly accessible does

not imply that a stick must be at hand. If it happens to be there, it

is a fortunate circumstance. But in the equation + ajr= ^ a part

of a square cannot help appearing on the left side.

This difference is likely to appear in the dynamics of the solution.

One might argue: the task is complete without the presence of a

stick; the solution is: I must have something to extend my arm, and
for this conclusion the presence of a stick is not necessary. It is in-

deed perfecdy possible that a solution could be reached in this way
and that thereupon the person or animal proceeded to search for or

fabricate a stick. But chimpanzees would never have solved the

problem in this way, as proven by the fact that even ajter they
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have used a stick once or twice they will not for some time employ
one which is not visible simultaneously with the lure (Kohler).

With this difference between the third and first groups another

one is closely connected. In the first group the question, and there-

fore the principle of its solution, lies entirely within the datum, i.e.,

the environmental part of the field, whereas in the third the pro-

blem arises from a relation between Ego and environment. As long
as the ape is not hungry, there is nothing in his behavioural situa-

tion that would cause him to use a stick in order to get a banana.
But the equation -\- ax ~b is always a question, even if the

person who understands this equation refuses to worry about and
solve it. The result of this difference is that the problems of the

third group require, if not to a higher degree, then in a different

manner, forces between Ego and environment. To say that pro-

blems of the first kind are quite independent of Ego forces is ob-
viously wrong. As we just stated, one might refuse to worry about
their solution and then, as a rule, they will remain unsolved. We
know from the testimony of great thinkers that in order to solve

difficult problems they persevered in concentrating on them. But
this concentration is effective; only inasmuch as it supplies the pro-
blematical external situation with sufficient energy to make re-

organization possible. The reorganization itself must, if it is to be
right, depend upon the properties of the field alone and not upon
any field-Ego relationship. In the third group the Ego is one of

the parts of the problem itself, and therefore Ego-properties as well
as object-properties must become effective in the final reorganization
of the field.

The distinctions which I have drawn between different kinds of
problems is an idealized abstraction. No problem is in reality quite
free from Ego forces. It is at least very doubtful whether a problem
of an entirely objective nature will solve itself if we refuse to deal
with it seriously. If such cases could be established they would be
ideal cases in which the working of intrinsic environmental prop-
erties would be manifested in the purest form. But they will be ex-
ceptions. On the other hand no real solution is independent of in-

trinsic field properties, and therefore also the experiments of the
third group reveal their dynamical effects.

EXPERIENCE AND ITS ROLE IN THE SOLUTION. The recent investigators
have by their experimental procedures and theoretical considerations
contributed a great deal to the foregoing analysis. They are all

“Environmental” is here again used in the sense: not belonging to the Ego.
See footnote, page 618.
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agreed that a problem is equivalent to a system under stress, and
that the mere recourse to experience is quite insufficient to explain

problem solutions. Maier (1930) has even gone so far as to provide

his subjects with the experiences necessary for the solution. But of

37 subjects only one (=2.7%) found the solution, and he was one
of a group of 28 which had been told that these experiences were to

be applied in the solution of the real problem. On the other hand
eight out of twenty-two subjects (=36.4%) who had been given a

“directional” hint in addition to these experiences were successful.

Harrower’s experiments reported on pages 622 f. can be interpreted

in the same. way. The existence of knowledge—having read the re-

quired solutions in a different context—is not sufficient for its util-

ization. In her experiments such knowledge was only utilized once

out of 18 possible cases when no hint as to its possible usefulness was
given.

These results are not astonishing after our analysis. The existence

of utilizable traces is not sufficient for the solution; the utilizable

trace must be utilized, and this utilization is often the chief part of

the solution. This point was well brought out in Wertheimer’s

example (1920) of the lawyer who looks for a paper belonging to

case A, the files of which have been carefully preserved, whereas the

files of other cases, B, C, . . . have been destroyed. The solution

comes when the lawyer “remembers” that the paper he is looking

for belonged also to case B. Now he knows actually that it has been

destroyed; before, he knew it “potentially,” but this knowledge was
useless for the present occasion. The paper could not recall the fact

of its having been destroyed before it had been recognized as be-

longing to case B.

In this case the actualization of potential knowledge follows im-

mediately upon the reorganization of the principal item in the field,

and here the difficulty lies not in the former but in the latter. Pro-

bably, wherever the problem is difficult, some reorganization must
occur before the utilizable material is utilized, but the first step will

not always lead to the second as quickly as in Wertheimer’s example.

Everything depends upon the relation between the reorganized item

and the potentially available material.

AVAILABILITY OF TRACES AND PERCEPTUAL DATA COMPARED. Whether
this material is a trace or a part of the perceptual field makes no
essential difference. We cannot even say that under all conditions

it is easier to make a perceptual object available than a trace, avail-

ability depending, as we have seen, on too many factors. One of

these is clearly envisaged by Maier (1931 a, pp. 343-4) and has, for
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memory material, been proved by Harrower, for perceptual material

in much simpler tasks by Heiss (reported by Volkelt, pp. 129 £.)

:

the object potentially available may be so strong a part of a larger

object or be possessed of a functional character so different from

the one needed that it will not yield to the pressure in the field.

Now this difficulty may be greater for a perceptual object than for

an object present merely in the form of a trace. It might, for in-

stance, be necessary to use a pair of pliers as a weight. A person who
sees the pliers before him may because of their very definite func-

tional character be prevented from using them—just as one of

Kohler’s apes, perfectly familiar with the use of a box, failed to

utilize one on which another animal was seated (1927, p. 178 f.; see

also Koffka, 1928, p. 215)—whereas if the person had faced the pro-

blem: what object likely to be around could I possibly use as a

weight, he might more easily have hit upon a pair of pliers.

The presence of an object with a very definite functional char-

acter may also prevent the proper reorganization. When I know
that I can use only the things now at my disposal, and there is no

other heavy object except a pair of pliers, then its presence might

prevent the reorganization of the problem as one which required

a weight. On the other hand, as we have pointed out before (stick

experiment), the perceptual presence can be of enormous impor-

tance.

“fittingness.” If we treat the problem of the utilization of ma-
terial in the same way, whether the material is actually or only

“memorially” (trace) present, we can deduce

I

new principles of interaction between process

and trace. In an experiment by Lipmann
and Bogen (p. 28) a child has four different

sticks at its disposal for pushing a ball lying

behind bars (see Fig. iii).^^34 Clearly, i is the best, 4 the worst. If then

Fig. Ill the child selects the proper stick this selec-

tion is due to intrinsic characters of the ob-

jects; the tool “fits” the ball, and this fittingness acts as a principle

of selection.

Since all problem solutions can be said to consist in finding the

fitting part which will relieve the existing stress, a law of fittingness

would be the most universal law to explain thinking, and with it

the arousal of new processes. Such a law would be a generalization

of the laws of good continuation and closure. In establishing such

a law one must, however, be careful lest one explain an event by the
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event, i.e., one has to define “fittingness” concretely in such a way
that it can become dynamically operative. What is the nature and

the seat of the forces which draw an element, originally absent

from a situation, into this situation? Before such a task is accom-

plished, the law is not yet a true law but only a demand for find-

ing a law. However, even as such it has its value, for it refuses an

explanation of “fitting” events in terms of extraneous factors which

have nothing to do with their fittingness, an explanation which

derives the intelligible from the merely contingent. This was im-

plicitly or avowedly the aim of empiricism and positivism, and

therefore a law of fittingness is another manifestation of the anti-

empiristic^^ and anti-positivistic attitude of gestalt theory.

Nevertheless, the claim that there should be a law of fittingness

is not the proof that there is one. In order to establish such a proof

it would be necessary to show what particular properties of physio-

logical processes make them “fit” and make them attract each other.

As regards the laws of good continuation and closure in spatial or-

ganization, which, as we just said, can be regarded as special cases

of a more general law of fittingness, we attempted to give the be-

ginning of such a proof by considerations of systemic equilibrium.

In an organization which conforms to these two lav^s the forces

must be better balanced than in others. Even such a proposition,

however, could be proved only in a few very simple cases, the main
burden of our proof being empirical. But a proposition like the one

just formulated makes it possible to understand the empirical evi-

dence. If now we try to generalize and establish our law of fitting-

ness we are in a less favourable position. True enough, when the

solution of a problem has been found, the forces are better balanced

than they were before, the problem stress has been relieved, but,

as we have pointed out before, the sequence of events that leads

to this final state is not thereby explained. In spatial organization

the general conditions are such that only a few organizations are

possible under a given stimulus distribution, and the one which

fulfils the conditions of the laws of good continuation and closure

is among them. Thus we discussed the problem, why, in a given

case, articulation a b c/de results, and not ab/cde? (See Chapter

IV, pp. 164 f.) But when we deal with problems of thought the very

condition which made the treatment of spatial organization so

It will not be necessary to point out that an anti-cmpiristic attitude does not

mean the denial of the enormous value of experience. Not that it makes use of ex-

perience causes our objection to empiricism, but how it makes use of it.
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comparatively simple is mostly lacking. The question here is often

abcx, where x, the unknown, is not necessarily present, and if

present not in connection with ab c but with e f g.

With these last remarks we have connected our present problem

with an earlier discussion (see pp. 625 f.). Our law of fittingness

would be an answer to the question: Why do we think as we do?

(See p. 632.) And we shall have to be satisfied if we establish its

validity on a “higher” level than that of the laws of spatial organ-

ization (see p. 632).

UTILIZING FACTORS OF ORGANIZATION TO PRODUCE ERROR. Such prOof

requires a number of different steps. The laws of spatial organiza-

tion were derived from experiments in which several organizations

were a priori possible, but only one or a few actually realized or even

realizable, thus revealing the operative factors. A similar procedure

would be extremely useful in the field of thinking. We ought to

create conditions where dynamically the true solution is not the

only possible one but where false solutions are favoured by the dis-

tribution of the forces at work. The beginnings of such a pro-

cedure have been indicated by Harrower. I quote: “We may tell

a subject this:
—
‘swimming under a bridge there came two ducks

in front of two ducks, two ducks behind two ducks, and two ducks

in the middle’ asking him how many there were in all. The first

o o

spontaneous answer is 6, with the formation o o. For the concept

o o

of ‘twoness’ implies a pair of ducks, and a pair would be spatially

equidistant from the observer, since pairedness implies equality.

Again, it is as if three such pairs are seen; for each mentioned

spatial position (‘in front of,’ ‘behind,’ and ‘in between’) ‘demands’

a pair of ducks to fill it.

“The correct solution is jour ducks, swimming in single file. This

organization, however, has properties which are against its ever

being seen as the required one. For if we are thinking in terms of

‘pairs,’ the ‘single file’ aspect will not even be considered” (p. 112).

Here the question is put in such a way that the forces must
produce a wrong organization (provided the person asked is not

closely familiar with swimming ducks). To the forces enumerated
by Harrower I may add that in the false solution the pairs remain
constant for each specified relation, whereas in the true solution

The meaning and the importance of implication as a psychological concept has
been amply and adequately discussed by Claparede (pp. loi if.).
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the pairs themselves are variable, a factor which in itself favours the

former tremendously with regard to the latter.
'

A systematic employment of this method should reveal a number
of factors which determine organization in thought processes. Ex-
periments which provoke false thinking should prove as fruitful

for our understanding of thought processes as the study of optical

illusions has proved for perceived shape, and some modern methods
(Jaensch, 1921, pp. 170 f., G. Heider, pp. 37 fl.) for the theory of so-

called colour constancy.^®

THE COMBINATION OF OPERATIVE FORCES. TWO DIFFERENT POSSIBILITIES.

If such experiments have given us insight into a number of con-

crete factors of organization, then there arises a new problem as to

their combination. Either they might act independently of each

other, in a summative manner, or they might themselves be organ-

ized into a meaningful whole. When Duncker says: “A problem
solution is due to insight inasmuch as its relevant traits are im-
mediately determined by those traits of the problem situation which
they satisfy” (p. 701), he disregards this distinction. And yet, as

Wertheimer never tires of emphasizing, it is quite fundamental. Full

insight is distinguished from partial insight by this very difference.

In full insight the different traits of the situation that determine
its relevant features and thereby the solution form themselves a

coherent system and are not independent of each other. To exemplify

again with an example from elementary algebra. A person who
transforms the equation ax b = 0 first into x'^ ax = — b,

because he wants to separate the known and the unknown variables,

then takes the next step which makes the left side a square.

X + ax+© © b does not have the same insight as a

person who sees that the second step is compatible with the prin-

ciple of separation of unknown and known, since it leads to

a — b, where the separation i:IS as easy as in the

original equation. Unless he sees that 0^ + ax can be made into

the square of a sum of an unknown and a known quantity, the

coherence of the solution is partly obscured and the result, although

it follows necessarily, contains an element of surprise, that is, the

final solution is not entirely free of stress.

FITTINGNESS AND ARTICULATION. Solutions Can be, and often are,

reached without full insight, i.e., without complete organization of

i^Maier (1930, pp. 141 f.) discusses two examples which can be utilized from

this point of view.
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all the determining factors, but a complete solution requires such

complete organization. This conclusion leads to very important

consequences for the relation of psychology on the one side, and

logic and epistemology on the other, consequences which we cannot

discuss here. Instead I shall refer to a particular aspect which re-

veals a difficulty intrinsic in all thought. We just said (p. 636)

that no problem is entirely free from Ego stresses. The fact that

“we” concentrate on a problem shows that the Ego is needed to

hold the problem in the actual behavioural environment. On the

other hand the problem may be of such a kind that the organized

pattern of forces which are to determine its solution does not con-

tain the Ego at all. Therefore, in such cases, the Ego has to be in

dynamic intercourse with a process, supply it with energy, and yet

not determine how this energy is to be organized. When we en-

visage the situation thus we understand why our wishes so easily

influence our thought. The dynamic situation as we have just

described it almost demands such an effect. To give an example:

I am trying to verify a special hypothesis; naturally it would please

me if I could find in my store of knowledge such items as would

confirm it, particularly if this special hypothesis were closely linked

up with my general theory. My trace system contains a number
of relevant facts; it is exposed to the forces of the “hypothesis” and,

almost unavoidably, also to the Ego forces originating in a wish

to see the hypothesis confirmed. Therefore it is not surprising that

such facts as fulfil both conditions emerge more readily than those

that fulfil only the first.

We turn back to the investigation of the law of fittingness. We
return to the example of the four sticks taken from Lipmann and
Bogen (p. 638). Except by chance, the selection of the proper stick

can take place only if the shape of ball and sticks are clearly per-

ceived. Otherwise expressed, fittingness applies to the behavioural

and not to the geographical data. Fittingness thus presupposes a

definite organization of the total field. In a badly articulated field

fittingness will be differently determined from what it is in a well

articulated field. Our stick example shows that improved articula-

tion results in improved selection, for the less clear the difference

between the sticks, the less likely is a correct choice to be deliber-

ately made.

However, the relation between field articulation and fittingness is

not so simple as it would appear if we considered just this one ex-

ample. Not only the degree, but also the kind of articulation enters

this relation. Thus in the duck example the articulation into three
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pairs is very clear indeed, and by its clearness makes the true solu-

tion so difficult.

The Original Reorganization. In such cases, as in many if not

most others, a reorganization of the field has to take place as the

first step in the thought process. This reorganization has been in-

vestigated and described by Duncker and Maier. Duncker speaks

of the “functional value” of a situation (“lure too high*/ “stick too

short/ etc.); Maier says that ‘Ve see the difficulty to lie at some
particular point” (1930, p. 137); different subjects may choose dif-

ferent points in one and the same objective task, thereby producing

different solutions of at least partially different behavioural tasks.

Thus in the problem of tying together two strings suspended from
the ceiling at such a distance that the subject, holding one in his

hands, could not reach the other, four possibilities existed and were

realized, each leading to a special solution:

“(i) How to make one cord stay in the centre while the other

cord is reached . . .

“(2) What to do to make the cords long enough to bridge the

gap . . .

“(3) What can be done to extend the reach . . .

“(4) As the one cord cannot be reached while holding the other,

one cord must in some way be made to move toward the other”

(1931, p. 190). What “fits” one of these organizations will not fit

the others. In the first a chair to tie one string to will be fitting, in

the second a piece of cord lying around, in the third a stick, and in

the fourth a weight.

Since “fittingness,” however, is a relation betv/een at least two

things, it is not only the problem which must be organized in a

special way so as to make something fit it, there must also be objects

which can fit the problem so organized. Since these objects need

not be perceptually present, this imposes a certain condition on

traces if they are to fit into the problem. They also must be or-

ganized, and organized in special ways. And often the form of the

problem will influence the organization of the objects; i.e., an ob-

ject will become the kind that fits, because it is exposed to the stress

of the problem. Thus, when one of Kohler’s apes broke a branch

from a tree to use it for pulling in bananas, a “branch” had be-

come a “stick”; a behavioural object had been so reorganized as to

fit the problem. This reorganization, of course, presupposed that

the object had certain properties which made this reorganization

possible. But when we remember how difficult it is to utilize knowl-
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edge (Maier and Harrower) we recognize the real achievement

of this animal. We can liken the animal to Maier’s subjects who
had been told everything that was necessary for the solution of their

problems or to Harrower’s who had read the solution of their in-

complete jokes in a different context. Just as they are acquainted

with the necessary material, so the ape knows branches as long, rigid

objects. In each case the utilization of this knowledge for a new
problem is the decisive step. Again such reorganizations may happen

with objects not perceptually present. When one of Kohler’s apes

ran into her sleeping room and fetched a blanket to use as a stick,

she utilized an object which was “present” only through recall. This

raises the question whether the stress of the present problem can

directly produce a reorganization of the trace system, a question

which I dare not answer

THE LAW OF EFFECT. But one cause of such reorganization deserves

special mention because of its intrinsic interest and the role which it

has played in the discussion of the laws of learning. Supposing that

in the Lipmann-Bogen stick experiment the child selected the sticks

at random and happened in a later trial to use the best stick for the

first time. Then the manipulation of the ball will be easier, and

the experience of this greater ease may bring about the required

articulation: the fittingness of this stick will be recognized as well

as its difference from the others. In other words: the result of an

activity, taken in the broadest sense, may reorganize the conditions

which were responsible for this act. This is the law of effect and the

interpretation we have given of the role of success in learning in

Chapter XII (p. 540).

According to it the “effect” can have the required backward result

only if the action performed and the environment in which it is

performed are behaviourally unified, and the result will vary directly

with the degree of this unification. An act therefore which is ob-

jectively successful but which uses an object not included in the

relevant behavioural situation should remain without consequences,^®

a conclusion confirmed by an observation of the McDougalls, father

and son. A rat engaged in opening a latch which was locked by
another latch succeeded in this task by accidentally pressing the

second latch by a random movement of the hind paw; 173 such
trials did not perfect this action, and when this particular latch was
set tighter so that the random movement did not turn it the rat

recall again Huang’s experiment mentioned in Chapter XII,^p. 554 n.
IS In a different context we have derived the same conclusion at the beginning of

the twelfth chapter (pp. 537 f.).
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was completely baffled, and concentrated all its efforts on the first

latch (p. 166).

The result of success will vary according to the conditions. It

may lead to full insight or to a very partial understanding, sufficient

only to make the response more adequate than it was before.

Thorndike, whose unfailing and ingenious attempts to prove

the validity of a law of effect or success must command the ad-

miration of every psychologist, saw that such a law was a necessity

for every trial and error theory of learning. His proof, being inde-

pendent of such a theory, seemed to lend strong support to it. This

connection, however, disappears in our theory. The
unity of act and environment, which we found a

necessary supposition of this law, excludes pure

trial and error, i.e., behaviour entirely at random,

completely uninfluenced by features of the environ-

ment.

I am convinced that the law of effect is re-

sponsible for a great many reorganizations, i.e.,

for a great deal of learning, both in men and

in animals. In order to fill in a gap left open in

Chapter IX (p. 372) I will discuss one special

example. In that chapter I explained as an effect

of experience the fact that animals often escape

an approaching motor car by running to the side,

although the field forces alone should drive them
along in advance of the moving vehicle. How can an animal have

learned this.?^ My conjecture is that the animal did it the first

time “accidentally,” i.e., that the conditions were such that the

direction of the force of the approaching car became effective only

with one of its components. If, for instance, the animal was walk-

ing across the road in the direction indicated in this sketch, then

we can consider the direction of the animal’s body as a constraining

condition which allows only that component of the force of the

approaching car to become effective which coincides with it. Such
an accidental success may, however, lead to a reconstruction of the

field, such that in the future the proper reaction will follow directly

and independently of the position of the animal. This case is of

special interest because it shows that a reorganization of the field

can change the direction of the operative forces, a conclusion very

important for our understanding of the detour when the initial

path lies geometrically in the direction directly opposite to the at-

tracting goal.

\

motor

Fig. 1 12
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OUR PICTURE OF BEHAVIOUR

If now we look back on the picture we have sketched of mental

dynamics and of behaviour in general, we find that this picture

represents a continuous sequence of organizations and reorganiza-

tions. New events happen practically every moment, events new
by virtue of their organization. These new organizations are brought

about by the forces arising through the relation between the organ-

ism and the environment and through field forces originating in the

trace system. The function of the latter is, in our picture, primarily

that of making new appropriate organizations possible, and not that

of repeating what was experienced or done previously. Thus we are

in full agreement with Bartlett, who says: ‘Tn fact, if we consider

evidence rather than presupposition, remembering appears to be

far more decisively an affair of construction rather than one of

mere reproduction” (p. 205).

The preceding chapters have attempted to show that such a

formulation is very much more than purely verbal, that “organiza-

tion” has a very definite and concrete meaning, and that it follows

very definite laws.

Intelligence. In conclusion we add only a few words: the be-

haviour of an organism, resulting as it does from psychophysical

organization, is determined by the kind of this organization. Com-
parative psychology is therefore the study of the different kinds of

organizations of which organisms are capable. This problem has

two aspects, closely related to each other. In the first place, there

arises the question of generic, specific, and individual differences.

What is it that distinguishes the behaviour of insects from that of

vertebrates, of rodents from that of primates, of anthropoids from
that of humans, of one individual from that of another Thus the

question of intelligence arises, which will have to find its answer

in terms of internal organic conditions which make certain organiza-

tions possible. Each organization has many apsects: stability, rigidity,

complexity, degree of articulation and so forth. For different or-

ganizations different characteristics may be of dominant importance.

Therefore it seems probable that there is not one kind of intelli-

gence, but different kinds according to the particular organizations

especially favoured. This does not mean, however, that we must
necessarily distinguish different intelligences according to the field

or material in which they become operative, but rather according to

the kind of organizations that are being produced. To distinguish a

motor, a practical, and a theoretical intelligence seems to me there-
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fore much less warranted than, let us say, a geometrical and an

arithmetical, a “quick” and a “slow,” a “poetic” or i. “mathematical”

one.

Different Types of Reorganization. The solution of this problem

introduces the second aspect of the general problem of compara-

tive psychology just mentioned, viz., a systematic survey of the

different kinds of organizations and reorganizations that are pos-

sible. I shall refrain from elaborating this point. I have enumerated

and discussed a number of such forces in a previous book (1928),

and R. M. Ogden has treated this aspect very systematically (1926,

pp. 239 E).
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SOCIETY AND PERSONALITY

The Incompleteness of the Preceding Discussion. The Main Problem. The Sociological

and the Psychological Group. The Reality of the Sociological Group. The Reality of

the Psychological Group. The “We.” Formulation of the Problem. The Psychological

and the Sociological Groups Connected by a Circular Process. The Formation of

Psychological Groups. The Nature of Psychological Groups. Unification and Segrega-

tion. Stability. Articulation. The Results of Group Formation. Products of Civiliza-

tion. Civilization as a Framework. Personality

THE INCOMPLETENESS OF THE PRECEDING DISCUSSION

Let us suppose that in the preceding chapters we had completely

solved all the problems discussed. Should we then possess a full

knowledge of behaviour.? We need only raise this question to see

that we have hardly approached behaviour as it really occurs. For

we are members of a society, and our behaviour is determined by

this fact to a degree which psychologists have only begun to realize.

Therefore, without understanding the social factors of behaviour

we cannot hope to understand behaviour. We must know the

dynamics of the social factors and the results they produce.

The study of a science implies, as we have seen, the discovery of

the laws which govern the phenomena investigated and of the con-

ditions under which these laws operate and produce the concrete

effects. So far we have neglected that most important set of condi-

tions which we call the social conditions. If we disregard them, then

our programme of developing a psychology that can explain the

facts of civilization cannot be carried out.

Therefore we devote this last chapter to a brief survey of the

main problems of social psychology. This subject is so vast that

volumes larger than this can be written about it. Therefore our

treatment will have to be sketchy, confining itself in the main to the

drawing of outlines without filling them in with material.

THE MAIN PROBLEM

The Sociological and the Psychological Group. An important dis-

tinction is necessary for the formulation of our main problem; When
we speak of a group—and I shall use this word instead of the more
specific one “society” to designate any collections of organisms—we

648
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may mean two different things, viz., in our old terminology, a geo-

graphical or a behavioural group. I shall in the future call the former

the sociological group, since the science of sociology has such groups

as its subject matter, and the latter the psychological one. In what
sense do these groups exist?

The Reality of the Sociological Group. Let us begin with the

sociological group, and let us consider one composed of n members.

What do we mean when we call these n persons a group? One
answer would be that this term is nothing but a convenient name
for the n members considered together, but that no reality corre-

sponded to this concept over and above the reality of the members.

This answer would, therefore, deny the existence of a group in the

strict sense. Now it is surely true that there exists no (;2 + 7)th

member, called the group, apart from the n members which com-
pose it. Any group concept that implies, in however subtle a manner,

such an interpretation will be rejected by us at the outset. But is

this tantamount to rejecting the reality of a group? Let us remember
our treatment of melodies. We saw that and how they are real,

and yet the same argument that we just raised against the reality

of the group was long ago raised against the reality of melodies:

“a melody cannot be real, because if it consists of n tones, there is

no (« + /)th tone.”

Melodies are behavioural events, and we are now discussing not

the reality of the behavioural or psychological, but that of the so-

ciological, group. And therefore it might seem as though we could

not apply the melody argument to the group. But this would be a

wrong impression, since we know that gestalten are not restricted

to the mental or behavioural realm.

A group, then, may be a reality even though it n^d not be a

new item added to the number of individuals which compose it.

That certain groups are realities we have indicated in a much earlier

part of the book (Chapter II, p. 58), where we showed very briefly

that certain modes of behaviour are typical of individuals as mem-
bers of groups and not of isolated persons. Similarly Bartlett proves

the reality of sociological groups by giving detailed descriptions of

“reactions which are specific to groups, found in them, and not

found outside them** (p. 241). A sociological group, then, has ex-

istence, in the sense in which a gestalt has existence, and since the

criterion we have used for the reality of the group is at the same
time a criterion of its gestalt character, we must infer that a group

is a gestalt. Such a statement, however, means very litde unless we
know what kind of a gestalt it is.
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Two Gestalt Characteristics of Sociological Groups. In this

respect groups have a number of very definite characteristics, the^

are gestalten of a very particular kind. I shall only mention two

closely related particularities. In the first place the ‘"strength” of

the gestalt may differ over an enormously wide range. The strength

of the gestalt character is defined by Kohler by the degree of inter-

dependence of the parts. The stronger the gestalt, the more will

each of its parts depend on all the others, and the more will this

dependence affect every aspect of the parts. From this point of

view practically all of the groups with which we are familiar are re-

latively weak, but groups in other cultures are much stronger. The
difference which Becker calls that of the sacred and the secular

society is a good illustration. The stronger the group, the more not

only will the behaviour, but the entire status, of its members depend

upon their relation to the other members. Thus, in primitive so-

cieties, loss of connection with the group may bring about the iso-

lated member’s death. To stay nearer home, we may compare the

village with the city to exemplify differences in gestalt strength of

groups. The strongest groups that we encounter are probably teams

in games like football.

The fact that groups may have a very low degree of gestalt co-

herence derives from the second peculiarity that I want to point

out. The group is composed of individuals, and the existence of

individuals, although largely group-determined, is not exclusively

so. To produce children, to rear and educate them, all these are

socially determined activities; but much as we may wish to have

children of a certain kind, it is not in our power to realize this

wish. Again social factors enter to mould the characters of the

young independently of our desires, but there remains an element

that is no longer social. And though we cannot measure or eval-

uate the magnitude of this non-social element, we have to recog-

nize it. Individuals are different from each other apart from social

influences, and since the individuals, by composing the group, de-

termine to some extent its nature, there remains a non-social ele-

ment in groups. What this means will become clearer when we
compare groups with other and stronger gestalten like melodies. In

the composer’s mind the tones do not exist prior to or independently

of the melody. Here the melody, the whole, entirely determines its

own members. The fact that the members of groups are not thus

completely determined by the group is the same as saying that the

group is not of the strongest gestalt type possible. This characteristic

becomes especially important the less natural, the more artificial,
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the groups are. If a number of individuals join to form a club or a

society, then the character of the members is already established,

and the particular characteristic which such a new group assumes
will to a large extent depend upon these characters of its members.
The Reality of the Psychological Group. The “We.” And now we

turn to the behavioural group. In what sense does it exist Here
the answer is easier. The reality of the psychological group finds

its expression in the pronoun ''we'* “We” means not simply a

plurality of persons which includes myself, it means in its most
proper sense a unified plurality of which I and the others are 'true

members. Otherwise expressed: when one says: "We Ao this,” then

one means not that the persons included in the “we” are doing this

each for himself and independently of the others, but that we do it

jointly. The speaker experiences himself as part of a group, and his

actions as belonging to this group. Of course, the word “we” can

also have the other meaning. “We have assembled here because we
were all born on the same day.” The two we’s in this sentence

are not quite identical. Only the second is a purely summative
plural, while the first would carry at least the beginning of a true

“group-we.”

Here the question might be raised whether the “we,” when it is

used in the non-summative sense, is equivalent to an expression of a

psychological group. It seems, at least at first, to be advisable to

treat the “we” as more general than the psychological group; for

the “we” applies to a great variety of personal relationships not all

of which are groups of the same kind. Thus the “we” of bridge

players may pertain to all four players or to a pair of partners;

similarly a football player might use the word either to designate

both teams or only his own. Similarly, I might say, of Mr. X and

me, that we had a discussion on gestalt psychology, and this par-

ticular event might be the only one in which I should include him
and myself under this term. It is clear that the two partners or the

members of a football team form a psychological group of a dif-

ferent kind, if not in a different sense, from that formed by all play-

ers. And the group of the last example is entirely of that second

kind. In all these cases, however, the word “we” refers to a reality.

It is never a mere abbreviation of “they and I,” or “he and 1.” For

the I to which it refers is dependent upon the “we.” In other

words, the plurality to which the word “we” refers is not composed

of a number of members which would be identical in all possible

pluralities, but codetermines its own members. I feel differendy,

my behavioural Ego is more or less different, when I address a
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strange audience, when I speak in a dining club of which I am an

old member, and when I walk in an academic procession.

Details of this relationship will be discussed later; here it only

serves to prove the reality of the “we.”

Formulation of the Problem. Having established the reality of

both the sociological and the psychological groups, we can now
formulate our main problem: What is the relation between them?

In general outline the answer to this question is obvious : a sociologi-

cal group presupposes a psychological one. For the sociological

groifp differs from a mere collection of individual persons in that

the behaviour of these persons, and the accomplishments to which
it gives rise, depend upon the behaviour of the other persons. Now
the behaviour of another person as a geographical event can in-

fluence my behaviour only in the same way in which any geo-

graphical event can influence my behaviour, i.e., by determining

my behavioural environment (see Chapter II). This general propo-

sition does not contain any statement about the particular kind of

behavioural environment that would account for the formation of

sociological groups. But we can see that, although “we-experiences”

are not the only ones that contribute to group behaviour, they are

a conditio sine qua non for the formation of groups. The mere
presence in my behavioural field of other human beings will not

lead to social behaviour. If a person or a group of persons is in my
way, I shall make a detour in order to get what I want, just as I

would if an inanimate object obstructed my path. My behaviour

might be as little social in the first case as in the second.

Such arguments may even seem pedantic in view of the fact that

we experience a “we,” a belonging to a psychological group; there-

fore it seems natural to connect the geographical, or sociological,

groups with the psychological ones.

Granted then that sociological groups arise through the mediation

of psychological ones, the concrete nature of this dynamic connection

becomes a problem, which again must first be stated in broad out-

line. Given a sociological group g composed of n members, it must
owe its origin to the existence and interaction of n psychological

groups Gn, and the interaction of these Gn becomes the funda-

mental problem. How do events within behavioural fields, the Gn,

lead to the establishment of a geographical reality, the g?
The Psychological and the Sociological Groups Connected by a

Circular Process. We have in various places discussed similar prob-

lems on a simpler level (see Chapter VIII, pp. 31 1 f., and Chapter IX,

pp. 373 f.)* Thus we saw in our discussion of movement how be-
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havioural events gave rise to geographical ones by a circular process.

If we apply this principle to our present problem we find the follow-

ing situation : in the field of k, who is a member of the n who form
the group, there exists a psychological group, a “we,” and this part

of the field is, for some reason or other, under stress. Then move-
ment, behaviour, will be started in such a way that it leads to a new
field which is under less stress than the original field. Although this

general statement is obviously true, it is far too vague to characterize

the ensuing behaviour sufficiently. What more can we then^ say

about it? K’s behaviour will affect the fields of the other persons in

the group, a—j
and 1—n, changing the stresses of their behavioural

fields and thereby leading them to act. Their action similarly will

change k’s field. It was the function of k’s action to reduce the

pressure in his own field. Therefore his action will fulfil this func-

tion only if the actions of a—j
and 1—n, to which it gives rise, lead

to such a reduction of stress in k’s field. The relation between the

action arising from stress in a field and the result of this action on
the stress of the field is therefore much more indirect than in the case

of the eye-movements, mediated by other fields and their stresses.

But for all this difference there remains a fundamental similarity:

no new law is needed, only the application of the old law to a vastly

more complex set of conditions.

Of course all members of the group have an equal right to be con-

sidered as k; i.e., in group behaviour we have an interplay, mediated

by action, of n different behavioural fields, which may, and often

does, produce organized behaviour, organized as well in each indi-

vidual person as in the whole, sociological, group. Our principle ex-

plains, indeed, true sociological behaviour by deriving it from psy-

chological behaviour; g has been explained by the interaction of

the Gn.

I am prepared to assert that the problem of social psychology con-

sists in filling in this general frame. In the rest of this chapter I

shall discuss only a few points within this frame. They will fall

under the following headings: (i) How do psychological groups

become organized? (2) What are their main characteristics? (3)

What are the results of social activity and how do they influence

such activity?

As we have seen so often during the course of this book, differ-

ent problems distinguished in a certain field are in reality interde-

pendent. The same is true of the last three questions, none of which

can be answered entirely without reference to the others.
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THE FORMATION OF PSYCHOLOGICAL GROUPS

Nevertheless, we caii start with the first problem and inquire into

the formation of psychological groups. These groups, being parts of

behavioural fields, must arise through processes of field organization.

They are different from such group organizations as we have pre-

viously studied (point groups, line groups, etc.) in the fact that they

include the Ego. Although this fact need not deter us from trying

to apply our laws of organization to such instances, since we have

met with a sufficient number of occasions in which the Ego is to be

treated like other field objects, it is of extreme significance for the

Ego. The Ego, being part of a group, will have characteristics due

to this membership, a topic which we shall take up in the context

of our third problem. Now we must try to discover forces which

are responsible for behavioural group-formation.

The Law of Similarity. We begin with an extremely simple case,

not because it is the most significant or typical one, but because it

will clarify the problem in the easiest way. When we enter a room,

we see the people in it as a group, separate from all the other objects,

and more or less independent of their spatial distribution. This or-

ganization is, at least in part, reducible to the law of equality or

similarity; thus far it offers no new problem. And as long as the

matter remains there, this group formation is not the one we are

now interested in. At first, on entering the room, we do not belong

to the group. A little later, however, we may. What has produced

this new group, containing not only the other people but also our-

selves ? Does it seem far-fetched to apply the same law to the forma-

tion of this new group which was found operative in the formation

of the first.? I believe not. Though surely not the only factor, the

similarity between ourselves and the others seems definitely to con-

tribute to this new organization. Thus one feels distinctly out of

place when one is in evening dress while none of the others are,

even when no social mistake is involved on either side.

Similarity and Physiognomic Characters. I will admit, however,

that the factor of equality is not the strongest force in group forma-

tions. But it will lead us directly to other and more important ones

as soon as we begin to analyze the equality or similarity itself. Why
is my Ego, which is given only to a small extent in visual terms, sim-

ilar to other persons, who are predominantly given in such terms.?

The answer must be that my Ego must be similar to other persons

with respect to characters which, though they may be carried by

visual characteristics, need not be so carried. We have encountered
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these characters before (Chapter VIII, pp. 359 f., and Chapter IX,

p. 407), when we called them physiognomic chafacters. We saw
that through these characters particularly strong Ego-object forces

are aroused; therefore it is not a new step when we now connect

group formation in general, and similarity in particular, with them.

For something that we know as characteristics of our Ego ap-

pears also in those parts of the field which we call human beings,

and to a lesser degree in animals. We perceive, through vision and
audition, persons, i.e., objects endowed with the same kind of spon-

taneity that we possess, with purpose and hesitation, with joy

and sadness, courage, ambition, and so on; and we experience our-

selves also as persons. If, then, equality is an active factor in group

formation, it must be equality of physiognomic character. Thus a

sophisticated person will fall in easily with other sophisticated

or even blase ones, and will readily develop in his field a psycho-

logical group to which they and he belong; conversely, a direct and
simple person will not easily find himself a part of a “we” if he

is thrown in with a number of sophisticated people. Similarly, to be

sad tends to exclude one from a gay group. That physiognomic

similarity can lead to group formation is evidenced by certain mixed
swarms of birds composed of different species with different life

habits. Stresemann (quoted by Katz, 1926, p. 466) believes that he

has found the causes of this group formation. “The little birds which
come into proximity to an impressive and usually noisy swarm are

attracted by it; they hurl themselves into the living maelstrom and
are not easily able to extricate themselves from it.”

The Origin of Physiognomic Characters. How We Perceive ‘‘The

Other Person’s Mind.” But the dynamic characters play a far greater

role than that of merely determining the boundaries of psychological

groups; they are also largely responsible for the group structure and
group behaviour. Therefore our next step must be to answer the

question raised in Chapter IX (p. 407), how persons as behavioural

objects possess physiognomic characters, or, more popularly ex-

pressed, how we perceive the other person’s mind. I can confine my-
self to a brief treatment, since Kohler has discussed this problem

very fully in the seventh chapter of his “Gestalt Psychology.” I for-

bear to refute the two most widely held theories according to which

we understand the other person’s emotions by an inference based on
analogy or by association. Both theories have been amply disproved

by Kohler and C. D. Broad. The latter author therefore concludes:

“Hence only two alternatives seem to be left. Either (i) there are

certain cognitive situations which actually contain other minds or
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certain of their states as objective constituents; or (2) the visual ap-

pearance of certain bodily forms, movements, gestures, and modifi-

cations, has for us an unacquired meaning” (p. 327). It is interest-

ing to see how Broad deals with these two possibilities. Although he

gives dominance to the second, he is disinclined to reject the first

completely. But the first is even less acceptable than the two rejected

traditional theories, because it implies a theory of perception which

to me at least appears mystical. For it would negate the difference

between a behavioural and a geographical world. If somebody else’s

mind could be given to me directly, it would be simultaneously

and identically the same object in my behavioural and in the geo-

graphical world. The second possibility, on the other hand, is an-

other way of acknowledging the existence of physiognomic char-

acters. Therefore everything depends upon the elaboration of this

second possibility, i.e., on the answer to the question how persons as

behavioural objects can possess physiognomic characters, physiogno-

mic characters moreover which have cognitive value, which coincide

with essential aspects of the other person as a geographical object.

Broad’s answer is this: “We must suppose that the innate constitu-

tion of human beings (and probably of other gregarious animals)

is such that, when one sees any body which in fact resembles his

own closely enough, he instinctively believes it to be animated by a

mind like his own” (p. 330). This, of course, is highly unsatisfac-

tory. It is not true that one believes the other body to be animated

by a mind li\e one's own. Kohler has stressed this point: “.
. . some-

times I understand others as being highly different from me. The
characteristic manliness of Douglas Fairbanks is something which
impresses me very much, though, unfortunately, I shall never be able

to achieve it myself” (1929, p. 237). But apart from this inadequacy

Broad’s explanation is no explanation in a true sense. All it does is

to invoke man’s innate constitution, his instincts. This explanation is

of the type of the famous vis dormitiva, and therefore resolves itself

into a renaming of the problem which it pretends to solve. If we
take it seriously, we have to apply it to concrete cases. How does it

deal with questions like these : Why does this face appear to me sad,

that gesture resigned, this voice exultant.? Have we for each such

experience a special kind of constitution, a separate instinct.? And
how does each special occasion contrive to appeal to a particular part

of the constitution or to arouse a special instinctive faculty .? Since a

theory like Broad’s must leave all such questions unanswered, it

gives no real solution of the problem.

How, then, can forms, movements, gestures, have an unacquired
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meaning? This question does not strike us as particularly new or

startling, for we have encountered a number of j^roperties which
behavioural objects possess directly (apart from the sense qualities).

A line may be curved or broken, a figure symmetrical or out of

shape, a tone in a melody flat or sharp, to name only a few instances.

Behavioural objects possess these properties because of the organiza-

tions to which they owe their existence. We have also, in a special

discussion, added the physiognomic characters to the list of such

properties of behavioural objects, indicating that for them it is as a

rule more difiicult to point out the details of the underlying organi-

zation. Yet it is possible to produce clumsy or graceful objects in

anybody’s behavioural world without confronting him with other

persons. A good draughtsman can produce graceful lines, clumsy

figures, gay and melancholy patterns. This is still easier when we
employ temporal arts. Indeed, very few objects of our behavioural

worlds are so charged with emotion as good music is. Another ex-

ample would be puppets, puppets which need to bear very little

geometrical resemblance to human beings and yet are capable of

carrying a wealth of emotional characters. The best examples for our

argument are perhaps certain trick films after the pattern of Mickey
Mouse, for here there is objectively neither motion nor emotion, but

a mere sequence of strange drawings. But this sequence gives rise to

objects in the behavioural world of the observers which move, and
are agile or clumsy, exuberant or dejected, and so forth. The merit

of this example lies in the fact that here all these characters are only

in the behavioural objects and entirely absent in the geographical

ones. The “meanings” which those forms and motions possess for

us are therefore most clearly aspects or results of the psychophysical

organizations produced by the stimuli.

But why are these “meanings” physiognomic, why do they convey

emotions or other mental characteristics? This is a good question,

if it is intended to signify only why objects have physiognomic char-

acters, like sad and gay, and so forth. But it becomes at once mis-

leading if it stresses the word “mental” or opposes it to “bodily” or

physical. For many, if not most, words which we apply to sub-

jective experience are equally well used for objective experience.

Kohler, from whom this argument is taken, adduces a number
of examples borrowed from Klages: “a bitter feeling,” “a soft mood,”

**sweet love,” etc. Therefore, what we have to explain is not the

mental nature of these properties, but their quality. Why bitter and

not sweet, calm and not excited, black and not bright!

In order to solve this problem we turn to a different class of
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cases, those where the physiognomic character is, more or less, veri-

dical. I see an irritable person, and the person really is irritable;

I meet my friend in the morning and find him depressed, although

he tries to conceal it; I am shocked by the meanness of that face,

and in truth a mean soul dwells behind that ugly mask. Such cases

will lead us further, because here the geographical object possesses

certain characteristics which are due to its intrinsic nature and

which in some way or other become operative in proximal stimula-

tion. Thus the movements of an irritated or a depressed person will

be causally connected with his state of mind, and will on the other

hand provide proximal stimuli for other persons who observe him.

Thus a situation arises with two main relations: let us call the irri-

tated or depressed person A, his friend who observes him B. Then
the first relation is inherent in A, viz., that between his mood and

his movements; and the second between these movements as possible

stimuli for B and B s perception of A and his mood. That the mood
or emotion of A influences A’s actions is obvious. Action springs

from stresses within Ego systems, and emotions bear, as we have

explained in Chapter IX, a close relation to these Ego stresses. Even
so, the dynamic relation between the two might be of different

kinds. Emotion might cause or influence action by mere release; in

this case the form of action would be independent of the emotion

which released these actions, depending only on the “motor-mech-

anisms” thus brought into play. But all along in our discussion of

action we have found the concept of release quite inadequate to

deal with the facts; everywhere we found actions not only released,

but also guided or steered by forces residing in the total field.

Therefore we shall have to consider this possibility in our present

problem. If an emotional stress steers action, then the ensuing move-

ments will, to some extent, mirror the emotions; characteristics of

overt behaviour will map characteristics of the field in which this

behaviour is started. The slow dragging movements of the depressed,

the jerky, discontinuous movements of the irritable, correspond in-

deed to the leaden state of depression or the disrupted state of irri-

tability. The one, viz., the overt side, is as much depression or irri-

tability as the other, the conscious side. Therefore it is meaningful

to say that real behaviour, as defined in Chapter II (pp. 39!.), is

emotional.

And now we turn to our second relation, that between A’s overt

behaviour and B’s perception of A. On B s sense organs, notably his

eyes and ears, there is a proximal stimulation, determined by the

shape and the actions of A. This stimulation gives rise to the spatio-
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temporal organization of A in B’s behavioural field. It maps A’s

movements on B’s retinae, his speech on his ear drums. Our total

situation now' looks like this:

Ea Ma Rb —^ ?

Ea is A’s emotion or mood, Ma his overt movements, Rb the image

produced by these on B’s retinae (and also the vibration pattern set

up in his ears), -- stands for “maps.” Ea is mapped by Ma and this

in turn by Rb which determines the perception of A by B. However,

there is a difference between the two kinds of mappings: Rb maps

Ma geometrically j i.e., point by point according to the laws of per-

spective, and therefore Rb is not a dynamical map, as we discovered

when we discussed the nature of the retinal image in Chapter III (p.

75); there we confined our discussion to the spatial picture, but it is

easy to see that the same argument applies to the temporal picture

which is important in our present context. Temporally also Rb is a

mosaic of stimulations, for what happens at any one moment in Rb
does not depend upon what happened there at the immediately pre-

ceding moment, but on the light rays which happen to strike the

retina at the moment. On the other hand Ma maps Ea dynamically.

Now we know that the result of Rb is a dynamic organization in

B’s psychophysical field, the relation of which to Rb we have studied

in general terms in Chapter III and in detail in Chapters IV and V.

There we saw that often this organization maps the distant stimu-

lus better than the proximal one. If this were true in our case, if Ab,
A as he is perceived by B, were a more or less true map of Ma
then we could understand how B becomes aware of A’s emotion

without association or inference by analogy. The behavioural object

is a dynamic map of the distant stimulus object when and in-

asmuch as the proximal stimulus distribution possesses such geo-

metrical characteristics as will produce a psychophysical organi-

zation similar to the one of the distant stimulus object. Thus I see

the ashtray on my desk as a separate thing because the stimulus

distribution is discontinuous along its boundary lines and therefore

produces a segregated object of a particular shape in my behavioural

environment. When we apply this argument to the Ma-Rb-Ab
relationship we see that in many cases Rb will, as a geometrical

map of Ma, have such characteristics as will produce an Ab dynami-

cally similar to Ma. Thus a raising of A’s voice will produce a tem-

poral stimulus pattern in which each sound is followed by a louder

one, and this stimulus pattern will give rise to the experience of a

crescendo. Similarly A’s jerky movements will result in a jerky
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spatio-temporal stimulus distribution on B’s retinae and these in

turn to B’s experience of a jerky movement.

Thus to some extent Ab must be a dynamical map of Ma, but

the question remains how much of Ma will Ab map. The crescendo

of A’s voice or his total behaviour may be the expression of his

rising excitement, the jerkiness of his movements may express his

irritability. So far we have only shown that Ab will possess the

character of crescendo or jerkiness. But our real problem was to

explain that Ab is excited or irritable. The difficulty seems to lie in

the transition from crescendo to excitement or from jerkiness to

irritability. But this difficulty is more apparent than real. Experi-

enced crescendo and jerkiness are thoroughly dynamic events, and

their dynamic aspect is but inadequately described by the terms

crescendo and jerkiness, which may be interpreted geometrically.

If we try to find words by which to describe the dynamic side of

these experiences we are driven to use such terms as excitement or

irritability. This is the reason why, as we mentioned previously

(p. 657), we use the same adjectives to describe “mental” and
“physical” events. It seems a false rationalization to assume that

originally a crescendo is experienced simply as a change of intensity

and is only later endowed with the character of excitement. This

view has already been rejected at the end of Chapter VIII (p. 360),

where we claimed that the more primitive a behavioural world is,

the more physiognomic it is. Therefore we may assume that excite-

ment is of the warp and woof of a crescendo experience, so that a

crescendo Ab is an excited Ab.
Therefore our main problem has been solved in general terms.

To work out the details we have to consider a number of points.

The words which we have so far used in order to describe spatio-

temporal patterns of Rb were very general. There are many kinds

of crescendo and of jerkiness. Language fails to do justice to the

variety of such patterns, which, qua patterns, are all different from
each other. As different patterns they will owe their origin to dif-

ferent Ma and hence to different Ea, and conversely they will give

rise to different Ab. Furthermore, the Ab depends not only on
the Rb but also on the constitution of the nervous system of B.

Thus what to one individual may appear as a grossly impertinent

behaviour may to another seem nothing more than the awkward
expression of shyness and modesty. The same (or a very similar) R
produces a cruder organization of A in one observer (k) than in the

other (l), just as in a concert a musical person receives more highly

organized impressions than a less musical one (i.e., Ak=|= Al).
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Thus the more general the emotion expressed is, the more will the

individual expressions be similar to each other and the more widely

will such expressions be understood. Thus Katz summarizes the

work done on the vocal expression of birds by saying that these ex-

pressions are the less understood the greater the difference between

the species of birds, but that certain sounds, like those expressing

fright, seem to be similar to a great variety of species and to be
understood by them. The warning cries of certain pewits are even

understood by the mammals with which these birds live in com-
munity.

We must also not forget that each behaviour takes place in a

field, and that therefore the As will depend upon the field in

which it takes place. This field is of course a field of B’s, and that

means that B’s understanding of A will depend on the field in

which he sees him acting. Thus A’s behaviour may entirely change

its aspect to B, when B notices the presence of another person whom
at first he had not noticed, because A’s behaviour appears now in

dynamic relation to this other person. This point is of great im-

portance; for behaviour is directed towards an object, living or

dead, and if this object fails to be included in the observer’s be-

havioural field, he will often get a wrong impression of the actions

and gestures with which he is confronted. A case of particular signifi-

cance is that in which the person’s actions are directed towards the

observer himself.

Before we conclude this discussion we must recall the fact that

of our first three examples we have neglected the third, the mean
face. It is different from the two others inasmuch as the organi-

zation involved may be purely spatial; we may perceive the mean-

ness also in a portrait or a photograph. Without going into the

theory of this case I will only mention that the face at any one

moment is, as it were, a cross section of a motion, one frame taken

out of a motion picture sequence, and that it bears the marks of

being a part and the outcome of motion. This fact has been sym-

bolized in “The Picture of Dorian Gray.”

Group Formation as Due to Other Factors Besides Similarity.

We can now return to the problem of behavioural group formation.

The factor of similarity served well to introduce the general prin-

ciple, to demonstrate forces in the field which pull the Ego towards

other human beings. This factor would be effective even if per se

each individual were “complete”; otherwise expressed similarity

would lead to group formation even if the Ego in whose field no

similars existed were free from stress; the stress towards group for-
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mation which arises from mere similarity is, to use an old ter-

minology, a pure environmental-Ego stress, with the specification

that the particular objects between which the stress exists are the

Ego and his fellow creatures.

Incompleteness of the Ego. Now the most natural of all groups,

the family, does not originate in this way. The helpless baby is not

“complete,” it depends for the satisfaction of its needs on the actions

of others, and the first intimate relationship in a person s life is to

those who administer to his needs. Conversely, having to administer,

having to help the pitiably helpless, is another and not less strong

force to produce group connection, to which is added the paternal

relationship : flesh of my flesh. Parents are also no longer “complete”

without their children.

But is any human being “complete” in isolation or would he be

if he had grown to adulthood without ever coming into contact

with his fellow creatures? We feel convinced that he would not.

On the one hand he will want a mate, on the other comrades.

Mc dougall’s theory. This survey shows that the Ego itself must
contain stresses which can be relieved only by its inclusion in various

kinds of (behavioural) groups. And thus we seem to have reduced

the causes of group formation to a theory of instinct. Indeed, when
we look through McDougall’s latest list of instincts, or, as he calls

them now, propensities, we find all the needs we have just enu-

merated listed as such. Thus the need which attaches the infant to

his parents or nurses corresponds to McDougall’s 9th and nth
propensities, viz., submissive and appeal propensities, the need that

binds the parents to their children to his sixth, protective or parental

propensity; then, of course, he lists the sex propensity (“to court

and mate,” No. 3), and the gregarious propensity, No. 7 (1933,

pp. 97 f.).

This parallelism reveals a fundamental reason for the adoption

of an instinct theory. Behaviour, human and animal, cannot be de-

scribed or explained without the assumption that the Ego is a seat

of stresses which require particular kinds of reliefs. Furthermore,

it makes no difference whether one uses the more general and neu-

tral term “Ego-stress” or the more specific and controversial one

“instinct.” The real problem is what one means by either of these

terms, what role they are to play in the theoretical system. Now we
have criticized McDougall’s concept before (Chapter IX, pp. 403!.),

and the criticism presented there applies as well to his use of the

term with regard to our present problem. Also in his new book
McDougall treats the instinct, or rather propensity, as a permanent
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innate disposition which may become “excited” and then “generates

an active tendency, a striving, an impulse, or drive towards some
goal” (p. 1 1

8

). And it is at this point that my way of looking at the

facts—acknowledged as much by me as by him—differs from
McDougall’s. I give another quotation. He speaks of a boy who has

two abilities which he has never used. “Then one day he is among
a group of boys who begin to ‘show off’ under the stimulus of fair

spectators; his latent propensity^ to shine, to excel ... is roused by
way of his perception of the situation” (p. 68). Passages like these

seem to me to indicate that all propensities are permanent entities

which may pass from the latent to the effective stage by excitation,

and thus, since a number of the propensities are distinctly social

in character, social behaviour is reduced to individual capacities.

Now we have seen that individual characteristics of group members
are determinants of the groups, but McDougall’s theory goes far

beyond such a statement. As long as we treat psychological groups

we remain within the fields of individual persons. McDougall ex-

plains psychological group behaviour by dispositions which produce

processes according to their own nature; the (behavioural) environ-

ment has no other function than to “excite” these dispositions. To
this we oppose the view: the total field, and more particularly its

relevant parts, set up the stresses in the Ego which determine be-

haviour according to the properties of the whole field. If we claimed

that the Ego was “incomplete” without a number of social relation-

ships we meant that the Ego, which itself is a product of organiza-

tion, is an incomplete organization, a structure under stress, unless

the total field fulfils certain conditions, viz., that it contains objects

with definite dynamic characters. Thus McDougall’s propensities

are for us not ultimate explanatory concepts, but gross descriptions

of certain main types of behaviour which it is the task of social

psychology to explain. Propensities are formulated questions but not

solutions.

That the difference between our theory and that of McDougall is

more than terminological follows from the manner in which either

theory treats the relation between behaviour and its underlying

causes, as we have just demonstrated. But this point is so important

that it needs a further elaboration. With some exaggeration, neces-

sary to make the theoretical distinction as sharp as possible, one

might say: for McDougall the Ego with its propensities and the en-

vironment which excites these propensities are independent en-

^ Italics mine.
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tides; in our theory they develop together and in close interaction

by a process of field organization. Just as the behavioural environ-

ment depends upon the Ego which it surrounds, so the Ego de-

pends upon the environment by which it is surrounded. In this rela-

tion of interdependence certain parts of the behavioural environ-

ment, our fellow creatures, play a particular role, and that because

between them and the Ego certain forces can arise which alone can

organize the Ego completely. Social behaviour, therefore, is not the

result of “social propensities” within the Ego, but the result of field

organizations of special kinds.^

Just because social behaviour results, in our theory, from field or-

ganization, it seems more fruitful for the progress of the theory to

concentrate less on fundamental factors, which can at best be

analyzed from fictitious cases, than on actual group behaviour,

which shows field organization at work. We became, each of us,

members of many groups for purely “social reasons,” quite apart

from an instinct or a propensity of gregariousness. We move to a

new town and thereby become a part of the social life of that town,

sociologically and psychologically. What happens in our behavioural

social field under such circumstances ? In answering this question we
turn to the second of our main questions—the nature of the psy-

chological groups—drawing only one more conclusion before we
leave our first topic. If the behavioural Ego is incomplete in isola-

tion, then the real, or geographical, organism is also incomplete as

an individual. For the presence of fellow creatures in the behavioural

environment presupposes the presence of real persons in the geo-

graphical environment. Intercourse in the behavioural social field is

mediated, as we saw before, through a sociological field. Neither

psychologically nor biologically is the isolated individual a com-

plete part of nature.

THE NATURE OF PSYCHOLOGICAL GROUPS

If, now, we turn to our second question, we shall do well to free

ourselves from the restriction to psychological groups which we
have so far observed. We shall include in our discussion properties

of groups to which we ourselves do not belong. This is legitimate

since we have established the principle that sociological group prop-

erties are mediated by psychological ones. Therefore it is permissible

to use the former as indications of the latter.

2 A relevant discussion o£ kindred problems is contained in an earlier book by
Bartlett (1923) and in my review of this book, particularly pp. 284 ff.
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Unification and Segregation. In investigating the nature of groups

we shall utilize our knowledge of other products^ of organization.

The first of these which we met was unification and segregation

along a boundary line. This is easily applicable to social groups,

psychological and sociological. Groups are more or less closed, with

more or less defined boundary lines. Consequently, the more closed

they are, the more difficult it is to introduce new members into them.

This has been confirmed by Kohler, whose chimpanzees nearly

killed a new animal when it was introduced to their group, and by
similar observations of the poultry yard (Schjelderup-Ebbe). Fur-

thermore, if a member of a group drops out, the group very quickly

closes again; the absent member will be missed much less by the

group than the group by him, a fact which Kohler observed again

in his chimpanzees.

Exclusion from a group may profoundly affect the Ego of the ex-

cluded member. We have mentioned before (p. 650) that in primi-

tive societies it may lead to his death. But in our society also exclu-

sion may have the gravest results. Schulte has developed a very in-

genious theory of paranoia from this case of group dynamics: a par-

ticularly close group cohesion is demanded by the situation, and
special circumstances, either within the personality of a certain mem-
ber or more or less adventitious, prevent this member from yielding

to this stress. The result may then be a total reorganization of the

social field: “we,” meaning “I within the group,” changes into “I

and they,” “I opposed to the group,” whereby the whole Ego-field

relationship, and thereby the whole structure of the Ego, may be

profoundly altered.

Stability. Connected with the closedness of the group is its stability

or conservativeness. It seems that the degree of closure and of re-

sistance to innovations vary directly with each other. Thus the rural

group is more conservative than the city group. The more primitive

a group is, the stronger its closure and the greater its conservative-

ness. In isolated primitive groups change is resisted most vehemently.

Nevertheless, through contact with other peoples, new elements of

culture may be introduced. Changes resulting from such innova-

tions, as psychological events, have been studied by Bartlett with

great success. His main conclusion is “that the imported elements

change, both in the direction of existing culture and along the gen-

eral line of development of the receptive group” (1932, p. 275).

Articulation. Closure, as a property belonging to the whole and

not to the parts, presupposes interaction between the parts. And we
find generally that actions of parts of the group have reverberations
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all over the group, depending in kind or extent on the kind of action

and the status of the agents. Perhaps the most interesting effect of

this interaction is the articulation of the group. Hardly any group

which has a more than temporary existence is entirely homogeneous.

All articulation within an organized unit depends upon the relative

properties of its parts, just as its segregation from the rest of the

field depended upon a gradient.

Leader, Follower, Comrade. Thus in a group in which one mem-
ber is much more intelligent or efficient than the rest, this mem-
ber will have a unique position, often as the leader. On the other

hand, a member deviating in the other extreme will be the ‘‘scape-

goat”—again I may refer to Kohler’s chimpanzees. This seems a

trite statement, but I believe that the apparent triteness derives only

from the fact of its intrinsic truth. That A, the most efficient mem-
ber, is the leader does not mean only that all others try to do as he

does because he does it best, but that they submit to his leadership

with the result that what he does is best because he does it. The
authority of the leader is much more than the acknowledgment of

his superiority in special tasks. If A is the leader, the others are

followers; the relation of each of the other members to A involves

a special relation of these members to each other. The case, though

much more complex, is of the same nature as that of repeated and

isolated material investigated by von Restorff. And as there the

isolated material acquired properties by being isolated, so the leader

will acquire properties by the mere fact of being a leader. We shall

give an amusing example of this when we discuss the articulation

of some animal groups (p. 669). Here we only point out that such

effects follow in a general way from our theory. To be the leader of

a group means that the leader’s psychological group is different from
that of the followers in a fundamental respect, and therefore his Ego
must be different too as a consequence of the first difference. If we
say the leader looks down upon his followers, the followers look

up to the leader and are on the same level with each other, we
have expressed what Bartlett (1922) called the three fundamental

tendencies that determine social relationship, viz., assertion, sub-

mission, and primitive comradeship (pp. 36!.). It is clear that any
individual might experience either of these according to the group of

which he is a member and the position which he holds in it.

Mental Nearness. In an unusually fine article Dodge has recently

introduced a new concept, “mental nearness,” which must not be

confused with Bartlett’s primitive comradeship. “Nearness of minds
is a fundamental frame of community between one person and
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Others” (p. 235). Mental nearness is an aspect of what we have
called “we-ness” and applies to the leader-follower relationships as

well as to the follower-follower ones. It must be a direct function of

the connectedness of the Ego and the other person. The leadership

relationship may, of course, influence it by the particular kind of

relation it is. But the leader may be as much the utterly beloved

master as the admired but feared ruler.

Leadership and “Isolation.” In our argument leadership was de-

rived from inhomogeneity or isolation of one member of the group.

In many respects our argument needs to be made more complete.

In the first place we selected a particular kind of property, efficiency,

for isolation, and no doubt it is a very important one. But it seems

to me a true problem of social psychology to find out whether and
how isolation as such (in the sense defined by von RestorfI) is re-

sponsible for leadership, or whether the isolation must concern par-

ticular characteristics. May the wittiest person be the leader as well

as the strongest one or the most beautiful? Very clearly the weakest,

the most stupid and the slackest will not, i.e., isolation must be in

the upward and not in the downward direction; but is the dimen-

sion in which the up and down exists of paramount importance, or

is it not? Such questions lead at once to concrete problems; they

can be answered only by the study of particular groups, and the

answer may easily depend upon the kind of group studied.

Allied to this question is the other: Is leadership the only charac-

teristic which can emerge from up-grade isolation? On purely the-

oretical grounds we have to infer that it is not; rather, when the

degree of isolation becomes too great, the isolated member will lose

its connection with the group, tend to become segregated; and this

conclusion seems well in accord with the facts of everyday life

and even with such little experimental work as has been done. Thus
Leta Hollingworth concludes that “too much intelligence tends to

disqualify a child (or an adult) for popular leadership,” a fact

which she ascribes to isolation.

But even when the outstanding person remains within the group,

is it sufficient to characterize him as leader? May this term not be a

class term comprising a number of different types ? May it not even

be that the outstanding person is not the leader in the ordinary

sense of the word? Groups are far too complex structures, and my
knowledge of the subject is far too limited, to make any attempt

at answering these questions advisable.

Further, we have simplified the situation by assuming that one

individual stands out from all the others who, compared with him.
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are all relatively similar to each other. In reality conditions will

hardly ever be so simple. What then will happen when more than

one inhomogeneity occurs in a group?

Leadership and Behaviour. A last point I want to make is this.

Here is a sociological group with a leader A. Let us consider the

psychological groups of A and some other member K. In the first,

Ga, the Ego will be on top, whereas in the second a “he” will have

this position. It is clear that each of these behavioural fields must

determine, first, the behaviour of the person whose field it is, and

then the behaviour of the others. Being at the top of one’s be-

havioural group implies that certain actions be committed and
others omitted, the former those that will J{eep the Ego on top, the

latter those that will lower it. What kind of actions these will be

in a particular case must, of course, depend upon the particular

group and the particular kind of leadership. They will be different

for the tyrant and for the beloved master. “Noblesse oblige” is the

motto of a fine kind of leadership, and if a nobleipan acts without

heeding his obligations he acts not as a leader but in despite of his

leadership, under the impulsion of different forces.

The same is true of the behaviour of K, one of the followers.

If he submits to the leader, he does not display the action of an in-

stinct or a propensity of submissiveness, but acts again in con-

formity with his behavioural field and in such a way that its struc-

ture be preserved or strengthened.

From this starting point one can enter thousands of avenues and
investigate the dynamics of the rebel, the sceptic, the grumbler, the

envious, the fanatic—both leader and follower—and so forth. And
one may also try to find the origin of morality in the dynamics of

group behaviour. Such an attempt should not, however, be con-

fused with those modern tendencies which, by deriving morals

from sociological factors, deprive them of any independent status

and make them the result of blind and mechanical social forces.

What in earlier chapters (pp. 570, 614) was said about the relation of

psychology and logic applies, mutatis mutandis, to the relation of

psychology to ethics.

Complex Groups—Articulation. Animal Groups, the pecking

LIST. We return to the problem of group articulation itself. Our ex-

ample of a homogeneous group with only one outstanding member
is at best rarely realized. Consequently group articulation will be

much more complex. In animal groups, this leads to an intricate sys-

tem of dominances, which is the rule for birds, of which Schjelderup-

Ebbe has observed more than fifty kinds; it seems typical of groups
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of mammals also (Katz, 1926). Birds living together determine indi-

vidually their relation of dominance and submission, which, once es-

tablished, tends to remain constant for a long period of time if not

forever. The decision falls either in actual battle or in the course of a
challenge in which one partner shows greater courage than the other.

The symptoms of dominance are that the superior will peck at the

inferior, most frequendy during feeding time, while the inferior

accepts the blows; concomitantly the superior “struts,” the inferior

“cringes.” The factors which determine dominance are not alto-

gether clear. One of the most powerful ones is naturally physical

strength, but it is by no means the only one, as evidenced by the fact

that the “pecking list” is very seldom a simple list, in which the first

member of a group of n hens pecks at n— the second at n— 2,

and so forth, until the nth pecks at no one and is being pecked at

by everyone. A typical irregularity is the triangle: A superior to B,

B to C, and C to A.

I have briefly referred to these facts because they seem to be facts

of social psychology and not facts of the psychology of birds. This

will be demonstrated in various ways. First we apply our gestalt

principles of group formation to birds. We deduced above that to be

a leader involves a definite kind of Ego and behaviour, different

from that of the followers. A continually corroborated observation

of Schjelderup-Ebbe’s verifies this deduction for bird societies. If one

compares the behaviour of the bird at the top of the pecking list,

the despot, with that of one very far down, the second or third

from the last, then one finds the latter much more cruel to the few

others over whom he lords it than the former in his treatment of

all members. As soon as one removes from the group all members

above the penultimate, his behaviour becomes milder and may even

become very friendly, much to the surprise of the other bird (1924).

It is not difficult to find analogies to this in human societies, and

therefore one side of such behaviour must be primarily the effect of

the social groupings, and not of individual characteristics.

THE ORIGIN OF THE PECKING LIST. THE UPWARDS TENDENCY OF THE

EGO. Have we any sort of explanation for the existence of the “peck-

ing list” itself? Otherwise expressed: Can we derive the fact that any

two birds must establish their relative dominance when they meet,

from general principles of group dynamics? Because of the close

interconnection between group and Ego the following remarks are

offered with some reserve and in full knowledge that they must

in many ways be inadequate.
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From the preceding discussion we know that behavioural groups

are, as a rule, not homogeneous. The I and the various you’s do not

have the same rank. On the other hand, we have seen that there

are many factors operative to give to the Ego a central position in

his field, make him unique. The Ego, merely by being an Ego,

possesses therefore properties of leadership, or at least a strong

tendency towards leadership. Piaget’s description of the egocentric

behaviour of young children seems to tally well with such a view.

Now, often enough, the social group is not such that it will brook

the leadership of a particular person. For his behavioural field this

means that his domineering behaviour will lead to very unexpected

results; instead of preserving or strengthening the organization of

his psychological group, his behaviour will weaken or even disrupt

it. Therefore, unless he allows himself to be ejected from the group,

he will have to change his behaviour in such a way that a well

organized group results. This he can do only by being less despotic,

and the resulting organization, not only of the sociological but also

of his psychological group, will be one in which he is the leader no
longer. If this description gives an approximate, though entirely

schematic, picture of the true state of affairs, then we should infer

that in all behavioural groups there is a force which propels the Ego
upwards, a force of paramount importance for group dynamics.

Experimental Evidence, Can we accept the existence of such a

force as an established fact? One might think of the data on which
psychoanalytic and related theories are based, and indeed such facts

could be utilized for proving our thesis. However, we forbear to in-

clude such material in our discussion and confine our argument to

more stricdy experimental work. The investigation most closely re-

lated to our problem is that by Hoppe on success and failure, briefly

referred to in Chapter IX (p. 414). His subjects were presented

with difficult tasks which, as a rule, they could not accompUsh be-

fore a considerable amount of practice. Each trial was therefore,

objectively speaking, either a success or a failure, and the former

did not occur at the beginning of the practice series. But this de-

scription of the objective distribution of success and failure is not

at the same time a description of the subjective experience of suc-

cess and failure. For very soon the subject substitutes, at least tem-

porarily, for the task given him, an easier one, a task in which
success is liable to occur very soon. Otherwise expressed, the subject,

instead of aspiring to accomplish what is demanded of him, lowers

his standards; to use Hoppe’s terminology: he establishes a level

of aspiration which may fall far short of the accomplishment de-
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manded by the experimenter. Thus, i£ the task is to hit the bull’s

eye of a target every time, the subject may at first substitute the task:

hit the target, then hit ring 50, then 75, and only then 100, i.e.,

bull’s eye. This level of aspiration, and not the real task, determines

the experiences of success and failure, and these in their turn deter-

mine the level of aspiration, the former tending to raise, the latter

to lower it. However, if the task is either too high above or too

far below the aspiration level, neither failure nor success is experi-

enced. We do not feel failures because we cannot prove a certain

difficult mathematical proposition (unless we are mathematicians,

so that the task belongs to our level of aspiration), nor do we ex-

perience success because we can carry out the task of fetching a

book from a shelf. This fact in itself argues for a close relation be-

tween experienced success and failure on the one hand and the Ego
of the agent on the other. Success “heightens,” failure “lowers,” our

Ego, i.e., the opinion we have of ourselves. This effect explains the

changes of the level of aspiration, if we assume that the Ego is

always under a force which propels it “upwards” (see p. 670). For,

in order that success can occur, the level of aspiration must be kept

sufficiently low to make success sufficiendy frequent. The question

then arises why this level is ever raised, as it is, by one or more
successes. And this question can be answered only in terms of

.social factors. If the level of aspiration is low, it means that the Ego
is low within his group. Thus the lowering of the level of aspiration

leads to two conflicting effects: on the one hand, by facilitating suc-

cess it satisfies the condition that the Ego be raised, while on the

other it lowers the Ego level by being relatively low. The level of

aspiration is therefore always very delicately balanced between two
opposing forces, one which tends to lower, and one which tends to

raise it. And both these forces originate in the relation between the

Ego and the group. These conclusions were amply supported by

the behaviour of the subjects, who would often explain their fail-

ures by objective reasons, blaming the quality of the instruments

put at their disposal, and doubting the skill of the experimenter.

The fact previously mentioned, viz., that tasks too far above or

below the aspiration level do not lead to experiences of failure or suc-

cess is explained by the same principle, since in the first case failure

does not lower, in the second success does not raise, the Ego level.

Thus Hoppe’s results confirm our assumption of the upward tend-

ency of the Ego, an hypothesis which is expressly introduced by this

author (p. 35).
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Another argument in favour of the same assumption can be de-

rived from the interesting investigation by W. Wolff. In his main

experiments, the results of which were corroborated by evidence

obtained with different materials, a subject had to judge the char-

acter of a person from a voice which he heard in a gramophone.

A number of persons had been made to speak the sentence, “Good
day, I am curious whether these experiments will yield any results”

^

into a recording machine, and when later or> a person had to judge

character from a number of these voices, his own was as a rule

among them. Now out of fourteen such cases twelve did not recog-

nize their own voice—a result which probably finds its explanation

in facts external to the main problem. These twelve subjects, then,

and a few others (sixteen in all,^ p. 279) judged their own voice

in the same way as they judged the others, and yet, if one compares

their judgments of themselves with the average of the judgments

which others gave about them, ome finds a number of significant

differences. In the first place the judgments about their own voices

were as a rule considerably more detailed than those about other

people’s voices, despite the fact that the subjects did not recognize

their own voices; they also betray a deeper insight into the character

of the speaker. In the second place the self-appraisals (unwitting ones

to be sure) are always more affective than the average of the ap-

praisals by others, and in the majority of cases more positive. Of
the sixteen cases investigated only one does not conform to this

rule, and in this case the appraisal by other observers had an enor-

mous scatter, some judges having a high, others a low, opinion of

his character. Of the remaining fifteen cases, twelve are more posi-

tive than the average, five indeed are the best of all judgments, and
five more fall within the first third. The explanation of this result

is that “the judge reacts to his own unrecognized voice exactly as

in ordinary life he reacts to his Self: without recognizing his own
voice he judges it as though he had done so” (p. 290). This hy-

pothesis was proved by special experiments which I omit. It means,

however, that the Ego is striving to be as high up on the ladder as

possible. This is not only proved by the cases, embracing the more
normal or better adjusted persons, who judge themselves better than

they are judged by others, but also by the small group whose self-

appraisal deviates in the opposite direction: for their behaviour is a

result of a tension between their very high ideal and their conscious-

3 In reality, of course, this sentence was in German.
I cannot find out how the author arrived at the two different figures, twelve and

sixteen. The following discussion, however, is based on the greater number.
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ness of insufficiency with regard to that ideal. Just because they strive

for so high a goal they are dissatisfied with thei/ present achieve-

ments.

A third line of support comes from an as yet unpublished in-

vestigation by Dr. Dembo which, in continuation of the work
previously discussed, she carried out in my laboratory. Again she

provided conditions for the arousal of anger; the subjects had to

perform very easy but perfectly nonsensical tasks, like scattering a

box of paper clips over the floor and then collecting all the clips

again in the box, possibly repeating this action, and similar ones,

several times. The principal purpose of this investigation was, how-
ever, a study of the social forces in the arousal of anger, a problem
on which her first work had already thrown some light, inasmuch

as the relation between the subject and the experimenter appeared

to be one of the determining factors. Consequently, in this new
study this relation was varied. In one group of experiments the sub-

ject was alone in the room, finding her tasks on slips of paper which
she took one by one from a pile; the experimenter, needless to say,

observed her from the next room through a carefully concealed

chink in the wall. In other groups of experiments the experimenter

was in the same room with the subject, varying her behaviour from
pure passive observation to actual quarrelling. For our purposes it

is sufficient to compare Group I with a group in which the experi-

menter interfered with the work of the subjects. In both situa-

tions anger occurred; but when the subject is alone her anger is

freely expressed, it leaves no after-effect once the experiment is over,

and it is not directed against the experimenter. In all three points

the anger of the person disturbed by the experimenter is different.

Expressions of anger are absent, not because there is no anger, but

because of an extraordinarily strong self-control demanded and
brought about by the social situation. As a matter of fact the anger

was much stronger in these experiments than in the former ones,

as evidenced by the duration of the after-effects. As a rule the sub-

jects are unable to record their introspections at the end of the ex-

periment, a task which offered no difficulty to the subjects of the

first group. It sometimes took weeks or even months before the

subjects could speak about these experiments and relate their ex-

periences, which often consisted of desires for revenge to be wreaked

on the experimenter. For in this group the anger is primarily

directed against this personal cause of all the trouble.

I think it is fair to interpret the enormous influence exerted on
the strength, direction, after-effect, and expression of the affect as
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due to the Ego-alter dynamics, the pressure under which the Ego
of the subject is put just by its subovdmdLXion under the will and

whim of the experimenter. This stress points clearly to the existence

of a force which raises the Ego and is therefore diametrically op-

posed to the stress of this particular social situation. Dr. Dembo’s
experiments contain far more material relevant for a social dynamics,

but I refrain from giving any more detail since the author has not

yet found the time to write up her results in a systematic form.

THE RESULTS OF GROUP FORMATION

Products of Civilization. We can now turn to our third and last

question: What .are the results of group formation, and how do

such results influence future behaviour? Truly, we have already

discussed some of the more or less temporary results, but now we
turn to more permanent ones, those results which par excellence

may be called products of group- or social activity. I am, of course,

thinking of our customs and modes, our fashions and conventions,

which are palpable only in the actual behaviour types in which they

reveal themselves, and of those more “solid” products like buildings,

books, works of arts, and the objects of our daily use. In short, the

aggregate of the products of social activity is what we call civiliza-

tion. Such products, originating in social activity, determine future

social activity, just as a trace originating in a psychophysical process

determines future psychophysical processes. It would be a tempting

task to apply the questions which we have raised about traces to

the products of social activity, but the treatment of these questions,

apart from being entirely beyond the capacity of the author, would
require a separate book.

Civilization as a Framework. Instead we confine ourselves to a

few remarks. Products of civilization are not fortuitously connected

with the social group which produced them, but are always to some
extent intrinsically connected with the dynamic characteristics of

these groups, however much purely adventitious factors (like the

availability of certain materials and not of others) may determine

certain aspects of these products. Secondly, these products, being

social in their origin, will be misunderstood and misinterpreted if

considered as individual actions. Products remain and influence

behaviour even when such behaviour types as produced these prod-

ucts no longer occur. “We may legitimately speak of customs, tra-

ditions, institutions, technical secrets, formulated and unformulated

ideals and numerous other facts which are literally properties of

groups, as the direct determinants of social action ... in actual fact
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they constantly constrain human action as directly as anything ever

can do” (Bartlett, p. 254).

We can very well say that such products of civilization form a

framework—the term is also used by Bartlett—in which practically

all behaviour takes place, just as all spatial localization takes place in

and depends upon a spatial framework. Thus actions and attitudes

which appear on the surface to be entirely individual are found on
closer inspection to be determined by social frames.

Examples. This point has been very convincingly proved for food

aversions by Julian Hirsch. If one asks a person why he will not

touch addled eggs, one will get the answer: “Because they are dis-

gusting,” and yet putrid eggs are a delicacy for the natives of Bruni;

if, to explain this difference of taste, one wants to fall back on
individual differences between those natives and ourselves, one has

only to envisage another example: the orthodox Jew who has a vio-

lent aversion to pork is apt to explain it by the dirty habits of live

pigs, whereas the Gentiles and the freethinking Jews have no dislike

of pork, although they know as much about the conditions of pig-

sties. On such facts Hirsch bases his conclusion : “The avoidance of

certain foods is not caused by aversion to the foods, but the aversion

is caused by the avoidance.” He then proves for a great number of

cases the social origin of the avoidance. Today this origin has been

forgotten, yet avoidance and averison persist as effects of the social

framework.

A very general and lucid discussion of the effects of social frame-

works is given by Sapir, who draws on many different fields of social

activity. Since I have so far neglected language, perhaps the greatest

and most powerful product of civilization, I will choose some of

Sapir’s linguistic examples. “So powerfully, indeed, are we in the

grip of our phonetic habits that it becomes one of the most delicate

and difficult tasks of the linguistic student to discover what is the

true configuration of sounds in languages alien to his own. This

means that the average person unconsciously interprets the phonetic

material of other languages in terms imposed upon him by the

habits of his own language. Thus, the naive Frenchman confounds

the two sounds ‘s’ of ‘sick’ and ‘th’ of ‘thick’ in a single pattern

point—not because he is really unable to hear the difference, but

because the setting up of such a difference disturbs his feeling for

the necessary configuration of linguistic sounds” (p. 136). In a

somewhat different terminology we should say: the Frenchman, be-

cause of his linguistic framework, hears the “s” and the “th” as two
variants of one and the same sound, whereas within the framework
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of English they are as different sounds as ‘‘s” and “t.” Just so, for

the Englishman, the i sound in cockney “lydy” is heard as a variant

of the a sound in lady, 'whereas for the foreigner who has learned

English and arrives in London for the first time, these are two dif-

ferent sounds, with the result that he does not even understand the

word “lydy.” And a last example from Sapir: “From a purely ob-

jective standpoint the difference between the k of ‘kill* and the k of

‘skill’ is as easily definable as the, to us, major difference between

the k of ‘kill’ and the g of ‘gill’ (of a fish). In some languages the

g sound of ‘gill’ would be looked upon, or rather would be intui-

tively interpreted, as a comparatively unimportant or individual

divergence from a sound typically represented by the k of ‘skill,’

while the k of ‘kill,’ with its greater strength of articulation and its

audible breath release, would constitute an utterly distinct phonetic

entity” (p. 134).

Our total social framework is composed of a great number of

special parts, which find their expression in language, customs,

traditions, laws, modes of thought, styles of artistic creation, fashions,

and so forth. Even such a casual enumeration will make it clear

that some of these parts are more stable than others, although none

are quite immutable. At the same time, they are all interdependent,

although the degree of interdependence between any two may vary

considerably and not even be constant during the history of devel-

opment. Here are problems which connect the work of the psy-

chologist with that of the linguist, the sociologist, the historian.

Personality, While we shall not pursue these problems we shall

take up a last consequence of our theory of psychological and so-

ciological groups. We have already seen how the Ego, as part of a

We, must depend for its nature upon the kind of We to which it

belongs and upon the place which it occupies within it. But at that

point of our discussion we had not yet included the products of

civilization, the social framework. And yet, the social framework
is of paramount importance for the development of the Ego. When
we speak of personality we think as a rule of the Ego within its cul-

ture, i.e., determined by its social framework. Development of per-

sonality by education has for centuries consisted chiefly in making
the young acquainted with the masterpieces of the past. School and
college curricula were predominantly, if not entirely, based on the

classics and on mathematics, thus introducing the students into an
old framework of culture. I do not pretend to speak with any
authority when I confess that to me these old ideas of education do
not appear so bad or antiquated as they are sometimes made out
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today, even though I would not deny that the mere rigid continua-

tion of a particular system is apt to lead to petrification.

Be that as it may, the educated or cultured person lives in a frame-

work that owes its existence to continued social creativeness and
not simply Jp the inert transmission of such social products as those

characteristics of behaviour which are common to the educated and
the non-educated, of which the food aversions were given as an
example in our previous discussion.

The problem of personality is one of the intrinsically greatest

problems of all psychology. Nowhere is it easier to miss the point,

and to run either into the Scylla of blind statistical investigation of

traits, or the Charybdis of ultimately unscientific abstract discussion.

It is easy to comprehend why men of culture and knowledge who
were interested in the study of personality turned away with con-

tempt from work done on this problem by experimental psychology

and claimed that no “explanatory” psychology could ever master this

problem, and that only a psychology different in essence, an “under-

standing” psychology, would be equipped to deal with it. We dis-

cussed this dilemma in the first chapter and refused to accept it.

Our reason lies in our general principle: if psychology reveals or-

ganization, i.e., intrinsic connections of properties, and if this holds

for personality as well as for the other fields we have studied, then

indeed psychology should reveal personality in all its richness and
significance by its general methods.

Is Personality a Gestalt? The question, therefore, can be formu-

lated: Is personality a gestalt, and if so, what kind of gestalt is it?

These are concrete questions which can be investigated by scientific

methods. What would it mean if personality were not a gestalt?

That its different behaviour units or traits were independent of

each other and could be united in any combination. If, on the other

hand, personality is a gestalt, then there would be interdependence

between its various manifestations, and a great number of combina-

tions of traits would be excluded.

If we remain in the realm of experimentally established facts, we
have to confine our purview to a relatively small number of relation-

ships, to those, namely, between character- or personality-traits and

physiognomic characters. The last year has seen the publication of

a highly important book on expressive movements by Allport and

Vernon, at the end of which the authors formulate the following

conclusion, based on a vast material of experimental results: “The

evidence indicates clearly that the expressive movements of per-

sonality are not specific and unrelated; on the contrary they form
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coherent, if perplexing patterns. . . . From our results it appears

that a man’s gestures and handwriting both reflect an essentially

stable and constant individual style. His expressive activities seem

not to be dissociated and unrelated to one another, but rather to be

organized and well-patterned. Furthermore, the evidence indicates

that there is congruence between expressive movement and the atti-

tudes, traits, values, and other dispositions of the ‘inner’ personal-

ity” (pp. 247-8). And this conclusion is not reached lightly, but

after a thorough discussion of other findings and theories as well as

of their own results.

I shall mention only one other piece of experimental work, since

Allport and Vernon’s book gives an excellent survey of the litera-

ture; this is an investigation from the University of Berlin by Arn-

heim. He asked his subjects to match different aspects or expressions

of persons—^for example, handwritings, with known personalities

(Leonardo, Michelangelo, Raphael), or portraits with handwritings;

again portraits of men with quotations from their writings or de-

scriptions of certain modes of behaviour (like drinking habits). The
number of correct matches was always greater than chance would

have decreed and often considerably greater, and many errors were

“good” errors, inasmuch as the matching was not at fault but the

understanding of one of the terms—thus in the experiments with

the great painters very few confusions between Michelangelo and
Raphael occurred. There were in all 779 matches, and of these only

36 were co-ordinations of Michelangelo’s writing to Raphael or

Raphael’s to Michelangelo, whereas the correct co-ordinations for

Michelangelo, Raphael, and Leonardo were 221, 192, and 175.

Results like these, just like the good agreement in the judgments

of Wolff’s subjects (in the experiments described above), can be

looked at from two different points of view. On the one hand they

prove that physiognomic judgments are possible, fairly uniform, and
much oftener correct than can be expected from mere chance. On
the other hand they confirm Allport and Vernon’s conclusion; for

these judgments could not be correct as often as they are if any
combination of traits were equally possible. If the handwriting of

Michelangelo did not possess some characteristics which were indica-

five of the person as he was known to the judges, how could they

have acquitted themselves so well! Thus physiognomic experiments

lend a weighty support to the view that personality is a gestalt.

What Kind of Gestalt Is Personality.^ The other question,

what kind of a gestalt it is, is much more difficult to answer, if one
wants to stay within the frame of the theory developed in these
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pages. Such an answer would have to consider all the different sub-

systems of the Ego, the richness and complexity of which we have

discussed in the eighth chapter; the way in which these sub-systems

are organized, their relative degrees of dominance, their mutual
communication, and their relative “depth.” By this we mean their

surface-centre localization, or their connection with the Self, the

very core of the Ego. Furthermore the “openness” or “closedness”

of the whole Ego would have to be investigated, i.e., its relation to

the surrounding field, and particularly to the social field. The
dynamic intercourse between Ego and environment must depend
to a large extent upon the nature of the Ego itself. And in this in-

vestigation the products of civilization must be included. Which of

them have most profoundly influenced the Ego, which of its sub-

systems have been chiefly affected, and how strong has this influence

been ?

Present-day psychology has rediscovered the importance of the

problem of personality without which no psychology is complete,

and many writers have made valuable contributions to it; among
them William Stern and McDougall must be specially mentioned.

I shall, however, forbear to report their views, since I could con-

tribute nothing over and above the questions which I have just

formulated. Gestalt theory has been rather consistent in its develop-

ment. It has studied the fundamental laws of psychology first under

the most simple conditions, in rather elementary problems of per-

ception; it has then included more and raore complex sets of condi-

tions, turning to memory, thinking, and acting. It has started to

approach those conditions under which personality itself enters the

investigation. But since this is but the barest beginning it seems

wiser to bide our time. And thus this section is unduly brief not

because I underrate the importance of the problem of personality,

but because I have too high a regard for it to treat it less consistently

than any other part.



CHAPTER XV

CONCLUSION

A Retrospect. The Theoretical Setting. The Meaning of “Gestalt.” The Integration

Achieved. Positivism and Gestalt Theory

When one comes to the end of a long journey one likes to com-

pare what one has done with the plan one drew up before starting.

And so it seems appropriate, after we have traversed the land of

psychology, to glance back on our programme and see how much
of it we have carried out, and to recapitulate the main stages of our

journey. We developed two programmes, one, in the first chapter,

very general in scope, the other, at the end of the second chapter,

more concrete and limited. We have followed the directions of the

second programme. How much of the first have we carried out in

so doing
A RETROSPECT

Let us briefly recall our steps. The province of the world which

we mapped out for our investigation was the province of behaviour

in all its forms and aspects. Behaviour, we found, is always behav-

iour in an environment. This proposition led to the fundamental

distinction between the geographical and the behavioural environ-

ments and thus to the problem of the relation between them. This

problem was made tractable in a non-dualistic theory by the intro-

duction of the psychophysical field with its field properties. The
relation between the geographical environment and the psycho-

physical field, and thereby the behavioural environment, was com-
plicated by the fundamental distinction of distant and proximal

stimuli. Although only the latter are in direct causal connection

with the psychophysical field and thereby with behaviour, behaviour

is, as a rule, adapted not only to the behavioural, but also to the

geographical environment, the world of the distant stimuli. A
theory of the relation between the psychophysical field and the

proximal stimuli had therefore to be checked by the test of whether

it represented the relation between behavioural and geographical en-

vironment correctly.

The first question that was asked was the fundamental question of

perception: Why do things look as they do.^ The discussion of this

680
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question led to a rejection of a number of psychological theories,

deeply ingrained in our modes of thinking, even if hot made explicit,

and introduced us to the concept of organization. Perceptual or-

ganization was then studied, revealing an amazingly intricate inter-

play of forces and at the same time a lawfulness that knows no
exception. We tried to understand why we perceive space and things

within it, why these, behavioural, things have the properties they

have, like unity, shape, size, colour, why they can move or appear

at rest.

We then proceeded to show how the perceptual field can in-

stigate movements of our limbs, how it can influence behaviour.

This new problem required no new general principle to be added
to the principles of organization previously developed, but a mere
expansion and application of these principles to the new problems.

But the discussion of this problem led us of necessity a long step

further. Whereas we had started from the proposition that behaviour

requires an environment in which it takes place we were now
forced to accept the other proposition that behaviour requires an
Ego which behaves. Thus the Ego had to be introduced, and the

introduction of the Ego again required no new principle, no factor

extraneous to the system so far developed. Rather did the principles

of organization supply a method by which the Ego, which had
defied most psychological systems, could be consistently treated. To
the organization of the Ego we then turned our attention, trying to

probe into its enormous complexity and the influence it exerts on
the field. Attempting to confine ourselves to experimentally estab-

lished facts, we could not even hope to do justice to this problem

in all its richness and significance, having to be satisfied with laying

the foundation of a more complete future understanding.

Only then did we include the continuity of behaviour in our dis-

cussion, the continuity whose basis we call memory. And again

the power of our originally introduced principles became manifest.

Memory did not appear as a new entity or function, but as the

result and the determiner of organized processes. We built a trace

hypothesis, in which traces are endowed with dynamic properties

from which their function is deducible. Several functions of memory
were discussed in detail supplied by experimental work. Learning,

that category of psychology which has continually gained in im-

portance, was theoretically analyzed, a task that involved a criti-

cism of the famous doctrine of associationism. The necessity of

including the Ego in the theory of memory functions was demon-

strated, particularly in our discussion of recognition, and finally an
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attempt was made to sketch the dynamics of that process we call

thinking, an attempt that again could be based upon the laws of

organization.

In a last chapter we applied our principles to the problems that

arise from the social intercourse of animals and men, our chief

purpose being to formulate the problems of social psychology in

such a way that they link up with all other psychological problems.

Again the concepts of the psychophysical field, consisting of Ego
and environment, and the laws of field organization and field re-

organization through action proved to be capable of dealing with

this new problem. As a matter of fact only in this context could

the theory of the Ego be further developed, since only as a member
of a group does an individual develop his personality.

THE THEORETICAL SETTING

Thus we can say that we have studied psychology in a theoretically

consistent manner. We have not divided behaviour or mind into

so-and-so-many diiferent functions or elements, each to be studied

in isolation. Instead we have followed the principles of organiza-

tion as they become manifest under diverse conditions, starting from

the simplest and proceeding to those of higher and higher com-

plexity. At the same time the results of organization became in-

creasingly more complex, richer and more significant. All our facts

have been presented in a theoretical setting, and our selection of

facts was largely determined by their value for the theory. Many
facts of equal interest had to be omitted, many even that might

have been used in the development of the theory as well as those

we reported. This was necessary in order to keep some sort of

balance between the various chapters and to confine the book within

manageable limits.

THE MEANING OF “gESTALT”

But what of the concept of gestalt from which this book derives

its name? We have not used the word in this summary directly,

but it is implied \n our term “organization.” The word gestalt “has

the meaning of a concrete individual and characteristic entity, exist-

ing as something detached and having a shape or form as one of its

attributes” (Kohler, 1929, p. 192). A gestalt is therefore a product

of organization, organization the process that leads to a gestalt. But

as a definition this determination would not be enough unless one

implied the nature of organization, as it was expressed in the law
of pragnanz, unless one remembered that organization as a cate-
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gory is diametrically opposed to mere juxtaposition or random dis-

tribution. In the process of organization, “what happens to a part of

the whole, is determined by intrinsic laws inherent in this whole”
(Wertheimer, 1925, p. 7). On the basis of this definition we can
call the process of organization no less ''gestaltet” than the products

of organization, and in this wider connotation the term has been
used in the title of this book and all along by gestalt psychologists.

It carried in its connotation the chaos-\osmos alternative; to say

that a process, or the product of a process, is a gestalt means that it

cannot be explained by mere chaos, the mere blind combination
of essentially unconnected causes; but that its essence is the reason

of its existence, to use metaphysical language for an idea which has

been presented so many times in this book in notions as free from
metaphysics as any science can be.

THE INTEGRATION ACHIEVED

Has this book carried out the broader programme announced in

the first chapter ? If the reader turns back to the last words of Chap-
ter I which contain what I conceive to be the ideal of psychology,

he will see how little the book has done to realize this ideal. But
he may discern that it has made an effort to approach it. For it has

attempted to give explanations of the most complex events, those

which create civilization, in terms which are also applicable to the

simplest events, the motions of electrons and protons in a simple

atom, without in the least destroying the difference between the two

kinds of events. Again I am tempted to quote Browning:

Say not small eventl” Why ‘'smair?

Costs it more pain that this, ye call

A great event” should come to pass,

Than that? Untwine me from the mass

Of deeds which ma\e up life, one deed

Power shall fall short in or exceedl

There are great events as well as small in which power may fall

short or exceed, for a calm view of the universe cannot share the

optimism of Pippa. But there are perfect small events, like the

wonderful stability and symmetry of a crystal, and perfect great

events, like the heroic simplicity of Captain Scott. If we under-

stood scientifically the second event as well as we do the first, it

would thereby lose not a particle of its grandeur or beauty. It would

be a great and beautiful action, even if nobody knew about it, just

as the crystal would have its perfect symmetry if there were no eyes

to see, no minds to understand it. I shall not pursue this line of
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argument any further, since it would take me much further into

metaphysics than I am prepared to go. But this much had to be said,

lest my attempt at integration might be misunderstood to mean the

very opposite of what it intends: an equalization of all events, one

appearing as blind and meaningless as the others.

To become more concrete: Has our psychology contributed to the

integration of nature, life, and mind.? That it has attempted to do
so must, I believe, be affirmed. The judgment whether it has been

successful must depend upon the ultimate truth or adequacy of the

gestalt concept. For this concept cuts across this division of realms

of existence, being applicable in each of them. Kohler’s demonstra-

tion of physical gestalten laid the foundation for a new unification

of nature and life; there is no reason to postulate new factors of

order specific of life, if order pervades inorganic nature. Wert-

heimer’s and Kohler’s principle of isomorphism integrated mind
with nature and life. This principle has proved eminently fruitful

for experimental research, because it gives definite directions to

physiological hypotheses, which in their turn lead to new psycho-

logical experiments. This, I believe, has been amply demonstrated in

the course of the book. But at the same time this principle has

implications of great philosophical significance. It leads us back to

an argument which we have just dropped. If a thought process that

leads to a new logically valid insight has its isomorphic counterpart

in physiological events, does it thereby lose its logical stringency

and become just a mechanical process of nature, or does not the

physiological process, by being isomorphic to the thought, have to

be regarded as sharing the thought’s intrinsic necessity? Our at-

tempt at integration has claimed the latter, thereby incorporating the

category of significance within our system. That at this point the

development of the theory will have to overcome great difficulties

is perfectly obvious to me. At the same time it should be recognized

that a beginning has been made to face these difficulties and to con-

quer them.

POSITIVISM AND GESTALT THEORY

If there is any polemical spirit in this book, it is directed not

against persons but against a strong cultural force in our present

civilization for which I have chosen the name positivism. If posi-

tivism can be regarded as an integrative philosophy, its integration

rests on the dogma that all events are equally unintelligible, irra-

tional, meaningless, purely factual. Such an integration is, however,

to my way of thinking, identical with a complete disintegration.
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Being convinced that such a view is utterly inadequate in face of-

the facts, I had to attack it, and that the more since its hold over

our generation is strong. It makes a difference to one’s life whether
one is a thorough positivist or not. I believe that a truly integrative

philosophy will lead to a better life than a purely destructive one.

But the scientist dare not be swayed by such considerations. His
only standard is truth.

I am as convinced as any reader that each one of the many special

hypotheses advanced in this book is in need of further verification;

I am doubtful about the future fate of many of them. But this atti-

tude towards particular hypotheses must not be confused with the

general principle, which is independent of special applications.

Gestalt theory would not be refuted if its hypotheses of perceived

motion were proved to be false. The truth of the gestalt principle

will have to be tested by the course that science takes in the future.

But I should not have written this book based upon a non-positivistic

theory, were it not my deep scientific conviction that truth demands
such a philosophy.
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Central tendency of judgment, 474-476
Centre of retina, 146, 201-208, 212, 31 1,

313, 315
Cermak, P., 281, 293, 295, 296
Chaotic processes, 409, 507, 523, 524,

544
Chance, 308, 332, 589
Circular process, 373 f., 598, 652, 653;

in social behaviour, 652, 653
Circular relation between process and

trace, 542
Chickens, 88, 89, 346, 355, 356
Chimpanzees, 88, 89, 359, 394, 508,

530, 536 f., 551, 552, 635, 643, 644,

665, 666
Chladni figures, 458
Civilization, 307-310, 361, 417, 422, 648,

674, 675, 683
Clang analysis, 394, 398
ClaparMe, E., 419, 494, 495, 503, 592,

593, 594, 595, 59^, 616, 627, 628 n.,

631, 634, 635, 640 n.

Classes, 349-351, 476, 502
Clearness, 204, 206, 237, 277, 278, 358,

642
Closure, 151, 164, 167, 168, 171, 340,

449, 450, 464, 545, 553, 605, 607,

631, 638, 639, 665
Clothes, 320, 517
Cognition, 68, 76, 78, 180, 227, 279,

280, 361, 362, 368, 376, 377, 379-382,

403, 421, 656; see also Veridicalness

Cohesion, 126, 135, 136, 150, 253, 277,

449, 488, 523, 524, 665
Coincidence point, 128, 253
Colour, ii6n., 117, 118, 120-122, 135,

136, 146, 163, 169, 171, 178-181, 186-

189, 202, 205, 206, 219, 248, 255,

256, 260, 263, 265, 301, 303, 357,

359, 363, 497, 498, 681; hard, 127,

128, 171, 188, 189, 205, 264, 362;

soft, 127, 128, 1 71, 188, 189, 205;

concentration of, 117-119
Colour mixture, 262
Colour sense, 270; see also Constancy of

colour

Coloured shadows, 258, 259
Combination zone, 270, 273
Communication between Ego and field,

409, 420, 679
Communication between different Ego-

systems, 3^ 679
CommunkatloQ between sensory and

mefor system, 316, 373, 627

705

Communication of traces with processes,

461, 464, 523,, 524, 527, 553, 561-

563, 566-569, 573, 582-584, 587, 588,

590-607, 609, 61 1, 612, 615, 618, 624,

625, 630, 634; with other traces, 501-

504, 508, 519, 522-524, 572, 588, 601,

603, 622
Comparison, 239, 240, 466, 467, 476,

477; simultaneous, 466; successive,

451, 452, 465, 466, 481, 497
Completion, 533; of figures, 141, 143,

146, 505, 632; of ground, 192; of

jokes, 616-620; of process, 567, 568,

632; of tasks, 335, 336, 338, 340, 341,

508, 619
Complexity of the Ego, 333, 334, 338,

342, 366,* 609, 610

Comrade, 666
Conation, 361, 521, 526
Concave, 192, 199
Concentration of reacting molecules, 441,

442, 444, 445, 467, 473, 479
Concepts, 454 n., 476
Conditioned reflex, 542, 585
Conditions of a process, 100, 102, 104,

138, 198, 200, 206, 210, 217, 227,

337> 384, 412, 458, 459, 503,

548, 625; external, 100, 117, 227, 236,

348* 535; internal, 100, 102, 105, 117,

227, 236, 270, 348, 535; momentary,

100, 102, 392; permanent, 100, 270
Conduct and science, 7, 8

Cones, 201, 208, 285, 286
Conflict, 408, 408 n., 419
Connection between members of a whole,

557> 558, 571
Connections of neurones, 310, 312, 313,

369* 370» 552, 626

Connectionism, 371, 544
Consciousness, 10, ii, 25, 35, 36, 39, 51,

55, 56, 62, 65, 68, 193, 330-333* 360,

382, 383, 395. 401, 402, 423, 432,

433. 435. 436, 442, 444. 446, 525; as

epiphenomenon, 65; of animals, 65;

stream of, 332
Conservation, 308-310, 316, 369, 382

Conservative nature of behavioural

things, 83

Constancy of framework, 222, 386

Constancy as characteristic of things, 72,

210, 224, 279, 304, 305
Constancy phenomena, 90, 210, 211 ff.,

239, 240, 260, 305; see also Percep-

tual constancies. Superconstancy, and

Unique cases in constancy phenomena;

colour constancy, 34, 106, 224, 225,

227, 237-241, 254-260, 263, 265, 304,
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641; intensity constancy, 240 n.; shape

constancy, 222-240, 243, 244, 250,

255, 265, 273, 304; size constancy,

34> 87-95, 106, 222-230, 235-244, 255,

256, 273, 277, 278, 304; weight con-

stancy, 240 n.; whiteness (brightness)

constancy, 81, 89, 112, 227, 238-257,

259 n., 304; constancy of animals and
children, 88 ff., 224, 239, 240; devel-

opment of constancy, 227, 238-240;

measure of constancy, 226, 227, 234,

234 n., 238, 242
Constancy hypothesis, 86, 87, 89, 95, 97,

104, 105, 1 15, 180, 224, 393, 4480.
Constraining conditions, 99, too, 102,

391, 602
Constructiveness of memory, '612

Contiguity, 149, 482, 542, 557, 558, 568-

570, 583; association by, 542, 543,
558, 579

Contour, 197, 199, 216, 314; asymmetry
of, 1 5 1, 1 81, 184, 497; double-sided

function of, 182, 183; one-sided func-

tion of, 181-184, i97> i99> 208, 209,
216

Contour figures, 150, 15 1, 181

Contraction of distance in stroboscopic

motion, 287, 315 n.

Contrast, 133, 134, 136, 137, 170, 186,

188, 241, 245, 245 n., 249, 250, 258-

260, 260 n., 477 n.; internal, 133; as

absolute, 134, 245, 245 n.; association

by, 542, 605, 606; law of, 605-607
Controlled action, see Action controlled

Convergence, 123, 124, 237, 238, 269,

311, 314-317. 342
Convex, 192, 199
Co-operation between traces and stimuli,

432, 450, 523
Co-ordinated duo, see Duo organization

Co-ordination of the eyes, 315
Correspondence between phenomenal and

real things, 305, 377-380
Corresponding points, 266-271, 273, 314,

315
Couplings, 571
Cratylus, 70
Crescendo, 659, 660

Criteria of depth, see Depth criteria

Critical fusion frequency, 129- 13 2, 184,

187

Culture, 19, 676, 677
Cumulative disposition, 432, 433, 435,

436, 438, 451
Curie, P., 108, 109

Customs, 409, 674, 676
Cycloid, 284, 377

Dahl, A., 492
Dallenbach, K. M., 213, 341, 491, 492,

509, 613
Darrow, C. W., 491
Dead things, 70
Deep sensibility, 121, 390
Demand characters, 345, 346, 355-360,

363. 364, 382, 391-393. 408, 595
Dembo, T., 407, 408 f., 408 n., 410, 412,

673, 674
Demon-mask experiment, 359
Density of energy, 189, 193, 194
Depth perception, 160, 162, 163, 212,

269, 270, 272, 273
Depth criteria, 163, 266, 273, 274; see

also Depth factors; combination of

depth criteria, 266, 273, 274
Depth factors, 229, 235, 273
Depth value, 212
Descartes, R., 12

DeSilva, H. R., 291

Desire, 102, 325, 327, 368, 521, 535,

610, 624
Despot, 669, 670
Determination, 325
Determining tendency, 559, 560, 574,

575. 579; strength of, 574
Development, 308, 309, 332; mental,

332, 542; of constancy, 227, 238-240;

of Ego, 529; of figures, 396-398
Difference limen, 465, 477, 480, 481

Dimensions of stimuli, 115, 116

Dionysian philosophy, 416, 417
Direct experience, 35, 36, 39, 51, 61,

64. 67, 73, 597
Direction of energy, 99, 100; see also

Steering

Direction, temporal, 439, 445
Direction as a determinant of constancy

of size, 94, 21 1, 236

Directions, main of space, 191, 215, 216,

218, 224, 231, 255, 275
Discipline of science, 9
Discontinuity of stimulation, 125, 129,

147, 148, 151, 152, 173, 439; see also

Inhomogeneity of stimulation

Discrimination, 279, 444
Discrimination experiments, 189, 205,

279
Discriminanda, 34 n.; capacities, 34 n.

Disparate points, 267-269, 271-273

Disparity, see Retinal disparity

Displeasure, 19

Displacement, 281-284, 287-290, 385,

387
Distance, 122, 123, 21 1, 212, 229, 230,

236, 243, 244, 277-279, 294, 296, 301,
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480, 481; normal, 236; in the brain,

478, 479; see also Signs of distance

Distant stimulus, see Stimuli, distant

Distribution of quantities, 14
Distribution of process, 138, 305, 616,

633
Dodge, R., 666 f.

Dominance, 417, 668, 669, 679
Double images, 314-316
Double representation, 178 f., 181-183,

191, 192, 260-262, 264, 451
Double vectorial determination, 234
Driesch, H., 378
Drill, 547
Drive, 67, 416
Dualism, 47, 308, 436, 560, 631
Duncker, K., 281, 282, 283, 284, 285,

287, 288, 384, 386, 389, 614, 627,

630, 631, 634, 641, 643
Dunlap, K., 536 n.

Duo organization, 153, 154, 162, 178,

181; co-ordinated duo, 154, 183, 192,

196; one on top of the other, 154,

178 f., 181 f.

Duration, 297, 298, 425, 447, 452,

454 n.

Dynamic characters (properties), 43, 45,

46, 72, 304, 391, 421, 594

Ebbinghaus, H., 557
Eberhardt, M., 253, 394, 398
Eddington, A. S., 28 n., 57 n.

Education, 676, 677
Effect, see Transformation of processes

by effect, and Success

Ego, 39-43» 47» 5i, 67, 113, 114, 121,

149, 173, 175, 197, 201, 206, 217,

219, 221, 237, 280, 282, 284, 285,

304, 317, 3 i 8-334» 338, 340, 34i»

344-346, 354, 355, 359-368, 371-374,

384, 387, 389, 393, 394, 402, 405,

409, 412, 414-422, 431, 446, 508, 514,

517, 520-522, 525-527, 562, 583, 594-

597, 607-613, 627, 633, 651, 654, 655,

661-664, 667-674, 676, 679, 681, 682;

-field (ego -object), relation or organ-

ization, 1 13, 121, 358, 362, 368, 373,

392, 408, 419, 421, 584, 594-597, 609,

610, 636; in trace system, 520, 522,

525, 526; experiences, 325-328; level,

671; upwards tendency of, 669-672,

674; see also Complexity of Ego,

Localization of Ego
Ehrenfels, C. von, 559
Eidetic imagery, 212 n.

Eindringlichf{eit, ii3n.
Einstein, A., 42
Eissler, K., 226, 227 n., 229, 230,
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231, 233, 234, 234 n., 235, 236
Elements, mentals 55, 104, 319, 360,

393, 401, 594, 682; of behaviour, 310
Embeddedness, 622, 623
Emmert, 212
Emmert’s law, 212 n.

Emotion, 13, 325-327, 329, 335, 336,

340, 345, 362, 364, 368, 400-408, 410,

414-416, 527, 657-659, 661; cold, 415
Empathy, 326, 407
Emphasizing, see Pointing

Empirical depth criteria, 163
Empiricism, 155-160, 209, 210, 217, 218,

223, 224, 279, 305, 312, 421, 423,

519, 542, 627, 639
Enclosing and enclosed area, 192, 1920.,

202, 207, 259, 287, 31

1

Energy, 99, 102, 173, 174, 189, 193,

199, 199 n., 206, 237, 238, 375, 411,

412, 453, 571-573, 636, 642; direction

o^, 99, 573; density of, 189, 193, 194;
liberation of, 99, 173, 573; release of,

375, 658
Engram, 424, 454, 493
Environment, 27, 28, 36, 40, 67, 72,

332, 646, 680, 681; see also Be-

havioural environment and Geographi-

cal environment
Environmental field, see Field, environ-

mental

Epiphenomenon, 65
Episcotister, 143, 261-264

Equality, 164-167, 182, 268, 271, 301,

439, 440, 450, 453, 462-464, 654.

655; see also Similarity

Equilibrium, 309-31 1, 314, 316, 317,

331, 405, 415, 496, 498, 503, 639
Equivalent grey, 133
Error, 640, 641

Ethics, 668

Exactness of science, 9
Excitement, 339, 402, 414, 660

Executive, 342-345, 357, 363, 391, 400,

413, 526, 627; control of, 344, 354,

355, 363, 364, 366, 369, 372, 418, 575
Existence, 571, 614
Expectation, 398, 400

Experience, 33, 44, 85, 94, 100, 104,

105, 157, 160, 161, 163, 209, 210,

217, 223, 224, 280, 303, 305, 355,

356, 358, 360, 371, 372, 393, 421,

463, 474, 509, 510, 529, 556, 589,

602, 627, 629, 636, 637, 639 n., 645;

experience, direct, see Direct experi-

ence

Experience error, 97, 98, 105, 159, 181,

209, 313
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Explaining as opposed to understanding,

20, 21

External forces of organization, 138, 139,

141, 143, 145, 163, 171, 232, 449, 496
External relations, 570
Eye movements, 208, 222, 282, 304,

311-318, 373, 384-389, 626, 653; see

also Roaming eyes

Factors of stroboscopic motion, 287, 292
Facts, 4, 5, 6, 9, 18, 55, 176
Factual connections, 55, 684
Factual sequence vs . causal connection,

20

Failure, 341, 670, 671
Familiarity, quality of, 550, 591, 592,

594, 596, 61

1

Familiarity of figures, 146, 147, 158
Familiarity of proverbs, 424
Faraday, M., 42
Fashion, 350, 674, 676
Fatigue, 100, 102, 173, 339, 339 n., 412,

413
Fear, 325, 344. 390, 402-405, 414, 415
Feeling, ii, 19
Feinberg, N., 144 n.

Fiat, 418
Field, 42, 47, 49-51, 58, 66, 67, 120,

344, 346, 353, 391, 4<50, 480, 510,

511, 513, 554, 567, 587,, 632, 634,

637, 645, 653, 661; behavioural field,

see Behavioural field; physiological

field, see Physiological field; economic,

48; environmental, 69, 74, 113, 149,

178, 326, 344, 368, 421, 431, 583,

584, 594, 608, 610, 61 1, 636; phy-

siological, 52, 53; psychological, 43,

46, 49, 51, 145; psychophysical, 67,

127, 198, 232, 266, 270, 317, 330,

331, 355, 356, 368, 373, 374, 376,

380, 402, 403, 435, 449, 529, 535,

537, 561, 627, 659, 680, 682; social,

664, 679; total, 149, 346, 361, 363,

368, 372, 375, 405, 409, 520, 521,

608, 642, 658, 663; trace, 448-451,

510, 511, 521, 522, 526, 528, 537,

550, 552-555, 563, 568, 587, 588,

601, 606-613; of vision, 203 (of

hemianopics), 204 (reduced); of stress,

231, 353, 407, 409
Field action, see Action

Figural after-effect, 210

Figure (as opposed to ground), 166,

177, 183-211, 253, 269, 270, 272, 275,

275 n., 276, 283, 291, 31 1, 314, 472
Figuredness, degrees of, 193, 194, 200,

207, 31

1

Film colour, 114, 118

Firmness of separating walls, 340, 341,

409
First performance, 535, 538, 541, 553,

556
Fischer, A., 564
Fittingness, 569, 638-644
Fixation, 283, 285, 311-316, 318, 342,

343, 370, 389
Flicker, 130-132, 142, 187
Flight, 344, 366, 405
Fliigel, J. C., 320
Fogelsonger, H. M., 603
Follower, 666-669

Food, 355, 356, 360, 363; aversions, 675
Force, 43, 44, 46-48, 50, 67, 72, 98, 100,

102, 117-119, 122, 127-129, 132-137,

153, 145, 147-150, 164, 165, 173, 175,

177, 184, 197-200, 231-234, 237, 266,

269, 270, 273, 274, 286, 315-321, 333,

334, 342, 344, 353, 355, 357-359, 363,

367, 371-375, 378-380, 383, 392, 395,

398, 402-414, 418-421, 439, 440, 449,

450, 467, 476, 496, 507, 508, 527,

535, 548, 560, 567, 568, 572, 574,
582-585, 595, 602, 622, 624, 626, 631,

634, 646, 658, 661, 673, 681; see also

Attraction and Stress; of organization,

129, 138, 140, 161, 166, 206, 451,
63 1 ; see also External forces of organi-

zation and Internal forces of organiza-

tion

Force diagrams, 391, 405
Forgetting, 420, 421, 516, 522-525, 527,

545, 548, 620, 621
Form, see Shape; geometrical, 138, 140;

dynamic, 138
Forward acting inhibition, 481, 492, 493
Framework, 72, 177, 183-185, 201, 211-

213, 215-219, 221, 222, 224, 255, 275,

282, 283, 304, 319, 348, 349, 351,

384, 386, 389-391, 674-677
Frank, H., 88, 92, 187, 198, 212, 237,

238, 238 n., 240
Freeman, E., 278
Frequency, 525, 579, 589; law of, 538-

541, 551; see also Repetition

Frequency and normality, 221

Freshness, 100, 102

Freud, S., 331
Frey, M. von, 62

Fright, 364, 661

Frings, G., 603

Fuchs, W., 135, 146, 147, 158, 202,

203 f., 208 n., 261

Function of science, 9
Function and structure, 206, 207, 207 n.,

208, 208 n., 314, 315, 375
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Functional characters, 392-394, 522, 594,

638
Functionalism, 160

Fusion of double images, 273
Fusion of periodic excitations, 127, 130,

132, 142, 184 f., 296; see also Critical

fusion frequency

Fusion of processes in motion, 285-287,

298-300, 302-304
Fusion of sensations and images, 105

Galli, A., 303
Gamma (7) motion, 275 f.

Gaps, 497, 505
Gefiigigfieitsqualitdt, 393 f.

Geisteswissenschajten, 18

Gelb, A., 118, 121, 122, 129, 150, 187!.,

205, 241, 245, 246, 247, 249, 250,

251, 252, 253, 276, 298, 438
General principle of action, 367
Geographical environment, 27-41, 45,

46, 48-50, 52, 61, 67, 69, 76, 78, 79,

122, 180, 309, 331, 347, 368, 369,

373, 375-377, 379, 381, 49^, 533, 656,

680; see also Relation between geo-

graphical environment and behavioural

environment

Gestalt, 22, 62, 174, 421, 496, 499, 526,

649, 650, 669, 677, 678, 682-684;

strength of, 650; disposition, 514, 613;
homology, 299, 300, 462; identity,

299; theory (psychology), 17, 18, 53,

66, 147, 179, 280, 403, 433, 457, 543,

549, 571, 600, 614, 628, 639, 679,
683-685

Gestaltqualitat, 559
Gestures, 656, 661, 677
Ghosts, 70
Gibson, J. J., 493, 494, 495, 497, 498 n.,

500, 502, 503, 504, 505
Goal'directedness, 31

1

Goal-objects, 391
Goethe, W. von, 143
Goldstein, K., 117, 317, 438
Good continuation, see Law of good con-

tinuation

Good shape, 141, 144, 151, 152, 155,

159, 171, 175, 209
Gorki, M., 383
Gottschaldt, K., 152, 155 f., 157, 158,

210, 395, 396 f., 398, 400, 602, 607,

609
Gotz, W., 88, 356
Graded disks, 169 f.

Gradient in psychophysical field, 467,
476-480, 570, 666

Gradient of stimulation, 244, 245, 245 n..
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246, 248-250, 252, 255, 259, 260, 264,

276, 291, 362; effective, 247, 248, 260
Graham, C. H., 191
Granit, A. R., 141, 142, 150, 187, 188,

193
Graz School, 559
Gregariousness, 662
Grin without the cat, 180, 443 n.

Ground, 166, 177, 183, 184, 186-211,

253, 256, 269, 275 n., 276, 283, 291,
31 1, 314, 469, 470; auditory, 201;

temporal, 468, 470
Group (social)v 422, 648, 649, 653, 665-

667, 682; animal, 666, 668; be-

haviour, see Social behaviour; psycho-
logical, 649, 651, 652, 654, 655, 662-

666, 668, 670, 671, 676; reality of

psychological group, 651, 652; socio-

logical, 649, 650, 652, 653, 664, 665,
668, 670, 676; reality of sociological

group, 649, 652
Group formation, 165-167, 512, 565,

566, 654, 655, 661, 662, 669
Guilford, J. P., 213

Habit, 420, 421, 571, 574, 578; bad,

536, 536 n.; localized, 454, 456; non-
localized, 454-456

Haeckel, E., ii

Handwriting, 678
Haphazard, 382
Hard colours, see Colours, hard
narrower, M. R., 127, 128, 170, 171,

188 f., 190 n., 205, 249, 250, 251, 253,
276, 339» 340> 616, 617, 618, 619,
620 f., 620 n., 622, 623, 624, 625,

632, 634, 635, 637, 638, 640, 644
Hartgenbusch, H. G., 44, 45, 389
Hartmann, L., 129, 130, 131, 132, 142,

183, 184, 187, 286, 510, 511
Hazlitt, V., 172 n.

Head, H., 15, 100, loi, 102, 117, 173,

424 n., 438, 514, 515, 516, 517, 518,

519, 520
Heider, F., 74
Heider, G. M., 135, 136, 262!., 263 n.,

641
Heine, R., 492
Heiss, A., 638
Helmholtz, H. von, 170, 179, 270, 312
Helson, H., 144 n., 298
Hemianopsia, 146, 192, 202, 203
Hempstead, L., 143, 150
Heraclitus, 70, 71
Heredity, 332
Hering, E., 62, 63, 133, 137, 190, 2xa,

213, 214, 237, 241, 244, 245, 314,

385, 386, 429
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Hertz, M., 168

Heterogeneous, see Tasks, heterogeneous

Hillebrand, F., 83, 386
Hirsch, J., 675
Hoffding, H., 561, 582, 583, 594, 598
Holaday, B. E., 229, 230, 235, 236
Holes, 44, 45, 208-210

Hollingworth, H. L., 474, 476
Hollingworth, L., 667
Homogeneity of fields, 43, 150, 152, 281,

289, 323, 324
Homogeneity of stimulation, 1 10-113,

126, 141, 147, 177, 289, 434, 448, 631
Homogeneous tasks, see Tasks, homo-

geneous
Homology, gestalt, 299, 300, 462
Honzik, C. A., 586, 588
Hoppe, F., 414, 670, 671

Hormic theory, 416, 417
Hornbostel, E. M. von, 192, 208, 220,

220 n.

H-quotient, 242
Huang I, 379, 554 n., 644 n.

Hume, D., 378, 383
Humphrey, G., 308, 309, 312 n., 316,

333 n., 382, 424, 429, 441, 529, 530,

53G 532, 533» 534, 535, 536, 585
Humphrey’s principle, 308, 316, 317, 332
Hunt, W. A., 415
Hunter, W. S., 491 n., 529 f., 555
Husserl, E., 570, 571
Hypnosis, 492, 527

Idealization of our youth, 522
Ideas, 332, 559, 614
Identical points, see Corresponding points

Identity, 285, 299, 300, 331, 332; gestalt,

299
Illumination, 169, 243, 248, 258, 277,

304
Illusion, 76, 79, 103; see also Optical

illusion

Images, 103-105, 332, 393, 442, 592,
614

Impenetrability, 275, 305
Implication, 640, 640 n.

Impressiveness, 113, 189, 362
Improvement, 541, 553-555, 585, 600
Incompatibility, 346, 353
Incompleteness of Ego, 661-663; of fig"

ures, 327, 449; of jokes, 618-620, 622,

644; of tasks, 334-341, 525, 555 n.,

619
Indifference, 353
Indifference point, 474
Individual, ^50, 661

Individual differences, 30, 332, 633, 646,

675

Induction, 147, 148
Inertia, 291, 305
Infants, 88, 89
Inference by analogy, 407, 655, 659
Inherited, 100, 529, 544, 549; see also

Innate

Inhibition, 482 n.; associative, 557, 558;
see also Forward acting inhibition and
Retroactive inhibition

Inhomogeneity of fields, 43, 44, 117,

281, 282, 324
Inhomogeneity of groups, 667, 668, 670
Inhomogeneity of stimulation, 116, 119,

120, 149, 150, 163, 169 f. (continuous

change of stimulation), 262, 325, 376,

434, 447, 545, 651; see also Discon-

tinuity of stimulation

Initial reproductive tendency, 567, 568
Innate, 163, 356, 403, 548, 549, 656;

see also Inherited

Inside, 150, 151, 181, 184
Insight, 382, 383, 552, 628-631, 641;

partial, 631, 641
Insistency, 113, 116, 362
Instability, 120 (of homogeneous space);

139, 143 (of very small figures), 148
(of points), 149 (do.), 389 (of frame-

work), 390 (do.)

Instinct, 67, 355, 356, 361, 403-406,

416-418, 520, 656, 662, 668

Insufficiency of behavioural field, 46,

49f., 52, 67
Integration (as a task of science), 10,

13, 17, 21, 174, 571, 614, 683, 684
Intrinsic relation, 569-571, 625, 631

Intellect, 8, 417
Intellectualism, 416, 417, 420
Intelligence, 13, 509, 627, 646
Intensity, 122 (distance dependent upon),

128 (and organization), 129 (do.),

134 (in contrast); low, 1 41 -143; see

also Constancy of intensity

Intentions, 341, 342, 354, 355, 357, 418-

420, 534, 563, 572, 579, 583, 584,
588

Interaction of traces and process, see

Trace, interaction of traces and process

Interactionism, 47
Interests, 102, 197, 313, 343, 519-521,

526, 535, 596, 610
Internal contrast, 133
Internal forces of organization, 138-145,

162, 163, 206, 232, 377, 396-398, 400,

449, 496
Interpretation hypothesis, 86-90, 94-96,

103, 105, 224; see also Meaning theory

Interruption of tasks, 334-338
Introspection, 73, 319
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Invariants, 218, 219, 221, 224, 229, 255,

283; of colour, 255; of motion, 283,

384, 387-389; of shape, 222, 223, 233,

233 n.; of size, 222, 236; of whiteness,

244
Involuntary action, see Action, involun-

tary

Irregularity, 139, 141, 144, 159, 168,

496, 497
Irritability, 402, 658, 660
Isolated material, 483-485, 487, 488,

49i» 507, 508, 545, 570, 599, 603,

605, 666
Isolation of persons, 667
Isolation of systems, 339, 341, 409, 417,

587, 633
Isomorphism, 56, 62-66, 109, 305, 324,

381-383, 402, 614, 684

Jackson, H., 424
Jacobs, M. H., 477, 480
Jaensch, E. R., 85, 86, 237, 241, 249,

250, 250 n., 254, 255, 255 n., 260,

272, 276, 277, 278, 641
James, W., 401
James-Lange theory, 179, 401, 414
Jastrow illusion, 32, 33, 90, 295, 346
Jenkins, J. G., 136 f., 341, 491, 492
Jokes, 616-623; diagrams, 619-622, 632;

pattern, 617; incomplete and unfin-

ished, see Incompleteness of jokes; see

also Completion of jokes

Jost’s law, 589
Judgment, 85-87

Jung, C. G., 331

Kant, I., 305, 549
Kantor, J. R., 375
Kardos, L., 234, 237, 244 n., 248, 259
Karman, T. von, 428 n,

Karsten, A., 407, 410 f., 413
Katz, D., 234 n., 239, 241, 242, 243,

248, 249, 254, 259, 497, 500, 655,

661, 669
Katzaroff, D., 592, 593, 594
Kenkel, F., 275
King, S., 298
Kirchhoff’s law, 107
Klages, L., 657
Klimpfinger, S., 226, 227, 229, 233, 235,

236, 238, 239
Kliiver, H., 19 n.

Knee jerk, 310, 333
Knowledge, 454 n., 625, 630, 637, 642-

644
Knowledge of behaviour, 39
Kofika, K., 22, 34 n., 59, 66 n., 73, 11$,

127, 128, 137, 159, 169, 170, 171,

71

1

188 f., 190, 205, 210, 212 n., 215 n.,

217, 245, 245 n., 249, 250, 251,
251 n., 253, 25^, 255 n., 258, 259,

259 n., 266, 271, 281, 282, 293, 295,

296, 310, 332, 360, 437, 440 n.,

458 n., 467, 474, 510, 511, 514, 518,

529, 548, 552, 560 n., 562, 563,
612 n., 613, 628, 638, 647, 664 n.

Kohler, W., 35, 39, 53, 57, 61, 62, 63,

64, 73» 77> 85, 86, 87, 88, 89, 98,

108, 109, 116, 126, 155, 159, 164,

167, 168, 168 n., 173, 174, 179 n.,

186, 193, 198, 207, 237, 281, 286,

286 n., 298, 312 n., 315, 315 n., 318,

321, 322, 329, 346, 359, 361, 373,

374 n., 375, 376, 379 n., 382, 383,
388 f., 394, 395, 400, 402, 413, 441,

441 n., 446, 451 n., 458, 465, 465 n.,

466, 466 n., 467, 468, 470, 473, 476,

477, 479, 480, 481, 508, 530, 536,

537, 543, 550, 551, 557, 561, 584, 597,

599, 603, 628, 635, 636, 638, 643,

650, 655, 656, 657, 665, 666, 682, 684
Kopfermann, H., 152, 153 f., 159, 162,

1 81, 184 E
Korsakoff syndrome, 593, 596, 597, 603
Korte, A., 292, 293, 294, 294 n., 296
Korte’s laws, 291-296
Koster phenomenon, 277
Kreezer, G., 509
Kries, J. von, 54, 55, 460, 461, 463, 464
Kroh, O., 259 n.

Kulpe, O., 559

Lake Cayuga, 217, 218, 221

Lammer, E. G., 323, 327, 330
Language, 422, 454 n., 524, 534, 632,

675, 676
Lashley, K. S., 55, 454, 454 n., 455, 456,

457, 529, 530, 531, 546
Latent attitudes, 563
Latent learning, 555
Latent learning (Tolman), 547, 588
Lauenstein, O., 236, 236 n., 441 f.,

441 n., 451, 452, 453, 465, 465 n.,

466, 468, 469, 470, 471, 472, 473,

474, 475, 477, 478, 479, 480, 481,

501, 502, 524
Law of assimilation, see Law of substitu-

tion

Law of association, see Association, law of

Law of closure, see Closure

Law of contiguity, see Contiguity

Law of contrast, see Contrast, law of

Law of effect, see Success, law of

Law of equality, see Equality

Law of exercise, see Frequency, law of

Law of fittingness, see Fittingness
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Law of frequency, see Frequency, law of

Law of good continuation, 153, 155, 159,

168, 168 n., 171, 175, 209, 302, 332,

376, 434, 437, 448-451, 464, 545, 553,

569, 605, 607, 638,. 639
Law of good shape, see Good shape

Law of pragnanz, no, 138, 151, 171,

174, 195, 197, 312, 682

Law of proximity, see Proximity

Law of recency, see Recency, law of

Law of reproduction, see Reproduction,

law of

Law of similarity, see Similarity

Law of the simplest path, 301
Law of size, 1 91 -193
Law of stability, see Stability, law of

Law of substitution, 583
Law of success, see Success, law of

Law of transposition (Brown), 289, 291,

297
Laws of organization, see Organization,

laws of

Leadership, 666-670

Leakage, 341
Learning, 209, 354, 371, 372, 414, 421,

422, 455, 456, 460, 481, 482, 484,

491, 492, 505, 508, 509, 529-543, 544
(defined), 546-549, 552, 553, 555*558,

561, 564-566, 570, 581, 585, 625, 627,

644, 645, 681; curve, see Practice curve

Legibility experiments, 189
Lemur, 279
Letter box example, 345, 354, 357
Letter example, 333, 334, 342-344
Level, colour, 256; see also Neutral level

and Shift of level; general, 350; space,

185 n., 285; of aspiration, 671, 672;

see also Personal standard

Levels of science, 49, 632
Levelling, 498
Levy-Bruhl, L., 46
Lewin, K., 44, 46, 47, 48, 266, 272, 333,

333 n., 334, 342 n., 345, 353, 354,

391, 405, 407, 414, 416, 417, 418,

419, 420, 521, 561, 562, 571, 572,

573, 574, 578, 579 U 579 n., 582,

583, 584, 587, 602, 603, 608, 610,

611, 611 n.

Liberation of energy, 99, 173, 573; see

also Release of energy

Liebmann, S., 126, 127
Liebmann effect, 126-128, 171, 188

Life, 10, 12, 13, 17, 22, 174, 423, 684;
nature problem, 13

Lifted weights, 465, 467, 471, 476
Lindemann, E., 141, 142, 276
Lindworsky, J., 378
Line-horopter, 267 n.

Lines, 148, 150, 15

1

Lipmann, O., 638, 644
Living things, 70, 72
Localization, 212-214, 218, 265, 276,

298, 384, 388, 463, 675; absolute,

218; relative, 218; of Ego, 216, 217,

219, 221; of sound, 220 f., 313; of

touch, 517
Local sign, 117
Local stimulation, 96, 97, no, 170, 192,

214, 223, 227, 244, 244 n., 379; see

also Stimuli, proximal

Locus of an excitation, 54
Logic, 570, 571, 614, 631, 632, 642,

668, 684
Ldwenfeld, B., 313

Maccurdy, J. T., 207 n., 591, 591 n., 593,

594, 596
McDougall, K., 644
McDougall, W., 25, 319, 355, 356, 401,

403, 404, 405, 406, 416, 417, 419,

644, 662, 663, 679
Mach, E., 62, 63, 108, 169, 170, 171

Mach rings, 170, 171, 447
Machine, 403
MacLeod, R. B., 241
Maier, N. R. F., 627, 631, 637, 641 n.,

643, 644
Main directions of space, see Directions

Manifest organization, see Organization,

manifest

Manipulanda, 30, 31
Manners, 350, 409
Maranon, G., 415
Marina, A., 313
Martius, G., 91, 241
Mass reflex, 10

1

Materialism, 11-13, 17, 19, 64, 65, 383
Matter, ii, 12

Maximum-minimum properties, 1 07-1 09,

116, 117, 171-174, 311, 342, 549
Maxwell, C., 42
Maze experiments, 454, 539, 540, 546-

548, 585, 586
Maze habits, 454-456, 548, 551
Meaning, 13, 19-21, 26, 38, 86, 96, 163,

174, 176, 307, 309-31 1, 382, 383, 552,

614, 625; see also Significance

Meaningful material, 482, 557, 558, 569,

570
Meaningless material, 522, 557, 558, 569,

570
Meaning theory, 85, 86, 88, 89, 94; see

also Interpretation hypothesis

Measure of constancy, 226, 227, 234,

234 n., 238, 242
Measurement of will, 574
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Mechanism, 21, 308, 314, 331, 404, 417,
631

Medium, 98, 99, 109
Melody, 327, 431-438, 448, 450 . 460,

510, 515, 516, 516 n., 533, 553, 649;
transposition of, 460, 510

Memory, 51, 241, 305, 332, 333, 335,

336, 384. 393. 420, 421, 423, 424,

428, 429, 431, 438, 452-454. 459. 460,

464, 474, 482, 486, 488, 493, 506,

513, 517. 519-521, 524. 530-532, 538,

541, 557. 590, 598, 612, 625, 679,

681; in physics, 428, 458; spatial and
temporal compared, 446; functions of,

461, 462, 482, 506, 509, 681; colour,

241, 241 n.

Me-ness, feeling of, 593, 594
Mental chemistry, 124
Mental development, 332, 542
Mental elements, see Elements, mental

Mental nearness, 666, 667
Mental permanence, 333
Metaphysics, 18, 416, 683, 684
Metzger, W,, in, 113, 114, 116, 118,

119, 121, 122, 123, 124, 129, 296, 298,

301, 302, 303, 468
Meyer, H., 134
Micropsia, 237, 277, 278
Microstructure of stimulus, 114-117, 119,

122, 123, 125, 129

Mikesell, W. H., 136 f.

Mind, 10, 12, 13, 21, 22, 25, 47, 48,

174, 175, 423, 631, 682, 684; body
problem, 13, 47, 67, 436

Mind of the other person, 361, 407, 655-

659
Mintz, A., 128, 253, 477, 480, 586
Mirror world, 215, 216

Model of ourselves, 5 15-5 17, 519
Molar behaviour, 25-27, 30, 41, 52, 56,

58, 59. 65. 66, 374, 375
Molar theory of physiological processes,

56, 58, 60, 63, 64
Molecular behaviour, 25-27, 52, 65, 374,

375
Molecular theory of physiological proc-

esses, 55, 56, 63, 64
Monochromatic illumination, 257
Monotonous series, 482, 484, 491, 504,

507, 516, 570
Moon, 78, 81, 94, 95, 279, 285
Morals, 350, 409, 688

Moral sciences, 18, 26

Mosaic of stimulation, 75, 84, 97, 98,

105, 209, 659
Motion, 78, 84, 179, 219, 276, 277, 280-

304, 318, 319, 370-372, 380, 381, 384,

386-389, 435, 438, 451, 510-512, 681;

713

acoustic, 281 n., 303; induced, 282 £.,

287, 318, 384, 389; intersensory,

303 f.; “real,” 281, 286, 288, 295,
298; stroboscopic, 281, 286-288, 291-

295, 298-301, 303, 371, 372; dual,

287; partial, 287; singular, 287; see

also factors of; tactual, 281 n., 303;
direction of, 276, 288, 510; as char-

acteristic of things, 71, 72
Motor of events, 571-573, 579, 584, 602
Mountain railway, 217, 218, 224, 228
Movements of fusion, 315
Movements of limbs and the body, 67,

208, 217, 222, 342-344. 371, 373. 374.

384, 386, 413, 514, 515, 517, 626,

628 n., 653, 656, 658, 681

Muller, E. A., 249, 250, 250 n., 253
Muller, G. E., 62, 63, 113, 2150., 219,

491. 500, 508, 525, 543, 567, 568, 583
Multiple response principle, 544
Multum non multa, 5, 6

Nativism, 160, 312, 316
Nature, 10, 12, 13, 16, 17, 174, 175,

423, 684
Nearness and clearness, 277, 278
Needs, 102, 325, 327, 329, 342, 344,

345. 354-358, 360, 364, 368, 382, 391,

392, 394. 395, 419. 421, 571-573, 588,

625, 627, 662
Neurones, 55, 310; see also Connections

of neurones

Neurotic symptoms, 344
Neutral level, principle of, 255, 256, 258
Newman, E. B., 276, 276 n.

Newton, I., 41, 42, 281 n., 451
Noll, A., 212 n.

Non-noticed, 85-87, 105, 149, 398
Nonsense syllables, 481-484, 490-492,

507, 508, 543, 544, 557, 560-566,

569. 570, 574-578, 585, 589
Non-silent organization, see Organiza-

tion, non-silent

Normal distance, 236
Normality of framework, 221, 222

Normality and frequency, 221, 222, 503
Normalizing, 498, 499, 501, 502
Not-things, 70-72, 177, 185, 186 £.

Nuclear plane, 266-269

Object-Ego relation, see Ego-field rela-

tion

Objections to trace hypothesis, 452-464

Objective standards, 347, 348, 351

Objects, 175. 217, 285, 324, 329, 344-

347. 358, 359, 363^ 373. 392,

595, 610, 643, 654
Ocular system, 285
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Oculomotor system, 31 1, 316, 370, 373,
387-389

Ogden, R. M., 628 n., 647
One-sided function of contour, see Con-

tour

Oppenheimer, E., 276, 283, 290
Optical illusions, 78, 212, 275, 510, 641
Order, 13, 15-17, 22, 174, 175, 307,

309-312, 316, 355, 474, 519, 559, 560,

588, 684
Organism, 48, 308-310, 331-333, 34^,

365* 368, 369, 372, 373, 401, 424,

514, 520, 530, 535, 536, 541, 548,

549, 626, 627, 646, 648, 664
Organization (general), 67, 99, 100, 105,

107, no, 174, 176, 266, 269, 314,

317, 376, 381, 393-395) 401, 402, 417,

419, 431, 437-439, 441, 464, 496, 512,

514, 519, 520, 549, 550, 564, 567,

569, 57O) 571, 578, 594, 598, 599.
601, 604, 612, 625, 628, 632, 642,

646, 647, 653, 654, 657, 663-665,

670, 677, 681, 682; see also Duo
organization and Unum organiza-

tion; ideational, 569, 632, 640-642;

manifest, 357, 381-384, 402, 404, 421;

see also non-silent; non-silent, 317, 352-

354, 403; perceptual, 98, 106, no,
21 I, 230, 240, 269, 296, 300, 304,

305, 318, 342, 343, 352, 360, 361,

365, 375, 398, 400, 477, 488, 513,

524, 554, 569, 584, 598, 631, 632,

68r; see also spatial; physical, 107;

sensory, see perceptual; silent, 317,

318, 346, 357, 381, 382, 384, 402;

spatial, 1 17, 1 18, 120, 121, 125, 127,

136-155, 159, 161, 164, 165, 167,

167 n., 168, 171, 173, 179, 183, 184,

188, 190-193, 195, 196, 198-200, 205-

210, 215, 216, 231, 235, 236, 253,

260-266, 271, 273, 274, 276, 31 1, 315,

332, 434, 438, 439, 447, 448, 453,

462, 464, 482, 486, 531, 639, 640,

658, 659; temporal, 433, 434, 437-

439, 447, 659; trimensional, 159-164,

178, 200, 265, 266; of Ego systems,

342, 633; of traces, 339, 340, 449,

450 n., 453, 461, 463, 474, 488, 491,

493, 517, 519, 520, 544, 563, 564,

566, 572, 582, 584, 605, 621, 622;

laws of, 158, 159, 164, 175, 177, 193,

301-303, 305, 323, 392, 421, 451, 464,

482, 488, 489, 493, 496, 545, 549,

632, 640, 654, 682

Orientation, 184, 185, 190 f., 224, 228-

230, 232-235, 255, 265, 275 n., 288,

290, 304, 319; normal, 221, 224, 230,

231, 236, 255

Other personas emotions, see Mind of

the other person

Outside, 150, 151, i8r, 184
Over-estimation of the vertical, 213, 275,

276, 276 n.

Overlapping of contours, 163, 274
Ovsiankina, M., 337

Pain, 325, 327, 328, 414
Paired associates, 483, 490, 560-562, 575,

589, 623

Pairs, learning of, 564-566, 569
Paranoia, 665
Paresis of eye muscle, 386-389
Part and whole, 26, 176, 569, 601, 602,

665, 682
Pecking list, 668, 669
Perception, 78, 85, 88-90, 103, 105, no,

148, 172, 305, 366, 393, 400, 452,

482, 486, 488, 489, 506, 507, 510,

573, 588, 599, 632, 633, 679
Perceptual constancies, 34; see also Con-

stancy

Performance (or process) vs. accomplish-

ment, 530, 537-540, 552, 564, 580
Perimetric test, 204, 205
Periphery of retina, 146, 201, 202, 204-

208, 315
Perkins, F. J., 61, 454, 457 f., 458 n.,

459, 460, 493, 494, 495, 495 n., 496,

497, 498, 499, 526
Permeability, 10 1, 102

Persistence through time, 332, 333, 448
Personality, 67, 331, 419, 676-679, 682
Personal standard, 341; see also Level

of aspiration

Persons, 655, 657, 661, 667
Perspective, 79, 280
Perspective drawings, 161

Phantom limb, 517
Phenomenal regression to the real ob-

ject, 225, 226, 233, 243, 250, 251
Phenomenology, 73
Philosophy, 4, 6, n, 12, 20, 48, 378,

383, 416, 417, 423, 614, 684, 685
Phylogenetic series, 310 .

Physics as a molar science, 57
Physiognomic characters, 359-363, 365,

382, 392, 407, 594, 654-658, 660, 677,

678
Physiological correlates, 62, 65, 298 (of

time)

Physiological field, 52, 53, 63, 69
Physiological changes in emotions, 401,

414-416

Physiological pattern, 58,-59, 316 n.

Physiological theories, 84, 97; see also
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Molar and Molecular physiological

theories

Physiology, 26, 52
Piaget, J., 46, 379, 670
Picture on the photographic plate, 74,

75, 98
Picture on the retina, 75, 98
Pilzecker, A., 491, 567, 568, 583
Pleasure, 19, 325, 327, 552
Pointing, 498-501
Points, 148-150, 394, 400, 447
Point-to-point correspondence between

stimulation and the looks of things,

84, 87
Poppelreuter, W., 146
Positivism, 17, 18, 21, 22, 222, 379, 380,

383, 639, 684, 685
Posture, 389-391, 514-517
Practice, 536-538, 54i, 546, 553, 57i,

586; curves, 553, 556; see also Repe-
tition

Pragnanz, see Law of pragnanz

Pratt, C. C., 470, 471, 472
Present, 424, 433-436, 448
Primary retentiveness, 432, 433, 435, 438
Primitive people, 360, 650
Principle of the neutral level, see Neu-

tral level

Principle of the shift of level, see Shift

of level

Problem of achievement, 541-544, 547,

553, 556, 627
“Problem of memory,” 541
Problem solution, 461, 625, 626, 630,

631, 633, 634, 636-643

Process in extension, 59, 60, 62, 63, 97,

no, 115
Products of social activity, 653, 674-676,

679
Production (Graz School), 559
Pronouncedness, 243
Propensities, 662-664, 668

Proper perception, 347, 348, 351, 352
Proximal stimulus, see Stimuli, proximal

Proximity, 149, 164-167, 270, 273, 299,

301, 315, 329, 462, 464, 481, 482,

489, 493, 513, 558, 569, 570, 599,

605
Pseudofovea, 202

Psychoanalysis, 50, 51, 331, 670

Psychological group, see Group, psycho-

logical

Psychologismus, 570, 571
Psychology, 3, 4, 6, lo, 13, 15, 19-22,

24, 26, 27, 35, 49, 53, 174, 306, 332,

379, 570, 571, 614, 668; experimental,

18, 19; definitions of, 25; task of,

67 f.; without consciousness, 35

Pugnacity, 364-366
Pupillary reaction, 241, 310
Purpose, 522

"

Purposiveness, 31 1, 355, 404, 559
Pursuit (eye movements of), 311, 313,

314, 318
Puzzle box experiments, 548, 551, 552
Puzzle pictures, 83, 343, 352

Quadratic equation, solution of, 629, 630,

633, 634, 641
Quality, 13, 14, 21, 22, 108, 174, 175
Quantity, 13, 14, 21, 22, 108, 174, 175
Quasi-needs, 342, 355, 357, 368, 395,

411, 572, 573, 609
Quasi-stationary processes, 108

Q-quotient, 234 n., 242

Random movements and behaviour, 625,

629, 645
Rationality of science, 6

Rats, 356, 454, 455, 546, 347, 586,

587, 644
Reading, 317, 318
Reality, 33, 35
Reality of shape, 129 f., 132, 137, 138,

379
Recall, 337, 338, 340, 461, 463, 481,

484, 485, 488-492, 494, 506-508, 521,

522, 524, 525, 545, 584, 593, 594,

597> 603, 604, 612, 613, 618-621,

624, 625, 629, 630, 644; see also Re-

production

Recency, 525, 541, 599, 618; law of, 551
Recognition, 444, 460, 461, 463, 481,

485, 492, 494, 495, 497, 506, 515-

5i7> 550, 561, 562, 591-598, 600-

604, 608, 610, 611, 6iin., 613, 621,

681; spontaneous, 610, 61

1

Reduction screen, 242, 248, 256, 257,

261, 262

Reflex, 50, 55, 58, 310, 311, 313, 314,

316, 317, 355> 362, 369; tonic, 317,

369^ 37o> 371; arc, 310, 316, 317,

344, 626

Regulation of behaviour, 28, 31, 37, 40,

44, 369, 588, 634
Regularity, 109, no, 167

Reification, 401, 403, 416, 424

Relation between behavioural and phy-

siological field, 53
Relation between geographical and be-

havioural environment, 46, 49, 69, 78

Relation between retinal and phenomenal

lines, 214-216

Relation, new, learning of, 509, 510,

513, 559, 612
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Relations of stimulation, 134 (as deter-

mining contrast)

Relative properties of parts, 666; of

stimuli, 219, 221, 365; of traces, 502
Relativism, 347, 351
Release of energy, 375, 658; see also

Liberation of energy

Relief of stresses, 342-344, 366, 367, 373,

409, 411, 419, 420, 662
Religion, 8

Remembering, 336, 337, 488, 517, 637
Reorganization, 646, 647; in perception,

506, 507, 524, 643, 644; in thinking,

627, 628, 631, 634, 636-638, 643-645;
of social field, 665

Repeated material, 483, 484, 487, 488,

490, 492, 524, 570, 599, 603, 666
Repetition, 396, 397, 410, 456, 508, 531-

534, 536, 536 n., 537-551, 554-556,

590
Representation w'ithout colour, 178 f.,

181

Reproduction, 104, 460, 463, 494, 495,

506, 513, 515, 516, 556, 560-568,

571, 573, 575, 581-584, 587, 589,

598, 605, 611-613, 624, 634; auto-

matic (spontaneous), 572-574, 584,

587, 588, 596, 602, 607, 613; of de-

signs, 493, 497, 501-504, 526; of op-

posites, 605; law of, 566-568; see also

Recall

Repulsiveness, 353, 355, 392
Resolves, 355, 368, 572
Restless activity, 414
Restorff, H. von, 452, 453, 463 n., 481,

482, 483, 484, 485, 486, 487, 488,

489, 490, 491, 492, 501, 502, 504,

505, 507, 508, 516, 524, 526, 544,
546, 569, 570, 592, 597, 599, 603,

666, 667
Results of behaviour, 306, 307, 309
Results of social activity, see Products of

social activity

Resumption of tasks, 337
Retained members, 484, 486
Retention, 484, 485
Retina, 139, 145, 208, 212, 214, 215,

244, 246, S12-314, 377, 387, 659,
660; see also Centre of retina and
Periphery of retina

Retinal correspondence, 267, 268, 272;
see also Corresponding points

Retinal disparity, 160, 212, 235, 236,
266-268, 270, 272, 274, 315; see also

Binocular parallax and Disparate

points

Retinal elements, 31

1

Retinal horizon, iii

Retinal image, 198, 199, 209, 217, 222-

224, 235, 238, 238 n., 261, 277, 278,

288, 384, 385, 659; of an after-image,

198, 199; see also Picture on the

retina

Retinal points, 370, 385, 386
Retroactive inhibition, 341, 481, 490-

492, 505
Reversible perspective, 83
Revesz, G., 32, 33, 34, 90
Rhythm, 43i-434» 437» 438, 44i> 50h,

564, 565, 569
Rigidity, 633, 646
Rilke, R. M., 360
Roaming eyes, 313, 314
Robinson, E. S., 491, 558, 558 n., 583
Roelofs, C. O., 281, 286 n.

Rods, 201, 208

Rote learning, 543, 548, 560, 561, 564
Rothschild, H., 143 f., 198
Rubin, E., 177, 181, 183, 186, 190, 192,

195, 210, 260 n., 283, 284, 318, 377
Rutherford, E., 57, 57 n.

Sakuma, K., 266, 272
Sapir, E., 675, 676
Saturation (of activity), 41 0-41 4; range,

4 i 3 » 414
Saturation (of colour), 253, 254, 497,

498
Saving method, 589
Scheerer, M., 15 n.

Scheler, M., 12, 360
Schema (Head), 5 15-5 17, 519, 520, 612
Schiller, P. von, 277, 298, 300, 301, 303
Schjelderup-Ebbe, T., 665, 668, 669
Scholz, W., 286 f., 315 n.

Schriever, W., 274
Schulte, H., 665
Schumann, F., 592, 598
Schumann tachistoscope, ,130

Schur, E., 91, 94, 95
Science, 5-9, ii, 18, 20-23, 49> 307>

347, 378, 383, 648, 685; and conduct,

7; and religion, 8; function of, 9
Sea charts, 194
Search for a name, 525,, 584
Seeing (two meanings), 180

Segregation, 98, 125, 126, 128, 129, 137,

147, 151, 152, 165, 171, 175, 177,

181, 191, 199, 200, 202, 208, 209,

275, 276, 285, 313, 319-321, 323-325>

328, 33i» 333» 346, 348, 362, 376,

434» 437» 439» 443» 447» 449» 453»

507, 5i4» 545» 594» 632, 659, 665,

666, 667
Selection of facts, 8, 61, 380
Selection of co-operating retinal points.
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270, 272; of process in motion, 298-

302; of tool, 638, 642; of trace by
process, 436, 437, 448, 450, 461-464,

513, 532, 533> 583, 598-607, 615-618
Self, 47, 319, 324, 325, 341, 342, 366,

409, 520, 672, 679; see also Ego
Selz, O., 560, 560 n.

Semon, R., 598, 598 n.

Sensation, 13, 19, 55, 67, 73, 85, 88-90,

96, 103-105, 124, 224, 266, 310, 318,
3i9» 360, 393, 394, 398, 435, 542,

543, 559, 592
Sense of colour, 365; of motion, 365; of

shape, 365; of space, 365
Sense modalities and space, 303
Sense organs, 74
Sentence, 433, 434, 437.

Sentiments, 368, 400
Separation of Ego and environment, 361,

363, 420
Set, 300, 303, 579-584, 607, 610, 613
Shadows, 163, 274; coloured, 258, 259
Shape, 125, 132-139, 142, 147, 148, 150,

152, 156-161, 167, 168, 170, 175, 177,

181, 183, 185, 202, 205, 206, 209,
21 1, 216, 219, 222, 232, 233, 235,

265, 273, 283, 301, 303, 304, 319,

357, 359, 379, 437, 438, 443, 449,

463, 559, 569, 632, 656, 659, 681;

reality of, 129 f., 132, 137, 138, 379;
as characteristic of things, 71, 72; see

also Good shape and Constancy of

shape

Sharpening, 498
Shell shock, 374
Shepard, G. F., 603
Sherrington, C. S., 100, 415, 416 n.

Shift of level, principle of, 255, 256, 258
Short time of exposure, 141, 142

Sign, 160, 391
Sign-gestalt, 391
Signs of distance, 160

Signals, 357, 358, 360, 382, 391
Significance, 13, 17, 19, 21, 26, 174-176,

614, 677, 684; see also Meaning

Silent organization, see Organization, si-

lent

Similarity, 474, 481, 485, 486, 488-491,

491 n., 493, 583, 598-604, 607, 654,

655, 661, 662; association by, 542; see

also Equality

Simplicity, 109, no, 131, 138, 141, 142,

146, 147, 151, 157, 158, 168, 171,

185-187, 195-197, 224, 231; of maxi-

mum event, 109, 171-174, 199, 4545

of minimum event, 109, 1 71 -174, 199,

453
Simultaneity, 292

Sinemus, A., 277
Sinn, 13 ^

Size, 77, 78, 80, 81, 84, 191, 193, 200,

211, 222, 229, 237, 265, 273, 276-279,

288, 289, 291, 303, 346, 389, 463,

497> 499» 500> 502, 681; small, 141,

143; range of, 237; see also Constancy
of size, Law of size

Skill, acquisition of, 424, 461, 506, 510,
5i3» 536, 54L 545, 548, 553-556,

562, 590, 600
Sleep, 492
Soap bubble, 14, 107
Social behaviour, 414, 422, 653, 655,

664, 674, 682
Social psychology, 648, 663, 667, 669,

682
Social relations, 410
Society, 58, 422, 648; sacred and secular,

650; see also Groups (social)

Sociological group, see Group sociological

Soft colours, see Colours, soft

Somatic data, 324, 325
Soul, 47, 319, 332
Space (phenomenal), 119, 121, 275, 298,

303, 304, 322, 390; dynamic theory of,

1 1 9, 237; level, i85n., 285; percep-

tion, 160, 212, 681; sensations, 215;
values, 212, 213, 385-387; see also

Tridimensional space

Space-time, 424, 530-532
Spatialization of time, 431, 446, 452
Spearman, C. E., 613
Speculative hypotheses, 464
Spinal cord, 317
Splitting up of colour, 262, 264
Spontaneous reproduction, see Reproduc-

tion, automatic (spontaneous)

Sport, 44
Stability, 138, 139, 143, 151, 152, 164,

167, 183, 194, 199, 207, 212, 274,

282, 304, 3II, 316, 330-332, 349, 352,

368, 389. 390, 402, 503, 507-509* 526,

537* 544* 545* 554-556, 563, 566-570,

578, 587, 598-601, 604, 605, 646,

665, 676, 683; of a trace, 339, 340;

law of, 598-600

Stages of motion, 292
Stationary distributions, 107-109

Steering, 316, 375, 658

Steinig, K., 301

Stepwise phenomenon, 467, 473
Stereoscope, 161, 162, 267-274

Stern, A., 144 n., 510

Stern, W., 679
Stillness, 201, 470
Stimuli, 27, 29, 33, 35* 75* 79*8 1, 84,

98, 115, i55» 170, 175* 204, 209, 310,
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311, 313, 314, 352, 355, 359, 379,
398, 433, 434, 448, 449, 496, 549,

597, 601, 614, 632, 639, 657; distant,

80, 97, 224, 225, 228, 242, 267, 288,

373, 374, 659, 680; proximal, 80, 82-

86, 89, 96-98, 100, 104-106, 1 14, 1 17,

126, 129, 208, 210, 224, 225, 228,

232, 240, 242, 244, 244 n., 246, 248,

267, 268, 288, 373, 374, 376, 377,

379, 384, 548, 658-660, 680; see also

Local stimulation

Stimulus-response, 26, 32, 34, 50, 310,

313, 333, 334, 356, 362, 369, 370, 421
Store house (of traces), 518
Stout, G. F., 56, 358, 432, 433, 435,

436, 437, 440, 44L 448, 450, 451
Stream of consciousness, 332
Stresemann, E., 655
Stress, 270, 273, 275, 281, 342-345, 354,

374, 443, 463, 4^6, 497, 499, 503,

508, 522, 525, 555, 571-573, 598, 603,

609, 616, 622, 625, 637, 638, 641,

643, 644, 653, 661, 674; see also

Field of stress and Relief of stress

Stresses, Ego, 354*356, 363, 366, 367,

412, 414, 415, 418, 527, 595, 658,

662, 663; Ego-field or object, 344,

345, 353, 355, 357, 363, 364, 382,

388, 394, 395, 398, 405, 418, 527,

595-597, 618, 627, 636, 642, 655, 662;

field, 366, 373, 418, 527, 595, 618

Structuralism, 401
Structure and function, 206, 207, 207 n.,

208, 208 n., 314, 315, 375
Structure of the nervous system, 100,

633
Stumpf, C., 84, 87, 394 n.

Style, 350, 676
Subconscious, 51, 52
Subliminal differences, 140
Submission, 662, 668, 669
Subsistence, 570, 571, 614
Substance, 57, 58, 72
Sub-systems, 331, 333, 338-342, 355,

366, 389, 417, 421, 431, 520, 521,

595, 638, 624, 679
Success, 414, 540, 551, 644, 645, 670,

671; lavi: of, 544, 551, 552, 644, 645
Succession, 292
Summative, 134 (contrast as summa-

tive), 186, 188, 259 (contrast)

Superconstancy, 227, 234
Surfaces, 118, 119, 252
Surveyability, 237
Survival value of different organizations,

507, 508, 523, 524, 555, 622
Symbolic functions, 422
Symmetry, 109, no, 139, 152, 159, 195,

196, 312, 379, 498-500, 505, 526, 578,

683
Systems of localization, 219; of refer-

ence, separation of, 284

Talbot’s law, 1 27-1 29, 261
Tasks, heterogeneous, 578; homogeneous,

578
Taste, 348, 352
Teleological explanation, 599, 600
Temporal course of stimulation, 120,

216, 377
Temporal reference of ideas, 614
Temporal unity, see Unity, temporal

Tension, 330, 334, 337*344, 354, 355,
362, 363, 374, 402, 403, 405, 406,

410, 411, 414, 415, 463, 533, 572,

584, 585, 587, 596, 609, 626, 627,

672; persistence of, 340
Ternus, J., 298, 299, 300, 303
Thelin, E., 283
Theories, 4, 5, 9, 55
Thingness, 71, 275, 304
Things, 44, 45, 70-72, 177, 184-187,

208-211, 275, 282, 283, 304, 305, 314,

319, 353, 401, 681

Thinking, 7, ii, 341, 342, 400, 422, 527,

551, 552, 614, 625, 627, 632, 638,

640, 679, 682
Thorndike, E. L., 539, 543, 544, 551,

552, 645
Thoughts, 326, 327, 329, 342, 343, 384,

5i<^, 559, 605, 607, 614, 626-628,

6280., 631, 632, 639, 642, 643, 684;
form or shape of processes, 616

Thouless, R. H., 171, 223, 225, 226,

226 n., 233, 234 f., 234 n., 240, 243,

251, 389, 390
Three-dimensional, see Tri-dimensional

Threshold, 150, 188, 193, 253, 279, 282,

291, 449, 524
Time, 296-298, 328, 331, 332, 340, 348,

350, 377, 424-427, 433, 437, 439,

479, 531, 532; filled, 298; unfilled,

298; axis, 453, 51 1 ; difference (in

sound localization), 220; error, 465,

469-472, 478; negative time error,

465, 467-471, 473, 475, 476, 479;
positive time error, 468-470, 473, 475,

476, 479, 480

Timidity, 364-366

Titchener, E. B., 113, ii3n., 143, 319,

358, 632
Tolman, E. C., 25, 30, 34 n., 36, 55, 56,

356 n., 364, 365, 366, 391, 529, 538,

539, 540, 541, 547, 585, 586, 588

Tonus of musculature, 45, 50
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Total reaction, 532, 534; situation, 158,

i59> 459, 532
Trace, 207, 339, 340, 424, 429-432, 436,

437, 440, 443-446, 451-461, 464, 465,

470-476, 479-485, 488-493, 496-510,
514-528, 529, 533, 535-538, 541, 542,

546, 548-554, 563, 564, 567-570, 572,

584, 587, 588, 592, 594-597, 601-605,

609, 610, 613, 614, 622, 624, 630,

638, 643, 674, 681; mapping processes,

443; aggregation, 230, 481, 485, 486,

488-491, 493, 505, 508, 512, 516,

519, 524, 525, 537, 544, 545, 599,
603, 609; assimilation, 453, 468, 470,

472, 475, 476, 479, 481, 502; column,

447-449, 453, 461, 477, 597, 599,
608, 609-612, 615; core and shaft of,

609-611, 614; properties, instrinsic,

474, 499, 523, 577, 623, 631, 636;
stratification, 525; systems, 454, 456,

461, 462, 470, 473-476, 481, 482, 484,

488, 489, 494, 497, 501, 503-505,

511-513, 516, 517, 522, 525-528, 537,

540, 544-546, 555, 561, 564, 567, 572,
582, 584, 592, 607, 613, 615-617,
622-624, 634, 642, 644, 646; changes
of, 469, 470, 472, 473, 493, 496, 498-

505, 519, 522-524, 540, 556, 603; con-
solidation of, 54*4; destruction of, 468,

523, 524; deterioration of, 621, 622;
effect of on process, 509, 513, 541,

547, 550, 553, 561, 562, 566, 582,

586, 587, 589, 590, 600, 606, 607,

609, 613, 630; interaction of and pro-

cess, 554, 555, 563, 566, 567, 600,

624, 638; place of different from that

of process, 440, 441, 444, 457, 494;
see also Availability of trace. Commu-
nication of trace. Co-operation between

trace and stimuli, Ego-field relation in

trace, Selection of trace

Transfer, 414, 430, 546, 547
Transformation, 225, 232-234, 254, 259,

259 n., 260

Transformation of processes, 550, 552,

615, 631; by effect, 551, 644
Transparency, 181, 260-265

Transposition, 460, 510; see also Law of

transposition

Trial and error, 552, 625, 629, 645
Tridimensional organization, see Organi-

zation, tridimensional

Tridimensional space, 106, 115, 116, 160

Tudor-Hart, B., 135, 263 f., 263 n.

Tunnel illusion (of size), 212, 222; mo-
tion, 450, 451

Two-point limen, 202

Unconscious, 51, 52, 518
Understanding, 509, 550, 551
Understanding (as ^opposed to explain-

ing), 19-21, 53, 175, 332, 677
Unification, 126, 128, 132, 137, 141,

147-149, 152, 160, 162, 164, 208,

270, 285, 328, 451, 454, 481, 504,
507, 519, 545, 569, 570, 609, 632,

644, 665
Uniformity of a unit, 135, 149, 165, 171-

173, 186, 197, 262, 434, 439, 447
Unique cases in constancy phenomena,

224, 225, 227, 231, 236, 255
Unit formation, 106, 125, 126, 129, 134,

147, 168, 175, 177, 434, 437, 443,
451, 463, 466, 569

Units, 514, 566; spatial, 77, 125, 169,

176, 178, 203, 204, 275, 323, 439,
443, 449, 466, 568, 569; temporal,

437, 439, 448-451, 506, 515, 533, 550,

553; trace, 443, 444
Unity, 609, 681; spatial, 84, 97, 133,

171, 197, 346, 352, 353, 361, 439,
450, 452; temporal, 287 n., 439, 446,
452, 453; of one continuous tone, 439,
446; of a temporal pair, 439-442, 446,
451, 466

Unum organization, 153, 154, 162
Upwards tendency of Ego, see Ego, up-

wards tendency of

Usefulness, 279, 280
Utilization of signs, 160, 266

Value, 17, 19, 21, 347, 351
Vectors, 337, 372, 408, 410
Velocity, 276, 282, 288-297, 303, 378,

435; and brightness, 290, 291; and
orientation, 290, 291; and size, 289,
291; objective stroboscopic, 292-295:
of propagation, 99

Verbalization, 501
Veridicalness of experience, 224, 225,

227, 231, 318, 380, 658; see also

Cognition

Vernon, P. E., 677, 678
Vestibular organ, 121

Vigilance, 100, 102, 173
Visual acuity, 205, 206, 278, 438
Vitalism, 16, 17, 19, 21, 47, 308, 331,

417, 423, 460, 560, 631
Vogel, P., 390 n.

Volkelt, H., 638
Volkmann, W. F., 145, 212
Voluntarism, 420
Voluntary action, see Action, voluntary

Waals, H. G. van der, 281, 286 n.

Warden, C., 622 n., 625
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War landscape, 44
Watson, J. B., 390
Wax tablet, 474
We, 651-653, 655, 665, 667, 676
Weber’s law, 13
Werner, H., 360
Wertheimer, M., 15 n., 18, 20, 53, 54,

56, 57, 59, 61, 62, 63, 64, 66, no,
134, 136, 138, 149, 153, 155, 164,

166, 168, 175, 179, 215, 220, 246, 260,

280, 281, 287, 292, 301, 303, 360,

361, 371, 372, 373. 381, 449. 510.

511, 512, 513, 615, 627, 634, 637, 641,

683, 684
Wheeler, R. H., 401, 4140., 424, 454,

457. 458, 458 n., 459, 460, 518, 592
Wheels, their motion, 284, 377
Whitehead, A. N., 380
Whiteness, 80, 81, 84, 112, 116, 128,

243, 244, 246-248, 258, 260, 263 n.,

277; see also Constancy of whiteness

Whole, 175, 462, 463
Whole and part, 26, 176, 569, 601, 602,

665, 682
Why? 383
Will, 416, 419, 421, 571, 574, 578;

measurement of will, 574
Wishes, 325, 327, 334, 343, 368, 642

Witasek, S., 212, 213, 267 n., 564, 565,

566
Wittich von, 145
Wohlfahrt, E., 143
Wolff, Werner, 672, 678
Wolff, Wilhelm, 260, 260 n.

Woodworth, R. S., 160, 401, 482 n.,

529 f.

Wordsworth, W., 326, 359
Works of art, 347
Wulf, F., 493, 494, 495, 496, 497, 498,

4980., 499, 500, 501, 502, 505, 507,

634
Wundt, W., 55, 82, 85, 97, 103, 134,

583
Wurzburg school, 559, 560, 574

Yoshioka, J. G., 356

Zeigarnik, B., 334 f-, 336, 337 f., 339.

340, 341, 508, 522, 555 n., 618, 619,

622

Zenith-horizon illusion, 78, 94, 95, 236,

278, 279, 388
Zeno’s paradox, 424, ,425

Zollner illusion, 275
Zone law, 295
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